“Now that the human mind has grasped celestial and terrestrial
physics, mechanical and chemical, organic physics, both vegetable and
animal, there remains one science, to fill up the series of sciences or
observation—social physics. This is what men have now most need of;
and this it is the principal aim of the present work to establish.”
— Auguste Comte (1842), Positive Philosophy
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Introductory note
The following are the divisions of the ten-volume ‘print set’ of Hmolpedia: an A-Z Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, written online at EoHT.info, a prolegomenon to derivation:

Hmolpedia, Volume 1 (A-B)
Hmolpedia, Volume 2 (C-Ek)
Hmolpedia, Volume 3 (El-Goe)
Hmolpedia, Volume 4 (Gof-Ir)
Hmolpedia, Volume 5 (Is-Mr)
Hmolpedia, Volume 6 (Ms-Ra)
Hmolpedia, Volume 7 (Rb-Sw)
Hmolpedia, Volume 8 (Sx-Z)
Hmolpedia, Volume 9 Misc (A-I)
Hmolpedia, Volume 10 Misc (J-Z)

1-682
683-1352
1353-2058
2059-2750
2751-3444
3445-4064
4065-4762
4763-5466
5467-5986
5987-6496

(686-pgs)
(674-pgs)
(710-pgs)
(696-pgs)
(698-pgs)
(624-pgs)
(702-pgs)
(708-pgs)
(524-pgs)
(514-pgs)

The following are four addendum books, the first two embedded into EoHT.info, the third a JHT pdf, the fourth a
precipitate of the 2008 IQ:200+ rankings, scheduled to be published (estimated page count shown) as
accompaniments to the encyclopedia set:

Elective Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded | 280-pgs
Morality Squared: Religion Dissolved in Nitric Acid | 70-pgs
Shannon Thermodynamics: Science’s Greatest Sokal Affair | 120-pgs
500 Greatest Geniuses: Ranked by IQ | 250-pgs
The total print set is meant as a backup hardcopy of the online version; a repercussion of which, being that, in the
conversion process, robust editing of the latter is limited; noticeable areas being: hyperlinks removals, justified
paragraphs, equations in LaTex (bad) vs jpg (good) rendering differences, among slight issues; as the total set—online
and print—is meant only as a tool, according to which functionality takes precedence over tool presentation. The
following quote seems to encapsulate the gist of the content of Hmolpedia:

“To be master of any branch of knowledge, you must master those which lie
next to it; and thus, to know anything — you must know all.”
— Oliver Homes (1886), American jurist

In 1957, Keith Burton, when asked why he found publication increasingly difficult following the publication of his
famous 1957 tables of "Free Energies of Formation—of chemical species, general and biochemical—from the
Elements", replied: “of the impossibility of saying anything without saying everything.” Thims, likewise, would prefer
to say simply that ‘humans, like smaller textbook chemicals, have free energies of formation, per state of existence’,
which quantitatively defines the thermodynamical nature one’s state of ‘being’, as a person, with a simple citation to
‘see: Burton (1957) for biochemical species [an antiquated term] and Lewis (1923) for general methodology’, and that
these tables can be used cogently to predict, guide, and or predetermine human reaction pathways, or the
feasibilities of future states of existence, but such a result is not palatable to the general public, whose mindset is
largely anchored in the paradigm hues of ancient mythologies, e.g. Aristotelian models of purpose, a turn of mindset
requisite to a modification of five thousand plus years of ingrained beliefs; hence Hmolpedia is elaboration on details
of explicits. The content of Hmolpedia, in short, is a corpus of footnotes to a change of beliefs.

“One’s beliefs or theological holdings can be divided into two classes: those
for which a man would go to the stake, and those for which a man would not
go to the stake.”
— Edwards A. Park (c.1870), American moral philosopher

Knowledge, in the discerning words of Francis Bacon, is power. Power, in the quantifications of James Watt, is work
per unit time. Work, in the unimpeachable formulations of Gustave Coriolis, is the result of a force moving a body
through unit distance. Force, as defined by the illustrious Newton, is influence—mediated via field particle exchanges
(in modern terms)—that tends to change the state of rest of a body or its uniform motion in a straight line. The body
of interest herein is the light-stimulated power (knowledge) animated CHNOPS+20 molecular body or phase reading
these words.
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Historical origin | Note
In 1751, Frenchmen philosopher Denis Diderot (1713-1784) (IQ:170|#201) (5394 articles) and mathematician Jean
D'Alembert (1717-1783) (IQ:185|#64) (1309 articles) headed the writing of the Encyclopedie (1751-1772), culminating
by 1772 in a 28 volume set, with 71,818 articles, and 3,129 illustrations, contained articles written by a group of
about 100 French authors, including Jean Rousseau (IQ:150|#367) (344 articles), Voltaire (IQ=195|#17) (26 articles),
etc., who latter came to be called “encyclopedists”. The D’Alembert-Diderot Encyclopedie is said, according to French
collective intelligence theorist Pierre Levy, to mark “end of an area in which a single human being was able to
comprehend the totality of knowledge” (see: "last persons to know everything"). In 1768, in conservative reaction to
Diderot’s Encyclopédie, which was widely viewed as heretical, the Encyclopedia Britannica was launched by Irishmen
bookseller and printer Colin Macfarquhar (1745) and engraver Andrew Bell (1726-1809).
Hmolpedia—launched on 24 Dec 2007, with the start of three online articles: Sadi Carnot, human
thermodynamics, and human chemistry, at wiki host Wetpaint, turned Wikifoundry (2013), articles—resulted, in
some historical sense, as a reverse of the Encyclopedie (progressive/heretical) vs Britannica (conservative/status quo)
precipitate reaction; namely: Hmolpedia, classified by some as “a large resource for radical cybernetic and
thermodynamic interpretations of humanity” (WhatLifeIs.info, 2015), is a progressive, some may say “heretical” (or
radical), systematic presentation of key knowledge, presented in an encyclopedic manner as someone with a modern
Diderot-d’Alembert type progressive mindset sees things.
Thims, in particular, from 2005 to 2007, penned some 150+ articles in the newly-launched Wikipedia, which
being similar to Britannica in its conservativeness, rejected any and all types of articles, sentences, statements, views,
no matter how cited, contrary to status quo; Thims article contributions and edits, in the end, articles in particular on
the view of a human as a ‘molecule’ governed by chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics, and scholars privy to this
view, being labeled as a “large, elaborate a subtle walled garden of pseudoscience.” (User:Coren, 20 Oct 2007).
Thims’ experience at Wikipedia—similar to the experience of Diderot and his radical co-contributors: Voltaire,
Rousseau, Montesquieu, d’Holbach, Quesnay, who found their work banned by the French government, owing to its
revolutionary content, radicalness, and Catholic undermining views—was akin to arguing with illiterate children
about the correct spelling of words, the alphabet in this case being the symbols of chemical thermodynamics.
Prior to this, Hmolpedia has its roots in the anchor-linked key word glossary pages of the 2005-launched
HumanThermodynamics.com (HT.com): [1]

The glossary itself was a forced necessity, namely the majority of the “key terms”, e.g. energy, heat, etc., being
written in the various pages of HT.com, could be hyperlinked to established pages (e.g. Wikipedia articles, Eric
Weisstein’s World of Physics, etc.,), some newer or rarer terms, e.g. “human molecule”, or concepts, e.g. “human
chemistry”, had no established online presence, hence the key-term hyperlinked glossary. Prior to this, the content
of HT.com had its roots in the references, footnotes, and handwritten notes of Thims 2001-initiated attempt to
search out who, prior to his earlier 1995-initiated work, had previously ventured into the question of how the
chemical thermodynamics spontaneity of reactions criterion (ΔG < 0) applies to the regulation of reactions between
humans; much of which contained in Thims library and folders.
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A
In symbols, A is the symbol for affinity, chemical affinity, or elective affinity. The symbol "A", in thermodynamic
formulations, can also refer to mechanical work from the German “Arbeit”, meaning work, and to Helmholtz free
energy, a thermodynamic formulation of affinity.

Affinity
It is difficult to say when exactly A can into use as “affinity”, being that this subject, according to English chemistry
historian James Partington, traces to at least the time of Albertus Magnus (1250), such as discussed in his Book of
Secrets. [4] The start of the science of modern affinity chemistry, however, traces to descriptions of chemical
"attractions" by English physicist Isaac Newton in "Query 31" to his 1718 Optics. [1] In the century to follow the terms
affinity and attraction were often used synonymously. In 1936, Belgian physicist Theophile de Donder had clearly
used the symbol "A" for affinity as the negative partial of the partial of the Gibbs free energy per unit partial of extent
of reaction for a change in a isothermal isobaric system: [2]

In modern simplified notation:

In addition, the standard affinity, symbol A°, is the affinity of a chemical reaction when each constituent of the
reaction is take in its standard state. [3]

Arbeit
In 1864, French chemist Marcellin Berthelot put forward his theory that the heat of reaction was the true measure of
affinity; and later, in circa 1775, proposed his maximum work principle, which argued that that the "maximum work"
that a chemically reactive system can produce was a measure of the heat released from the chemical reactants on
going to products. This view, however, soon came into conflict with the new 1865 "entropy" state formulation of heat
by German physicist Rudolf Clausius.
In 1882, to reconcile the inconsistencies between Berthelot's view and Clausius' view, German physicist Hermann
Helmholtz, in his "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes", proved that the true measure of affinity is free
energy (not heat), thus showing Berthelot's theory to be fallacious (at all temperatures above absolute zero). The
period to follow this date would be a probable time for symbol introduction, as various free energy formulas began to
be used. Since the German word for work is “Arbeit”, likely used by Helmholtz, the symbol “A” soon began to be used
for work, maximal work, free energy or Helmholtz free energy, and also affinity. In 1917, Walther Nernst was using A
for “work”. In 1924, James Partington was using A for “work”.

Reaction energy
In 1905, Fritz Haber was using A for “reaction energy”.

Helmholtz free energy
In 1923, Lewis and Randall were using A for “Helmholtz free energy”, as follows:

A = U – TS
In circa 1950s, IUPAC began to assign A to Helmholtz energy (Helmholtz free energy), a function which measures
affinity for isothermal isochoric systems. At some point along the line, however, this A for Helmholtz free energy
symbol notation, as shown in the characteristic function notation table, began to be supplanted by the symbol F for
Helmholtz free energy (or "free energy", for short, with an V,P constant system assumed).

References
1. Muir, Matthew M.P. (1907). A History of Chemical Theories and Laws (ch. XIV: Chemical Affinity, pgs. 379-430, esp.
keyword: “Bergmann”, pgs. 384-94). Wiley.
2. De Donder, Theophile. (1936). Thermodynamic Theory of Affinity: A Book of Principles (pg. 2). Oxford University
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3. Perrot, Pierre. (1998). A to Z of Thermodynamics (Standard affinity, pg. 284). Oxford University Press.
4. Partington, James. (1937). A Short History of Chemistry. Dover.

External links
● A – Wikipedia.

A Dissertation on
Elective Attractions
In famous publications, A Dissertation on Elective
Attractions is a 1775 chemistry textbook, 382-pages in
length, by Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman, styled as a
“manual of theoretical chemistry”, which took the
science of affinity chemistry, initiated in 1718 with the
affinity table logic of French chemist Étienne Geoffroy, to
a premiere status of the 18th century. [1]
The Dissertation contains a 59-row 50-column
affinity table, the biggest one ever made, as well as
reaction schematic diagram (depicting 64 reactions),
explaining single and double elective affinity reactions in
pictorial form, styled on the 1754 chemical ‘equation’
diagrams, i.e. bonding “brackets”, { and }, reaction
“darts” (→), “heated” (Δ) reaction, reaction in “water”
(∇), etc., pioneered in the lecture notes of Scottish
chemist William Cullen and his student English chemist
Joseph Black. [2] The Dissertation was the first to
introduce letter symbols for both single and attached
chemical species, as in a, b, ac, abd, abcd, etc., in a sense
the forerunner notations to modern chemical equations.

Editions

A 1775 first edition (Ѻ) of Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman’s
Dissertation on Elective Attractions, shown with large fold-out
affinity table, the 1885 German edition of which was used by
Goethe to script Elective Affinities, the founding book of human
chemistry and forerunner to the science of human chemical
thermodynamics.

The textbook was first published as a 1775 Latin edition entitled Disquisitio de Attractionibus Electivis, in the issue of
the Acta of the Royal Society of Uppsala for 1775 (vol. 2 of "Nova acta Regiae societatis scientiarum upsaliensis").
French extracts from the original version appear in the 1778 edition Rozier's Observations sur la Physique 13
(Supplement), pages 298-333. Bergman published a revised version in 1783. The first English edition, based on the
revised second edition was published in 1785 by English physician-chemist Thomas Beddoes. [3] The first German
edition appeared in 1785 done by Heinrich Tabor, which is likely the version that Goethe would have read; although it
is possible that he read the original Latin version. As he states in his Truth and Poetry autobiography: [9]
“I had thus learned Latin, German, French, and English, merely by practice, without rules, and without conception.
Whoever knows the condition of school instruction then, will not think it strange that I skipped grammar as well as
rhetoric; all seemed to me to come together naturally; I retained the words, their forms and inflexions, in my ear
and mind, and used the language with ease in writing and in chattering.”
The first French edition was published in 1788. The first Italian translation was done in 1801. The second English
edition, a reprinting of the 1785 Beddoes translation, was published in 1970, with a preface by Alistair Duncan.

Chemical equations
The following is #20 of Bergman's reaction diagrams (chemical equation), of sixty-four in total, showing the
"decomposition of calcareous hepar by vitriolic acid":

which in words, the calcareous hepar,
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)

described such that it has its "proximate principles [are] united", which are calcareous earth (calcium oxide, CaO) and
sulphur (S):
(

)

( )

and

is decomposed [reacts with] vitriolic acid (sulfuric acid, H2SO4):
(

)

in water, ∇ (H20), indicating that “the three surrounding bodies freely exercise their attractive powers in it”, to form
gypsum and elemental sulphur:
(

)

and

( )

The separation of the signs of calcareous earth and hepar inside the vertical bracket { represents breaking of the
combination of these two “proximate principles” by the action of the vitriolic acid, which “attracts calcareous earth
more strongly than sulphur does.” The signs of the calcareous earth and vitriolic acid are placed side by side above a
complete horizontal bracket—the indication that a new combination—the point of which is turned downwards to
imitate that the new compound (vitriolated calcareous earth or gypsum) is precipitated. The fact that sulphur, which
is the other product of the reaction, also precipitates, is indicated by turning downwards the point of the lower
horizontal half bracket. [5] In modern terms, calcium sulfide CaS is decomposed by sulfuric acid H2SO4 in water
calcium sulfate CaSO4, which precipitates (down full-bracket) and to produce elemental sulfur S which precipitates
(downward half-bracket); which, neglecting intermediates, would be written as:

This reaction, of course, is an example of a single elective affinity (reaction), and in Bergman chemical species letter
notation would be categorized as the following "type" of reaction:

This thus explains the "symbols" Goethe had in mind in the writing of his greatest work.

Elective Affinities
See main: Elective Affinities (book), elective affinity

Torbern’s Dissertation functioned as the reference textbook for the scripting of the first human elective affinity
reactions, found as “layers of Gestalt”, in German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 novella Elective Affinities, the
founding book of the science of human chemistry. [4] To exemplify this, in 1808, a year prior to the publication of his
novella, Goethe commented to his friend Riemer: [6]
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“The moral symbols used in the natural sciences were the elective affinities discovered and employed by the great
Bergman.”
In a conversation with Riemer on 24 July 1809, Goethe specifically names Bergman as a source for his for the idea of
“elective affinity”, using the early German translation of that term, namely “Wahlverwandtschaft”, which became an
inspiration for his novel. [7]
In his novella, Goethe built on this premise by laying out this logic of "moral symbols", in literary form, where
each chapter, in underlying theoretical basis, was considered as a different type of affinity reaction or chemical
reaction in the modern sense. In chapter three, for instance, in the mind of Goethe, the Captain C arrives to stay with
the married couple Eduard A and Charlotte B, after which time Edward and the Captain rekindle their old friendship,
thus displacing Charlotte from their activities. This is depicted below in the Bergman reaction diagram style of what
was called a single elective affinity:

Or in a modern reaction sense, chemical species A and B are attached in a weakly bonded chemical union, signified by
the bonding bracket “{“, ordered such that if species C were introduced into the system, the greater affinity
preference of A for C would cause A to displace B and to thus form a new union with C, which equates to the
following in modern terms:

AB + C → AC + B
Goethe scripted each chapter in his novella based on variations of these types of affinity reactions. [4] The first to
examine, in detail, the exact affinity reactions used by Goethe, was German science historian Jeremy Adler who in
1969, on the suggestion of his advising professor Claus Bock did his PhD dissertation on the theoretical chemistry,
chemists, and specific elective affinity reactions underling the chapters to Goethe’s novella. [7]

19th century affinity chemistry
At the turn of the 19th century, affinity chemistry split into valence chemistry (1850s) (or quantum chemistry (1920s))
and chemical thermodynamics (1880s), wherein the measure of affinity A between reactants was determined to be a
quantity called free energy G, according to formulations such as:

Likewise, with the determination of the set of known elements, in the arrangement of the periodic table (1860s),
structural bonding changes and were soon determined to be connected to dynamics related to electron-photon
interactions and geometries, and the symbolized nature of alchemical species were replaced by exact molecular
formulas characterized as reactants and products of chemical reactions progressing through mechanisms. In turn, the
carryover of Goethe’s theory of human elective affinity reactions, into modern formulation became more
complicated.

Human chemistry
In the 1914 book Human Chemistry, American engineer William Fairburn declares that “today there are eighty-one
known elements” and openly discusses his views that people, as combinations of these elements, are “human
chemical elements” and that the job of the “human chemist”, i.e. the manager or foreman, is to achieve successful
“reactions resulting from combinations of individuals”. Fairburn states that human reactions can be quantified by
energy and entropy changes and on the topic of affinity chemistry, he states:
“Just as there are many affinities among the chemical elements, so there are many possible harmonious
combinations of human workers; some of these harmonious combinations, however, of both chemical and
human elements, may become violently explosive when subjected to an outside influence.”
Fairburn’s general view, however, is rather elementary, being half metaphorical and half suppositional in theme. In
commentary on the relationship of entropy S to human reactions (relationships), for instance, he states: [8]
“The classified division of entropy, referring to temperature changes which can be likened to coolness, passion,
explosiveness and frigidity, are all interesting but of themselves prove little.”
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In the modern sense, the nature of entropy in human chemical reactions is a in depth topic. In a reaction in which a
group of human molecules (people) are thrown into a closed reaction vessel, such as the grounds of the estate in
Goethe's novella or an isolated island, the following affinity formula will dictate the progression of the overall
process:

When more factors are added in, such as movements of chemical species into or out of the system or external
influences (forces), the nature of the study and prediction of human chemical reactions becomes immensely more
complicated. [4] In 1995, American chemical engineer Libb Thims, for instance, after learning about the spontaneity
criterion in chemical thermodynamics, studied the following Gibbs free energy equation:

for a period of seven years (1995-2001), before it began to make any sort of sense as to how to apply the terms ΔS
and ΔH apply in the understanding of the phenomenon of human existence and behavior. Moreover, Thims did not
know who Goethe was or learn of his elective affinity work until circa 2006 after reading a reference to his theory of
human affinities in the back footnotes section of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine’s 1982 book Order Out of Chaos; thus
soon finding corroboration on his views with that of Goethe via the following affinity-free energy equation:

originally formulated by Belgian thermodynamicist Theophile de Donder in the 1920s.
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In famous publications, A Letter to American Teachers of History is a
1910 treatise by American historian Henry Adams, written at the age
of 72, following nearly five decades of rumination on the physical
sciences applied to historical explanation, setting forth the argument
that the teaching of the second law of thermodynamics in the
curriculum of the history departments of universities instruction
should be mandatory, based on the argument that the second law
undermines all of human history.

Overview
The following is a noted quote: [5]
“If thought is capable of being classified with electricity, or will with
chemical affinity, as a mode of motion, it seems necessary to fall at
once under the second law of thermodynamics. Of all possible
theories, this is likely to prove the most fatal to professors of history.”
Adams suggestion outlines, generally, the field of human
thermodynamics called history thermodynamics. [1] Of note, Adams’
Letter was the first American publications to use the term “human
molecule” as the definition of a person. The central conclusion reached
by Adams, in his Letter, according to American historian William
Thayer, is where Adams states that:

Adams’ 1910 A Letter to American Teachers of
History, employs human molecular theory logic,
nebular hypothesis social contraction models,
and thermodynamics, and implores history
teachers to begin teaching students about
historical events, e.g. the rise and fall of
civilizations, via the “physico-chemical social
dynamics” model, has he refers to it.

“The department of history needs to concert with the departments of
biology, sociology, and psychology some common formula or figure to
serve their students as a working model for the study of vital energies;
and this figure must be brought into accord with the figures or formulas used by the departments of physicists and
mechanics to serve their students as models for the working of physico-chemical and mechanical energies.”
Adams concludes:

“Without the adhesion of the physicists, the model would cause greater scandal than though the contradictions were
silently ignored as now; but the biologists—or, at least, the branches of science concerned with humanity—will find
great difficulty in agreeing on any formula which does not require from physics the abandonment, in part, of the
second law of thermodynamics.”
In reconciliation of this issue, Adams declares that “either the law must be abandoned in respect to vital energy
altogether or vital energy must abandon reason altogether as one of its forms and return to the old dilemma of
Descartes.”

William James’ response
Adams’ friend American psychologist William James, author of the 1906 Energies of Men, famously argued against
Adams’ Letter on his death bed, sending a response letter and two follow-up postcards, the latter dated exactly two
months prior to his death. [2] In commentary on this, James’ biographer Robert Richardson concludes: [3]
“What can one say about the philosophical bravado, the cosmic effrontery, the sheer panache of this ailing
philosopher with one foot in the grave talking down the second law of thermodynamics? It is a scene fit to set
alongside the death of Socrates.”
In short, Adams’ Letter essentially laid question to James' magnum opus theory of innate reserve energies and this
may have quickened his end.

William Thayer’s review
In 1918, in commentary on Adams’ A Letter to American Teachers of History, wherein Adam notably “calls for the aid
of another Newton”, American historian William Thayer comments, in his 1918 presidential address to the American
Historical Association, that:
“In reading Henry Adams’ astonishing tract, I can not help suspecting at times that he is making fun of us historians;
for he proposes, as I think you would agree with me, something which is not only impossible for anyone to carry out
but which he himself never even attempted to carry out. In all the nine volumes of his American History, is there a
hint of the second law of thermodynamics? Can you discover the slightest trace of a common formula for history and
physical chemistry?”
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In his address, Thayer seems to be ambivalent in his review, but at one point concedes:
“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences, but by a system of
symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it may be possible, as Adams suggests, to
invent a common formula for thermodynamics and history.”
In end comment to Adams premise, to note, Thayer goes into a discussion on other past conflicts between the use of
science in the humanities, such as the use of Darwin's "survival of the fittest" by the Germans in WWII and distinction
of races, morality, as well as overlaps with religion.

Asimov
There is some suggestion (Ѻ) that Isaac Asimov’s 1942 to 1993 theory of “psychohistory”, a “science of human
behavior reduced to mathematical equations”, as Asimov describes, as described by the fictional character Hari
Seldon (Ѻ), in his seven-volume Foundation series, is similar to Adams 1908 “physico-chemical social dynamics”, as
Adams calls it. In 1944, Asimov, it seems, was passingly referring to Henry Adams (Ѻ), as the name of one of his
characters, in his science fiction stories; so possibly, Asimov may have had some type Henry Adams model behind his
character of Hari Sheldon.
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In famous publications, "A New Method to Obtain Very Great Motive Powers
at Small Cost" is a short 1690 memoir by French physicist Denis Papin, in which,
building on the vacuum pump weight-lifting ideas initiated in 1647 by German
inventor and physicist Otto Guericke, the first-ever design of a steam engine
was outlined and diagrammed and in which the term "energy" was used in a
modern sense. [1] This publication was one of the first to use the term motive
power in a functional sense and to contain a crude description of what is now
known as the Carnot cycle.
This design was later used by English engineers Thomas Savery, in 1697,
and Thomas Newcomen, in 1710, to make the first working steam engines.
Soon more steam engines were built, generally being improved modifications of
the Newcomen design. The study of the physics of these various heat engines
was outlined in the 1823 memoir Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire by
French physicist Sadi Carnot. This initiated the science of thermodynamics.

Overview
In his New Method, Papin begins with a discussion of the difficulties and failures
involved in trying to create a vacuum in a piston and cylinder by means of
gunpowder. In this mindset, he states that he had recently begun to endeavor
to find a more functional way to create the vacuum. In particular, Papin
reasons, "since it is a property of water, that a small quantity of it turned into
vapor by heat has an elastic force like air, but upon cold supervening is resolved
again into water, so that no trace of the said elastic force remains", he thus
The basics of the Papin steam engine:
arrived at the view where:
a piston and cylinder containing water
that is made to expand in contract in

“I at once saw that machines could be constructed, in which water, by the
cycles, by alternate contact with fire
help of a moderate heat, and a little cost, might produce that perfect vacuum and water, cyclically, so as to produce
useful work, outlined in prototype
which could by no means be obtained by the aid of gunpowder.”
On this proposition, Papin states his design as such:

theory in 1690 by French physicist
Denis Papin. [1]

“A is a tube of uniform diameter, closed shut at the bottom, B is a piston fitted to the tube; D a handle fixed to the
piston; E an iron rod movable round an axis F; G a spring pressing the cross-rod E, so that the said rod must be
forced into the groove H as soon as the piston with the handle has arrived at such a height as that the said groove
H appears above the lid I; L is a little hole in the piston, through which the air can escape from the bottom of the
tube A, when first the piston is forced into it.”
The use of this instrument, according to Papin, is as follows: “a small quantity of water is poured into the tube A, to
the depth of three or four lines; then the piston is inserted and forced down to the bottom, till a portion of the water
previously poured in comes through the hole L; then the said hole is closed by the rod M. Next the lid I, pierced with
the apertures requisite for that purpose, is put on, and a moderate fire being applied, the tube A soon grows warm
(being made of thin metal), and the water within it, being turned to steam, exerts a pressure so powerful as to
overcome the weight of the atmosphere and force up the piston B, till the grove H of the handle D appears above the
lid I, and the rod E is forced, with some noise, into the said groove by the spring G. Then forthwith the fire is to be
removed, and the stream in the thin metal tube is soon resolved into water, and leaves the tube entirely void of air.”
Next, continues Papin, “the rod E being turned round so far as to come out of the groove H, and allow the handle
D to descend, the piston B is forthwith pressed down by the whole weight of the atmosphere, and causes the
intended movement; which is of an energy great in proportion to the size of the tube.” Interestingly, this is one of the
first modern utilizations of the term “energy” in a physics sense; predating 1807 kinetic energy definition of English
physicist and physician Thomas Young, being rather a precursor of sorts to German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ 1850
formulation of the “internal energy” U of the working body. In terms of experimental results, Papin states that his
tube was 2.5-inches in diameter, it raised 60-pounds, and that 1-minute was sufficient for a moderate fire to drive the
piston to the top.

Proposed uses
He proposed to apply this power to draw water or ore from mines; to discharge iron bullets to a great distance; to
propel ships against the wind (using an arrangement of paddle-wheels); and to other practical applications. An
account of his steam engine design was included in a small treatise published by Papin, both in Latin and French, at
Marburg and Cassel respectively, in 1695. [3] In 1698, Papin published a work titled Treatise of Several New Machines
and Extraordinary Inventions on Different Topics. [4] Papin, however, never made a working model.

Influence in England
Soon enough, Papin’s design for a steam engine found their way to England. Specifically, a brief notice of Papin’s
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steam engine designs were included in the Philosophical Transactions for the year 1697, in a review of the little 1695
book published on the Continent by Papin. [5] The first to have come in contact with the work of Papin, it seems, was
English engineer Thomas Newcomen. [2] In a communication on the subject from a Dr. Robinson, in reference to
Robert Hooke (Dr. Hook), the noted polymath assistant of Robert Boyle who had previously designed a modified air
vacuum-pump in 1657 and who later became the curator of experiments of the Royal Society from 1662 to 1703, we
find: [6]
“There are to be found among Hook’s papers, in the possession of the Royal Society, some notes of observations,
for the use of Newcomen, his countryman, on Papin’s boasted method of transmitting to a great distance the
action of a mill by means of pipes … it would appear from these notes that Dr. Hook had dissuaded Mr. Newcomen
from erecting a machine on this principle, of which he had exposed the fallacy in several discourse before the Royal
Society. One passage is remarkable: ‘Could he (meaning Papin) make a speedy vacuum under your second piston,
your work is done.’ ”
Although the exact date of this note is not known, it can be assigned to the period between 1687, the year when
Papin proposed a plan of working an atmospheric engine at a distance by exhausting air through pipes, and March
1703 the time of Hooke's death. [2] This period in which Newcomen first began to devote his attention to the subject
can be further refined. Author Stephen Switzer, in 1729, surmised “I am well informed that Mr. Newcomen was as
early in his invention as Mr. Savery was in his, only the latter being nearer the Court had obtained his patent before
the other knew it; on which account Mr. Newcomen was glad to come in as a partner to it. [7] As Savery obtained his
first patent for his "Miner's Friend" (first working steam engine) on July 25, 1698, it follows that Newcomen would
have already been contemplating an atmospheric steam engine prior to this time. It would thus seem likely that
Newcomen became engaged in steam engine designs after reading the account of Papin’s proposal in the 1697
Philosophical Transactions, if not before in 1695 or 1690, through his association with his countryman Robert Hooke,
associate of Robert Boyle, an associate of Papin. [2]
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In famous publications, “A Paradoxical Ode / After Shelley” was an
1878 encrypted poem, consisting of three stanzas, addressed to a
fiction character Hermann Stoffkraft, but sent to Peter Tait, written by
Scottish physicist James Maxwell, the only time he ever expressed his
private thoughts about the relationship of science and religion, choice
and chance, death and eternity. In loose terms, the poem is Maxwell's
final thoughts on (a) whether or not there is a god and he has a soul,
(b) whether, conversely to first possibility, all that exists is atoms and
voids or matter and force, or (c) whether there is some scientific
connection between (a) and (b) or not.
The poem was a reaction to the views expressed in the 1878 novel
Paradoxical Philosopher, by Balfour Stewart and Tait, in which the
hardened scientific German materialist Stoffkraft (a character modeled
Hermann Helmholtz and Ludwig Buchner; his last name meaning
"matter-force" in German) is converted to the religious-sided views of
the several Christian scientists in the novel, primarily to adopt the socalled "principle of continuity" of afterlife, as presented in the 1875
The Unseen Universe, by Tait and Stewart; which itself had been a
reaction to the religion vs science debate that had erupted at the 1874
British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) meeting,
stemming from the abrupt comment of Irish physicist John Tyndall
that:
“All religious theories, schemes and systems, which embrace notions
of cosmogony, or which otherwise reach into the domain of science,
must, in so far as they do this, submit to the control of science, and
relinquish all thought of controlling it.”

First page of James Maxwell's last poem, "A
Paradoxical Ode", sent to Peter Tait, but
addressed to the fictional materialist hero Dr.
Hermann Stoffkraft of Tait and Balfour Stewart’s
1878 novel Paradoxical Philosopher. [1]

The poem is Maxwell’s rare inner thoughts on this tenuous matter and his last and dying poem, written in his final
year as he was in the final stages of stomach cancer, as he went into his 48th year, the same age his mother died
previously from the same disease. The mention of "After Shelley" is a pastiche of English romantic poet Percy Shelly's
1820 Prometheus Unbound, a play concerned with the torments of Prometheus and his suffering at the hands of
Zeus. [3]

Poem
In followup to his review, in 1878 Maxwell penned a satirical three-part poem entitled “A Paradoxical Ode”,
addressed to Hermann Stoffkraft (the so-called materialistic hero of Paradoxical Philosophy), which he sent to Tait
poking fun at their work, themed on the alluded to premise that his soul was an amphicheiral knot, a knot that can be
deformed into its mirror image, in a scientific sense, which curiously was Maxwell’s last poem, as he knew he was
dying as he wrote it. The original version is reproduced below: [1]
I
My soul’s an amphicheiral knot (1)
Upon a liquid vortex wrought (14)
By Intellect in the Unseen residing (17)
While thou dost like a convict sit
With marlinspike untwisting it (2)
Only to find my knottiness abiding,
Since all the tools for my untying
In four-dimensioned space are lying (3),
Where playful fancy intersperces,
Whole avenues of universes;
Where Klein and Clifford fill the void
With one unbounded, finite homaloid (4),
Whereby the Infinite (5) is hopelessly destroyed.
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II
But when thy Science lifts her pinions
In Speculation’s wild dominions,
I treasure every dictum thou emittest;
While down the stream of Evolution
We drift (6), and look for no solution
But that of survival of the fittest (7),
Till in that twilight of the gods
When earth and sun are frozen clods (13),
When, all its matter degraded (8),
Matter in aether shall have faded,
We, that is, all the work we’ve done (9),
As waves in aether, shall for ever run (16)
In swift expanding spheres, through heavens beyond the sun.
III
Great Principle of all we see,
Thou endless Continuity! (15)
By thee are all our angles gently rounded,
Our misfits are by thee adjusted,
And as I still (10) in thee have trusted,
So let my methods never be confounded!
O never may direct Creation
Breach in upon my contemplation,
Still may the causal chain ascending,
Appear unbroken and unending,
And where the chain is best to sight
Let viewless fancies guide my darkling (11) flight
Through aeon-haunted worlds, in order infinite (12).

13

The "amphicheiral knot" (a trefoil
knot), i.e. a knot that can be
deformed into its mirror image, as
found on the cover of Balfour
Stewart and Peter Tait’s 1875 The
Unseen Universe, wherein they argue
for the immortality of the soul using
thermodynamics. [3]

Notes
The following are speculative notes to the various riddled lines of the poem:
(1a) An amphicheiral knot is one that can be deformed into its mirror image. In Shelley’s poem, Asia refers to herself
as an “enchanted boat” drifting without course or star, driven only “by the instinct of sweet music.”
(1b) In 1867 Tait had demonstrated the mutual interaction of smoke-rings in his laboratory for the benefit of William
Thomson. Thomson rashly proposed a “vortex atom theory” (atomic theory), asserting that knotted vortices in the
ether comprise all chemical elements. Tait was now laboring hard to classify knots; supposedly to build an knot
element periodic table, of some sort.
(2) Convicts might be given the task of recovering hemp from rope by using a marlinspike.
(3) Maxwell was doubted that we live in a world of more than 3 spatial dimensions. In a letter to C.J. Monroe, dated
1871, he asked: “If you have four dimensions this becomes a puzzle, - for first, if three of them are in our space, then
which three?”
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(4) Three-dimensional space in which the axioms and
postulates of Euclid hold.
(5) The Infinite was often identified with God.
(6) In Shelley’s poem, Asia also drifted down a stream.
(7) “Survival of the fittest” was a term invented by
philosopher Herbert Spencer.
(8) Dr Stoffkraft asserts that all energy degrades. With the
end of humanity, collective consciousness will disappear;
degradation of energy is William Thomson's version of the
second law.
(9) Perhaps a very personal note.
(10) always.
(11) In the dark.
(12) Likely intended as a bad rhyme.
(13) heat death (Rudolf Clausius' theory of universal end).
(14) Liquid vortex is William Thomson's theory, said to be set
in motion by "some supernatural power", as Maxwell
comments ("Paradoxical Philosophy", Nature, 19 Dec 1878).
(15) the "principle of continuity", discussed by Maxwell
("Paradoxical Philosophy", Nature, 19 Dec 1878) refers to
the conservation of energy used to explain the supposed
continuity of the mind or soul in the movement of the
universe, in thermodynamic terms, as attempted by Tait and
Balfour.
(16) The waves in aether theory refers to Christiaan
Huygens' 1678 undulatory theory of light and to Thomas
Young's 1803 double-slit experiment, the latter of which,
whose theory on color Maxwell cited in his electromagnetic
theory of light.
(17) The "unseen intellect" is Tait and Stewart's version of
God.

2008 article "The Last Poem of James Clerk Maxwell" by
American mathematician Daniel Silver, which helped to
unearth some of the background to Maxwell's final
thoughts. [4]

In sum, as noted by the ending lines of the poem, Maxwell considers the thoughts of the paradoxical philosopher to
be mere "viewless fancies", but nevertheless all that one has to guide the person at their parting moments. Again, as
mentioned, at the time of writing this, his last poem, as well as his Nature review of Stewart and Tait’s energetic
immortality theory of the soul, it was known that Maxwell already knew he was dying. This fact is summarized well by
American statistical mathematician Daniel Silver, in his well-researched 2007 article “My Soul’s an Amphicheircal
Knot: the Last Poem of James Clerk Maxwell”, he comments:
“Questions about the soul’s immortality were no longer merely academic for Maxwell. He was dying, and very likely
knew it by now. For months he had been suffering from stomach pains, but he had consulted no doctors. We know
from Campbell that when he wrote his review, he was having difficulty swallowing. He would learn soon that he had
the same cancer that took his mother at the very same age that he was now. He would die within a year.”

Addendum
Taped to the bottom of the page of Tait’s scrapbook is an addendum, sent by Maxwell some days afterwards.
Last three lines of Ode to Stoffkraft should be as follows.
While Residents in the Unseen–
Aeons or Emanations – intervene,
And from my shrinking soul the Unconditioned screen.
The mention of soul, or rather his "shrinking soul", or the "ba" as originally formulated in Ra theology, and carried
over into Christianity, and thus into Maxwell's poem, is referred to by Maxwell in his "Review: Paradoxical
Philosophy", wherein he asks which part of the double mind is responsible for doing right and wrong and in the same
vein discusses binding problem, as to whether or not atoms have consciousness. The "unseen", as mentioned, is Tait
and Stewart's version of god, and the "unconditioned screen", according to Daniel Silver, is Immanuel Kant and
William Hamilton's theory that god is hidden from human thought because humans are "conditioned", and Hamilton
was one of Maxwell's instructors at the University of Edinburgh. In any event, we see that Maxwell was a soul theorist
in the end.
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A Project for
Scientific Psychology
In famous publications, “A Project for Scientific
Psychology” is an 1895 manuscript of Austrian
psychologist Sigmund Freud in which he outlined a
bold plan to formulate a hard science of the study
of the mind or psyche in terms of pure chemistry
and energy, or chemical thermodynamics in the
modern sense. [1] In the opening declaration of
his Project, Freud stated: [6]
Excerpt from the manuscript of Freud's 1895 "Project for Scientific
“The intention is to furnish a psychology that
shall be a natural science; that is, to represent
psychical processes as quantitatively
determinate state of specifiable material
particles.”

Psychology", the highlighted section reads: ‘the intention [of this
project] is to furnish a psychology that shall be a natural science’, the
natural science referred here said to mean one that studies matter
using experimentation, measurement, and formulation. [1]

The mention of states of atoms or molecules seems to be a direct usage of "state" as defined in thermodynamics, as
being quantified by a specific intensive and extensive variables. Freud then goes on to project that the psychology of
the future will be one based on chemistry and energetics or rather thermodynamics, in the modern sense: [2]
“In the future psychologists will exercise a direct influence, by means of particular chemical substances, on the
amounts of energy and their distribution in the mental apparatus.”
It is said that Austrian philosopher Wilhelm Jerusalem’s 1895 The Function of Judgment greatly inspired Freud’s
“Project”. [3] The initiation of Freud’s ambitions plans to develop a hard science version of psychology based on
thermodynamics and mechanical theory, was first laid out in his “Project for Scientific Psychology”, began in the
spring of 1895, but never finished and published post humorously in 1950, in volume one of his twenty-four volume
collected works. [4]

Free energy | Bound energy
It is said that in this is paper Freud gave his first outline of
his views on ‘bound energy’ and ‘unbound energy’ (or free
energy) in the states of consciousness; terms which had
only recently been introduced in Hermann Helmholtz’ 1882
paper “The Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes”, one
the founding papers of chemical thermodynamics.
In Freud’s theory of ‘bound’ and ‘unbound’ psychical
energy, which itself is an extrapolation of Helmholtz’s
interpretation of “bound energy” (TS) and “free energy” (F),
according to the views of French psychoanalyst Jean Laplanche, a student of Jacques Lacan, it is said that Freud
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carried this through into his death instinct theory, viewing unbound energy as death. [5] In a modern sense, this may
be seen as being correct in the sense of the Gibbs free energy minimum of a reaction being seen as the dead state of
a reaction, where forward reaction ceases to progress, such as typified by a 'dead relationship'.
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Ab
In terminology, Ab- is an ancient language prefix denoting: “father” (Akkadian, Turkish, Hebrew, etc.) and or “water”
(Turkish, Aryan, etc.), a derivative of the Egyptian Heliopolis creation myth of sun (fire) born out of land (earth), land
or "keme" arisen (pyramid) out of flood (water) three element theory (see also: four element theory), which, through
religious translation-syncretism, became the basis of the current world-dominating Anunian theologies: the Ab-raham-ic theologies (51% world belief), i.e. Abraham-based, and the B-ra-hma-ic theologies (21% world belief), i.e.
Brahma-based, or “father Ra born of Nun” belief systems.

Overview
In 1904, Scottish road engineer turned religio-mythology scholar James Forlong gave the following well-honed
etymology: [1]
Ab. This word, in many languages, denotes "father" (as in Akkadian, Turkish, Hebrew, etc.) like the Latin avus. With
Akkadians also ab was "moving water " (compare A) like the Turkish ab "wave," and the Aryan ap "water." The
Babylonian month Ab was called in Akkadian Nene-gar ("fire making"), sacred to "the queen of the spear" (see
Quirinus). This was August, but the Akkadian January was called Abba-uddu (" rising flood "). Ab "father," and Ma
"mother," are reversed in many dialects; and Ab becomes the Aryan Pa and Pa-pa, while Ma becomes Am, and Urn,
and Ma-ma, "the great nurse." Ab, as the father, is the type of "fertility" and of "fruit" (Hebrew Eb: see Job viii, 1 2;
Dan iv, 12, etc); but the root abah signifies "desire."
(add discussion)
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ABC model
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In hmolscience, ABC model (TR=6) is
simplified three step description of the
light-mediated mechanism through
which the 3-element molecule retinal
straightens, when in the presence of
light of wavelength about 550 nm,
employed to explain how a like, albeit
more complex, mechanism of
movement operates in the
hydrocarbon mental processing the 26element human molecule (person), to
thus give a conceptual understanding
of the external force / internal force
nature of the will and ‘choice’, as this is
a crucial concept hinging commonly in
religion vs. science debates—in fact, it
is commonly cited as the crux of the
issue, in respect to morality and
meaning. [1]

Internal force
The internal force here is the set of
electromagnetic exchange forces
existing and operating in the bonding
dynamics of the C11-C12 carbon atom
junction.

The "ABC model" of the so-called free operation of the will or free will: (A) retinal
molecule in ground state (normal state); (B) light (or one or more photons) with a
frequency of 400 to 700 nm absorbs into the the carbon atom (note: atom shown is
actually beryllium) at the 11 position, thus causing (exchange force) an electron to
jump up in orbital position (excited state); (C) the retinal molecule reacts to this by
"moving" to the straightened position, a short-lived heightened energy
configuration (see also: will to power).

External force
The external force here is the light transmitted from some external source (e.g. sun light) directed at and entering the
volumetric region of the retinal molecule.
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Abedian, Behrouz
In hmolscience, Behrouz Abedian (c.1953-) is an Iranian-born American mechanical
engineer noted for []

Overview
In 2015, Abedian, in his “Thermophysics of Sport Games”, with co-author Rose Solow,
worked on formulating a statistical thermodynamics analysis of sports games, players
conceptualized as social Maxwellian particles, the abstract of which is as follows: [1]
“We present a thermodynamic analysis of sport games by introducing intra-game
parameters that are assumed to exist under quasi-equilibrium conditions. In this work,
the resulting average scoring frequency in sport activities is taken synonymously as the
thermodynamic pressure and dependent on an effective player area variable. This
player area, in effect, is inverse of the mass density in thermodynamic systems. The
analysis provides a basis to properly define other equilibrium parameters for sport
games. Based on the presented analysis and retrieval of available data on sports’ games, we’ll propose an equation of
state [see: social ideal gas law] for sport games with physical parameters that should characterize sport activities. The
derived equation turns out to be different from other well-known thermodynamic equations of state, yet it is shown
to be consistent with the second law of thermodynamics. This work is expected to contribute to the historical,
classical discussions on whether people can be treated as social Maxwellian particles [see: human particle].”
(add discussion)

Education
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Abedian completed his BS at Tehran Institute of Technology in 1975, his MS in 1977 and PhD in 1980 at MIT, all in
mechanical engineering. Presently, Abedian is a professor of mechanical engineering at Tufts University.
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Aberle, David
In anthropological thermodynamics, David Friend Aberle (1918-2004) was a Canadian
anthropologist noted for his 1987 lecture “What Kind of Science is Anthropology?”, in
which he suggests that anthropology needs to discard the Newtonian reversible model
and instead to use thermodynamic irreversible models; or specifically to “catch up with
the new views of entropy, information, and evolution”. [1] Aberle notes, in his opinion,
that Americans anthropologist Richard Adams (1975, 78) and writer Jeremy Campbell
(1982) have made efforts in this area in “bringing us up to date”. [2] Aberle was one of
the reviewers of Daniel Brooks and Edward Wiley’s 1986 book Evolution as Entropy. [3]

Education
In 1968, Aberle was a professor of anthropology, at the University of British Columbia,
and by 1987 he was a professor emeritus of anthropology and sociology.
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In science, abiogenesis, as compared to biogenesis, refers to hypothesis,
introduced by Thomas Huxley (1870), that so-called “living matter”, or
what is classified as “life”, i.e. animal life or vegetable life, in Linnaean
classification (1758), can be generated from non-life, i.e. from the
mineral kingdom; that organic can be synthesized from inorganic, in
Berzelius classification (1826); that a living being can be created from
non-living starting material; that a so-called “alive” human can evolve or
metamorphosize, over time, via natural physicochemical processes,
from so-called “dead”, inert, or categorizationally neither alive nor nonalive atoms (dead atom / living atom), elements (dead element / living
element), chemicals (dead chemical / living chemical), or molecules
(dead molecule / living molecule).

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
A depiction of abiogenesis, namely the

“But though I cannot express this conviction of mine too strongly, I must hypothesis (Thomas Huxley, 1870) that by
heating and or adding energy to non-living
carefully guard myself against the supposition that I intend to suggest
matter, life can be generated, i.e. a frog will
that no such thing as abiogenesis has ever taken place in the past, or
eventually hop out of the primordial soup; the
ever will take place in the future. With organic chemistry, molecular
logic of which many, in modern times, adhere
physics and physiology yet in their infancy, and every day making
to via a combination of the Miller-Urey
prodigious strides, I think it would be the height of presumption for any experiment (1952), the RNA world hypothesis
man to say that the conditions under which matter assumes the
(Walter Gilbert, 1986) (Ѻ), the hydrothermal
properties we call ‘vital’ may not, someday, be artificially brought
vent theory (Gunter Wachtershauser, 1990)
(Ѻ), among other arguments.
together. All I fear justified in affirming is that I see no reason for
affirming that the feat has been performed yet.
And looking back through the prodigious vista of the past, I find no record of the commencement of life, and,
therefore, I am devoid of any means of forming a definite conclusion as to the conditions of its appearance. Belief, in
the scientific sense of the word, is a serious matter, and needs strong foundations. To say, therefore, in the admitted
absence of evidence, that I have any belief as to the mode in which the existing forms of life have originated, would
be using words in a wrong sense. But expectation is permissible where belief is not; and if it were given me to look
beyond the abyss of geologically recorded time to the still more remote period when the earth was passing through
physical and dynamical conditions, which it can no more see again than a man can recall his infancy, I should expect
to be a witness of the evolution of living protoplasm from non-living matter. That is the expectation to which
analogical reasoning leads me; but I beg you once more to recollect that I have no right to call my opinion anything
but an act of philosophical faith.”
— Thomas Huxley (1870), BAAS president’s address, Sep 14 [2]

“Of the causes which have led to the origination of living matter, it may be said that we know absolutely nothing, . . .
Science has no means to form an opinion on the commencement of life; we can only make conjectures without any
scientific value.”
— Thomas Huxley (c.1877); in: “Biology”, Encyclopedia Britannia (1780) [3]

“A deep abyss deep abyss separates the inorganic from the organic, the inanimate from the animate. The rock-crystal
on the one side, vegetable and animal on the other, how infinitely different the image.”
— Heinrich Frey (c.1877) (Ѻ)

“To say that even the very lowest form of life, not to speak of the higher forms, still less of volition and consciousness,
can be fully explained on physical principles alone, . . . is simply unscientific. There is absolutely nothing known in
physical science which can lend the slightest support to such an idea. To suppose that life, even in its lowest form, is
wholly material, involves either a denial of the truth of Newton's laws of motion, or an erroneous use of the term
'matter.' Both are alike unscientific.”
— Peter Tait (1878) [4]

“A mass of living protoplasm is simply a molecular machine of great complexity, a total results of the working of
which, or its vital phenomena, depend, on the one hand upon its construction, and, on the other, upon the energy
supplied to it; and to speak of vitality as anything but the name of a series of operations, is as if one should talk of the
‘horologtity’ of a clock.”
— Thomas Huxley (1880), “Biology”, Encyclopedia Britannica (Ѻ)

“Believing, as I do, in the continuity of nature, I cannot stop abruptly where our microscopes cease to be of use. Here
the vision of the mind authoritatively supplements the vision of the eye. By a necessity engendered and justified by
science I cross the boundary of the experimental evidence. If you ask me whether there exists the least evidence to
prove that any form of life can be developed out of matter, without demonstrable antecedent life, . . . [men of
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science] will frankly admit their inability to point to any satisfactory experimental proof that life can be developed,
save from demonstrable antecedent life.”
— John Tyndall (c.1880), Belfast Address [5]

“No evidence worth anything has as yet, in my opinion, been advanced in favor of a living being being developed
from inorganic matter.”
— Charles Darwin (1882), “Letter to D. Mackintosh” [5]

“It is mere rubbish thinking at present of the origin of life; one might as well think of the origin of matter.”
— Charles Darwin (1883), “Letter to Joseph Hooker”, Feb 28 [5]

See also
● Defunct theory of life
● Life does not exist
● Life terminology upgrades
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Abioism
In philosophy, abioism, from a- "not" +
bio- "life" + -ism "doctrine", as compared
to panbioism (everything is alive view) or
emergent-bioism (life "emerged" at a
certain point in the past), is the belief or
reasoned conclusion that "life", similar to
"ether", does not exist and has never
existed; that life is not just a
metaphysical theory, as Gilbert Lewis
(1925) classified the term, but correctly
is a defunct theory, i.e. see: defunct
theory of life, i.e. a fictional divide
The title section to Ferris Jabr's 2013 "Why Life Does Not Really Exist" Scientific
handed down to us from religioAmerican article, wherein he explains how he independently arrived at the view
mythology past.

Etymology

that "life" is something that does NOT exist; a view retrospectively defined,
categorically speaking, as "abioism" in 2015 by Libb Thims, one of six main things
one has to deny in mentally switching from theism to atheism. [1]

The term “abioism” is a rather newer
term, coined by Libb Thims (2015), first being significantly defined on the atheism types by denial and belief page as
anyone who “denies life”, one of the six main disbeliefs, along with: atheism, achristism, mortalism, asoulism, and
aspiritism;

Abioists
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Presently, only six abioists are known include, three of which arrived at this view independently; dates shown
indicating when the published their abioism views:
● Libb Thims (independent, 2009)
● Alfred Rogers (independent, 2010)
● Ferris Jabr (independent, 2013)
Rogers, to note, states that he came up with the idea that life is something that does not exist, when he “reasoned
that there was no difference between life and non-life and that the perceived difference was due to a difference in
complexity.” [1] He did not, however, publish on
this view until the 2010 launch of his website:
LifeDoesNotExist.com.
Three individuals who have concurred with the
abioism view, via explanation from Thims, include:
Jeff Tuhtan, Patrick Fergus, and Inderjit Singh.

Near-Abioists
A noted early near-abioist is Alfred Lotka (1925),
who, in his "Regarding Definitions" chapter, after
nearly demolishing the concept of life as defunct
and something that will go the way of superfluous
terms of inexact science, comments:
“If we continue to use the word life, this is merely
a matter of convenience and does not imply any
departure from the point of view set forth in
[Regarding Definitions].”
Other near-abioists include: Charles Sherrington
(1938), Albert Szent-Gyorgyi (1948), Francis Crick
(1966), Norman Dolloff (1975), and Henri Atlan
(1999) [via Szent-Gyorgyi].

The abioism position resolves the above perplexing conundrum, as
stated by Henry Bray (1910), i.e. it is the solution to the great problem
of natural philosophy (Saint-Hilaire, 1836).

Of note, Nikola Tesla is one example of an near-abioist, i.e. he was close to concluding that life does not exist, but
instead sided with panbioism; as is evidenced the following statement, from his New York American article “How
Cosmic Forces Shape Our Destines”:
“There is no thing endowed with life—from man, who is enslaving the elements, to the humblest creature—in all this
world that does not sway it in turn. Whenever action is born from force, though it be infinitesimal, the cosmic
balance is upset and universal motion result.”
Here, he double sits both arguments by saying that no particular thing in the universe is “alive” but that any action
resulting from force, which amounts to saying that anything that moves is alive, constitutes life. This is close to
abioism.

Abioism-curious
A noted abioism-curious thinker is: David Bossens, who in 2013, in his Debates of the Hmolpedians, devoted his
chapter three "The long life debate" to the details of the issue at hand:

(add discussion)
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Abraham
In religio-mythology, Abraham (1976-1801BC), the
fictional eleventh descendent from Noah (or Nun), is
the Judeo-Christian-Islam creation myth
anthropomorphism of the “Father Ra born of Nun”, or
Ra (fire), born out of land or keme (earth) that arose
following the flood (water); which translated as
follows:

In short, Abraham is the sun god (sun) born out of the
pyramid, i.e. land mound that arose after annual 150day Nile flood, entity of the Heliopolis creation myth
of Egyptology (2800BC), technically a syncretism of
the supreme god-entity of the Heliopolis, Hermopolis,
Memphis, and Thebes creation myths; who was also
reconceptualized, in Hinduism, as the creator god
Brahma; the gist of which is shown below:

Left: Egyptian version (3000 BC) (4450 BP): Benu bird bursting forth
from the primordial land mound (Nun) carrying the sun (Ra) on its
head into the sky following the great flood—a concept modeled on
the annual 150-day Nile flood. Right: Torah version (500 BC) (1950
BP): Noah (or Nuh) lost in the darkness of a great 150-day flood,
nearing the end of which he sends out a bird that does not return,
signifying that land had arose, after which the sun begins to shine,
who becomes the patriarch of Abraham, by eleven generations,
who in turn fathers all of humanity, according to the JudeoChristian-Islam faiths, the dominate belief system of half the
modern world. [1]

Human chemical thermodynamics
The modern upgrade replacement belief system for the world-dominating "humans descendent from Noah (Nu), a
land mound born out of the flood via the power of the rising sun/god" model, i.e. Abrahamic theology and Brahmaic
theology, is human chemical thermodynamics, i.e. the physio-chemical model of "humans as powered animate
chemical geometries synthesized via the cyclical action of heat according to the laws and mechanisms of physical
chemistry. The 3,000+ articles of Hmolpedia are a prolegomenon to this transition in belief system. [6]

Decipherment
The decipherment of the etymological origin of the supposed humankind patriarch person "Abraham" to the Ra the
sun god model, to note, is a puzzle very difficult to track down; particularly in the pre-Internet (c.2003), pre-Wikipedia
(c.2005), pre-Google Books (c.2007) era, though there have been no shortage of detectives in this endeavor, namely:
Voltaire (c.1750), Johann Goethe (1770), Gerald Massey (1883), Wallis Budge (1895), Gary Greenberg (1996), among
others. The following, to exemplify modern searchability, are a few 2013 Google Books (30 million plus books
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scanned) search returns (Ѻ) for keys: Ra, Brahman, Abraham, shown to exemplify the modern-day easy of tracing the
Abraham etymology:
“So Ab, the original, Ram, or due east point, the orient, or origin of all light, or Braam of Sanscrit, by disguising its
true meaning and mystifying the multitude by inserting at the proper place this H converted Abraam into Ab-raham, or Ab, the first, original, Ra, the father or sun god, and Ham the Egyptian founder; or God the father of Ham.”
— Karl Anderson (1892), The Astrology of the Old Testament [2]

“The story of Abraham is a myth. Abraham himself is a myth. It was usual with the Old Arabians to regard Satum
and Abram as their progenitor, and while looking upon Saturn as their father ... He was a child named Ab-ram, and
this name is later changed to Ab-ra-ham. C. W. King in his work, The Gnostics, states that the words "brahma" and
"abrahrn" have the same numerical value. When we run this ‘allegory’ down, we discover that Abram (Abraham) is
just another myth of the sun.”
— Hilton Hotema (1963), The Secret of
Regeneration [5]

Here we see a generally accurate picture,
except for the lack of clarification that the
name Ham, suffix "-ham", or phrase
"father of Ham", correctly has the
meaning of land mound (primordial land
mound following the flood), deriving from
Coptic word for "Egypt", kēme
(pronounced: chem), the name of the
fertile black soil left behind following the
annual flooding of the Nile—hence, just as
the sun (or sun god Ra) is born daily and
annual out of the land mound (floodmound god Nun or pyramid), following the A snapshot religious syncretism-adoption character transformation Ra (2800BC)
into Brahman (1600BC) and Abraham (500BC).
great flood, so to in transliteration is
Abraham born of Noah, following the great flood, after which the sun shows forth following the darkness.
In regards to decipherment difficulty, to exemplify, it took American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, about
two years (c.2003), and a read-through of about 75+ books in comparative mythology and religion, including the
works of Budge and Greenberg, among others, to figure out exactly who this mysterious "Abraham" character was,
him being so precariously dominate in the world religions. [1]

Chemistry | Atheism
In opposition to belief in the existence of a person named “Abraham”, who some 75 percent of the modern world
have some belief in, inclusive of the conception that all existing humans are descendants of Abraham, the dominate
world belief system, typically taught to children (see: belief system children), the alternative of which, according to
English natural philosopher Francis Bacon, is belief in atomic theory, and in turn atheism, inclusive of the conception
that all existing humans or human molecules are descendants of the hydrogen atom: [3]
“Nay, even that school which is most accused of atheism doth most demonstrate religion; that is, the school of
Leucippus [450BC] and Democritus and Epicurus. For it is a thousand times more credible, that four mutable
elements, and one immutable fifth essence, duly and eternally placed, need no God, than that an army of infinite
small portions, or seeds unplaced, should have produced this order and beauty, without a divine marshal.”
It is thus by no coincidence that both Abraham (or Brahma) and chemistry have the same root etymology (see:
chemistry etymology), being that they are each different belief systems that explain the origins of humans from the
elements of the earth cyclically heated by the sun:
Name

Etymology

Abraham (or Brahma)

Father "Ra" born of the "Nun" (pyramid) – or kēme, pronounced: ‘chem’ (Greenberg, 1996),
the name of the black fertile soil left behind following the receding of the annual 150-day
Nile flood.

Chemistry

From Coptic word for "Egypt", kēme (pronounced: chem) or chēmia, according Plutarch (On
Isis and Osiris, 100AD), named as such owing to the black color of its soil; hence the synonym
“black art” (Partington, 1936).

Said another way:
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“ ‘Ham’, the name of Noah’s second son, is pronounced ‘Chem’ in Hebrew, and he is depicted as the father of the
Egyptian and African peoples. The name derives from the Egyptian word ‘Keme’, an ancient name for Egypt. It
means ‘the black land’ and refers to the fertile black soil left behind when the annual Nile flood withdraws to its
banks.”
— Gary Greenberg (1996), 101 Myths of the Bible [4]

In short, both Abraham and chemistry explain the origins of humans from a connection between the sun (or heat)
and ‘Chem’, or "arisen land" (fertile soil), combination sun birth, following the flood, in the former, or 92 naturally
occurring "elements" of the periodic table, cyclically heated by the sun, a process described by via synthesis/analysis
and chemical thermodynamics, in the latter.

See also
● Religion
● Existence of God
● Anunian theology
● Ra theology
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Ab-ra-ham-ic theologies
In religions, Ab-ra-ham-ic theologies, a subset of Ra theology, refers to the set of religions centered around the
theory that all humans are descendant from a man name Abraham, the Torah version (500BC) of the family structure
of Egyptian sun god Ra, whose name reads etymologically as ‘Father (B) – Ra (ra) – son of Nun (hma)’, which includes
the following modern-day religions: [1]
Abrahamic religions

Ab-ra-ham-ic faiths:

Christianity 33%, Islam 20%,
Judaism 0.2%, Baha’ism 0.1%,
and Mandaeism 0.001%.

World
beliefs

53%

Morality
The morality system practiced in these religions is a heaven hell rebirth version of the Egyptian negative confessions
morality system.
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Absolute temperature
In thermodynamics, absolute temperature is a temperature scale, such as one in degrees kelvin or rankine, not
related to the physical properties of any particular substance and measured with reference to absolute zero. [1]

History
The the early Reaumur, Fahrenheit, and centigrade scales were an “arbitrary series of numbered points on a scale”,
according to Irish-born Scottish physicist William Thomson, who reasoned instead that each interval of degrees on a
“absolute” scale would need to measure or represent the same exact amount of work, using Carnot’s notion that a
given amount of heat passing between two temperatures can produce only a particular amount of work. Thomson
adopted the absolute zero number of Victor Regnault who had determined -272.75 ˚C, by four different methods. [3]
Thomson published his “absolute” temperature scale in 1848. [2] Irish physicist William Rankine also proposed a
similar scale in the following years.
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Absolute zero
In physics, absolute zero refers to a zero indicator reading on an
absolute temperature scale.

History
In 1703, French physicist Guillaume Amontons mathematically
derived the idea of an “absolute zero”. [1] In 1848, Scottish
physicist William Thomson publishes his “On an Absolute
Thermometric Scale founded on Carnot’s Theory of the Motive
Power of Heat, and Calculated from Regnault’s Observations”, in
which he bases the concept of thermodynamics-based “absolute
thermometric scale” on the 1824 formula for heat engine
efficiency of French physicist Sadi Carnot. [2] In 1925, Albert
Einstein and Satyenda Bose predicted a new state of matter at
ultra-low temperatures. In 1995, Einstein and Bose's "new state
of matter", called Bose-Einstein condensate, is created at 1.7E-7
K by Americans Eric Cornell and Carl Wieman at Colorado
University, Boulder.

Entropy at absolute zero

At absolute zero (0 K or -273 ˚C), according to the
kinetic theory of heat, particle movement should stop.

In 1905, German physicist Walther Nernst introduced his heat
theorem, later coming to be known as the third law of thermodynamics, which showed that absolute zero is
unattainable. The essential problem Nernst tackled is that the state function formulation of heat Q called
‘equivalence-value’ (renamed 'entropy' in 1865), introduced formulaically by German physicist Rudolf Clausius in
1854 as:
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verbally defined as the "generation of the quantity of heat Q of the
temperature T from work" becomes an infinite or undefined when
the temperature becomes zero:

which thus leads to an unexplained inconsistency in the second law
of thermodynamics at absolute zero. In other words, the possibility
that there exists an actual state in nature of zero degrees
temperature introduces the "division by zero" issue of
mathematical functions. [3] In an alternative sense, both heat flow
and temperature could simultaneously reach zero at absolute zero,
giving the function S = 0/0, another non-computable result.
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The division by zero problem: as x approaches 0
from the right, in the function y = 1/x, the value of y
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the function S = Q/T, s approaches infinity as T
approaches 0, for both positive or negative values
of heat flow.
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Abstract molecule
In hmolscience, abstract molecule is a term, found in fields such as physical economics or ecological stoichiometry,
used to describe a human abstracted as a type of molecule.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Pareto’s homo economicus is ‘an abstract molecule that responds only to economic forces’.”
— Michael McLure (2002), Pareto, Economics and Society [1]

“This formula combines all compounds in a human into single abstract ‘molecule’. The stoichiometric approach
considers whole organisms as if they were single abstract molecules. Organisms can be thought of as complex
evolved chemical substances that interact with each other and the abiotic world in a way that resembles a
complex, composite, chemical reaction. This formula for the ‘human molecule’ [allows one] to think about how
every human represents the coming together of atoms in proportions that are, if not constant, at least bounded
and obeying some rules.”
— Robert Sterner and James Elser (2002), Ecological Stoichiometry [2]
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In terminology, absurd refers to theories,
ideas, or premises, e.g. "earth moves", "person
= molecule", "heat death", "human ≠ alive",
etc., that are ridiculously unreasonable,
unsound, or incongruous; generally because
they seem severely at odds to common sense,
ingrained beliefs, and or immediate logic. [1]

Earth moves
In circa 1540, Nicolaus Copernicus stated the
following about his heliocentric cosmology: [6]
“The scorn which I had to fear on account of
the newness and absurdity of my opinion
[that the earth moves] almost drove me to
abandon a work already undertaken.”

Left: Dan Hofstader’s The Earth Moves: Galileo and the Roman Inquisition
(2009) on how in the years 1500 to 1700 the premise of a “moving earth”
was considered “absurd” to all by the inquisitive thinkers, such as Nicolaus
The mention of others before him, supposedly, Copernicus (1540) or Galileo Galilei (1633). [11] Right: a depiction of a
to the earlier work of al-Zarqali and al-Battani. human as a DNA-centric CHNOPS+20 type of “abstract molecule” (Robert
Sterner), a view deemed as “absurd” by many in the 21st century.

[7] In 1633, the congregation of prelates and
cardinals convened on the matter of Italian physicist Galileo Galilei’s experimental finding that the “earth moves”
concluding that: [2]
“The doctrine that the earth is neither the center of the universe nor immovable, but moves even with daily
rotation, is absurd, and both philosophically and theologically false, and at the least an error of faith.”
(add discussion)

Perpetual motion
In 1849, James Thomson, in his publication “Theoretical Considerations on the Effect of Pressure in Lowering the
Freezing Point of Water”, made the following prediction, arrived at after grappling with an apparent "absurdity" of
the possibility of perpetual motion pointed out by his brother: [9]
“Some time ago my brother, professor William Thomson, pointed out to me a curious conclusion to which he had
been led, by reasoning on principles similar to those developed by Carnot, with reference to the motive power of
heat. It was, that water at the freezing point may be converted into ice by a process solely mechanical, and yet
without the final expenditure of any mechanical work. This at first appeared to me to involve an impossibility,
because water expands while freezing; and, therefore, it seemed to follow, that if a quantity of it were merely
enclosed in a vessel with a moveable piston, and frozen, the motion of the piston, consequent on the expansion,
being resisted by pressure, mechanical work would be given out without any corresponding expenditure; or, in
other words, a perpetual source of mechanical work, commonly called a perpetual motion, would be possible.
After farther consideration, however, the former conclusion appeared to be incontrovertible; but then, to avoid the
absurdity of supposing that mechanical work could be got out of nothing, it occurred to me that it is necessary
farther to conclude, that the freezing point becomes lower as the pressure to which the water is subjected is
increased.”
Later that year, James’ brother William Thomson verified this deduction to its numerical details by direct experiment.
[10]

Heat death
In 1869, in a March 21st letter to Karl Marx, German social scientist Friedrich Engels gave his opinion on German
physicist Rudolf Clausius’ heat death extrapolations of the second law as follows: [3]
“In Germany the conversion of the natural forces, for instance, heat into mechanical energy, etc., has given rise to a
very absurd theory—that the world is becoming steadily colder … and that, in the end, a moment will come when
all life will be impossible. I am simply waiting for the moment when the clerics seize upon this theory.”
(add discussion)

Human = molecule | Thermodynamics
The premise of a person defined non-metaphorically as a molecule is an absurd premise for many. In 1903, William
Thomson, in his speech on religion and science (see: Thomson on religion), stated that it was not absurd to believe
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that a crystal could arise from the fortuitous concourse of atoms, but that it was absurd to think that a human could
arise from such a mechanism, the latter of which requiring "creative power" as he would go on to assert:
“Sir,—In your report of a few words which I said in proposing a vote of thanks to Professor Henslow for his lecture
‘On Present Day Rationalism’ yesterday evening, in University College, I find the following:—‘Was there anything so
absurd as to believe that a number of atoms by falling together of their own accord could make a crystal, a sprig of
moss, a microbe, a living animal?’ I wish to delete ‘a crystal,’ though no doubt your report of what I said is correct.”
In 1925, Gilbert Lewis, in his Anatomy of Science lecture, when venturing to guess if either “crystals think” or if a
person writing a textbook was but a chemical reaction, commented that both alternatives were absurd: [8]
“Suppose that this hypothetical experiment could be realized, which seems not unlikely, and suppose we could
discover a whole chain of phenomena [evolution timeline], leading by imperceptible gradations form the simplest
chemical molecule to the most highly developed organism [person or human molecule]. Would we then say that
my preparation of this volume [Anatomy of Science] is only a chemical reaction [extrapolate up], or, conversely that
a crystal is thinking [extrapolate down] about the concepts of science? Nothing could be more absurd, and I once
more express the hope that in attacking the infallibility of categories I have not seemed to intimate that they are
the less to be respected because they are not absolute. The interaction between two bodies is treated by methods
of mechanics; the interaction of a billion such bodies must be treated by the statistical methods of
thermodynamics.”
In 2010, Czech-American theoretical physicist Lubos Motl stated his view, regarding a Human Chemistry 101
educational video, made by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, which correlated female sexual heat,
specifically music set video clips of scantily clad hot women in photo shoots, of that enthalpy, otherwise known as
“heat content”, that: [4]
“It is blatant absurdity to model laws governing human relationships using rules of thermodynamics, a set of rules
that only apply at the molecular level. Human beings are NOT molecules.”
On 31 May 2015, Dooker Bewitt, in discussion with Libb Thims on attempts at non-supernatural solution to the
Robertson sin problem, stated the following, in commentary about whether or not H2 reacting with O2 to form H2O is
good or evil, commented that a human is not a molecule per the following reasoning: (Ѻ)
“Humans are a set of molecules in a very specific configuration. In the same way that a table is a very specific set of
molecules and atoms as well. The idea that we are a molecule is completely absurd, given that even a single cell in
our body is made up of millions of molecules! How can a cell be made up of millions of molecules, but a human
then be ‘a molecule’? That's just silly.”
(add discussion)

Human ≠ Alive
In the context of the defunct theory of life, the term “absurdities” finds frequent usage, especially in the questionable
borderland of the hypothesized non-life to life transition in the so-called origin of life period. [5]
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Accident
In terminology, accident, from Latin ad- ‘to’ + cadere ‘fall’, refers to an
occurrence, incident, or event conceived as happening by chance; was unplanned,
unforeseen, or unexpected; lacking intention or seeming design. [1]

Overview
In 1997, American lawyer and Christian apologeticist Dean Overman (Ѻ), in his A
Case Against Accident and Self-Organization, attempts to argue the following
position: [9]
“Is it mathematically possible that accidental processes caused the formation of
the first form of living matter from non-living matter? Could accidental
processes have caused the formation of a universe compatible with life? Are
current self-organization scenarios for the formation of the first living matter
plausible? Overman proceeds to demonstrate that it is mathematically
impossible that accidental processes produced the first living matter.”
Overman grapples with Michael Polanyi among other topics.

Evolution | I’m not an accident!
Darwinian-conceptualized evolution, as opposed to creationism or intelligent design varieties, particularly as seen by
objectors, of the religion-siding bent, often tend to characterize Darwin’s theory as “accidental, blind, random,
chance based evolution”, hence object per the assertion that “I’m not an accident” motto; the following being on
overtypical example:
“I’m not an accident, gentleman. You may be. I am not. I am not an accident. I am an event. And you are events.
And what does this mean. An event is something that comes in its—into existence under its own name. And that’s
what the Bible says. It’s as true as it has ever been. And you can say that Darwin is an event in the history of the
human mind a catastrophe. The infamous pride of a natural scientist to explain his own existence, by accident. Why
should I listen to a man who says he’ accident? He’s an accident, I’m another accident, so we never agree. But the
fact is we want to agree. Charles Darwin is very important, because he spoke. And we have to make something on
him. We have to refute him. So how is he an accident? You see, he’s a duty. I have to get rid of him, or I have to
reconcile myself to him.”
— Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy (1953), “Cross of Reality” [7]

(add discussion)

Professor Utonium
The following shows an overzealous chemistry professor—
specifically Professor Utonium (Ѻ), the chemistry who created the
Power Puff Girls (Ѻ), by “accident” one day in his lab (Ѻ), in the
1995-launched Cartoon Network series—angrily telling his kids
they are all accidents, which is endemic of the underling nature
inherent amid the ongoing evolution religion debates.
(add discussion)

Meaning | Existence
The term "accident" has a rather deep connotative meaning to many, particularly when it comes to questions of
purpose or meaning in respect to individual human existence and significance.
“Whether or not historical events are causality connected or are the result of chance, accident or mathematical
probability are much more than abstract speculations. Their answer goes to the very root of the historian’s method
of procedure. Of what would it avail us, if after all our labor, the reader were to agree that while strict causality has
been proved in all past history, the future must be shrouded in darkness, or is controlled by chance? One may be
convinced that historical laws are controlled by laws, but conclude that these laws are not causal, but
indeterminate in nature.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), Field Theory of History [3]
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(add discussion)

Darwin’s dice
American political theory philosopher Curtis Johnson’s Darwin’s Dice (2014) goes into a detailed terminological
analysis of Darwin and his evolution theory in respect to basing his theory on terms such as: “blind”, “random”,
“chance” (or chance variation), and “accident”. [6]

Dawkins | Genes
(add discussion)

Religion | Science
On of the key hinges in the religion vs. science debate is the
assumed premise in the latter that humans are but the result of
"accident", or semi-synonymously "random chance" or "blind
random chance"; the following being two examples:
“Today's children are taught by our culture that we are a
cosmic accident. Something slithered out of the primal slime
and over billions of years evolved into a human being. We are
cousins, ten times removed, to the ape at the zoo eating his
own excrement.”
— Gary Bauer (1992/2013), Evangelical Christian centric politician;
former domestic advisor to Ronald Reagan (Ѻ) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

The following, similarly, is an anthropomorphized-slant on the
so-called molecules-to-man evolution model, wherein the term
“accident” is accentually repeated four times, as a means to
suggest objection:

Left: Youtube atheist Aron Nelson (2008), aka AronRa,
on the fallacy of the popular notion that evolution is
based on “accident”, with snippets of Richard Dawkins
denying that evolutionists employ the notion of
accident in their argument. Right: back cover section of
Dawkins’ 1986 The Blind Watchmaker, wherein he cites
the “accident” based evolution model, contrary to his
interview statements, as the antonym to William
Paley’s model of creation via god, along with 6+ usages
of the term inside. (Ѻ)

“Once upon a time, one molecule, scudding in a primordial ocean, suddenly and absolutely accidentally met
another cute molecule. They decided to bind to each other and scud together, and found that they acquired a new
property, which gave them a better chance to survive in that rough and unfriendly primordial ocean. During the
next billions of years, these molecules met many other attractive molecules (of course, absolutely accidentally) and
combined with many of them, creating a big conglomerate of molecules. This conglomerate again absolutely
accidentally discovered that it can create similar little baby conglomerates by simple division and that is how a
primordial organic complex or protein or nucleic acid was created. They then absolutely accidentally found each
other in the primordial ocean, combined and created a small syndicate that acquired many new and very useful
properties for survival and we now call it a ‘cell’. Accidental and random combinations of molecules can neither
create a car nor a human being or even a simple one-celled organism with a certain ‘directing power’ that can
transform originally inanimate matter into numerous forms of life.”
— Nickolas Dorfman (2008), Was Mona Lisa Created by Physicochemical Reactions Alone? [5]

(add discussion)
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Empedocles | Aristotle
Greek standard model philosopher Empedocles, supposedly,
according to American teleology theorist Terrence Deacon, was the
first to outline an accident-based mechanical evolution or formation
of animate form model: [4]
“Empedocles claimed that event the orderliness of living bodies
might be able to arise spontaneously, simply by preserved accident.
From these sparse beginnings all the more complex features of the
world, like living bodies, could arise by combinations of more basic
parts which themselves arose and combined by accident.”
Greek science-philosopher Aristotle, according to Deacon,
supposedly, devoted considerable effort to refuting Empedocles'
model of accident-based mechanical evolution or formation of
animate form. [4] The term index of the Oxford edition of Aristotle's
collected works, however, does show that he does devote some a
number of pages (15-rows) to discussion of "accident" and "accident,
fallacy of"; the following is one example:

A depiction (Ѻ) of various types of so-called
“accidents”: a book case falling, a person cutting
off their hand, a nuclear leak (or explosion), an
explosion, an electrocution, a fire, a broken leg,
being hit by a car.

“That a science of the accidental is not even possible will be
evident if we try to see what the accidental really is. We say every
thing is either is always and of necessity … or is for the most part, or is neither for the most part, nor always and of
necessity, but merely as it chances … The accidental, then, is what occurs, but not always, nor for the most part.
Now we have said what the accidental is, and it is obvious why there is no science of such a thing; for all science is
of that which is always or for the most part, but the accidental is in neither of these two classes.”
— Aristotle (c.320BC), Metaphysics (11:8) [8]

Quotes
The following are other related quotes:
“I never did anything worth doing by accident, nor did any of my inventions come by accident; they came by work.”
— Plato (c.360BC) (Ѻ)

“There is no such thing as accident; it is fate misnamed.”
— Napoleon Bonaparte (c.1810)

“That man is the product of causes which had no prevision of the end they were achieving; that his origin, his
growth, his hopes and fears, his loves and beliefs, are but the outcome of accidental collections of atoms.”
— Bertrand Russell (1923), “A Free Man’s Worship” [2]

“Accident is the negation of law, while chance, when numbers are large, possess and element of certainly, though
not necessity.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), Field Theory of History [3]
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External links
● Accident – Wikipedia.
● Accident – BranyQuote.com.

Acronyms
In science, acronyms are shortened capital letter abbreviations formed from the initial letter or letters of the
successive parts or major parts of a compound terms; and are commonly employed to facilitate ease of discussion.

List
The following are some noted Hmolpedia acronyms:
● AG | Anno Goethe
● ATP – Adenosine triphosphate
● BG | Before Goethe
● DNA – Deoxyribonucleic acid
● EoHT – Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics
● HCR | Human chemical reaction (HCR theory)
● Hmol (or hmol) - one "human mole" or "human molar" as in human molar science (hmol science)
● HMS – human molecular science
● HT – human thermodynamics
● IoHT – Institute of Human Thermodynamics
● JHT – Journal of Human Thermodynamics
● STP – standard temperature and pressure
● θΔcs (or θΔics) – thermodynamics
Some of which are listed in the adjacent dropmenu.

Act
In terminology, act is the process of doing, as in an “action”; a
state of real existence rather than possibility; something being
done; a formal decision, law, or decree or edict. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Act only according to that maxim whereby you can at the
same time will that it should become a universal law.”
— Immanuel Kant (1785), the categorical imperative (compare:
thermodynamic imperative) [2]

A 2011 draft, by Libb Thims (Ѻ), of what
constitutes, differentially, a “natural act”, as
contrasted with an “unnatural act”, stemming
from discussions with the interactive play site
app “Acts of Kindness” (at AOK.tv).

“As my familiarity with the work [of Pareto] has increased, I
have become convinced that my acquaintance with Pareto’s
analysis of facts, with his synthesis of results, with his methods, and with some of his theorems is at
present indispensable for the interpretation of a wide range of phenomena, whenever and whatever men
act and react upon one another.”
— Lawrence Henderson (c.1928), in lieu of mental absorption of Vilfredo Pareto [3]

“The Iranian engineer and post-revolutionary Prime Minister, Mehdi Bazargan proposes the theory of
thermodynamics. This is to find out the relationship between faith and knowledge and the role of morality
in everyday life, which is an attempt to combine Western techno-science with local culture. Bazargan’s
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usage of the theory of thermodynamics is not metaphorical. His arguments are followed by direct
application of concepts and formula. What he achieves is quite creative: faith and knowledge become
intertwined but disjointed ....The effect of this disjointedness is that the individual becomes responsible for
acting morally, as if he or she is performing the act of god. Second, as argued by Bazargan using the theory
of thermodynamics, faith is self-reflecting: it changes through time and adjust to renew changes in life.
Faith also dies if there is no effort by the subject to revive it.”
— Nurdeng Deuraseh (2011), “Muslim Scholars on Dialogue of Modern Science”, co-authored with: Termizi Abu Talib,
and Husni M. Harun, generally based on the 2004 work of Mazyar Lotfalian [4]

See also
● Action
● Action thermodynamics
● Activated complex
● Activation energy
● Active Brownian agent
● Actual energy
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Action
In science, action is the product of work and time: [1]

where A here stands for "action", W for work, and t for time.

Philosophy
In philosophy, generally tracing to the human movement theories of Greek philosopher Aristotle, what is called
“action theory” or theories of “action” attempt to debate or theorize about “will” in the context of materialism,
physicalism, and or other types of non-reductive chemical physical materialism, often alluding to the notion that
“free will” and or consciousness or conscious “choice” to make an action are aspects of an emergent property. [2]
Cuban-born American philosopher Alicia Juarrero puts it like this: [3]
“The philosophical literature of action has remained trapped in [a] peculiar combination of Aristotelian and
Newtonian views of causality.”
(add discussion)

See also
● Mechanical action
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● Kennedy, Ivan R. (2001). Action in Ecosystems: Biothermodynamics for Sustainability (ch. 4: Action
Thermodynamics, pgs. 65-98). Research Studies Press.

External links
● Action (physics) – Wikipedia.
● Action theory (philosophy) – Wikipedia.
● Social actions – Wikipedia.

Action chains
In hmolscience, action chains, similar to "chain reaction" or "action sequences", are cause and effect connecting
domino-like actions and or reactions traceable in history, leading from acts to events.

Overview
In 1957, Paul Bohannan, in his Justice and Judgment Among the Tiv, and later in his Social Anthropology (1963), was
using the term “event sequences”, to describe action reaction deterministic sequences of events. In 1966, Edward
Hall, in his The Hidden Dimension, introduced the term “action chain”. In 1985, Richard Schechner, in his Between
Theater and Anthropology, was using, according to Bohannan, the term “strips of culture” for action chains. In 1995,
Bohannan, in historical retrospect of Hall and Schechner, stated that his earlier event sequences term and Hall’s
action chain were synonymous; and thereby defined action chains as follows: [1]
“Action chains are the essential basis of cultural dynamics. Actions and events follow on another in predictable
chains, sometimes founded on cause and effect, sometimes only on cultural tradition. Unless it is disturbed a
known sequence of acts, once begun, is usually followed through.”
(add discussion)

Historical | Examples
The 28 Jun 1914 shooting of Austro-Hungarian Archduke Franz Ferdinand, by the Bosnian Serb student Gavrilo
Princip, a member of the Serbian terrorist organization Black Hand, is said to have been the tipping point that, within
thirty days, led to a global chain reaction that led to WWI, claiming ten million lives, and followup WWII, claiming
another thirty million. [2] In this sense, the tipping point can be looked on as either the heat of the spark reaction
working to catalyze the bigger reaction, thus acting to get the bigger reaction over the activation energy barrier, or as
an aspect of collision theory. The Russians invading Afghanistan in 1979, and the efforts therein of Osama bin Laden,
was a link in the action chain, using Hall’s terminology, which led to the later 11 Sep 2001 bombings of the twin
towers. [3]

See also
● Great chain of being
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Action thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, action thermodynamics is type of chemical thermodynamics based on the logic that energy
quantums are the integral cause of action or movement in all systems, molecular, biospheric, to human systems, and
that the sets of movements towards equilibriums will accord with the laws of thermodynamics. [1]

History
The theory of action thermodynamics was developed beginning in the 1980s by Australian environmental chemist
Ivan Kennedy, originally designed to solve specific biological problems, such as ATP synthesis, but soon began to be
seen in a more generalized light, universally applicable to many systems, such as neuro systems, genetic systems, and
ecosystems, among others.

Action resonance theory
A part of Kennedy’s logic is what is called “action resonance theory”, arguing that action is a thermodynamic property
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related to entropy, resulting from impulses of energy on matter producing force, based on Max Planck’s quantum of
action, h, or energy element.

Human activity
Kennedy postulates that one can understand certain aesthetic aspects of human activity, such as the appreciation of
art, or act of listening to music, etc., by using a logic of action resonance, according to which the outcomes of the
actions are resultant from the transmissions of intermolecular forces by quanta. Moreover, the resonant impulses
form these quanta on the nearby material surfaces of molecules (electrons and nuclei) provide a variable dispersive
thermodynamic force, generated particularly strongly during collisions, able to sustain the action and kinetic energy
of the system of molecules. Thus, according to Kennedy, molecules are put in motion or halted by impulsive
exchanges of quanta and as also deriving their current inertia form such dynamic exchange forces. [1]
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Activated complex
In chemistry, an activated complex is the high energy structure formed during the transition stage of a chemical
reaction, between the reactants and products, characteristic of the configuration species at or near the saddle point
of the potential energy surface. [1] An example of a simplified activated complex for a combination reaction is
diagrammed below:
A+B
↔
A---B
↔
AB
reactants

"activated complex"

products

Each activated complex is associated with a specific activation energy, unique to each activated complex species in
the mechanism. The activated complex, according to American chemical engineer Linus Pauling, is said to have “a
larger energy (enthalpy) value than the reactants”. [2]

History
The activated complex theory, which enables the rate constants in chemical reactions to be calculated using
statistical thermodynamics, was developed by American chemistry Henry Eyring and colleagues in the 1930s. [3] The
theory seems to trace to the publication of the 1929 formula for the energy of interaction of three or four electrons,
such as in the approach interaction between two noble gas atoms that attract each other at large distance, but at
short distance are repellent, by German-born American physicist Fritz London. [4]
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Activation energy
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In chemistry, activation energy or "energy barrier"
is the minimum impact energy required for a
chemical reaction to take place. [1] In a reaction,
the reactant molecules come together and
chemical bonds are stretched, broken, and formed
in producing the products:
Reactants → Products
During this process the energy of the system
increases to a maximum, then decreases to the
energy of the products. The “activation energy” is
the difference between the maximum energy and
the energy of the reactants; i.e. it is the energy
barrier that has to be overcome for the reaction to
proceed. [1] The activation energy is said to be the An activation energy diagram, showing the energy barrier, separating
reactants from products.
heightened measure of energy during the
transition state of the chemical reaction.

History
In 1889, building on the previous 1884 work of Dutch physical chemist Jacobus van't Hoff, Swedish physical chemist
Svante Arrhenius introduced term “activation energy”, by suggesting that a catalyst forms an intermediate complex
with the reactants, which acts to lower the activation energy or barrier to reaction or product formation, the logic of
which is embodied in the Arrhenius equation. [4] In particular, Arrhenius found that the plot of the logarithm of the
rate constant (ln k) against the inverse of the absolute temperature (1/T) is a straight line: [5]

where the intercept is denoted ln A and the slope is denoted –EA/R, where R is the ideal gas constant, A is the preexponential factor, and EA is the activation energy:

whence:

German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald was the first to realize that a catalyst acts without altering the energy
relations of the reaction, and that it usually speeds up a reaction by lowering the activation energy. [2]

Biology
In 1912, Austrian-born American physical chemist and mathematician Alfred Lotka was using the term "trigger action"
to explain the way in which the sight of a predator by the eyes of a prey acts to start the flee reaction, which is a
crude way of explaining activation energy in biological terms. [6] Russian bio-geologist Vladimir Vernadsky was one of
the first to state that radiation from the sun operates as a factor of activation energy: [7]
“The radiations that pour upon the earth cause the biosphere to take on properties unknown to lifeless planetary
surfaces, and thus transform the face of the earth. Activated by radiation, the matter of the biosphere collects and
redistributes solar energy, and converts it ultimately into free energy capable of doing work on earth.”
It is difficult to know exactly what Vernadsky means by ‘activated’ here as this is a somewhat modern term for 1926
as the theory of activation energy (1884) was a relatively new concept and the electron-photon model of activation
energy (Bohr, 1913) in terms of thermodynamics (Lewis, 1916) was even more modern.

Human chemistry
See main: Social activation energy
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The study of activation energy in human chemistry is a complex subject, being that a number of potential theories
can be used to explain the activation energy aspects of human chemical reactions, such as molecular orbital
orientation, entropy of activation, heat (e.g. summer vs winter), trajectory collisions, catalysts, human catalysts,
substrate factors (e.g. renting vs owning), among other aspects. [3] A simple example, Lotka's model that light
"triggers" flee reaction, it is know that, via the process of love at first sight, "light" triggers the male female reaction,
and it is statistically known that about 2/3 of people believe in love at first sight and 20% fall in love at first sight and
marry that person. [8] In simple terms, a useful generalization supported by the Arrhenius equation is that, for many
common chemical reactions at room temperature, the reaction rate doubles for every 10 degree Celsius increase in
temperature. Thus, two human molecules in proximity during the winter months may not have sufficient activation
energy to react, say, into a bonded relationship, but the same two molecules, in the summer months, may
successfully collide and react, owing to a warmer reaction system or in other words owing to a lower activation
energy.
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Active Brownian agent
In hmolscience, active Brownian agent, or Brownian
agent, is agent conceived as a point-like particle that has
active Brownian motion, the term “active” meaning the
ability of an individual unit to move actively by gaining
kinetic energy from the environment, active particles or
agents assumed to have an internal propulsion mechanism
(motor) and may use energy from an external source and
transform it under non-equilibrium conditions into
directed accelerated motion. [1]

Etymology
The term “active Brownian motion” was introduced in
1995 by German theoretical physicists Lutz SchimanskyGeier, Michaela Mieth, Helge Rose, and Horst Malchow as
follows: [2]
“We call Brownian particles with the ability to generate
a field active Brownian particles if the produced field
self-consistently determines the motion of the particles
or defines their rates of chemical reactions.”

In 1905, Albert Einstein explained Brownian motion in terms
of molecular collisions between the visible particles with the
invisible solvent molecules, whereby owing to constant and
random bombardment, sometimes a particle is pushed one
way, sometimes another, smaller particles move more than
larger ones, and motions increase with increasing
temperature.

Since this introduction, the term seems to have taken on
an expanded or alternative meaning, depending. Werner Ebeling, Lutz Schimansky-Geier, et al, in 2012 gave the
following history: [1]
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“The concept of 'active Brownian particles' introduced more than a decade ago. The term was first introduced by
[Schimansky-Geier, et al] [2], referring to Brownian particles with the ability to generate a field, which in turn can
influence their motion. In the following Ebeling, Schweitzer and others used this term in the context of selfpropelled particles far from equilibrium. In general we will refer to “active Brownian particles” in the latter context
as Brownian particles performing active motion, which may be accounted for by an internal energy depot and or a
(nonlinear) velocity-dependent friction function.”
(add discussion)
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Actual energy
In thermodynamics, actual energy is []

Overview
In 1853, Scottish physicist William Rankine, in his “On the General Law of Transformation of Energy”, defined actual
energy as follows: [1]
“Actual [energy], or sensible energy, is a measure, transmissible, and transformable condition, whose presence
causes a substance to tend to change its state in one or more respects. By the occurrence of such changes actual
energy disappears, and is replaced by potential [energy] or latent energy; which is measured by the product of a
change of state into the resistance against which that change is made. The vis viva of matter in motion,
thermometric heat, radiant heat, light, chemical action, and electric currents, are forms of actual energy; amongst
those of potential energy are the mechanical powers of gravitation, elasticity, chemical affinity, statical electricity,
and magnetism.”
Rankine's term "actual energy", supposedly, is a near-synonym to the 1862 coined term kinetic energy.
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Adam and Eve
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In religio-mythology, Adam and Eve,
Hebrew for "clay" and "breath",
respectively, is a monotheistic
transcription and syncretism rewrite
of a combination of the Egyptian clay
creation myth and the Greek original
sin based "soul mate" theory,
according to which, instead of the
god-goddess pair Khnum-Isis creating
the original two humans by splitting a
ball of clay in two, on a divine potter's
wheel, thereby splitting their original
soul, God creates the first human
The Egyptian-Greek mythology derived monotheistic transcription and syncretism
"Adam" out of clay or the dust of the origin and basis of the story of Adam and Eve and original sin, version of the origin of
ground, then forms the first female
humans, derived from a combination of the clay creation myth and the split soul or
"Eve" out of one of Adam's ribs, then soul mate theory.
puts them in the "Garden of Eden"
where the commit the "original sin" by eating from the forbidden "tree of knowledge".

Overview
In 2650BC, Egyptian polymath Imhotep, was mentioning the god Khnum, associating him with the Nile food, as
described in a third dynasty (2686-2613BC) inscription by King Zoser, on the rocks at Sehel Island, near Elephantine
(Khnum's main cult center), wherein a seven-year famine occurred, wherein it was advised that Khnum would let the
Nile flood once again if his temple was renovated. Sometime thereafter, in the millennium to follow, Khnum became
the god who created humans, out of clay, on his divine potter's wheel, who were animated by the goddess Isis who
put spirit, soul, and or breath into the clay figurines, with the power of the ankh, shown below, to bring them into
life.
In 600BC, Greek philosophers, including: Thales, Democritus, Pythagoras, Plato, and others, each began to
immerse themselves in a study abroad period in Egypt, to learn their philosophy, science, and religio-mythology
based theology; wherein, Plato, in particular, learned the Egyptian clay creation myth origin of humans, thereafter
incorporating this human origins model into the split human soul mate, as described in his c.380BC Symposium.
In circa 200BC, this general Plato-Imhotep origins of humans model, was reformulated, by the Hebrew scholars,
i.e. "Is-Ra-El-ites", into the monotheistic conceptualized story of Adam and Eve, and the the Garden of Eden, shown
below, which presently is taught to child throughout the modern world, in Christianity and Islamic faiths, as the
origins of humans:

In circa 1700, German polymath Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716), n his monad theory, argued that the soul and body are
eternal, inseparable in companionship, a consequence of which being the following, as summarized by Ernst
Haeckel (1899): [3]
“The souls of men have existed in organized bodies in their ancestors from Adam downward, i.e. from the very
beginning of things.”
In circa 1770, German physiologist Albrecht Haller (1708-1777), based on the “scatulation theory”, which assumed
that the outline of the entire organism, with all its parts, was present in the egg, according to which the ovary of the
embryo had to supposed to contain the ova of the following generation (and, these, again, the ova of the next
generation; and so on), calculated that god, 6,000-years ago, on the sixth day of creation, packed the germs of 200billion men into the ovary of Eve (see: Adam and Eve). [3] Curiously, according to 2014 polls, 56% of Americans,
including many atheists, believe that Adam and Eve were real people. [1]

Physicochemical | Origins
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The following is the modern physicochemical understanding of human origins, via thermodynamically quantifiable
chemical synthesis:

In short, we no longer believe in the origins of humans from Adam and Eve, but rather from atoms and energy,
created not by the power of god, but by the power of Gibbs energy; a process that, in some way, is coupled to the
waves, tides, and rhythms of the universe.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The story of Eve and the serpent, and of Noah and his ark, drops to a level with the Arabian Tales, without the merit
of being entertaining, and the account of men living to eight and nine hundred years becomes as fabulous as the
immortality of the giants of the mythology.”
— Thomas Paine (1794), The Age of Reason (Ѻ)

“It has always been a mystery to me how Adam, Eve, and the serpent were taught the same language. Where did
they get it? We know now, that it requires a great number of years to form a language; that it is of exceedingly slow
growth. We also know that by language, man conveys to his fellows the impressions made upon him by what he sees,
hears, smells and touches. We know that the language of the savage consists of a few sounds, capable of expressing
only a few ideas or states of the mind, such as love, desire, fear, hatred, aversion and contempt. Many centuries are
required to produce a language capable of expressing complex ideas. It does not seem to me that ideas can be
manufactured by a deity and put in the brain of man. These ideas must be the result of observation and experience.”
— Robert Ingersoll (1879), Some Mistakes of Moses (Ѻ)

“Do you, good people, believe that Adam and Eve were created in the Garden of Eden and that they were forbidden
to eat from the tree of knowledge? I do. The church has always been afraid of that tree. It still is afraid of knowledge.
Some of you say religion makes people happy. So does laughing gas. So does whiskey. I believe in the brain of man.”
— Clarence Darrow (c.1925), Scopes Monkey trial commentary

“God made Adam and Eve. Not Adam and Steve.”
— Anon (2005), letter sent to Tammy Kitzmiller, following 14 Dec 2004 filing of Kitzmiller vs Dover lawsuit on teaching creationism
to biology students to explain the origin of life, as an alternative to evolution theory, circa Jan [2]

“In the Bible, a woman was made from a man. In real life, a man is made from a woman.”
— Mokokoma Mokhonoana (c.2010)

“Adam and Eve are historical persons created by god in a special formative act, and not from previously existing lifeforms.”
— Staff (2014), the new Bryan College belief statement, a reaction to declining Christian values; which professors now have to sign
as part of their employment contract (Ѻ)

“[I’m an atheist because] I believe in atoms and energy, not Adam and Eve.”
— Libb Thims (2015), response answer (Ѻ) to question: “So, why are you an atheist?”, from Brian, an age 18 atheist (who was at
the 8 Jun 2015 Atheism Reviews filming session), circa Jun 12
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Adams
In mononyms, Adams (CR:503) is the surname,
predominately, of American physicochemical social
dynamics historian Henry Adams (1838-1918), and or in
some discussions his brother Brooks Adams (1848-1927).

Henry Adams | Related
The following is the listing of Henry Adams related names
or articles:
● Adams Creed
● Adams on god
● Adams family tree
● Adams memorial
● Adamsian
● Henry Adams
● Brooks Adams
● Clover Adams

Presidents
Henry Adams was grandson and great grandson of the
6th and 2nd American presidents, respectively:
● John Adams (1735-1826) | 2nd president
● John Quincy Adams (1767–1848) | 6th president

The six-volume set of the Letters of Henry Adams, on the
correspondence of Henry Adams, Volumes 1-3:1858-1892 (Ѻ)
and Volumes 4-6:1892-1918 (Ѻ), are filled with some of the
deepest and richest two cultures intellectual statements and
dialogues ever produced, possibly second only to Goethe and
his volumes of correspondence.

He was born fourth of seven siblings to American
historical editor, politician and diplomat Charles Francis Adams, Sr. (1807-1886) (Ѻ) — himself son of 6th American
President John Quincy Adams and grandson of 2nd President John Adams (1735-1826) — and Abigail Brown Brooks
(1808-1889) (Ѻ) — herself daughter of Boston insurance company millionaire Peter Chardon Brooks (1767-1849) (Ѻ);
the seven offspring produced therefrom listed as follows:
1. Louisa Catherine Adams (1831-1870)
2. John Quincy Adams II (1833-1894)
3. Charles Francis Adams, Jr. (1835-1915)
4. Henry Brooks Adams (1838-1918)
5. Arthur Adams (1841–1846)
6. Mary Gardiner Adams (1845-1928)
7. Peter Chardon Brooks Adams (1848-1927)

Other
The following are other hmolscience Adams names:
● Adam and Eve
● Richard Adams
● Adam Smith
● John Adams
● C.W. Adams
● Adam Walker

Quotes
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See main: Adams quotes

The following are representative and or related Adams' quotes:
“My rule in making up examination questions is to ask questions which I can’t myself answer. It astounds me to see
how some of my students answer questions which would play the deuce with me.”
— Henry Adams (c.1890) (Ѻ)

“Man is an imperceptible atom always trying to become one with god.”
— Henry Adams (c.1890) (Ѻ)

“Force and war must be moralized somehow, perhaps as in a physical or chemical process that reaches equilibrium.”
— Harold Kaplan (1981), Power and Order: Henry Adams and the American Naturalist Tradition; synopsis of Adams’ formulaic view
of natural history [1]
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Adams, Brooks
In hmolscience, Brooks Adams (1848-1927), noted younger brother of Henry Adams
(1838-1918), was an American historian and lawyer noted for his 1895 publication The
Law of Civilization and Decay, in which he applied the Helmholtz-version of the first
law, i.e. that energy or force is conserved, Kelvin-version of the second law, i.e. that
there is a universal tendency to the dissipation of energy, along with a theory of social
contractions and dispersions, to develop a energetic theory or model of history, in
reference, particularly, to its civilization rises and falls. [1] The following is a noted
quote: [3]
“Thought is one of the manifestations of human energy, and among the earlier and
simpler phases of thought, two stand conspicuous: fear and greed. Fear, stimulated
by the imagination, creates belief in an invisible world, and ultimately develops a
priesthood; and greed, which dissipates energy in war and trade. In earlier stages of
concentration, fear appears to be the channel through which energy finds the
readiest outlet.”
American comparative literature professor David Weir uses Adams' energy-entropy theory of rises and falls of
civilization as a basis of the study of rises and falls of decadence in his 2007 book Decadent Culture in the United
States. [2]

Overview
In order to characterize the “the intellectual phases through which human society must, apparently, pass,” according
to Adams, “in its oscillations between barbarism and civilization,” in what amounts to movements from a "condition
of physical dispersion to one of concentration”, that history, like matter, must be governed by a law that would seem
to “correspond, somewhat closely, with the laws which are supposed to regulate the movement of the material
universe.” [1] Brooks Adams, according to Eric Zencey (1983), argued that civilizations decline when their races run
out of energy. [4]

Fundamental proposition
The theory that human intellectual history must be governed by the laws which regulate the material universe,
according to Adams, is based on “the accepted scientific principle, that the law of force and energy is of universal
application in nature, and that animal life is one of the outlets through which solar energy is dissipated”. [1] Starting
from this statement, in what Adams refers to as the “fundamental proposition”, he then reaches two deductions:
(a) Human societies are forms of animal life.
(b) Societies must differ among themselves in energy, in proportion as nature has endowed them, more or less
abundantly, with energetic material.
Beyond this, Adams outlines a number of very advanced social energy theories, for instance that “thought is one
manifestation of human energy” or that “the velocity of a social movement of any community, is proportional to its
energy and mass”, among others.

Education
Adams graduated from Harvard University in 1870, attended Harvard Law School for one year in 1871, and was a
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lecturer at Boston University School of Law from 1904 to 1911. Brooks Adams was very influential, with his ideas of
an energetic model of history, to his older brother Henry Adams, who later developed his own, more advanced,
thermodynamic theories of history.
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Adams, C.W.
In hmolscience, C.W. Adams (c.1940-) is an American [?] philosopher, anchored around a seeming
search for a scientific spiritual evolutionist theory, in opposition to the "accidental evolutionist"
theory, as he refers to status quo ideologies, most of which is found in his 2006 Actuality: Life in
the Real World, a collection of essays surrounding the questions of identity (i.e. “who am I?”),
origin (e.g. “how did desire, life, and survival, etc., arise from seemingly dead chemicals), and
purpose (i.e. “what is my purpose for existing?”), all teetering amid religion and spirituality vs
science and evolution, with implicit assumption in the existence of god, or “supreme being”, the
term he employs.

Chemicals | Desire
Adams, in his essay segment “How could Chemicals have a Desire to Survive”, gives what seems to be an independent
take on Robert Pirsig’s 1991 chemistry professor paradox, as follows:
“As the accidental evolutionist theory has been expanding over the last 100 years, it has been merged with ‘big
bang’ and ‘primordial soup’ theories. Combined these ancillary theories, the accidental evolution theory now states
that following the big bang, life spontaneously arose from chemicals. What is curious is that these chemicals
somehow supposedly developed the desire to survive. Have we ever observed any lifeless chemicals develop a
desire to survive? Have we ever seen chemicals doing anything but predictably reacting to each other?
In other words, the accidental evolution theory says that out of lifeless chemicals single-celled living creatures
have arisen, miraculously displaying a desire to survive. A desire to survive means having a need to improve
survival factors and eliminate threats to survival. The need to improve survival means there is an intention to
survive, and a value is put onto survival. Eliminating the threats to survival means survival is valued enough to put
an effort into changing, adapting to, or destroying potential encroachments and dangers that could shorten life.
These factors compound the problem presented: how could lifeless chemicals develop the ability to even recognize
life, let alone value life enough to take persistent action to sustain it.”
(add discussion)

Chemicals | Propagation
Adams, in his essay segment “Chemicals Cannot Decide to Extend Their Successor’ Lives”, states the following:
“Accidental evolution would require not only living chemicals somehow distinguishing themselves from dead
chemicals, but also chemicals desiring to lengthen the lives of their descendent chemical combinations. What
mechanism gave such living chemicals the impetus to increase the chances of their descendants’ survival? The
implication of this is that not only will a batch of chemicals struggle to survive and avoid death, but that they will
also adapt in ways that won’t necessarily help them survive any better, but will help their descendants. What gave
these chemicals the ability to calculate structural changes to improve the chances of survival for future species?
Accidental evolutionists seem to insist that through a desire to survive and adapt to environmental challenges,
and passed on such a developed mechanism to offspring. While it may seem speculatively reasonable to consider
this, there is still a gaping hole: where did such a mechanism—of adapting and passing genetic improvements to
future generations—arise from? What incentive do lifeless chemicals have to code this ability into the genetic
structure?
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The only answer accidental evolutionists seem to give us to these questions is that this all must have been a
random accident. It should not have happened, but accidentally did, they claim. This is seemingly the accidental
evolutionists’ only answer to all the real puzzles of existence: it was an accident that should not have happened.
The assumption that accidental evolutionists seem to make is that each event, from the initial combination of
chemicals to each genetic variation, took millions if not billions of years to occur. With this much time at their
disposal, all sorts of accidental variations could supposedly happen. They claim that from all the variations that did
take place, the ones which extended or improved life were retained because those variations survived. The other
accidental variations didn’t work, so those species must have died off. The other variations felt to the wayside as
the weaker creatures got killed off. This part of the theory is called ‘survival of the fittest’. Improved variations
were supposedly selected through ‘natural selection’.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are other related quotes:
“Why would a lifeless or previously lifeless bag of chemicals decide it was important that future generations even
exist, let alone improve their chances of survival? While we might quickly assume that living organisms would want
to produce offspring with grater chances of survival, there is no rational reason for this desire. Why would a
selfishly motivated newly living organism care about a future generation? First accidental evolutionists make a
huge leap assuming that life somehow spontaneously generated from chemicals. Then they make a huge leap that
these newly living chemicals somehow preferred survival and pain as opposed to a painless existence of nonlife.
Then they make another huge leap by assuming that these newly living chemicals could and would want to dilute
their strength to produce offspring that require only trouble and work to maintain. They against all odds, evolution
theory proponents take the leap in assuming that these newly living chemicals somehow created an ‘unselfish
gene’ that somehow passed on improvements for the future survival of future generations who do nothing for that
newly living chemical itself. All of this was done by newly living chemicals that not much different in substance from
their dead chemical cousins? The only answer accidental evolutionists seem to give us to these questions is that
this all must have been a series of random accidents.”
— C.W. Adams (2008), The Science of Truth (Ѻ)
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Adams, Clover
In biographies, Marian “Clover” Hooper Adams (1843-1885), born Marian Hooper, was
an American socialite, from a wealthy Bostonian family, who in 1872 became the wife
of American physical humanities historian Henry Adams and who on 6 Dec 1885 died
(dereacted) by her own hand (suicide) via potassium cyanide ingestion exactly one year
to the date that Henry had secretly declared his love, in letter and poem, to another
women (Elizabeth Cameron) and eight months after Henry had consoled to Clover in
letter that his daily study was the new subject that he called “social chemistry”, which
he defined as the mutual attraction of "equivalent" human molecules, and that it was
his “only satisfaction in life”.

Overview | Depression
Clover seems to have had a death wish (see also: death drive), or desire to die by her
own hand before she went insane, as she believed would eventually happen to herself.
Suicide seems to have run in her family. Both Clover’s mother, Ellen Sturgis Hooper, and
Grandmother Sturgis had a tendency toward depression. As a child, Clover was present when her aunt, Susan Sturgis
Bigelow, had taken arsenic that ended her life and that of her unborn child. [4]
Clover was five when her mother died of tuberculosis. Her subsequent affection for and life-imbibing attachment
to her father, Dr. Robert Hooper, remained throughout her marriage. As girls, Clover and her sister Ellen had
accompanied their father on his charitable professional visits to Worcester Asylum for the mentally ill, so they were
aware of the terrors that lay within those walls. In subsequent letters, they revealed their vulnerabilities and fears of
confinement in these institutions. Clover’s letters also make it clear that she regarded suicide as preferable to
becoming a burden for family or friends, and confinement would be avoided. She had once remarked on learning of
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the suicide of William Morris Hunt, who had painted a portrait of Henry’s father, “He has put an end to his wild,
restless, unhappy life. Perhaps it has saved him years of insanity which his temperament pointed to.” [5]
On 27 Jun 1872, Clover married Henry Adams, in Beverly, Massachusetts, and spent their honeymoon in and
around Europe; during which time, in her first long separation from her father, when Clover was on her honeymoon
along the Nile, she apparently suffered a brief nervous breakdown. [2] The following are third party perspective
quotes relevant to the reaction path that Clover seems to have been on:
“Heavens! – No – they’re crazy as coots. She’ll kill herself like her aunt!”
— Charles Adams (c.1871), comment to his younger brother Henry upon hearing about his intended betrothal [6]

“My dear, I dislike auctions very much, but I mean to go to yours after you die.”
— Elizabeth Bliss Bancroft (c.1880), comment to Clover
[1]

Cameron | Equivalent human molecules
In Jan 1881, Henry Adams met American a 24-yearold Elizabeth Cameron, for the first time, in the
drawing room of the house of John Hay can Clara Hay.
[1] On 19 May 1883, when Cameron and her husband
departed for Europe, Adams initiated a
correspondence with Cameron, expressing
unhappiness with her departure and his longing for
her return. On 7 Dec 1884, exactly one year before
the suicide of Clover Adams, Henry Adams wrote to
Cameron:
“I shall dedicate my next poem to you. I shall have
you carved over the arch of my stone doorway. I
shall publish your volume of extracts with your
portrait on the title page. None of these methods
can fully express the extent to which I am yours.”
On 12 Apr 1885, Adams, while on an extended work
stay-over in Washington, wrote Clover the following:
“Social chemistry—the mutual attraction of
equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be
created, for the fact is my daily study and only
satisfaction in life.”
A depiction of the so-called "Henry Adams love triangle" (see: love

It would seem, here, to be the case, speculatively
thought experiment), in 1885, wherein, seemingly, the introduction
speaking, that the three human molecules Adams had of molecule B (Elizabeth Cameron), into the reaction system of
in mind in this statement, subsequently, would have Henry Adams, seems to have worked to precipitate the dissolution
or detachment of molecule A (Clover Adams) from the AC marriage
been himself, his side love affair (or interest)
Elizabeth Cameron, and his wife Clover Adams. On 13 bond (Henry-Clover relationship), via the action of suicide, on 6 Dec
1885.
Apr 1885, Clover’s father died, and this was said to
have initiated a period of mourning which evolved into mental depression from which she did not recover. [3] On 4
Dec 1885, two days before her suicide by cyanide (Dec 6), Clover Adams, visited Elizabeth Cameron, who was then
three-months pregnant. [1] On 6 Dec 1885, Clover died by suicide via swallowing potassium cyanide. [8]
In 1887, two years after Clover’s suicide, her sister Ellen, anguishing over the death of her husband, walked into
an oncoming train. Her brother Edward suffered a nervous breakdown for six weeks as a result of that tragedy, and in
1901 he leaped from the third floor of his home, survived briefly, but died two months later of pneumonia in an
asylum. [5]

Photos/ letters | Destruction
Though Clover was an accomplished photographer, no close–up picture of her face exists. [8] After her death, Adams
destroyed all of her photos at their home, and neither her father nor her family had ever received a picture of
Clover’s face. [5] Adams also destroyed all of his letter correspondence with Clover and in his The Education of Henry
Adams famously skips a 20-year period, namely the years following Clover’s death.
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Adams, Henry
In hmolscience, Henry Brooks Adams (1838-1918) (IQ=195|#24) (LR:4) (CR:292|#13)
(SN:2) (RE=80), not to be confused with his older brother to Brooks Adams, was an
American historian and physical humanities pioneer noted for his physico-chemical
social dynamics (1908) theory of history, five-decade plus long effort, to apply and
utilize the physical sciences, particularly chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics,
employing anchor concepts such as the second law, the kinetic theory of gases, Gibbs
phase rule (see: social phase), Maxwell's demon, nebular hypothesis, heat death, social
gravity, social acceleration theory, etc.,, in the study of humans, which he viewed as
human molecules (or "phases" or equilibrium states, depending), and countries, via the
historical rise and fall change perspective.

Ostwald
Adams, according to Eric Zencey (2013), read the physical energetics and or social
energetics work of German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald. [26] Adams, in his 18
May 1910 letter to American academic Barrett Wendell, after discussion the reasonings
behind his Letter to Teachers, commenting how it was meant simply to “teach teachers how to teach”, how
“Schopenhauer prophecied it nearly a hundred years ago”, etc., commented that:
“Nothing is to be gained by preaching this lesson as a form of energy. It would act as a dissipator of energy.
Therefore I have taught it, or tried teaching it, only to the few men who could profit by it to economise their
scholar’s energies,—to save them from wasting it on past processes. Economy is all I can see now, as true scientific
object for education to pursue. Certain branches of education may soon be lopped off, to advantage.”
then, at the end of which, Adams, citing Ostwald’s L’Energie (1910), states that “Ostwald talks of the possible new
catalytic action of some new mind”; though, to note, he seem dismissive of this assertion.

Collected works
Adams penned out the equivalent of a 12-volume plus collected works set. Adams was also a prodigious letter writer,
his correspondence runs to six thick published volumes. (Ѻ)

Siblings | Family
See main: Adams family
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Henry Adams was born fourth of seven siblings to American historical editor, politician and diplomat Charles Francis
Adams, Sr. (1807-1886) (Ѻ) — himself son of 6th American President John Quincy Adams and grandson of 2nd
President John Adams (1735-1826) — and Abigail Brown Brooks (1808-1889) (Ѻ) — herself daughter of Boston
insurance company millionaire Peter Chardon Brooks (1767-1849) (Ѻ); the seven offspring produced therefrom listed
as follows:
1. Louisa Catherine Adams (1831-1870)
2. John Quincy Adams II (1833-1894)
3. Charles Francis Adams, Jr. (1835-1915)
4. Henry Brooks Adams (1838-1918)
5. Arthur Adams (1841–1846)
6. Mary Gardiner Adams (1845-1928)
7. Peter Chardon Brooks Adams (1848-1927)
In 1866, Henry Adams began to write articles for the North American Review, to which his older brother Charles
objected, that his younger brother was trespassing on his territory, saying: “damn you, you are treading on my toes”.
This initiated a frictional fire between the, Henry ripping on Charles writing style as “nervous” and “intolerable”,
Charles eventually withdrawing from battle; a wedge remaining between them, which remained up until 1912, only
after Henry had entered into his 1908 to 1912 stroke period decline, amid which “parity ceased to feel either so
fragile or so important to him”, as biographer Joanne Jacobson (1992) surmised. In any event, the downward driving
force of the wedge, in the 1860s, worked to switch Henry Adams from writing to his older brother Charles to his new
English intellectual comrade Charles Gaskell. [33]
Henry Adams, to summarized, was the great grandson of the second American president John Adams, grandson
of the sixth American president John Quincy Adams; his maternal grandfather was a millionaire, possessor of the
largest estate in Boston at the time, and another great grandfather, Nathaniel Gorham, signed the Constitution.

Early views
On 19 Mar 1861, US president Abraham Lincoln appointed Henry Adams' father Charles Francis Adams, Sr. (18071886) (Ѻ) to be US Ambassador to the United Kingdom, and Henry Adams accompanied him in his private secretary
role. In 1863, Adams, writing to Charles Gaskell, seems to have begun searching for a universal theory of existence,
applicable, in a one nature manner, atoms to humans: [20]
“Everything in this universe has its regular waves and tides. Electricity, sound, the wind, and I believe every part of
organic nature will be brought someday within this law. The laws which govern animated beings will be ultimately
found to be at bottom the same with those which rule inanimate nature, and as I entertain a profound conviction
of the littleness of our kind, and of the curious enormity of creation, I am quite ready to receive with pleasure any
basis for a systematic conception of it all. I look for regular tides in the affairs of man, and, of course, in our own
affairs. In ever progression, somehow or other, the nations move by the same process which has never been
explained but is evident in the oceans and the air. On this theory I should expect at about this time, a turn which
would carry us backward.”
This quote is discussed by American comparative literature scholar Matthew Taylor, noted for doing his 2008 PhD
dissertation, in part, in Adams’ physics-based theory of human existence. Adams would spend the next 50 years on
this subject, becoming one of the first dual pioneers, following Goethe, of human chemistry (see: HC pioneers) and
human thermodynamics (see: HT pioneers). In 1868, Henry Adams returned to the United States and settled in
Washington, D.C., where he worked as a journalist exposing political corruption. From 1870 to 1877 he served as
Professor of Medieval History at Harvard, then returned to Washington to continue work as a historian. (Ѻ)

Human molecules
In 1873, Adams read French philosopher Hippolyte Taine's 1869 theory, as found in his On Intelligence, that individual
people are "human molecules" and that the job of the historian is to study and follow the transformations of
individual human molecules and groups of human molecules. In the decade to follow, Adams seems to have begun to
adopt this logic and began to apply chemistry to this approach of history. In respect to Adams' use of the human
molecular theory, American biographer Ernest Samuels notes that Adams seems to have adopted the idea that the
historian should consider humans as molecules and consider human motives and history to be subject to the same
laws as other physical bodies in the universe from the views of French philosopher Hippolyte Taine as found in his
1869 book On Intelligence in which states in which he prefaces the view that: “The historian notes and follows the
general transformations presented by a certain human molecule, or a certain peculiar group of human molecules;
and, to explain these transformations, he writes the psychology of the molecule or its group.” Taine’s suggestion to
other historians, in short, is that one should study and follow the transformations of human molecules and to write
history as the psychology of human molecules.
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Adams came across this viewpoint in 1873 while
working as an editor for the North American Review,
when he accepted the article “Taine’s Philosophy” by
James Bixby for publication, which summarized the
views presented in Taine’s new book On Intelligence. [9]
Adams had begun to make mention of Taine in his 1880
novel Democracy, an American Novel. [11]

Adams | Love triangle
On 27 Jun 1872, American physical science historian
Henry Adams (SN:2) married Marian Hooper otherwise
known as Clover Adams.
In Jan 1881, Henry Adams met the 24-year-old
Elizabeth Cameron, for the first time, in the drawing
room of the house of John Hay can Clara Hay. On 19
May 1883, when Cameron and her husband departed
for Europe, Adams initiated a correspondence with
Cameron, expressing unhappiness with her departure
and his longing for her return.
On 7 Dec 1884, exactly one year before the suicide
of Clover Adams, Henry Adams wrote to Cameron:
“I shall dedicate my next poem to you. I shall have you
carved over the arch of my stone doorway. I shall
publish your volume of extracts with your portrait on
the title page. None of these methods can fully express
the extent to which I am yours.”

A depiction of the so-called "Henry Adams love triangle", in
1885, wherein, seemingly, the introduction of molecule B
On 12 Apr 1885, Adams, while on an extended work
(Elizabeth Cameron), into the reaction system of Henry Adams,
stay-over in Washington, wrote Clover the following:
seems to have worked to precipitate the dissolution or
detachment of molecule A (Clover Adams) from the AC marriage
bond (Henry-Clover relationship), via the action of suicide, on 6
“Social chemistry—the mutual attraction of
equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be Dec 1885. [13]

created, for the fact is my daily study and only
satisfaction in life.”
It would seem, here, to be the case, speculatively speaking, that the three human molecules Adams had in mind in
this statement, subsequently, would have been himself, his side love affair (or interest) Elizabeth Cameron, and his
wife Clover Adams. On 13 Apr 1885, Clover’s father died, and this was said to have initiated a period of mourning
which evolved into mental depression from which she did not recover. On 4 Dec 1885, two days before her suicide by
cyanide (Dec 6), Clover Adams, visited Elizabeth Cameron, who was then three-months pregnant. On 6 Dec 1885,
Clover died by suicide via swallowing potassium cyanide.

Platitudinous atoms | Human molecules
The influence of Taine on Adams is clearly seen in the 12 April 1885 letter to his wife, written while at extended stay
at work in Washington, in which Adams, in full, declares: [10]
“I am not prepared to deny or assert any proposition which concerns myself; but certainly this solitary struggle with
platitudinous atoms, called men and women by courtesy, leads me to wish for my wife again. How did I ever hit on
the only woman in the world who fits my cravings and never sounds hollow anywhere? Social chemistry—the
mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact is my daily study and
only satisfaction in life.”
In this passage Adams foreshadows the science of human chemistry, or social chemistry as he calls it, defining it as
the study of the “mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules”, noting that it is a science yet to be created. He
also refers to men and women as "platitudinous atoms", in the human atom sense. This is similar to Adams earlier
letter to his brother Brooks wherein he commented that “an atom is a man and Maxwell’s demon who runs the
second law ought to be made president.” [14]
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History of the United States of American
In 1889 to 1891, Adams published his nine volume
History of the United States of America, supposedly, for
no other reason than to prove to his own satisfaction
that causality exists in the course of history:
“Historians undertake to arrange sequences,—called
stories, or histories,—assuming in silence a relation of
cause and effect. These assumptions, hidden in the
depths of dusty libraries, have been astounding, but
commonly unconscious and childlike; so much so, that
if any captious critic were to drag them to light,
historians would probably reply, with one voice, that
they had never supposed themselves required to
know what they were talking about. Adams, for one,
Adams’ nine-volume History of the United States of America
had toiled in vain to find out what he meant.
published in 1889 to 1891 by Charles Scribner’s Sons. (Ѻ)
He had even published a dozen volumes of
American history for no other purpose than to satisfy
himself whether, by severest process of stating, with the least possible comment, such facts as seemed sure, in
such order as seemed rigorously consequent, he could fix for a familiar moment a necessary sequence of human
movement. The result had satisfied him as little as at Harvard College.
Where he saw sequence, other men saw something quite different, and no one saw the same unit of measure.
He cared little about his experiments and less about his statesmen, who seemed to him quite as ignorant as himself
and, as a rule, no more honest; but he insisted on a relation of sequence, and if he could not reach it by one
method, he would try as many methods as science knew. Satisfied that the sequence of men led to nothing and
that the sequence of their society could lead no further, while the mere sequence of time was artificial, and the
sequence of thought was chaos, he turned at last to the sequence of force; and thus it happened that, after ten
years’ pursuit, he found himself lying in the Gallery of Machines at the Great Exposition of 1900, his historical neck
broken by the sudden irruption of forces totally new.”
— Henry Adams (1900), The Education of Henry Adams (§25: The Dynamo and the Virgin)

In 1921, historian William Thayer, in his Annual Report of the American Historical Association, comments on Adams’
history thermodynamics theory by stating that: [7]
“In reading Henry Adams’ astonishing tract, I can not help suspecting at times that he is making fun of us historians;
for he proposes, as I think you would agree with me, something which is not only impossible for anyone to carry
out but which he himself never even attempted to carry out. In all the nine volumes of his American History, is
there a hint of the second law of thermodynamics? Can you discover the slightest trace of a common formula for
history and physical chemistry?”
Thayer gives his opinion that it would be an "impossible" task for someone to find a common formula for history and
physical chemistry. Interesting comment indeed. Thayer is way off, however, in his assertion that Adams "never even
attempted to carry out" his proposal; whereas correctly Adams spent 50-years on this problem (1873-1918). In 1945,
Morris Zucker, in vicarious answer to Thayer’s where in "in all nine volumes" query, cites the final section of the ninth
volume, pages 242-42, as being "where" Adams discussed the second law as he viewed it. [24]

Human thermodynamics
In 1894, Adams was elected president of the American Historical Association. His address, entitled "The Tendency of
History," was delivered in absentia. The essay predicted the development of a scientific approach to history, but was
somewhat ambiguous as to what this achievement might mean. In 1895, Henry's younger brother Lawyer-Historian
Brooks Adams published his The Law of Civilization and Decay, in which he applied the Helmholtz-version of the first
law, i.e. that energy or force is conserved, Kelvin-version of the second law, i.e. that there is a universal tendency to
the dissipation of energy, along with a theory of social contractions and dispersions, to develop a energetic theory or
model of history, in reference, particularly, to its civilization rises and falls.
In 1896, Henry Adams published the 173-page book The Tendency of History, which positioned history in the
context of thermodynamics; the title, supposedly culling its theme from Scottish physicist William Thomson's 1852
paper "On a Universal Tendency to the Dissipation of Mechanical Energy". [8] In 1900, Adams was said to have been
"mystified" by the connection made in the operation of the dynamo and the electricity it generated as exhibited at
the great Hall of Dynamos. [19]
In 1910, in his Letter to American Teachers of History, Adams' was one of the first to use the term "human
molecule" and to use it in a functional sense. One of Adams central goals was to find rules to understand history
through the sciences. In Adams discussions, lectures, and publications, beginning in 1895, on the apparent
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incompatibilities between the first two laws of thermodynamics, i.e. the law of conservation, "that nothing could be
added, and nothing lost, in the sum of energy," and the law of dissipation, "that nothing could be added, but that
intensity must be always lost," and the law of evolution, "that vital energy could be added, and raised indefinitely in
potential, without the smallest apparent compensation." [1] In other words, Adams seemed to capture the popular
view during these years existent between the logic of William Thomson, as found his 1852 paper "On a Universal
Tendency in Nature to the Dissipation of Mechanical Energy", which said that natural systems tended to degrade, and
the logic of Charles Darwin, in his 1859 Origin of Species, which said that natural systems tended to evolve; an
apparent conflict for many, especially in areas such as astrology, geology, biology, botany and most notably for the
study of human history.

Education
Adams graduated from Harvard University in 1858. In the years to follow, he
toured Europe, during which time he attended lectures in civil law at the University
of Berlin. In 1868, Henry Adams returned to the United States and settled down in
Washington, D.C., where he started working as a journalist. Adams saw himself as a
traditionalist longing for the democratic ideal of the 17th and 18th centuries.
Accordingly, he was keen on exposing political corruption in his journalistic pieces.
In 1870, Adams was appointed Professor of Medieval History at Harvard, a position
he held until his early retirement in 1877 at 39. As an academic historian, Adams is
considered to have been the first (in 1874–1876) to conduct historical seminar
work in the United States. One of the high moments in Adams' life was his visit to
the great Exposition which opened in Paris on April 15th, 1900. In the Galerie des
machines, huge equipment was exhibited, such as dynamos and steam engines:
Adams' 1858 Harvard graduation
power-generating machines. [6]
photo.

Self-education
At some point in his career, Adams engaged in a path of self-education for lack of what the modern educational
system could not teach him, and much of this was personal research in the physical sciences. This is evidenced in his
1909 letter to English lawyer Charles Gaskell, wherein Adams commented: [12]
“I have been studying science for ten years past, with keen interest, noting down my phrases of mind each year;
and every new scientific method I try, shortens my view of the future. The last—thermodynamics—fetches me out
on sea-level within ten years. I’m sorry Lord Kelvin is dead. I would travel a few thousand-million miles to discuss
with him the thermodynamics of socialistic society. His law is awful in its rigidity and intensity of result.”
This comment comes a year before Adams great work A Letter to American Teachers of History, in which he attempts
to outline how thermodynamics, particularly the second law, applies to the historical subject of studying people
considered as human molecules.

The Education of Henry Adams
Adams’ published his personal thoughts on the matter of his road
of self-education in his 1907 The Education of Henry Adams, an
introspective extended meditation on the social, technological,
political, and intellectual changes that occurred over his lifetime,
wherein he concluded that his traditional education failed to help
him come to terms with these rapid changes; hence his need for
self-education. [18] The organizing thread of the book is how the
"proper" schooling and other aspects of his youth, was time
wasted; thus his search for self-education through experiences,
friendships, and reading.
The book contains end chapters on “A Dynamic Theory of
History” (1904) and “A Law of Acceleration” (1904), in the latter
Left: a circa 1860s/70s photo of Adams. Right: a
of which Adams expounds on what he calls the “dynamic theory”
leather-bound edition of Adams' 1907 The Education
in which human minds act like a system of attracting forces that
of Henry Adams, his most-famous book.
seek equilibriums, but are constantly induced to accelerate its
system motion to establish new equilibriums. [16] Chapter 31 "The Grammar of Science (1903)" is based on Adams'
reading of English polymath Karl Pearson's The Grammar of Science.
Adams’ Education was at first self-published at his own expense, at first circulated among his connected friends,
the first copies of which were printed in late 1906 and into 1907, of which an initial forty friends received copies,
including: Henry James, senator Henry Cabot Lodge (president of the Massachusetts Historical Society), and Theodore
Roosevelt, for comment and correction. Others soon wished for copies and Adams had an additional sixty copies
printed and bound. In 1916, Adams explicitly authorized a posthumous edition, of the corrected 1907 edition, in a
letter to Lodge, in whom he vested the copyrights, along with a number of specific instructions, namely that Lodge
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should falsely (or secretly) append his name to the "Preface" that Adams had included and that no illustrations should
be included; the book was then commercially published after his
death in 1918.
Adams' Education won the 1919 Pulitzer Prize; the 1998
Modern Library/New York Times listing of the #1 English language
non-fiction book of the 20th century (or #51 according to 200,000
votes of reader’s choice); again listed as the best book of the 20th
century by Intercollegiate Review in Fall 1999. [17]

Human history and thermodynamics
In 1909, Adams wrote "The Rule of Phase Applied to History," in
which he reformulated a theory of scientific history, based on an
analogy to American engineer Willard Gibbs’s "Rule of Phase"
(phase rule) from his 1876 "On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances." [5]
In a connected area, in his manuscript The Rule of Phase
Applied to History, Adams attempted to use Maxwell’s demon, as
an historical metaphor, though he seems to have misunderstood
and misapplied the principle. [2] Adams interpreted history as a
A reconstruction of Adams' phase rule of history
process moving towards "equilibrium", but he saw militaristic
conception.
nations (he felt German pre-eminent in this class) as tending to
reverse this process, a "Maxwell's demon of history". Adams made many attempts to respond to the criticism of his
formulation from his scientific colleagues, but the work remained incomplete at Adams' death in 1918. It was only
published posthumously themed or titled on the idea of "degradation". [3]

Bumstead
When Adams sought review with his manuscript “The Rule of Phase Applied to History” or in his own words
“annihilation by a competent hand” he was said to have encountered a cold silence. After months of searching he
complained to his brother Brooks that he had yet to discover a physicist “who can be trusted to tell me whether my
technical terms are all wrong”. James F. Jameson, editor of the American Historical Review, eventually helped Adams
find a “critic, a scientific, physic-chemical proof-reader”, who turned out to be American physicist Henry Bumstead, a
former student of Gibbs, who wrote a twenty-seven page commentary; the revised version of which appeared only
posthumously, specifically in the 1919 Brooks Adams edition of Henry Adams “philosophical writings” in the
Degradation of the Democratic Dogma. [21]

A Letter to American Teachers of History
See main: A Letter to American Teachers of History

In 1910, at the age of seventy-two, Adams printed and distributed to university libraries and history professors the
small volume A Letter to American Teachers of History proposing a "theory of history" based on the second law of
thermodynamics, which seemingly had reign over all branches of science except, apparently, human history. In a way,
this was a precursor to Arthur Eddington’s 1928 conception of the entropy “arrow of time” in history. [4] In short, he
argued that the physics of dynamical systems of Rudolf Clausius, Hermann von Helmholtz, and William Thomson
should be applied to the modeling of human history.
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Reaction end | 1908-1918
In July 1908, at the age (reaction extent) of 70, Adams suffered
from an incident of mental paralysis, which on 15 Sep he
explained in a letter to Elizabeth Cameron, as follows: [30]
“I have already told you that I got my first warning. With me, as
with many other fools and some geniuses, the weak spot is
what is known as Brocas convolution of the brain, which
contains the shelves of memory. Suddenly or slowly the shelves
close and can’t be opened. Mine have been closing normally
and slowly, but one day in July I happened to go into Audrain’s
place to ask a question, and, to my consternation, my French
tumbled out all in a heap. The words came without connection.
The man looked at me queerly; I mumbled something, and got
out into the street; by the time I got back to my rooms, the
paralysis had passed; but I knew quite well what it meant.”

Henry Adams is buried next to his wife Clover Adams,
‘without inscription’, at the Adams memorial, in
section E of Rock Creek Cemetery, Washington D.C.,
erected in 1891 via commission of Adams as memorial
to his wife, who had died (dereacted) in 1885 by
suicide through the ingestion of potassium cyanide.
The seated figure draped in cloth, is a representation
of Guan Yin, the bodhisattva (bodhi) of compassion,
constructed via the suggestions of Adams, who
advised the artist, Irish-born American sculptor
Augustus Saint-Gaudens (1848-1907), to contemplate
iconic images from Buddhist devotional art. (Ѻ)

Adams, went on to state that, based on his father’s case, Ralph
Emerson, George Bancroft, and Cameron's uncle, that the
average time from first incident to termination is about "ten
years", and in prognosis of his own condition stated: “If I can get
two more years, without a breakdown, I shall do well enough, but
I doubt it. The margin is wide.” On 27 Nov 1908, Adams executed his last will and testament, indicating his wish to be
buried by the side of his wife, enjoining that: (Ѻ)
“No inscription, date, letters, or other memorial, except the monument I have already constructed [shown above],
shall be placed over or near our grave.”
In 1912, Adams suffered a disabling stroke. He dereacted (died) six years later at his Washington home on 27 Mar
1918.

Criticism
In 1995, American historian John Diggins penned a critique chapter on Adams entitled “Who Bore the Failure of the
Light”, in which, among other things he attacks Adams’ scientific views, stating for example: [22]
“On the matter of science, the consensus of conventional wisdom in Adams scholarship regards him as more of a
crank than a prophet.”
This statement could not be more backwards. Correctly, in modern physical humanities terms, we now know the
reverse to be true: modern hard physical science consensus regards Adams to have been a prophet with great
foresight and erudition of both human chemistry and human thermodynamics, being near to par with the genius if
Goethe, whose work on human chemical theory Adams read. Adams, in short, was better able to see the forest amid
the trees (see also: ships not seen).

Quotes | About
The following are quotes related to or about Henry Adams:
“Adams [is the] greatest stylist American historical writing has produced.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), The Philosophy of American History: The Historical Field Theory [23]

“There has never been any doubt that the Adams family was America's first family in our politics and memory.”
— Paul Nagel (1999), Descent from Glory: Four Generations of the John Adams Family (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are a chronology of ripe Henry Adams quotes, in his prolonged 50+ year effort, which can only be
compared to Goethe, to find, as he says, a "systematic conception of it all":
“Everything in this universe has its regular waves and tides. Electricity, sound, the wind, and I believe every part of
organic nature will be brought someday within this law. The laws which govern animated beings will be ultimately
found to be at bottom the same with those which rule inanimate nature, and as I entertain a profound conviction of
the littleness of our kind, and of the curious enormity of creation, I am quite ready to receive with pleasure any basis
for a systematic conception of it all. I look for regular tides in the affairs of man, and, of course, in our own affairs. In
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ever progression, somehow or other, the nations move by the same process which has never been explained but is
evident in the oceans and the air. On this theory I should expect at about this time, a turn which would carry us
backward.”
— Henry Adams (1863), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Oct) [20]

“Altogether, we go on with placidity unequalled, and the only question is what we live for. Nothing seems to come of
it?”
— Henry Adams (1878), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Aug 21) [29]

“Social chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact
is my daily study and only satisfaction in life.”
— Henry Adams (1885), “Letter to Clover Adams” (Apr 12) [10]

“A period of about twelve years measured the beat of the pendulum. After the Declaration of Independence [4 Jul
1776], twelve years had been needed to create an efficient Constitution [17 Sep 1787]; another twelve years of
energy brought a reaction against the government then created; a third period of twelve years was ending in a sweep
toward still greater energy; and already a child could calculate the result of a few more such returns.”
— Henry Adams (1890), A History of the United States of America (Ѻ)

“An atom is a man and Maxwell’s demon, who runs the second law, ought to be made president.”
— Henry Adams (1903), “Letter to Brooks Adams”, May 2 [14]

“Gentle mathematicians and physicists still cling to their laws of thermodynamics, and are almost epileptic in their
convulsive assurances that they have reached a generalization which will hold good. Perhaps it will. Who cares?”
— Henry Adams (1903), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Jun 14) [32]

“Intimates are predestined.”
— Henry Adams (1907), The Education of Henry Adams (§13: The Perfection of Human Society) (Ѻ)

“On the physico-chemical law of development and dynamics, our society has reached what is called the critical point
where it is near a new phase or equilibrium.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Sep 27) [31]

“The solution of mind is certainly in the magnet.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Sep 27) [31]

“I have run my head hard up against a form of mathematics that grinds my brains out. I flounder like a sculpin in the
mud. It is called the ‘law of phases’, and was invented at Yale [by Gibbs]. No one shall persuade me that I am not a
phase.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Letter to Elizabeth Cameron” (Sep 29) [28]

“I’m looking for a ‘young and innocent physico-chemist who wants to earn a few dollars by teaching an idiot what is
the first element of theory and expression in physics.’”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Note to John Jameson” (Dec) [9]

“My essay ‘The Rule of Phase [Applied to History]’ is a ‘mere intellectual plaything, like a puzzle’ [to Brooks]. I am
interested in getting it into the hands of a ‘scientific, physico-chemical proofreader’ and I am willing to pay ‘liberally
for the job’ [to Jameson].”
— Henry Adams (1909), Notes to Brooks Adams and John Jameson [9]

“I have been studying science for ten years past, with keen interest, noting down my phrases of mind each year; and
every new scientific method I try, shortens my view of the future. The last—thermodynamics—fetches me out on
sea-level within ten years. I’m sorry Lord Kelvin is dead. I would travel a few thousand-million miles to discuss with
him the thermodynamics of socialistic society. His law is awful in its rigidity and intensity of result.”
— Henry Adams (1909), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (May 2) [12]
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Adams creed
In beliefs, Adams belief, or Adams’
conjecture, refers to Henry Adams' 1863 (age
25) statement, amounting to his, in effect,
atheist’s creed, of how he believed there to
exist a secret principle, comprised of regular
waves (rhythm) and tides (rhyme), amid the
ongoing operation of the the universe,
similar to how Newton (1679 | age 37) and
Goethe (SN:1) (1774 | age 25), before him,
expressed similar views; and "one nature"
ideology underlying all phenomena and
activity, subatomic to atomic to social to
galactic and beyond.

Overview
In 1863, American thinker Henry Adams
Slide #1 of Libb Thims 2015 "Zerotheism for Kids" class, showing Henry
Adams' core belief discerned by him at the age of 25, therein forming belief
(SN:2), writing to his intellectual friend
#2 of zerotheism. [3]
Charles Gaskell, outlined his views on he
intuited a universal theory of existence,
applicable, in a one nature manner, atoms to humans: [1]
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“Everything in this universe has its regular waves and tides. Electricity, sound, the wind, and I believe every
part of organic nature will be brought someday within this law. The laws which govern animated beings will be
ultimately found to be at bottom the same with those which rule inanimate nature, and as I entertain a profound
conviction of the littleness of our kind, and of the curious enormity of creation, I am quite ready to receive with
pleasure any basis for a systematic conception of it all. I look for regular tides in the affairs of man, and, of course,
in our own affairs. In ever progression, somehow or other, the nations move by the same process which has never
been explained but is evident in the oceans and the air. On this theory I should expect at about this time, a turn
which would carry us backward.”
Adams would spend the next 50-years on this subject, becoming one of the first dual pioneers, following Goethe, of
human chemistry (see: HC pioneers) and human thermodynamics (see: HT pioneers). In 2008, American comparative
literature scholar Matthew Taylor, in his PhD dissertation, digressed on this belief quote of Adams and his physicsbased theory of human existence. [2] In 2015, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims used the Adams belief
statement as zerotheism "belief #2" taught to six kids during his "Zerotheism for Kids" lecture. [3]
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Adams Richard
In hmolscience, Richard Adams (1924-) is an American anthropologist noted, in
anthropological thermodynamics, for the continuation of the work of Leslie
White, i.e. using thermodynamics and evolution as a basis, resulting in his
Energy and Structure (1975) and The Eighth Day (1988), among other
publications, wherein, e.g., he attempts to extend what he calls the "Lotka
principle" into anthropology.

Overview
In 1975, Adams, in his Energy and Structure: a Theory of Social Power, argues
that the social power and anthropological studies of energy processes are
based on the first and second law of thermodynamics. [1] In short, Adams
argues that social power is based on control over energetic processes. [2] In
this work, Adams cites and conjectures on individuals and topics such as:
Claude Levi-Strauss, dissipative systems, Erwin Schrodinger, Alfred Lotka,
energy forms, embodied energy, maximum power principle, Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, Howard Odum,
Leslie White, Maxwell’s demon, negative entropy, among others. In 1988, Adams published The Eighth
Day: Social Evolution as the Self-Organization of Energy, arguing that energy processes provide a basis for
explaining, comparing, and measuring complex social evolution, wherein society is conceived as a selforganization of energy. [3]

Education
Adams completed his BA in 1947 in anthropology under the tutelage of Leslie White at the University of
Michigan, and his MA in 1949 and PhD in 1951, the latter on the autonomous development of Muguiyauo,
Peru, after which he worked at the University of Texas, Austin, where, in continuation of the work of Leslie,
he used thermodynamics and evolution as a starting point for anthropological theory, focusing on energy.
[4]
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Adiabatic
In thermodynamics, adiabatic refers to a system
undergoing a process in which only work is
exchanged with the surroundings. [1] The basic
model of the term is that in which a substance
expands, pushing on the piston, in such a way
that no heat transfers across its boundary,
whereby all of the energy of the expanding
body is transferred to the piston as work (via
pressure volume work).

Etymology
The term “adiabatic”, consisting of the double
Greek prefixes: a- (not) and dia- (through or
across), thus referring to boundaries in which
no heat can pass, was introduced in 1859 by
Scottish engineer William Rankine, in his A
Manual of the Steam Engine and Other Prime
Movers, referring to a special class of pressurecurves corresponding to the case of expansion
within an envelope impermeable to heat. [2]

Physical description
In 1936, Italian-born American physicist Enrico
Fermi stated that an adiabatic transformation is
one that is thermally-insulated and reversible.
Scottish engineer William Rankine's 1859 explanation of how curve AC is
The "reversible" addendum, however, may not an adiabatic curve, representing an expansion of a substance made
without receiving or emitting heat. [3]
be the the way in which the original sense of
the term is used. In any event, Fermi says that in
a piston and cylinder, the adiabatic process is done such that the cylinder is made of non-heat-conducting walls and
the piston is shifted inward or outward very slowly. [4] The condition of "thermally-insulation" implies that:

Substitution into the first law equation for this process:

gives:

which means that "adiabatic expansion" correlates to an internal energy decrease; whereas, conversely, "adiabatic
contraction" correlates to an internal energy increase.
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Adler, Jeremy
In human chemistry, Jeremy D. Adler (1947-) is an English poet and Goethean human
chemical theory historian noted for his 1977 PhD dissertation on the chemistry of
German polymath Johann Goethe's Elective Affinities and his 1987 "An almost Magical
Attraction: Goethe’s Elective Affinity and the Chemistry of its Time", wherein he was
one of the first to analyze which chemist, which theory, and which reaction is used by
Goethe behind the veil of each chapter in the book to model the various human
chemical reactions (see: HCR theory) described both in discussion between the
characters (Eduard, Charlotte, Captain, Ottilie, etc.) in the novella and in coded form via
the hidden language and messages in the novella. [1] Adler is an expert on German
literature from 1600 to the present day.

Student
A noted student of Adler's is English German literature science scholar Peter Smith,
who in turn did further work on Goethe's Elective Affinities.

Henry James
In 2012, Adler produced a colloquium paper on the influence of Goethe and his Elective Affinities on American-born
English writer Henry James—the synopsis of which is as follows: [6]
“James regarded Goethe as one of the three greatest figures in Western culture, alongside Plato and Beethoven, and
Goethe's impact on James was commensurate with this view. In his early twenties, he studied Goethe and Schiller
whilst learning German in Bonn, acquiring a good knowledge of some difficult texts, including Die
Wahlverwandtschaften and Hermann und Dorothea, and continued to show an interest in Goethe in later life, e.g. in
his lengthy review of a reissue of Carlyle's translation of Wilhelm Meister and in a late letter on Die
Wahlverwandtschaften.
James's literary reception of Goethe can be seen throughout his career, beginning with his first novel, Roderick
Hudson. Strands from Werther, Faust, and Wilhelm Meister can all be found in what is essentially a tragic
"Künstlerroman"; at the end of James's early period, The Tragic Muse, with its subject of the theatre, recalls Wilhelm
Meisters Lehrjahre as a Theaterroman; and at the end of the middle period, What Maisie Knew echoes Ottilie's
misfortune in Die Wahlverwandtschaften. Arguably, the transparent structure and the moral ambiguity of Die
Wahlverwandtschaften also played a part in helping to fashion the transparent complexities of the last three novels,
the crown of James's achievement, The Ambassadors, The Golden Bowl and The Wings of the Dove. Moreover,
James's treatment of "the international theme" in his novels closely echoes Goethe's call upon writers to produce
what he called "Weltliteratur".”
Others, such as Judith Ryan (1982) and Joseph O’Leary (2005), likewise, have discussed the similarities between
James’ The Golden Bowl and Goethe’s Elective Affinities. [7]
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Origin of interest
In London, Adler first began to work on the theoretical dissection of
Goethe’s Elective Affinities as a PhD thesis under professor Claus Bock
(compiler of the 1960 book Goethe the Critic) in 1969. Bock’s
suggestion was to examine the connection between Swedish chemist
Torbern Bergman, particularly his 1775 textbook A Dissertation on
Elective Attractions, and Goethe's novel. In this direction, Adler soon
discovered links to many other chemists, beginning with the works of
French chemist Pierre Macquer, i.e. his 1849 Elements of Theoretical
Chemistry (Elemens de Chymie Theorique) and his 1778 Dictionary of
Adler at a poetry meeting, circa 1977, about the
Chemistry (Dictionnaire de chymie), and the other dictionary writers,
time he was working on his dissertation on the
and then extended his search to as much of the tradition as he could
chemistry used in Goethe's Elective Affinities. [4]
uncover.
John McEvoy (later at Pittsburgh) and his supervisor, Satish Kapoor (Sussex), gave Adler assistance with the
background to the history of chemistry. Satish was working on French chemist Claude Berthollet at the time, and
suggested to Adler that he switch to the history of chemistry; and so Adler joined the outfit of historians of science in
England that ranged from the old masters, such as Joseph Needham and Walter Pagel, to his colleagues, like Roy
Porter, Nick Jardine and others, interested in linking literature and science. Adler also had good contact with English
affinity chemistry historian Alistair Duncan, who was working on the history of affinity theory. With this basis of
support and study, analysis of the vocabulary in Goethe's book convinced Adler that the use of affinity theory to
explain human interactions and life was a thorough-going theme. [3]

Education
Adler was born in London in 1947, where he studied German with English at Queen Mary's College. Adler completed
his PhD in 1977 on the chemistry of Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities. After lecturing in German for several years, he
became professor of German at King's College London and later head of department. Adler is currently a professor
emeritus of German literature at King’s College, London. [2]

Quotes | On
The following are quotes on Adler:
“To date, Jeremy Adler has provided the most detailed study of Goethe’s research in the history of chemistry,
particularly “Zur Geschichte der chemischen ‘Verwandtschaft’ (The History of Chemical Affinity).”
— Karl Fink (1991), Goethe’s History of Science [5]

See also
● Goethe's human chemistry
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Advanced perspective
In hmolsciences, advanced perspective, or advanced
intelligence perspective, or third party, or double-blind
placebo controlled perspective, refers to the "objective",
as contrasted with "subjective", observational
conceptualization mindset utilized when theorizing
chemically, physically, or thermodynamically about
human behavior.

Overview
In the advanced perspective one views people abstractly
as "particles" or "molecules" moving about and reacting
on a surface (of the earth), in the same way a chemist
studies, observes, and tests atoms and molecules in the
laboratory. [1] In this mindset the chemist uses a neutral
point of view, approaching his or her problems with no
preconceived notions about how things should or
shouldn't be, but rather is focused with how things are
and attempts to formulate theory to explain
Diagram of the "advanced intelligence perspetive" from
observational phenomena. In the stoichiometric mode of American chemical engineer Libb Thims' 2008 book The Human
Molecule. [1]
thinking about humans as molecules, American
limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser explain: [2]
“Organisms are considered as if they were 'single abstract molecules' that interact with each other and the abiotic
world in a way that resembles a complex, composite, chemical reaction.”
— Robert Sterner and James Elser (2002), Ecological Stoichiometry

In other words, in the advanced viewing mode, humans are studied, from a far distance zoomed-out perspective, as
though they were abstract dynamic 'particles' (human particles) or reactive 'entities' (human molecules), similar to
how scientists view microbes through telescopes, atoms through scanning tunneling microscopes, or sub-atomic
particles through bubble chambers and particle colliders. This is an important distinction being that for a number of
reasons:
(a) Biases: anthropocentric biases often come to the fore when theorizing on topics that have immediate implications
to one's understanding of his or her own existence; for instance, often one will incorrectly use the extrapolate down
approach verses (e.g. assume atoms have consciousness), whereas the extrapolate up approach (e.g. assume humans
chemically react with each other), tends to be the more-correct method of logic.
(b) Times: equations and concepts developed in classical science are typically structured around time-accelerated
phenomena, relative to human existence time scales; particles in gas phase reactions move at speeds in excess of
1,200 miles per hour and extents of reactions will come to equilibrium with a matter of seconds or minutes, whereas
humans move at speeds, on average, of 1 mile per hour, and extents of reactions for humans will often take years or
decades to come to equilibrium, e.g. a golden wedding anniversary (50+ year reaction).
(c) Count: units in science tend to be based in molar units, involving a septillion (
) number of particles, per gram
of substance (i.e. an Avogadro number of particles); whereas human phenomena, conversely, will often involve only
one or two particles (single particle thermodynamics) or particles in the 10s to beyond several 1,000s or perhaps
millions
of particles (such as during world wars) up to the billion
particle per system count (e.g. the
population of India, viewed as a thermodynamic system); attempts at numerical formulation in this area include:
Dunbar number (120), social Avogadro number, Lazlo number, and hmol.
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(add discussion)

Synonyms
Alternative synonyms of the scientific view of
humans including:
● Super-observer (Oliver Reiser, 1935)
● Observer at a suﬃcient height (Pierre
Teilhard, 1951)
● Molecular goggles (Albert Szent-Gyorgyi,
c.1960s)
● Macroscope view (Joel de Rosnay, 1975)
● Cosmic perspec ve (Carl Sagan, Cosmos,
1980)
● Unsuspected visitor perspec ve (Alfredo
Infante, 2001)
● Bird’s-eye view (William McNeill, 2003),
● Mar an or zoomed-back view (Andrew
Morrow, 2006)
● Advanced intelligence perspec ve (Libb
Thims, 2007) [3]
● Thermodynamic lens (Bruce Avolio, 2014).

Depictions of “atomic sociology”, namely of scientists, e.g. Albion Small
(1899), Arthur Iberall (1970s), Serge Galam (1990s), or Mark Buchanan
(2000s), thinking of people as “atoms” (human atoms or social atoms),
using the super-observer perspective, and attempting to study their
behavior as such (as conceptual particles).

In 2005, English evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins introduced the term “middle world” to describe the realm of
human discernment, that which one routinely encounters, as contrasted with the “lower world”, of quarks and
atoms, and “upper world” of the bigger expanse of the universe. [5] In 2006, American chemical engineer Andrew
Morrow began to contemplate on the phenomenon of the mid-life crisis, albeit using a modern chemistry atomicsystem based, laws of thermodynamics guided philosophy of how to exist, based on the knowledge that humans are
made of atoms. Morrow defines this view as such: [4]
“Start with atoms and thermodynamics and to slowly zoom back out to the millimeters-to-miles distance regime [as a
Martian might see us on Earth] and examine the world in which [you] live with a fresh perspective based strictly on
well-established, non-controversial scientific knowledge [and] use this information as a foundation upon which [to]
decide how to spend the remainder of [your] lifetime.”
In this logic, Morrow states that his intention in publishing his views is for the reader to see the world through eyes
unclouded by hate, fear, or other human emotion, so to observe our world, to evaluated our nature, our nurture, and
our behavior, in such a manner that a chemical reality based thermodynamic-perspective world-view will empower
the reader and further probe the mystery of existence.
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In hmolscience, Paul Aebersold (1910-1967) was an American biophysicist noted for his
1930s work on the production and application of the first radioactive materials
(sodium-24 and phosphorus-32) administered to humans, resulting in his so-called
atomic “turnover rate” studies based model of the metabolic-themed material
composition of a human or human molecule. In 1949, Aebersold, in his “Atomic Energy
Benefits: Radioisotopes” address, stated following: [1]
“Everyone should be interested in atoms. We are much more intimate with atoms
than we realize. They make up all the air we breathe, all the food we eat, our flesh
and blood and bone, and everything around us — in fact, all the matter in the world,
the planets, the stars and the far away galactic universes. Each of us from a purely
physical standpoint is a large batch atoms.”
This "batch of atoms" description of a human, to note, is similar to the recent "bag of
chemicals" description seen being employed. He continues:
“The atoms now in your body are being replaced by new atoms at an amazingly rapid rate — at such a rate that in
another year ... Before we go into more detail about the terrific traffic of atoms in your body — for that matter, the
rapid atomic turnover in all forms of life, in even the simplest organisms — let us pause for some background
information that may forestall the quite justified unbelief you may have concerning these startling facts. How do
we know all this? How do we follow all the fast and complicated maneuvers that atoms enter into in our bodies
and other complex systems?”
Later, following further discussion, Aebersold clarifies:
“Among stable elements from hydrogen, element number one, to bismuth, element number 83, there are now
known 284 stable species of atoms or isotopes. Actually, therefore, we are not just composed of atoms, but of a
number of different forms of atoms, or isotopes. We are composed of stable isotopes of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen, calcium, and so forth. Hence, in terms of physics,
you are not just a batch of atoms but a batch of ‘stable
isotopes’!”

Education
Aebersold completed his AB in physics at Stanford
University and his PhD in biophysics in 1939, in the area of
the production and application of the first radioactive
materials (sodium-24 and phosphorus-32) administered to
humans, at the University of California, Berkeley, where he
was a member of the group under American physicist
Ernest Lawrence, the 1932 inventor of the cyclotron.
Aebersold stayed at Berkeley to do post-doctoral work
on radioisotopes, investigated the properties of biological
reactions resulting from fast neutron beams, and was a
research associate in the Radiation Laboratory at Berkeley
where he was in charge of operating the 60-inch cyclotron.
In 1946, Aebersold became chief of the Isotope Branch at
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Oak Ridge. In 1957,
Aebersold transferred to Washington D.C. to eventually
become, in 1962, the Director of the Atomic Energy
Commission’s division of isotopes development. [2]

Aebersold at his computer station, either at Berkeley
Radiation Laboratory or at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Tennessee, where at he did his pioneering
experiments done with radioisotopes and the tracing of
elements in and out of the body, finding that atoms in
animate organisms have a 98 percent per year atomic
turnover rate. [3]
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Aeolipile
In engines, the aeolipile is a device in which steam
contained in a boiler is release through oppositely facing
orifices of a hinged bulb causing rotation of the bulb.

Overview
In 250BC,Greek compressed air engineer Ctesibius is
attributed to have invented the steam spinning device;
which is often assigned as being the world's first
prototype steam engine.
These came to be known as the ‘aeolipile’ as
described by both Roman architect Vitruvius (15BC) and
Greek physicist Hero (50AD). [1] Owing to the fact that
Hero was the first to give a detailed account on how to
make an aeolipile, the device has since come to be known
as Hero's engine or the aeolipile of Hero.

See also
● Dipping bird

Left: an aeolipile (right) shown connected or coupled to a
weight (left) in the form of a heat engine, to demonstrate the
heat conversion into work aspect of the mechanical equivalent
of heat. Right: a modern laboratory scale aeolipile.
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Aesthetic energy
In hmolscience, aesthetic energy is the energy associated with, produced, or derived from beauty and or physical
attraction.

Overview
In the 1890s, Polish economist Leon Winiarski began to theorize about aesthetics in a thermodynamic sense, loosely
as a type of biological energy associated with the processes of movement owing to attraction; having connection, in
some way, to maximum pleasure and following periods of equilibrium, In 1899, F. M. Winger, in summary of
Winiarski's theories, characterized aesthetic energy as follows: [2]
"Esthetics may be postulated of individuals or of races, and the aim of aesthetics is attraction. In both ancient and
modern times, figure and dress were made as beautiful as possible for purposes of attraction. This is referred to a
process of movement; nervous movement on the part of those who feel the effects of the beautiful object, nervous
and muscular movement on the part of those who act either in order to produce beauty or from its effects.
Esthetic energy is dependent upon biological energies, and changes as they change. It expresses itself in movement
in the making of arms, dwellings, ornaments, and, in more modern times, in sculpture, painting, music, and
architecture—the types varying according to the race. In the days of chivalry, strength attracted, now skill in arts or
sciences does so. Social influence depends upon these acquirements, and the class which has acquired most will
rule, although often a mediocre class in other respects. It is all utilitarian, the individual or the race desiring to
attain a high position and attaining it according as intensity or duration of pleasure is given. These periods of
maximum pleasure are followed and preceded by a period of equilibrium, and just so much pleasure results as
there has been energy expended."
(add discussion)

See also
● Beauty is power (Ѻ)
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Affair
In science, affair is a matter of occasioning public anxiety, controversy, or scandal. [1]

See also
● Juarrero-Deacon affair
● Proxmire affair
● Sokal Affair
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Affinity
In chemistry, affinity is the force of
reaction, measured by free energy (see:
driving force), or the degree to which two
or more species are attracted. [1]

Synonyms
In 1906 to 1910, “chemical affinity”
began to be synonymously referred to, as
summarized reported by Fielding
Garrison, as: “chemical potentiality” and
or the potential of the solution. (Ѻ) In
1922, English chemist Joseph Mellor
commented: “some try to evade the
difficulty by using other terms: ‘elective
attraction’, ‘chemical activity’, ‘chemical
avidity’, ‘chemical energy’, etc., but the
original term ‘chemical affinity’, is
convenient, provided it is kept in place.” Section of French chemist Etienne Geoffroy's 1718 affinity table, the very first
affinity table, constructed form affinity reaction descriptions as found in Isaac
[7] Other synonyms include: elective
Newton's 1718 Query 31, each "header species" (top row) shown with potential
affinity and human elective affinity. The "reactants" (chemicals below header species), listed in descending order of
term elective affinity was a common
"affinity" preference, the weakest reactant listed in the lowest row.
usage in the 18th century (supposedly
originating in Francis Bacon's definition of affinity as an "election to embrace"); whereas chemical affinity is the
common modern scientific usage.

Empedocles | Plato
The concept of affinities traces to the circa 450BC theories of attracting and repelling forces developed by Greek
philosopher Empedocles (490-430BC), in the form of chemistry aphorisms, as in people who like each other mix like
water and wine, whereas enemies separate like oil and water. Empedocles argued for existence of two forces: love
(philia) and strife (neikos), which were used to account for the causes of motion in the universe. These two forces,
philia and neikos, were said to intermingle with the four elements (earth, water, air, and fire) in such a manner that
philia, so to say, served as the binding power linking the various parts of existence harmoniously together, whereas
neikos acted to cause separation. [11]
These views were later adopted by others. First, it seems, by Greek physician Hippocrates (460-370BC), who in
circa 410BC promoted the theory that “like assorts with like”. [12] Greek philosopher Plato (428-348BC) also adopted
this view, arguing that "like tends towards like." This generalized statement is often referred to as the the first law of
affinity, or sometimes Plato's first law of affinity. Plato in particular interpreted Empedocles’ two agents as attraction
and repulsion, stating that their operation is conceived in an alternate sequence. From these arguments, Plato
originated the concept of ‘likes attract’, e.g. earth is thus attracted towards earth, water toward water, and fire
toward fire. [12] In the following centuries there have been at least a dozen or more laws of attraction or "laws of
affinity", depending on which chemist is sourced.

Affinitas
The name affinitas, according to English chemistry historian James Partington, was first used in the sense of chemical
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relation by German philosopher Albertus Magnus near the year 1250. [3]

Force
The introduction of the term affinity, according to Saul Dushman (1914), is usually ascribed to Dutch physicianchemist Herman Boerhaave (1668-1738), who is said to have gave this term a meaning that it has retained ever
sense, vis: the “force holds together chemically dissimilar substances.” [18]

Affinity tables
The first affinity table was made by French chemist Etienne Geoffroy in 1718, now known as Geoffroy's affinity table.
[6] Geoffroy's table was a result of his reading (actually a translation into French) of Newton's Query 31, in which
various affinity relations were written out in verbal form. This launched the science of affinity chemistry, which
dominated 18th century chemistry, only to later be subsumed into the beginnings of the late 19th century chemical
thermodynamics and physical chemistry. Dozens of affinity tables were produced in the decades throughout the 18th
century. The largest affinity table ever created was Bergman's affinity table in 1775.

Goethe's affinities
In 1799 German polymath Johann Goethe began to express the outlines of a human chemical reaction view of human
relationships using affinity chemistry logic, particularly in discussion to his associate German author Friedrich Schiller,
wherein Goethe commented to the effect that:
“Delicate [chemical] relationships [exist between people] through which they attract and repel, neutralize each
other, separate again and re-establish themselves.”
In 1808 using Bergman's 1775 affinity table as a basis of logic, Goethe made the world's first human elective affinity
table, now known as Geothe's affinity table.

Faraday's view
In 1861, English chemist and physicist Michael Faraday, in what can be considered a representative transition view,
defined the term "chemical affinity" as the force of chemical action between different bodies; that depends entirely
upon the energy which particles of different kinds attract each other. [2]
Berthollet, Guldberg, Waage (1867)
Berzelius, Helmholtz (1887)
Mitscherlich, Spring (1904)
Deville, Debray, Berthelot
Thomson, Berthelot (1865)
Horstman, Gibbs, Helmholtz

Thermal theory of affinity

Into the 1850s and 60s, what was
called the “thermal theory of affinity”
was introduced to explain chemical
affinity on the logic that heat released
during chemical reaction was the true
measure of affinity. [8] This was called
The main pioneers of late 18th century affinity chemistry, in physical chemistry in
particular, according to the 1905 opinion of Dutch chemist Jacobus van't Hoff. [9]
the Berthelot-Thomsen principle,
proposed independently by Danish
chemist Julius Thomsen in 1854 and by French chemist Marcellin Berthelot in 1864. Followers of the ThomsenBerthelot point of view included: German physical chemist Alexander Naumann (1837-1922), who notably received a
copy of the first part of Gibbs' 1876 work, German chemist Karl Mohr, and Austrian physical chemist Hans Jahn (18531906). [15]
This logic however, was soon (early 1880s) shown to be an incomplete theory and thus defunct, due to the
development of entropy (1850-65) and the discovery that not all reactions followed this model in practice. The fall of
the thermal theory, however, was not immediate. Criticism of the "thermal theory of affinity" came from Dutch
theoretical chemist Schroder van der Kolk (1864) and later by Norwegian scientists, who formulated the law of mass
action, Cato Guldberg and Peter Waage (1867). Others also began to point out that the inadequacy of the thermal
theory of affinity in regards to explaining endothermic reactions. [14]
The 1904 theories, in Van't Hoff's ideas concerning affinity table (above), of Eilhard Mitscherlich and W. Spring on
chemical affinity still need to be tracked down.

Work of chemical affinity
In the physical chemistry of Jacobus van't Hoff, starting with his 1884 Studies in Chemical Dynamics and followup
expanded 3-volume Lectures on Theoretical and Physical Chemistry (1898-1900), without recourse to either free
energy or entropy, he introduced what he called the "work of chemical affinity", which for a process occurring at
constant pressure (isobaric) and and temperature (isothermal), according to chemistry historians Helge Kragh and
Stephen Weininger, is the negative of the change in Gibbs free energy. [14]

Thermodynamic theory of affinity
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When the logic of thermodynamics as developed by Rudolf Clausius, began to be applied to chemical problems, by
scientists such as August Horstmann, Francois Massieu, Willard Gibbs, and Hermann Helmholtz, a new
thermodynamic definition of affinity arose. The turning point was the 1882 publication "The Thermodynamics of
Chemical Processes", by Helmholtz which proved that owing to the aspects of entropyit is the free energynot heat
which is the true measure of affinities. [10] In this sense, free energy is sometimes defined as the "maximum work"
(Helmholtz) that a system can produce or the "available energy" (Gibbs) of the system. [3] In this new interpretation,
as defined in 1905 by Dutch physical chemist Jacobus van't Hoff: [9]
“Affinity is defined as the maximum quantity of work that a chemical change can produce. Equilibrium ensues
when this quantity is zero.”
The influential 1923 textbook Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances by American physical
chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall is said to have led to the replacement of the term “affinity” by the term
"free energy" in much of the English-speaking world. [4] In 1936 Belgian chemist Theophile de Donder published his
Thermodynamic Theory of Affinity, in which he clearly used the symbol "A" for affinity as the negative partial of the
Gibbs free energy per unit partial of extent of reaction for a change in a isothermal isobaric system: [2]

Gibbs free energy
The thermodynamic measurement of affinity for isothermal-isobaric reactions, typical on the surface of the earth, is
the negative of the change in the Gibbs free energy (such as alluded to in the work of Jacobus van't Hoff, above):

or

in expanded form:

This can also be restated in terms of the for driving force, symbol "D", of the reaction, such as done by Chinese
thermodynamicist Jitao Wang, citing Theophile de Donder, as follows: [16]

where μ is the chemical potential of ith component or chemical species and ν is the stoichiometric coefficient of the
ith component or chemical species in the reacting system. This can also be redefined in terms such as: extent of
reaction, progress of reaction, and or relaxation of reaction. [17]

Helmholtz free energy
For isothermal isochoric processes:

in expanded form:

where the affinity is equal to the negative of the change in the Helmholtz free energy.

Human chemistry
In 2006, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims came across the affinity-based "human chemical theory" of
Goethe, at that time "affinity" being a new concept to Thims, being that in 1923, following the work of Gilbert Lewis
(Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances), the teaching of affinity based physical chemistry was
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supplanted the teaching of free energy based physical chemistry; meaning that the subject of affinity or affinity
chemistry is not taught to chemical engineers and physical chemists, in modern times, a few fields aside (e.g. drugreceptor thermodynamics). Thims, thereafter, spent a large amount of time doing historical research to see how the
concept of affinity transformed into the concept of free energy. In 2007, Thims published first textbook on human
chemistry, Human Chemistry (Volume One, Volume Two), outlining the basics of free energy interpretations of human
affinities involved in human chemical reactions. [6][11]

See also
● Affinity of reaction
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Affinity bond
In chemistry, an affinity bond is an attachment
between two atoms or two molecules.

Overview
In 1657, William Cullen introduced the crotchet
notation "{" of the to represent a bond between to
chemical species; as follows:
“The dart → between them expresses the elective
attraction; when I put a dart with the tail to one
substance and the point to another, I mean that
the substance to which the tail is directed unites
with the one to which the point is directed more
strongly than it does with the one united to it in
the crotchet {.”
which equates to the following diagrammatic logic, 1888 summary of the usage of the affinity bond concept or "unit of
affinity". [1]
in respect to an AB affinity bonded chemical union
put into contact with a new chemical species C,
whereby B detaches from A, owing to stronger affinity forces, to form a new BC union:

In the 1880s, chemists would speak of “units of affinity”, “bond”, and “valence”, somewhat interchangeably, to the
effect that, for example, carbon atoms have four valencies or four units of affinity. [1] English chemist Matthew Muir
summarized the situation in 1889 by saying that the symbol notation of H – C ≡ C – H would be used to represent the
distribution of affinity, or the valencies, of the atoms of carbon and hydrogen in the molecule C2H2, which were
becoming replaced, so to speak, by phrases to the effect that the carbons are linked by a triple bond to each other
and by single bonds to the hydrogen atoms. Muir also explains how the translation of the concept of a "force of
affinity", does not necessarily mean that force of affinity is divided into units or among the bonds, so to speak. [2] The
development of quantum chemistry in the early 20th century, in which bonding two atoms was defined, specifically
by German physicist Walter Heitler in 1927, as the joining together of electron wavefunctions, with plus, minus, and
exchange terms. [3]
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Affinity chemistry
In chemistry, affinity chemistry was subject of study, dominant between 1718 and into the 1830s, that sought to
explain chemical reaction via various theories of chemical attraction or “affinity”, such as chemical affinity or elective
affinity, preexisting, in various levels, between all chemical species or elements. [1]

History
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The initiator of affinity chemistry, in its primordial form, was Greek philosopher Empedocles (495-435 BC), the first
human chemist, famous for his noted chemistry aphorisms of how people mix or sort:
“People who love each other mix like water and wine; people who hate each other segregate like water and oil.”
This logic later came to be codified into about ten laws of affinity, as extolled upon in the works of Plato and others.
The name affinitas was first used in the sense of chemical relation by Albertus magnus in circa 1250. In 1675, French
chemist Nicolas Lemery, in his Course of Chemistry, supposedly, used “elective affinities” as terminology that
describes the replacement of one metal by others in the chemistry of salts. [10] The modern theory of affinity
chemistry, the transition from alchemy to chemistry, arose in the works and theories of English physicist Isaac
Newton. His 1678/79 letter to Robert Boyle was preoccupied with the phenomenon of elective affinity among
chemicals. In his letter to Boyle, he states, for example: [9]
“There is a certain secret principle in nature by which liquors are sociable to some things and unsociable to others.
Thus water will not mix with oil but readily with spirit of wine or with salts.”
American science historian William Newman, in his summarized rewrite of Newton's letter, elaborates on this
further: [9]
“Just as water ‘elects’ to mix with ethyl alcohol or with salts, so it ‘chooses’ not to mix with oil, Similarly, water will
sink into wood while quicksilver will not, but quicksilver will penetrate and amalgamate with metals, which water
will not. Likewise aqua fortis (nitric acid) will dissolve silver and not gold, while aqua regis (mixed nitric and
hydrochloric acid) will dissolve gold and not silver. Nonetheless these rules are not written in stone: ‘but a liquor
which is of itself unsociable to a body may by a mixture of a convenient mediator be made sociable. So molten lead
which alone will not mix with copper or with Regulus of Mars, by the addition of tin is made to mix with either.”
Newton goes on, in his writing of this period, to speak about how “particles of spirits floating in the water, will strike
on metal, and will by their sociableness enter into its pores, and gather around the outside of its particles.” The
finalized version of Netwon's search, research, and experiments for this "secret principle" was presented some three
decades later, following his successes in gravitational theory, in his famous Query 31 of the 1718 edition of his
Opticks. That very same year (1718), French chemist Étienne Geoffroy, while doing a translation into French of
Newton's Opticks, famously took the "verbal descriptions" of affinity reaction preferences and powers of combination
and decombination, as found in Query 31, and made the world's first "affinity table" (see: Geoffroy's affinity table),
the first of many to follow over the next century. The biggest was Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman 1775 which took
up a large eight-page fold out map-like sheet showing the results of some 160 different reactions. What is called the
"old theory" of elective affinity, to note, according to some, is said to refer to the works of English chemist John
Mayow (1674), French chemist Étienne Geoffroy (1718), and Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman (1775). [2] It was
Geoffroy, however, who made the first affinity table ; thus establishing affinity chemistry as a branch of science and
invariably giving seed and momentum to the chemical revolution. [3]

Incorporation into modern theory
In 1852, though the “theory of chemical valencies” of English chemist Edward Frankland, the degree of affinity
attachment of each species was beginning to be incorporated into the soon-to-be science of quantum chemistry
(1910s), solidifying eventually with American chemical engineer Linus Pauling’s 1928 article “On the Nature of the
Chemical Bond”; and in the 1870s, the measure of affinity was determined to be that of free energy, thus
incorporating this aspect of affinity chemistry into the new science of chemical thermodynamics, and beginning [4]
Affinity chemistry is still to be found in modern science, albeit it is buried deep inside of connective theories of logic,
such as affinity chromatography. [5] Likewise, in the modern drug-receptor thermodynamic theory of “drug-receptor
affinity”, affinity is defined as the “tendency of a drug molecule to bind to a receptor”, a movement process
quantified by intricate Gibbs free energy models. [6]

Human chemistry
German polymath Johann Goethe based his 1809 romance novella Elective Affinities on the work of Bergmann,
arguing a theory that human relationships, specifically in reference to the passions of love, are determined by
elective affinity preferences. [7] This publication thus founded the science of human chemistry; albeit the modern
version uses the logic of chemical thermodynamics and quantum chemistry to argue the same view. [8]
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Affinity Lecture
In famous publications, Affinity Lecture, or Affinität (Affinity) as it was entitled in the original German, was the sixth
lecture given by German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald, on the subject of affinity (chemical affinity or elective
affinity), in the autumn of 1905 at MIT in his seven public lectures on the history of chemistry.
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Sixth Lecture
The following is the original German and English translate of Ostwald’s Affinity lecture:

Volume One (A-B)
German

English
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(205 - 209)

Sechste Vorlesung.

Affinität.
Nachdem sich die Auffassung der chemischen Vorgänge
als der Ergebnisse einer Wechselwirkung der
verschiedenen Stoffe durchgesetzt hatte, entstand
naturgemäss die Frage, durch welche Umstände diese
Wechselwirkung bestimmt wird. Die grosse
Mannigfaltigkeit und anscheinende Willkür in dem
gegenseitigen Verhalten der Stoffe legte den Vergleich
mit menschlichen Willenshandlungen nahe und in
Goethes Meisternovelle: die Wahlverwandtschaften ist
nicht nur der damals übliche Name für die Ursache der
chemischen Verbindungen und Trennungen als Titel
benutzt, sondern eine Schilderung ihrer Wirkungsweise
als Vorbild für die gegenseitige Beeinflussung der
beteiligten Menschen in den Text verwoben.
„In diesem Fahrenlassen und Ergreifen, in diesem Fliehen
und Suchen glaubt man wirklich eine höhere
Bestimmung zu sehen; man traut solchen Wesen eine
Art Wollen und Wählen zu und hält das Kunstwort
Wahlverwandtschaften für vollkommen gerechtfertigt. . .
. Man muss diese tot scheinenden und doch zur Tätigkeit
innerlich immer bereiten Wesen wirkend vor seinen
Augen sehen, mit Teilnahme schauen, wie sie einander
suchen, sich anziehen, ergreifen, zerstören, verschlingen,
aufzehren und sodann aus der innigsten Verbindung
wieder in erneuter, neuer, unerwarteter Gestalt
hervortreten: dann traut man ihnen erst ein ewiges
Leben, ja wohl Sinn und Verstand zu, weil wir unsere
Sinne kaum genügend fühlen, sie recht zu beobachten,
und unsere Vernunft kaum hinlänglich, sie zu fassen."
Aus dieser Darstellung ist zunächst ersichtlich, wie weit
man sich damals von der Erfassung der einfachen
Gesetzmässigkeit entfernt fühlte, die in anderen
Gebieten, z. B. dem der Astronomie, erreicht war und die
als wissenschaftliches Ideal für alle Naturforschung gilt.
Ferner tritt die spezifische Natur dieser Vorgänge, ihre
Mannigfaltigkeit je nach der Art der beteiligten Stoffe in
sehr anschaulicher Weise in den Vordergrund.
In der Tat nahmen die ersten Versuche, die Bildungsund Zersetzungsvorgänge der Stoffe gesetzlich zu
erfassen, ausschliesslich auf diesen Umstand Rücksicht.
Schon E. Stahl, der Schöpfer der Phlogistontheorie, hatte
auf die gegenseitigen Verdrängungen der Metalle aus
ihren Salzen als eine typische Erscheinung hingewiesen
und wir erkennen in der Phlogistontheorie unschwer die
Widerspiegelung dieser Erfahrungen auf dem
hypothetischen Gebiete der Verbindungen der Stoffe mit
dem Phlogiston. Durch französische Forscher sind diese
Reaktionsreihen später ausgedehnt und systematisiert
worden, allerdings in einer Weise, die den Widerspruch
der Zeitgenossen und ihren Spott über die
„Tabellendrechsler" hervorrief. Durch Torbern Bergmann
(1735 bis 1784) endlich wurden die Auffassungen und
Kenntnisse der Zeit gegen Ende des achtzehnten
Jahrhunderts zusammengefasst.
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Affinity.
After the conception of the chemical processes had
become established as the outcome of an interaction of
various substances naturally arose the question of which
circumstances this interaction is determined. The great
variety and apparent arbitrariness in the mutual
behavior of the materials presented comparing with
human volitional actions near and in Goethe's
masterpiece novella Elective Affinities is not only the
then common name for the cause of chemical
connections and disconnections as the title used, but a
description of their mode of action interwoven as a
model for the mutual influence of the people involved in
the text: [B#:C#]
"In this letting go and taking in fleeing and finding this
one really believes a higher purpose to see, you dare
such a kind nature and want to select and keeps the art
word affinities for fully justified. . . . You have this dead
translucent and yet inwardly always ready beings acting
in front of his eyes to the activity, look to participate as
they seek each other, dressed, take, destroy, devour, eat
up, and then from the most intimate connection back in
again, new, unexpected form emerge: then trust them to
only an eternal life, probably rhyme or reason to,
because we hardly feel our senses enough to watch
them right, and our reason hardly sufficiently to take
them."

From this representation is first evident how far you felt
then removed from the detection of simple regularity,
which was achieved in other areas, such as the
astronomy, and is ideal for all nature as a scientific
research. Further, the specific nature of these processes
occurs, their diversity depending on the nature of the
substances involved in a very clear way to the front.
In fact took the first attempts to understand the
educational processes and decomposition of substances
by law, solely on that fact into consideration. Even E.
Stahl, creator of the phlogiston theory had pointed out
the mutual displacements of the metals from their salts
than a typical phenomenon and we recognize in the
phlogiston theory easily the reflection of this experience
in the areas of hypothetical compounds of the
substances with the phlogiston. By French researchers,
this series of reactions were later expanded and
systematized, but in a way that provoked the opposition
of his contemporaries and their mockery of the "table
turner." By Torbern Bergmann (1735-1784) finally were
the views and knowledge of the time towards the end of
the eighteenth century combined.
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Der grundsätzliche Gedanke aller dieser Versuche war,
dass durch die Natur der Bestandteile ihre Fähigkeit zu
gegenseitiger Bindung bestimmt ist, derart, dass wo die
stärkere „Verwandtschaft" besteht, auch die
entsprechende Verbindung gebildet wird, unter Aufgabe
der frühren Verhältnisse. Andere Faktoren waren bis
dahin nicht als wirksam in Betracht gezogen worden; erst
Bergmann fand bei der systematischen
Zusammenstellung der vorhandenen experimentellen
Tatsachen und bei der Ermittelung neuer, dass es oft
einen erheblichen Unterschied ausmacht, ob man die
Stoffe in wässeriger Lösung oder in der Schmelzhitze
aufeinander wirken lässt. Er unterschied daher die
Verwandtschaft auf nassem von der auf trockenem
Wege.

The basic idea of all these experiments was that by the
nature of the components of their ability is determined
to mutual bond, such that where the stronger
"relationship" exists, the corresponding compound is
formed by the object of the previous posting conditions.
Other factors were to have not previously taken into
account as effective, only Bergmann found in the
systematic compilation of the available experimental
facts and the determination of new that it often
represents a significant difference if you can interact
with the substances in aqueous solution or in the melt
heat it. Therefore, the relationship differed on wet from
the dry way.

Dies war die erste Spur der Erkenntnis, dass ausser der
Natur der Stoffe noch andere Faktoren für die Ergebnisse
der chemischen Wechselwirkung massgebend sind. Das
grosse Verdienst, derartige Faktoren ausfindig gemacht
und ihre Wirkung durch anschauliche Versuche
nachgewiesen zu haben, gebührt Claude Louis Berthollet
(1748 bis 1822), dessen Namen uns in anderem
Zusammenhange bereits entgegengetreten ist. Der neue
Gedanke, welchen Berthollet in das Problem einführte,
war der

This was the first track of the realization that unless the
nature of the substances, other factors for the results of
the chemical interactions are decisive. The great merit of
having made such factors identified and their effect
demonstrated by illustrative experiments, Claude Louis
Berthollet Due (1748-1822), whose name is already
challenged us in another connection. The new idea,
which Berthollet introduced into the problem was the
Oftwald, guidelines of chemistry. 14

Oftwald, Leitlinien der Chemie. 14
(210 - 214)

(210 - 214)

der teilweisen Reaktion. Für die älteren Chemiker gab es
nur ein Entweder — Oder; alle Vorgänge sollten in einem
oder dem anderen Sinne vollständig zu Ende gehen. Dies
war eine natürliche Folge des vorwiegend technischen
Interesses an den chemischen Vorgängen, denn in
dessen Sinne lag es überall, dass solche Vorgänge
ausfindig gemacht wurden, welche die gewünschten
Präparate in möglichst reiner und einheitlicher Form
ergaben. Die fast ausschliessliche Bekanntschaft mit
solchen praktisch vollständigen Vorgängen hat die
natürliche Wirkung gehabt, dass man auf dass
gesetzmässige Vorhandensein unvollständiger Vorgänge
überhaupt nicht aufmerksam geworden war.

the partial reaction. For the older chemists there was
only one either - or, all transactions should be one or the
other senses go completely to the end. This was a
natural consequence of mainly technical interest in the
chemical processes, because it was everywhere in the
sense that such processes have been identified, which
gave the desired products in as pure and uniform shape.
The almost exclusive acquaintance with such a virtually
complete operations has had the natural effect that it
had become on that lawful presence of incomplete
transactions not attentive at all.

Berthollet wies dem gegenüber darauf hin, dass
umgekehrt die unvollständigen Vorgänge, bei denen eine
Reaktion durch die entgegengesetzte begrenzt wird,
welche aus den Produkten wieder die Ausgangsstoffen
entstehen lässt, als die allgemeineren aufgefasst werden
müssen, und dass die ausschliesslichen Vorgänge diese
Beschaffenheit erst durch die Mitwirkung sekundärer
Umstände annehmen. Hierbei sprach er das Prinzip der
Massenwirkung aus, die zu einem chemischen
Gleichgewicht führt, ebenso wie die gleichzeitige
Wirkung mehrerer Kräfte auf einen Punkt eine
Resultierende ergibt, an deren Grösse und Richtung jede
beteiligte Kraft ihren Anteil nach Massgabe ihrer
Beschaffenheit hat.

Berthollet pointed against which indicates that,
conversely, the incomplete operations where a response
is limited by the opposite, which again can be formed
from the products, the starting materials, as the need to
be wider understood, and in that the exclusive processes
this condition only by the accept participation of
secondary circumstances. Here he spoke of the principle
of mass action, which leads to a chemical balance, as
well as the simultaneous action of several forces at a
point yields a resultant force on the magnitude and
direction of each Party to power their share in
accordance with their texture.

Berthollet stützte sich bei der Entwicklung dieser
allgemeinen Ansichten einerseits auf Experimente, die er
in solchem Sinne angestellt hatte, anderseits auf
grundsätzliche Anschauungen, denen er zweifellos die

Berthollet was based on the development of these
general views on the one hand, experiments that he had
done in this sense, on the other hand, fundamental
beliefs, which he undoubtedly attributed to the higher
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höhere Bedeutung beimass. Er fasste die chemischen
Vorgänge als Ergebnisse einer Gravitationswirkung
zwischen den Atomen auf und fühlte sich sehr sicher in
seiner Hoffnung, dass bald eine chemische Mechanik
sich entwickeln würde, die der himmlischen Mechanik
vergleichbar wäre. Es ist lehrreich zu wissen, dass T.
Bergmann, zu dessen Anschauungen sich Berthollet in
scharfem Gegensatze befand, seine eigenen Ansichten
gleichfalls auf die Annahme einer Gravitationswirkung
zwischen den Atomen begründet hatte. Es ergibt sich
hieraus, welche geringe Bedeutung derartige allgemeine
Hypothesen für die Beschaffenheit der von ihnen
abhängigen Schlüsse haben; in beiden Fällen waren für
die Gedankenbildung wirksam die tatsächlichen
Kenntnisse der beiden Forscher auf dem Boden der
Chemie allein.

meaning. He summarized the chemical processes on the
results of a gravitational effect between the atoms and
felt very secure in his hope that soon a chemical
mechanism would develop that would be comparable to
the celestial mechanics. It is instructive to know that T.
Bergmann, whose views Berthollet was in sharp contrast,
had also founded his own views on the adoption of a
gravitational effect between the atoms. It follows from
this that such general hypotheses have little importance
for the quality of their dependents conclusions in both
cases were the thoughts the actual formation of
effective knowledge of the researchers on the floor of
the chemistry alone.

In bezug auf den Begriff der Massenwirkung hat
Berthollet allerdings einen Vorgänger, der ihm nicht nur
zeitlich erheblich voranging, sondern auch das
quantitative Gesetz der Massenwirkung mit aller
wünschenswerten Klarheit aussprach. Es war dies K. F.
Wenzel (1740 bis 1793), dessen Namen wir aus Anlass
der ihm fälschlich zugeschriebenen Entdeckungen
Richters kennen lernten. Wenzel hat 1777 ein Buch über
die Verwandtschaft erscheinen lassen, in welchem er
nichts weniger versucht, als eine zahlenmässige Messung
der chemischen Kräfte, und zwar, was noch mehr sagen
will, auf einem

In relation to the concept of mass action but Berthollet
has a predecessor, not only greatly preceded it in time,
but also expressed the quantitative law of mass action
with all desirable clarity. It was the KF Wenzel (17401793), whose name we met on the occasion of him
falsely attributed discoveries judge. Wenzel 1777 have a
book about the relationship appear, in which he
attempted nothing less than a numerical measurement
of the chemical forces, namely, what to say more, on a

M*

M*

grundsätzlich ziemlich einwandfreien Wege. Auch ihn
führte eine mechanische Analogie: wie ein Körper sich
um so schneller bewegt, je grösser die treibende Kraft
ist, so wollte er dem Stoffe eine grössere Verwandtschaft
zuschreiben, der eine chemische Reaktion schneller
durchführt. Als Beispiel hatte er die Wirkung der Säuren
auf Metalle ins Auge gefasst. Er ist ganz klar darüber,
dass diese Wirkung der Oberfläche proportional ist und
gibt daher den zu vergleichenden Metallen die Gestalt
von gleich grossen Zylindern, die er auf allen Seiten
ausser an einer Grundfläche mit einem unangreifbaren
Überzuge versieht; ja er beschreibt sogar, wie man das
flüssige Quecksilber nur in einen gleich weiten
Hohlzylinder zu giessen braucht, um damit vergleichbare
Messungen anstellen zu können. Dann aber entgeht ihm
nicht, dass konzentrierte Säuren viel stärker wirken, als
verdünnte, und er spricht ausdrücklich aus, dass die
Geschwindigkeit ihrer Wirkung der Konzentration
proportional zu setzen sei.

generally quite satisfactory way. Also led him to a
mechanical analogy: as the body moves faster so the
larger the driving force, so he wanted the substances
attributed a greater affinity for conducting a chemical
reaction faster. As an example, he had taken the action
of acids on metals in the eye. He is very clear about the
fact that this effect of the surface is proportional and are
therefore to be compared metals, the shape of the same
size cylinders which he provides on all sides except on a
base with an unassailable Over the course; yes, he even
describes how the liquid mercury only need to pour into
a wide hollow cylinder is equal to that employ
comparable measurements. But then do not miss him
that much more concentrated acids act as dilute, and he
speaks expressly, that the speed of their effect was
proportional to the concentration set.

Berthollet hat zweifellos diesen Versuch einer
messenden Inangriffnahme des
Verwandtschaftsproblems nicht gekannt, denn es finden
sich bei ihm keinerlei Hindeutungen auf diesen
Gedanken oder Anwendungen desselben. Seine
Aufmerksamkeit war nicht auf den Verlauf der Vorgänge,
sondern auf ihr endliches Ergebnis gerichtet; diese
statische Anschauungsweise tritt auch in dem Titel
seines Hauptwerkes „Statique chimique" hervor. Doch
wusste er aus dem einfachen Grundgedanken, dem des
chemischen Gleichgewichts, eine ganze Anzahl

Berthollet has certainly never heard of the attempt of
measuring addressing the relationship problem, because
it can be found in him no allusions to these thoughts or
applications thereof. His attention was not focused on
the course of events, but on a finite result, this static
way of looking occurs in the title of his main work
"Statique Chimique" out, but he knew the simple main
idea of chemical equilibrium, a number of remarkable. to
draw conclusions.
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bemerkenswerter Folgerungen zu ziehen.
Vor allen Dingen die, dass für ein jedes chemische
Gleichgewicht die dauernde Anwesenheit aller
beteiligten Stoffe notwendig ist. Wo sich einer oder der
andere aus dem Gebiete des Wettkampfes entfernt, hat
er die Folgen alsbald zu tragen, indem sich nunmehr ein
neues Gleichgewicht ohne ihn herstellt. Zwei Arten
solcher Entfernung kennt Berthollet: falls der Stoff
gasförmig, oder falls er fest wird. Insofern wirken
Flüchtigkeit und Kohäsion, wie er die Ursachen dieser
Zustände bezeichnet, wie chemische Kräfte für das
endliche Ergebnis mit.

Above all, that for each chemical balance of the
permanent presence of all substances involved is
necessary. Where one or the other is removed from the
field of competition, he has to bear the consequences
immediately by producing a new equilibrium is now
without him. Two types of such removal Berthollet
knows: if the substance is gaseous, or if it is fixed. Insofar
as chemical forces acting on the finite result volatility
and cohesion, as he describes the causes of these
conditions, with.

Alle diese Gedanken sind richtig; sie haben aber erst sehr
spät nach sachgemässer Entwicklung ihre Bestätigung
gefunden. Berthollet nahm persönlich eine überaus
geachtete Stellung ein; sein Hauptwerk wurde mehrfach
übersetzt und alle waren einig darüber, dass darin die
massgebenden Gedanken der höheren Chemie
vorgetragen waren. Und dennoch sehen wir, dass auf
diesen vielversprechenden Anfang keine Entwicklung
erfolgt ist, ja dass das Interesse an den Problemen der
chemischen Verwandtschaft für beinahe ein Jahrhundert
so gut wie völlig verschwindet. Wie ist diese
merkwürdige Erscheinung zu erklären?

All these ideas are correct, they have but to proper
industrial development found very late in their
confirmation. Berthollet personally took a very
respectable position, his main work has been translated
several times, and all were agreed that in the decisive
idea of higher chemistry were presented. And yet we see
that no development has taken place on this promising
start, so that the interest in the problems of chemical
affinity for almost a century disappears almost
completely. What is this strange phenomenon to be
explained?

Ein naheliegender Gedanke ist der folgende. Wir haben
bei früherer Gelegenheit gesehen, dass Berthollet durch
seine Auffassung des chemischen Gleichgewichts dazu
geführt worden war, die Existenz von Verbindungen
konstanter Zusammensetzung zu leugnen. Wenn wir das
Problem in seiner ganzen Strenge nehmen, so werden
wir auch heute sagen, dass er im Grunde recht gehabt
hat und dass grundsätzlich die Herstellung eines absolut
reinen Stoffes ebenso unausführbar ist, wie die
Erreichung irgendeines anderen absoluten Zieles, etwa
die Herstellung eines absolut leeren Raumes. Aber dem
steht entgegen, dass wir, experimentell gesprochen, eine
sehr grosse Anzahl von Stoffen herstellen können, in
denen wir die Anwesenheit fremder Stoffe nicht mehr
nachweisen können, die also praktisch rein sind. Bert ho
11et hat sich nur über die Grenze getäuscht, bis zu
welcher die Trennungen praktisch ausführbar sind, und
ist deshalb von Proust widerlegt worden. Dass trotz der
experimentellen Widerlegung noch ein Kern Wahrheit in
diesen Ansichten sein könnte, konnte aus den übrigen
Kenntnissen jener Zeit keineswegs entnommen werden.

An obvious idea is the following. We have seen on a
previous occasion, that Berthollet was guided by his
concept of chemical equilibrium to deny the existence of
compounds of constant composition. If we take the
problem in all its rigor, we shall also say today that he
was right in fact and in principle, the production of an
absolutely pure substance is as impracticable as the
achievement of any other absolute target, such as the
production of an absolutely empty space. But the answer
is that we talked experimentally, can produce a very
large number of substances in which we can no longer
detect the presence of foreign substances, which are
practically pure. Bert ho has 11et deceived only about
the limit to which the separations are practically feasible,
and has therefore been refuted by Proust. That despite
the experimental refutation nor a kernel of truth in these
views might be, could not be taken from the other
knowledge of that time.

Dies war sicher ein nicht unwichtiger Grund für die
Unwirksamkeit von Berthollets Werk; dass er aber nicht
durchschlagend gewesen ist, ergibt sich daraus, dass
Berthollets Ansehen auch nach Beendigung seines
Streites mit Proust nicht merklich vermindert erscheint.
Sein Werk gehörte aber dauernd zu denen, die jeder lobt
und niemand liest. Auch wenn man sich heute in dem
Lichte der inzwischen entwickelten Wissenschaft in
Berthollets Werk zu vertiefen sucht, wird man es bald
enttäuscht auf die Seite legen. Es enthält zu wenig

This was certainly not an insignificant reason for the
ineffectiveness of Berthollet's work, but he's not been a
resounding, arises from the fact that Berthollet's
reputation will not appear noticeably reduced even after
his quarrel with Proust. But his work was constantly to
those who praises everybody and nobody reads. Also, if
you're looking to delve into the light of the nowdeveloped science in Berthollet's work today, you will
drop it soon disappointed on the page. It contains too
little
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Bestimmtes, experimentell Fassbares, als dass es in einer Particular, experimentally more comprehensible than it.
Wissenschaft, in welcher tagtäglich neue Tatsachen
In a science in which new facts every day excited
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Staunen erregten und Aufmerksamkeit erforderten, von
tiefgehendem Einflusse hätte werden können.

astonishment and attention required of influence could
be coupled with deep

Entscheidend aber für den Gang der Entwicklung in der
Chemie waren die anderen Entdeckungen, die um jene
Zeit, am Anfange des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts
gemacht wurden. Wir haben die wichtigsten von ihnen
bereits kennen gelernt. Zunächst die stöchiometrischen
Gesetze in dem anschaulichen Gewande der
Atomtheorie, die sich überall bestätigten, wo man sie
anzuwenden versuchte; dann die erstaunlichen
Entdeckungen der Elektrochemie und zuletzt die alles
bald an sich reissende Entwicklung der organischen
Chemie, welche nicht nur der Wissenschaft ganz neue
Arbeitsgebiete öffnete, sondern auch bald die Grundlage
einer riesigen technischen Anwendung werden sollte.
Alle diese Dinge gaben und verlangten unmittelbare
Arbeit und, was das entscheidende war, sie konnten,
wenigstens für das erste Bedürfnis erledigt werden,
ohne dass man jene alten Probleme löste.

But the decisive factor for the course of development in
the chemicals were the other discoveries that were
made at that time, at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. We have learned the most important of them
already know. First, the stoichiometric laws in the
ideological guise of the atomic theory, which were
confirmed wherever they tried to apply it, and then the
amazing discoveries in electrochemistry and finally the
all soon be traveling on to development of organic
chemistry, which opened not only the science of new
work areas but was soon to be the basis of a huge
technical application. All these things gave and
demanded immediate work and what was the decisive,
they could be done at least for the first need, without
dissolving those old issues.

Denn es war nach wie vor präparative Chemie, die hier in
den neuen Gebieten getrieben wurde. Immer noch war
die Frage nach den Reaktionsbedingungen ausreichend
erledigt, wenn es gelungen war, ein vorteilhaftes
Darstellungsverfahren ausfindig zu machen und niemand
hatte ein Interesse daran, sich in die schlechten
Methoden zu vertiefen, bei denen verschiedene
Produkte nebeneinander entstehen. Kostete es doch
ohnedies oft genug den ganzen Scharfsinn des Forschers,
aus dem unmittelbar erhaltenen Reaktionsgemenge das
erhoffte Produkt herauszupräparieren. So sehen wir,
dass die Entwicklung des Verwandtschaftsproblems spät
erfolgt und einen ganz anderen Ausgangspunkt hat: der
Faden spinnt sich nicht bei der „reinen" Chemie an,
sondern an einer ganz anderen Stelle, derselben Stelle,
von welcher aus auch der Physik ein neues Leben
zuwuchs.

Because it was still preparative chemistry that was
driven here in the new territories. Still the question of
the reaction conditions was sufficiently done, if it had
managed to make a favorable representation method
and find no one was interested to delve into the bad
ways in which different products are formed side by side.
It cost but this is often enough without the ingenuity of
the researcher hoped to dissect the product from the
reaction mixture obtained immediately. Thus we see
that the development of the relationship problem is late
and a very different starting point is: the thread does not
spin in to the "pure" chemistry, but in an entirely
different place, same place, from which also the physics
a new life increment.

Es ist die Entdeckung der Energiegesetze, welche dies
neue Leben in die Chemie brachte. Allerdings geschah es
viel langsamer als in der Physik, denn es waren zu
Anfang wesentlich Physiker, welche den neuen
Gedanken entwickelten und förderten, wenn er auch
jedesmal aus chemischen Problemen erwachsen war.
Denn in der Tat, sowohl Mayer und Helmholtz, deren
Gedanken durch die Frage nach der Wärmeentwicklung
im Tierkörper angeregt waren, wie Joule, der seine
Entdeckung im Verfolge seiner Bemühungen gemacht
hatte, die chemische Energie Voltascher Ketten zu
Arbeitszwecken zu verwenden, waren von den
Umwandlungen chemischer Energie in andere Formen
ausgegangen. Ja, es besteht sogar der merkwürdige
Umstand, dass im Gebiete der Chemie das besondere
Gesetz, das sich aus der Anwendung des allgemeinen
Energiegesetzes auf die Umwandlung chemischer
Energie in Wärme ergibt, früher entdeckt worden ist, als
jenes allgemeine Gesetz selbst.

It is the discovery of the laws of energy, which brought
this new life into chemistry. However, it was much
slower than in physics, because there were too much
early physicist who developed the new ideas and
promoted, when he was an adult and each time from
chemical problems. After all, both Mayer and Helmholtz,
whose thoughts were in fact inspired by the question of
the evolution of heat in the animal body, such as Joule,
who had made his discovery in Chase's efforts to use the
chemical energy volts Ash chains for work purposes,
were of the transformations chemical energy into other
forms considered. Yes, there's even the odd fact that the
special law that results from the application of the
general law on the conversion of chemical energy into
heat energy, has been discovered earlier in the areas of
chemistry, than that general law itself

Tatsächlich sprach bereits im Jahre 1840 J. G. Hess (1802
bis 1856) in Petersburg das Gesetz der konstanten
Wärmesummen aus, demzufolge die gesamte
Wärmeentwicklung für einen jeden bestimmten

In fact, in Petersburg already spoke in 1840 JG Hess
(1802-1856), the law of constant heat sums from, which
found that the heat generation for each particular
chemical process is uniquely determined by the start and
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chemischen Vorgang eindeutig durch den Anfangs- und
Endpunkt des Vorganges bestimmt ist, und nicht von den
etwaigen Zwischenstufen abhängt. Hess war zu seinem
Gesetze auf experimentellem Wege gelangt, doch hatte
er es alsbald in seiner ganzen theoretischen Wichtigkeit
begriffen und insbesondere gezeigt, wie man es
benutzen kann, um indirekt Reaktionswärmen zu
berechnen, die dem unmittelbaren Versuch unzulänglich
sind. Die bewusste Anwendung des inzwischen
entdeckten und in seiner allgemeinen Bedeutung
klargestellten Gesetzes von der Erhaltung der Energie
auf chemische Vorgänge ist dann in den fünfziger Jahren
durch Julius Thomsen (geb. 1826) in Kopenhagen
durchgeführt worden.

end point of the process, and not by any intermediate
stages depends. Hess had come to his law
experimentally, but he soon realized it in all its
theoretical importance, and in particular shows how you
can use it to indirectly calculate heats of reaction that
are the direct experimental inadequate. The deliberate
use of the now discovered and clarified in its general
meaning of the law of conservation of energy in chemical
processes is then carried out in the fifties by Julius
Thomsen (b. 1826) in Copenhagen.

Da die Wärmeentwicklung bei einem chemischen
Vorgange diesem Gesetz gemäss den Energieunterschied
ausdrückt, welcher zwischen den Ausgangsstoffen und
den Produkten der Reaktionen besteht, so schien das
alte Problem der chemischen Verwandtschaft auf diesem
Wege thermochemischer Messungen unmittelbar lösbar
zu sein. Denn der Vorgang, bei dem mehr Energie frei
wird, wird offenbar den Vorzug vor jedem anderen,
möglichen Vorgange haben, der zu einer geringeren
Energieentwicklung führt. Und da die
Energieunterschiede unmittelbar durch die entwickelten
Wärmemengen gemessen werden, so hiess die
Folgerung einfach: von den möglichen Vorgängen wird
der stattfinden, der die meiste Wärme entwickelt.

As the heat in a chemical processes in accordance with
this Law expresses the energy difference which exists
between the reactants and the products of the reactions,
it seemed the old problem of the chemical relationship
to be directly solved in this way thermochemical
measurements. For the process in which more energy is
released, apparently in preference to have each other,
possible processes, which leads to a lower energy
development. And since the energy differences are
measured directly by the amount of heat developed, the
inference was called simply: of the possible processes is
the place that develops the most heat.

So wurde denn auch das Prinzip von J. T ho ra sen
aufgestellt, und nachdem dieser sich bereits davon
überzeugt hatte, dass es sicher nicht ohne Ausnahme
gültig ist, wurde es von neuem von M. Berthelot
proklamiert und mit einem grossen Aufwande von
Scharfsinn und, wo dieser nicht ausreichte, von
Beredsamkeit gegen die Einwendungen verteidigt,
welche nicht ausblieben. Denn man muss sich darüber
alsbald klar sein, dass dieses Prinzip nichts weniger
bedeutet, als eine Wiederbelebung der alten StahlBergmannschen Affinitätslehre von dem unbedingten
Übergewicht des stärksten Stoffes. Der durch Berthollet
bedingte Fortschritt, die Erkenntnis, dass ausser der
Natur der Stoffe auch seine relative Menge oder genauer
seine Konzentration einen entscheidenden Einfluss auf
das Ergebnis der chemischen Wechselwirkung hat,
wurde vergessen. Dies geschah um so widerstandloser,
als auch die chemischen Tatsachen, welche im Sinne der
Auffassung Berthollets sprachen, wenig bekannt und
noch weniger beachtet waren. Allerdings hatte bereits
der erste Versuch Thomsens, thermochemische
Methoden auf das Problem der Salzbildung und der
Konkurrenz mehrerer Säuren um eine Base anzuwenden,
eine Bestätigung von Berthollets Auffassung des
chemischen Gleichgewichts gegeben, doch lag diese
Anschauung dem gesamten Denken der Zeit zu fern, als
dass sie damals Aufmerksamkeit erregt und einen
allgemeineren Einfluss geübt hätte.

As well as the principle of J. T ho was placed ra sen, and
after he had already convinced that it is not without
exception is valid sure it was proclaimed anew by M.
Berthelot and with a large expenditure of ingenuity
where this was not enough of eloquence defended
against the objections which did not fail. Because you
have to be over soon clear that this principle means
nothing less than a revival of the old steel Bergmann's
affinity doctrine of the absolute predominance of the
strongest substance. The conditional by Berthollet
progress, the realization that unless the nature of the
materials and its relative amount, or more precisely its
concentration has a significant influence on the result of
the chemical interaction, has been forgotten. This was
done so without resistance, as well as the chemical facts
which spoke in terms of Berthollet's view, were little
known and even less attention. However, already had
the first attempt Thomsen, a base to apply
thermochemical methods to the problem of salt
formation and competition of several acids, if
confirmation of Berthollet's conception of chemical
equilibrium, but was this view to remote the entire
thinking of the time when they would then attract
attention and practiced a more general influence.

So begann ein langer und hartnäckiger Kampf der schon
anscheinend längst gestorbenen Bergmannschen Lehre
in ihrer neuen Gestalt gegen die Tatsachen einerseits
und gegen die gereiftere Erkenntnis der massgebenden

Thus began a long and persistent struggle of the already
seemingly long-dead miner's doctrine in its new shape to
the facts on the one hand and against the more mature
knowledge of the authoritative laws on the other. It is, in
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Gesetze anderseits. Es handelt sich nämlich um einen
ganz ähnlichen Missgriff, wie er bei der Berechnung der
elektromotorischen Kraft einer Kette aus der gesamten
Wärmetönung begangen worden war (S. 202), und hier
wie dort wurde der Irrtum durch die Erkenntnis beseitigt,
dass nicht der Unterschied der Gesamtenergie, sondern
der der verfügbaren oder freien Energie die
Erscheinungen regelt. In manchen Fällen ist die freie
Energie von der gesamten nicht sehr verschieden; dann
gibt die unmittelbare Betrachtung der
Wärmeentwicklung Resultate, die sich von der Wahrheit
nicht weit entfernen. Solche Fälle hatten eben auch den
Glauben an die Richtigkeit des allgemeinen Satzes
erweckt und trotz der sich mehrenden Widersprüche
aufrecht erhalten. Aber für den mehr und mehr
hervortretenden Einfluss der Massenwirkung hatte jene
Theorie keinen Ausdruck und keine Erklärung, und diese
Fälle bewirkten denn auch schliesslich das Verlassen
derselben.

fact a very similar blunder, as he had been committed in
the calculation of the electromotive force of a chain from
the entire heat of reaction (p. 202), and here and there
the error was eliminated by the realization that not the
difference in the total energy, but the available or free
energy governs the phenomena. In some cases, the free
energy of the whole is not very different, then are the
immediate consideration of the heat development
results that do not stray far from the truth. Such cases
also had just awakened faith in the correctness of the
general set and maintained in spite of the more
contradictions. But for more and more prominent
influence of the mass effect that theory had no
expression and no explanation, and these cases also
caused because eventually leaving the same.

Dieser Vorgang vollzog sich von zwei Seiten. Einerseits
erwies sich das früher für unlösbar gehaltene Problem, in
einem homogenen Gebilde den chemischen Zustand
messend zu bestimmen, ohne

This process took place between the two sides. On one
hand, this proved earlier thought to be unsolvable
problem of determining measuring the chemical state in
a homogeneous structure, without
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den vorhandenen Gleichgewichtszustand zu stören, als
zugänglich, nachdem man gelernt hatte, die Hilfsmittel
der Physik statt der der Gewichtsanalyse darauf
anzuwenden. In dem Masse, wie die Anwendung solcher
physikalisch-chemischer Methoden sich mehrte und
vermannigfaltigte, trat auch immer deutlicher zutage,
dass eben in homogenen Gebilden der von Berthollet
angenommene Gleichgewichtszustand, bei welchem
jeder vorhandene Stoff seine Verwandtschaften
befriedigt, nur entsprechend seiner Menge in
verschiedenem Masse, durchaus die Regel ist, und dass
die anscheinend ausschliesslichen Reaktionen in der
Mehrzahl der Fälle ihre Ursache darin hatten, dass sich
die betreffenden Stoffe als Gase oder Niederschläge aus
dem Reaktionsgebiete entfernen. So kamen Berthollets
tiefe Gedanken wieder langsam zuEhren, insbesondere
alsGuldberg und Waage in Christiania sie 1867 zum
ersten Male in eine so zulängliche mathematische Form
gebracht hatten, so dass eine messende Bestätigung der
theoretischen Voraussicht der Chemikerwelt vorgelegt
werden konnte. Kants berühmter Vorwurf, dass die
Chemie deshalb keine Wissenschaft sei, weil sie nicht der
mathematischen Behandlung zugänglich war, wurde
hierdurch zum ersten Male im eigentlichen Sinne
erledigt.

isturbing the existing equilibrium, as available after it
was learned, instead of the weight analysis to apply the
tools of physics it. In proportion as the use of such
physicochemical methods multiplied and
vermannigfaltigte, also came to light increasingly clear
that precisely in homogeneous structures of equilibrium
adopted by Berthollet in which each existing substance
satisfies his affinities, only according to its amount, to
varying degrees , certainly is the rule, and that the
apparently exclusive reactions in the majority of cases
were caused by the fact that remove the substances in
question as gases or precipitation from the reaction
areas. So Berthollet deep thoughts came back slowly
zuEhren, especially alsGuldberg and balance in
Christiania in 1867 they had brought for the first time in
such a zulängliche mathematical form so that a
measuring confirmation of theoretical foresight of the
chemist world could be presented. Kant's famous
complaint that the chemistry therefore is not a science,
because it was not accessible to the mathematical
treatment, was done in this way for the first time in the
strict sense.

Die fundamentale Arbeit von Cato M. Guldberg (1836 bis
1902) und Peter Waage (1833 bis 1900) erregte nur
geringe Aufmerksamkeit. Im Jahresberichte der Chemie
ist sie nicht referiert und als zwölf Jahre später die
Entdecker auf die gleiche Angelegenheit in einer neuen
Veröffentlichung zurück' kamen, konnten sie nur
weniger als ein Dutzend inzwischen erschienener
Arbeiten namhaft machen, aus denen sich
Beobachtungsmaterial für die weitere Prüfung ihres
Ansatzes entnehmen liess. Erst durch eine 1869
veröffentlichte Arbeit von Julius Thomsen wurde der

The fundamental work of Cato M. Guldberg (1836-1902)
and Peter Waage (1833-1900) attracted little attention.
In annual reports of chemistry it is not referenced, and
twelve years later the discoverers' came back to the
same matter in a new publication, they could only less
than a dozen now make published works designated
from which observational data for further testing of its
approach Remove left. Only through a 1869 published
work by Julius Thomsen of progress was slightly better
known. Thom. sen had the phenomena of heat used in
accordance with the approaches of his youth working in
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Fortschritt etwas bekannter. Thom. sen hatte
entsprechend den Ansätzen seiner Jugendarbeit die
Wärmeerscheinungen bei der Salzbildung dazu
verwendet, um über den Zustand in homogener Lösung
Aufschluss zu erhalten, und hattte dabei gefunden, dass
seine Resultate durch Guldberg und Waages Theorie sich
völlig ausreichend darstellen Hessen. Es muss betont
werden, dass hierbei die Wärmetönungen nur als
Kennzeichen für den jeweiligen Zustand verwertet
wurden, und dass von dem oben kritisierten Satze, dass
die mit grösster Wärmetönung verbundene Reaktion
notwendig stattfinden müsse, gar kein Gebrauch
gemacht worden war. Somit sind die Ergebnisse von der
Richtigkeit oder Unrichtigkeit jenes Satzes ganz
unabhängig und haben sich auch in der Folge bei
unabhängiger Kontrolle als ganz zutreffend bewährt.
Umgekehrt enthalten diese Arbeiten experimentelle
Widerlegungen jenes falschen Prinzipes, denn sie
beweisen, dass die Schwefelsäure eine schwächere
Säure ist als Salz- und Salpetersäure, obgleich sie bei der
Salzbildung bedeutend mehr Wärme entwickelt als
diese. An die Arbeiten Thomsens schlossen sich später
ähnliche, die mit anderen Hilfsmitteln zu dem gleichen
Ergebnisse führten und die Richtigkeit des GrldbergWaagescben Massenwirkungsgesetzes Tob »urf-iMMi
Säten bestätigten.

the salt formation to obtain information regarding the
status in homogeneous solution, and hattte case found
that his results by Guldberg and Waage theory perfectly
adequate representing Hessen. It must be emphasized
that in this case the heat effects were used only as an
indicator for the current state, and that no use had been
made of the above-criticized proposition that the
reaction associated with the greatest heat of reaction
must take place necessary. Thus, the results of the truth
or falsity of that proposition are completely independent
and have also proven themselves in the episode with an
independent assessment as entirely correct. Conversely,
this work included experimental refutation of that false
principle, because they prove that the sulfuric acid is
weaker than hydrochloric and nitric acids, although they
largely developed more heat in the salt formation as this.
Joined the work Thomsens later related, which led to the
same results by other means and the accuracy of
Grldberg-Waagescben mass action law Tob "confirmed
URF IMMI sowed.

Neben dieser experimentellen Entwicklung des Freuen»
iässt sicb eine theoretische verfolgen, deren Beginn ganz
ausserhalb der Chemie liegt. Es ist bereas berichtet
worden, dass der erste Versuch, die »es essdeckten
Gesetre der Energie auf die Lösung des
Affinitätsproblems anzuwenden, gescheitert war, weil er
auf der falschen Voraussetzung beruhte, dass ausser
chemischer Energie und Wärme gar keine andere
Energieart bei den chemischen Vorgängen beteiligt sei.
Wie die verwickelteren Probleme der
Energieumwandlung zu behandeln seien, hatten Clausius
und William Thomsen am Beginn der zweiten Hälfte des
neunzehnten Jahrhunderts gezeigt, indem sie sich auf
einen Gedankengang stützten, der schon lange vor
Mayers Entdeckung, nämlich 1824 durch einen jung
gestorbenen Artillerieoffizier, Sadi Carnot (1796 bis
1832) veröffentlicht worden war. Carnot hatte sich die
Frage gestellt, von welchen Gesetzen die Gewinnung
mechanischer Arbeit aus Wärme durch die damals
gerade aufblühende Dampfmaschine abhängig ist, und
war zu der folgenden Überlegung gekommen. Eine
Wärmemaschine kann nur dann in Betrieb gesetzt
werden, wenn ein Temperaturunterschied vorliegt. Alle
Wärme von gleicher Temperatur ist völlig wertlos für den
Zweck, denn mit dem Mangel des
Temperaturunterschiedes fehlt jede Ursache für die
Wärme, sich von einem Orte zum anderen zu begeben.
Wenn somit eine Wärmemaschine arbeitet, so wird
dabei eine gewisse Wärmemenge von einer höheren
Temperatur auf eine niedere fallen, ähnlich wie eine
Wassermasse, um z. B. in einer Mühle Arbeit zu leisten,
von einer höheren Stelle auf eine niedere fallen muss.
Anderseits leistet Wärme, welche einfach durch Leitung
auf niedere Temperatur geht, keine Arbeit; eine
Wärmemaschine muss also derart beschaffen sein, dass
in ihr die Temperaturerniedrigung nur durch Arbeit

In addition to these experimental development offers
»iässt SICB a theoretical track whose beginning is
entirely outside of chemistry. It has been towne
reported that the first attempt to "apply it essdeckten
Gesetre energy on solving the affinity problem, had
failed because it was based on the false premise that
besides chemical energy and heat any other type of
energy in the chemical processes was involved. As the
more complicated problems of energy conversion should
be treated, Clausius and William Thomsen had shown at
the beginning of the second half of the nineteenth
century, by they were based on a train of thought which
existed long before Mayer's discovery, namely in 1824 by
a deceased young artillery officer, Sadi Carnot was
published (1796-1832). Carnot had asked the question of
what laws the obtaining mechanical work of the heat by
the then flourishing just steam engine depends, and had
come to the following consideration. A heat engine can
only be started when a temperature difference exists. All
heat at the same temperature is completely worthless
for the purpose, because with the lack of temperature
difference lacks any source of heat, to move from one
place to another. Thus, when a heat engine is operating,
so there is a certain amount of heat from a higher
temperature will drop to a lower, similar to a body of
water to afford z. B. in a mill work, from a higher point
must fall to a low. On the other hand makes heat, which
simply passes through line at low temperature, no work;
So a heat engine must be such that the temperature
reduction is only by working in it and if it is to be perfect,
no heat must pass through line to a lower temperature,
that is, all changes in temperature have no heat
conduction and all heat transfers must at the same
temperature carried out , As a result, gaining a perfect
heat engine further indicator that their operation can be
reversed as heat transfers between equal temperament
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erfolgt und wenn sie vollkommen sein soll, so darf gar
keine Wärme durch Leitung auf niedrigere Temperatur
gelangen, d. h. alle Temperaturänderungen müssen ohne
Wärmeleitung und alle Wärmeübergänge müssen bei
gleicher Temperatur erfolgen. Hierdurch gewinnt eine
vollkommene Wärmemaschine das weitere Kennzeichen,
dass sich ihr Betrieb umkehren lässt, da
Wärmeübergänge zwischen gleichtemperierten Stellen
in beiderlei Sinn unter gleichen Bedingungen erfolgen.
Betreibt man eine Wärmemaschine im umgekehrten
Sinne, so wird in ihr Arbeit verbraucht, um Wärme von
niederer Temperatur auf höhere zu bringen und eine
vollkommene Wärmemaschine würde gerade die Arbeit,
die durch einen bestimmten Wärmefall von ihr geleistet
ist, wieder verbrauchen, um die gleiche Wärmemenge
auf die frühere höhere Temperatur zurückzubringen.

points made in both senses Alike. If you operate a heat
engine in reverse, so consumed in her work to bring heat
from a low temperature to a higher and a perfect heat
engine would just consume the work that is done by a
certain warmth case from her, again, about the same
amount of heat return to the earlier higher temperature.

Wird dies zugegeben, so kann man beweisen, dass die
Leistung einer vollkommenen Wärmemaschine nur vom
Temperaturunterschiede, über den sie arbeitet, abhängt,
und in keiner Weise von ihrer sonstigen Beschaffenheit.
Denn gäbe es zwei vollkommene Maschinen A und B,
von denen etwa A zwischen den gleichen Temperaturen
aus derselben Wärmemenge mehr Arbeit entstehen lässt
als B, so brauchte man nur B vorwärts, A aber mittelst
der aus B erhaltenen Arbeit rückwärts gehen zu lassen,
damit A beständig mehr Wärme auf die höhere
Temperatur bringt, als B für die erforderliche Arbeit
verbraucht. Man könnte mit anderen Worten beliebig
grosse Wärmemengen von niederer auf höhere
Temperatur bringen und mit diesen beliebig viel Arbeit
erzeugen, d. h. man hätte ein Perpetuum mobile
konstruiert. Da ein solches sich aber nicht konstruieren
lässt, so ist die Annahme falsch. Auf gleiche Weise
beweist man, dass auch B nicht vorteilhafter als A
arbeiten kann. So bleibt nur übrig, dass beide Maschinen
ein gleiches Verhältnis zwischen Wärmefall und Arbeit
aufweisen, was zu beweisen war.

If this is added, so you can prove that the performance
of a perfect heat engine only by the temperature
differences over which it operates, dependent, and in no
way other of their nature. Because there were two
perfect machines A and B, of which about A can arise
between the same temperatures in the same amount of
heat more work than B, so we only needed B forward, A
but means to let go of work obtained from B backwards
so that A more heat resistant to the higher temperature
brings, consumed as B for the required work. You could
bring any large amounts of heat from lower to higher
temperature and produce with this arbitrary amount of
work, which means you would have a perpetuum mobile
constructed with other words. Since such but can not be
constructed, so the assumption is incorrect. In the same
way one proves that B can not work more advantageous
than A. So it only remains that both machines have an
equal relationship between heat and work the case,
which was to be proved.

Wie man sieht, ist bei dieser Überlegung
überhaupt kein Gebrauch von dem Gesetze von der
Erhaltung der Energie gemacht, denn es ist ganz
unbestimmt gelassen worden, auf welche Weise die
Arbeit aus der Wärme entsteht. Carnot dachte
anfangs, dass der blosse Temperaturfall der Wärme
hierzu ausreichend sei, ebenso wie der Fall des
Wassers, ohne dass eine Verminderung der Wärmebezw. Wassermenge eintritt. Später scheint er, wie
sich aus hinterlassenen Aufzeichnungen entnehmen
lässt, sich der richtigen Auffassung, dass hierbei ein
Teil der Wärme verbraucht wird, genähert zu haben,
doch sind jene Aufzeichnungen

As you can see, is in this consideration made absolutely
no use of the law of conservation of energy, because it
has been left very vague way in which the work arises
from the heat. Carnot initially thought that mere
temperature case, the heat should be sufficient for this
purpose, as is the case of the water, without requiring a
reduction in the heat respectively. Amount of water
enters. Later, he seems as can be seen from posthumous
recordings to be, have approached the right believes
that this part of the heat is consumed, but are those
records
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erst ans Tageslicht gekommen, als die ganze
Angelegenheit bereits durch die späteren Forscher
aufgeklärt war. Wesentlich aber ist, dass die
Schlussweise Carnots in der Tat ohne die Kenntnis deä
Gesetzes von der Erhaltung der Energie oder des ersten
Hauptsatzes ausführbar ist. Das Perpetuum mobile,
welches durch Carnots Überlegung ausgeschlossen wird,
ist daher ein anderes als das, welches durch Erschaffung
von Energie betrieben werden könnte, denn es ist ja von

only come to light when the whole affair had been
cleared by later researchers. Much, however, is that the
inference Carnot executable by the conservation of
energy or the first law in fact without the knowledge
DEAE Act. The perpetual motion, which is ruled by
Carnot's idea is therefore another than that which could
be operated by the creation of energy, for it is by the
application of the first law quite independently. A Carnot
cal perpetual motion would be z. B. arise if you could
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der Geltung des ersten Hauptsatzes ganz unabhängig.
Ein Carnotsches Perpetuum mobile würde sich z. B.
ergeben, wenn man die Wärme einer gleichtemperierten
Wassermasse veranlassen könnte, sich teilweise in
andere Energie, z. B. in elektrische zu verwandeln. Dies
ist erfahrungsmässig ebensowenig möglich, wie die
Erschaffung von Energie. Es liegt hier also ein anderes,
vom ersten Hauptsatze unabhängiges Gesetz vor,
welches der zweite Hauptsatz heisst, und welches im
Anschluss an die eben durchgeführten Betrachtungen in
verallgemeinerter Gestalt so ausgesprochen werden
kann: ruhende Energie setzt sich nicht freiwillig in
Bewegung. Oder wenn man das eben beschriebene
Carnotsche Perpetuum mobile ein solches zweiter Art
nennt: ein Perpetuum mobile zweiter Art ist unmöglich.
Carnots grosser Gedanke blieb zunächst ebenso ohne
Wirkung, wie viele andere Gedanken, die ihrer Zeit zu
weit voraus waren. Das kleine Büchlein, in dem er
veröffentlicht worden war, geriet ganz in Vergessenheit.
Dies änderte sich auch nicht, als

arrange for the warmth of a body of water equal
temperament to transform partially into other energy, z.
B. in electrical. This is experientially just as impossible as
the creation of energy. It is here therefore another,
independent of the first law against law, which is called
the second law, and which can be pronounced after the
plane carried out observations in a generalized form as:
potential energy consists not voluntarily move. Or if you
just described the mobile Carnot Perpetuum such a
second type is called: a perpetual motion machine of the
second kind is impossible. Carnot's big idea was initially
also without effect, like many other ideas which had
their time too far ahead. The little book in which he had
been released, fell entirely into oblivion. This also did not
change, as

Ottwald, Leitlinien der Chemie. 15
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zehn Jahre später ein Ingenieur namens Clapeyron den
Gedanken aufnahm und ihm eine elegante analytische
Darstellung gab, und ebensowenig, als wieder etwa zehn
Jahre später Poggendorff jene Abhandlung von
Clapeyron, die französisch erschienen war, in seinen
weitverbreiteten Annalen mit einem besonderen
Hinweis auf ihre Bedeutung nochmals deutsch
abdruckte. Erst R. Clausius und W. Thomson waren
(1850) fähig, die Tragweite des Gedankens zu beurteilen,
und insbesondere der erste wies nach, dass er wie oben
dargestellt, unabhängig vom ersten Hauptsatze ist und
daher trotz der unrichtigen Annahme von Carnot, dass
keine Wärme in den Wärmemaschinen verbraucht wird,
zu richtigen Resultaten führt, wenn man ihn in
angemessener Weise mit dem ersten Hauptsatze
verbindet. Ebenso war W. Thomson imstande, ihn zu
wichtigen Schlüssen zu benutzen, ohne sich damals über
die Frage zu entscheiden, ob der erste Hauptsatz gültig
ist oder nicht.

ten years later an engineer called Clapeyron took up the
idea and gave him an elegant analytical representation,
nor, as again some ten years later Poggendorff those
treatise of Clapeyron, who had appeared french, again in
its widespread annals with a specific indication as to
their meaning German reprinted. Only R. Clausius and
W. Thomson had (1850) able to assess the scope of the
idea, and in particular the first proved that he as shown
above, is independent of the first law, and therefore,
despite the incorrect assumption of Carnot, that no Heat
is consumed in the heat engine, leads to correct results
when you combine it in an appropriate manner with the
first law. Likewise, W. Thomson was able to use him to
important conclusions, without that time to rule on the
question whether the first law is valid or not.

Hierdurch kam es, dass während der erste Hauptsatz
leichtverständlich ist und gegenwärtig einen Bestandteil
des elementaren Unterrichts bildet, der zweite
Haupttsatz einen Charakter von Schwerverständlichkeit,
ja fast eine geheimnisvolle Beschaffenheit erhielt. Seine
Anwendungen waren durch die beiden genannten
grossen mathematischen Physiker an gewisse
mathematische Operationen geknüpft, deren Richtigkeit
man einsehen und deren Erfolge man bewunder n
konnte, ohne dass man aber begriff, warum gerade diese
zweimaligen Differentiationen erforderlich sein sollten,
um unter Verschwinden der zweiten Differentiale die
endlichen einfachen Beziehungen zu ergeben. Anderseits
beweist gerade die Entdeckung des zweiten Hauptsatzes
zwanzig Jahre vor dem ersten, dass in ihm eine ähnliche,
allgemeine Beziehung steckt, wie in dem
Erhaltungsgesetze. Erst in neuerer Zeit hat sich
herausgestellt, dass erstens der zweite Hauptsatz nicht
nur, wie ihn Clausius und Thomson noch allein
verwendet hatten, auf die Wärmelehre beschränkt ist,

In this way it came about that while the first law can be
easily understood and currently forms part of
elementary education, the second Haupttsatz a
character of gravity for granted, yes received nearly a
mysterious nature. His applications were linked by the
two called great mathematical physicist at certain
mathematical operations, their accuracy, see you and
whose successes are decora n could, without being
however understood why this twice differentiations
should be required under disappearance of the second
differentials to give finite simple relationships. On the
other hand just proves the discovery of the second law
twenty years before the first that a similar, general
relationship is in it, as in the conservation laws. Only in
recent times has been found, firstly, that the second law,
as it Clausius and Thomson had not only used alone, is
limited to the theory of heat, but is operated in all types
of energy, and secondly, that he, the general condition
or definition why is that anything done. The first law says
yes only: if something happens, so are the disappearing
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sondern sich bei allen Arten Energie betätigt, und
zweitens, dass er die allgemeine Bedingung oder
Definition dafür darstellt, dass überhaupt etwas
geschieht. Der erste Hauptsatz besagt ja nur: wenn
etwas geschieht, so stehen die verschwindenden und die
erscheinenden Energiemengen im
Äquivalenzverhältnisse, er gibt aber keine Auskunft
darüber, ob und wann etwas geschieht, sondern setzt
das Stattfinden eines Geschehens voraus. Hier tritt nun
der zweite Hauptsatz ein und stellt die Voraussetzung
fest, unter welcher etwas geschieht, und zwar auf Grund
ganz ähnlicher Überlegungen, wie sie Carnot für die
Wärme angestellt hat. Ebenso wie ein
Temperaturunterschied bestimmt, ob seitens der Wärme
etwas geschieht, so bestimmt ein elektrischer
Spannungsunterschied, ob seitens der elektrischen
Energie etwas geschieht, und ein Druckunterschied
bestimmt einen entsprechenden mechanischen Vorgang.
Für jede Energie lässt sich, wie die eingehende
Untersuchung lehrt, solch ein Wert bestimmen, welcher
für sie die gleiche Bedeutung hat, wie die Temperatur für
die Wärme und für jede Energieart gelten demgemäss
die Betrachtungen Carnots. So gibt es insbesondere auch
für die chemische Energie ein solches „chemisches
Potential1', und dieses ist der exakte Ausdruck für das,
was man unter dem Namen der chemischen
Verwandtschaft mehr gesucht als gekannt hat. Dieses
chemische Potential steht unter Vermittlung der
Verbindungsgewichte mit der Grösse, die vorher als freie
Energie bezeichnet worden ist, in nächster Beziehung
und damit chemisch etwas geschieht, muss ein
Unterschied des chemischen Potentials vorhanden sein.

and appearing amounts of energy equivalence ratios, but
gives no information about whether and when
something happens, but continues to take place ahead
of an event. Here enters the second law and is a
prerequisite established, under which something is
happening, and that due to a very similar considerations
as it has done for the heat Carnot. Just as a temperature
difference, determines whether the part of the heat for
something to happen, so determined an electrical
voltage difference, whether on the part of the electrical
energy for something to happen, and a pressure
difference determines a corresponding mechanical
process. For each energy can be, as the in-depth
investigation teaches determine such a value, which for
them is the same as the temperature for the heat and
for each type of energy are accordingly the
considerations of Carnot. So there are particular for the
chemical energy of such a "chemical potential', and this
is the exact expression of what you have under the name
of chemical affinity wanted more than known. This
chemical potential is under mediation of combining
weights the size of which has been previously referred to
as free energy, in close relationship and thus chemically
something happens, a difference of the chemical
potential must be present.

Zunächst war die Chemie allerdings sehr weit davon
entfernt, an den Fortschritten teilzunehmen, welche die
Physik durch die Entdeckung und Anwendung der
Energiegesetze erfuhr. Es war, entsprechend der
Entstehungsgeschichte dieser Probleme, in erster Linie
die Theorie der Dampfmaschine und der anderen
Wärmemaschinen, welche ausgebildet wurde. Clausius
wies zwar gelegentlich darauf hin, dass die von ihm
ausgebildeten Begriffe und die mit ihrer Hilfe
gefundenen Gesetze auch in der Chemie Anwendung
finden könnten, doch hat er selbst den Weg hierzu nicht
gewiesen. Dies geschah zuerst durch August Horstmann
(geb. 1842) im Jahre 1870, und zwar in einer
grundsätzlich vollkommen ausreichenden Weise.
Horstmann wendete die Formeln von Clausius,
insbesondere sein Prinzip der maximalen Entropie auf
den Fall chemischer Vorgänge in Gasen an, wo die von
diesem eingeführten allgemeinen Funktionen eine
rechneirische Auswertung ermöglichen und fand auf
diesem Wege unter anderem dasselbe
Massenwirkungsgesetz, welches Guldberg und Waage
auf experimentellem Wege entdeckt hatten. Allerdings
galt Horstmanns Ableitung zunächst nur für Gase; er hat
aber ausdrücklich ausgesprochen, dass nach den
vorhandenen Tatsachen gelöste Stoffe eine
übereinstimmende Gestalt der massgebenden Funktion
aufweisen, so dass die für Gase gefundenen Gesetze auf
sie übertragen werden können. Es ist dies eine
Bemerkung, die bei weiterer Verfolgung auf die durch
van 't Hoff eingeführten Gedanken leitet.

First, the chemistry was, however, very far from it, to
participate in the advances, which learned physics
through the discovery and application of energy laws. It
was, according to the legislative history of these
problems, primarily the theory of the steam engine and
other heat engines, which have been formed. Although
Clausius had occasionally pointed out that the terms
trained by him and the matches with their assistance
laws also in chemistry could be applied, but he has not
even shown the way on this. This was done first by
August Horstmann (born 1842) in 1870, and in a manner
basically completely sufficient. Horstmann applied the
formulas of Clausius, in particular its principle of
maximum entropy to the case of chemical processes in
gases, where introduced by this general functions enable
counting Irish evaluation and found in this way, inter
alia, the same law of mass action, which Guldberg and
Waage experimentally had discovered. However
Horstmann's derivative was initially only for gases; but
he has expressly stated that according to the existing
facts solutes have a matching shape of the decisive
function, so that the laws found for gases can be
transferred to them. This is a remark that passes in
further persecution by the van't Hoff introduced
thoughts.
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Unabhängig von Horstmann wurden ähnliche Gedanken
etwas später von französischen Forschern entwickelt,
wenn auch in engerem Umfange. Bei weitem die
umfassendste und tiefgehendste Arbeit wurde aber
durch einen amerikanischen Forscher geleistet, Willard
Gibbs (1889 bis 1904), welcher gleichfalls auf Clausius
fussend der ganzen weiteren Entwicklung der
chemischen Energetik eine dauernde Form gegeben hat.
Willard Gibbs hatte seine ausgedehnten Forschungen in
einer fast unbekannten und sehr wenig verbreiteten
Zeitschrift, den Transactions der Connecticut Academy,
veröffentlicht. Da er ausserdem ganz und gar dem
klassischen Typus des Gelehrten angehört, dem die
Genauigkeit und Strenge seiner Darlegungen über alles
geht, und dem meist das Mitteilungsbedürfnis und damit
die Fähigkeit und Neigung zu anregender Darstellung
abgeht, so hat er auch keine unmittelbare Schule
gegründet,

Regardless of Horstmann similar ideas were later
developed by French researchers, though in a narrower
scope. By far the most comprehensive and most
profound work has been done but by an American
researcher, Willard Gibbs (1889 to 1904), which has also
given on Clausius basing around the further
development of chemical energetics a permanent form.

Willard Gibbs had his extensive research in an almost
unknown and very little popular magazine, the
Transactions of the Connecticut Academy published. He
also totally belongs to the classical type of the scholar,
the accuracy and rigor of his statements about
everything goes, and usually lacks the desire to
communicate and thus the ability and inclination to
stimulating presentation, he has also established no
direct school,
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wodurch seinen Forschungen eine weitere Möglichkeit
der Verbreitung entzogen wurde. So kann es nicht
wundernehmen, dass auch diese genialen Arbeiten
zunächst ganz unbekannt blieben, und dass erst durch
einzelne andere Forscher, welche mehr oder weniger
zufällig der hier verborgenen Schätze gewahr wurden
und sie den Mitarbeitern zugänglich zu machen suchten,
verhältnismässig spät Kunde und Anwendung von ihnen
ans Licht kam.

which his research has been withdrawn is another way
of spreading. So it is not surprising that even this
ingenious work initially remained quite unknown, and
that only through individual other researchers, which
happens to be the hidden here treasures were more or
less aware of and sought to make them available to
employees, comparatively late customer and application
of they came to light.

Der gesamte Inhalt von Gibbs' Entdeckungen lässt sich in
allgemeinverständlicher Gestalt noch nicht darstellen,
weil er noch nicht Gemeingut des wissenschaftlichen
Denkens geworden ist. Er ist ausserdem so reich und
mannigfaltig, dass auch die Fachmänner ihn noch bei
weitem nicht erschöpft haben, so reiche und
mannigfaltige Anwendung bereits von ihnen gemacht
worden ist. Es muss daher genügen, in ganz allgemeiner
Weise den Charakter des von Gibbs bewirkten
wissenschaftlichen Fortschrittes zu kennzeichnen.

The entire contents of Gibbs' findings can be accessible
in understandable form not represent, because he has
not yet become common property of the scientific
thinking. He is also so rich and varied that even the
professionals have him not yet exhausted by far, so rich
and varied application has already been made of them. It
must therefore suffice to characterize the nature of the
induced by Gibbs scientific progress in the most general
way.

Von allen Gebieten der theoretischen Physik ist das der
Thermodynamik, oder, da dieser Name zu eng ist, der
Energetik, bei weitem das sicherste und geordnetste. Auf
Grund der beiden Hauptsätze der Energetik, die wir
vorher kennen gelernt haben, und unter Benutzung
anderer allgemeiner Gesetze, wie des Gasgesetzes, des
Faraday schen Gesetzes usw. kann man zwischen den
verschiedenartigsten Eigenschaften physikalischer
Gebilde bestimmte, zahlenmässige Beziehungen
aufstellen. Von diesen waren viele experimentell noch
unbekannt, als sie auf theoretischem Wege gefunden
wurden; die auf Grund der Theorie angestellten
Versuche haben dann jedesmal nicht nur eine
allgemeine, sondern auch eine zahlenmässige
Bestätigung dieser Gesetze gegeben. Um nur ein Beispiel
anzuführen, sei der Einfluss des Druckes auf den
Schmelzpunkt erwähnt. Bunsen hatte gefunden, dass
gewisse Stoffe, wie Wachs, Wallrat usw., die er
untersucht hatte, ihren Schmelzpunkt durch starken
Druck erhöhen. Kurze Zeit darauf wurde die Theorie auf

Of all areas of theoretical physics is thermodynamics, or
because the name is too tight, the power industry, by far
the safest and most orderly. Due to the two main sets of
power that we have met before, and using other general
laws, such as the Gas Act, the Faraday's law and so you
can choose between the most diverse properties of
physical structures certain, establish numerical relations.
Of these, many were experimentally still unknown, as
they were found in a theoretical way; The staff on the
basis of theory tests have then always given not only a
general, but also a numerical confirmation of these laws.
To cite just one example, the influence of the pressure
may be mentioned on the melting point. Bunsen had
found that certain substances such as wax, Wallrat etc.,
which he had studied, increase its melting point by
strong pressure. Shortly afterwards, the theory has been
applied to the question; they showed a relationship
between the influence of pressure on the melting point,
the melting heat and the volume change on melting,
which led to the unexpected result that the water is the
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die Frage angewendet; sie ergab eine Beziehung
zwischen dem Einflusse des Druckes auf den
Schmelzpunkt, der Schmelzwärme und der
Volumenänderung beim Schmelzen, die zu dem
unerwarteten Ergebnis führte, dass beim Wasser sich die
Sache umgekehrt verhalten müsse, als Bunsen sie bei
seinen Stoffen gefunden hatte: die Schmelztemperatur
des Wassers sollte durch Druck fallen statt zu steigen.
Der Versuch ergab nicht nur eine Bestätigung der
Theorie dem Sinne nach, sondern auch die
vorausberechnete (sehr geringe)
Schmelzpunktserniedrigung wurde so genau gefunden,
als die Versuchsfehler dies erwarten liessen.

matter must behave inversely when Bunsen she had
found in its materials: the melting temperature of water
should fall by pressure instead of rising. The experiment
showed not only a confirmation of the theory in spirit,
but also the predicted (very low) melting point
depression was found as accurate as the experimental
error could expect this.

Somit gestattet die Anwendung der beiden Hauptsätze,
die experimentelle Naturgeschichte solcher Gebilde,
deren Energieverhältnisse man kennt, zu einem
Anwendungsgebiete der Kombinatorik zu machen. Die
von Clausius, Thomson und Gibbs angeführten
Methoden brauchen nur erschöpfend auf alle denkbaren
Kombinationen der beteiligten Energien angewendet zu
werden, um alle zwischen ihnen möglichen gesetzlichen
Beziehungen zu ergeben. Das höchste Ideal, welches sich
ein Leibniz für die Wissenschaft ersinnen konnte, findet
sich auf dem von der Energetik beherrschten Gebiete
verwirklicht.

Thus, the application of the two laws, the experimental
natural history of such structures, the energy ratios are
known to turn into an Applications of combinatorics
allowed. The reasons given by Clausius, Thomson and
Gibbs methods need to be applied only to exhaustively
all conceivable combinations of the energies involved to
give all possible legal relations between them. The
highest ideal, which could devise a Leibniz for science,
can be found on the dominated by the energetics areas
realized.

Die Bedeutung von Gibbs' Arbeiten liegt nun gerade
darin, dass er für die Lehre vom chemischen
Gleichgewicht diesen Zustand geschaffen hat. In der
Physik ist es seit langem anerkannt, dass die
Thermodynamik nicht nur eines der fruchtbarsten
Gebiete ist, sondern auch das exakteste. Es steht in
dieser Beziehung der theoretischen Mechanik nicht
nach, der es anderseits vermöge seines viel engeren
Anschlusses an die Erfahrung weit überlegen ist. Gibbs
hat den Zugang zu dem entsprechenden Gebiete der
Chemie durch seine Arbeiten eröffnet und seitdem die
Chemiker gelernt haben, sich seiner Methoden und
Entdeckungen zu bedienen, ist eine reiche Ernte von
wissenschaftlichen Ergebnissen gewonnen worden. Das
Feld ist dabei, entsprechend der viel grösseren
Mannigfaltigkeit der chemischen Erscheinungen den
thermodynamischen gegenüber, so wenig erschöpft,
dass vielmehr fast täglich neue Früchte eingebracht
werden und es überall an Händen fehlt, um die in
erreichbarer Nähe hängenden zu pflücken.

The importance of Gibbs' work is now in the fact that he
has created this state of the theory of chemical
equilibrium. In physics it has long been recognized that
the thermodynamics is not only one of the most fertile
areas, but also the most accurate. It is not according to
this relationship of theoretical mechanics, it on the other
hand by virtue of its much closer connection to the
experience is far superior. Gibbs has opened access to
the appropriate areas of chemistry for his work and since
then, chemists have learned to his methods and
discoveries to use, a rich harvest of scientific results has
been obtained. The field is, according to the much
greater diversity of chemical phenomena
thermodynamic opposite, so little exhausted that rather
almost daily new fruits are introduced and it all lacks
hands to the pick hanging within reach.

Um die Beschaffenheit des durch Gibbs bewirkten
Fortschrittes zu kennzeichnen, will ich eines der vielen
von ihm entdeckten Gesetze, das Phasenge setr, etwas
eingehender darstellen. Es ist dasjenige, dessen
Bedeutung am frühesten erkannt worden ist, und das
deshalb, insbesondere durch die Bemühungen von
Bakhuis Roozeboom (geb. 1854) die mannigfaltigste
Anwendung gefunden hat. An diesem Beispiele wird
gleichzeitig der umfassende Charakter der Beziehungen
ersichtlich, welche Gibbs aufzudecken wusste.

To characterize the nature of the caused by Gibbs
progress, I want one of the many he discovered laws
which Phasenge setr, representing a little more closely. It
is one whose importance has been recognized at the
earliest, and therefore, has found particular through the
efforts of Bakhuis Roozeboom (born 1854), the most
varied applications. At this same time examples of the
comprehensive nature of the relationship can be seen
which did uncover Gibbs.

Betrachtet man einen homogenen Körper, gleichgültig
ob fest, flüssig oder gasförmig, in bezug auf seine
möglichen Änderungen durch Wärme und mechanische
Beeinflussung (wobei wir uns auf einen gleichförmigen

Considering a homogeneous body, whether solid, liquid
or gaseous form, with respect to its possible changes due
to heat and mechanical control (where we want to limit
ourselves to a uniform pressure), we find that his
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Druck beschränken wollen), so finden wir, dass sein
Zustand eindeutig und unveränderlich bestimmt ist,
wenn man seine Temperatur und seinen Druck kennt.
Dies wird unmittelbar deutlich bei einem Gase, für
welches die Gleichung pv = RT gilt; hier können von den
drei Veränderlichen zwei beliebig angenommen werden;
die dritte ist dann zahlenmässig festgelegt. Gleichzeitig
erkennt man, dass es nicht gerade Temperatur und
Druck sein müssen, die man wählt; es können vielmehr
beliebige zwei von den drei Veränderlichen sein, es
müssen aber zwei, nicht mehr und nicht weniger sein.
Ganz ebenso verhalten sich Flüssigkeiten und feste
Körper: ihr Volumen ist bestimmt, wenn Druck und
Temperatur gegeben sind, und zwei Veränderliche sind
im allgemeinen für sie frei, die dritte nicht mehr.

condition is clearly and invariably determined, when its
temperature and pressure are known. This is
immediately evident in a gas, for which the equation PV
= RT applies; here may be adopted any of the three
variables, two; the third is then determined numerically.
At the same time you realize that it does not just have to
be temperature and pressure that one chooses; it can
rather be any two of the three variables, but there must
be two, no more, no less. Very well behaved liquids and
solid bodies: their volume is determined when pressure
and temperature are given, and two variables are free in
general for them, the third no longer.

Man sagt daher, dass ein jeder homogene Körper zwei
Freiheitsgrade oder kurz zwei Freiheiten hat.

They say therefore that every homogeneous body has
two degrees of freedom or short two freedoms.

Nun kann man über diese Freiheiten noch anders
verfügen, als durch die Bestimmung von Druck,
Temperatur oder Volumen, u. a. dadurch, dass man eine
Flüssigkeit neben ihrem Dampf, einen festen Körper
neben seiner Schmelze usw. zu haben verlangt. Man
nennt nach Gibbs diese verschiedenen Teile des Systems,
wo dieses andere Eigenschaften, insbesondere eine
andere Dichte aufweist, Phasen. Ein Gebilde aus Wasser
und Dampf besteht daher aus zwei Phasen, der flüssigen
und der gasförmigen. Man kann also allgemein die
Forderung aufstellen, dass zwei Phasen nebeneinander
bestehen sollen.

Now you can have these freedoms nor otherwise than by
the determination of pressure, temperature or volume,
including the fact that a liquid is required in addition to
its vapor to have a solid body in addition to its melt so. It
is called by Gibbs these different parts of the system,
where this other properties, in particular having a
different density, phases. Therefore, a structure of water
and steam consists of two phases, the liquid and
gaseous. So you can generally set up the requirement
that two phases are to exist side by side.

Nun ist es offenbar nicht möglich, zwei Phasen
nebeneinander im Gleichgewicht zu haben (und auf
Gleichgewichte bezieht sich ausdrücklich unsere ganze
Untersuchung), wenn nicht ihre Temperaturen und ihre
Drucke gleich sind.

Now it is obviously not possible, two phases next to each
other in balance to have (and on equilibria refers
explicitly our whole investigation) unless their
temperatures and their prints are the same.

Solch eine Forderung ist, wie Gibbs beweist, immer
gleichwertig mit der Verfügung über eine Freiheit. Mit
der Anzahl der Phasen, die nebeneinander bestehen
sollen, nimmt somit die Anzahl der Freiheiten ab, die für
das Gebilde übrigbleiben. Bei einem einheitlichen Stoffe,
bei dem sich eine jede Phase vollständig in die andere
verwandeln lässt, wird somit nur eine Freiheit bestehen,
wenn zwei Phasen nebeneinander vorhanden sind, und
gar keine, bei drei Phasen.

Such a claim is, as Gibbs proves always equivalent to the
disposal of a freedom. With the number of phases that
are to coexist, thus decreases the number of freedoms,
which remain for the structure. With a standardized
materials, in which each phase can completely transform
into the other, thus only a freedom shall stand when two
phases coexist, and none in three phases.

Anderseits liegt eine weitere Reihe von Freiheiten vor,
wenn die Stoffe zusammengesetzt sind. Jeder neue
unabhängige Bestandteil bedingt eine Freiheit mehr.
Fasst man alle diese Umstände zusammen, und nennt F
die Anzahl der Freiheiten,

On the other hand there is another set of freedoms,
when the materials are put together. Every new part
requires an independent freedom more. Summing up all
these circumstances together, and calls F the number of
freedoms,

(235 - 239)

(235 - 239)

P die der Phasen und B die der Bestandteile, so gilt die
Gleichung

The P and B of the phases of the components, so the
equation is valid

P + F = B + 2;

P + F = B + 2;

die Summe der Phasen und Freiheiten ist gleich der
Anzahl der Bestandteile plus zwei.

the sum of the phases and freedom is equal to the
number of the components plus two.
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Man sieht es dieser schlichten Gleichung nicht an,
welchen unabsehbaren Inhalt sie besitzt. Wir prüfen
zunächst, ob sie dem einfachen Fall genügt, von dem wir
ausgingen. Haben wir einen Bestandteil in einer Phase,
so ist P = 1 und B = l; somit ist F = 2: die Anzahl der
Freiheiten ist zwei, ganz wie wir gesehen haben. Liegt ein
Bestandteil in zwei Phasen vor, so folgt F = 1, es besteht
nur eine Freiheit. Haben wir beispielsweise Flüssigkeit
neben Dampf, so kann man nur eine Grösse frei
bestimmen, z. B. die Temperatur; dann ist der Druck
nicht mehr wahlfrei. In der Tat hat eine reine Flüssigkeit
bei einer bestimmten Temperatur einen bestimmten
Dampfdruck und bei keinem anderen Druck kann Dampf
neben ihr bestehen. Denn wenn der Druck grösser
gemacht wird, so verschwindet der Dampf und wird zu
Flüssigkeit komprimiert; macht man ihn kleiner, so
verschwindet die Flüssigkeit und geht in Dampf über.

You do not see it in this simple equation, which
incalculable content it has. We first check whether it
complies with the simple case, from which we started.
Do we have a part in one phase, so is P = 1 and B = l;
Thus, F = 2: the number of freedoms is two, just as we
have seen. If a component in two phases, as follows F =
1, there is only one freedom. Do we, for example, liquid
addition to steam, so one can determine only one sizefree, for example, the temperature. then the pressure is
no longer optional. In fact, a pure liquid at a certain
temperature a certain vapor pressure and no other
pressure steam can coexist with her. Because if the
pressure is made larger, so the steam disappears and is
compressed to liquid; one makes it smaller, so the liquid
disappears, and passes over into steam.

Um weiter die Anwendung des Phasengesetzes zu
zeigen, können wir nach dem Verhalten einer Lösung
neben einem festen Körper, z. B. einem Salze fragen. Wir
haben zwei Bestandteile und zwei Phasen, nämlich
Lösung und festes Salz; ist F = 2, es gibt zwei Freiheiten.
Wir können beispielsweise eine bestimmte Temperatur
wählen, alsdann wissen wir aber, dass sich die Lösung
mit dem festen Körper sättigt, d. h. dass sich ein ganz
bestimmtes Verhältnis zwischen beiden in der Flüssigkeit
herstellt und es sieht so aus, als wäre keine zweite
Freiheit mehr vorhanden, welche das Phasengesetz
gewährt. Indessen hat die Forschung gezeigt, dass noch
die Konzentration der gesättigten Lösung verändert
werden kann, wenn man den Druck verändert. Dann
verschiebt sich auch die Sättigung. Allerdings ist diese
Veränderlichkeit nur sehr gering, aber sie ist vorhanden,
und das Phasengesetz hat in derartigen Fällen bereits
mehrfach die experimentelle Forschung auf die Existenz
solcher Veränderlichkeiten geführt, die wegen ihrer
Kleinheit der bisherigen Beobachtung entgangen waren.

To further illustrate the application of the phase rule, we
can look for the behavior of a solution in addition to a
solid body, eg. As a wonder salts. We have two
components and two phases, namely solution and solid
salt; is F = 2, there are two degrees of freedom. We can
choose, for example, a certain temperature, then, we
know that the solution is saturated with the solid body,
ie that establishes a precise relationship between the
two in the liquid, and it looks as if no other freedom
longer exists, which grants the phase law. However, has
shown that even the concentration of the saturated
solution may be varied, if one changes the pressure
research. Then also the saturation shifts. However, this
variability is very low, but it exists, and the phase rule
has repeatedly done in such cases, the experimental
research on the existence of such variability that had
escaped because of their smallness of the previous
observation.

In solcher Weise, die um so mannigfaltiger wird, je
zahlreicher die Bestandteile sind, kennzeichnet das
Phasengesetz die formalen Eigenschaften aller
möglichen chemischen Gebilde, insofern diese im
Gleichgewicht sind. Es dient daher als Einteilungsprinzip
für die wissenschaftliche Behandlung der ganzen Frage
und eine Zusammenstellung unserer gegenwärtigen
Kenntnisse, die sich auf das Phasengesetz beziehen,
würde eine ganze Anzahl starker Bände umfassen.

In a manner that is so varied, the more numerous the
ingredients are, the phase law marks the formal
properties of all possible chemical structures, where
these are in equilibrium. It therefore serves as a principle
of classification for the scientific treatment of the whole
question, and an assortment of our present knowledge
relating to the phase rule, would include a number of
strong volumes.

Endlich darf nicht unterlassen werden zu betonen, dass
sich der Begriff der Phase als ein grundlegender bei
theoretischen Untersuchungen über die Grundbegriffe
der Chemie überhaupt erwiesen hat. Er ist allgemeiner,
als der des Stoffes, da er sowohl reine Stoffe wie
Lösungen umfasst und mit seiner Hilfe lassen sich die
Grundgesetze der Stöchiometrie allgemeiner und
hypothesenfreier entwickeln, als auf irgendeinem
anderen Wege. Hier hat insbesondere Franz Wald (geb.
1861) grundlegende Arbeit geleistet, auf welcher soeben
eifrig weiter gebaut wird.

Finally must not omit to emphasize that the concept of
phase has ever proven to be a fundamental in
theoretical studies on the basic concepts of chemistry. It
is more general than that of the substance, as it includes
both pure substances such solutions and with his help,
can the fundamental laws of stoichiometry develop
general and hypothesis-free, as in any other way. Here in
particular Franz Forest has done (born 1861)
fundamental work on which will be built just on eagerly.

Dieser kurze Überblick über die Tragweite eines einzigen This brief overview of the scope of a single of the many
von den vielen Ergebnissen der Arbeit von Willard Gibbs results of the work of Willard Gibbs may give an idea of
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mag ein Bild davon geben, welche Bedeutung ihr
zukommt. Durch sie ist die mathematische Chemie auf
die gleiche Stufe der Exaktheit und der Mannigfaltigkeit
gehoben worden, wie sie die mathematische Physik seit
mehr als einem Jahrhundert eingenommen hat. Es ist
charakteristisch, dass während früher die Lehrbücher der
Thermodynamik mit der Theorie der Dampfmaschine zu
schliessen pflegten, in der sich die einzelnen Ergebnisse
der Theorie zu rechnerischer Anwendung vereinigten, es
gegenwärtig üblich geworden ist, die Hauptergebnisse
der mathematischen Chemie als Paradepferd der
Thermodynamik vorzureiten.

the importance it deserves. Through the mathematical
chemistry has been raised to the same level of accuracy
and variety, as it occupied the mathematical physics for
more than a century. It is characteristic that while earlier
the textbooks of thermodynamics used to connect with
the theory of the steam engine, in which the individual
results of the theory of computational applications
combined, it is currently become customary vorzureiten
the main results of mathematical chemistry as
showpiece of thermodynamics.

Die Bedeutung des Phasengesetzes liegt, wie bereits
bemerkt, ausschliesslich auf der formalen Seite. Es gibt
uns ein Schema, dem alle möglichen Gleichgewichte
unterworfen sind, sagt uns aber nichts Bestimmteres
über die Beschaffenheit dieser Gleichgewichte. Hier tritt
ein anderes Gesetz ein, welches sich aus der allgemeinen
Auffassung des Gleichgewichts ergibt. Es reicht zwar
gleichfalls nicht aus, um ein Gleichgewicht an sich
vollständig zu definieren. Wohl aber gibt es an, wie ein
einmal vorhandenes Gleichgewicht sich ändert, wenn
man die Bedingungen verschiebt, unter denen es
besteht. Es gibt mit anderen Worten Auskunft über den
gegenseitigen Zusammenhang der an demselben Gebilde
möglichen Gleichgewichte. Seine Geschichte ist eine
recht verwickelte; man kann sie, wenn man will, bis in
die mechanischen Prinzipien des kleinsten Zwanges und
der kleinsten Wirkung zurückverfolgen. Seine
Anwendung im chemisch-physikalischen Gebiete ist von
verschiedenen Seiten mehr oder weniger klar versucht
und ausgeführt worden; am klarsten wieder von van 't
Hoff.

The importance of the phase rule is, as already noted,
exclusively on the formal side. It gives us a framework to
which all possible equilibria are subject to, but tells us
nothing more definite about the nature of these
equilibria. Here enters another law, which arises from
the general conception of equilibrium. Although it is not
enough also to define a balance to be complete. There is,
however, how a once existing balance changes when you
move the conditions under which it is made. There are,
in other words information about the mutual relation of
the possible on the same structure equilibria. His story is
quite complicated; they can be, if you will, traced back to
the mechanical principles of least constraint and of least
action. Its use in the chemical-physical areas has been
attempted clear from various more or less and run; most
clearly back of van 't Hoff.

Man versteht den Satz am besten, wenn man ihn als eine
erweiterte Definition des Gleichgewichtszustandes
auffasst. In der Mechanik unterscheidet man bekanntlich
das stabile, labile und indifferente Gleichgewicht. Das
Gleichgewicht im engeren und eigentlichen Sinne ist
durchaus das stabile; es hat die Eigenschaft, dass es sich
jeder Störung widersetzt, indem jede Störung die
Beschaffenheit hat, solche Änderungen des Gebildes
hervorzurufen, die alsbald den Erfolg der Störung wieder
zu vernichten oder ihre Wirkung auszugleichen suchen.
Betrachten wir beispielsweise eine schwere Masse, die
an einem Seil aufgehängt ist und zur Ruhe gekommen
ist. Jede mögliche Bewegung, die man der Masse erteilen
kann, ist mit ihrer Hebung verbunden, denn die Ruhelage
senkrecht unter dem Aufhängepunkte ist ja die denkbar
niedrigste, die vorkommen kann. Daher wird die Masse
aus jeder anderen Lage ausser der Ruhelage noch sich
senken können und müssen. Man erkennt, dass die
Ruhe- oder Gleichgewichtslage eben dadurch
gekennzeichnet ist, dass jede andere, benachbarte Lage
aus ihr nur durch Aufnahme von Arbeit erreicht werden
kann, und dass daher jede andere Lage die Eigenschaft
hat, dass sich die Masse aus ihr in die Ruhelage zu
bewegen strebt, und wenn sie beweglich ist, auch sich
tatsächlich bewegt.

One understands the phrase best if one conceives of it as
an expanded definition of the equilibrium state. In
mechanics it is well known that different stable, unstable
and indifferent equilibrium. The balance in the strict and
proper sense is quite stable; it has the property that it is
any disturbance resists by any disruption has the texture,
evoke such changes in the structure, which soon destroy
the success of the system fault or compensate their
effect looking. For example, consider a heavy mass,
which is suspended on a rope and has come to rest. Any
movement that can be obtained from the ground, is
connected to their elevation, because the rest position
under the suspension points is perpendicular indeed the
lowest conceivable that may occur. Therefore, the mass
of any other position other than the rest position still can
descend and need. It is evident that the rest or
equilibrium position is precisely characterized in that any
other, adjacent layer can be obtained from it only by
taking up employment, and that, therefore, any other
location has the property that the mass of her in the rest
position move aims, and if it is mobile, also is actually
moving.

Der vorliegende Fortschritt liegt nun in der Erkenntnis,
dass derartige stabile Gleichgewichtszustände auch für

This progress is now in the knowledge that such stable
equilibrium states exist for all other formations, not only
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alle anderen Gebilde, nicht nur die mechanischen
bestehen. Hieraus etwa denSchluss zu ziehen, dass daher
alle Gebilde mechanischer Natur seien, ist offenbar
logisch nicht gerechtfertigt, weil erst bewiesen sein
müsste, dass keine anderen Gebilde ausser den
mechanischen, diese Eigenschaft haben. So fassen wir
den Tatbestand allgemeiner und besser in solchem Sinne
auf, dass wir sagen: es handelt sich um eine sehr
allgemeine Eigenschaft aller energetischen Gebilde, und
es ist dafür gleichgültig, welche Formen der Energie
vorliegen.

the mechanical. From this about denSchluss to pull that
therefore all formations mechanical nature are, clearly is
not logically justified, because only would have to be
proven that no other entity apart from the mechanical,
have this property. So we take the facts and generally
better in this sense in that we say: it is a very common
feature of all energetic structures, and it is for this
matter be which forms of energy.

Was nun das labile und das indifferente Gleichgewicht
anlangt, so ist das erstere nur eine theoretische
Abstraktion, die in einem wirklichen Gebilde niemals
realisiert ist und die daher hier nicht betrachtet zu
werden braucht. Bekanntlich definiert man ein labiles
Gebilde als ein solches, das zwar nach keiner Seite einen
Antrieb hat, sich zu ändern, das einen solchen aber bei
der allerkleinsten Änderung seines Zustandes erlangt,
und zwar in solcher Weise, dass dieser Antrieb immer
stärker wird, je

Now what the unstable and indifferent equilibrium is
concerned, as the former is only a theoretical
abstraction that is never realized in a real structure and
the need to be therefore not considered here. As is
known, does one define an unstable structure as one
that indeed after neither side has an incentive to change
that obtains such but in the tiniest change in his
condition, in such a way that this drive is getting
stronger, ever

(240 - 244)

(240 - 244)

weiter das Gebilde sich aus der Ruhelage entfernt Da wir
physisch nie ein Gebilde herstellen können, das von
jeder Störung absolut frei wäre — mechanische,
thermische, elektrische Schwankungen der Umgebung
sind nie vollkommen auszuschliessen —, so haben wir es
tatsächlich nie mit labilen Gebilden im strengen Sinne zu
tun.

Next, the structure moves away Since we never
physically able to produce an assembly of the rest
position, that would be of any interference absolutely
free - mechanical, thermal, electrical fluctuations around
are never completely ruled out - so we actually never
with unstable structures in the strict do sense.

Indifferente Gleichgewichte gibt es dagegen in grosser
Zahl, und die Eigenschaften des stabilen und des
indifferenten Gleichgewichts schliessen sich gegenseitig
nicht aus. Indifferent ist nämlich jedes stabile
Gleichgewicht gegen solche Änderungen, welche keine
Arbeiten der in Betracht kommenden Art bewirken. So
ist unsere am Seile hängende Masse indifferent gegen
Änderung der Temperatur und des elektrischen
Zustandes usw. Man bezeichnet indessen mit dem
Namen indifferent vorwiegend solche Gleichgewichte,
bei denen Änderungen, die bei ähnlich aussehenden
Gebilden Arbeiten bedingen, keine solchen verursachen.
Man nennt beispielsweise eine auf einer Ebene ruhende
Kugel im indifferenten Gleichgewicht befindlich, weil
Ortsbewegungen, die bei anderen schweren Gebilden im
allgemeinen Arbeiten bedingen, dies hier nicht tun.

Indifferent equilibria there is contrast in large numbers,
and the properties of the stable and the indifferent
equilibrium are not mutually exclusive mutually
exclusive. Indifferent is namely any stable balance
against such changes, which do not cause any work of
the type in question. So our hanging on ropes mass is
indifferent to change of temperature and electrical
condition, etc. This is known, however, with the name
indifferent predominantly such equilibria in which no
cause changes that require work at similar looking
structures such. It's called, for example, located a resting
on one level ball in neutral equilibrium because local
movements that cause other heavy structures generally
work, do not do this here.

Bei chemischen Gebilden sind derartige indifferente
Gleichgewichte nicht selten. Zwei Phasen eines
einheitlichen Stoffes, die nebeneinander bestehen
können, sind beispielsweise alsdann in einem
indifferenten Gleichgewichte in bezug auf ihre relative
und absolute Menge. Wenn ich Eis und Wasser bei 0*
nebeneinander habe, so kann ich beliebig einen Teil des
Eises in Wasser oder einen Teil des Wassers in Eis
verwandeln, ohne dass hierdurch das Gleichgewicht
gestört wird. Ebenso ist Wasser und Wasserdampf bei
100° und Atmosphärendruck im indifferenten
Gleichgewichte. Ich kann das Volumen des Gefässes, in
dem beide sich befinden, beliebig vergrössern und
verkleinern; sorge ich durch passende Zu- oder Abfuhr

When chemical structures such indifferent equilibria are
not uncommon. Two phases of a single substance that
can exist side by side, for example, then in an indifferent
equilibrium with respect to their relative and absolute
amount. When I at 0 * next to each other have ice and
water, so I can arbitrarily change a part of the ice in the
water or a portion of the water into ice, without this
balance is disturbed. Likewise, water and steam at 100 °
and atmospheric pressure in indifferent equilibrium. I
can arbitrarily zoom in and out the volume of the vessel,
in which both are located; I care by matching supply or
removal of heat that the temperature and pressure of
the structure do not change, so this will be in each such
state, without having the desire to leave him and to
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von Wärme dafür, dass Temperatur und Druck des
Gebildes sich nicht ändern, so bleibt dieses in jedem
derartigen Zustande stehen, ohne das Bestreben zu
haben, ihn zu verlassen und den früheren wieder zu
erreichen.

reach the previous again.

Schliesse ich dagegen das Gebilde gegen Wärmezu- und abfuhr ab, so wird es stabil. Denn beim Verkleinern des
Volumens erhitzt es sich, und es tritt eine Druckzunahme
ein, die sich der weiteren Verkleinerung des Volumen
widersetzt. Umgekehrt kühlt es sich bei
Volumenvergrösserung ab, und die eintretende
Druckverminderung widersetzt sich ebenso einer
Fortsetzung dieser Störung. Halte ich umgekehrt das
Volumen konstant und führe Wärme zu, so verdampft
Flüssigkeit; hierzu wird Wärme verbraucht und auch
diese Änderung widersetzt sich dem ausgeübten Zwange
der Temperaturerhöhung. Entziehe ich Wärme, so
verflüssigt sich Dampf und die freiwerdende
Verdainpfungswärme widersetzt sich gleichfalls der
drohenden Temperaturerniedrigung.

I conclude, however, the structure against heat supply
and removal from, so it is stable. Because while reducing
the volume it heats up, and it enters a pressure increase,
which opposes the further reduction of the volume.
Conversely, it cools at increasing the volume decreases
and the entering pressure reduction opposes as a
continuation of this disorder. I hold conversely the
volume constant and lead to heat so liquid evaporates;
this heat is consumed and this change opposes the
applied constraints of temperature increase. I Defraud
heat so liquefies steam and the released
Verdainpfungswärme opposes also the threat of
lowering the temperature.

Durch diese Betrachtungen sind wir nun bereits inmitten Through these considerations, we are now already in the
midst of our theorem and its applications. We see again:
unseres Satzes und seiner Anwendungen. Wir sehen
stable equilibrium is
wieder: stabiles Gleichgewicht ist
Ottwild, Leitlinien der Chemie. l6

Ottwild, guidelines chemistry. l6

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass bei versuchten Störungen
solche Reaktionen eintreten, welche die Folgen dieser
Störungen abschwächen und das Gebilde wieder in den
früheren Zustand zurückzutreiben bestrebt sind. Und wir
sehen gleichfalls, dass es sich nicht um eine
geheimnisvolle und mit anderen Tatsachen nicht
zusammenhängende Besonderheit handelt, sondern um
die physische Definition des Gleichgewichtes, auf
welches sich unser Satz bezieht. Eine der hübschesten
Anwendungen des Satzes ist die zur Bestimmung der
Löslichkeitslinie. Bekanntlich lösen sich die Stoffe in
ihren Lösungsmitteln mit steigender Temperatur bald
reichlicher, bald spärlicher auf; der letztere Fall tritt
verhältnismässig seltener ein. Es besteht mit anderen
Worten zwischen dem Lösungsmittel und dem anderen
Stoffe ein Gleichgewicht, das mit der Temperatur
veränderlich ist. Betrachten wir es bei einer bestimmten
Temperatur und fragen wir uns: was wird geschehen,
wenn wir durch Wärmezufuhr die Temperatur erhöhen
wollen? Die Antwort ist gemäss unserem Satze: das, was
sich der Temperaturerhöhung widersetzt. Erfolgt also die
weitere Auflösung des Stoffes in der Flüssigkeit unter
Temperaturerniedrigung, so wird eine Mehrauflösung
stattfinden. Ist umgekehrt der Umstand vorhanden, dass
durch die Auflösung von weiteren Mengen des Stoffes
eine Erwärmung stattfinden würde, so wird dieser sich
bei Temperaturerhöhung ausscheiden. Bei der
experimentellen Prüfung des Satzes trat noch der
besonders interessante Fall ein, dass ein Beispiel
gefunden wurde, das sich gerade umgekehrt zu
verhalten schien, nämlich Kupferchlorid in Wasser. Aus
den Untersuchungen von Thomsen ging nämlich hervor,
dass sich dieser Stoff unter schwacher
Wärmeentwicklung in Wasser löst, und dennoch
vermindert er nicht seine Löslichkeit mit steigender

characterized in that in trying disorders such reactions
occur, which are attenuate the consequences of these
disturbances and repel the structure back to the former
state endeavor. And we see also that it is not a
mysterious and non-contiguous with other facts
peculiarity, but the physical definition of the balance, on
which applies to our proposition. One of the prettiest is
the set of applications to determine the solubility line. It
is known that substances dissolve in their solvents with
increasing temperature soon abundant, sometimes
sparse on; the latter case occurs relatively less often.
There is in other words between the solvent and the
other substances a balance that is variable with
temperature. Consider it at a certain temperature and
we ask ourselves: what will happen if we are to increase
by heating the temperature? The answer is based on our
proposition: what opposes the increase in temperature.
So If the further dissolution of the substance in the liquid
under temperature decrease, so a multi-resolution will
take place. Conversely, the fact exists that heating would
take place by the release of further quantities of the
substance, so this will be eliminated when the
temperature increases. In experimental testing of the
sentence yet entered the most interesting event that an
example was found that seemed just the opposite
behavior, namely copper chloride in water. From the
investigations of Thomsen showed namely that this
substance dissolves under low heat in water, and yet it
does not diminish its solubility with increasing
temperature, but increased it. This apparent
contradiction comes to the effect that the development
of heat, however, occurs when dissolving the salt in
many pure water. That's not involved, but, as the
principle has been pronounced, a question of whether a
further solution of salt under the existing conditions,
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Temperatur, sondern vermehrt sie. Dieser anscheinende
Widerspruch klärte sich dahin auf, dass die
Wärmeentwicklung allerdings stattfindet, wenn man das
Salz in vielem reinen Wasser löst. Darum handelt es sich
aber nicht, sondern, wie das Prinzip auch ausgesprochen
wurde, darum, ob eine weitere Lösung von Salz unter
den vorhandenen Bedingungen, nämlich in der bei
niederer Temperatur gesättigten Lösung, Wärme
verbraucht oder entwickelt. Der Versuch zeigte, dass
ersteres der Fall ist, und so verwandelte sich die
scheinbare Widerlegung des Prinzipes in eine besonders
eindringliche Bestätigung.

namely in the saturated solution at a low temperature,
consumes or generates heat. The experiment showed
that the former is the case, and so the apparent
refutation of the principle transformed into a particularly
poignant confirmation.

Gibt uns somit das Verschiebungsprinzip Auskunft über
alle Vorgänge, die mit einer Verschiebung der
Gleichgewichtsbedingungen verbunden sind, so
gewinnen wir endlich die Gleichgewichtsbedingungen
selbst bis auf eine Konstante aus dem
Massenwirkungsgesetz. In der Geschichte dieser Frage
wurde vorher dargelegt, wie dies Gesetz, dass die
Wirkung eines jeden Stoffes seiner Konzentration
proportional ist, zunächst von Wenzel für
Reaktionsgeschwindigkeiten und von Berthollet für
Gleichgewichte vermutungsweise aufgestellt und dann
sehr viel später von Guldberg und Waage sowie Julius
Thomsen und seinen Nachfolgern expe rimentell
bestätigt worden ist. Die Anwendung der
Thermodynamik auf die chemischen Gleichgewichte an
Gasen ergab das gleiche Gesetz, wie zuerst Horstmann
und dann ausführlicher und eingehender Willard Gibbs
nachwies. Durch van 't Hoffs Entdeckung, dass die
Gasgesetze unverändert für gelöste Stoffe und ihren
osmotischen Druck gelten, ergab sich eine
ausserordentliche Erweiterung des Geltungsbereiches
dieses theoretischen Nachweises, denn statt nur für die
wenigen Gase war nun das Massenwirkungsgesetz für
die zahllosen gelösten Stoffe anwendbar geworden.

Thus gives us the displacement principle information
about all the processes that are associated with a shift in
the equilibrium conditions, we finally win the equilibrium
conditions even up to a constant from the law of mass
action. In the history of this question was set out in
advance how this law that the effect of each substance
its concentration is proportional, initially presumed to be
established by Wenzel for reaction rates and by
Berthollet for equilibria and then much later by Guldberg
and Waage and Julius Thomsen and his has followers
expe tally confirmed. The application of thermodynamics
to chemical equilibria of gases yielded the same law, as
first Horstmann and then in more detail and incoming
Willard Gibbs proved. By van 't Hoff's discovery that the
gas laws apply unchanged for solutes and their osmotic
pressure, an extraordinary expansion of the scope of this
theoretical evidence showed, because instead of just for
the few gases the law of mass action for the countless
solutes had become applicable.

Allerdings ergab sich gleichzeitig die Grenze für die
Anwendung des Gesetzes. Da die Ableitung auf der
Anwendung der Gasgleichung pv = RT beruht, so gilt sie
nicht mehr für solche Zustände der Gase oder Lösungen,
für welche jene Formel nicht mehr der Ausdruck der
messbaren Eigenschaften ist, d. h. das
Massenwirkungsgesetz gilt nur für verdünnte Gase und
Lösungen, und zwar um so genauer, je verdünnter sie
sind; es ist mit anderen Worten ebenso ein Grenzgesetz,
wie die Gasformel selbst.

However, at the same time gave the limit for the
application of the law. Since the derivative on the
application of the gas equation PV = RT is based, so it no
longer applies to such states of gases or solutions for
which those formula is no longer the expression of
measurable characteristics, ie the law of mass action
applies only to dilute gases and solutions, namely the
more accurate the more dilute they are; It is, in other
words as a limiting law, such as the gas formula itself.

Es liegt nahe, hier an die Theorie von van der Waals und
ihre Anwendung auch auf diesen Fall zu denken; jedoch
kommen hier grössere Mannigfaltigkeiten in Frage, als
bei einfachen Gasen, da mindestens zwei von ihnen
nebeneinander vorhanden zu sein pflegen. Die Theorie
dieser Zustände ist noch nicht hinreichend entwickelt,
um eine sichere und einfache Grundlage für derartige
Fragen zu geben.

It is tempting here to think about the theory of van der
Waals and its application to this case; But here come
larger manifolds in question, as in simple gases, since at
least two of them next to each other tend to be
available. The theory of these states is not yet
sufficiently developed to provide a safe and simple basis
for such issues.
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Liegt nach dieser Richtung eine Beschränkung vor, so
winde nach anderer Seite eine sehr erhebliche
Erweiterung des Anwendungsgebietes der eben
besprochenen Gesetze erzielt, als es sich herausstellte,

Is this direction a restriction against, so winds by the
other side, a very substantial extension of the indication
of the just mentioned laws achieved, as it turned out
that the ion exactly with respect to the laws of osmotic
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dass auch die Ionen sich in bezug auf die Gesetze des
osmotischen Druckes und der Massenwirkung genau wie
andere Stoffe behandeln lassen. Hierdurch konnte das
gesamte Verhalten der Salzlösungen den Gesetzen der
chemischen Mechanik unterstellt werden, und es
ergaben sich Aufklärungen für zahlreiche Tatsachen, die
bis dahin zwar bekannt gewesen waren, die man aber
nur als unzusammenhängende Einzelheiten beobachtet
und den Annalen der Wissenschaft einverleibt hatte.
Neben allgemeinen oder theoretischen Fortschritten
wurden bei dieser Gelegenheit auch praktische
Ergebnisse erzielt; insbesondere gelang es, eine
ausreichende und umfassende Theorie der Reaktionen
zu geben, deren man sich nur qualitativen und
quantitativen Bestimmung der Stoffe in der analytischen
Chemie bedient.

pressure and the mass effect as other substances Seek
medical. In this way, could be subordinated to the laws
of chemical mechanics the overall behavior of the salt
solutions, and there were explanations for numerous
facts which were until then indeed been aware that they
had only observed as incoherent details and
incorporated in the annals of science. In addition to
general or theoretical progress and practical results have
been achieved on this occasion; in particular to give a
sufficient and comprehensive theory of reactions, the
use is made only qualitative and quantitative
determination of the substances in the analytical
chemistry succeeded.

Auch von diesen Fortschritten kann nur eine ungefähre
Anschauung an dem einen oder anderen Beispiel
gegeben werden, da tatsächlich gegenwärtig fast die
ganze anorganische Chemie sich als ein frisches
Anwendungsgebiet dieses Teils der chemischen
Mechanik, der Ionengleichgewichte oder der
elektrochemischen Gleichgewichte darstellt.

Also of these advances may be approximate intuition on
the one or other example given, because in fact present
nearly the whole inorganic chemistry presents itself as a
fresh application of this part of the chemical mechanism,
the ion equilibrium or of electrochemical equilibria.

Als erstes Beispiel betrachten wir das Problem von der
Stärke der Säuren und Basen, welches, wie sich aus der
geschichtlichen Darstellung ergab, von Anfang an im
Mittelpunkte der hier auftretenden Fragen gestanden
hat. Es ist schon erzählt worden, dass Thomsen zuerst
den Zustand einer homogenen Lösung ohne Störung des
Gleichgewichts mittelst thermochemischer Methoden zu
bestimmen lehrte. Er hatte auf solche Weise festgestellt,
dass in der Tat verschiedene Stärken der Säuren
vorhanden sind, und dass beispielsweise Salzsäure
ungefähr doppelt so stark ist wie Schwefelsäure. Dabei
entstand natürlich die Frage, ob dies von der Base
abhängig ist, um welche die Säuren konkurrieren, und
Thomsen hatte eine solche Abhängigkeit aus seinen
Versuchen erschlossen. Als indessen ähnliche Versuche
nach anderen, schnelleren und teilweise auch genaueren
Methoden angestellt wurden, ergab sich, dass diese
Abhängigkeit von der Base nur scheinbar und infolge
besonderer Komplikationen aufgetreten war, dass aber
im übrigen sich die Stärke der Säuren, wie sie sich durch
die verschieden starke Beanspruchung einer Base bei
gleichzeitiger Einwirkung zweier Säuren herausstellt,
eine spezifische Eigenschaft der Säuren und von der Base
unabhängig ist.

As a first example we consider the problem of the
strength of acids and bases, which as resulted from the
historical view has been from the very beginning at the
center of the questions raised here. It has already been
told that Thomsen first taught the state of a
homogeneous solution without disturbing the
equilibrium to determine by means of thermochemical
methods. He had found in such a way that different
strengths of acids exist in fact, and that, for example,
hydrochloric acid is about twice as strong as sulfuric acid.
Of course, the question arose whether this is dependent
on the base to which compete the acids, and Thomsen
had developed such a dependence from his experiments.
When, however, similar attempts by other, faster and
sometimes more accurate methods were employed, it
was found that this dependence had occurred from the
base only apparent and due to special complications, but
that otherwise the strength of the acids, as they differ by
the heavy use of a base at the simultaneous action of
two acids turns out, a specific characteristic of acids and
is independent of the base.

Weiterhin stellte sich heraus, dass noch eine grosse
Anzahl anderer Arten, wie die Säuren ihre sauren
Eigenschaften betätigen, durch die gleichen Zahlen
gekennzeichnet werden. Es war mit einem Worte
möglich, für die Stärke der Säuren ähnliche Konstanten
aufzustellen, wie für ihr Äquivalentgewicht, und die
gegenseitige Verwandtschaft zwischen Säure und Base
konnte durch das Produkt ihrer beiderseitigen Stärken
ähnlich ausgedrückt werden, wie das Äquivalentgewicht
der Salze durch die Summe der Äquivalentgewichte von
Säure und Base.

Furthermore, it turned out that there is still a large
number of other species, such as the acids activate their
acidic properties, are characterized by the same
numbers. It was possible in a word, to set up similar
constants for the strength of the acids such as for their
equivalent weight, and the mutual relationship between
acid and base could be similarly expressed by the
product of their mutual strengths, such as the equivalent
weight of the salts by the sum of the equivalent weights
of acid and base.

Dies war der Stand der Sache, als Arrhenius seine ersten

This was the state of affairs, as Arrhenius his first
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Veröffentlichungen begann, die ihn später zur
Aufstellung der Ionentheorie führen sollten. In diesen
früheren Arbeiten hatte er wesentliche Bestandteile
jener Theorie bereits vorausgenommen und so unter
anderen geschlossen, dass die Stärke der Säuren und
Basen ihrer elektrischen Leitfähigkeit proportional sein
müsse.

publications began that would lead him later to set up
the ionic theory. In these earlier works he had essential
components of the theory already anticipated and so
closed, among others, that the strength of acids and
bases must be their electrical conductivity
proportionally.

So gering war damals (um 1885) die Kenntnis dieser
letzteren Eigenschaft, dass Arrhenius kaum ein halbes
Dutzend Säuren aus der Literatur sammeln konnte, für
welche beide Grössen, die Stärke und die Leitfähigkeit
festgestellt waren. Bei diesen stimmte jene Voraussage
wenigstens der Reihenfolge und Grössenordnung nach.
Indessen blieb es nicht lange so. Von anderer Seite war
man gleichfalls auf den Parallelismus zwischen beiden
Grössen aufmerksam geworden, und bald konnten über
dreissig Fälle vorgelegt werden, aus denen hervorging,
dass jene allgemeine Eigenschaft der Säuren, die ihre
„Stärke" genannt wurde, in der Tat der elektrischen
Leitfähigkeit so genau proportional ist, als man nur
erwarten konnte.

So low was at that time (around 1885), the knowledge of
this latter property that Arrhenius could hardly collect
half a dozen acids from the literature, for which both
sizes, the strength and conductivity were determined.
These those predicting voted at least according to the
order and magnitude. However, it did not stay for long.
From other side, you had also become aware of the
parallelism between two sizes, and soon were more than
thirty cases are presented, which showed that those
general property of acids, called their "strength", in fact,
the electrical conductivity so is exactly proportional, as
you could possibly expect.

Hier aber entstand eine neue Schwierigkeit. Die
Leitfähigkeit der Säuren in der früher (S. 181) gegebenen
Definition ist keine bestimmte Grösse, sondern ändert
sich mit der Verdünnung. Diese Änderung ist nicht die
gleiche für alle Säuren; die starken (oder gutleitenden,
was im Sinne des eben dargelegten Parallelismus das
gleiche ist) behalten ihre Stärke und Leitfähigkeit fast
unabhängig von der Verdünnung bei; die schwachen
aber vermehren sie bedeutend. Hierbei stellte sich
heraus, dass diese Vermehrung in allen Fällen nach dem
gleichen Gesetz erfolgt, indem der Verdünnungseinfluss
für alle Säuren durch eine einzige Kurve in den
Koordinaten Leitfähigkeit und Verdünnung darstellbar
ist; nur muss die Einheit der Verdünnung für jede Säure
besonders gewählt werden. Stellt man mit anderen
Worten zwei Säuren so ein, dass sie gleiche Leitfähigkeit
zeigen (wofür ihre Verdünnungen entsprechend
verschieden zu wählen sind), so bleibt diese Gleichheit
bestehen, wenn man beide Säuren in gleichem
Verhältnis weiter verdünnt oder konzentriert. Eine
besondere Versuchsreihe zeigte dann weiter, dass diese
Gesetze nicht nur für die Leitfähigkeit der Säuren
bestehen, sondern allgemein für ihre „Stärke" in dem
oben angegebenen Sinne. Dies musste auch erwartet
werden, aus den gleichen Gründen, wie aus dem
Volumengesetz von GayLussac die Geltung der
allgemeinen Gasgleichung vorausgenommen werden
konnte (S. 75).

But here was a new difficulty. The conductivity of the
acids in the earlier (p.181) definition given is not a
specific size, but varies according to the dilution. This
change is not the same for all acids; the strong (or highly
conductive, which is the same in the sense of parallelism
just given) retain their strength and conductivity at
almost independent of the dilution; the weak but they
increase significantly. Here it turned out that this
increase takes place in all cases, according to the same
law, by the dilution effect can be displayed for all acids
by a single curve in the coordinates conductivity and
dilution; only needs to be especially chosen the unity of
dilution for each acid. If, in other words two acids so that
they show the same conductivity (how their dilutions are
correspondingly different to choose), so this equality
remains when it is diluted further both acids in the same
proportion or concentrated. A special series of
experiments showed then that these laws are made not
only for the conductivity of acids, but in general for their
"strength" in the sense indicated above. This had to be
expected, for the same reasons as the from the volume
Act GayLussac could be anticipated validity of the ideal
gas law (S. 75).

Für alle diese Gesetzmässigkeiten fand sich nun auf
einmal eine Erklärung, als Arrhenius 1887 seine Theorie
der elektrolytischen Dissoziation (S. 185) veröffentlichte.
Betrachtet man die Ionen als selbständige Stoffe, so
kann man nach den Gesetzen der chemischen
Massenwirkung das chemische Gleichgewicht zwischen
den Ionen und dem nichtzerfallenen Teil einer Säure in
eine Formel fassen. Diese Formel zeigt nun alle die
Eigenschaften, welche erfahrungsmässig über den
Einfluss der Verdünnung auf die Leitfähigkeit und Stärke
einer einzelnen Säure, sowie über die gegenseitigen

For all of these laws are now found at once an
explanation, as Arrhenius in 1887 published his theory of
electrolytic dissociation (p 185). Considering the ion as
separate substances, so you can according to the laws of
chemical mass action grasp the chemical equilibrium
between the ions and the nichtzerfallenen part of an
acid in a formula. This formula now displays all the
properties, which had been experientially found on the
impact of dilution on the conductivity and strength of a
single acid, as well as the mutual relations of different
acids. . The fact that all acids in certain relationships
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Beziehungen verschiedener Säuren gefunden worden
waren. Dass alle Säuren in bestimmter Beziehung
gemeinsame Eigenschaften haben, z. B. sauer schmecken
und Lackmus röten, ergab sich als die Eigenschaft ihres
gemeinsamen Bestandteils, des Wasserstoffions; der
verschiedene Grad, in welchem verschiedene und
verschieden verdünnte Säuren diese gemeinsamen
Eigenschaften betätigen, oder ihre Stärke liess sich
einfach als ihrem Gehalt an freiem Wasserstoffion
entsprechend definieren. Kurz, es hat selten in der
Geschichte der Wissenschaft einen Fall gegeben, in
welchem Erfahrung und Theorie, nachdem sie
unabhängig voneinander entstanden waren, so gut und
genau zusammenstimmten, wie es sich hier zeigte.

have common characteristics, such as taste sour and
redden litmus, resulted as the their common
component, the hydrogen ion property; the different
degree to which different and various dilute acids
actuate these common characteristics, or their strength
was easy to define to reflect their content of free
hydrogen. In short, there has rarely been a case in the
history of science, in which experience and theory, after
they had emerged independently, as good and precise
voted together, as it was here.

Solche Ergebnisse waren denn auch geeignet, den
Ungläubigsten zu überzeugen und die Anzahl der
Chemiker, die sich entschlossen, in diesen Forschungen
nicht blosse „theoretische" Gedankenspiele, sondern
wirkliche, und dazu recht erhebliche erfahrungsmässige
Beiträge zur Wissenschaft zu sehen, vermehrte sich
schnell. Allerdings waren es zunächst ganz ausschliesslich
junge Männer, die sich der seit 1887, dem gemeinsamen
Geburtsjahre der Theorien von van 't Hoff und Arrhenius,
der neuen Bewegung anschlossen. Wenn es ihnen auch

Such results were as well suited to convince the most
skeptical and the number of chemists who decided to
look into these researches not merely "theoretical" mind
games, but real, and to legally relevant experiential
contributions to science, increased rapidly. However,
were there initially quite exclusively young men who
joined the since 1887, the common birth years of the
theories of van't Hoff and Arrhenius, the new
movement. If they also
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nicht so schlimm ging, wie seinerzeit Harvey, dem
Entdecker des Blutkreislaufes, der infolge seiner
Entdeckung und des gegen ihn betätigten aktiven
Widerspruches seiner Kollegen seine blühende Praxis als
Arzt verlor und keinen Fachgenossen, der älter war als
vierzig Jahre, zu seinen Anschauungen zu bekehren
vermochte, so waren es doch einige Jahre hindurch
ziemlich heftige Kämpfe, welche geführt werden
mussten, um für die neuen Arbeiten überhaupt nur
ernsthafte Beachtung zu gewinnen. Aber unsere
schnellere Zeit zeigt hierin neben ihren Fehler n auch
neue Vorzüge: es ist nicht mehr nötig, dass ein grosser
Entdecker verkannt stirbt, damit hernach die Bedeutung
seiner Forschungen ans Licht kommt. Zwar ist auch noch
heute für wesentliche Fortschritte, namentlich wenn es
sich nicht um die Entdeckung neuer und auffallender
Tatsachen, sondern um grundsätzliche Aufklärung alter
und scheinbar wohlbekannter handelt, eine gewisse
Latenz- und Karenzzeit üblich, und ich habe beinahe zu
jedem derartigen Geschenk an die Menschheit in meiner
Geschichtserzählung bemerken müssen, dass es
zunächst bei den unmittelbar Beteiligten ganz
unbeachtet blieb, aber diese Zeit ist doch im allgemeinen
sehr viel kürzer geworden als früher und wir sind meist
in der glücklichen Lage, unseren geistigen Führern, wenn
wir ihres hohen Amtes endlich inne geworden sind, noch
bei Lebzeiten unseren Dank für die erwiesene Förderung
aussprechen zu können.

not so bad went, as his time Harvey, discoverer of blood
circulation, who lost as a result of his discovery and the
actuated against him active contradiction of his
colleagues his thriving practice as a doctor and no
colleagues, who was older than forty years, was able to
convert them to his views , so there were still quite a few
years through fierce fighting, which had to be performed
in order to win at all, only serious consideration for new
work. But our rapid time shows herein beside her errors
n new advantages: it is no longer necessary that a great
discoverer dies misunderstood, so afterwards the
importance of his research comes to light. Although a
certain latency and waiting period is even today for
significant progress, especially when it is not old and
apparently well-known to the discovery of new and
striking facts, but rather fundamental enlightenment,
common, and I have almost to any such gift to the
mankind have noticed in my narrative, that it initially
remained quite unnoticed among those directly
involved, but that time is but generally very become
much shorter than before and we are mostly in the
fortunate position of our spiritual leaders, when we their
high office finally have become inherent to can still
express our gratitude for the proven promotion in his
lifetime.

Es war keineswegs ausschliesslich nur das Problem von
der Affinität der Säuren, das auf solche Weise gelöst, d.
h. der Berechnung auf Grundlage einiger Konstanten
zugänglich gemacht wurde, sondern das ganze Problem
der Gleichgewichte bei Salzen. Ebenso wie sich für die
Stärke der Säuren als allgemeine Definition die
Konzentration an freiem Wasserstoffion ergab, so gilt die

It was not exclusively the problem of the affinity of the
acids, the resolved in such a way that the calculation
based on some constants was made available, but the
whole problem of equilibria in salts. Just as a general
definition resulted in the concentration of free hydrogen
for the strength of the acids, the corresponding, related
to hydroxyl Definition of bases considered. When salts
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entsprechende, auf Hydroxylion bezogene Definition für
Basen. Bei Salzen endlich, wo der Dissoziationsgrad
ziemlich übereinstimmend ist, tritt die Löslichkeit, deren
Bedeutung bereits Berthollet eingesehen hatte, als
massgebender Faktor in den Vordergrund.

finally, where the degree of dissociation is quite
consistent, takes the solubility, their meaning had
already seen Berthollet, as a leading factor in the
foreground.

Man muss natürlich fragen, ob es nicht ebenso einen
Übergang von den Salzen zu allen chemischen
Verbindungen im allgemeinen gibt, wie ein solcher
bezüglich der Verbindungsgewichte (S. 53) sich
herausgestellt hatte. In der Tat ist es möglich, die
Gleichgewichtsbedingungen formal für alle beliebigen
chemischen Gebilde aufzustellen. Aber während für den
verdünnten Zustand der Stoffe die
Massenwirkungsfunktion, von welcher das Gleichgewicht
abhängt, einfach der Konzentration proportional gesetzt
werden kann, so fehlt eine Kenntnis dieser Funktion bei
dichten Gebilden, wie konzentrierten Lösungen oder
Gemischen reiner Stoffe ohne alles Lösungsmittel. Hier
sind wir vorläufig noch auf empirische Beziehungen
angewiesen, die uns nur eine verhältnismässig rohe
Skizze der Verhältnisse zu entwerfen gestatten. Hier ist
Raum vorhanden, zunächst für geduldige Forschung, die
uns mit dem erforderlichen Material versieht, sodann
aber wohl auch künftig für grosse Entdeckungen, die uns
gestattet, zahlreiche Einzelheiten zusammenzufassen
und sie als Sonderfälle allgemeiner Gesetze erscheinen
zu lassen. Überlegen wir, dass die systematische
Untersuchung der chemischen Gleichgewichte nur von
wenigen Händen und seit kurzer Zeit ausgeführt wird
und die wissenschaftliche Massenarbeit, wie sie z. B. in
der organischen Chemie besteht, hier noch gar nicht
einmal organisiert ist, so erkennen wir, dass die nahe
Zukunft uns noch sehr erhebliche Überraschungen
bringen mag.

Of course you have to ask if it is not well is a transition
from the salts to all chemical compounds in general as
such with respect to the connection weights (53) had
been found. In fact, it is possible to establish the
equilibrium conditions for all formally any chemical
entity. But while the state of diluted substances which
mass action function of which depends on the balance,
just the concentration can be put in proportion, so
lacking a knowledge of this function in dense structures,
such as concentrated solutions or mixtures of pure
substances without any solvent. Here we are for the
time being dependent on empirical relationships that
allow us to design only a relatively rough sketch of the
situation. Here space is available, initially for patient
research that provides us with the necessary material,
but then to leave well in the future for big discoveries
that allowed us to summarize many details and they
appear as special cases of general laws. Let us consider
that the systematic study of chemical equilibria is
performed by only a few hands, and for a short time and
the scientific ground work, as it exists z. B. in organic
chemistry, is still not even organized here, so we realize
that the near future may bring very significant surprises
us.
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Affinity of reaction
In chemistry, affinity of reaction A is the negative partial derivative of Gibbs free energy with respect to extent of
reaction ξ at constant pressure and temperature. [1] This is shown below:

The affinity of reaction is positive for spontaneous reactions and negative for non-spontaneous reactions: [2]
● A > 0 the reac on proceeds to the right
● A < 0 the reac on proceeds to the le
The above derivation stems from the 1922 work of Belgian mathematical physicist Théophile de Donder and is built
on the "chemical potential" theories of American engineering thermodynamicist Willard Gibbs and the "free energy"
logic of German physician and physicist Hermann von Helmholtz and others, formulating a relation between chemical
affinity A and Gibbs free energy G. De Donder showed that if we consider a mixture of chemical species, e.g. a system
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of reactive humans, with the possibility of chemical reaction, the measure of affinity felt between the reacting
species is equal to the negative of the Gibbs free energy of formation ∆G for the reaction: [3]

A = - ΔG
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Affinity reaction
In chemistry, affinity reactions were verbal or diagrammatic representations of attachment rearrangements between
chemical species based on affinity preferences. Affinity reactions were prototypes for the modern “chemical
reactions”. The stimulation or origin of verbal descriptions of affinity reactions and their diagrams stems from Query
31 of English physicist Isaac Newton’s 1718 edition of his Opticks, in which he verbally describes various gradients of
“affinity” relationships between alchemical species. This statement later served the basis for the design of "affinity
tables" and later the first affinity reactions diagrams made in the 1757 lectures of Scottish physician and chemist
William Cullen. [1] Affinity reactions went by various names such as single elective affinity or double elective affinity,
etc.

Newton
The origin of affinity reactions, and hence the transition from alchemy to chemistry, arose in the works and theories
of English physicist Isaac Newton. This is evidenced in his 1678/79 letter to Irish chemist Robert Boyle, which was
preoccupied with the phenomenon of elective affinity among chemicals; he states, for example: [4]
“There is a certain secret principle in nature by which liquors are sociable to some things and unsociable to others.
Thus water will not mix with oil but readily with spirit of wine or with salts.”
Newton elaborates on this further:
“Just as water ‘elects’ to mix with ethyl alcohol or with salts, so it ‘chooses’ not to mix with oil, Similarly, water will
sink into wood while quicksilver will not, but quicksilver will penetrate and amalgamate with metals, which water will
not. Likewise aqua fortis (nitric acid) will dissolve silver and not gold, while aqua regis (mixed nitric and hydrochloric
acid) will dissolve gold and not silver. Nonetheless these rules are not written in stone: ‘but a liquor which is of itself
unsociable to a body may by a mixture of a convenient mediator be made sociable. So molten lead which alone will
not mix with copper or with Regulus of Mars, by the addition of tin is made to mix with either.”
Newton goes on, in his writing of this period, to speak about how “particles of spirits floating in the water, will strike
on metal, and will by their sociableness enter into its pores, and gather around the outside of its particles.” The
finalized version of Netwon's search, research, and experiments for this "secret principle", however, was presented
some three decades later, following his successes in gravitational theory and optics and light, specifically in his
famous appended Query 31 of the 1718 edition of his Opticks.
(add description)
That year, French chemist Étienne Geoffroy, while doing a translation into French of Newton's Opticks, famously
took these "verbal descriptions" of affinity reaction preferences and powers of combination and decombination, as
found in Query 31, and made the world's first "affinity table" (see: Geoffroy's affinity table), a tabulated listing of
reaction bonding powers, so to speak, the first of many to follow over the next century.

Single elective affinity reaction
The basic example is the "single elective affinity" reaction. In 1718, during a translation into French of Newton's
Opticks, French physician and chemist Étienne Geoffroy made the world's first "affinity table" a sixteen-column,
eight-row table, containing twenty-four reacting species, showing specifically what affinity reactions would occur
between various combinations of reactants. Geoffroy's law of affinity was that:
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“Whenever two substances are united that have a disposition to combine and a third is added that has a greater
affinity with one of them, these two will unite, and drive out the other.”
To expound on this law, using data from the 1718 edition of Newton's Opticks (query 31), Geoffroy made a sixteencolumn, eight-row, affinity containing twenty-four reacting species, showing specifically what affinity reactions would
occur between various combinations of reactants.

Cullen diagrams
In 1757, using Geoffroy's table, Scottish physician and chemist William Cullen utilized bonding brackets "{" and
affinity preference darts "→" to pictorially discuss affinity preferences. Shown below, for instance, using Geoffroy's
first law, if chemical species A and B are attached in a weakly bonded chemical union, signified by the bonding
bracket “{“, ordered such that if species C were introduced into the system, the greater affinity preference of A for C
would cause A to displace B and to thus form a new union with C:

This equates to the following in modern terms:

AB + C → AC + B
Soon other chemist began to use Cullen's diagrams in publication. In 1775, Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman, in his
textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, made sixty-four affinity reaction diagrams. [2] In 1809, using
Bergman's textbook and diagrams, of single and double elective affinity reactions, as a basis of universal chemical
logic, German polymath Johann Goethe published his famed book Elective Affinities, the founding book of the science
of human chemistry, in which he presented the view that people react according to the laws of affinity, just as do
smaller chemical species. [3]

See also
● Affinity of reaction
● Elective affinity
● Chemical affinity
● Human elective affinity
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In chemistry, an affinity table, or "table of
affinities", is an arrangement of chemical species
ordered such that the species at the head of each
column (header species) has a chemical attraction,
and ability to combine via chemical reaction, with
each species listed directly below (reactant
species), with each potential reactant listed in order
of decreasing force of affinity to the header species,
enabling the chemist to predict the course of react.

Pre-history
The affinity table was the spark of the chemical
revolution. The beginnings of the chemical
revolution centered around the revival of
Leucippus’ atomic theory through the works Rene
Descartes (1637), French mathematician Pierre
Gassendi (1649), English chemist Robert Boyle
(1661), and English physicist Isaac Newton (1686).
In this revival, the concept of the ‘molecule’, from
French word molécule, originating from the Modern A framed copy of French physician and chemist Étienne Geoffroy’s
Latin molecula, a diminutive of Latin word moles or 1718 affinity table, entitled: Table of Affinities Between Different
‘mass’, was born, generally defined as a small unit Substances (Inter Differentes Substantias); captioned: Not invented,
of mass or structure comprised of two or more
or thought involved, but to be seen what the nature of the issue, or
does (Non Fingendum Aut Exogit Andum, Sed Videndum Quid Natura
atoms. [3] Unique among this group was Newton,
who conceived of molecules as being structures of Ferat; Aut Faciat), at Museo Galieo, Florence, Italy. [7]
atoms attached together by a chemical force of
affinity. He outlined his atomic chemical force affinity bonding theory in the ‘Queries’ section to his Opticks (the last
and final "Query 31", to be precise). To cite the core example of Newton’s description of a gradient of affinity
reactions, he states: [4]
“Is it not for want of an attractive virtue between the parts of water (∇) and oil, of quick-silver (☿)(Hg) and
antimony (♁)(Sb), of lead (♄)(Pb) and iron (♂)(Fe), that these substances do not mix; and by a weak attraction,
that quick-silver (☿)(Hg) and copper (♀)(Cu) mix difficultly; and from a strong one, that quicksilver (☿)(Hg) and tin (
♃)(Sn), antimony (♁)(Sb) and iron (♂)(Fe), water (∇) and salts, mix readily?”
In 1718, during a translation into French of Newton’s Opticks, French physician and chemist Étienne Geoffroy used
Newton’s descriptions of affinity tendencies or reactions, such as above, to construct the world’s first affinity table, as
shown below (and adjacent), titled “Table of Affinities: Between Different Substances”, with the caption:
“Not invented, or thought involved, but to be seen as what the nature of the issue is, or does.”
The table containing twenty-four reacting species, detailing specifically what affinity reactions would occur between
various combinations of reactants. This table might be readily defined as the pinnacle example of chemical
determinism (see also: determinism), an issue at the center of discussion in German polymath Johann Goethe's
extrapolation of this logic to human affairs (below). In any event, Geoffroy's table would go on to seed or rather, as
some have argued, "launch", what would become the chemical revolution. [5]

Geoffroy's affinity table | 1718
See main: Geoffroy's affinity table

The original "affinity table" was the 1718 Table Concerning the Different Affinities Observed in Chemistry between
Different Substances (Tableau des différentes Rapports Observées entre Différentes Substances), sometimes
translated as "Table of the Different Relations Observed between Different Substances", a 16-column (9-row) affinity
table made by French physician-chemist Étienne Geoffroy, which ordered chemical species according to the following
rule, often categorized as Geoffroy's first law of affinity:
“Whenever two substances are united that have a disposition to combine and a third is added that has a greater
affinity with one of them, these two will unite, and drive out the other.”
This is the prime example of the "laws of affinity", a methodology that traces back to Plato's notion of "likes attract;
opposites repel", and before that to Empedocles' chemical aphorisms. Based on his so-called first law, as derived
from Newton's Query 31, Geoffroy made the following affinity table:
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In Geoffroy’s table, to elaborate, at the head of each column is a header species with which all species below can
combine or have a rapport with. The latter are so placed such that any higher species replaces all others lower in the
column from their compounds with that at the head of the table. In other words, the species at the head of the table
can potentially react with any species below it. All the species below the header species are ranked by chemical
affinity preferences relative to the top species, with a higher rank corresponding to a higher affinity tendency. The
species at the bottom of each column, for instance, have the least amount of affinity for the header species. If the
bottom species is in a weakly bonded relationship with the header species, any species above it can potentially
displace it from its attached partner. [2] This table led to the development of the science of affinity chemistry and to
the various laws of affinity; numbering up to ten, depending on which chemist was sourced. The best known is Plato’s
‘like attracts to like’ affinity law, e.g. water-to-water or fire-to-fire, etc.

Grosse's affinity table | 1730
In 1730, German chemist Jean Grosse (someone whom Geoffroy had inducted into the Academy in 1731), made a
revised table of 19-columns (16-rows) for the use of his students: [5]
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Macquer's Elements of Chemistry | 1749
In 1749, French chemist Pierre Macquer, published his Elements of the Theory of Chemistry (Elemens de Chymie
Theorique), in which he began to incorporate affinity table logic into his outlines of general chemistry. The following
diagram, from the 1753 second edition, is the famous illustration of three putti, in a chemistry laboratory, studying
Geoffroy's affinity table: [5]

Gellert's affinity table | 1750
In 1750, German metallurgical chemist Christlieb Ehregott Gellert (1713-1795), who had begun to associate with the
German chemists in 1744, produced a 28-column (17-row) affinity table: [5]
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In figures one and two, in the lower right hand corner of Gellert's table, we begin to see the preliminary notion of the
chemical reaction diagram, the dotted line indicative of the force of chemical affinity.

Rudiger's affinity table | 1756
In 1756, Mr. Rudiger produced a 15-column (9-row) affinity table: [5]

Cullen's reactions diagrams | 1756
See main: Cullen reaction diagrams
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In the midst of the the science of "affinity chemistry", anchored in the construct of chemical reactions governed by
"affinity tables", the origin of the concept of the ‘chemical reaction’ was born, in specific regards to chemical notation
and diagram, in the sense of "reactants" (initial state) transforming to "products" (final state). This idea stems from
these affinity tables through the work of Scottish physician and chemist William Cullen. [2] Specifically, in 1756, in
lecture, Cullen utilized Geoffroy’s affinity table wherein he pioneered the use of chemical reaction diagrams by using
reaction arrows ‘→’, to represent the aﬃnity preference or force, and bonding brackets ‘{‘, to represent the chemical
bond, to show the mechanistic steps in each elective affinity reaction. [6] In modern notation, although Cullen didn't
use letters to represent chemical species (something latter done by Torbern Bergman), Cullen introduced the
following notational representation for chemical reactions:
18th century
Modern

AB + C → BC + A

In this diagram (left), a system originally containing the chemical "AB" is put into contact with reactant "C", whereby
virtue of the fact that B has a stronger force of "affinity" for that of C over that of it's bonded partner "A", it will,
owing to these new chemical arrangements, displace or rather detach from A and form a new bonded union with C,
in the form of "BC", leaving A to go off on its own (typically as a gas). This lecture method was passed along to
Cullen's famous student Joseph Black, who expanded on this notation use.

Limbourg's affinity table
In 1758, the Academy of Rouen offered a prize competition on the following topic: "Determine the affinities that are
found between the principals and mixts as M. Geoffroy did, and find a physico-mechanical system of these affinities.
The idea of the prize was for someone to unite the physical and the chemical sides of the affinity issue (hence the
birth of the science of physical chemistry, as James Partington categorizes things). [5] Not finding an essay that
addressed both aspects, the prize was awarded (divided between) to physician Jean Philippe de Limbourg (a former
doctor of medicne from Liege and former student of Herman Boerhaave, Musschenbroek, and Rouelle), and Swiss
mathematical physicist Georges Le Sage. Le Sage supplied a mathematical exposition of affinity in line with the
concept of gravity; Limbourg produced the following extended 33-column affinity table: [5]
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Marherr’s affinity table
In 1762, a Mr. Marherr produced a 120-column (3-row) affinity table. [5]

Rouelle’s affinity table | 1763
In 1763, French chemist Guillaume-Francois Rouelle (1703-1770), former teacher of Denis Diderot during the years
1754-1757, produced the following affinity table as found predominately in Diderot’s Encyclopedia:

Spielmann’s affinity table | 1763
In 1763, Jacob Reinbold Spielmann (1722-1783), who had learned chemistry at Berlin’s Medical Surgical College from
Pott and Margraf and spent some time in Paris with Jean Grosse and C.J. Geoffroy in the early 1740s, proposed a 28column table. [5]

Demachy’s affinity table
In 1769, a Mr. Demachy produced a 20-column affinity table. [5]
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De Fourcy’s affinity table
In 1773, a Mr. De Fourcy produced a 36-column affinity table. [5]

Bergman's affinity table | 1775
See main: Bergman's affinity table; See also: Bergman's reaction diagrams

The peak of the science of affinity chemistry culminated in the publication of the popular 1775 textbook A
Dissertation on Elective Attractions by Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman (and expanded 1785 edition). The center
piece of Bergman’s book, was a 59-column (50-row chemical affinity table, the largest ever assembled, showing
thousands of possible chemical reactions, in both the "wet way" (aqueous) and "dry way" in schematic form between
various chemical species, a portion of which (upper right and corner) is shown below:
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The full table was attached as a "map size" fold out to the appendix of his 1775 textbook. Bergman's table listed 25
acids, 15 earths, and 16 metallic calces; in comparison in the four acids, two alkalis, and nine metals in Geoffroy's
original table. With this table, and accompanying reaction diagram schematic sheet (Cullen style), Bergman showed
how chemical reactions, such as, for example, the famous ‘double elective affinity’ (double displacement reaction),
where two chemical units, AB and CD, exchange or displace partners to form two new evolved species AC and BD. [2]

AB + CD → AC + BD
could be quantified, diagrammed, and studied.

Diderot's affinity table | 1778
The following is French encyclopedist Denis Diderot's 1778 affinity table: [14]
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Walker | 1802
In 1802, English science lecturer Adam Walker, in his lecture four "On Chemistry", produced the following affinity
table:

This logic was taught to a young Percy Shelley, then aged 11, who would later use this model to develop his own
unique atheism-based “elective-affinity scheme” of human relationships, as his second wife Mary Shelley would later
refer to it.

Goethe's affinity table | 1809

See main: Goethe's affinity table; See also: Goethe's human chemistry

In the years 1799 to 1809, German polymath Johann Goethe used Torbern Bergman's 1785 physical chemistry
textbook (and affinity table and reaction diagrams) to make a "human elective affinity table" (of human elective
affinities), at least conceptually in his mind, if not most likely on paper. Verifiable evidence that Goethe did actually
make an "affinity table" with people listed as reactants and products will never be known, being that, contrary to his
usual practice (being the most prolific author behind Shakespeare), he destroyed all of his notes to his human elective
affinity theory, leaving only the finished product, his famous 1809 novella Elective Affinities, wherein each chapter is
said to be based on a different type of affinity reaction and each person is viewed as an interchangeable type of
chemical species (see: Otto). The following re-construction outline is what Goethe did, in short:

The following is a re-construction, first printed in American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2007 Human
Chemistry (pg. 398), of what Goethe's affinity table would have most likely looked like:
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2

3

4

Edu

Cha

Ott

Cap

5

Luc

6

7

8

Cou

Bar

Mit

9

Edu

Edu

Edu

Bar

Cou

Oto

Cap

Cap

Cha

Cha

Cha

Edu

Edu

Ott

Cha

Ott

Oto

Cap

Cha

Cha

Bar

Oto

Ass

Mit
Oto

Arc
Bar

Cap

Cou
Luc

Gar

Bar
Eld

Ott
Hom

Free energy tables
See main: Free energy table

Luc

Cou

Arc

Nan

Edu

Cou

11

Ass

Ott

Ott

10

Ott

Ott
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In the decades 1775-1840s, it was increasingly becoming apparent that the "affinity table" approach to the
quantification of chemical reactions had its limitation. One, Bergmann's multi-page map size affinity table was
approaching the limit in functionability. Two, and most importantly, it was becoming apparent that that reactions
seemed to depend on temperature, meaning that one would have to construct a different affinity table for each
temperature, and hence make hundreds of affinity tables. Third, and most importantly, was the puzzling nature of
heat, which between 1780s to 1830s, had its roots in the now defunct so-called "caloric theory of heat" which held
that heat was a type of fluid-like indestructible particle (caloric).
In the late 1850s and into the 1870s, the so-called "thermal theory of affinity" was proposed, which held that
heat release was the measure of affinity and hence the true measure of the driving force of chemical reactions. This
theory, however, soon showed limitations: for instance, it could not explain endothermic reactions.
In 1882, German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in his seminal paper "On the Thermodynamics of Chemical
Processes", showed that the true measure of affinity is not "heat" but rather "free energy", which depended on
reaction conditions, as shown below:
Thermal theory of Thermodynamic theory of
affinity
affinity
(1854-1864)
(1882-1936)

Driving force / Measure of affinity
(isochoric-isobaric reactions)

Q

U – TS

Driving force / Measure of affinity
(isothermal-isobaric reactions)

Q

U + PV – TS

Helmholtz's proof that overthrew the thermal theory of affinity of thermochemistry, updating things with the newlyforming science of chemical thermodynamics. In the decades to follow affinity tables were soon replaced by free
energy tables. The first outlines of which were made by German physical chemist Fritz Haber in regards to gas phase
reactions. [1] In more detail, according to Gilbert Lewis (1923), "the first systematic study of all the thermodynamic
data necessary for the calculation of the free energy of chemical substances in a group of important reactions was
done by Haber", as presented in his 1905 work Thermodynamics of Technical Gas Reactions. [8] Haber, however, did
not make actual free energy tables, but rather made tables of equilibrium constants, discussing reaction energies,
which is nearly synonymous with free energy, loosely speaking.
The work of Haber gave way to the construction of the first so-called “table of free energies” made in 1914 by
American physical chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall, giving free energies of formation values for oxygen,
hydrogen, and a few oxides of hydrogen. [9] This formed the basis for their expanded-followup 1923 “Table of
Standard Free Energies of Formation at 25 °C”, giving free energies of formation for 28 cations and a few metallic
compounds and 111 non-metallic compounds and anions. [8]

Human free energy tables
The above logic, as outlined by Goldstein, that one can calculate the energies and entropies of the reaction
mechanism steps involved in the formation or synthesis of an animated entity such as a mouse, gives way to the view
that each person can be viewed, likewise, as a "molecule" (human molecule) or chemical species (human chemical
species) with a measurable human molecular formula, as has been recently calculated (Sterner and Elser, 2000;
Thims, 2002, New Scientist, 2005). The basic idea that each person was formed during a great process, involving a
large number of mechanistic steps, was first outlined in 1789 by French philosopher Jean Sales, with his statement:
“We conclude that there exists a principle of the human body which comes from the ‘great process’ in which so many
millions of atoms of the earth become many millions of human molecules.”
This premise constitutes what is called the "human molecular hypothesis" (akin to the atomic hypothesis). The basics
of the idea of the "human free energy tables" was first outlined in American chemical engineer Libb Thims' 2007
Human Chemistry textbook, as a subject to be worked out in the future; the first stepping stone of which is to study
the approaches (and pitfalls) of the 500+ thinkers on the HT pioneers timeline-table, so to get basic framework as to
how people historically have attempted to calculate the energies, entropies, internal energies, enthalpies,
temperatures, pressures, volumes, and free energies of humans.

Free energy selection method
See main: Thims thought experiment

In circa 1995, after taking courses in chemical thermodynamics and physical chemistry, and learning how reactions
between different chemical species are predicted energetically, Thims began to muse about how this would be done
chemical thermodynamically in regards to humans, even nearing the point of asking the question openly by raising
his hand in his chemical engineering thermodynamics class. The following is the reformulated free energy based
selection method table Thims hand in mind at this point (which, to note, is equivalent to Goethe's affinity table,
affinity and free energy connected via the Goethe-Helmholtz equation):
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Reaction
#

A

+

_____________________

1

B

→

+

→

+

→

+
Thims

→

Thims

→

→

+

→

+

→

+

→

+

→

+50

Chloe | 4.3

Thims

+
Thims

-75

Ava | 6.4

Thims

11

+125

Sophia | 6.7

Thims

10

-50

Mary | 5.9

Thims

9

-30

Ashley | 5.8

Thims

8

-20

Tina | 7.2

+

7

+10

Fay | 5.6

+

6

0

Jessica | 6.1

Thims

5

+25

Sarah | 6.2

Thims

4

-80

Lisa | 5.0

Thims

3

ΔG
(MJ/hmol)
___

_____________________

+

2

→ C

→
Samantha | 5.3

-125
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12

+

+

→

→

+

+

→

+
Thims

17

→

→

+
Thims

→

+10

Ella | 7.7

+
Thims

-25

Claire | 6.6

Thims

19

+10

Lauren | 6.2

+

18

-40

Brooke | 6.0

Thims

16

-200

Julia | 6.0

Thims

15

+10

Addison | 4.6

Thims

14

+200

Allison | 5.2

Thims

13

→

→

-15

Aubrey | 5.3

The units listed above, to note, are retrospect units, in the sense that in circa 1995 Thims only had +/conception of free energy change in his mind, i.e. that a negative free energy change is needed for a
spontaneous, favorable, of feasible reaction, and that the more negative the value in magnitude the
greater the spontaneity or favorableness of the reaction, as defined by the spontaneity criterion:
Condition

Description

Reaction is spontaneous in the forward direction.
Reaction is nonspontaneous (reaction is favored in the
opposite direction).
System is at equilibrium (there is no net change).
Hence, if the above values of Gibbs free energy change, per each human chemical reaction, were accurate,
as based on measurement, then reaction #14 would be the most thermodynamically favored (Thims
marrying Julia and making a family); reactions: #11 (-125 MJ/hmol), #1 (-80 MJ/hmol), #9 (-75 MJ/hmol),
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#7 (-50 MJ/hmol), #6 (-30 MJ/hmol), #15 (-40 MJ/hmol), #17 (-25 MJ/hmol), #5 (-20 MJ/hmol), and #19 (15 MJ/hmol) would each also be favored energetically, albeit each to a lesser degree, respectively;
reaction #3 (0 MJ/hmol) would be at equilibrium or characterized by no free energy change and hence one
that was equally favored in the forward and backwards direction; and reactions: #4 (+10 MJ/hmol), #13
(+10 MJ/hmol), #16 (+10 MJ/hmol), #18 (+10 MJ/hmol), #2 (+25 MJ/hmol), #10 (+50 MJ/hmol), #8 (+125
MJ/hmol), and #12 (+200 MJ/hmol) would each be non-favored reactions, with increasing amounts,
respectively, i.e. reactions that are thermodynamically impossible, unless energy were added to the
reaction to make each go.
The "hmol" in the above table, to note, is assumed to be three human molecules and wherein a
normal reproduction reaction is approximated as involving an average of 1,500 cal per day at 365 days per
18 years times 3 people involved in the reproduction and one child rearing process, which amounts to
about 125 megajoules of energy.

See also
● Affinity of reaction
● Human free energy table
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Affinity-free energy equation
In equations, the affinity-free energy equation refers to any relation that equates the chemical affinities or a reaction
or process with the change in the free energy, Gibbs or Helmholtz, of the reaction or process, which depends on the
reaction conditions, namely isothermal-isobaric or isothermal-isochoric, respectively.

History
The first to formally state the affinity-free energy relationship in equation form was German physicist Hermann
Helmholtz, who in his famous 1882 “On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes”, combined the earlier chemical
thermodynamics work of American engineer Willard Gibbs with his own electrochemical thermodynamics work and,
with the following statement, effectively overthrew the thermal theory of affinity:
“Given the unlimited validity of Clausius' law, it would then be the value of the free energy, not that of the total
energy resulting from heat production, which determines in which sense the chemical affinity can be active.”
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and gave the following equation formulation for affinity in relation to the direction of reaction changes
spontaneously occurring:

where, in modern terms, F is the Helmholtz free energy, and t is time, which states that the affinities will only be
active when the system of the chemical process shows a decrease in free energy with time. In 1936, Belgian physicist
Theophile de Donder, in his Thermodynamic Theory of Affinity, head of the so-called "Brussels school of
thermodynamics", using a parallel albeit slightly different approach, presented a formulation where the symbol "A"
for affinity as the negative partial of the partial of the Gibbs free energy per unit partial of extent of reaction for a
change in a isothermal isobaric system: [2]

and would go on to discuss this, using coupling theory, in terms of how reactants and chemicals can be made to go,
move, or react in a direction contrary to their own affinity, or in an anthropomorphic sense, as Goethe would have
seen things, in a direction contrary to their own will. De Donder's approach, according to Indian-born American
physical chemist Dilip Kondepudi, of his school, is said to be based on American engineer Willard Gibbs' 1876 concept
of chemical potential. [5]
In 2012, the term “Goethe-Helmholtz equation” began to be used, as an Hmolpedia coinage, in reference to the
following isothermal-isobaric version of the equation relating affinity to Gibbs free energy change:
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In films, Afinidades is a 2010 Spanish-language modern-remake of
Goethe’s Elective Affinities, which takes place at Hotel Guama (Ѻ), in
Zapata Swamp (Cienaga de Zapata) (Ѻ), Cuba, an isolated lagoon resort,
assessable by boat, wherein []

Synopsis
The short synopsis of the film is that Cuba is economically down-trodden
and losing its sense of values. In this state, a chemical company, run by
Nestor (Jorge Perugorria), the "boss", is about to be sold to a foreign
interest, during which 40 percent of the company staff will be sacked.
Bruno (Vladimir Cruz), an overqualified theoretical physicist, working as a
chemistry lab technician, at Bruno's company, doesn't want to lose his job
during the company buyout; Nestor being the one person who has
connections to the "big cheese" outside of Cuba. Nestor alludes to the deal
that if Bruno consents to a swingers-like couple swap at the resort, his job
will be secure. Nestor's wife Christina, a lawyer, is open to the idea, i.e she
"likes everything" as she says. Bruno's wife Magda, a young art school
graduate, however, is ambivalent to the whole thing, but eventually gives
in. Things "heat" up as various sexual reactions ensue, at the end of which
things, things get "cold" and Bruno looses his wife Magda, who says she
dies of "disgust".

Overview
The script, written by Puerto Rican writer and director Vladimir Cruz arose
during a 10-day screenwriter’s conference in Switzerland; and the
screenplay was selected for the 2009 edition of Plume & Pellicule. (Ѻ) The
movie was filmed in late 2009 in Cuba; some behind the scenes photos of
which are available on VladimirCruz.net. (Ѻ) The film is based on the novel
Chamber Music (Musical de Camara) by Reinaldo Montero, and "inspired"
by Goethe’s Elective Affinities, or The Selective Affinities ("Las afinidades
selectivas", as they call it in Cuba), elements of which are seen in the film,
such as:

The 2010 film Afinidades, by Cuban writer,
director Vladimir Cruz (top photo), is a
modern-day remake of Goethe's Elective
Affinities (1809), wherein the characters are
conceptualized as quark-comprised
chemicals that react together, discussing
things such as freedom, morality, and
meaning of existence.

(a) physico-chemical framework to human relationships and passions;
(b) the island lagoon resort, accessible only by boat, modeled on the estate;
(c) the broken glass, and talk of how the Russians break their glasses after toasting;
(d) the metaphor of the structure of the huts having a solid foundation as metaphor for human relations (or
something);
(e) the graveyard;
(f) the church and foot path;
(g) the sexual flexibility of all of the characters for each other (the two men for each other aside)
(h) citation to the forbiddenness of the sixth commandment, to "covet your neighbor's wife" (see: ten
commandments)
(i) the slowing down of time;
(j) Magda dying from "disgust" at the end, similar to how Ottilie "died" from self-deprivation owing to the
unattainability of love;
Cruz is Bruno, a theoretical physicist employee of the chemical company Nestor (Perugorría) who fears for the
continuity of his job, married to Magda, a young and romantic woman, without much life experience, who plays the
newcomer Gabriela Griffith. (Ѻ)

Nuffer | Review
In 2011, Corey Nuffer gave the following review synopsis of the film: [1]
“All films arise from scripts but not all scripts come from novels. After reading Chamber Music (Música de Cámara) by
Cuban author Reinaldo Montero, Cuban actor Vladimir Cruz wrote the script for the feature film, Affinities
(Afinidades). Along with fellow actor Jorge Perugorría, Cruz co-directed and starred in the film. Their efforts
culminated in a film seething with the interstitial complexity that’s easily encountered in a novel but less so on
screen. Consequently, Affinities tells one story but emotes something as complicated as the human condition. It’s a
strange sensation to be intuiting such complexity from a film. Perhaps that’s why it will keep you thinking long after
the closing credits roll. Immediately, the film conveys the sort of tension leading you to believe this story will end in
someone dying. Affinities is not a thriller, however, it is drama.
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The writing allows for even less breathing space as characters interact with each other with grandiose ideas and
brutally short replies. Sometimes these exchanges seem truncated, as if Cruz purposefully withheld anything that
would feel like resolution. The absence, then, makes for silence, something that is given fierce presence in the role of
Magda (exquisitely portrayed by actress Gabriela Griffith). It is in these exchanges that your mind wanders in a gentle
panic. Much like music, it is these spaces of silence or what goes unsaid that are more important than the music
itself. And so you continue watching with baited breath and hope for some release. Cruz even gives to one of the
characters, the wonderful Spanish actress Cuca Escribano, the habit of speaking in questions. Indeed, while much of
what she has to say provides us with the levity so scarce in this film, she is literally discussed in the movie as speaking
in questions. The effect is both cute and frustrating, for many of her questions go unanswered.
With all that is happening under the surface, the plot of the film is somewhat simple: Two couples spend a
weekend together on a getaway. Arriving on a Friday and leaving on a Sunday, they dine together, go boating
together, sun themselves at the pool together, watch a show together and in more ways that you can anticipate and
imagine, have sex. And there it is: There is a lot of sex in this movie. Affinities can certainly be considered a part of
this genre of picture, but it is also much more. In a press conference for Affinity, Cruz explains that while this is a
movie much ado about infidelity, it is also just as much about the individual. He states: “We are only trying to
meditate about the human being and their complexities, facing emptiness and the lack of rational explanation for
many of the problems of the contemporary world, sometimes appearing that the only way out is to take refuge in
instincts.” He goes on to say that the instinctual impulse ends up being sex.
No wonder why the movie carries with it such an overwhelming feeling; this is a lot to convey in 90-minutes of
film, no matter how well made. Adding to everything is the political dimension: Cuba is still under US embargo.
Whether intended or not, the feeling of claustrophobia in Affinities seems to carry with it room to at least ponder just
how deep the complexity goes. And if things weren’t complicated enough, Goethe is brought up. For those interested
in seeing how deep the rabbit hole goes, there is a nod to Goethe’s Elective Affinities. While it will provide more place
for traction, it will certainly be without solace for the questions brought up in Affinity, with or without Goethe, bear
the mark of great art: They keep the conversation going.”
As per "Goethe is brought up", the name "Goethe" does not seem to have been mentioned directly in the film.

Universal | Review
The following is a 2011 ElUniversal.com (Ѻ) review:
Spanish

English

Madrid.- Los actores cubanos Jorge Perugorría y Vladimir
Cruz se estrenan en la dirección de largometrajes con
"Afinidades", una película sobre la crisis de valores, la
infelicidad y las lealtades que se presenta como una
metáfora de lo que pasa hoy en Cuba, aunque, eso sí,
con un formato muy caliente.

MADRID Cuban actors Vladimir Cruz and Jorge
Perugorría are released in the direction of feature films
with "Affinities", a film about the crisis of values and
loyalties unhappiness that comes as a metaphor for what
is happening today in Cuba, but, yes, with a very hot
format.

Porque la película, con guión de Cruz sobre la novela
"Música de cámara", de Reinaldo Montero, a su vez
inspirada en "Las afinidades selectivas", de Goethe, va
desvelando profundas lagunas interiores a través de los
distintos encuentros sexuales de los personajes, dos
parejas dispuestas a todo, si bien, por distintos motivos.

Because the film from a screenplay by Cruz on the novel
"Chamber Music" by Reinaldo Montero, in turn inspired
by "Selective affinities" of Goethe, deep lagoons unfolds
through various sexual encounters characters two
couples willing to all, although for different reasons.

"El punto de partida fue colocar personas infelices en un
lugar paradisíaco, como una metáfora de Cuba donde la
naturaleza es fantástica, el paisaje maravilloso y sin
embargo la gente tiene problemas de todo tipo", explicó
Cruz a un grupo reducido de periodistas, entre ellos, EFE.

"The starting point was to place people unhappy in
paradise, as a metaphor for Cuba where nature is
fantastic, wonderful scenery and yet people have all
sorts of problems," said Cruz to a small group of
journalists, among them, EFE.

"Afinidades", rodada en el idílico y poco conocido paraje
de la Laguna del Tesoro de Guamá, en Matanzas, ha
contado con un equipo integrado por "toda la gente con
la que aprendimos a hacer cine en Cuba", ha detallado
Cruz: desde el director de arte, Derubín Jacome, que fue
profesor suyo, al veterano productor Camilo Vives.

"Affinities", shot in the idyllic setting of the little-known
Treasury Laguna Guamá, in Matanzas, has had a team of
"all the people I learned to make films in Cuba" team has
detailed Cruz: from art director, Derubín Jacome, who
was his teacher, veteran producer Camilo Vives.

En la cinta, Cruz es Bruno, un físico teórico empleado de
Néstor (Perugorría) que teme por la continuidad de su
puesto de trabajo, casado con Magda, una mujer joven y
romántica, sin mucha experiencia de la vida, que

In the film, Cruz is Bruno, a theoretical physicist
employee Nestor (Perugorría) who fears for the
continuity of his job, married to Magda, a young and
romantic woman, without much life experience, who
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interpreta la debutante Gabriela Griffith.

plays the newcomer Gabriela Griffith.

Néstor, un alto cargo de una empresa con capital
extranjero, está casado con una abogada española,
Cristina, personaje que encarna Cuca Escribano ("El
camino de los ingleses", "Los aires difíciles"), a la que "no
le da miedo nada y le gusta todo", según ella misma
explica en la película.

Nestor, a senior official of a company with foreign
capital, is married to a Spanish lawyer, Cristina, a
character who embodies Cuca Escribano ("The Summer
Rain", "Rough Winds"), which "is not afraid nothing and
likes everything, "as she explains in the film.

"Cristina es positiva las 24 horas del día: da, da y da explicó Cruz-, pero cuando deja de dar no recibe. Es
infeliz, y en eso coincide con Bruno, a quien tampoco le
funciona la fórmula de la vida".

"Cristina is positive 24 hours a day, da, da and da Cruz
explained, but when you stop to not receive is unhappy,
and that coincides with Bruno, who also did not work the
formula of life.".

"El caso de Néstor es distinto; es un manipulador real
que utiliza su poder para jugar con los que tiene debajo",
de hecho, añadió Cruz, simboliza la quiebra profunda de
los valores de la revolución, algo que "es la primera vez
que se dice en el cine cubano abiertamente".

"Nestor's case is different; it is a real manipulator who
uses his power to play with beneath it" in fact, Cruz
added, symbolizes the fundamental breakdown of the
values of the revolution, which "is the first time it is said
openly in Cuban cinema. "

Y Magda "es la peor, porque encarna la falta de
escrúpulos de las nuevas generaciones; ella aprende de
Cristina y al final es la que va más allá en los límites".

And Magda "is the worst, because it embodies the
ruthlessness of the new generations, she learns of
Cristina and the end is beyond the limits."

"A nosotros, más que dar respuestas, lo que nos
interesaba era tocar ciertos temas que están muy
presentes en la sociedad cubana: para qué sirve la
libertad; hacia dónde vamos, o qué importancia tiene el
individuo con todas sus miserias", reflexiona el director.

"To us, rather than giving answers, what we wanted was
to play certain issues that are very present in Cuban
society: what good is freedom; where we are going, or
how important is the individual with all its misery,"
reflects the principal.

Y en el mismo sentido, añade: "si podemos seguir
diciendo que todos somos iguales, todos nobles y
buenos, o lo que es lo mismo, mantener la teoría del
socialismo, de esa igualdad inexistente. O vamos a la
profundidad oscura de nosotros mismos y la aceptamos,
o no podremos ir a ningún sitio", concluyó Cruz.

And in the same sense, he adds: "If we can continue to
say that all are equal, all noble and good, or what is the
same, keep the theory of socialism, that nonexistent
equality Or will the dark depths of ourselves. and accept
it, or we can not go anywhere, "he said Cruz.

El actor, que disculpa la ausencia de su compañero
Perugorría, de rodaje en Cuba, reconoció que la
experiencia de codirigir y coprotagonizar una película ha
sido "agotadora", pero muy satisfactoria, y que para ello
ha sido clave "la gran amistad, respeto y admiración"
que se tienen.

The actor, who excuse the absence of his partner
Perugorría, filming in Cuba, acknowledged that the
experience of co-directing and co-star in a film has been
"exhausting", but very successful, and that this has been
key, "the great friendship, respect and admiration "you
have.

Los actores, que coincidieron ya hace más de una década
en "Fresa y chocolate", el primer largometraje de ficción
de Tomás Gutiérrez Alea y Juan Carlos Tabío, están
convencidos como directores de que "el futuro de Cuba,
y el de muchos otros lugares, pasa por el individuo, por
la esperanza y la felicidad en medio de esa
incertidumbre por el futuro", afirma Cruz.

The actors, who agreed more than a decade in
"Strawberry and Chocolate" ago, the first feature film by
Tomas Gutierrez Alea and Juan Carlos Tabio, as directors
are convinced that "the future of Cuba, and many other
places , through the individual, hope and happiness amid
the uncertainty about the future, "says Cruz.

(add discussion)
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Quarks | Humans
See main: Social fermions

The following is the quark pairs are like human
pairs scene:
“Quarks are smallest particles in the universe
and they only come in pairs.”
— Bruno (2010), four people at pool scene (32:27)

“Like us?”
— Christina (2010), comment to Bruno

“Pairs can’t be separated, because the farther
apart they are, the stronger the attraction is,
and the closer they get the more they ignore
each other.”
— Bruno (2010), continuation

“Just like I said. Just like us.”
— Christina (2010), general comment

The famous "quark scene" from Afinidades, wherein Bruno, third inward
(above), explains how quark pairs [mesons], and the character of the
forces (gluons) that hold them together, are similar to human pairs
[dihumanides], and that this helps us to understand the nature of things,
such as sexual interactions; the scene is a modern-day attempt at the
famous four-character dialogue of chapter four of Goethe's Elective
Affinities, wherein the Captain explain how the operation of the affinities
(chemical forces) hold and separate people (as chemicals) in various
unions and bond changes.

“Yes, honey, just like you and me.”
— Nestor (2010), interjection comment to Christina

“Then it is through these particles behavior ….”
— Bruno (2010), discussion continued (32:43)

“Well, I’ve already heard it one hundred times.”
— Magda (2010), interjection

“They calculate that it would require the energy equivalent to the third second after the big bang to separate them.”
— Bruno (2010), discussion continued (32:57)

“Would it really? How impressive!.”
— Christina (2010), interjection comment

“Is there a point to all this?”
— Magda (2010), interjection

“It helps us to understand the nature of things.”
— Bruno (2010), discussion continued

“What things?”
— Magda (2010), interjection; before leaving to dive into pool (33:06)

Scene is followed, without dialogue, by Bruno and Christian, later, "having sex" (answer to Magda's question), in the
grass, off to the side of he pool.

Freedom | Security
The following is the freedom vs security scene:
“Do you know what I really want from life?”
— Bruno (2010), four people at restaurant show scene

“What I want is freedom.”
— Bruno (2010), answer

“Freedom …. Freedom doesn’t exist, and besides … is
overrated.”
— Nestor (2010), response to Bruno

“Who is truly free?”
— Nestor (2010), continuation

The freedom vs security scene (48:28) discussion, at the
restaurant while watching the show.
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“I can’t believe it’s you who tells me that.”
— Bruno (2010), comment

“Listen Bruno, in today’s world, what people really long for is security. We all want it, including you. What you want is
a contract. One that ties you down, but give you money. That’s as close as one can get to the illusion of freedom.”
— Nestor (2010), continuation

“And I want to be happy. Does happiness not exist either?”
— Magda (2010), interjection

“And I want a cubalibre! I hope that, at least, exists.”
— Nestor (2010), conversation detaching comment (49:05)

“Freedom is the ability to use your free will to get something, in this case four cubalibres!”
— Nestor (2010), returning from the bar with drinks comment (51:04)

The following is the correlative quote from the original version:
“None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free.”
("Niemand ist mehr Sklave, als der sich für frei hält, ohne es zu sein.")
— Goethe (1809) Elective Affinities (P2:C5) [3]

The seeming paradox between freedom and security, also, to note, is the main subject of Frederick Rossini's 1971
"Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World", wherein he asserts that the compromise between entropy and
enthalpy in social system reactions explains
the paradox.

Foundations
The following is the “foundations” are
important scene dialogue:
“I like our cottage. It’s strong, although it’s
built on mud. It must have good foundations.
Foundations are important. Even if you can’t
see them.”
— Nestor (2010), general comment, with the other
three, while rowing the boat (25:56) past their
bungalow on stilts

“I like it too, just because it’s asymmetrical. I
hate symmetry, it’s awfully boring.”
— Bruno (2010), reply to Nestor’s comment

A comparison of the "sound foundations" scene from Goethe's Elective
Affinities (P1:C9) as compared to the "good foundations" scene from Cruz's
Afinidades (chapter four: 25:56-min), which is either a metaphor for the
foundations of marriage or the foundations for one's theory of existence.

The following, from Goethe’s version (P1:C9),
is the famous “foundations” quote:
“Three things are to be looked to in a building: that it stand on the right spot; that it be securely founded; that it be
successfully executed.”
— Mason (1809), foundation stone laying address spoke in verse; James Froude (1854) translation

“Three things have to be taken into account when erecting a building: that it stand on the right spot, that the
foundations are sound, that it is well constructed.”
— Mason (1809), foundation stone laying address spoke in verse; R.J. Hollingdale (1971) translation

"Three things are necessary for a building: that it be rightly situated, that it have a good foundation, and that it be
properly constructed.”
— Mason (1809), foundation stone laying address spoke in verse; Judith Ryan (1988) translation

The key search “good foundations” + “Elective Affinities”, to note, turns up the following 1871 religion-siding
statement by John Phelps Fruit, an Edgar Poe poetry (Ѻ) scholar of sorts: [3]
“The destiny of marriage may be profitably discussed in the light of this introduction. Manhood and womanhood is
the most significant instance of the inevitable dualism that bisects nature. If the man and the woman were destined
for each other, why not the individual man for the individual woman? Suppose we have given a certain individual
man: there is only one individual woman who could be most congenial to him, whose life joined to his would make
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the most harmonious life. The theory of elective affinity has a good foundation, but cannot be carried out in practice
to the extent that Goethe advocates in his story of Elective Affinities. For if a man fail to find his "affinity," he must
endure his choice, though he see afterwards his destined beloved another man's. Free-will entails this. Society, of
which he is a member, which is wiser than himself, and stands somehow for the will of god, demands that he abide
the consequences of his own injudicious choosing. There are many marriages in which god's destiny is consummated,
but there are too many which man has fixed.”
(add discussion)

Church | Footpath
The following is the dialogue that follows the "good foundations" dialogue:
“Have you lost something dear?”
— Christina (2010), query to Bruno, while on the boat, who is look around

“Ever since yesterday I’ve been looking for a village … a church … and a footpath.”
— Bruno (2010), reply to Christian (26:12)

The seeming-equivalent statement of Goethe’s version might be the following:
“The birthday was come, and everything was ready. The wall was all complete which protected the raised village road
against the water, and so was the walk; passing the church, for short time it followed the path which had been laid
out by Charlotte, and then winding upwards among the rocks, inclined first under the summer-house to the right, and
then, after a wide sweep, passed back above it to the right again, and so by degrees out on to the summit.”
— Narrator (1809), opening paragraph to P1:C9 of Elective Affinities, prior to the foundation stone speech

(add disucssion)

Socialism | Goetheanism
A significant portion of the film focuses on loss of values in the
1990 to 2000s Cuban socialism, following the 1959 revolution,
which tipped into the period following the 1991 Soviet collapse,
which led into the “special period” of Cuba, wherein Soviet
subsidies ceased. The Cuba Constitution of 1976, which defined
Cuba as a socialist republic, was replaced by the Constitution of
1992 which is guided by ideas of Jose Marti and the political and
social ideas of Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, and Vladimir Lenin, i.e.
Marxism-Leninism. (Ѻ) Some film dialogue on this is as follows:
“Thankfully, we still have socialist as ethics ….”
— Nestor (2010), Nestor, Magda, and Bruno laying at pool

“Ethics or erotica? Because some of us still get f*cked the hard
way.”
— Bruno (2010), reply to Nestor

A depiction of the turn away from "socialism" of the
Marx-Engels (Marxism) + Lenin (Leninism) variety,
which has dominated the Cubin society in the last
half-century, and an instinctive turn towards the
physico-chemical naturalism espoused by Goethe,
i.e. Goetheanism, in his human chemical theory, a
realism-based, philosophically-grounded. modern
Epicureanism, in some sense.

It may be likely that Vladimir Cruz, the author of Afinidades, was named by his parents after "Vladimir" Lenin the
main curator of socialism; similar to how many of Christian-faith nationality are named either Christopher or Mary; or
how many of Islamic-faith nationality are named Muhammad; and that he is revolting against his culturally-passed
beliefs.
The film also, at one point, discusses the incorrectness of the everybody’s equal theory, i.e. "equal workers in a
workers state" Marx-Lenin ideology. The generally alluded to, but not stated explicitly, moral of the story is that
Goetheanism is light out of the darkness of socialism, but one wherein the rules of engagement have not yet fully
been worked out.

Characters
The following shows each character: Bruno/Captain (Vladimir Cruz), Magda/Ottilie (Gabriela Griffith),
Christian/Charlotte (Cuca Escribano), and Nestor/Edward (Jorge Perugorria), each labeled (A,B,C,D), as a different
chemical species, according to the Goethe lettering scheme (itself based on the Bergman lettering scheme):
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(add discussion)

Location | Hotel Guama
The film takes place at Hotel Guama, Cuba, as shown below, which is comprised of 44 independent cabins or
bungalows made of wood and ceiling of guano, is accessible solely by sea, via a passage of 20 minutes on the boat of
old Captain Jesus. (Ѻ) This interesting factoid enacts, as would seem to be the case, the membrane transport
mechanism of the semi-permeable “boundary” of the system. The other "guests" (chemical species) in the film are
Russian, a language spoken by one of the characters, hence enacting a barrier to reaction with the four main
characters (reactants); the guests, in a sense, becoming inert noble gas like molecules roaming about the system, but
incapable of the more powerful sexual interactions potentials.

This isolation aspect enacts the roll of the isolated boundaried "estate" of Goethe's Elective Affinities; very-impressive
choice.
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Quotes | About
The following are related quotes:
“The film [Afinidades] takes place inland on fresh water and
its time is quite different from what we are used to in our
contemporary cinematography. We are only trying to
meditate about the human being and their complexities,
facing emptiness and the lack of rational explanation for
many of the problems of the contemporary world,
sometimes appearing that the only way out is to take refuge
in instincts. Those instincts lead to sex. At least this is the
way out that the protagonists of this story find: sex as a way
of electric discharge so as to keep themselves alive, the
manipulation of others as a way to cast out impotence and
reaffirm personalities lacerated by loneliness. But the result
is ephemeral and the attempt has unforeseeable
consequences.”
— Vladimir Cruz (2010), “Interview” (Ѻ), Jun 18

“Afinidades explores sex as a means of manipulation and
escape from an existential void.”
— Victoria Alcala (2012), “20 of the best Cuban films, 2006-2011”
(Ѻ), Jan

Quotes | Film
The following are other noted quotes from the film:

Top: the pool scene where the characters discuss the forces
operating between quarks, and how the strength increases
when they are pulled apart, similar to humans in
relationships. Bottom: the view of graveyard (37:19),
symbolic of death, seen by female A (Christian) as she
embraces (hugs) male C (Bruno) C, who in turn looks out at
female D (Magda) embracing male B (Nestor) on a boat off
in the distance.

“There are more molecules in [a drop of] water than there are stars in the universe.”
— Bruno (2010), opening credits

“Nothing is forbidden here, not even to covet your neighbor’s wife.”
— Nestor (2010), scene where guy is talking to other guy, after rain storm, shoveling water out of escape boat; as discussed by
Goethe on 29 Jan 1830 (see: Goethe timeline)

“There’s a graveyard behind the cottage, isn’t that strange?”
— Christina (2010), woman speaking, while about to lie in the green grass, like an angel; graveyard and tombstone rearrangement
take place in Elective Affinities (chapters: add)

“Only in unhappiness, do the questions get asked.”
— Magda (2010), scene with Nestor in boat (35:22); response to his midlife crisis dialogue

“The energy of collision has been absorbed.”
— Bruno (2010), in response to query “did you hear me”, while the four are talking (Ѻ) on boat; reminiscent of the way William
Thomson talked to his wife and Alfred Lotka's trigger action

“Nothing belongs to us my friend, and admitting this is the only way to avoid the pain of loss.”
— Nestor (2010), comment to Bruno (40:00), after Bruno says “let me speak to my wife”

“To jump orbits, you need a lot of energy. And you need balls.”
— Nestor (2010), comment to Bruno (see: social orbital theory; human molecular orbital theory), during dinner show (58:30),
while women are in bathroom making out, about his statement that he would leave the company (or country) if he was left out of
the buyout

See also
● Elective affinities scale
● Tom Stoppard | Arcadia
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Threads
● Covet your neighbor’s wife (2015)

External links
● Afinidades (film) – Wikipedia.
● Vladimir Cruz – Wikipedia.

Afterlife
In science, afterlife is a theory which posits
that there exists some state of life (reaction
existence), or state of mental existence,
after death (dereaction) or next life in the
so-called hereafter.

Overview
The following is the modern-day
experimental psychology view of the
afterlife theory: [1]
“Afterlife is a cognitive illusion churned up
by a psychological system designed to think
about unobservable minds. The soul is
distinctly human all right, a product of
reasoned evolutionary thinking.”
The following is the typical American view of
the afterlife: [5]

Left: a typical Ra theology era (3000-1000BC) depiction of the afterlife: (a)
right: the ba or soul leaves the body, (b) left: the body is taken through the
afterlife door, where the person's morality, based on his or her soul weight, a
mass determined by the negative confessions, is weighed against the feather
of truth, in the judgment hall, after which, depending on the scale
measurement, the person either enters heaven or hell. [2] Right: a typical
modern day Ab-ra-ham-ic depiction of the afterlife: (a) left: the spirit or soul
leaves the body, (b) right: the person enters the afterlife through some type
of door, tunnel, or white light. [5] This view of death, or some variation of
this, is common to over 53 percent of the world's belief system.

“Where did we come from? Why are we here? Is there any meaning or purpose to life? Is there life after death? The
question of our origin is very important, and continues to be a topic of great difference of viewpoint and intense
controversy.”
Afterlife, in detail, is a theory that which holds that following the point of inception synthesis or birth, i.e. the
transition state period when a person is brought into the universe into the form of a bound state animate molecular
entity, that during the reaction span of time when a person thinks and therefore is, that he or she is ‘alive’, and that
following the point or demarcation of cessation of existence, according to the doctrine of continuity, that one transits
into a new state of existence, in whatever form that may be, termed the afterlife or ‘next life’, or something to this
effect, wherein one, supposedly, has some form of ‘life’ after the point of death or cessation. Recent 2005 polls
indicate that the following three queries, in ranked descending prominence of respondents, are the three greatest
philosophical conundrums of modern times: [6]

What happens when you die?
What is love?
What is the meaning of life?
Hence, searches for the so-called "afterlife theory" is the biggest weakspot in things lacking explanation in modern
science.
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Belief
Recent polls indicate that 95% of Americans believe in life after death. [1]

Egyptian theology
The two dominate historical versions of the ‘afterlife theory’ are Ab-ra-ham-ic
version (53% of the world’s belief system), which utilizes a resurrection afterlife
model which holds that one is reborn, in the same body, into either a
hypothetical land of pleasantries, if one has been morally good, or into a
hypothetical land of unpleasantries, if one has been morally bad, determined by
ones moral essence (soul weight), and the B-ra-hma-ic version (20% of the
world’s belief system), which utilizes a reincarnation resurrection afterlife
model which holds that one is reborn, in multiple cycles, in different bodies
(human and animal), into upgraded states or degraded states of existence,
based on one's morality or karma (karma weight). These to afterlife theories are
both derivatives of the Ra theology life-death cycle, which in total accounts for
72% of the modern world's belief system.

Materialist-version

A 90,000 year-old version of the
afterlife, a prehistoric tomb: showing
two women, in the twenties or early
thirties, both featuring traumatic
injuries to the skull, surrounded with
antlers (food or hunting prowess),
wearing necklaces (beauty or status),
and surrounded by sea shells (water or
rebirth). [4]

The alternative to the standard "doorway version" of afterlife is what is called the "materialist version of death", as
American experimental psychologist Jesse Bering puts in 2006 chapter section on this topic, which holds that one
becomes becomes fertilizer, worm food, cosmic dust, or something along these lines, a view which she calls the
"ultimate killjoy null hypothesis". [1]

Ancient history
Theories of human afterlife, according to burial findings, indicate that variations of belief in life after life, or life after
death, or that some form of state of existence follows the termination of a person, dates back to 50,000 to 100,000
years ago, with people burying things with the dead such as red ochre, stone tools, necklaces, sea shells, and animal
bones, such as deer antlers or wild boar mandibles, placed in the hands of the bodies, the latter of which are
reasoned to signify hunting prowess ability or to insure it in the next life. [3]
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In dating systems, AG, short for
“Anno Goethe” (or “After
Goethe”, depending), Latin for
“Year of Goethe”, or year or
A snapshot of the Goethean calendar, which dates
period of reaction synthesis of
years before (BG) or after (AG) the reaction
German polyintellect Johann
synthesis, i.e. birth (28 Aug 1749), of human
Goethe—conceived on 21 Dec
chemistry founder Johann Goethe. The science of
1748, born or emerged from birth chemistry, originating in the works of the Greek
canal at noon on 28 Aug 1749,
atomic theorists, is by definition, an explicit
reaching an age or reaction extent godless belief system, i.e. all that is exists is atoms and voids (Democritus,
of one on 28 Aug 1750, in
410BC or 2160BG), which, when applied to humans socially, is in turn a godGregorian calendar (Christian
free atheist belief system.
calendar) years—as contrasted
with years BG, short for “Before Goethe”, is the notation employed in the Goethean calendar system to
denote current years, i.e. it is a modern era non-mythological based dating system that assigns 1 Jan 1750
to start of the year 0 AG, 1 Jan 1751 to the start of the year 1 AG, 1 Jan 1752 to the start of the year 2 AG,
etc., 1 Jan 1749 to the start of the year 1 BG (technically 7-months and 28.5 days before the birth of
Goethe), 1 Jan 1748 to the start of the year 2 BG, etc.

Halley dating
The Goethean calendar is dated to start on the measureable day of 9-years 3-months and 13-days before
the 27th documented passing of Halley’s comment, predicted by English astronomer Edmund Halley to
occur on 13 Mar 1759. (Ѻ)

Etymology
The BG/AG dating system is based on the following statement of American philosopher and essayist Ralph
Emerson, who reasons that those "after Goethe" (AG) are modern or existing in the modern era, whereas
those "before Goethe" (BG), are ancient or existed in the ancient era:
“All before Goethe [28 Aug 1749] are ancients, and all who have read him are modern.”
— Ralph Emerson (1852), commentary on Margaret Fuller [1]

Goethe, in turn, reasoning, similarly, that the birth of Isaac Newton, rather than the birth the fictional
religio-mythology figure of Jesus Christ (aka Horus-Osiris anointed), is the start of the modern era:
“1642 [the year of Newton’s birth] is the Christmas of the modern age.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1810), Publication

The Newtonian calendar (BN/AN) dating system, tested in Hmolpedia, while tentatively functionable, has
at least two issues, one being that Newton’s year of birth varies according to whether the Julian calendar
system (older calendar) or the Gregorian calendar system (modern calendar) is employed, both versions
active during his reaction existence. Second, Newton, as was the cultural milieu in his day, was not yet
completely free from Christianity, though he was grappling with them, e.g. he would objectionably not
label years as AD, or Anno Domini ("Year of our Lord"), but instead used AC ("Anno Christum"), signifying is
objection to the argument of the existence of the trinity, namely his view that while a person named Jesus
Christ, in his mind, may have existed, may have been the son of God, and may have been "christened"
(anointed with oil), or arisen, such a tentative person was definitely was not the ‘Lord’ or God. [1]
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Goethe, alternatively, via the
intellectually-grown cultural milieu of
his day, had both discarded
Christianity, as a system of morality—
stating that: “Christianity is subject
composed by a number of wise men;
it’s religion is merely a rational,
political institution” (1770), also that
he was “non-Christian and loathed
the cross symbol †” (1782), and a year
before his reaction end that “I have
found no confession of faith to which
I could ally myself without
A 28 Jul 2014 (264 AG) draft sketch, showing BC/AC to BG/AG date
reservation” (1831)—in its place
conversion formulas, of the so-called Goethean calendar, initiated on 21
situating the symbols of physical
Jul 2014 (264 AG), in Hmolpedia, by Libb Thims, amid discussion with
chemistry (see: moral symbols) as the Mirza Beg, et al, based on the verbal 1852 (102 AG) outline by American
future's basis of the new morality or philosopher Ralph Emerson, who referred to people, e.g. Margaret
system of right and wrong (or natural Fuller, whose minds have been raised in the era of Goethe as “modern”,
and unnatural), and seemingly being Goethe, who claims to have been born at the stroke of noon on 28 Aug
1749 (1 BG) (see: Goethe timeline), in turn, likewise, conceiving the
the first, Empedocles aside, to
embrace the fact that he was a type “modern age” to be the years following the birth or reaction synthesis of
Newton or 1642 (108 BG)—technically 25 Dec 1642 (Julian calendar) or 4
of chemical and to address the
Jan 1643 (Gregorian calendar).
ramifications of this insight. The
BG/AG dating system was first tested out on 21 Jul 2014 (21 Jul 264) in the Libb Thims article. This AG
Hmolpedia article was initiated on 28 Jul 2014 (28 Jul 264).
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Agent
In science, agent, from the Latin agere ‘to drive’, lead, act, or do, is the
abstraction of a human as an entity that acts or exerts power, produces or is
capable of producing an effect, or the means or instrument by which a
guiding intelligence achieves a result, modeled according to any number of
theories: homo economicus—an ‘an abstract molecule that responds only
to economic forces’ (Vilfredo Pareto, 1896); economic agent—an entity
whose aim it to maximize utility or ‘expected utility’ via "choice"
conceptualized as rational choice (Paul Samuelson, 1940); an active
Browning agent—a human conceived as a Brownian motion like particle
able to ‘generate a field that self-consistently determines its motion’ (Lutz
Schimansky-Geier, 1995); an “autonomous agent”—a type of auto-catalytic
perpetual motion self-reproducing molecule (Stuart Kauffman, 1999); etc.
[5]

Economic agents

An artistic rendition of the generic

In 1941, American economist Paul Samuelson, second generation student of "rational choice" Adam Smith type of
"economic agent" acting so as to
Willard Gibbs, published his PhD thesis, in which, according to American
maximizing utility, or some variation along
financial engineer Andrew Lo, he modeled each person as an "economic
these lines. [4]
agent", and assumed that each individual acted so as to maximize a quantity
called ‘expected utility’, a model with which he assumed should be able to predict their behavior in much the same
way that physicists predict the behavior of physical objects. In 1992, American philosopher Alan Nelson published his
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“Human Molecules” chapter wherein he posited that "economic agents" should be considered as "human
molecules", an analogy comparison according to which just as thermodynamics can be reduced in approximation to
statistical mechanics, by making certain assumptions about molecular agents (gas molecules), so to ideally should
macroeconomics (general equilibrium theory) be reducible to microeconomics (individual choice), by making certain
assumptions about economic agents (human molecules). [1]

Other
In 1999, in promotion of his upcoming book Investigations (2000), American bio-chemist Stuart Kauffman began to
outline what seems to be his unified theory, that of what he calls the “adjacent possible” (or chemically adjacent
possible), a rather ill-defined term, which he describes as those regions of the biosphere in which “autonomous
agents”—Kauffman’s term for a minimal living thing, which meets the criterion: (a) is auto-catalytic, (b) completes
one thermodynamic work cycle, (c) has a membrane—push their way into novelty, molecular, morphological,
behavioral, and organizational novelty. [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“There seem to be ‘laws’ [of] social systems that have at least something of the character of natural physical laws, in
that they do not yield easily to planned and arbitrary interventions. Over the past several decades, social, economic
and political scientists have begun a dialogue with physical and biological scientists to try to discover whether there is
truly a ‘physics of society’, and if so, what its laws and principles are. In particular, they have begun to regard complex
modes of human activity as collections of many interacting ‘agents’—somewhat analogous to a fluid of interacting
atoms or molecules, but within which there is scope for decision-making, learning and adaptation.”
— Philip Ball (2003), “The Physics of Society” [3]

See also
● Active Brownian agent | Browning motion
● Homo economicus
● Vilfredo Pareto
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In processes, aging is any change, e.g. physical,
psychological, and social, in an organism over time.

Temperature
In 1975, experiments showed that the longevity L
of fruit flies has been shown to vary inversely with
ambient temperature T, which in formulaic terms
would be stated in a form similar to the following
equation: [6]

where k is a proportionality constant, determined
by experiment.

Entropy

In the 1962 book Time, Cells, and Aging, American One of Georgi Gladyshev’s aging diagrams (Ѻ) showing hypothetical
Gibbs energy change per existence stage.
biologist Bernard Strehler devotes a section to how
entropy relates to aging. [4] In 2002, American physicist Jack Hokikian argued that aging and increase in entropy are
synonymous, in that living organisms age with the passage of time because their entropy increases. In terms of aging
and irreversibility, Hokikian states: [3]
“The question of whether biological aging is a reversible process boils down to asking, can we transform ourselves,
‘body and mind’, in totality, to an earlier state?”
In answer to this, citing the 1980 work of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, Hokikian concludes that “as Prigogine points
out, this is impossible.”

Gladyshev's model
In 1976, Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev, began to develop a model of the human body as non-steady
state chromatographic column such that nutritive particles migrate, up or down, along thermodynamic gradients and
hierarchies in the body mediating the rate of aging. [1]
In the 1990s, Gladyshev began to conceive of the human organism as complex non-steady state chromatograph
column, such that upon digestion of food-stuffs, in which some part of sustenance first reacts with hydrochloric acid
and enzymes to break-down in the stomach, the nutritive particle molecules will then each migrate to different parts
of the human molecular structure based on their relative thermodynamic stability and their relative chemical
affinities for different intra-molecular attachment sites within the body. In 2005, through exchanges with American
chemical engineer Libb Thims, Gladyshev began to conceive of his model via the logic of the human molecule – the
body.
Gladyshev identifies "nutritive particle molecules" or nutritive molecules are identified as the molecules or their
fragments which do not undergo change in a digestive path (or in the penetration into skin and membranes) and get
(penetrate) in blood and physiological liquids of organisms. The role of such molecules is carried out with the
fragments of molecules of foodstuff, some medicines and the molecules containing in food additives (supplements).
The interaction of nutritive particle molecules with supramolecular structures of an organism, including hereditary
molecules of DNA and RNA, according to Gladyshev, can proceed without direct contact of these molecules to the
mentioned structures. Gladyshev argues that, according to supramolecular thermodynamics, one can investigate the
supramolecular structures represent nanostructural and macro-structural formations. Thermodynamic quasiequilibriums in these structures can be reached without direct contact between molecules and their fragments.
These interactions, for example, extend through structured water which easily changes the conformation of
structures. Unlike the chemistry, which considers thermodynamics of interaction between separate molecules, the
supramolecular thermodynamics studies intermolecular interactions in macro-volumes rather greater sizes. The
conformational variations of supramolecular structures of these volumes are reflected in variation of average specific
Gibbs function of the formation of these structures, G im (im – intermolecular interactions).
The nutritive molecules influence on conformation of DNA and RNA and their supramolecular fragments. As a
result of the action of such substances, dormant ancient genes, accumulated during the evolution of living beings,
may be activated. It can lead to display (expression) fragments of DNA (RNA), responsible for hereditary diseases
(atherosclerosis, diabetes, cancer and so on) as well as to lead to occurrence concerning the positive effects assisting
a survival in a changing environment (inhabitancy). Concepts about (concerning) nutritive molecules apply to all living
world including plants and so on. The action of nutritive molecules in many respects defines processes of ageing of
organisms and biological evolution. These conclusions of supramolecular thermodynamics, according to Gladyshev,
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prove to be true according to both earlier and newer experimental data. [2]
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Agnostic
In terminology, agnostic (TR:63), or agnosticism,
coined by Thomas Huxley (1869), refers to someone
amid belief and disbelief in the existence of god;
someone in the 3-5 range on the Dawkins scale
(2006).

Etymology
In 1869, Thomas Huxley coined the "agnostic"; the
following is a retrospect statement about how this
term came about:

A Google-generated definition of agnostic: a person who is in
between being a theist and an atheist.

“When I reached intellectual maturity, and began to ask myself whether I was an atheist, a theist, or a pantheist; a
materialist or an idealist; a Christian or a freethinker, I found that the more I learned and reflected, the less ready was
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the answer; until at last I came to the conclusion that I had neither art nor part with any of these denominations,
except the last. The one thing in which most of these good people were agreed was the one thing in which I differed
from them. They were quite sure that they had attained a certain "gnosis"—had more or less successfully solved the
problem of existence; while I was quite sure I had not, and had a pretty strong conviction that the problem was
insoluble. And, with Hume and Kant on my side, I could not think myself presumptuous in holding fast by that opinion
... So I took thought, and invented what I conceived to be the appropriate title of "agnostic". It came into my head as
suggestively antithetic to the "gnostic" of Church history, who professed to know so much about the very things of
which I was ignorant; and I took the earliest opportunity of parading it at our Society, to show that I, too, had a tail,
like the other foxes.”
— Thomas Huxley (c.1885), in: Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics (Ѻ), 1908

(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Well, I tell you, if I have been wrong in my agnosticism, when I die I’ll walk up to god in a manly way and say, sir, I
made an honest mistake.”
— Henry Mencken (c.1930)

“I have repeatedly said that in my opinion the idea of a personal god is a childlike one. You may call me an agnostic,
but I do not share the crusading spirit of the professional atheist whose fervor is mostly due to a painful act of
liberation from the fetters of religious indoctrination received in youth. I prefer an attitude of humility corresponding
to the weakness of our intellectual understanding of nature and of our own being.”
— Albert Einstein (c.1955)

“At exactly which point I lost my early religious faith I am not clear, but I suspect I was then about twelve years old. It
was almost certainly before the actual onset of puberty. I remember telling my mother that I no longer wished to go
to church, and she was visibly upset by this. I imagine that my growing interest in science and the rather lowly
intellectual level of the preacher and his congregation motivated me, though I doubt if it would have made much
difference if I had known of other more sophisticated Christian beliefs. Whatever the reason, from then on I was a
skeptic, an agnostic with a strong inclination toward atheism.”
— Francis Crick (1990), reflection on circa age 12 years [1]
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Aguilar-Arias, Jaime
In hmolscience, Jaime Leon Aguilar-Arias (c.1972), oft-cited as “J.L. Aguilar-Arias”, is
Colombian chemical engineer and materials scientist noted for his 2014 conference
presentation “Chemical Engineering and Complexity, an Undissipated Structure … Yet”,
wherein he suggests that chemical engineering students be introduced to applications
beyond traditional “classical chemical engineering” applications, namely in the
humanities-applied area of investigation, that of the: Erich Muller, Paul Samuelson,
Mohsen Mohsen-Nia, John Bryant, Journal of Human Thermodynamics, Santa Fe
Institute, etc., type of chemical thermodynamics based complexity approach applied to
sociology and economics; similar to what Israeli chemical engineer Alec Groysman
suggested at the 2011 Generative Art Conference, Rome. [2]

Education
Aguilar-Arias completed his BS in chemical engineering in 1994 and his MS in chemical
engineering in 2002, both at the University of Valle, Colombia, and his PhD in materials
science and engineering in 2013 at the Federal University of Santa Catarina, Brazil. Aguilar-Arias presently is a
chemical engineering professor, processes in the Department of Environmental and Chemical Engineering of the
National University of Colombia, whose group (Ѻ) works on the investigation of chemical and biochemical processes.
[2]
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Brazilian Congress of Chemical Engineering (Congresso Brasilerro de Enenharia Quimica, XX) (pdf), Florianopolis,
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Aguilera, Jose
In hmolscience, Jose Miguel Aguilera (1947-) is Chilean chemical engineer, specializing
in food technology, noted for []

Overview
In 2012, Aguilera, in his chapter subsection “Molecular Sociology”, of his book Edible
Structures: the Basic Science of What We Eat, wherein he touched on the subject of
molecular sociology, as introduced by French supramolecular chemist Jean-Marie Lehn,
and also of human chemistry in general, which Aguilera introduces as follows: [1]
“Human chemistry analyzes the ‘reactions’ [see: human chemical reaction] that form
and break the bonds [see: human chemical bond] between people [see: human
molecule] and the social structures that derive from those relationships.”
Aguilear, via citation footnote to American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims’ 2007
Human Chemistry textbook, correctly traces the subject of human chemistry historically
back to the work of German polymath Johann Goethe. [2] Aguilera, in his six-page molecular sociology chapter
subsection, gives six types of Empedocles-style human-to-chemicals comparisons, aphorism, or analogies, depending,
ranging from: speculations on how a marriage is like a weaker type of covalent bond and or Van der Waals interaction
force [see: Muller dispersion force], how uncharged molecules clustering together in a charged environment are like
people discriminated against joining together, how enzymes can can break up and or catalyze the formation of bond
between big molecules, like matchmakers, or about how there may be some type of "activity coefficient", similar to
the water activity aw, which quantifies the layers of water moisture around dry foods, that may quantify the way in
which people are attracted to "high energy surfaces" (see: surface chemistry), among other comparisons.

Education
Aguilera completed his BS in chemical engineering in 1971 at Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile (PUC), his MS in 1973 at MIT and PhD in 1976 at
Cornell University, both with specialization in food technology, and an MBA
from Texas A&M University in 1983. He has been the Head of the Department
of Chemical and Bioprocess Engineering at PUC, Associate Dean for
Development and the Director of Research and Postgraduate Studies in the
School of Engineering. Since 1986, he has been a visiting professor at the
University of California at Davis, Cornell University, and Technical University
Munich, a technical consultant for the FAO, and a scientific advisor for the
Nestlé Research Center in Switzerland, for more than 12 years. In 2010 was first
Chilean to become a foreign associate member of the U.S. National Academy of
Engineering, for his contributions to the understanding of the role of food
structures and their properties.

References
1. Aguilera, Jose M. (2012). Edible Structures: the Basic Science of What We Eat
(translator: Marian Blazes) (§:Molecular Sociology, pgs. 59-63; “human
chemistry”, pg. 59; Thims, note 2, pg. 102). CRC Press.
2. (a) ibid, chapter 2, note 2, pg. 102.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(c) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.

Aguilera's 2012 Edible Structures has a
six-page section on Thims-Goethe
based "molecular sociology". [1]

External links
● Jose Miguel Aguilera Radic (Spanish → English) – Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile.
● Jose Miguel Aguilera – CRC Press.
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Air
In bodies, air is gaseous substance comprised of approximately ten, dry weight, chemical species: nitrogen (N2) 78%,
oxygen (O2) 21%, as well as argon (Ar), neon (Ne), helium (He), methane (CH4), krypton (Kr), hydrogen (H2), nitrous
oxide (N2O), and xenon (Xe), in smaller percentages, embedded in a system of about forty percent water vapor (H20).
See also
● Air engine
● New Experiments on the Spring of the air
External links
● Air – Wikipedia.

Aksyonov, Vasily
In hmolscience, Vasily Aksyonov (1932-2009) was a Russian-born American physicianturned writer noted for []

Overview
In 1989, Aksynov, in his Our Golden Ironburg: a Novel with Formulas, penned the
following statement: [1]
“Veliky-Salazkin (with a hyphen), saw the insoluble and infinite human molecule which
flashes brightly, if you notice it, and which brings together the saving threads of a host
of beings: Dostoevsky, and Kant and the plumber in the House of Culture, and Galileo,
and Tchaikovsky, and Uncle Misha the lab assistant, Engels, and Homer.”
The novel employs the term "molecule" 8+ times, two of which are as follows:

He could be employing some type of human molecular theory, reaction or combination logic, or something; a full
read-though, however is requisite before determination can be made. The novel uses the terms: chemistry (1+),
physics (1+), math (1+), and energy (8+) (Ѻ); possibly a key term fishing bate fluke, the abstract (Ѻ), e.g. doesn’t seem
to indicate anything of note.

References
1. Aksyonov, Vasily. (1989). Our Golden Ironburg: a Novel with Formulas (pg. 50). Ardis.

External links
● Vasily Aksyonov – Wikipedia.

Al-Biruni, Abu
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In science, Abu Al-Biruni (973-1048), or Abu Biruni, was an Iranian-born Afghanistan
astronomer, mathematician, physicist, greatest mathematician ever (#43), oft-cited
universal genius, a high ranked middle ages genius, comparative religions scholar,
noted for (add). [4]

Physics
The following statement Al-Biruni, supposedly, is a forerunner to Newton’s first law of
motion: [4]
“All elements converge on the center of the earth, but the heavier precedes the
lighter.”
Al-Biruni also, supposedly, was one of the first to give a statement of specific gravity.
[4]

Earth
Al-Biruni used the measurements of angles of mountains, trigonometry, and algebra methods to calculate the size of
the earth as a sphere; somewhat as illustrated below (adjacent): [1]
(add discussion)

Golden age | Islamic scientists
The four big scientific figures in Islam’s golden age, according to
Algerian-born astrophysicist Nidhal Guessoum (2010), are: al-Khwarizmi,
inventor of algebra and coiner of “algorithm”, Alhazen (Ibn al-Haytham),
Avicenna (Ibn Sina), and al-Biruni, who exchanged many letters with the
former. [3]

Quotes | Related

Al-Biruni's method for calculating the size of
the earth.

The following are related quotes:
“Biruni, a Persian by birth, a rationalist in disposition, this contemporary of Avicenna and Alhazen not only studied
history, philosophy, and geography in depth, but wrote one of the most comprehensive of Muslim astronomical
treatises, the Qanun Al-Masu'di.”
— David Lindberg (1978), Science in the Middle Ages [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The difference between you and me is that you’re a philosopher and I’m a
[mathematical] scientist.”
— Abu Al-Biruni (c.1020), “Letter to Avicenna” [3]

References
1. BBC. (2015). “Abu Rayhan Biruni (al Biruni) the Great Persian Scientist” (Ѻ),
At Tar Foundation.
2. Lindberg, David C. (1978). Science in the Middle Ages (Biruni, 8+ pgs).
University of Chicago Press, 1980.
3. Guessoum, Nidhal. (2010). “Interview: Islamic Golden Age”, in: Atoms and
Eden (§16:215-28; Al-Biruni, pg. 217). Oxford University Press.
4. Salah, Abeer. (2015). One Giant Step for Mankind: One Verse at a Time (pg.
61). Cedar Graphics.
A 1974 cover story article on Al-Biruni,
5. Gafurov, Bobojan. (1974). “Al-Biruni: A Universal Genius in Central Asia a
who is described as a universal genius,
Thousand Years Ago”, Courier (pgs. 4-9), Jun.
for his his multifarious work in

External links
● Abu Rayhan al-Biruni – Wikipedia.

Alas, Leopoldo

astronomy, history, botany,
pharmacology, geology, poetry,
philosophy, mathematics, geography, and
comparative religion, and the humanities.
[5]
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In hmolscience, Leopoldo Alas (1852-1901), pen name Clarín (1875-forward), was a
Spanish realism novelist noted for []

Overview
In 1885, Alas in his realist novel The Regent’s Wife (La Regenta), supposedly employs
the metaphor of the body as a living heat engine (a heat engine that is alive) and the
notion of the drive toward entropy. In 1890, Alas, in his novel His Only Son (Su Unico
Hijo), which supposedly was inspired by German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809
Elective Affinities, employed the notion of elective affinity (or human elective affinity?),
the theme of renunciation, the preoccupation with a child’s resemblance to the
parents, and character parallels. [1] American physical organic chemist and literature
chemistry historian Stephen Weininger gives his opinion that Alas' His Only Son is an
"inspired successor" to Goethe's novella. [2]

References
1. (a) Larsen, Kevin S. (1994). “Hunger, Heat, and Humiliation: Aspects of the Alimentary Thermodynamics of La
Regenta”, HisJ, 15(1): 73-88.
(b) Larsen, Kevin S. (1990). “On the Paternity of Clarin’s ‘Second Novel’ Su Unico Higo and Goethe’s Die
Wahlverwandtschaften”, GRM, 40: 408-21.
2. Weininger, Stephen J. (2002). “Chemistry”, in: Encyclopedia of Literature and Science (pg. 77-79), ed. Pamela
Gossin, Greenwood Publishing Group.

External links
● Leopoldo Alas – Wikipedia.

Albersheim, Walter
In hmolscience, Walter J. Albersheim (1897-c.1982) was a German-born American electrical
engineer and physicist noted, in religious thermodynamics, for his 1948 to 1955 attempts to
grapple with physics and religion.

Overview
In 1948, Albersheim was speculating on what he referred to as the paradox of free will. [1] In
1955, Albersheim, in his “Entropy and Evil”, ventured on the topic of how entropy relates to evil
and morality [2]

Education
Albersheim was born in Cologne, Germany, on April 27, 1897. He completed his BS in electrical engineering degree
and ScD in engineering from Aachen Institute of Technology in 1924. In 1948, Albersheim was being described as a
physicist engaged in research with a US electrical manufacturing company, as being well versed in mysticism and the
related topics, and a member of the national research council at the Rose-Croix University. [2] In 1957, he was
working at Bell Telephone Laboratories. The 1982 book The Conscience of Science, seems to be a collected works of
his various essays.

References
1. Albersheim, Walter J. (1948). “The Paradox of Free Will”, Rosicrucian Digest, pgs. 57-.
2. Albersheim, Walter J. (1955). “Entropy and Evil”, Rosicrucian Digest, pgs. 467-69. Dec.

External links
● Albersheim, Walter J. – WorldCat Identities.

Alberty, Robert
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In thermodynamics, Robert Alberty (1921-2014) was an American physical chemist and
biophysical chemist noted for his 1955 multi-edition textbook Physical Chemistry, a
renamed continuation of the 1913 eight-edition Outlines of Theoretical Chemistry by
Frederick Getman (carried it through 1927 in four editions) and Farrington Daniels
(carried it through 1955 in four editions). [1]

Biochemical thermodynamics
In 2001, Alberty published “Use of Legendre Transforms in Chemical Thermodynamics”
on on the mathematical thermodynamics of biochemical reactions. [2] In 2003, Alberty
published Thermodynamics of Biochemical Reactions, themed on the utilization of
Legrende transforms to make the application of thermodynamics to biochemical
reactions more convenient for the user, which contains an interesting historical section
on English electrical engineer Keith Burton’s 1957 biochemical reaction thermodynamic
table. [3]

Universe | Evolution
See main: Rennie vs Thompson and Harrub creationism fiasco

In 2003, Alberty piped in his opinion on the creationism vs evolution debate, as thermodynamics sees things. [4] The
following quote, form Alberty's commentary:
“I do not agree that the universe is an isolated system in the thermodynamic sense.”
has been taken in support of the assertion, by apologeticists, that thermodynamics doesn't apply to the universe. [5]

Education
Alberty completed his BS (1943) and MS (1944) at the University of Nebraska and PhD at the University of Wisconsin
in 1947.

See also
● Peter Atkins

References
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Further reading
● McGrath, Liz. (2014). “Robert Alberty, professor emeritus of chemistry and former dean of science, dies at 92:
Chemist’s seminal contributions to the thermodynamics and kinetics of biochemical reactions still shape the field,
colleagues say” (Ѻ), MIT News, Jan 23.

External links
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Algarotti, Francesco
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In human physics, Francesco Algarotti (1712-1764) was an Italian natural philosopher
noted for his 1737 book Newtonianism for the Ladies, in which he "employs the inverse
square law to calculate the power of attraction between a pair of separated lovers". [1]

Overview
In 1737, Algarotti, in his Newtonianism for the Ladies, is said to have used Newtonian
mechanics to develop or outline a theory of love. [2] Algorott, in short, conceptualized
attraction between two people as being proportional to the inverse of their respective
distance of separation squared:

Algarotti in 1728 studied natural sciences and mathematics under Cartesian-turnedNewtonian follower Francesco Zanotti, at the University of Bologna, and so naturally
enough, in his 1737 book Newtonianism for the Ladies, considering people as like celestial bodies, modelling their
interaction via celestial mechanics. [4] Algarotti was a friend and associate of Voltaire, and, along with Daniel
Bernoulli, among others, was one of the mathematics and physics teachers of Emilie Chatelet. [3]

Education
Algarotti studied natural sciences and mathematics and the University of Bologna.
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External links
● Francesco Algarotti – Wikipedia.

Alhazen
In science, Alhazen (c.965-1040), or Ibn Al Haytham (Arabic), was an Arabic polymath,
greatest mathematician ever (#58), who did work in astronomy and optics, noted his
semi “scientific method” like experimental work on light. [1]

Overview
Alhazen’s prolific output has been attributed to the genius hiatus effect, namely,
according to legend, owing to the caliph’s anger over his supposed inability to regulate
the flow of the Nile, he feigned madness and was put under house arrest from 1011 to
1021, during which time he wrote his influential seven-volume Book of Optics, along
with treatises on astronomy, geometry, number theory, and natural philosopy.

Optics | Light
Alhazen, in his Optics, pitted Euclid’s emission theory of vision against Aristotle’s
intromission theory of light, corroborating with the latter. [2]
“How does light travel through transparent bodies? Light travels through transparent bodies in straight lines only....
We have explained this exhaustively in our Book of Optics. But let us now mention something to prove this
convincingly: the fact that light travels in straight lines is clearly observed in the lights which enter into dark rooms
through holes. The entering light will be clearly observable in the dust which fills the air.”
— Alhazen (c.1020), “Treatise on Light”
(add discussion)
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The seeker after the truth is not one who studies the writings of the ancients and, following his natural disposition,
puts his trust in them, but rather the one who suspects his faith in them and questions what he gathers from them,
the one who submits to argument and demonstration, and not to the sayings of a human being whose nature is
fraught with all kinds of imperfection and deficiency. Thus the duty of the man who investigates the writings of
scientists, if learning the truth is his goal, is to make himself an enemy of all that he reads, and, applying his mind to
the core and margins of its content, attack it from every side. He should also suspect himself as he performs his
critical examination of it, so that he may avoid falling into either prejudice or leniency.”
— Alhazen (c.1020) (Ѻ)

“Truth is sought for its own sake. And those who are engaged upon the quest for anything for its own sake are not
interested in other things. Finding the truth is difficult, and the road to it is rough.”
— Alhazen (c.1030), Critique of Ptolemy

References
1. Saleh, Abeer. (2015). One Giant Step for Mankind: One Verse at a Time (pg. 9). Cedar Graphics.
2. Book of Optics – Wikipedia.
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● Alhazen – Wikipedia.

Alive
In terminology, alive, a defunct scientific term,
refers, in its historically and recursively, to
something having life—a circular definition;
something not dead or inanimate. [1]

Goethe | Thims
German polyintellect Johann Goethe (1808) and
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims
(1995), independently, developed equivalent
versions of human chemical reaction theory, via
their respective love thought experiments, amid
which people are re-conceptualized as reactive
chemicals whose interactions and reactions are
governed by the laws and principles of physical
chemistry. In this purview, one deep question
that eventually arises to the fore, is when,
technically, can one say that a chemical reaction,
whether two humans reacting to form a couple
or two hydrogen atoms reacting to form a
molecule, is "alive"? Goethe left the problem
open, via his famous three person (Edward,
Captain, Charlotte) dialogue of chapter four:

A comparison of the independent and equivalent Goethe (1808) and
Thims (1995) social reaction (human chemical reaction) models,
according to which if human bondings and debondings are but chemicals
reacting, then when, if it all, is one able or not to assert that any other
given reaction, such as hydrogen reacting with oxygen to form water:

can be said to be "alive"?
“You ought yourself to see these creatures,
which seem so dead, and which are yet so full of inward energy and force, at work before your eyes. You should
observe them with a real personal interest. Now they seek each other out, attract each other, seize, crush, devour,
destroy each other, and then suddenly reappear again out of their combinations, and come forward in fresh,
renovated, unexpected form; thus you will comprehend how we attribute to them a sort of immortality—how we
speak of them as having sense and understanding; because we feel our own senses to be insufficient to observe them
adequately, and our reason too weak to follow them.”

Thims, in 2009, after study of Goethe, discovered in 2006, solved the problem, via the conclusion that "alive", and its
terminological ken, is an anthropomorphic religio-mythology conception, and that just as hydrogen molecules
reacting with oxygen molecules to form water molecules are defined as defined as being "alive", neither are human
molecules reacting to form, e.g., dihumanide molecules, defined as being alive. [9]

Existence | Philosophy
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See main: Reaction existence

American astrophysicist Max Tegmark, one of the spokespersons and or interviewees in the Templeton Foundation
promo video for their “Science and the Big Questions” funding area, who lists on his MIT faculty homepage the
following quote by American inner voice philosopher and theologian Howard Thurman (1899-1981) as one of his
guiding philosophies: [5]
“Don't ask yourself what the world needs; ask yourself what makes you come alive. And then go and do that. Because
what the world needs is people who have come alive.”
This difficult do decipher—in modern physical science terms—philosophy, does contain the word "go" which seems
to have immediate connection to Scottish physicist James Maxwell's famous age three query "what's the go o' that?",
and thus seems in some sense to shed light on the problem in that we can ask the same query about chemical
reactions, namely: why do chemical reactions go? The first succinct answer, to this question, was given by German
physical chemist Walther Nernst, in short, as follows: [8]
“Since every chemical process, like every process of nature, can only advance without the introduction of external
energy only in the sense in which it can perform work; and since also for a measure of the chemical affinity, we must
presuppose the absolute condition, that every process must complete itself in the sense of the affinity—on this basis
we me may without suspicion regard the maximal external work of a chemical process (i.e. the change of free
energy), as the measure of affinity. Therefore the clearly defined problem of thermo-chemistry is to measure the
amounts of the changes of free energy associated with chemical processes, with the greatest accuracy possible …
when this problem shall be solved, then it will be possible to predict whether or not a reaction can complete itself
under the respective conditions. All reactions advance only in the sense of a diminution of free energy, i.e. only in the
sense of the affinity.”
Chemical reactions, certainly, do not "come alive", and certainly human interactions, relationships, and dynamics are
chemical reactions (see: human chemical reaction theory); hence, a solution to the crux seems to be redefinition via
the above "moral symbols", as Goethe called them, and logic utilized by Nernst and is modern explanation of reality
as physical chemistry sees things. A related quote, to the Thurman quote, shown below, by Melissa, a Rhodes
Scholar, on her way to start postgraduate work at the University of Oxford, one of the women in American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims’ circa 1993 mate selection Excel-type spreadsheet of his top 19 marriagepotential girlfriends (see: Thims thought experiment), comment directed to Thims, in respect to their at the time
relationship, is as follows:
“I’ve never felt so full of life [alive].”
— Melissa (c.1982), conversation with Libb Thims

This latter phrase “full of life”, in short, can be seen as a synonym for “alive”, the term alive, in this usage, thus being
equated with a "measure of life", so to speak. This statement ever since has always been carried along in Thims' mind
as a sort of unsolved puzzle. In other words what does to be "so full of life" mean? Variations of this statement had
recurrently been expressed to Thims by a large percentage of the women in his relationships, and some of this puzzle
found their way into Thims' circa 1995 usage of free energy differentials (dG) as a dissection tool to look at the
problem in a new way, namely through chemical thermodynamics, similar to how Goethe, in his love thought
experiment (see: Goethe thought experiment), analyzed his so-called Renouncers problem (see: Goethe timeline) of a
hero being simultaneously in love with four woman in terms of affinity measures (or affinity force measures), namely
through affinity chemistry, the precursor science to chemical thermodynamics.
If, however, we are advised to abandon this term (alive), in the post 2009 defunct theory of life "molecularreaction" perspective of mental states of human existence, experience, and movement, or as English geneticist
Francis Crick cogently put it:
“Let us abandon the word ‘alive’.”
— Francis Crick, Of Molecules and Men (1966) [6]

what term are we to then use in its place to capture the above Thurman-Melissa usage? This is a difficult to
"reinterpret" as German physicist Karl Pearson says:
“[If] these terms [‘unit-mass of living matter’, ‘resultant of organic forces’, ‘continuity of organic substance’, etc.],
biologists have adopted from physics, are used figuratively, we ought to find them re-defined.”
— Karl Pearson (1892), Grammar of Science [7]

term and as such the meaning behind the namesake "alive" is one of the hardest to reconcile in modern physical
science terms.

Terminology reform
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See main: Life terminology upgrades

The following, to exemplify the difficulty involved in finding a suitable redefinition for the term "alive" that captures
the visceral sense of the above Thurman-Melissa examples, shows the 10 May 2013 progress of the life terminology
upgrade page:
● Birth → Reaction start
● Life → Reaction existence
● Death → Reaction end
● Living → Animate

● Lives → Goes (Thomas Huxley, 1880)
● Protoplasm → CHNOPS comprised entity (Edwin Hill, 1900; Anon, c.1915)
● Living substance → "CHNOPS plus systems" (Frank Thone, 1936)
● Life → Animate matter (Alfred Ubbelohde, 1954)
● Earth-based life forms → CHNOPS organisms (Harold Morowitz, 1968)
● Alive → Reac ve
● Biochemistry → The study of ‘powered CHNOPS systems’ (Henry Swan, 1974)
● Biology → Chnopsology
● Life thermodynamics → Animate thermodynamics (Sture Nordholm, 1997)
● Living system → Chnopsological system
● Biogenic elements → CHNOPS (Na onal Academy of Science, 1998)
● Living matter → CHNOPS-based matter
● The living perspec ve → The CHNOPS perspec ve (Paul Keddy, 2007)
● Died → Dereacted; Deboundstated
● Dead → Debounded; No reac on existence ● Life → Animate bound state reactive existence (Libb Thims, 2007)
The above table, indicating that a replacement link for alive has not yet been written, indicates clearly that the term
"alive" is a difficult shoe to fill, as compared to other terms, more easily filled terms, such as birth, life, death—in
other words, use of the term “reactive” does not exactly embody the above Thurman-Melissa usages, and is thus a
difficult terminology issue in need of reconciliation.

Hirn | Positive and negative work
German physicist Gustave Hirn's 1868 Philosophical Implications of Thermodynamics , the subject headings of chapter
two shown below:
"Chapter two:
§2.1: Application of the mechanical theory of animate heat engines.
§2.2: Sources of vital heat.
§2.3: Similarity of the organization Areas live with our engines.
§2.4: Positive and negative work to be alive.
§2.5: The first proposal of thermodynamics applied to these beings as our engines.
§2.6: Details on the physiological functions of animated motors.
§2.7: In what parts of the body consumes heat as much as to work."
was the first to address the question of applying thermodynamics to animals and people who he defined as "animate
heat engines". Hirn's section on "positive and negative work to be alive" seems to the most fruitful in that he seems
to be utilizing German physicist Rudolf Clausius' definition of positive work and negative work to explain human
motion, whereby in the end the notion of "alive" becomes displaced as an unnecessary term.

Virus | Alive?
In 1969, American chemical engineer Linus Pauling, stated his
ambivalent view that the virus was generally thought to be the
simplest kind of matter thought to be alive. [2]
“To illustrate the difficulty of defining a living organism, let us consider
the the simplest kinds of matter thought to be alive. These are the
viruses, such as the tomato busy stunt virus, which have the power of
reproducing themselves in the appropriate environment.”
American debater Kate Shuster’s discussion of
what constitutes the term alive, using the
example of the virus, which according to
“Are viruses life forms? What counts as ‘alive’ is more complicated
than you might think. An entity like a virus can survive without food or American chemical engineer Linus Pauling is the
“the simplest kind of matter thought to be
water while still reproducing its DNA by using hosts that it infects. But alive”, but which, according to Pauling, can also
does this count as life? What are the characteristics that define
be viewed as a large molecule (virus molecule)
something as alive?”
or type of reactive animate molecule capable of
— Kate Schuster (2008), Is There Other Life in the Universe?
genetic reproduction in certain environments.
[3]

The following is a more recent example:

Pauling goes on to conclude that if we require that living organisms
also have the property of carrying out some metabolic reactions, then the plant viruses would be described simply as
molecules (with molecular weight of the order of magnitude of 10,000,000) that have such a molecular structure as
to permit them to catalyze a chemical reaction, in a proper medium, leading the synthesis of molecules identical with
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themselves.

See also
● Defunct theory of life
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Alkek, David
In hmolscience, David S. Alkek (c.1931-) is an American dermatologist noted, in human
thermodynamics, for his 2007 theory that the purpose of humankind is to increase
complexity so to counter the second law.

Overview
In 2007, Alkek, in his The Self-Creating Universe, argued that the universe, life, and
human societies have a purpose in a new-paradigm “law of increasing complexity”, a
complexity theory law counter to the second law (he defines as the law which predicts
progressive disorganization), which instills a “self-development” of increased form,
organization, and complexity. He introduces the term “ipsa-creation” to define the selfdevelopment of the “unfinished universe”. [1]

Education
Alkek completed his BS in chemistry at the University of Texas, Austin, and his MD at
University of Texas Southwestern Medical School, Dallas, and did his dermatology
residency at Temple University Skin and Cancer Hospitals in Philadelphia. [2] He has been in private practice since
1971.
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In hmolscience, Forbes Allan (c.1960-) is an American writer noted, in literature thermodynamics,
for his 1999 novel Milton’s Progress, wherein he uses dialogue method to discuss Prigogine-based
human molecular theory philosophy.

Overview
In 1999, Allan, in his novel Milton’s Progress, presented themes on people as molecules, i.e.
human molecules, employed the rare pre-21st century term use of the term “human
thermodynamics”, discussioned of a fourth law of thermodynamics, much of which is thematically
or philosophically based on references to the ideas of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, among other
interesting themes; the following being a noted passage: [1]
“People are like particles, they behave in groups as if they were molecules in a test-tube.”
In chapter 21, we find a conversation between a character named John and a Dr. Snipe, along with references to a
“Ilya Meiliakin” (a play on Belgian thermodynamicist Ilya Prigogine) concerning human life, which is described as “the
most effective multiplier of entropic decay in the universe”, and man’s quest to understand his function in the
scheme of things: [2]
“It’s just human thermodynamics, my friend,” John said stiffly, “you’re inside the jaws of laws beyond your ken.”
That’s an acer poem, he decided, which nicely sums up the plight of humankind and the worthlessness of being.
“Maybe I’ve stumbled upon a new law of physics!” it flashed on him suddenly: “—that life-driven anti-entropic
processes are an integral component of all the second law activities and provide an engine with which to accelerate
the overall degradation of energy into heat! … Or would that be a ‘fourth’ law of thermodynamics? …”
(add discussion)

Notes
Allan's book, to note, seems never to have been published with an ISBN and seems to have been available only as a
mail order self-published book through a now defunct Rowanlea Grove Press. Several sample chapters were online,
via Rowanlea.com (now defunct), between 2003 and 2005, and now only can be found though Internet Archive. [3]
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Allemann, Beda
In human chemistry, Beda Allemann (1926-1991) was a Swiss-born German literary
critic and theorist noted for his 1973 article “On the Function of the Chemical Parable
in Goethe’s Elective Affinities”, in which, similar to Jeremy Adler and Kevin Yee, he
interrogates the implied parallel, in Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities, between the
chemical simile and the bondings of the characters, and, as summarized by Stefani
Engelstein, argues against reductive determinism and that the chemical analogy drawn
by Eduard in the fourth chapter fails to conform to the plot. [1]
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In evolution thermodynamics, Peter Murray Allen (1944-) is an English theoretical
physicist noted for his dissipative structure theory work with Belgian chemist Ilya
Prigogine, particularly as applied to evolution theory and sociology.

Overview
In 1981, Allen, in his “The Evolutionary Paradigm of Dissipative Structures”,
commented the following overtypical view:
“The word ‘evolution’ in the physical sciences has traditionally referred to the
movement towards thermodynamic equilibrium; the elimination of nonuniformities
and the increase of disorder within the system, while in biology it has been associated
with increasing complexity, specialization and organization.”
See the article: second law (disordering) evolution (ordering) reconciliations for further
discussion of these apparent conflicting views. Allen is the editor in chief of
Emergence: Complexity and Organization, an interdisciplinary conversation about human organizations as complex
systems and the implications of complexity science for those organizations; where many of his recent publications are
found.

Education
Allen completed BS in physics in 1965 and a PhD in theoretical physics, specializing in statistical mechanics, in 1969,
both at the University of Hull, after which, from 1969 to 1971, he was a Royal Society European research fellow and,
from 1972 to 1987, a senior research fellow at the Universite Libre de Bruxelles, where he worked with Belgian
chemist Ilya Prigogine. Allen then joined Cranfield University as chair and as professor of evolutionary complexity
theory, focusing on sustainability, economics, environment, and business management. Presently, Allen is professor
emeritus of Cranfield University.
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In equations, the Alley equation, or NO JOB = NO PU$$Y (dollar
signs used here to circumnavigate the vulgar slang software filter),
or mathematically:

In verbal terms, as found in the title of the popular 1970 song by
Italian singer Adriano Celentano:
“Whoever does not work, does not make love.”
or, as found in lyrics, "He who does not work, does not make love,
my wife told me yesterday" ... as the song goes. [13] In lessoffensive, albeit inspecific mate selection prerogative terms:

A screenshot of a 17 May 2013 of a WGN News

The first equation version, shown above, classified as a type of
Chicago sports anchor Pat Tomasulo interviewing a
colloquial street physics logic, is referred to here as the "Alley
woman named Lisa who wearing a shirt from the
equation", for lack of a neutral term, being that the equation is
famous Chicago biker clothing and tattoo store “The
Alley” with the logo: [4]
found on shirts made by the popular Chicago biker clothing and
tattoo store The Alley , which equates to the shorthand logic
that a woman is not going to have sex with a man without a job or
money yielding work output. In 2013, American electrochemical
which is what we might call "street physics" or "real"
engineer Libb Thims showed the adjacent photo, of the woman
econophysics and or financial physics, depending—
with the Alley equation shirt, to 30 people (20 men and 10
namely that “job” correlates to “work” output, the
women) and asked if the equation was "true" or "false", the
value of which is gauged by money paid for services,
results of which found that 80 percent believed the equation to
be true and that slightly fewer women (10 percent) than men (25 which, according to the colloquial equation shown,
has a sexual equivalence value.
percent) believed the equation to be false. [14] In more
"academically-neutral" terminology, American evolutionary psychologist David Buss, in his 1994 Evolution of Desire:
Strategies of Human Mating, puts it like this: [12]
“The seriousness of the male’s lack of economic providing is illustrated by the report of a woman in her late twenties
who participated in a study of marital separation: ‘My husband lost a series of jobs and was very depressed. He just
couldn’t keep a job. He had a job for a couple of years, and that ended, and then he had another for a year, and that
ended, and then he had another. And then he was really depressed, and he saw a social worker, but it didn’t seem to
be helping. And he was sleeping a lot. And I think one day I just came to the end of the line with his sleeping. I think I
went out one night and came back and he hadn’t even been able to get out of bed to put the children to bed. I left
them watching television and there they were when I came back. The next day I asked him to leave. Very forcefully.’”
The Alley equation, shown on the woman's shirt adjacent, went semi-viral, when on 17 May 2013 WGN News Chicago
aired a short video clip entitled “Morning News Giving Away Free Crap on Clark and Randolph” in which sports anchor
Pat Tomasulo talks with a woman named Lisa, who is in line to get free stuff, after which the video and photos of Lisa
and her "NO JOB = NO PU$$Y" shirt, shown adjacent, began to fan out around the Internet, found and discussed over
the course of the next month on sites such as Break.com and BarstoolSports.com, with thermal word themed thread
comments such as: [4]
“This girl is 100% a coal burner. You can tell by the sweatshirt.”
among other equation provoking dialog. The term ‘coal burner’, mentioned here, a 1970s originated term for a white
woman who has sexual relations exclusively with black men. The reference to the woman as a "coal burner", racial
differences aside, gives feel into the notion of sex as a type of human combustion reaction (see: combustion), such as
theorized about in the works of German polyintellect Johann Goethe's 1796 human chemical theory, Russian
geochemical mineralogist Vladimir Vernadsky's 1926 "pressure of life" green fire theory, or Chinese ecological
economist Wenyuan Niu's 2001 social combustion theory.

Etymology
The no job = no sex equation (Alley equation), seems to be a variant of the older 19th century or earlier proverb: [1]
“No bees, no honey ; no work, no money.”
A semi-recent variant of this seems to be the "no job, no money, no girlfriend" saying, such as found on the following
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2009 photo of wall graffiti poetry, below left, found written on the wall of an abandoned building in Bagamoyo,
Tanzania, Africa, or as found on the SomeEcards.com image, below right: [2]
No retreat
No surrender
No true love
No job
No house
No money
No girlfriend
No car

In the 2000s, the phrase "no job, no pu$$y", began to show up on popular woman's tanks and T-shirts, such as the
2007 SikWorld.com clothing advertisement, below left, or the circa 2012 mugshot of a woman, below right: [3]

One film that seems to well capture the nature of the Alley equation is the 2011 film Limitless, wherein the opening
scenes a non-producing writer is dumped by his girlfriend for not having a job, after which he takes a fictional
psychoactive pill called NZT which increases his mental ability allowing him within the course of one week to climb to
the top of the occupational ladder, after which he begins having lots of sex with many women after which his
girlfriend comes back to him. The opening breakup scene from the film is shown below:
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?
Limitless (2011)
(1967)

The 2011 film Limitless, gives both ends of the spectrum of the "No
Job = No Sex" Alley equation, in a rather time-accelerated
perspective. The "breakup scene" from the 2011 film Limitless,
shown above left, where she says shes sick of being the bank for
him (top) and gives him back his apartment keys (bottom) which
seems to well-capture the "no job = no sex" equation.
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Inverse Alley equation
What might be called the inverse Alley
equation would be something along the
lines of the following logic:

namely that a man with a job will have
more access to sex, the magnitude of sex,
whether in quantity or quality, increases
Noted street philosophy (street physics) quote from the 1983 film
proportionately in respect to the
Scarface, about money, power, and woman.
magnitude of the job. Alternatively, as
explained in the 1983 Scarface, quote
shown adjacent, the formula looks more along the lines of a flow chart:

Money → Power → Woman
In terms of quantity, the apex example would be American professional basketball and reaction existence long
bachelor player Wilt Chamberlain (1936-1999) who in his 1991 autobiography A View From Above, devoted an entire
chapter to sex, in which famously claims that over the course of his 40-years worth of sexual activity, from 1951, age
15, to 1991, that he was closing in on 20,000 woman, which at a conservative estimate (15,000) would imply that he
had sex with 375 woman a year on average, or about 1.2
woman per day. [11]
In terms of quality, 1967 film Guess Who's Coming to
Dinner, the lead male of which is specifically scripted to be
an ideally perfect male, done so specifically to make the
focus on racial difference acute or the sole factor to
objecting to marriage, whose background check by the
parents of the female he is planning to marry yields the
following results: [6]
"He's an important guy. Just the main points: Born Los
Angeles, 1930... graduated maxima *** laude John Hopkins,
'54... assistant professor, Yale Medical School, '55... three
years professor, London School of Tropical Medicine...
three years assistant director, World Health Organization...
two textbooks and a list of monographs and medical society
honors... as long as your arm."
The following is the dialog where the mother probes the
daughter about there sexual level of their relationship:
"Joey, I want to ask you something. How deeply are you
and John in... No, I have no right to ask. How deeply
involved? Do you mean, have we been to bed together? I
don't mind you asking me that. We haven't. He wouldn't. I
don't think he was in doubt about my feelings, but he
wouldn't."

The opposite end of the spectrum, is the 1967 film Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner, wherein the lead male is
specifically scripted to be an occupationally perfect male in
ever way possible, racial difference aside, and wherein the
daughter, of a leading American family, tells her mother: [6]

"I fell in love with him in 20 minutes."
and when queried about their possible premarital sexual
activity replies: "We haven't. He wouldn't", which seems to
well-capture what might be called the inverse Alley
equation: Got JOB = Got Sex.

(add discussion)

Discussion
The Alley equation (no job = no sex) seems to well-capture some type of yet-unspecified scientific law. In 1974,
American chemist, mathematician, and statistical mechanicist Elliott Montroll, in his Introduction to Quantitative
Aspects of Social Phenomena, coauthored with Wade Badger, employ a certain number of humans to molecules
comparisons, which as of 2011 is the "correct" textbook thermodynamic way humans are supposed to be viewed
(Advanced Engineering Thermodynamics, 2011) (see: human molecular formula), and in one section of this book give
the following formula for the total kinetic energy of the
system: [10]

molecule in a system, being supposedly a socioeconomic
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where m is mass and ui the velocity of the molecule, respectively, then comments:
“The [acts of a human] individual [occurs] in a manner to that in which energy is transferred from gas molecule to gas
molecule by collisions. Through transfer of goods or services (or welfare), every family has someone with an annual
income. One might argue that through many transactions money tends to get randomly distributed but, through
some unclear constraints which are due to training, motivation, risk-taking, inheritance, intimidation etc., some
people obtain [more money].”
This is pretty decent logic. Here, Montroll seems to be making a reference to the Pareto principle of wealth
distribution. Likewise, the statement that every family has someone with an annual income (money paid for services),
is but a academic restatement of the Alley equation street logic rule of thumb:

In other words, a person, typically male, being that human socioeconomic systems are non-aqueous (in the aquatic
world roles tend to be reversed, since eggs can be laid on the sea floor, and watched by males), with a job,
occupation, or trade will have strong tendency to have sexual intercourse, which can be defined as a combination
reaction:

in the first step of the mechanism, which will be quantified and governed by a free energy change (see: human free
energy; human free energy of formation), composed of enthalpy and transformation content energy changes. Of
these sexual combination reactions, 85 percent will result in reproduction, which in human chemical reaction
formulation, in overall mechanism, double displacement reaction, will accrue, and attached family will be a product
of the reaction, and accumulated money, according to Pareto's principle will result.

Flow theory
The Guess Who's Coming to Dinner example, seems to be well quantified by American evolutionary psychologist
David Buss' circa 1993 noted sexual proposition study, conducted with graduate student Jennifer Semmelroth,
wherein 213 college women were polled, half of which (N=109) were asked how flattered the would feel by being
persistently asked out on a date by various men, differing by occupation, shown below, the other half (N=104), were
asked how upset they would feel by outright sexual proposition by various men, similarly differing by occupation, on
a Likert scale of 7 being 'most upset' to 1 being 'least upset', the results of which are shown below, with the
guesstimated inclusion of the occupationally-perfect idealized male Dr. John Wayde Prentice Jr., from the 1967 film
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner and and an occupationless homeless man: [7]
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Reaction of College Women to Outright
Sexual Proposition
by Various Men, Differing by Occupation

Occupation

Least
upset
(0)
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25

Dr. John Wayde Prentice
Jr. [±]

1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50

Premedical students
(2.65)
Rock stars (2.71)
Graduate students
(2.80)

↑
Less upset
_____________

2.75

3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
Construction workers
(4.04)

4.00

Cleaning men (4.19)
Garbage collectors
(4.32)

4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00

Jobless man [±]

5.25
5.50

____________
More upset
↓

5.75
Homeless man [±]

6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
Most
upset
(7.00)

In terms of energy flow, coupling theory, and branching family reproduction reaction paths or networks, there might
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be something here found related to Romanian-born American mechanical engineer Adrian Bejan’s 1997 so-called
“constructal law” of branching flow systems, which he describes as follows: [8]
“For a finite sized flow system to persist in time (live or survive), its configuration must evolve (change in time) in
such a way that it provides easier and easier access to the currents that flow through it.”
or as the tag line from his 2012 book puts it: [9]
“Everything—from biological life to inanimate systems—generates shape and structure and evolves in a sequence of
ever-improving designs in order to facilitate.”
Namely, there might exist some type of connection to the Bejan flow theory and the structural nature of how
connective family trees of human sexual reactions, governed by the Alley equation, yield fruitful human reproduction
reactions (see HCR theory), that grow or branch outward on the surface of the earth, in some type of mechanistic
way, from the flow source (man with big job), such as depicted adjacent, for trees and lightening bolts. In other
words, someone such as a "Rockefeller" or a "Gates" is going to have a lot of Alley equation energy flow, and this
energy flow will need to find venting outlets, which may tend to actuate in the form of lightening bolt like family
branching social mechanism lineages, possibly quantified by the Bejan flow theory, of geometrically decreasing
branching size with distance from the flow source.

See also
● Beckhap’s law
● Metamorphology
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In human thermodynamics, Philip J. Allott (c.1935-) an English international lawyer and
philosopher, focusing on global constitutional theory, noted for []

Overview
In 1990, Allott, in his Eunomia: New Order for a New World, defined constitution, and it
seems a Newtonian government model, in loose or connotative physical science terms,
as: [1]
“The generic principles of a constitution are intended to perform a similar explanatory
function to that of general hypothetical principles of the natural sciences—the
principles of Newtonian mechanics, thermodynamics, relativity, quantum mechanics,
genetics.”
In 2008, Allott, in his Invisible Power 2: a Metaphysical Adventure Story, gave what
seems to be a Freudian thermodynamics based, take on two of the so-called three laws
of human thermodynamics as follows: [2]
“The second law of human thermodynamics suggests that human beings with very low energy/desire/libido levels
are liable to lead a quiet life, but are also liable to depersonalize and dematerialize, prematurely into the formless
void. The third law of human thermodynamics [suggests that] those who divert high levels of energy/desire/libido in
creative and constructive directions may lead a less entropic life, but will have to learn to live with the ever-present
threat of serial frustration and haunting despair.”
In another passage of dialog, Allott writes:
“But most people don’t actually will anything,” Edmund said. “They just do things as slaves of desire. They live in a
sort of entropic void. Things just happen. It takes a special effort of mind not to do something. That’s all our famous
moral freedom actually is—the freedom not to do something, if we summon up the effort not to do it.”
Allott, it seems, culled his thermodynamics learning from the 1971 Paul Glansdorff and Ilya Prigogine, along with
possibly some of the work of Erich Jantsch, with the aim or intention to open a discourse on reconstituting the
international order in the mind of all people concerned, in the framework of evolution and sustainability. [3]

Education
Allott worked as an official in the British Foreign Office during the 1960s and 1970s, he held such varied offices as
legal adviser to the British Military Government in Berlin, legal counselor to the British representative to the
European Community, and adviser and representative to the United Nations Law of the Sea Conference, function
during these years as a diplomat and a scholar. Currently, Allott is professor emeritus of international public law, at
Trinity College, University of Cambridge.
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In human chemistry, an alpha molecule, or α molecule,
is the molecule at the center of a grouping of molecules,
which have combined into a complex, such that for the
surrounding molecules, the attraction is directed toward
the alpha, creating a combinations of forces that act to
maintain the structure of the complex. [1] The concept
of a central pressure regulating molecule was
introduced in 1910 by Dutch physical chemist Johannes
van der Waals, who stated: [2]
“If we let the number of molecules that have combined
into a complex be so large that it is possible to speak of
a molecule at the center surrounded by a single layer
containing almost as many other molecules as it is
possible simultaneously, then for the surrounding
molecules the attractionis directed towards the interior
and acts to maintain the complex; and this part of its
attraction is lost for the surface pressure.”

A depiction of the α molecule or “queen bee” Regina George
(Rachel McAdams), in pink, a scene from the 2004 film Mean
Girls, flanked by two β molecules, Karen Smith (Amanda
Seyfried), left, Gretchen Wieners (Lacey Chabert), right, and an
newly introduced (transfer student) α competing molecule Cady
Heron (Linday Lohan), a new chemical species introduction that
acts to change the chemical potential of the system. [4]

In the decades prior to this, in 1873, van der Waals
published a revolutionary paper in which he proposed
the view that in a body of gas there exist variations in
intermolecular attractions, repulsions, and interactions,
which he quantified by what he called "degree of
association", which result to create density, pressure, and temperature variations.

Van der Waals overall idea was that when atoms combine, such as the the dioxide molecule, or molecules combine,
such as the dihumanide molecule, that “new chemical forces” arise, which he labeled as either true association, for
combined molecular associations, as contrasted with pseudo association, for interactions of non-combined
molecules.
The alpha molecule phenomenon has been studied and diagrammed for lek mating arenas, rat societies, and human
cafeteria distributions.

See also
● Personal space
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In hmolscience, Elmar Altvater (1938-) is a German political scientist noted, human
thermodynamics, for his 1987 article turned chapter “Ecological and Economic
Modalities of Time and Space”, in which he outlines how social, economic, and
ecological processes unfold historically through the dimensions of space and time, both
framed in the context of thermodynamic irreversibility. [1]
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Alzheimer’s thermodynamics
In neurothermodynamics, Alzheimer’s thermodynamics is the study of the energetic and entropic aspects of the
structures, dynamics, and processes connected to mechanisms, particularly the buildup of amyloid plaques on
neurons, of the degenerative Alzheimer’s disease. The subject seems to have arisen in circa 2000, possibly being a
subset of protein thermodynamics.

Further reading
● Chebaro, Yassmine, Mousseau, Normand, and Derreumaux, Philippe. (2009). “Structures and Thermodynamics of
Alzheimer’s Amyloid-β AB (16-35) Monomer and Dimer by Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics Simulations:
Implications for Full-Length AB Fibrilation” (abstract). Journal of Physical Chemistry B, May 09.
● Janke, Wol ard. (2008). Rugged Free Energy Landscapes (term: Alzheimer’s, pgs. 5, 203, 240, 261, 269-71, 304306). Springer.
● Hall, Carol K. (2008). “Thermodynamic and Kine c Origins of Alzheimer’s and related Diseases: a Chemical
Engineer’s Perspective” (abstract) American Institute of Chemical Engineers Journal. Vol. 54, Issue 8, pgs. 1956-62.
● Hortschansky, Peter, Christopeit, Tony, Schroeckh, Volker, and Fandrich, Marcus. (2005). “Thermodynamics
Analysis of the Aggregation of Propensity of Oxidized Alzheimer’s β-amyloid Variants” (abstract). Protein Science, Vol.
14 (11), pgs. 2915-18.

Amber
In matter, amber (TR=8) is a hard yellowish to brownish translucent tree
resin; often used as polish and for ornaments; noted for its electric like
properties and for its preserving ability of ancient organisms, such as
bacteria.

Etymology
Amber is named after an early Greek word for the sun, ηλεχτορ,
pronounced "elector", which was often used to describe amber, because of
its sunshiny color; amber, subsequently, came to be called "electron" by
the Greek classic writers. [1]
A depiction of a piece of amber, named
from Greek term for sun “ηλεχτορ” or
Greek thinker Thales, in circa 580BC, is credited with having been the first ilechtor, pronounced "elector", which,
to noted that when amber was rubbed, straw attracted to it. [2] Thales
owing to its electrostatic properties, i.e. it
theorized that “spirit” is what gave amber its properties. [3] In circa 300BC, attract straw and small pieces of paper
Theophrastus, the successor to Aristotle in the Peripatetic school, is said to when rubbed, is the root behind the terms
be the first author to make a distinct mark on the subject of the electrical electron and electricity.

Electric properties

properties of amber. [4]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“As amber attracts a straw, so does beauty admiration, which only lasts while the warmth continues.”
— Robert Burton (1621), The Anatomy of Melancholy
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See also
● Loadstone
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American Presidents
In government, American Presidents are the forty-plus leaders of the United States, since its founding, in the years to
follow its 1776 declaration of independence from England, among which, in respect to hmolscience, a significant
number stem from the Princeton school of social physics. Notable and or relevant factoids are shown below:
#

President

Term

Notables

1.

George
Washington 1789- A Cattell 1000 (top 20); was a product of early parental death and genius (father
(1732-1799) 1797 died age 11). [2]
IQ=140

2.

John Adams
[HD:14] The patriarch of the so-called Adams family (or Adams political family):
1797(1735his son, John Quincy Adams, was 6th president, and his great grandson was
1801
1826)
Henry Adams, the leading social Newton, behind Goethe.

3.

[HD:17] One of fabled "last persons to know everything"; a Cattell 1000 (top 90);
library=6,487 books; known for: American government founding; atheism
advocation (situated the separation of church and state clause in the
Constitution in 1802); was a polymath who spoke five languages and was deeply
interested in science and political philosophy; he once stated "I cannot live
without books”; Quote: “He who knows nothing is closer to the truth than he
Thomas
Jefferson
1801- whose mind is filled with falsehoods and errors.” (Ѻ) The 1608 English translation
(1743-1826) 1809 of Simon Stevin’s work Disme, The Arts of Tenths or Decimal Arithmetike, by
Robert Norton, is said to have inspired him to propose a decimal monetary unit
IQ=180
for the US. The tenth of a dollar is still referred to as a “dime”; often met with
other encyclopedists at Café Procope (see: epicenter genius); noted for the “all
men are created equal” motto used in the Declaration of Independence; a theory
that, in hmolscience logic, would translate as “all molecules are synthesized
equal” (see: contented molecule).

4.

[HD:18] The patriarch of the so-called Princeton school of social physics; in 1769,
was studying a primitive form of social physics a Princeton; was a student of John
Witherspoon (1723-1794), a signatory of the Declaration of Independence, and
James
noted interpreter of the political philosophy of Charles Montesquieu, notable for
Madison
1809- his “hot climates” / “cold climates” theory of human behavior, who in turn had
(1751-1836) 1817 been deeply influenced by the celestial mechanics work of Isaac Newton; a set of
teachings, that went into the so-called Newtonian-based framing of the US
Constitution, e.g. separation of powers, as Woodrow Wilson (#28) argued; or as
John Q. Stewart stated: “in early Princeton, physics cooperated with politics in a
sort of analogical double play, Newton to Witherspoon to Madison.”

5.

James Monroe
(1758–1831)

18171825
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John Quincy
Adams
1825- Son of John Adams (2nd president); his grandson was Henry Adams, the leading
(1767–
1829 social Newton, behind Goethe.
1848)

7.

Andrew Jackson
(1767–1845)

18291837

8.

Martin van Buren
(1782–1862)

18371841

9.

William Harrison
(1773–1841)

1841

10.

John Tyler
(1790–1862)

18411845

11.

James Polk
(1795–1849)

18451849

12.

Zachary Taylor
(1784–1850)

18491850

13.

Millard Fillmore
(1800–1874)

18501853

14.

Franklin Pierce
(1804–1869)

18531857

15.

James Buchanan
(1791–1868)

18571861

16.

Abraham
Lincoln
(1809–
1865)
IQ=160

17.

Andrew Johnson
(1808–1875)

18651869

18.

Ulysses Grant
(1822–1885)

18691877

19.

Rutherford Hayes
(1822–1893)

18771881

20.

James Garfield
(1831–1881)

1881

21.

Chester Arthur
(1829–1886)

18811885

22.

Grover Cleveland
(1837–1908)

18851889

23.

Benjamin Harrison
(1833–1901)

18891893

24.

Grover Cleveland
(1837–1908)

18931897

25.

William McKinley
(1843–1901)

18971901

26.

Theodore Roosevelt 1901(1858–1919)
1909

27.

William Taft
(1857–1930)

A Cattell 1000 (top 40); led the union to victory in the Civil War (1861-1865); his
18611863 Emancipation Proclamation freed all slaves in America, paving the way for
1865
slavery’s eventual abolition.

19091913
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29.

30.
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Woodrow
Wilson
(1856–
1924)
Warren Harding
(1865–1923)
Calvin
Coolidge
(1872–
1933)

During his 1912 presidential candidacy speeches, argued that Constitution,
1913- written by James Madison based on Newtonian physics logic, was in need of
1921 reform and upgrade; namely that government, according to modern science, was
answerable not to Newton, but to Darwin.
19211923
Noted, in evolutionary psychology, for "Coolidge effect", the phenomenon,
1923- supposedly, observed by Coolidge at a chicken farm with his wife, that males
1929 (and to a lesser extent females) exhibit renewed sexual ability, continuously,
albeit only if new receptive sexual partners are presented. [3]

31.

Herbert Hoover
(1874–1964)

19291933

32.

Franklin Roosevelt
(1882–1945)

19331945

33.

Harry Truman
(1884–1972)

19451953

34.

Dwight Eisenhower
(1890–1969)

19531961

35.

John Kennedy
(1917–1963)

19611963

36.

Lyndon Johnson
(1908–1973)

19631969

37.

Richard Nixon
(1913–1994)

19691974

38.

Gerald Ford
(1913–2006)

19741977

39.

Jimmy Carter
(1924-)

19771981

40.

Ronald Reagan
(1911–2004)

19811989

41.

George H. W. Bush
(1924-)

19891993

42.

Bill Clinton
(1946-)

19932001

43.

44.

George W.
Bush
(1946-)

Barack Obama
(1961-)

His administration, in 2001, began to limit federal funding to stem cell research in
which "the life-and-death decision has already been made", which launched the
stem cell controversy about ethics of stem cell research (a separation of church
2001and state issue); the logical objection of which, being underlying Christianity2009
based, as 1993 NIH researcher turned 2009 NIH head Francis Collins argues,
being that certain types of stem cells have a soul; hence it is immoral to use them
for research purposes. [4]
2009-

Religious affiliation
Nearly all US presidents, in belief system, have been characterized as being adherents to Christianity in religious
belief, with the exceptions of four who have been said to have had some type of atheism association or were
nonreligious or with no religious affiliation: Thomas Jefferson, and as others have argued or alleged: Abraham
Lincoln, William Taft, and Barack Obama. [5] Unique among the group is Jefferson, who with his "last persons to know
everything", polymath-polyglot, walking encyclopedia status, possessor of a 6,487 book personal library, suffered
from the so-called “Henry Adams effect”, described in 1907 by Henry Adams, in his The Education of Henry Adams
(see: genius), about how the active mind will always be several generations or millennia ahead of his or her peers,
who will be caught in a slower type of mental inertia.
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Intelligence
The following are the results of about 25-35 people with the query "Who are the Three Smartest American
Presidents", of which 18 were able to give answers, the results of which are shown below, along with known IQ
estimates from genius IQ table (IQG) from American psychologist Dean Simonton's 2006 historical extrapolation
estimates (IQS)—who, to note, seems to consider John Adams to have the highest IQ, ahead of Thomas Jefferson
(who he ranks second in intelligence): [6]
Smartest Presidents
Votes IQG/IQC
(2013 colloquial opinion)

Smartest Presidents
(2006 Simonton ranking)

IQs

1.

Thomas Jefferson
(1743-1826)

11

180

John Adams (17351826)

173

2.

Abraham Lincoln
(1809–1865)

8

160

Thomas Jefferson
(1743-1826)

160

3.

John F. Kennedy
(1917–1963)

6

John F. Kennedy
(1917–1963)

158

4.

Franklin D. Roosevelt
(1882–1945)

6

Bill Clinton (1946-)

156

5.

Bill Clinton (1946-)

5

James Madison (1751155
1836)

6.

Theodore Roosevelt
(1858–1919)

5

Jimmy Carter (1924-)

153

7.

John Adams (17351826)

2

8.

Woodrow Wilson
(1856–1924)

2

Woodrow Wilson
(1856–1924)

152

9.

George Washington
(1732-1799)

2

Theodore Roosevelt
(1858–1919)

149

10.

James Madison (17511836)

1

11

Jimmy Carter (1924-)

1

Chester Arthur (1829–
148
1886)

12.

Ronald Reagan (1911–
2004)

1

Abraham Lincoln
(1809–1865)

148

13. Barack Obama (1961-)

1

Franklin D. Roosevelt
(1882–1945)

146

14.

Lyndon Johnson
(1908–1973)

1

Millard Fillmore
(1800–1874)

143

15.

Harry Truman (1884–
1972)

1

John Tyler (1790–
1862)

142

16.

James Monroe (1758–
1831)

1

Franklin Pierce (1804–
141
1869)

Rank

160

134

James Garfield (1831–
148
1881)

Note: a quick estimate for Obama's IQ was made based on the mean of a number of spurious Internet sources: 110160 (Ѻ), 120-130 (Ѻ), 130 (Ѻ), 145 (Ѻ).

Leaders | Scientific paradigm based
The following are noted leaders of countries who each based their governance models on one or another distinct
scientific paradigms:
● Adolf Hitler |
● Benito Mussolini | Vilfredo Pareto, Friedrich Nietzsche
● James Madison | Isaac Newton
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● Joseph Stalin | Karl Marx
● Mehdi Bazargan |
● Napoleon Bonaparte | Johann Goethe
● Thomas Jefferson | Epicurus
● Woodrow Wilson | Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin
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American school of econophysics
In schools, American school of econophysics refers to the collective econophysics work and departments seen semisprouting in the United States, towards the turn of the 20th century, such as those headed by American physicist
Eugene Stanley (1995-present), at Boston University, Russian-born American physicist Victor Yakovenko (2003present), at the University of Maryland, and American physicist Joseph McCauley (2008-present), at the University of
Houston. [1]

Etymology
The term "American school of econophysics" was first used in the 2008 article “Some Relevant Econophysics’
Moments of History, Definitions, Methods, Models and New Trends” by Romanian economist Gheorghe Savoiu and
Ion Siman. [4] Savoiu also used the term again in his 2012 chapter "The Potential of Econophysics for the Study of
Economic Processes" coauthored with
American physicist Constantin
Andronache, of Boston University. [1]

Boston University econophysics
In 1995, American physicist Eugene
Stanley, noted for his use of the Ising
model of human behavior, at Boston
University, began attending the Kolkata
econophysics conferences, of Bikas
Chakrabarti, where he coined the word
econophysics. The following is 2013
university profile of the Boston
University econophysics group: [2]

American physicist Eugene Stanley, who completed his
BS in physics at Wesleyan University in 1962, followed by
work in biological physics under Max Delbrueck in 1963,
followed by a 1963 PhD on critical phenomena in
magnetic systems at Harvard, investigates, since 1995,
has been investigating, at Boston University, the notion
that economic agents, in their herd effect like behavior
preferences, can be modeled as electron spins, and also
that Vilfredo Pareto power laws like Pareto principles can Eugene Stanley (1941-)
be studied in economics via physics.

Econophysics: Using Statistical Physics
Concepts to Better Understand Economic Questions
A physicist views the economy as a collection of interacting units. This collection is complex; everything depends on
everything else. The interesting problem is: how does everything depend on everything else? Physicists are looking
for laws that will help us understand this complex interaction. To a physicist, the most interesting thing about
economics is that it is dominated by fluctuations in quantities of economic interest. Because big economic shocks
affect the economy around the world, the possibility of an economic “meltdown” is one that we must take seriously.
Big changes in big money affect not only people with large amounts of it, but also those who have very little of it—
those on the margins of society. Finding ideas that serve to solve economic problems can potentially help in making
progress on unsolved physics problems. A good example is turbulence. If we take a bucket of water and disturb the
surface, energy is added to the system on a big scale. This energy then dissipates over progressively smaller scales.
This is an unsolved physics problem; many empirical facts can be stated, but little can be said about understanding it.
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The economy is analogous to this example of turbulence. One can add information on a big scale to an economic
system—e.g., the news of who wins a presidential election—and that information is dissipated on smaller and smaller
scales. The way that you handle the “turbulence” associated with this dissipation of information in a financial market
may help us understand how to approach turbulence in our physics research."
Stanley, to note, is an editor of Physica A, which is one of the few journals that publishes econophysics papers, e.g.
Bertrand Roehner (2005). [6]

University of Maryland
econophysics
In circa 2003, Russian-born American
physicist Victor Yakovenko's began to
form his "econophysics group" at the
University of Maryland, which as of
2013 has the following listing: [13]
Victor Yakovenko’s Econophysics
Research Group | Collaborators

Research
Econophysics: Applications of statistical physics to
economics and finance.

● Victor Yakovenko, Econophysics group
Victor Yakovenko
(1961-)
head.
● J. Barkley Rosser, Jr., Professor of
Economics and holder of the Kirby L. Kramer Jr. Chair of Business Administration (James Madison University,
Harrisonburg, Virginia), Honorary Editor of the Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization (2008-2009)
● Anand Banerjee, graduate student (2005-2008) Ph.D.
now a postdoctoral fellow at NIH
● Jus n Chen, undergraduate student from Caltech (2007 summer),
developed computer animation of money exchange models
Richard Prange, Professor Emeritus of Physics (2002-2008), deceased
● A. Chris an Silva, graduate student (2002-2005) Ph.D.
now with the Evnine-Vaughan Associates, San Francisco
● Adrian Dragulescu, graduate student (1997-2002) Ph.D.
now a risk analyst at the Constellation Energy Group in Baltimore
(add discussion)

University of Houston
econophysics
In circa 2008, American
physicist Joseph McCauley
founded an econophysics
branch of the physics
department, the 2013
university page abstract of
which is as follows:

In 2004, American physicist Joseph McCauley published his
Dynamics of Markets: Econophysics and Finance, wherein
he outlined his ideas on how physics, but NOT
thermodynamics, applies to to the study of financial
markets, and in 2008 launched an econophysics department
at the University of Houston, which supposedly produces
graduate students in econophysics.

Econophysics - Introduction
Joseph McCauley
Econophysics, also known as
(1943-)
the physics of finance, is the
study of the dynamical
behavior of financial and economic markets. Recently, a vast amount of market data has become available allowing
empirical studies of market behavior to be performed. In the econophysics group at the University of Houston, we
begin with these empirical studies to measure what the statistical properties of actual dynamics of markets are and
then model that behavior mathematically. The models we create and study vary from discrete agent-based ones
appropriate for short-time scale behavior to continuous stochastic ones appropriate for longer time scale
behavior.There are many interesting and important open questions about market dynamics that interest us. These
include questions about how to properly measure and explain the important properties of market dynamics, about
the stability of markets, and about what the differences are in the behavior of different types of markets. We are also
interested in how the dynamics of markets impacts society. The faculty member in the econophyiscs group include
Professors Joseph L. McCauley, Kevin E. Bassler, Gemunu H. Gunaratne, George F. Reiter and David R. Criswell, as well
as Dr. Valery A. Kholodni, an adjunct professor.
(add discussion)
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Other
In 2015, in query Emory University physics department head Eric Weeks, about whether Emory has either an
econophysics or sociophysics program, such as outlined by conceptually by Emory physics professor emeritus Peter
Fong (1988), in terms of Newtonian sociology, commented that Georgia Tech might have a program in econophysics.
[5]

Non-US schools
Globally, econophysics schools are also found or are beginning to emerge at the University of Leiden, Japan
University, and Lund University.

See also
● Princeton department of social physics
● Romanian school of physical socioeconomics
● Two cultures synergy
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Amontons, Guillaume
In thermodynamics, Guillaume Amontons (1663-1705) was a French physicist noted for
his design of an air-based thermometer with which he used to develop the first verbal
formulation of the ideal gas law and to argue that there was a zero point of
temperature characterized by the absence of heat.

Fire wheel
See main: Fire wheel

Amontons’ experimental work in thermometry and on the development of the ideal gas
laws and research into the nature of cold were said to have been repercussions of his
failed attempt to create a ‘fire wheel’ that used the heat of a fire to expand air and
make it move a wheel, the results of which being published in 1699. The device was
described as a very ingenious mill wheel, moved by the action of fire, based on a large
number of experiments, and on arguments, which he called a moulin à feu (mill of fire).
Some of his fire wheel research was used to create better thermometers. [1] It is also
said that Amontons had designed a “steam wheel” (a name which may be a synonym for his fire mill wheel), a sort of
prototype steam engine, and that he tried to evaluate its performance in terms of the number of men or horses it
could replace. [3]

Air-based thermometer
In one experiment, Amontons found that during the heating of three unequal masses of air and water in glass bulbs,
submerged in boiling water, he demonstrated that the masses “increase[d] equally the force of their spring by equal
degrees of heat”.

Gas law equation
See also: Gas laws
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In his 1702 paper “Discourse on a Few properties of Air, and the Means to know the Temperature in all Climates of
the Earth”, Amontons was said to have stated that the product of the pressure times volume equals the product of
temperature times an unknown constant. [4] In modern formulation, thus would be an equation of the form:

which is the first prototype of the ideal gas law. In his 1738 Hydrodynamica, Dutch-born Swiss physicist Daniel
Bernoulli credited Amontons as having been the first to derive the gas law equation; which according to Bernoulli was
published in the Society memoirs of 1702.

Absolute zero
Using gas equation, he showed that a total absence of heat was theoretically possible, in the sense that if the product
of the pressure times volume became zero, the temperature would go to zero; although, to note, Amontons
supposedly did not come right out and say that there was an ‘absolute zero’.

Education
Amontons was born deaf and was largely self-taught in the sciences.
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Ampere, Andre
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In science, Andre-Marie Ampere (1775-1836) (IQ:190|#46) (CR:15), oft-cited as “Andre
Ampere” (Ѻ), was a physicist and mathematician, a Kanowitz Top 50 Physicists (#33)
(Ѻ), an Eells 100 greatest mathematician (#93) (Ѻ), dubbed the “Newton of electricity”
(Maxwell, 1873) and “father of electrodynamics” (Heaviside, 1888), eponym of the
amp, or SI unit ampere (A), noted for, among other things, his work on extending the
results of Hans Oersted—who in 1819 discovered that a compass needle deflects near
current—by showing that the deflection of a compass relative to an electrical current
obeys the right hand rule. [4]

Overview
Ampere, as a youth, was manifestly brilliant: as a young boy he mastered advanced
mathematics and taught himself science by memorizing the contents of learned
encyclopedias, long passages of which he could recite years later. [5] As a child, he
spent a great deal of time reading in the library of his family home, and he voraciously
consumed books of history, geography, literature, philosophy and the natural sciences.
His father taught him Latin and encouraged Ampere to pursue his passion for mathematics. Some historians write
that the young Ampere was a math prodigy at a very early age and that he used to work out long mathematical
formulas, just for his own personal entertainment, using small pebbles or breadcrumbs to represent groups of
numbers. (Ѻ)
In 1793, Ampere, age 18, saw the execution of his father during the French Revolution, after which he was
literally speechless for a year and in a prolonged state of deep depression; Ampere gave up his studies for 18-months
following trauma (Ѻ); this was only compounded by the death of his young wife, five years into their marriage
troubles with his two children, and unhappy second marriage, in what has been referred to as a “tortured life”. [5]
The 1795, Ampere, age 20, penned a series of letters to a man named “Couppier”, a supposed wealthy silk
maker, reasoned to have resided in a chateau near the Ampere family, who asked many questions about mechanical
contrivances; Ampere explained why perpetual motion was impossible, citing Joseph Lagrange’s work on analytical
mechanics, Gottfried Leibniz on conservation of vis viva; he discussed Denis Diderot, Johannes Kepler; he show he
was self-educated whose interests ranged from mathematics and astronomy; from botany to plans for a universal
language and his translations of Horace. In one letter, Ampere wrote in a childish scrawl: ''You can see that the way in
which I leap around is the way to get absolutely nothing done successfully. But as these ideas come to me I just
simply have to pursue them.'' [5]

Atomic theory
In 1814, Ampere developed a ‘geometric model’ in which he pictured atoms of chemical elements as being composed
of subatomic particles. [1]

Electrodynamics
In circa 1820, Ampere dubbed the study of currents as “electrodynamics”. [4] In 1861, James Maxwell built on the
work of Ampere to pen the fourth of his four Maxwell equations:
Formulator
Name
Maxwell's equation

GaussMaxwell

GaussMaxwell

FaradayMaxwell

(add)
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AmpereMaxwell

(add discussion)

Cybernetics
In 1834, Ampere, in his Essay on the Philosophy of Science, coined the term “cynbernetique” (cybernetics). [2]
“The future science of government should be called ‘cybernetics’ (‘la cybernetique’).”
— Andre Ampere (1834), Essay on the philosophy of science; coined from (Ѻ) the French word meaning “the art of governing”,
from the Greek kybernetes “navigator or steersman” ; adopted by Norbert Wiener for the field of control and communication
theory

(add discussion)

Reaction end | Epitaph
Ampere choose for his gravestone epitaph “Tandem felix” meaning “Happy, at last.” [5]

Quotes | On
The following are quotes on Ampere:
“The experimental investigations by which Ampere established the laws of mechanical action between electric
currents is one of the most brilliant achievements in science. The whole, theory and experiment, seems as if it had
leaped, full grown and full armed, from the brain of the ‘Newton of electricity’. It is perfect in form, and unassailable
in accuracy, and it is summed up in a formula from which all the phenomena may be deduced, and which must
always remain the cardinal formula of electro-dynamics.”
— James Maxwell (1873), Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, Volume 2 [6]; note: in the 1780s, some regarded Alessandro Volta
as the “Newton of electricity” (Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ)

“It has been stated, on no less authority than that of the great Maxwell, that Ampère's law of force between a pair of
current elements is the cardinal formula of electrodynamics. If so, should we not be always using it? Do we ever use
it? Did Maxwell, in his treatise? Surely there is some mistake. I do not in the least mean to rob Ampère of the credit
of being the father of electrodynamics; I would only transfer the name of cardinal formula to another due to him,
expressing the mechanical force on an element of a conductor supporting current in any magnetic field; the vector
product of current and induction. There is something real about it; it is not like his force between a pair of unclosed
elements; it is fundamental; and, as everybody knows, it is in continual use, '' actually or virtually (through
electromotive force) both by theoretical and practical men
— Oliver Heaviside (1888), “The Mutual Action of a Pair of Rational Current Elements” [3]

Quotes
The following are noted Ampere quotes:
“Doubt is the greatest torment that a man suffers on earth.”
— Andre Ampere (c.1820), on religious beliefs; “Letter to Friend” (Ѻ)
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An Account of Carnot’s Theory of the Motive
Power of Heat
In famous publications, “An Account of Carnot’s Theory
of the Motive Power of Heat; with Numerical Results
Deduced from Regnault’s Experiments on Steam” is an
1849 paper, about 40-pages in length, read to the Royal
Society of Edinburgh on January 2nd, by Irish physicist
William Thomson, notable for the coining of the term
“thermo-dynamic” and for having introduced German
physicist Rudolf Clausius to both Carnot’s principle and
to the difficulties inherent in it due to its reliance on the
caloric theory. [1]

Clausius
Of great effect, Thomson’s “An Account of Carnot’s
Theory” was referenced heavily in the introduction to
Clausius’ founding 1850 paper "On the Moving Force of
Heat and the Laws of Heat which may be Deduced
Therefrom", the paper which acted to lay out the initial
foundations of the mechanical theory of heat. [2] In
particular, Clausius quotes a section of a footnote from
Thomson’s paper (paragraph 12), a digression on the
term “thermal agency” in regards the discovery by
English physicist James Joule of the generation of heat
by internal friction in a fluid body, as this might related
to the criterion of a perfect thermo-dynamic engine.
The specific quote of Thomson that Clausius repeats is:
[3]
“If we abandon this principle, we meet with
innumerable other difficulties—insuperable without
further experimental investigation—and an entire
reconstruction of the theory of heat from its
foundation.”

Opening page of William Thomson's 1849 “An Account of
Carnot’s Theory of the Motive Power of Heat”, wherein he
spearheads the introduction of thermodynamics in outline or
aims.

Clausius concludes, on this excerpt, “I believe that we
should not be daunted by these difficulties”; and proceeds over the next fifteen years to lay out the mechanical
theory of heat in a set of nine memoirs, culminating with the binding of these memoirs into the 1865 textbook The
Mechanical Theory of Heat, the bedrock of thermodynamics.
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An Inquiry Concerning the Source of Heat which
is Excited by Friction
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In famous publications, “An Inquiry Concerning the
Source of Heat which is Excited by Friction” is a 1798
article by American-born English physicist Benjamin
Thompson in which the results of cannon boring
experiments were published and discussed which
showed that heat produced, via friction, in the boring of
a cannon, could be used to make water boil in 2.5 hours
time, thus laying question to French physicist Antoine
Lavoisier’s 1787 caloric theory. [1] This experiment gave
one of the first calculations of what would be later called
the mechanical equivalent of heat.

What is heat?
These boring experiments, according to Thomson, gave
“farther insight into the hidden nature of heat; and to
enable us to form some reasonable conjectures
respecting the existence, or non-existence, of an igneous
fluid.” The following summary quote by Thomson
highlights the central conclusion of the article:
“What is heat? Is there anything as igneous fluid? Is
there anything that can with propriety be called caloric?
That heat generated by friction [in the boring
experiments] appeared, evidently, to be inexhaustible,
[it] cannot possibly be a material substance; … it appears
to me to me to be extremely difficult, if not quite
impossible, to form any distinct idea of anything capable
of being excited and communicated in the manner heat
was excited and communicated in these experiments,
except it be MOTION.”
In short, heat was experimentally determined to be or
be related to the motion of particles of bodies.
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Opening page to Benjamin Thompson’s 1798 “An Inquiry
Concerning the Source of Heat which is Excited by Friction”,
wherein he describes how the results of his cannon boring
experiment laws question to the prevailing caloric theory of
heat.
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In language, an anagram is a derived word, word play, or new
name made out of the letters of another more common name or
word. In hmolscience, a term which itself is a portmanteau of
hmol (shorthand for "human mole") and science, curiously, there
are a number of anagrammatists who have employed anagrams in
their name or work, some of which are summarized below.

Hamlet | Amleth
English author William Shakespeare used anagrams among other
forms of word play. His 1599 tragedy Hamlet, e.g., is considered
an anagrammatic name of the Danish prince Amleth. [1]

Newton | Jeova Sanctus Unus
English physicist Isaac Newton (1643-1727) used the perfect
anagram “Jeova Sanctus Unus”, derived from this Latin name
Isaacus Neuutonus, which means or is code for “religion science”,
where “Jeova” is a version of YHWH, one of older the biblical
names of God, “Sanctus” means “holy” or great, and “Unus”,
means “one”, hence:

An artistic rendition or recreation of the likely (or
actual) notes used by American writer John Green in
the development of his 2006 anagram filled and
equation of love themed book An Abundance of
Katherines, in which names such Katherine Carter are
anagrammatized to a significant effect. [9]

Isaac Newton = Isaacus Neuutonus (Latin) = Jeova Sanctus Unus (anagram) = one holy god or god, the holy one
(coded translation)
The Hebrew version of YHWH or Jeova, to note, has its etymological roots in the Egyptian god Aten (although it is
doubtful Newton knew of this, as hieroglyphics were still a mystery in Newton’s time), and Sanctus, beyond its Latin
meaning of holy, may have more a hidden meaning in Newton’s mind, being that it relates to a number a Biblical tales
and hymns. Some speculate that Newton used the anagram to represent his Unitarian (as opposed to the Trinitarian
belief) belief system; others that he intended the term to signify something to do with gravity; others, such as
biographer James Gleick, that he was searching for a way to explain the “spirit” in the context of a natural mechanical
universe. [5]

Boyle | BR
Irish chemist Robert Boyle published his 1676 article "Of the Incalescence of Quicksilver with Gold", read by Newton
at the Royal Society, using the inverted initials B.R., which Newton, of course, recognized. [5]

Voltaire | Arovet Li
The name of French thinker "Voltaire" (originally François Marie Arouet), which the author adopted in 1718, is an
anagram of "AROVET LI," the Latinized spelling of his surname, Arouet, and the initial letters of "le jeune" ("the
younger"). The name also echoes in reverse order the syllables of the name of a family château in the Poitou region:
"Airvault". The adoption of the name "Voltaire" following his incarceration at the Bastille is seen by many to mark
Voltaire's formal separation from his family and his past.

Otto | Cipher
See main: Otto (cryptography)

German polymath Johann Goethe frequently used anagrams and word play in his writings, the most hidden nature of
which was his use of the German name Otto, used anagrammatically for the root of the four main characters of his
1809 Elective Affinities, the mysterious use of which has been subject to much speculation and theory explication.
Germanic studies professor Astrida Tantillo notes that it has frequently been pointed out that the four main
characters as well as the child that is born share the same root name "Otto". Both Eduard and the Captain were
called OTTO in youth; the two women CharlOTTE and OTTilie, have related names; and the misfortune child born out
of the "mental" double adultery (or double elective affinity) of the four main characters (reactants) is called Otto.
Opinions differ as to why Goethe used this naming riddle, but the modern chemical view would argue that Goethe
intended the reader to grasp the logic that each person is a different type of "human chemical" (or human molecule)
in essence.

Thomson | PQR
Irish-born Scottish mathematical physicist William Thomson, at the age of seventeen, published his first three
mathematical papers in the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, using the cryptic initials P.Q.R., which, according to his
biographer David Lindley, have no particular meaning except that they are often used as a triplet of variables in three
dimensional mathematical problems. [6]
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Maxwell | θΔcs
Scottish physicist James Maxwell used a style of coded phonetic anagramming in his postcard correspondences with
Peter Tait and William Thomson, specifically using coded Greek letters to represent the term ‘thermo-dynamics’
(θΔcs or θΔ). During his early school years, at the Edinburg Academy at the age of 10 (1841), Maxwell frequently
wrote to his father in zany letters filled with puns and misspellings, embellished with elaborate doodles, and
containing secret messages in different colored inks. [2]

Maxwell | JCM
Maxwell, amid his secret code letter writing circle, with Peter Tait and William Thomson (see: θ∆ics), would
sometimes sign his letters, articles, and post cards as follows:

which, is the analytical equivalent of the thermodynamical quantity JCM (and to James Clerk Maxwell's initials); such
as reported by his existographer Lewis Campbell (1882); meaning: [11]

The equation first appears in Peter Tait's 1868 Sketch of Thermodynamics (§162, eq. 4; pg. 91), in the following form,
which Tait defines, specifically, as the second law of thermodynamics:

Maxwell, shortly thereafter, took notice of the equation, and began using the dp/dt signature, first used in an Apr
1870 letter to William Thomson, and thereafter to Tait and various witty publications in Nature. In 1964, physicist
David MacDonald, in his Faraday, Maxwell, and Kelvin, stated that the derivative dp/dt would now be written more
correctly written as: (∂p/∂t)v, and that it is one of Maxwell’s four thermodynamic relations derived by him in Theory
of Heat (pgs. 165-69) from the geometry of isothermal and adiabatic curves; now commonly derived from the
equality of the mixed second derivatives of the various thermodynamic potentials. [11] In 1970, American science
historian Martin Klein, in an appendix section “On Maxwell’s Signature”, citing Macdonald, devotes two pages to a
discussion of Maxwell and his derivative signature, which he surmises that Maxwell meant as not only his own initials,
but also "the second law of thermodynamics itself", as Klein puts it, where J is the mechanical equivalent of heat, C is
Carnot's universal function, depending on temperature, and M is the “coefficient of proportionality, the heat
absorbed per unit volume change in an isothermal expansion”. [12]

Sidis
American super high IQ child prodigy William James Sidis (person behind the film Good Will Hunting), who himself is
named after American reserve energy psychologist William James, used pseudonyms in all of his publications (all
except his The Animate and the Inanimate, which he felt confident about), such as Barry Mulligan, Parker Greene,
Jacob Marmor, Barry Mulligan, John W. Shattuck, and Frank Folupa, five of which are recognized by the Library of
Congress. The majority of them, all except, supposedly, Frank Folupa, the name he used as the author of his Notes on
the Collection of Transfers, which has been argued to be some type of coded anagram, are names of actual people
who had contributed to society, but were mostly unknown. Sidis biographer Dan Mahony guesses that Frank Folupa
equates to “French fallu pas”, meaning not practical or necessary. [7] Ted Frankel suggest that Folupa is an exact
anagram for “foul pa”, meaning “frankly a flop” or “fouled up”, which may have been the way he (or his 10 percent
myth father experimenter, Boris Sidis) viewed things, in the end. [8]

Roegen | NicolaE GEORescum
The attached surname, namely "Roegen", of Romanian-born American mathematician Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen is
said to be a reverse anagram (similar to Thims, below). He was born Nicolae Georgescu and also formerly known as
Nicholas St. Georgescu. The name Nicholas seems to be an English (or Americanized) version of Nicholae. In posthumorous publications and discussion of him, by his associates, e.g. Kozo Mayumi and John Gowdy, he is simply
referred to as 'Georgescu'. According to one explanation, when Nicolae was very young, he attended military school
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to help support his widowed mother and his younger brother. He was clearly a superior mathematician, but there
was another Georgescu (very common Romanian name) so he added "Roegen" to his Georgescu to make himself
"unique". He was in academic competitions and won many scholarships for academics. He kept his new name after
leaving Romania after the WWII and is know by that whole name. The surname "Roegen", according to this source, is
a play on the name "George" (of his original last name George-scu). [9] According to a second reference, surname
attachment name came from an anagram of his Romanian name NicolaE GEORescum, such that if the capital letters
are read backward it becomes ROEGEN. [10]

Libb Thims | Bill Smith
See main: Libb Thims (etymology)

The pen name turned legal name of American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims is a derived anagram of the overly-common American name Bill Smith (a
type of John Doe); the surname Smith being the most-common last name in
American, which is on account of the fact that many of the original pilgrims to
American were "black smiths" by occupation, the descendant families of which
tended to adopt the dominate patriarch occupation as their surname.
The original use of the pen name "Bill Smith", beginning in circa 2001-2002,
was to maintain anonymity, the main reason rooted in Thims' overarching
philosophy that to truly get some one to fall in love with you, one needs to be
make the process happen solely on personality and a fit shape, in the sense that
the more a person achieves, in terms of respected accomplishments,
occupation ladder climbing, fame, etc., the more a person becomes simply a
"label" after which the person is falling in love with the label rather than the
A circa 2003 scratch paper attempt to
person; a sort of "reverse Cinderella philosophy", if you will.
anagrammatize the pen name Bill
The need to switch to a new pen name arose in circa 2002-2003 following Smith by American electrochemical
the rise of the Internet search capabilities, particularly Amazon.com books, it
engineer Libb Thims.
became apparent that there were dozens if not hundreds of published Bill
Smith authors; hence, name brand recognition for the work Thims was in the process of developing would be
difficult.
Moreover, in the modern "Internet age", if one is a promoter of some novel or grand work or theory, one needs
a unique name that generates a top search return rank. In this end, to exemplify, the following Google Analytics
graph shows the growth of the monthly visits to the Hmolpedia "Libb Thims" article, since its page creation on Dec
31, 2007 up to Oct 24, 2011, which shows the anagrammed name drawing about 250 page views per month:

The name "Libb Thims", itself, is an anagram modeled on the Latin phrase ad lib meaning "say what you want", albeit
with an extra letter B added to make uniqueness, and the surname Thims, being phonetically similar to the "thimble",
a sewing device used by Thims as a child to sew things. The adoption of "Libb Thims", both as a pen name and
eventually legal name (2009), to note, is also similar to that of Voltaire in the sense of "the adoption of the name
"Voltaire" following his incarceration at the Bastille is seen by many to mark Voltaire's formal separation from his
family and his past." [3]

Katherines
See main: Equation of love (section: An Abundance of Katherines)

American writer John Green’s 2006 graphical mathematics of love themed book An Abundance of Katherines utilizes
a number of anagrams derived from the name “Katherine”, e.g. it contains the emotional words “heart” and “tear”,
according to Green. [4]

See also
● Hmolpedia (etymology): a portmanteau "hmol" and "encyclopedia".
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Andrews, Thomas
In thermodynamics, Thomas Andrews (1813-1885) was an Irish chemist and physician
noted for his 1869 article “On the Continuity of the Gaseous and Liquid States of
Matter” in which he discusses the ‘critical point’ of a fluid and the results of his
experiments on carbonic acid, H2CO3, which showed that the acid in its liquid state may
be carried to gaseous state without losing its homogeneity. [1] Andrews' 1869 article
was famously cited by American engineer Willard Gibbs in his two 1873 graphical
thermodynamics articles and in his 1876 On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances. [2] Andrews’ follow-up 1876 article, on the same subject, “On the Gaseous
State of Matter”, was cited by Gibbs in his 1879 article. [4] Andrews is also noted,
supposedly, for his work on the subject of the ‘heat of combination’, such as his 1841
article “On the Heat Developed During the Combination of Acids and Bases”, and
others to follow. [5]

Maxwell
Gibbs use of Andrews’ experimental results in the development of his graphical
method of representing the various states of a substance on an energy, entropy, volume coordinates plot, stimulated
the production of Irish physicist James Maxwell’s 1874 thermodynamic surface of water, and two follow-up
communication letters with Andrews on the construction of his surface. [3] Maxwell had made reference to Andrews’
experiments in his 1874 article “Van der Waals on the Continuity of the Gaseous and Liquid States”. [7]

Education
At an early age, Andrews attended the Belfast Academy and then the Academical Institution, where studied
mathematics under James Thomson (mathematician). In 1828, at age 15, Andrews attended the University of
Glasgow, where he studied chemistry under Thomas Thomson. [5] Andrews, at this age, was described, by Dr.
M’Donnell, a well-known Belfast Physician and family educational advisor of sorts, as a “modest silent boy, who
wished to study chemistry profoundly, not merely as being connected with his profession, but as a great branch of
human knowledge.” [6] Andrews published his first scientific paper that year “On the Action of the Blowpipe on
Flame.” In a March 25th, 1830 letter to Andrews’ father, Dr. M’Donnell, a well-known Belfast Physician and family
educational advisor of sorts, suggested the following education plan for young 17-year-old Thomas Andrews:
“Thomas should enter Dublin College, and return home from that, without pursuing the usual course of study there.
He should at the same time be bound nominally to a surgeon, after which he should go to France and Italy, and
remain there until he has satisfied his own mind; and, returning from thence, should attend as many terms in Dublin
as would qualify him for taking the degree of Bachelor of Arts, and either or both the other degrees in Surgery and
Physics; taking care in these pursuits, never to relinquish the idea of becoming ultimately a merchant if it became his
duty or interest to do so.”
Curiously, Andrews, over the next fifteen years, enacted and completed this plan down to the last detail. In 1830,
Andrews went to Paris to study the subjects of zoology, and chemistry in its application in the arts, botany, vegetable
physics, mineralogy, and geology; during which time he became an apprentice in the laboratory of French chemist
Jean Dumas, attended Dumas’ chemistry course at the College of France, and met French chemist Joseph Gay-Lussac,
eponym of Gay-Lussac's law (P = kT, at constant volume ). He also interned at the Hopital de la Pitie.
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Following his studies in Paris, Andrews completed spent four undergraduate years in Trinity College, Dublin,
studied classics, science, and medicine, where he attended the lectures of Irish mathematician William Hamilton on
astronomy. Concurrently, he attending lectures in the School of Physic in Ireland, in the Meath Hospital, and in the
Richmond Surgical Hospital. In 1835, Andrews completed his MD at the Edinburgh Medical School, University of
Edinburgh, after which he started a successful medical practice in his native Belfast; while simultaneously giving
instruction in chemistry at the Academical Institution. In 1845, he was appointed vice-president of the newly
established Queen's University of Belfast, and professor of chemistry there; two offices that he held until his
retirement in 1879. Owing to his varied studies and academic associations, Andrews is associated with four
thermodynamic schools: École Polytechnique, Glasgow school, Edinburg school, and Gibbs school.
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In hmolscience, anecdotes are famous, telling, and often entertaining or
noteworthy stories or incidences, tending to capture a humorous or sometimes
discerning tale or wit. [1]

Napoleon Laplace anecdote
See main: Napoleon Laplace anecdote

In 1802, Napoleon Bonaparte queried Pierre Laplace about why he did not
mention a "creator" or god in his new multi-volume celestial mechanics
treatise, to which Laplace famously retorted: "I had no need of that
hypothesis".

Neumann-Shannon anecdote
See main: Neumann-Shannon anecdote

In 1939, Claude Shannon approached John Neumann about what he should call
his new logarithmic function of information transmission, to which Neumann
irkingly, as it has come to pass, suggested the name "entropy", as an inside joke
of sorts; which has added a derisive, detrimental, and clogging effect to many
areas of science; the original Sokal affair, as the phenomena is classified as, in
modern terms.
William Keddie's 1854 Encyclopedia of

Governor anecdote
In 1973, a "Governor of a State", likely of New York, nearly the end of a dinner
party, approached noted cellular components pioneer Albert Claude about
what he thought about the existence of god, to which he deferred the query to
talk of anti-entropy and future faiths and changes of beliefs. [2]

Literary and Scientific Anecdotes,
showning: William Wordsworth,
Samuel Coleridge, Samuel Johnson,
and Scott Bar, in circular portraits, and
Canning and Southey on pillars; along
with interesting memoranda of
Humphry Davy on chemistry. [3]

See also
● Thermodynamics anecdotes
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Analysis
In chemistry, analysis, from the Greek ana “thoroughly”
and lusis “a loosening”, refers to the decomposition or
taking to pieces a compound body, into its constituent
elements. [1] The antonym of analysis is "synthesis".

Hmolscience

An 1858 definition of analysis, by English chemist John
Bidlake, with etymology, as the "taking to pieces a compound
body [into] its constitute elements". [1]

In hmolscience, in regards to a human molecule's
(person's) reaction existence (life), the term "analysis" is
the modern term for what in ancient times was called "death", which is now a defunct theory (see: defunct theory of
life). In plain speak, a person, technically, cannot "die" anymore so that can any other atom or molecule die, but
rather can only be synthesized (born) or analyzed (die). The outdated terms, e.g. "born", "die", "life", etc., are
mythological-religious carryover terms, that do not hold up in the modern physical science view of the universe;
hence the regress to pure chemical descriptions.
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In science, analogy or metaphor, being a comparison based on similarity or
resemblance, is often used to explain terms, to make arguments, or give
suppositions, etc., just as allegory, associated with symbolism, is often
employed to the same effect.

Overview
Analogies, in science, come in a number of varieties. In 1802, William Paley
proposed his famous "watch analogy", wherein he compared a watch to a
An example of a basic analogy (Ѻ) or
human, arguing that they each have a "purpose" designated by their maker, the comparison between two things in
gist of which is as follows:
similarity, namely the front of a car
and human face, according to which
head lights are likened to eyes, the
grill is likened to the mouth, the hood
to the nose, etc.

In 1996, Michael Behe introduced his so-called mouse trap analogy, wherein he argued, via analogy, that bacteria
flagella are complex machine like entities that couldn't have been created by bland random chance accident,
therefore they, like humans, were designed by a creator, i.e. god:

(add discussion)

Human thermodynamics
See main: Thermodynamic analogy

In 1952, English physicist C.G. Darwin defined 'human thermodynamics' as the "thermodynamic study of systems of
human molecules", in his book in his The Next Million Years, wherein he used the word 'analogy' 19 times, comparing
humans, by analogy, to the molecules of a body of gas governed by Boyle's law, to the behavior of a wild animal, and
to the behavior of ants. The following are few representative quotes:
“The analogy I have cited of the gas laws is the simplest example that is furnished by statistical mechanics, and it is
only fair to mention that, when the subject is pursued further, it does get a good deal more complicated. Thus much
greater difficulties arise in considering how the gas can condense into a liquid or solid, but it would not be profitable
to follow the analogy into these intricacies.
We may, so to speak, reasonably hope to find the Boyle's Law which controls the behavior of those very
complicated molecules, the members of the human race, and from this we should be able to predict something of
man's future. The possibility depends on finding out whether there are for humanity any similar internal conditions,
which would be analogous to the condition of being a conservative dynamical system, and external conditions
analogous to the containing vessel. In the gas, the external conditions were given by the containing vessel, and the
analogy here is obviously the earth itself. The internal principle, which is to be analogous to the property of being
conservative dynamical systems, of course lies deeper. It must depend on the laws governing the nature and
behaviour of the human molecules. When I compare human beings to molecules, the reader may feel that this is a
bad analogy, because unlike a molecule, a man has free will, which makes his actions unpredictable.
Though the individual collisions of the human molecules may be a little less predictable than those of gas
molecules—which, as I have said, do not have to be considered in detail either—the census returns show that for a
large population the results average out with great accuracy. The internal principle then of the human molecules is
human nature itself. On the analogy between human history and the molecules of a gas, the different civilizations are
to be ranked as fluctuations from the average.”
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In objection to this definition, many argue, on what seem to be emotional, religious, or philosophical grounds, that
this statement is pure analogy. In 2006, Polish science-philosopher theologian Jozef Zycinski stated that in his 2000
article “God, Freedom, and Evil: Perspectives from Religion and Science” he “offers an interpretation of human
behavior with consideration of analogies from thermodynamics”. [9] In 2008, American physical chemist Thomas
Wallace argued that the rise and fall of civilizations can be explained thermodynamically on the analogy of the fiveyear operational life of a car battery. [8]

Human chemistry
See main: Chemical analogy; Chemical aphorism

In 1800, German poet Friedrich Schlegel, supposedly, used a vast range of chemistry metaphors and allegory in his
literary work; a subject on which he was said to have more than a passing knowledge of, but not a systematic
understanding of. [10] In his 1948 book We Human Chemicals, American writer Thomas Dreier gives the following
view: [7]
“I am aware that when I talk about human beings as combinations of chemicals it is like using an extremely crude, but
nonetheless practical, graduated laboratory beaker as a measuring device. We can, I believe, employ the analogies
and examples of chemical reaction and other reactions which each of us will develop out of experience with the
confidence we feel when we take measurements with a yardstick.”
The classic example of a scientific analogy is Greek philosopher Empedocles’ fifth century BC explanation of the
mixing of social groups to the chemical solubility of liquids in stating that:
“People who love each other mix like water and wine; people who hate each other segregate like water and oil.”
Empedocles, the first to formulate a standard model of physics, insisted that the two ruling passions of human life,
love and hate, are the two ruling principles which pervade and rule the whole universe. In one sense, the debate
continues to this day, with people split as to whether or not the above statement is pure analogy, or whether some
people do separate like un-emulsified chemicals, owing to chemical properties.
Often, in analogy comparisons, wherein terms are borrowed from either the physical-sciences-to-explainhumanity, e.g. Johann Goethe’s 1809 culling from chemistry to compare people to chemical species to explain love as
affinity reactions, or from the humanities-to-explain-the-physical-sciences, e.g. James Maxwell’s 1861 borrowing
from Henry Buckle’s census statistics on history of civilizations to formulate the kinetic theory of gases, the line
become what is factually true and what is pure metaphor becomes blurry. When, for example, one argues that the
moon is blue like cheese, therefore the moon must be made of cheese, the analogy becomes obviously nonsensical in
a modern view. When, conversely, American chemical engineer Scott Fogler states, in his 1992 Chemical Reaction
Engineering textbook, that: [1]
“A catalyst is a substance that affects the rate of a reaction but emerges from the process unchanged. A man inciting
a mob to riot and then ducking out before the tanks roll in can be regarded as a catalyst.”
One may wonder is Fogler using analogy, or can in actuality a person be a catalyst, no analogy? Fogler would likely
state that he used analogy, given the context of the book, but from a modern post-2000 point of view, wherein
people have begun to calculate actual molecular formulas for human beings, on can clearly say that the people can in
actuality be defined as ‘human catalysts’. The issue here comes down to a scalability factor: with some arguing that
the laws, principles, and terminologies of small scale atomic and molecular reactions, such as oxygen and hydrogen
reacting to form water, do not and cannot be scaled up, whereas others argue that humans are molecules no
different than any other molecule, and that such matters can be scaled up.

Grey analogies
To give an example of this, where an author ambiguously leaves the subject in a gray area, is American physiologist
Lawrence Henderson’s 1935 explanation of Vilfredo Pareto's 1916 sociology treatise using what he called Gibbsian
thermodynamics "analogies", wherein where a social system is said to contains individuals roughly analogous to
"Gibbs’ components". [2] In a modern sense, however, we know that a human being has a molecular formula, as
determined independently by American scientists Robert Sterner, James Elser, and Libb Thims, whereby the
supposition of people being analog components, becomes incorrect. [3] The updated 2002-view, according to Sterner
and Elser, wherein the analogy perspective dissolves, is:
“Animals are abstracted as local thermodynamic perturbations—repositories of chemical energy—whose feeding,
metabolism, growth, and reproduction and analyzed by application of energy concepts of thermodynamics: calories,
free energy, work, entropy, heat, efficiency, and productivity [modeled on] the basic assumption that flows of energy
organize thermodynamic systems, including biological ones. Animals [are viewed] as repositories of multiple chemical
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elements; in the stoichiometric view, they are mixtures of multiple substances, as for example in the ‘human
molecule’.”
Even in this quote, from two people who actually calculated the human empirical molecular, defining it as the
formula for a 'human molecule', it may still be the case that they believe that they are still using abstracted analogy.
Others, such as American chemical engineers Libb Thims or Andrew Morrow, conversely, have no reservations or
ambiguity with the reality that they are made of atoms and that a bound state structure of atoms is a molecule, no
analogy. When polled, similarly, about 57% of people believe that they are a 'giant molecule', no analogy. [5]

Quantum theory
It is said that German physicst Max Planck discovered his new radiation formula, approaching the problem through
thermodynamics, in which he drew an “analogy” between radiation trapped inside a cavity and the properties of a
gas confined within the walls of a container. [6]

See also
● Black cat analogy
● Chemical analogy
● Exact analogy
● Mathema cal analogy
● Physical analogy
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In science, Anaxagoras (500-428 BC) (ACR:4) (CR:15) was a Greek philosopher who held the view
that the sun was a hot or fiery stone, supposedly, based on the examination of fallen meteors,
that moon light was reflected sunlight, and was said to have postulated the existence of the
element “aether”, which he conceived of as being in constant rotation and carried with it the
celestial bodies. [1]

Evolution
Anaxagoras, supposedly, was the second person, behind Anaximander (c.610-c.564 BC), to state
views on the general idea of the evolution of humans from earlier forms over time:
“The role of the hands in the evolution of man's intelligence seems to have been clearly recognized by the Greek
philosopher Anaxagoras. He explained, as cited by Will Durant, that ‘man's intelligence by the power of manipulation
that came when the forelimbs were freed from the tasks of locomotion’.”
— Alfred Lotka (1925), Elements of Physical Chemistry (pg. 440)

(add discussion)

Atheism
When Anaxagoras, according to Voltaire (1764), claimed that the sun was not driven by Apollo mounted on a chariot
he was called an atheist, and had to flee. [5]

Socrates | Atomic theory
Anaxagoras, as summarized by James Maxwell (1873), famously was the teacher of Socrates: [4]
“To another very eminent philosopher, Anaxagoras, best known to the world as the teacher of Socrates, we are
indebted for the most important service to the atomic theory, which, after its statement by Democritus, remained to
be done. Anaxagoras, in fact, stated a theory which so exactly contradicts the atomic theory of Democritus that the
truth or falsehood of the one theory implies the falsehood or truth of the other. The question of the existence or nonexistence of atoms cannot be presented to us this evening with greater clearness than in the alternative theories of
these two philosophers.”
Anaxagoras theory, as summarized here, seemingly was against atomic theory, a modus operandi that shows through
in the mind and logical position of his student Socrates. Anaxagoras, philosophy historian Giovanni Reale, like
Empedocles, held the atomic theory view that “birth is the aggregation of atoms, and death is their disaggregation or
the destruction of the atomic composite, without anything being derived from nothing and nothing going into
anything in the process. [2]

Other
German physicist August Kronig, in his The Existence of God and the Happiness of People (1874), cites Anaxagoras as
follows: [3]
“What still concerns the history of anthropomorphism, then, as I from Schopenhauer (The World as Will, third
edition, part 2 page 369 gather), Anaxagoras gewefen the first to which "the well-known to us only from the animal
nature and their purpose calculated only aids an intelligence herbeizog, which are added from outside, which used a
time available and given the forces of nature and its laws smart to her to enforce this really strange purposes".”

Nous | Noosphere
Anaxagoras was the originator of the concept of “nous”, or mind of the cosmos, conceptualized as an ordering force.
Vladimir Vernadsky and Pierre Teilhard both later theorized about the concept of the “noosphere” or "sphere of
human thought", the latter arguing that the universe was evolving towards this point (omega point), a godhead
matter-energy like point in the future.

Quotes | About
The following are related views:
“Birth is the aggregation of atoms, death is their disaggregation or destruction of atomic composite, without anything
being derived from nothing and nothing going into anything in the process.”
— Leucippus (c.460BC), and or the analogous views of Empedocles and Anaxagoras [6]
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Anaximander
In science, Anaximander (c.610-564BC) (CR:9) was a Greek philosopher noted for
producing some of the first views on evolution, heliocentrism, and for a refined
expansion Thales' flux and fire philosopher, something to the effect that the the
"infinite" (or immortal and indestructible) is principle and element of the things (e.g.
earth, air, fire, water) that exist.

Evolution
Anaximander, as cited by Philip Ball (2011) and Bill Nye (2014) after studying fossils,
argued that fish grew from warm mud, and that humans evolved from fish. [1]

Astronomy
The following, according to Henry Bray (1910), is a synopsis of Anaximander's views on
the universe quotes: [2]
“Anaximander, the immediate successor of Thales, taught that the earth was not really
connected with the planets, and that the latter were inhabited just as is the earth; that the fixed stars were the
centers of other planetary systems; that the sun was a glowing mass; and that the earth moved around the center of
the system.”
(add discussion)

Education
Anaximander was the main pupil and successor of Thales; however, he is sometimes cited as a student of Pythagoras,
who was himself a student of Thales.

Quotes | On
The following are about quotes:
“Anaximander, a pupil of Thales, said that a certain infinite nature is first principle of the things that exist. From it
come the heavens and the worlds in them. It is eternal and ageless, and it contains all the worlds. He speaks of time,
since generation and existence and destruction are determinate. Anaximander said that the infinite is principle and
element of the things that exist, being the first to call it by the name of principle. In addition, there is an eternal
motion in which the heavens come into being. The earth is aloft, not supported by anything but resting where it is
because of its equal distance from everything. Its shape is rounded, circular, like a stone pillar. Of its surfaces, we
stand on one while the other is opposite. The heavenly bodies come into being as a circle of fire, separated off from
the fire in the world and enclosed by air. There are certain tubular channels or breathing-holes through which the
heavenly bodies appear; hence eclipses occur when the breathing-holes are blocked, and the moon appears
sometimes waxing and sometimes waning according to whether the channels are blocked or open. The circle of the
sun is twenty-seven times greater than the earth and the circle of the moon is eighteen times greater. The sun is
highest, the circles of the fixed stars lowest. Animals come into being from moisture evaporated by the sun. Humans
originally resembled another type of animal, namely fish. Winds come into being when the finest vapors of air are
separated off, collect together and move. Rain comes from vapor sent up by the things beneath the sun. Lightning
occurs when wind breaks out and parts the clouds.”
— Hippolytus (c.220), Refutation of All Heresies (Ѻ)

“Anaximander the Milesian, a disciple of Thales, first dared to draw the inhabited world on a tablet; after him
Hecataeus the Milesian, a much-travelled man, made the map more accurate, so that it became a source of wonder.”
— Agathemerus (c.250) [3]
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“Anaximander, the son of Praxiades, was a native of Miletus. He laid down as his principle and element that which is
unlimited without defining it as air or water or anything else. He held that the parts undergo change, but the whole is
unchangeable; that the earth, which is of spherical shape, lies in the midst, occupying the place of a center; that the
moon, shining with borrowed light, derives its illumination from the sun; further, that the sun is as large as the earth
and consists of the purest fire. He was the first inventor of the gnomon (Ѻ) and set it up for a sundial in Lacedaemon,
as is stated by Favorinus in his Miscellaneous History, in order to mark the solstices and the equinoxes; he also
constructed clocks to tell the time. He was the first to draw on a map the outline of land and sea, and he constructed
a globe as well.”
— Diogenes Laertius (c.350), Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers [4]

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“Immortal and indestructible, surrounds all and directs all.”
— Anaximander (c.600BC) (Ѻ)
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Anderson, Craig
In psychological thermodynamics, Craig A. Anderson (c. 1954-) is an American
psychologist noted for his work and research, since 1995, on the heat hypothesis, which
correlates aggressiveness and violence in humans with increases in average daily
temperature. [1]

Education
Anderson completed his BA from Butler University in 1976 and his MA (1978) and PhD
(1980) from Stanford University. He is currently a psychology professor at Iowa State
University.
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Anderson, John
In hmolscience, John P. Anderson (1939-) is an American non-academic author noted, in literature
thermodynamics, for his 2006 Mann’s Doctor Faustus, wherein he speculates on demonic-like
energy seen in times of war and genocide.

Overview
In 2006, Anderson, in his Mann’s Doctor Faustus: Gestapo Music, theorized about stored subconscious demonic energy centers in the minds of human humanity that, if stirred, can give rise to
phenomena such as the rise of a generic Hitler and mass holocaust. The following is a rare human
thermodynamics quotation: [1]
“The novel is in one sense a study in human thermodynamics—what it takes to make certain kinds of total and
fundamental changes. In totally starting over, as opposed to gradually starting evolution, the Nazi experience
suggests that what is necessary is a collective quantity of energy that is available only in the primitive and
unconscious human energy centers, those energy centers deposited by hundreds of thousands of years of survival
tactics—the reptile centers in our brains.”
(add discussion)
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Anderson, Philip
In science, Philip Anderson (1923-) (DN:7) is an American physicist, a semi-ranked top
60 SPE thinker (Ѻ), noted for his 1967 “More is Different” lecture, wherein he sides with
reductionism, but states that it is not a simple matter to jump from the description of
the properties of a few particles to religious instinct.

Religion | Atheism
In 2011, Anderson, in his More is Different: Notes from a Thoughtful Curmudgeon,
stated frankly that he is an atheist and is not religious and weights in on a pitting of
Francis Collins' The Language of God (2006) vs Richard Dawkins' The God Delusion
(2006), wherein he gives cogent argument that Collins' argument that "moral sense"
can only be based on theology, by stating that this is but a "god of the gaps" issue that
will be resolved atheistically as knowledge increases. [9]

Particle physics | Not fundamental
Anderson, in his testimony against the Super Collider project, stated the following:
“The results of particle physics are in no sense more fundamental then what Alan Turing did in founding the
computer science, or what Francis Crick and James Watson did in discovering the secret of life.”
Steven Weinberg took issue with this statement, arguing that computer science is but mathematics and that
“mathematics itself is never the explanation of anything” and on the secret of life supposition cited following quote:
[5]
“The DNA revolution led a generation of biologists to believe that the secret of life lay entirely in the structure and
function of DNA. This faith is misplaced and the reductionist programme must be supplemented with a new
conceptual framework.”
— Harry Rubin (1988), “Molecular Biology Running into a Cul-de-sac?” [6]

(add discussion)
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Reductionism | Constructivism
In 1967, Anderson, in his “More is Different” lecture, opens to the following—seemingly well-honed synopsis:
“The reductionist hypothesis may still be a topic for controversy among philosophers, but among the great majority
of active scientists I think it is accepted without question. The workings of our minds and bodies, and of all the
animate or inanimate matter of which we have any detailed knowledge are assumed to be controlled by the same set
of fundamental laws, which except under certain extreme conditions we feel we know pretty well.”
He then compares this to what he calls the "constructionist hypothesis", namely that while our minds and bodies, and
all animate or inanimate matter, are governed by the same set of fundamental laws, it is not "simple extrapolation of
the properties of a few particles" to construct a detailed explanation of mind and body. Anderson then gives the
following diagram, summarizing it with the premise that the elementary entities of science X obey the laws of science
Y:

Anderson, however, clarifies this diagram by stating that this hierarchy does not imply that science X is "just applied
Y".

Pippard
Anderson, at the end of this “More is Different”, seems to take issue with some statements by British physicist Brian
Pippard (1920-2008) on whether or not to build bridges between the various sciences: [2]
“Biology has certainly taken on a whole new aspect from the reduction of genetics to biochemistry and biophysics,
which will have untold consequences. So it is not true, as a recent article [2] would have it, that we each should
‘cultivate own valley, and not attempt to build roads over the mountain ranges … between the sciences.’ Rather, we
should recognize that such roads, while often the quickest shortcut to another part of our own science, are not visible
from the viewpoint of one science alone.
The arrogance of the particle physicist and his intensive research may be behind us (the discoverer of the
positron [Carl Anderson] said ‘the rest is chemistry’), but we have yet to recover from that of some molecular
biologists, who seem determined to try to reduce everything about the human organism to ‘only’ from the common
cold and all mental disease to the religious instinct. Surely there are more levels of organization between human
ethology and DNA than there are between DNA and quantum electrodynamics, and each level can require a whole
new conceptual structure.”
(add discussion)

Emergence
Anderson’s “More Is Different” (1967), although it does not employ the term “emergence” has somehow begun to be
cited in discussions of emergence. The discussion, on first pass, is a bit opaque: he explicitly states that he sides with
reduction, but in the end seems to assert that "broken symmetry" results in a "whole new conceptual structure" at
each level, thus prohibiting the goal of "molecular biologists aim to reduce everything about the human organism
(including 'religious instinct') to 'only' chemistry". In his “Is Complexity Physics? Is it Science? What is It?” (1991),
Anderson retrospectively clarifies the message of his earlier article as follows: [7]
“In my Reagent’s Lecture ‘More is Different’ (1967), I emphasized the concept of ‘broken symmetry’, the ability of a
large collection of simple objects to abandon its own symmetry as well as the symmetries of the forces governing it
and to exhibit the ‘emergent property’ of a new symmetry. ‘Emergent’ is a philosophical term going back to the 19th
century debates about evolution, implying properties that do not preexist in a system or substrate. Life and
consciousness, in this view, are emergent properties. The canonical example was the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
theory of superconductivity, which could be described as broken gauge symmetry.”
American particle physicist Steven Weinberg (1992), e.g., states the following: [3]
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“There is one other problem that must be confronted, one associated with the buzz-word ‘emergence’. As we look at
nature at levels of greater and greater complexity, we see phenomena emerging that have no counterpart at the
simpler levels, least of all at the level of the elementary particles. For instance, there is nothing like intelligence on
the level of individual living cells, and nothing like life on the level of atoms and molecules. The idea of emergence
was well captured by the physicist Philip Anderson in the title of a 1972 article ‘More Is Different’.”
Weinberg goes on to clarify that:
“The emergence of new phenomena at higher levels of complexity is most obvious in biology and the behavioral
sciences, but it is important to recognize that such emergence does not represent something special about life or
human affairs; it also happens within physics itself.”
American anthropologist Terrence Deacon, on the flip side of the fence, cites Anderson's “More Is Different” to argue
that some type of teleological thermodynamic infused spirit can "emerge" in the course of evolution; an ontic
opening type theory aimed at cashing in the Templeton Prize. [4] South African physicist George Ellis (2005), similar
to Deacon, citing Anderson (1991), argues for a shielded emergence states basis for scientifically-coded closet
theology argument for free will. [7]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“I think it will be accepted that all ordinary matter obeys simple electrodynamics and quantum theory. We must all
start with reductionism, which I fully accept.”
— Philip Anderson (1967), “More is Different”

“For most of its history, and for its most well-known practitioners, physics has been the ultimate reductionist subject.
Physicists reduce matter first to molecules, then to atoms, then to nuclei and electrons, then to nucleons and so on—
always attempting to reduce complexity to simplicity.”
— Philip Anderson (1991), “Is Complexity Physics? Is it Science? What is It?” [7]

“Of course I am not religious—I don’t in fact see how any scientist who thinks at all deeply can be so. We atheists can
. . . argue that, with the modern revolution in attitudes toward homosexuals, we have become the only group that
may not reveal itself in normal social discourse.”
— Philip Anderson (2011), More is Different: Notes from a Thoughtful Curmudgeon [9]
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Anecdotes
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In hmolscience, anecdotes are famous, telling, and often entertaining or
noteworthy stories or incidences, tending to capture a humorous or sometimes
discerning tale or wit. [1]

Napoleon Laplace anecdote
See main: Napoleon Laplace anecdote

In 1802, Napoleon Bonaparte queried Pierre Laplace about why he did not
mention a "creator" or god in his new multi-volume celestial mechanics
treatise, to which Laplace famously retorted: "I had no need of that
hypothesis".

Neumann-Shannon anecdote
See main: Neumann-Shannon anecdote

In 1939, Claude Shannon approached John Neumann about what he should call
his new logarithmic function of information transmission, to which Neumann
irkingly, as it has come to pass, suggested the name "entropy", as an inside joke
of sorts; which has added a derisive, detrimental, and clogging effect to many
areas of science; the original Sokal affair, as the phenomena is classified as, in
William Keddie's 1854 Encyclopedia of
modern terms.
Literary and Scientific Anecdotes,

Governor anecdote
In 1973, a "Governor of a State", likely of New York, nearly the end of a dinner
party, approached noted cellular components pioneer Albert Claude about
what he thought about the existence of god, to which he deferred the query to
talk of anti-entropy and future faiths and changes of beliefs. [2]

showning: William Wordsworth,
Samuel Coleridge, Samuel Johnson,
and Scott Bar, in circular portraits, and
Canning and Southey on pillars; along
with interesting memoranda of
Humphry Davy on chemistry. [3]

See also
● Thermodynamics anecdotes
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Anfinsen, Christian
In protein thermodynamics, Christian B. Anfinsen (1916-1995) was an American
biochemist noted for his circa 1955 thermodynamic hypothesis, which argued that the
approximately thousand steps involved folding of proteins from is based on the
thermodynamics. He received half the 1972 Nobel Prize in chemist for his work in
proving his hypothesis. [1]

Education
Anfinsen completed his BS at Swarthmore College (1937), his MS in organic chemistry
at the University of Pennsylvania (1939), and his PhD in biochemistry from Harvard
Medical School (1943).

Religion
In the late 1970s, following his Nobel Prize win, Anfinsen, son of Bible-reading
Lutherans, albeit himself an agnostic, began to "find God", some of which is outlined
below: [2]
To the question, “Many prominent scientists - including Darwin, Einstein, and Planck - have considered the concept of
God very seriously. What are your thoughts on the concept of God and on the existence of God?” Christian Anfinsen
replied:
“I think only an idiot can be an atheist. We must admit that there exists an incomprehensible power or force with
limitless foresight and knowledge that started the whole universe going in the first place.” (Anfinsen, as cited in
Margenau and Varghese, ‘Cosmos, Bios, Theos’, 1997, 139). Anfinsen wrote to the compilers of the scientific
anthology ‘Cosmos, Bios, Theos’ (1997) this:
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“I enclose a favorite quotation from Einstein that agrees almost completely with my own point of view. Einstein
himself once said that ‘The most beautiful and most profound emotion we can experience is the sensation of the
mystical. It is the sower of all true science. He to whom this emotion is a stranger, who can no longer stand rapt in
awe, is as good as dead. That deeply emotional conviction of the presence of a superior reasoning power, which is
revealed in the incomprehensible Universe, forms my idea of God’.” (Anfinsen, as cited in Margenau and Varghese,
‘Cosmos, Bios, Theos’, 1997, 140).
In his letter of 28 March 1989 to Prof. Henry Margenau (compiler of the scientific anthology ‘Cosmos, Bios, Theos’),
Anfinsen wrote:
“Thank you for your letter of March 13 and your kind words about my small contribution to your anthology. I can
think of little more to add to my final point having to do with the nature of God and the existence of God. Clearly, an
all-powerful, all-knowing entity must exist to explain our existence.” (Anfinsen 1989).
In 1979, Anfinsen converted to Orthodox Judaism, a commitment he retained for the rest of his life; he maintained
that he had been deeply impressed by the “the history, practice and intensity of Judaism.” On 16 November 1995, in
her Memorial speech for Christian Anfinsen at Memorial Garden Dedication, Weizmann Institute, Libby Anfinsen
(Prof. Anfinsen’s wife) said:
“His religious background is interesting in that his Jewish maternal grandmother’s family disappeared when the Nazis
invaded Bergen, Norway. His parents were Bible reading Lutherans, and he himself was an agnostic until the later
70’s when he studied and converted to traditional Judaism. He felt the following quote from Einstein accurately
expressed his beliefs. ‘The most beautiful and most profound emotion we can experience is the sensation of the
mystical. It is the sower of all true science. He to whom this emotion is a stranger, who can no longer stand rapt in
awe, is as good as dead. That deeply emotional conviction of the presence of a superior reasoning power, which is
revealed in the incomprehensible Universe, forms my idea of God.’ He xeroxed and distributed this quote to many.”
(Libby Anfinsen, 1995).
(add discussion)
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Angel, Wayne
In hmolscience, Wayne M. Angel (1945-) is an American physicist and computer
scientist noted, in human thermodynamics, for his 2005 Herbert Callen based "relation
thermodynamics" theory.

Overview
In 1991, Angel gleaned the insights of his thermodynamics-based “theory of society”, in
part, from a reading of Japanese physicist Satosi Watanabe’s Knowing and Guessing
(1969), in which it is argues that social measurements can be quantified by changes in
interdependencies, a type of “interdependence analysis”, so to say. Angel also adopted
Richard Dawkins’ ideas on memes and how individuals/ideas and ideas/ideas form a
“relationship space”, with humans conceptualized as actors capable of manipulating
memes. Angel was also influence, after Watanabe, by secondly the general systems
theories of Gerry Weinberg, and thirdly the ideas of Kenneth Boulding. [2] The basics of
this theory went into his 1992 PhD dissertation “On the Feasibility of Quantitative
Predictive Models of Human System Behavior”, completed at Walden University, some
of which was based on the notion that thermodynamics could be used to make “prediction” in social phenomena.
Angel then expanded on these ideas, of the years, to some extent, resulting in a 2005 draft online book The Theory of
Society: Relation Thermodynamics, seemingly filled in up to about chapter six. Herein, he terms “relation
thermodynamics”, a term which he defines as the "thermodynamics of human relation systems", which attempts to
answer the question: [1]
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“What is [the] thermodynamics of human relation systems?”
Angel states that the aim of his book is to present a theory of social organization and to develop the means towards
historical prediction. In short, Angel strives to understand the thermodynamics of systems of humans connected in
dynamic relationships. Angel states that human relation systems thermodynamics or “relation thermodynamics” is
the study of macroscopic consequences of myriads of individual actions on the interdependence coordinates within
human relation systems, whereby due to statistical averaging do not appear in the macroscopic description of
systems. Angel argues that much of this theory has to do with “relation energy”, whereby the internal relation kinetic
energy of a human system is determined by the rate of change of relationships between entities. He reasons that
human systems can transfer some of its internal relation energy to other human systems, thereby doing relation
work on other human systems. He reasons that and that “it is equally possible for this internal relation kinetic energy
to be individual random motion that at the macroscopic level is observable as relation heat”, whereby much of
organizational relation thermodynamics thus is concerned with relation heat transfer.

Information theory | Callen
Angel's relation thermodynamics, to note, is inspired by the information based thermodynamics models of
Watanabe. Watanable, however, is somewhat unique, in respect to information theory based thermodynamics
modellers, in that he employs American physicist Herbert Callen’s 1960 thermodynamics textbook as a basis for his
Watanable-extended model. In 2016, Angel, amid the process of collecting his work for peer-review JHT publication,
received feedback from Libb Thims, that his use of information theory is not scientifically acceptable (see:
information entropy quotes), and that he would have to reformulate the connection points of the introductory
material of his draft-stage article; to which Angel replied: [3]
“I understand your concern. I use information theory as a starting point because of my familiarity due to other work.
But, it is not an essential feature. The fundamental starting point is a switch from focusing on the entities of a society,
people, things, and ideas to the relationships of these things and how they change. There are other means of
describing these relationships in general mathematical terms. The first one that comes to mind is the correlation
coefficient.”
Angel, presently, is in the process of reformulation.

Education
Angel completed his BS in physics in 1967 at University of Santa Clara, his MS in physics in 1969 at the University of
Arizona, and his PhD in computer science and business administration, with a dissertation “On the Feasibility of
Quantitative Predictive Models of Human System Behavior”, in 1992 at Walden University.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Thermodynamics of human relation systems is the study of the macroscopic consequences of myriads of individual
actions on the interdependence coordinates within human relation systems, which, by virtue of statistical averaging,
do not appear explicitly in the macroscopic description of a system. Although much of the "microscopic" actions of
individuals may be hidden from the direct observations of a macroscopic viewer, they can affect macroscopic
observables. One such clear example deals with the concept of relation energy. The internal relation kinetic energy of
a human system is determined by the rate of change of relationships between entities. Clearly a given human system
can transfer some of its internal relation energy to another human system, i.e. it can do relation work on another
human system. It is equally possible for this internal relation kinetic energy to be individual random motion that at
the macroscopic level is observable as relation heat. Much of organization thermodynamics is concerned with
relation heat transfer.”
— Wayne Angel (2005), The Theory of Society: Relation Thermodynamics
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Anghel, Bogdan
In music thermodynamics, Bogdan Anghel (1984-) is a Romanian electronic music
producer noted for his 2010 EP Human Thermodynamics, released on June 14th,
featuring four tracks representing themes of the science of human thermodynamics:
[1]
1. Pressure correlations (5:27) - themed on the gas laws.
2. Phase transition (7:10) - themed on phase transitions topics, e.g. Gibbs phase rule,
enthalpy of vaporization, etc.
3. Aerospace race (7:07) - possibly themed on human molecules flying or racing about
like gas molecules.
4. Transport phenomena (8:03) - possibly themed on heat or mass transport of
humans?
The four songs, which as depicted on the album cover (below), seem to be intending to
represent a sort of semi gas-phase, semi surface-attached depiction of human particles
or human molecules, flying about and interacting sort of like the particles of an ideal
gas in a state of Utopian natural harmony with the earth. [2]

Cover design
The visual design of the cover (adjacent) is by Wonderboy. The fern-like background may possibly have taken its cues
from the web design of the sun-infused beach-moss greenery in the header background of the 2005 site
humanthermodynamics.com, as shown below; a site at which, on the the homepage, the subject of human
thermodynamics is prominently explained by English physicist C.G. Darwin as a subject of the science the future in
which gas-like "human molecules", in a statistical sense, are said to be governed by the "laws of human
thermodynamics", based on statistical mechanics, as explained in the introduction to his 1952 book The Next Million
Years.
In other words, the artistic cover is themed on Darwin's statistical
view of people as gas-like human molecules contained within
"conservative dynamical systems", as Darwin puts it.

Education
Anghel has been active in the electronics music scene since at least 2004
and he describes his interests using the following key words: sound
concepts, techno, experimentalism, minimalism, electricity, noise, layered
imagination, flavors, dots, lines, circles, silence, poetic still, installations,
experiments, old school, space, particle physics, elementary interactions,
reductionism, patterns. [3] He is one of the founders of record label Local
Records (LocalRec.ro), launched in 2010, aimed at promoting local
electronics music in Bucharest. [4]

See also
● Music chemistry
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Animal
In terminology, animal (TR:835) refers to a certain class of powered CHNOPS+ organisms in possession of animation;
in obsolete Linnaean classification, is one of the three forms of "life", i.e. "animal life", along with plant life (or
vegetable life) and mineral life.
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Anaximander, a pupil of Thales, said that a certain infinite nature is first principle of the things that exist. From it
come the heavens and the worlds in them. It is eternal and ageless, and it contains all the worlds. He speaks of time,
since generation and existence and destruction are determinate. Anaximander said that the infinite is principle and
element of the things that exist, being the first to call it by the name of principle. In addition, there is an eternal
motion in which the heavens come into being. The earth is aloft, not supported by anything but resting where it is
because of its equal distance from everything. Its shape is rounded, circular, like a stone pillar. Of its surfaces, we
stand on one while the other is opposite. The heavenly bodies come into being as a circle of fire, separated off from
the fire in the world and enclosed by air. There are certain tubular channels or breathing-holes through which the
heavenly bodies appear; hence eclipses occur when the breathing-holes are blocked, and the moon appears
sometimes waxing and sometimes waning according to whether the channels are blocked or open. The circle of the
sun is twenty-seven times greater than the earth and the circle of the moon is eighteen times greater. The sun is
highest, the circles of the fixed stars lowest. Animals come into being from moisture evaporated by the sun. Humans
originally resembled another type of animal, namely fish. Winds come into being when the finest vapors of air are
separated off, collect together and move. Rain comes from vapor sent up by the things beneath the sun. Lightning
occurs when wind breaks out and parts the clouds.”
— Hippolytus (c.220), Refutation of All Heresies (Ѻ)

See also
● Animal heat
● Animal life
● Animal thermodynamics

External links
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Animal heat
In science, animal heat, a term conceived in 1779, is the heat produced
in the body of a living animal by functional chemical and physical
activities. [1] Animal heat can also be defined as the heat generated in
the body of a warm-blooded vertebrate as the result of its physiological
and metabolic processes. [2] An animal "in heat" refers to a state of
sexual receptiveness in animals, especially in females. [8]

History
One of the earliest postulates of animal heat was made by Greek
physician Hippocrates who in c.490BC stated that:
“Heat, a quantity which functions to animate, derives from an internal
fire located in the left ventricle”. [3]
In the late 18th century, French chemist Antoine Lavoisier introduced
the "combustion theory of animal heat", the dominate theory of animal
heat or how heat is produced in animals. In Lavoisier's animal heat
model, body is warmed by combustion of carbon from food, with the
incidental consequence of changing red arterial blood coming from the
heart into the darker venous blood that carries the ashes back to the
lungs in the form of carbon dioxide. [9]

Mechanical equivalent of heat

A caricature (Ѻ) of French physiologist Jules
Beclard holding a thermometer, conducting
what seems to be one of his circa 1860 animal
heat and muscular work and temperature
experiments, shown with a physiology book in
the background, standing above a dead
(deceased) animal, and in front of a live
(existive) animal (cat or dog).

One of the early stimulators to the development of the science of
thermodynamics was the synthesis of the mechanical equivalent of
heat in relation to the need to understand animal heat. In particular,
two German physicians and physicists, Robert Mayer and Hermann
Helmholtz, in particular, wanted to understand the reason and
operation behind the production of animal heat and how this related to
other physical heats, such as solar heat, electrochemical heat, chemical heat, combustion heat, frictional heat, etc. [4]
In the late 1840s, debates on the sources and character of animal heat renewed impetus to use the metaphor of the
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animal machine. A key player in these debates was German chemist Justus Liebig who used a language of vital forces
and in his 1842 Animal Chemistry drew on the metaphor of the furnace to describe the “metamorphosis” of nutrition
and oxygen. [6] His student German physician Robert Mayer, influenced by these views, used the metaphor of
combustion in his early publications on the mechanical equivalent of heat. [7] In particular, during a series of bloodletting procedures, while working as a ship’s physician in 1840 aboard a Dutch merchantman ship destined for a
round-trip to Java, Mayer noted that since less body heat is required in the tropics, he reasoned, based on the
Lavoisier combustion theory of animal heat, that less combustion will take place, less ash will be produced, and the
venous blood will retain the bright red color of fresh arterial blood. [9]

See also
● Animal mechanism
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Animal life
In terminology, animal life, along with vegetable life, was one of the two distinctions of forms of "life" in the 19th
century.

Overview
In 1735, Carl Linnaeus, in his System of Nature (Systema Naturae), introduced binomial nomenclature classification
(Linnaean classification) of species scheme, dividing the world into: mineral, plant, and animal; implicitly a non-living
matter (minerals or mineral life) and living matter (plant life and animal life) divide, as it has been passed down to us.
Linnaeus, however, seems to have had, in his mind, a bit of a "gradual panbioism" conception; in his own words,
Linnaeus divided nature into the following three kingdom conceptualizations: [1]
“Stones grow; plants grow and live; animals grow, live, and feel.”
This quote seems to have been passed on over the next century, verbatim, with little reflection, until about the mid19th century, when people started questioning the “stones grow” assertion (see also: rock vs human):
“How do stones, or mineral substances, grow? Not as plants, shrubs, or trees. Whenever they grow at all, it is by
accretion. It is as if a new layer or coating were added to, or plastered on, to them. They grow, in general, very
slowly.”
— William Alcott (1859) (Ѻ)

“Objections: Stones do not grow, but increase in size by accretion. Feeling may be said to exist in the lower classes of
both plants and animals, provided that contractility be accepted as a property of sensitive tissue. If it be surmised
that pain is a result of feeling (i.e. sensation), it may be attributed to Oethalium with equal propriety as to Ameba.
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Were every act of fissuration, evisceration or amputation accompanied with pain, it becomes difficult to understand
why self-mutilation should be so frequently imposed for the preservation of both individual life and that of the
species. It is probable that at such times an organism feels no more pain than is experienced by the contractile
contents of an ovum undergoing segmentation.”
— Harrison Allen (1869) (Ѻ)

Hereafter, talk began to shift into what chemists can do with minerals and the types of minerals chemists can make.
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Animal magnetism
In theories, animal magnetism asserts that a type of
“magnetism” exists between animals akin to that which exists
between iron and lodestone.

Overview
The theory was developed in the 1770s by German physician
Franz Mesmer, starting in 1774 when he had his patient,
Francisca Osterlin, suffering from hysteria, swallow a preparation
containing iron, then attached magnets to various parts of her
body, during which she reported a mysterious fluid running
through her body. [1]

References

An 1863 illustration (Ѻ) of “animal

magnetism”, from Baron Du Potet’s work
1. Mesmer, Franz. (1779). Memoir on the Discovery of Animal
magnetism (Mémoire sur la découverte du magnétisme animal). on mesmerism, which he practiced in
London (Ѻ), showing the mesmeric
Publisher: chez P. Fr. Didot le jeune.

External links
● Animal magnetism – Wikipedia.

practitioners directing some type of
hypothetical magnetic effluvial lines into
the patient, thereby curing him of his
mental issues.

Animal mechanism
In science, animal mechanism refers to the mechanism by which animals
move.

Overview
Shown adjacent is a photo of one Etienne Marey’s animal mechanism
experiments, a neurologically-deactivated frog, depicted on what’s
labeled as “Marey’s myograph”, wherein the muscles are stimulated and
their contractions recorded; a primitive experiment aiming to quantify
the physics of the operation of the frog muscular work. [1] Shown below
is an 1882 photo of a bird flight, taken with Marey's chronophotographic
gun, which he made that year, an instrument was capable of taking 12
consecutive frames a second, in order to study animal mechanism:
One of Etienne Marey’s animal mechanism
experiments on frogs.

Marey, in his Animal Mechanism (1873), also touched on what he called "animal thermodynamics", most of which,
however, referring to physiology or heat and work measurements "in" animals, rather than "between" or amid social
systems of animals, which is the more complex and robust topic of discussion.
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Animal thermodynamics
In animate thermodynamics, animal thermodynamics is the study of the application of the laws and principles of
thermodynamics to systems of interactive animals.

History
In 1894, American mechanical engineer Robert Thurston published his The Animal as Machine and Prime Mover,
containing various sections on thermodynamics. [7] The first to coin the term animal thermodynamics seems to have
been Irish-Scottish physicist William Thomson who in 1903 stated:
“It seems indeed, with our present want of experimental knowledge of animal thermodynamics and with such
knowledge as we have of physical thermodynamics, that the breath of an animal kept for considerable time in a hotwater bath above the natural temperature of its body may be found to contain no carbonic acid at all.”
The first to apply thermodynamics to animals, in a system sense, i.e. in terms of the energies of interactions between
animals, e.g. trigger action, was American physical chemist Alfred Lotka and his 1926 Elements of Physical Biology. [2]
A noted piece of work is the 1975 article “Fever and Survival”, summarizing the experimental work of American
zoologist Matthew Kluger, wherein it was found that lizards (desert Iguanas), first injected with infectious bacteria,
who normally develop a fever of about 2°C, placed in one of three ambient temperature environments: (a) neutral
(38°C), (b) low (34°C), or (c) high (40°C), showed increased host survival with an elevation in temperature. [8]

Recent
In 2002 American psychologist Mark Blumberg, in his book Body Heat: Temperature and Life on Earth, summarized
much of the historical work done on the relationship between temperature, thermodynamics, and animal behaviors,
such as the surface law in relation to elephants, the 1970s fever-temperature studies of Matthew Kluger, and the loss
of thermoregulation behaviors, e.g. shivering, during REM sleep, such as been studied in cats. [3] One relatively
popular recent study is a 1993 study of system temperature and the reproduction behaviors of the Leopard Gecko,
who were discovered to have temperature-dependent sex determination (TSD). Research shows that more females
can be produced in predominantly cool temperatures (about 26–30 °C (79–86°F)) and very warm temperatures
(about 34–35 °C (93–95°F)). It was recorded that males can be produced at the intermediate temperatures (about
31–33 °C (88–91°F)). Females born in the higher temperatures differed from those who were born in the lower
temperatures hormonally and behaviorally. Those born in the warmer temperatures expressed more aggressive
behavior. These are known as "hot females" and are often determined to be infertile, that is unable to reproduce. [5]
An example of recent work is the study of heat dependent proteins in relation to high and low temperature system
environments of animals, such as fish in cold environments or snails in hot environments; much of which seems to be
driven by a need to understand potential future implications of global warming on animals. [4]

See also
● Limnological thermodynamics
● Plant thermodynamics
● Bacteria thermodynamics
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Animate
In science, animate, as contrasted with inanimate,
as it refers to matter that moves, or in defunct
colloquial phraseology, defines matter or
molecular structure that is alive, i.e. powered
CHNOPS+ matter. [1]

Overview
In 1954, Belgian-born English thermodynamicist
Alfred Ubbelohde, defined animate as follows:
“Animate matter [is] termed ‘life’ for short.”
Left: a circa 50AD “automaton” of Hero, an animated device that
would later go on to serve as a type of thought experiment by deep
To understand when a piece of matter or
thinkers, such as Rene Decartes (reaction automaton theory) and John
molecular unit, such as a DNA molecule, bacteria
Neumann (free energy automaton theory), in regards to what exactly
molecule, or human molecule, etc., becomes
animated, logic such as the "induced movement", constitutes "life" in a modern scientific or philosophical sense of the
matter. [4] Right: a depiction of the 3-element animate retinal
driving force, exchange force, thermodynamic
molecule, a type of animate molecule (or animate matter),
force, energy source perspectives, etc., are
straightening in the presence of light (see: carbon-based life).
needed. The 1920 thermodynamics book The
Animate and the Inanimate, by American prodigy William Sidis, is an example of a publication that makes significant
use of the term animate. [2]
Thermodynamically-speaking, the only difference between animate and inanimate systems is that the animate
system receives external forcing. When this forcing is removed, the system will degrade in accordance with the
second law to a state of equilibrium. An example of a large, animate system is the earth, which can be idealized as a
type of large photon mill, where the external forcing comes from, to a large extent, the sun. As the animate system is
driven to the equilibrium state, it will undergo a free energy change, and will have ever-decreasing amounts of free
energy available to the system for it to carry out internal work, or work on its surroundings, and thus the animate
system will ultimately become inanimate. The time duration of an animate system in which it changes from animate
to inanimate is often referred to as its "persistence". Fundamentally, an animate system is a system on which work
must be done by the surroundings, and which via interaction with its surroundings must be subject to periodical
increases of its free energy such that it may perform work in changing its internal configuration, possibly in response
to changes in its surroundings.
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In hmolscience, animate and inanimate is
a conceptual “movement” division
dualism, similar to “life and nonlife” (an
“alive” division dualism) or “organic and
inorganic” (a “carbon” division dualism)
conceptual divides.

Bacon
In circa 1610, Francis Bacon, in his §601:
“Experiments in Consort Touching on the
Affinities and Differences between Plants
and Inanimate Bodies”, had the following
to say about the supposed animate and
inanimate distinction: [1]
“The differences between animate and
inanimate bodies, we shall handle fully
under the title of life, and living spirits,
and powers. We shall therefore make but
a brief mention of them in this place. The
main differences are two. All bodies have
spirits, and pneumatical parts within
them; but the main differences between
animate and inanimate, are two: the first
is, that the spirits of things animate are all
Three examples of "animate" things: a windmill, a railroad worker (man), and a
continued within themselves, and are
retinal molecule (a type of animate molecule), the "principles of animation" of
branched in veins, and secret canals, as
blood is: and in living creatures, the spirits which, in the former and latter case, being completely known.
have not only branches, but certain cells
or seats, where the principal spirits do reside, and whereunto the rest do resort: but the spirits in things inanimate
are shut in, and cut off by the tangible parts, and are not pervious one to another, as air is in snow.
The second main difference is, that the spirits of animate bodies are all in some degree, more or less, kindled and
inflamed and have a fine commixture of flame, and an aerial substance. But inanimate bodies have their spirits no
whit inflamed or kindled. And this difference consisteth not in the heat or coolness of spirits; for cloves and other
spices, naptha and petroleum, have exceeding hot spirits, hotter a great deal than oil, wax, or tallow, &c. but not
inflamed. And when any of those weak and temperate bodies come to be inflamed, then they gather a much greater
heat than others have uninflamed, besides their light and motion, &c.”
(add discussion)

Haeckel
In 1868, Ernst Haeckel, in his §: Physics and Biology”, of The History of Creation, pointedly said that the animate and
inanimate distinction is a supernatural fiction: [1]
“The mechanical view of nature has for many years been so firmly established in certain domains of natural science,
that it is here unnecessary to say much about it. It no longer occurs to physicists, chemists, mineralogists, or
astronomers, to seek to find in the phenomena which continually appear before them in their scientific domain the
action of a creator acting for a definite purpose. They universally, and without hesitation, look upon the phenomena
which appear in their different departments of study as the necessary and invariable effects of physical and chemical
forces which are inherent in matter. Thus far their view is purely materialistic, in a certain sense of that "word of
many meanings."
When a physicist traces the phenomena of motion in electricity or magnetism, the fall of a heavy body, or the
undulations in the waves of light, he never, in the whole course of his research, thinks of looking for the interference
of a supernatural creative power. In this respect, biology, as the science of so-called ‘animated’ natural bodies, was
formerly placed in sharp opposition to the above-mentioned inorganic natural sciences (anorganology). It is true
modern physiology, the science of the phenomena of motion in animals and plants, has completely adopted the
mechanical view; but morphology, the science of the forms of animals and plants, has not been affected at all by it.
Morphologists, in spite of the position of physiology, have continued, as before, in opposition to the mechanical view
of functions, to look upon the forms of animals and plants as something which cannot be at all explained
mechanically, but which must owe its origin necessarily to a higher, supernatural creative power, acting for a definite
purpose.
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In this general view it is quite indifferent whether the creative power be worshipped as a personal god, or
whether it be termed the power of life (vis vitalis), or final cause (causa finalis). In every case, to express it in one
word, its supporters have recourse to a miracle for an explanation. They throw themselves into the arms of a poetic
faith, which as such can have no value in the domain of scientific knowledge.
All that was done before Darwin, to establish a natural mechanical conception of the origin of animals and plants,
has been in vain, and until his time no theory gained a general recognition. Darwin's theory first succeeded in doing
this, and thus has rendered an immense service. For the idea of the unity of organic and inorganic [see: organic and
inorganic] nature is now firmly established; and that branch of natural science which had longest and most
obstinately opposed mechanical conception and explanation, viz. the science of the structure of animate forms, their
significance and origin, is launched on to precisely the same road towards perfection as that along which all the rest
of the natural sciences are travelling. The unity of all natural phenomena is by Darwin's theory finally established.
This unity of all nature, the animating of all matter, the inseparability of mental power and corporeal substance,
Goethe has asserted in the words, ‘Matter can never exist and be active without mind, nor can mind without matter.’
These first principles of the mechanical conception of the universe have been taught by the great monistic
philosophers of all ages. Even Democritus of Abdera, the immortal founder of the atomic theory, clearly expressed
them about 500 years before Christ; but grand Spinoza, and the great ALL NATURE IS ANIMATE. Dominican friar,
Giordano Bruno, did so even more explicitly. The latter was burnt at the stake for this, by the Christian inquisition in
Rome, on the 17th of Feb., 1600, on the same day on which, 36 years before, Galileo, his great fellow-countryman
and fellow-worker, was born. On the Campo di Fiori in Rome, where that funeral pile once stood, free Italy a short
time ago (in July, 1889) unveiled a monument erected to the memory of the great martyr of the monistic theory; an
eloquent sign of the immense change which time has wrought. By the theory of descent we are for the first time
enabled to conceive of the unity of nature [see: one nature] in such a manner that a mechanico-causal explanation of
even the most intricate organic phenomena, for example, the origin and structure of the organs of sense, is no more
difficult (in a general way) than is the mechanical explanation of any physical process; as, for example, earthquakes,
the courses of the wind, or the currents of the ocean.
We thus arrive at the extremely important conviction that all natural bodies which are known to us are equally
animated, that the distinction which has been made between animate and inanimate bodies does not exist.
When a stone is thrown into the air, and falls to earth according to definite laws, or when in a solution of salt a crystal
is formed, or when sulphur and quicksilver unite in forming cinnabar, the phenomenon is neither more nor less a
mechanical manifestation of life than the growth and flowering of plants, than the propagation of animals or the
activity of their senses, than the perception or the formation of thought in man. The forces of nature present
themselves here merely in different combinations and forms, sometimes simpler, sometimes more complex. Bound
elasticities become free and pass over into living forces, or vice versa. This restoration of the monistic conception of
nature constitutes the chief and most comprehensive merit of our new theory of development, and is the crown of
modern natural science.”
(add discussion)

Sidis
In 1920, William Sidis, in his The Animate and the Inanimate, sought to reconcile the issue, in his mind, by recourse to
ideas of William Thomson, and the assertion that “life is a reversal of the second law of thermodynamics”, in short.

Quotes
The following are noted oft-cited quotes:
“We thus arrive at the extremely important conviction that all natural bodies which are known to us, are equally
animated, that the distinction which has been made between animate and inanimate bodies does not exist.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1868), The History of Creation; cited by: Henry Bray (1910), Benjamin Wiker (2009) [3]
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Animate engine
In animate thermodynamics, animate engine (or organic engine),
as compared to an inanimate engine (or inorganic engine), i.e.
steam engine, is a name use by English biologist James Johnstone
in 1921 to define an animal in thermodynamic terms, in such a
way as to differentiate a perceptual divide between life and nonlife or animate from inanimate. [1]

References
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Animate matter

The animate engine (vs inanimate engine) model used
to answer the typical difficulties encountered when
In hmol science, animate matter is matter (fermions) that moves attempting to explain animal existence using
thermodynamic (steam engine) theory, e.g. how to
or is animated, generally by the action of force (bosons). The term label the working substance of animal existence, or
‘animate matter’ frequently arises in origin of life, life vs. non-life, the perceptual "life" vs "non-life" divide, death, etc.
and what is life debates or discussions, in the sense of what
[1]

separates animate matter from inanimate matter. The term
“animate matter” frequently is evoked in discussions whether or not a human has a psyche, consciousness, free will
(or self-motion), a soul, spirit, among others, particularly in the 17th century up until the early 20th century, but even
in modern time. [1]

Descartes' mind-matter dualism
In 1664, English philosopher Margaret Cavendish critiqued
of some of French philosopher Rene Descartes’ 1637
discourses, particularly his metaphysical system of dualism
describes two kinds of substance: matter and mind.
According to this system, everything that is "matter" is
deterministic and natural—and so belongs to natural
philosophy—and everything that is "mind" is volitional and
non-natural, and falls outside the domain of philosophy of
nature. Cavendish concludes, in her review, in a very longwinded explanation, that animate matter has self-motion,
animate matter does not, but that all matter of the
universe is a commixture of the two, part animate and part
inanimate, such that the animate is moving and the
inanimate moved. [5] Cavendish, in general, rejected the
work of Aristotle and mechanical philosophy and tended to
engage in criticism, not only with Descartes, but with
Thomas Hobbes and Robert Boyle.

Moral motion

Polish solid state physicist Michal Kurzynski’s 2006 appendix
In his 1789 Travels to Discover the Source of Moral Motion C.1 Elementary Building Blocks, from his The Thermodynamic
Theory Machinery of Life, wherein he outlines the 20 main
(volume one) and Apocalypse of Nature, wherein the Source elements common to animate matter (or life) as he
of Moral Motion is Discovered (volume two), British
vacillates on these two terms, i.e. he defines humans as
philosopher John Stewart outlines the very-interesting
CHNOPS+14 state of matter. [7]

results of his researchers of having travelled the world to
study the various systems of morality, out of which he derives a religion-free eight tenet “Religion of Nature”, based
firstly on abandonment of every notion of a deity, with the replacement of the postulate that all that exists is matter
and motion, then secondly outlines a new replacement religion of how combinations of the particles of matter
coalesce to form “intellectualized bodies” that can have both moral motion and immoral motion in the course of the
“revolutions and operations” of the universe, which is said to have neither beginning or end. [6]

Living matter
A near synonym to animate matter, often used, is “living matter”, albeit one that is invested heavily in the
anthropomorphic conceptions, such as that there exists something called “life”, which as of 2009 has been shown be
a defunct view, often connected with morality and the Ra-theology based theory of death and the soul. In 1926,
Russian biogeochemist Vladimir Vernadsky took this route and in his The Biosphere, delineation of the matter of the
biosphere into two types: (a) living matter and (b) kosnoe matter or inert matter, arguing to the effect that the living
matter has never been made from inert matter, on the logic that each type of matter comes from different elements
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of the period table. [3] Prior to this publication, Vernadsky penned three articles on the topic of living matter: “Living
Matter”, “The Structure of Living Matter”, and “Living Matter in Geochemical History of the Element’s System”; only
one of which has since been published. [4] Vernadsky’s “living matter” as distinct from “inert matter”, however, has
since been show to be fallacious, one reason being that animate molecules such as human molecules, are composed
of 26 elements, and these elements are not compartmentalized to certain groups.

Non-rational vs. rational animate matter
In 1955, Belgian-born English thermodynamicist Alfred Ubbelohde, in his chapter on “Thermodynamics and Life”,
stated abruptly that the term ‘life’ is shorthand for ‘animate matter’, and alluded to the direction that in the
thermodynamical study of “living things” that one must utilize the latter term over the former. [2] Ubbelohde thus
introduced the subject of “animate thermodynamics” in place of the outdated anthropomorphic-based defunct
subject of “life thermodynamics”. Ubbelohde, however, footnoted his definition of life as animate matter by
subdividing animate matter into two classes: (a) non-rational animate matter, in which selection processes are
unconscious, and (b) rational animate matter, in which selection processes are conscious. This latter addendum,
however, is still soaked with anthropomorphism, with the implicit assumption that certain types of moving matter
have consciousness and that consciousness is something that exists in the definitions of the modern physical
sciences. This dichotomy can easily be shown to be fallacious by asking whether or not the animate light-induced
‘straightening’ 3-element molecule retinal is conscious or rather if it ‘selects to choose to straighten consciously or
unconsciously’, which invariably leads to the conclusion that the premise of consciousness is an outdated model that
is defunct in a modern physical science or hmol science perspective.
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In chemistry, animate molecule, as compared to an inanimate
molecule, is a molecule that moves in, a non-linear manner, when
subjected to a force and can thus be said to be "animated".

Overview
In 2006, American planetary scientist Carolyn Porco stated, to cite an
example, albeit incorrect, usage of this term, in her summary argument,
that she believes humans are not alone in the universe, that: [4]
“Sometime in the interval of 3.8 to 3.5 billion years ago, self-replicating
organisms [originated] from inanimate materials in a very narrow
window of time in a complicated chain of chemical events that must
have occurred to evolve animated molecular structures from
inanimate atoms.”
The subject of animate verses inanimate often comes to the fore in the
study of the physics and chemistry of social systems. This is exemplified
in English chemical physicist Philip Ball’s 2004 article “The Physical
Modelling of Human Social Systems”, wherein he asks: [1]

Video of an animated molecule: kinesin, a
motor protein, carrying a load along a
microtubule. [2]

“Can there really be any similarities between, say, a collection of
inanimate particles in a fluid interacting via simple, mathematically
defined forces of attraction and repulsion, and communities of people each of whom is governed by an unfathomable
wealth of psychological complexity?”
Here, Ball defines gas particles and fluid molecules as being inanimate, and asks whether or not the laws that govern
these systems can be scaled up to humans.

Inanimate molecules
An example of non-moving inanimate molecule would be a molecule affixed or bonded to a surface, and thus
immobilized. An example of a simple moving in straight trajectory inanimate molecules include: gas molecules, which
are said to obey the Boltzmann chaos assumption, and travel around chaotically in straight trajectories, banging into
each other, at speeds of 1,200 miles per hour, or the single water molecule, which can only move in essentially
straight line trajectories, and is not able to bend its atomic geometry.

Bending animate molecules
An example of simple animate "bending" molecule include the 3-element retinal molecule, which straightens in
response to a single photon.

Surface-moving animate molecules
Examples of molecules animated in the form of walking or moving on a surface include: Steve Bartel's 2005 walking
molecule, i.e. DTA (9,10-dithioanthracene) and 2007 molecular carriers, i.e. nano-walkers, as well as the two-legged
motile protein “kinesin” that walks along microtubules carrying loads to destinations, being powered by ATP. [2]
Kinesin is a small 6-element molecule, with molecular formula of about C400H620N100O120P50S20, that walks, carries
things, and has a metabolism, so to speak.

Folding animated molecules
An example of an intermediate in complexity animated molecule is a protein molecule, a chain of polypeptides that
folds inward on itself into its native state.

Boundaried animated molecules
A specific demarcation of in classifications of animate molecules are those that have a boundary or semipermeable
boundary, within which an atomic turnover rate occurs. This is a complex subject. Examples in this classification
include: the 15-element bacterial molecule, a 22-element fish molecule, or the 26-element human molecule (a
person). [3]

Planetary-sized molecules
To note, it is difficult to, as of yet, classify large planetary-sized molecules such as the earth molecule or sun molecule,
being that they move, in certain trajectories, but the term “animate” does not seem applicable, so to speak. More
work needs to be done of dynamics of the universe before better classifications can be made in this area.

See also
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● Animate matter
● Animate engine
● The Animate and Inanimate
● Animate thermodynamics
● Inanimate
● Living molecule
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Animate organism
In science, animate organism or "animate being", as
Animate
contrasted with an inanimate organism (or
organism
inanimate being), is an organized body with property
of chemical animation—and more fully is animate
atomic geometry (animate molecule), type of
animate matter, or animate chemical species, such
as a walking molecule, above that in movement
complexity than the simple mechanical automaton,
such as windmill, generally tending to be moved by
chemical processes, e.g. exchange force based
induced movement or free energy driving force
methods of system transformation, rather than
simple mechanical or gravitation animation
processes, such as is the case in the hydrostatic
pressure induced movement of the Hero automaton.
(human
The following 1860s letter by Henry Adams, with its
molecule)
mention of "animated being", might well capture the
An 1858 description of an "organized body", in context of the main
meaning of the term animate organism: [6]
39 points of general chemistry, from English chemist John Bidlake's
Textbook of Elementary Chemistry, which differentiates all element-

“Everything in this universe has its regular waves and based "bodies" into two types: organic (bodies which live) and
tides. Electricity, sound, the wind, and I believe every inorganic (bodies which don't live); which is a defunct precursor
model, to say, to the modern 21st century ecological stoichiometry
part of organic nature will be brought someday
view of the differentiation of all element-based "bodies" into two
within this law. The laws which govern animated
beings will be ultimately found to be at bottom the main types: animate (bodies which possess the property of
same with those which rule inanimatenature, and as animation) and inanimate (bodies which do not possess the property
I entertain a profound conviction of the littleness of of animation); hence, the name distinctions of animate matter vs
inanimate matter, animate organism vs. inanimate organism,
our kind, and of the curious enormity of creation, I
animate chemical vs inanimate chemical, etc.
am quite ready to receive with pleasure any basis for
a systematic conception of it all. I look for regular tides in the affairs of man, and, of course, in our own affairs. In ever
progression, somehow or other, the nations move by the same process which has never been explained but is
evident in the oceans and the air. On this theory I should expect at about this time, a turn which would carry us
backward.”
The 1620s reaction automaton theory discussions of French philosopher Rene Descartes (IQ=195), the 1900 “I am an
automaton endowed with power of movement, which merely responds to external stimuli beating upon my sense
organs” theory of Nikola Tesla (IQ=195), along with the 1950s free energy electochemical automaton theory of John
Neumann (IQ=185) may well facilitate the differentiation of the various types of "animation", e.g. Greek automaton
animation, AI-based animation, etc., as compared to the animation found in a moving reactive human.

Etymology
Greek philosopher Aristotle (IQ=195) freely used the term "organon", spelled "organ" in English, to denote a part of a
living being or of man in particular. [4] The term “animate organism”, in the modern hmolscience perspective, is an
upgrade from the defunct term “living organism”, in that a body can possess animation or reactivity, but not life—in
the sense that “life” is something that does not exist, in the famous 1925 words of Nikola Tesla. To explain another
way, in the hmolscience periodic table perspective, a zirconium-based organism, e.g., will not have the property of
"animation"; such chemical species may exist, and may have the property of trajectory or unidirectional movement,
possibly even spin, but not complex animation. Conversely, carbon-based organisms, as embodied in the out-dated
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term "carbon-based life", will tend to possess the property of animation; but not all carbon-based entities, graphite
being one of many examples. Those carbon based animate organisms in possession of the so-called CHNOPS-based or
"CHNOPS system" set of core elements, while in the bound state of animate existence, may well then be classified as
types of "animate organisms" and as such function to proactively take the place of the now-defunct terms of olden:
living organism or living system, which have no hard physical science basis, but only mythological basis; hence
resulting to do away with the "unbridgeable gap" model of the last century.

Examples
The simple 3-element retinal molecule is a simple example of a animate organism, one moved by the exchange force
of the photon; the 15-element bacteria molecule is an intermediate in complexity example of an animate organism,
one that generally requires some type of agar medium to function, DTA, driven in surface-attached motion by a heat,
is another example; the 26-element human molecule (person) is a more complex example of an animate organism.
Other examples include: fish molecule, cell-as-molecule, the two-legged kinesin protein molecule, that walks along
microtubules while carrying cargo.

Unbridgeable gap models
The above defunct theory of life-based "animate organism model" is the modern and correct view. Some, however,
even in modern times, may wish to retain some semblance of autonomy, free will in the form of self-organization, or
ontic opening stylized model of purpose, and will attempt to take recourse in the "unbridgeable gap" model and will
attempt to explain the "start of life" using some type of chemical perpetual motion conception, often using feedback
loop models (e.g. autocatalytic closure). These models, however, tend to yield absurdities, one after another,
paragraph after paragraph, in a spiral down a path towards inanity. One example of this, is the 2007 book The SelfCreating Universe, by American chemistry-trained dermatologist David Alkek, who attempts to employ the term
"animate organism" in the context of chemistry, in his incorrigibly-entitled chapter "self-reproducing matter", as
follows:
"Biology can never be reduced to chemistry and physics. There is a definite step between animate and inanimate.
What is an even greater mystery is the progression from inanimate mass of chemical to an animate organism,
capable of independent existence and replication. We don't have to involve a transcendental power to do this. The
emergence of living from nonliving matter is another example of the self-organizing power of matter and energy."
What Alkek has done, in short, is transferred "God theory", i.e. transcendental power", into the terms "emergence"
and "self-organization", nothing but waterbasket terms. The reader is more than welcome to tread through the
inanity of the pages preceding this wondrous passage, inclusive of citing Robert Hazen’s 2005 book Genesis as citing
American RNA-based life theorist Gerald Joyce’s famous 1991 working-definition of life as: “a self-sustained chemical
system capable of undergoing Darwinian evolution”; mention of the Urey-Miller experiment (1952); mention of the
meteorite theory of life; mentioning that “viruses blur the border between living and nonliving matter”, and so on
down the yellow brick road.

Other
German mathematical philosopher Edmund Husserl (1859-1938), according to Google Books search results, seems to
have been a dominate advocate of the term “animate organism”. [1] Danish natural science philosopher Claus
Emmeche uses the term “animate organisms” within the loose context of thermodynamics discussions in his 2004
article “A-life, Organism and Body: the Semiotics of Emergent Levels”; inclusive of all the other “life terms”. [2]

See also
● Animate engine
● Animate system
● Animate thermodynamics
● Chnopsology | the study of CHNOPS-based animated structures.
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Animate
thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, animate thermodynamics is
the thermodynamical study of animate nature, i.e.
animated systems, animate engines, animate
matter, animate molecules, or animate bodies.
The following is American protein
thermodynamicist Donald Haynie's 2001 take on
the thermodynamics of animate nature:
“The universality of the relationships of
thermodynamics eliminates an “artificial”
distinction between the animate and the
inanimate, and thereby enables one to see the
world as a single thing.”
This cogent statement, to clarify, is a view,
according to Haynie, that only "some people"
hold. [8]

Overview
The term "animate" is the physical sciences based
replacement for the soft sciences based term
"biological", which has no physical meaning, but
only mythological meaning. The etymology of the
two is outlined below: [5]
Animate (Greek anemos wind; Sanskrit aniti he
breaths (1500BC))
Biological (Greek bios life (1400BC))

A 1932 correspondence letter of Canadian philosopher W.E.M. Mitchell
in which he points out seeming inconstancy between English
theologian-philosopher William Inge's recent article, which argued that
thermodynamics applies to animate nature as well as inanimate
nature, and English biologist James Johnstone’s recent article, which
concludes (incorrectly) that entropy is the inorganic world (non-carbon
based) and decreasing in the organic world (carbon-based); which
leaves the reader with the incorrigible view that time’s arrow (1928)
points in both directions (↔). [4]

A related term is psyche, which derives also from a word meaning 'breath', and means something along the lines the
'source of animation'. [6]
In human chemistry, when the molecular formulas for animate structures, from bacteria to man, are calculated
and studied, it becomes apparent that the core source of animation is found in animate bonding geometry of the
carbon atom and in particular the hydrocarbon central nervous systems found in all so-called animated entities,
which in turn become or are made animate owing to photon-electron interactions, a subject which has its roots in the
1913 Bohr model of the atom and the 1958 light-induced bending retinal molecule work of American biochemist
George Wald. The term 'life' and its corpus of associations, according to the 2009 defunct theory of life, has no
physical basis. [1] The term animate, in the sense of a "structure that either moves and or has activity", should be
used in place of the incorrigible term life and its derivatives (alive, living, etc.).

Thomson
Irish-born Scottish physicist William Thomson’s famous 1852 article "On a Universal Tendency in Nature to the
Dissipation of Mechanical Energy", historically, has been the launching point on debates as to whether or not the
second law applies to life or "animated creatures", as put it, a query to which Thomson answered, in a somewhat
ambivalent way, that it "probably" applies: [9]
“Known facts with reference to the mechanics of animal and vegetable bodies, [there is] at present in the material
world a universal tendency to the dissipation of mechanical energy [and] any restoration of mechanical energy,
without more than an equivalent of dissipation, is impossible in inanimate material processes, and is probably never
effected by means of organized matter, either endowed with vegetable life or subject to the will of an animated
creature.”
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This famous verbal statement of the second law, thus launched the debate on whether or not entropy (in Clausius
terms), or dissipation (as Thomson viewed things), might relate to "vegetable life" or to the "will" of animated things;
this thus seems to be the first usage of the term animate used in the context of thermodynamic formalism. [10]
Thomson’s 1902 article “Animal Thermostat”, on the apparent power of certain animals of producing cold under
certain circumstances, in relation to the specific heat experiments of Adair Crawford (1748-1795), was referred to in
1907 (by someone) as the subject of “animate thermodynamics”, and thus seems to be the first coining of the term
"animate thermodynamics". [7]

Animated heat engines
German physicist Gustave Hirn's 1868 Philosophical Implications of Thermodynamics was the first to address the
question of applying thermodynamics to animals and people who he defined as "animate heat engines". An overview
synopsis of his chapter two (French to English translation):
"Chapter two: Application of the mechanical theory of animate heat engines. - Sources of vital heat. - Similarity of the
organization Areas live with our engines. - Positive and negative work to be alive. - The first proposal of
thermodynamics apply to these beings as our engines. - Details on the physiological functions of animated motors. In what parts of the body is consumes heat as much as to work."
Hirn's section on "positive and negative work to be alive" seems to the most fruitful in that he seems to be utilizing
Rudolf Clausius' definition of positive work and negative work to explain human motion, whereby in the end the
notion of "alive" becomes displaced as an unnecessary term.

20th century views
In his 1920 The Animate and Inanimate, American polymath-prodigy William Sidis outlined a crude entropy reversal
theory of human animate existence. In his 1946 article "Life and the Second Law of Thermodynamics" English physical
chemist and noted chemical thermodynamicist John Butler outlined Thomson's view of the second law, a view which
he summarized by stating that Thomson "expressly excluded the operations of animate agencies" from the second
law, which is not exactly correct; but also discussed the recent views on thermodynamics and life expressed by
Gilbert Lewis (1926) and Erwin Schrodinger (1944). [10] In 1954, Belgian-born English thermodynamicist Alfred
Ubbelohde, in his section 'Thermodynamics and Life', stated that the word ‘life’ should be re-termed ‘animate
matter’. Specifically, he states: [2]
“Animate matter [is] termed ‘life’ for short.”
Therefore, what Ubbelohde is implying is that what was formerly called life thermodynamics (1920s-50s), then
biological thermodynamics (1960s-70s), then biothermodynamics (1980s-90s), should in modern times be referred to
as “animate matter thermodynamics” or animate thermodynamics in short. The specific term ‘animate
thermodynamics’, used in the context of thermodynamics applied to human behavior, was first employed by Swedish
physical chemist Sture Nordholm, in his noted 1997 article “In Defense of Thermodynamics: an Animate Analogy”, in
which he used the Planck entropy relation and the Helmholtz free energy equations to argue that thermodynamics, in
its generality, once thought only applicable to inanimate matter, is also applicable to the animate world and animate
matter, specifically being applicable to human behavior. Nordholm coins the term in an end exercises, questions, and
discussion section, specifically question three on political thermodynamics:
“Discuss the political systems dictatorship and democracy from the point of view of the proposed rules of human
behavior. Which system of government is most in tune with animate thermodynamics? How might the level of
education in a society influence the choice of system of government?”
Nordholm correctly defines, albeit implicitly, the human to be a type of animate matter.

Branches
Animate thermodynamics, itself, is a branch of thermodynamics, whereas and some of the branches of animate
thermodynamics include:
● Ecological thermodynamics
● Limnological thermodynamics
● Action thermodynamics
● Biochemical thermodynamics
● Hierarchical thermodynamics
● Neurothermodynamics
● Biological thermodynamics
● Human thermodynamics
● Pharmaceutical thermodynamics
● Drug-receptor thermodynamics
● Life thermodynamics (defunct)
● Protein thermodynamics
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Annamalai, Kalyan
In human thermodynamics, Kalyan Annamalai (c.1943-), or Kalyan Thakkolam Annamalai,
is an Indian-born American mechanical engineer noted for his 2011 inclusion of human
molecular theory in his Advanced Thermodynamics Engineering chapter on the
thermodynamics of animate systems (chnopsological systems) or "Thermodynamics and
Biological Systems", as they entitle it (see: defunct theory of life, for terminology
discussion), the chapter co-authored with Venezuelan-born American mechanical engineer
Carlos Silva, wherein they cite American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims’ 2002
molecular formulation (see also: Sterner-Elser human molecular formula, 2000);
specifically, they specifically define a human, formulaically, as a such: [1]
“Humans may be called a 26-element energy/heat driven dynamic atomic structure.”
This, of course is a long-overdue upgrade definition of a human, in the context of standard
engineering thermodynamics, since English physicist C.G. Darwin’s famous 1952 definition
of the science of human thermodynamics as the study of conservative dynamical systems of human molecules. [2].
Scaling laws for metabolic rate, oxygen consumption rate,lung volume, breathes per min, blood volume, blood
circulation rate, heart mass, entropy generation rate and life span were derived
in Chapter 14 of ref. [1].

Aging thermodynamics
Annamalai and Silva are also noted for their 2008-2009 articles on aging,
lifespan, entropy (heat) stress of vital organs and their relation to leading
causes of death [3] [4].

Education
Annamalai completed his BS in mechanical engineering in 1966 at the University
of Madras (Anna University, Guindy, Chennai), his MS in internal combustion
engineering in 1968 at Indian Institute of Science, and PhD in mechanical
engineering in 1975 at Georgia Institute of Technology. In 1981, Annamalai
joined the Texas A&M engineering department. Currently, he is Paul Pepper
Professor of mechanical engineering and conducts research in the area of
Combustion and Gasification of Coal and Biomass and Thermodynamics. He had
written graduate level text book on Combustion Science and Engineering where
he discusses the effect of deficiency of oxygen on combustion rate of fuel
particle clouds. [5].
.
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Annamalai's 2011 Advanced
Thermodynamics Engineering, cowritten with Ishwar Puri and Milind
Jog, wherein the Thims-based 26element human molecular formula
definition of a person is employed
(§14.4.1: Human body | Formulae). [1]
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Another Newton
In hmolscience, Another Newton, "New Aristotle"
or "Next Einstein", refers to some future great
intellect who will make comprehensible the
production of a blade of grass without a designer
(Immanuel Kant, 1710), explain human history in
terms of physics and chemistry (Henry Adams,
1910), and or someone who will explain the
"moral equivalent of war" (Raymond Fosdick,
1924).

“Such a complete solution seems to call
for the aid of another Newton.”
— Henry Adams (1910), A Letter to American
Teachers of History

“It is absurd to hope that another Newton will
arise in the future who shall make comprehensible Two cultures genius Henry Adams giving his opinion that the solution to
by us the production of a blade of grass according the problem of the physicochemical thermodynamics of history, i.e. a
Gibbs-based explanation of social change, one he spent some five
to natural laws which no design has ordered.”
— Immanuel Kant (1790), Critique of Judgment [6]

decades on, will require another Newton.

“Another option is to admit the inadequacy of all current approaches and to wait for the appearance of the ‘Galileo’
or the ‘Newton’ of sociology to come along with a new approach that will solve all the problems.”
— Jane Azevedo (1997), Mapping Reality [1]

American physical historian Henry Adams employed the term for a future two cultures genius that would explain
human movement, via chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics, the way Newton explained celestial movement via
physics and Euclidean geometry.

Social Newtons
See main: Social Newton

The term "Newton of sociology", Czechoslovakian-born English sociologist Werner Stark's 1962 term for American
physical sociologist Henry Carey, or "Newton[s] of social theory", English philosopher Stephen Toulmin's 1992-2002
terminology for the French social physicists, e.g. Auguste Comte, often tends to refer to someone who in the past has
attempted to formulate the humanities mechanistically, e.g. via social mechanism theory, done with great precision,
in the same way that English physicist Isaac Newton famously formulated the movements of planets mechanistically.

Future Newton | 1910
in 1910 by American historian Henry Adams in reference to a future genius who comes forth to give the “complete
solution”, as Adams put it, to the elective affinities problem: explaining morality, sociology, economics, and history
according to chemistry, physics, and mechanics, via pure mathematics, symbols, figures, and one "common
formula"—in a sense, the "new Goethe" (IQ=230). The term is used in the final paragraph of Adams’ famous two
chapter A Letter to American Teachers of History, chapter one: “The Problem”, chapter two: “The Solutions”, wherein
he ends with the summary: [1]
“Such a complete solution seems to call for the aid of another Newton.”
This is pretty deep insight, coming from one who 45-years earlier, in circa 1865, stated the following in his own
personal query notes:
“Everything in this universe has its regular waves and tides. Electricity, sound, the wind, and I believe every part of
organic nature will be brought someday within this law. The laws which govern animated beings will be ultimately
found to be at bottom the same with those which rule inanimate nature, and as I entertain a profound conviction of
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the littleness of our kind, and of the curious enormity of creation, I am quite ready to receive with pleasure any basis
for a systematic conception of it all. I look for regular tides in the affairs of man, and, of course, in our own affairs. In
ever progression, somehow or other, the nations move by the same process which has never been explained but is
evident in the oceans and the air. On this theory I should expect at about this time, a turn which would carry us
backward.”
Adams worked on this problem almost daily, as he told his wife in 1885:
“Social chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact
is my daily study and only satisfaction in life.”
In short, having spent nearly five-decades on this problem, seeking unified solution through the big geniuses of
physical science: Clausius (IQ=205), Gibbs, and Thomson (IQ=185), not to mention Darwin (IQ=175), among others,
Adams concluded or rather prophesied in the end that the solution would require a new Newton. The idea of another
Newton seems to embody, in some extent, the need to supplant Charles Darwin's 1859 evolution theory with Rudolf
Clausius' 1865 thermodynamics, and to fully explain the result, via formula and equation, and repercussions
throughout the broad spectrum of the sciences of the humanities. The following is a truncated aggregate synopsis of
the main points or sections of Adams' 1910 chapter "The Solutions", wherein, at the end of which, the another
Newton term is used:
“Suppose that the physicist takes the lead, and seeks for a means of compromise—some middle term, on which the
elevationist can stand while discussing the details of the treaty! The degradationist can produce from his stores of
energy an number of figures for choice; such as that of water, which expands or contracts, according to the
temperature, or falls according to its position; or electricity, which dissipates itself into work; or of dynamite, which
does work by explosion; or of gases, which work restlessly without accomplishing anything; or of table salt, which
dissolves mysteriously in water, to help digestion or stimulate appetite; but possibly he may begin with his favorite
figure of a gaseous nebula, and may offer to treat primitive humanity as a volume of human molecules of unequal
intensities, tending to dissipate energy, and to correct he loss by concentrating mankind into a single, dense mass like
sun.
History would then become a record of successive phases of contraction, divided by periods of explosion, tending
always towards an ultimate equilibrium in the form of human molecules of equal intensity, without coordination.
Science should prove twenty times over, by every method of demonstration known to it, that man is a
thermodynamical mechanism.
If the teacher of history cares to contest the ground with the teacher of physics, he must become a physicist
himself, and learn to use laboratory methods. He needs technical tools [see: human thermodynamics instruments]
quite as much as the electrician does large formulas, like Willard Gibbs’ rule of phase; generalizations, no matter how
temporary of hypothetical, such as all mathematicians use for the convenience of their scholars.
Man, as a form of energy, is in most need of getting a firm footing on the law of thermodynamics. One cannot
doubt that William Thomson could have suggested half-a-dozen figures which would answer the purpose, although
he might very well have refused to waste his own stock of [potential] energy in the effort to prove his
thermodynamical ascent from a hypothetical Eocene lemur, or even from a duck-billed platypus; neither of which
would have promised energetic means of saving him from the pitfalls which his keen mathematical instinct would
have shown him as the work of his fellow physicists, planted directly in his path.
The Darwinian readily admits that Thomson’s sun accounts for evolution better than Darwin’s did; and he only
too ready to drop all the school-phrases—to call the process "transformation", and so, quietly surrender the issue. He
is equally ready to admit that Darwin never supplied the motive power that should vary in force with the phenomena;
he might even go so far as to concede that the want of such an energy had embarrassed biology nearly to the point of
paralysis.
The department of history needs to concert with the departments of biology, sociology, and psychology some
common formula or figure to serve their students as a working model for their study of the [animate] energies; and
this figure must be brought into accord with the figures or formulas used by the departments of physics and
mechanics to serve their students as models for the working of physico-chemical and mechanical energies.
Without the adhesion of physicists, the model would cause greater scandal than though the contradictions were
silently ignored as now; but the biologists—or, at least, the branches of science concerned with the humanity—will
find great difficulty in agreeing on any formula which does not require from physics the abandonment, in part, of the
second law of thermodynamics.
If the physicists and the physic-chemists can at last find their way to an arrangement that would satisfy the
sociologists and the historians, the problem would be wholly solved. Such a complete solution seems not impossible;
but at present—for the moment—as far as the stream runs—it also seems, to an impartial bystander, to call for the
aid of another Newton.”
To note, in the above version, the term "vital energy" is removed and replaced with the proper modern term usage,
as indicated by brackets, respectively. The way in which Adams was using the term shows that he was grappling with
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the "defunct theory of life" (2009) a great problem that only began to find partial solution in the mind of Nikola Tesla
and his 1925 decisive comment “there is no thing endowed with life”, which is an upgrade from the earlier Helmholtz
school pact (Reymond-Brucke oath) that their is not vital energy, but there is life, but one explained purely by
physico-chemical methods.
In 1921, American historian William Thayer comments on Adams’ another Newton synopsis: [2]
“In reading Henry Adams’ astonishing tract, I can not help suspecting at times that he is making fun of us historians;
for he proposes, as I think you would agree with me, something which is not only impossible for anyone to carry out
but which he himself never even attempted to carry out. In all the nine volumes of his American History, is there a
hint of the second law of thermodynamics? Can you discover the slightest trace of a common formula for history and
physical chemistry?”
Thayer, in other words, gives his opinion that it would be an "impossible" task for someone to find a common formula
for history and physical chemistry. Interesting comment indeed. Thayer is way off, however, in his assertion that
Adams "never even attempted to carry out" his proposal; whereas correctly Adams spent 50-years on this problem
(c.1965-1918). Thayer does, however, to his credit, give the following cogent statement:
“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences, but by a system of
symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it may be possible, as Adams suggests, to
invent a common formula for thermodynamics and history.”
This, as we see, is great vision indeed.

New Aristotle | 1924
Similar to the premise of “Another Newton” is American
lawyer and political writer Raymond Fosdick’s 1924
“Wanted: an Aristotle” address delivered at the
commencement exercises of the University of Iowa, during
which he states that what we need is to find or discern a
‘moral equivalent of war’, American physical historian
Morris Zucker summarizes, the success of which he situates
on the need of a new Aristotle. [3] Zucker summarizes the
gist of Fosdick's address as follows: [4]
“This new Aristotle, who will set our askew world to rights,
will be in the form of a collective intelligence, Fosdick
asserts.”
In full, as cited in Andres Reggiani’s 2007 book on the social
engineering philosopher Alexis Carrel, Fosdick stated: [5]

A few snippets of American lawyer and political writer
Raymond Fosdick’s 1924 “Wanted: an Aristotle” address,
wherein he asserts that to find the moral equivalent of war
we will need a new Aristotle. [3]

“The great overshadowing need that faces our time and our
generation is the need of an organizing intelligence dedicated to the advancement of the common good. We need
brains of synthetic capacity. We need a planetary consciousness. We need the ability think on a terrestrial scale and
plan in world terms. We need an Aristotle. … This task is obviously too great for a single brain. The world is now too
vast and too complex to be grasped by a single philosopher. When Aristotle comes again, it will be in the form a
collective intelligence, the sustained thinking of many minds, driving toward the common goal.”
Reggiani, in citing Fosdick above, to note, seems conceptualize this “coming Aristotle”, in some way, in the visions
outlined by Carrel in the 1930s, which he summarizes as follows:
“Carrel considered medicine to be the discipline best suited for leading the way to universal knowledge. The role of
physicians would be to ‘guide’ the process of human regeneration by supplying society with ‘engineers of the body
and soul’.”
(add discussion).

Next Einstein | Super-Einsteins
The term phrase “super-Einstein” and or “next Einstein” began to arise in 20th century:
“… emergence, the physicochemical, the organismal, the mental and the social. Hence, it till the advent of a few
super-Einsteins, theoretical biology must stand as a combination of oppositions—a compositio oppositorum.”
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— William Wheeler (c.1935), “Essay” [5]

“Where will the next Einstein lead scientific thinking?”
— Chris Quigg (2004), “Physics of the Large Hadron Collider Workshop” (Ѻ)

“The physics of the point that existed 13.7 billion years ago is mostly beyond our imaginations, not to mention our
conceptual tools. Gravity, electromagnetism—all the forces at work around us did not have an independent
existence. Matter as we know it didn’t exist. With everything that would become the universe packed so tightly in
one spot, there was an enormous amount of energy. In such a universe, the physics of small particles, quantum
mechanics, and that of large bodies, general relativity, were somehow part of a single, overarching, and still unknown
theory. Just what that theory is awaits the next Einstein.”
— Neil Shubin (2013), The Universe Within [7]

(add discussion)
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Anthropic physics
In hmolscience, anthropic physics or “physik anthropik”, a near synonym of human physics (Adolphe Quetelet, 1835)
or humanized physics (Edwin Slosson, 1910), is a term used by German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald in his 1912
The Energetic Imperative on the energetics of morality and culture, supposedly used in the sense of meaning the
science of the physical chemistry of humans; a term which would be derived from the combining form of Ancient
Greek ἄνθρωπος (anthrōpos), meaning“man, human”. [1]

Overview
In 1912, Wilhelm Ostwald, in his The Energetic Imperative, defined anthropic physics as follows:
“We recognize the logic of general science, because they are dealing with the most general terms. In mathematics
these are already specialized, because the size, which constitutes the central concept of mathematics is by no means
all things. She defines as an already great variety of relationships, which are given by the much richer content of the
concept of size. Even more specifically, the science which takes the concepts of time and space to do so; it is called
geometry, kinematics and kinetics in a somewhat arbitrary division.
These sciences can all be summed up in a large group for which the fundamental concept of order shall prevail.
They probably called formal sciences and sets them against the other as the real one. This is not right if it is to
represent a fundamental difference: they're just the sciences of the most general properties of things.
There now follows a group of physical sciences, which are referred to as mechanics, physics and chemistry. They
also correspond to an increasing diversity of the considered properties or relations and have also its summary term.
This is the concept of energy, such as the physical sciences can be summarized as the study of the various activities of
the energy.
A third group of science connect to physiology, psychology and cultural studies. The last one has been referred to
sociology, however, proves to be too narrow in the name of the general position that we adopt here, because the
association is only one of the tools of culture. All of these studies can be used as the biological, combine the sciences
of life, the physiology of the most general and therefore also the lowest areas of the phenomena of life are assigned,
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while psychology has with the mental phenomena in animals, how to do in humans. The last and highest science is at
last, which is about the people and their special properties. It would mean the best anthropology, had not taken this
name for a small part of this overall research already being implemented. Maybe you can call them on the analogy of
the name of anthropic physics.
One may claim that can be accommodated in this simple scheme, all sciences, there is currently and place in the
foreseeable future. I make myself prepared to find that you will consider this claim in doubt and, for example,
mention that great science, like medicine, astronomy, philology, history, etc., are not taken into account. It is noted
that the scheme applies only to the pure sciences, i.e. to the sciences as they are to remember the image used
earlier, driven because of the completeness and order of the camp. The so-called applied sciences should better have
a different name, as they were earlier called for adequate arts. So the medicine is an art for which their proper
exercise requires knowledge of almost all pure science, from logic to anthrop. Similarly, the story is not a science in
itself, but a general scientific method, because we use them as well in mathematics, as in politics. We have seen that
all the knowledge of the past serves as our basis for the foresight of the future, so they can never do without and it is
unacceptable to want to make it a special area. And in a similar way one can get along in all such questions of
methodology.
I made this last, somewhat scrawny considerations in order to give everyone the feeling of assurance that in fact
the scientific knowledge are at present so far, not the propagation of science everything that mankind can do with
success at the task as far as an incomprehensible gift of higher powers to accept, but as a crop for which the garden
of humanity must be regularly appointed and can, and the richer fails, the rational order is executed. Our ancestors
believed that the yield of the fields depended on the favorable attitude of the gods, and means to increase yields
were victims in this field to gods. We no longer believe in god’s field, but we believe in potash, nitrogen and
phosphate, with the result that our fields are now wearing the multiple of the preceding years. This faith has taught
us a man of science, namely, Justus Liebig, whose effectiveness is still great and a long period, one of the most
brilliant title to fame of the good city of Munich and will be. And wherever we look, everywhere we connect similar
feats against the science. If it is more urgent today than ever a question to put all our people an enjoyable and worth
living in fate: what body we can turn to good effect to achieve this great goal? There is no other than science, the
science that we bow to the raw energy of nature with ever-increasing quality conditions at our will and teaches us to
subdue the earth.”
To repeat, one of the best excerpts from this passage is:
“Our ancestors believed that the yield of the fields depended on the favorable attitude of the gods, and means to
increase yields were victims in this field to gods. We no longer believe in god’s field, but we believe in potash,
nitrogen and phosphate, with the result that our fields are now wearing the multiple of the preceding years.”
This, he says, whereas our ancestors used to believe in the existence of gods or god, we now believe in the existence
of elements governed by the physical sciences. A very cogent statement indeed.

Anthropic thermodynamics
The technical-correct modern English version of this term, knowing that Ostwald’s version of energetics evolved into
what has come to be known as chemical thermodynamics, would be anthro-thermodynamics or
anthrothermodynamics a Greek-based version of “human thermodynamics”, in the sense of anthropology being the
science of humans. Anthropology, in the modern sense, however, has become a rather watered-down soft science,
that studies humans in relation to distribution, origin, classification, and relationships of races, physical character,
environmental and social relations, and culture. [2] This is evidenced by the watered down nature of the so-called
subject of "anthropological thermodynamics".
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In science, anthropic principle, aka the "fine tuning argument", is an idea
which posits that the universe possesses many of its extraordinary
properties because they are necessary for the existence of life, according
to which, based on this theory, humans are conceived to occupy a central
place in the universe. [8]

Carter
In 1970, Australian theoretical physicist Brandon Carter, at the Clifford
Memorial meeting in Princeton, introduced ideas, unpublished at that
point, about what he called an “anthropic principle”, a general “reaction
against exaggerated subservience to the Copernican principle”, namely
the premise that “we must not assume gratuitously that we occupy a
privileged central position in the universe, according to which, in the
strong position extension of this logic, that “our position cannot be
privileged in any sense.” Carter in opposition to this “dogma” as he calls it
then, citing American physicist Robert Dicke (1961), then concludes that
this is untenable because:

An artistic rendition of the anthropic
principle, i.e. the supposition that humans
occupy a privileged central position in the
universe, because god made the constants
that way, as opposed to Copernican
principle, i.e. the supposition that humans
do not occupy a privileged position in the
(a) Special favorable conditions (temperature, chemical environment, etc.) universe. (Ѻ)

are prerequisite for our existence.
(b) The universe evolves and is by no means spatially homogeneous on a local scale.
Carter then defines his so-called anthropic principle as follows:
“What may be termed the anthropic principle [states] that what we can expect to observe must be restricted by the
conditions necessary for our presence as observers. Although our situation is not necessarily central, it is inevitably
privileged to some extent.”
He then goes on to cite examples of what he calls “large number coincidences”, e.g. the supposed “coincidence” that
all stars, whether red giants, white dwarfs, or neutron stars, etc., always have a mass equal in order of magnitude to
the inverse of the gravitational coupling constant, etc. The long and the short of his argument, as people have taken
it, being that these supposed or rather conceived-to-be formulaic “coincidences” are evidence that the universe, or
rather the fundamental constants of the universe, were fine-tuned by God for humans. The so-called strong version
of this anthropic principle, summarized by Paul Davies (1982), is the supposition: “The universe must be such as to
admit the creation of observers within it at some stage.” [1]

Davies
English physicist Paul Davies is one who has spent a considerable amount of time ruminating on the pros and cons of
variants of the so-called anthropic principle. In the mid-1960s, as an undergraduate physics student, he read English
astronomer Fred Hoyle’s 1957 science fiction novel The Black Cloud, in which a large cloud of gas from interstellar
space arrived in the solar system, which was said to be ‘alive’. Davies was intrigued by this idea, in his own retrospect
words: [3]
“How can a cloud be alive? I puzzled over this at length. Surely gas clouds just obey the laws of physics? How could
they exhibit autonomous behavior, have thoughts, make choices? But, then, it occurred to me, all living things
supposedly obey the laws of physics.”
Hoyle’s living cloud left Davies ‘baffled and vaguely disturbed’, leaving him questioning the ‘what exactly is life
question’ and ‘when did it start?’ issue. Next, Davies’ PhD advisor (Michael Seaton or Sigurd Zienau) then gave him a
copy of Hungarian-American physicist Eugene Wigner’s 1961 essay “The Probability of the Existence of a SelfReproducing Unit” which purported to prove that a physical system cannot make a transition from a nonliving state
to a living state without contravening the laws of quantum physics, arguing to the effect, according to Davies, that
‘something funny must have gone on when life started.’ [4]
Davies supervisor then passed him Australian astrophysicist Brandon Carter’s circa 1970 paper on the ‘anthropic
principle’ (a term he coined), which argues to affect that the laws of nuclear physics are fine-tuned to make carbon in
stars, and hence predisposed to the development of life, and hence anthropocentric laws are made to favor the
development of human life, in short. Davies then worked under Hoyle and with Carter for two years at Cambridge,
from 1970 to 1972. During this period he chanced across a copy of Erwin Schrodinger’s famous 1944 booklet What is
Life?, as we all have, which gave Davies the view that biological organisms can be explained by physics. This seems to
have been Davies first indoctrination into the basics of the thermodynamics of life and his later circa 1980s
gravitational entropy theory of life. In 1999, Davies, in fact, declared the second law to the "ultimate problem of
biogenesis". In his 2003 The Origin of Life, Davies attempts to answer the question: [5]
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“Is life written into the laws of nature, or just a bizarre accident, unique in the universe? How can a mix of non-living
chemicals be transformed into something as complex as the living cell?
In 2006, Davies, in his The Goldilocks Enigma: Why Is the Universe Just Right for Life?, pictured adjacent, in which he
argues that the earth, with its so-called "bio-friendly" conditions habitable zone, was fine-tuned by accident, and
found in one of many universes. [6]

Religion | Science
Religion and science reconcilers frequently invoke Carter’s anthropic principle, in a number of various guises, to
argue, vicariously, that “God fine-tuned the universe or the constants of the universe for man!”, or some variant
along these lines. (Ѻ) In 1993, German chemist, philosopher, and geneticist Friedrich Cramer, in his “The Entropic
Versus the Anthropic Principle: on the Self-Organization of Life”, pits up Clausius’ second law against Carter’s
anthropic principle, concluding frankly that the notion of “self-organization” is nothing but something that lets the
metaphysical into physics (see: ontic openings) and hence justifies the notion of creation by God. [2] The following is
one recent example:
“The 2013 article ‘Does Our Solar System Exist in Region of the Universe that’s Just Right for Life?” (Ѻ), asks: ‘why
does the universe appear to be fine-tuned for life? The logic behind this question, sometimes known as the anthropic
principle, says that's why we are here today, able to study the universe and learn about its laws. But if any of these
constants were slightly different, we could never have come in to exist in the first place.’ You will see that your own
scientists are supporting me in saying that constants are environment dependent. And now I leave it your judgment if
I am 200 years backdated.”
— Mirza Beg (2014), “Beg-Thims dialogue” (post #17), Sep 3

The gist of this argument, in short, is something along the lines of the assertion that the constants of the universe are
designed, by God, to bring into existence intelligent observers, e.g. if “α” (alpha), the fine-structure constant:

which encompasses a ratio of four fundamental physical constants, namely: e, the electric charge, ħ (h/2π ), the
reduced Planck constant, ke, the Coulomb constant, and c the speed of light, to change by 4%, stellar fusion would
not produce carbon, according to which, as English cosmologist John Barrow points out, carbon-based life would be
impossible, i.e. if α were > 0.1, stellar fusion would be impossible and no place in the universe would be warm
enough for life as we know it. [9]

Difficulties on theory
The central difficulty on theory with any and all types of anthropic principles, is that all variants of “anthropisms”,
according to Ernst Haeckel (1895), are erroneous opinions: [10]
“What we may call 'anthropism' is that powerful and world-wide group of erroneous opinions which opposes the
human organism to the whole of the rest of nature, and represents it to be the preordained end of the organic
creation, an entity essentially distinct from it, a godlike being.”
In other words, to think that the universe is fine-tuned to make "carbon" (the intelligent element behind human
brains) is no more tenable than the alternative assertion that the universe is fine tuned to make "silicon" (the
intelligent element behind computer CPU brains), the latter being what might be referred to as "siliconism" or in this
case an "silicon-ic principle", if one were to argue that the constants of the universe are fine tuned to make siliconbased life or correctly silicon-based animation (e.g. a robot), as life is something that does not exist (see: defunct
theory of life). Both modes of reasoning are excursions into inanity.
The long and the short of the correct representation of the crux of the issue is that any when CHNOPS+ system of
elements is in the so-called "habitable zone" around a medium sized star, powered animate intelligent behavior will
tend to result, given enough rotation cycles of heat input, owing to a combination of the quantum electrodynamic
animate properties of the carbon atom. In other words, using the silicon-based / carbon-based animation
comparison, to call one type of animation, e.g. carbon-based, by the term "life" and another, e.g. silicon-based, as
non-life, is but pure anthropism, plain and simple, and hence "erroneous" logic as Haeckel puts it, not to mention the
secondary erroneous assertion that carbon-animation or humans are privileged types of atomic geometries.
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Anthropism
In terminology, anthropism is a human-centric
(anthropomorphic) conceptualize ideology,
tending to be of historical and or religiomythology origin, that, often times, tend to be
illusionary and or constructed on false pretext,
and thereby, subsequently, "disappear from the
scene" (Charles Sherrington, 1938) when physics
and chemistry have entered on the description.

Haeckel
In 1899, Ernst Haeckel, in his The Riddle of the
Universe, defined anthropism as follows:
“Anthropism is that powerful and world-wide
group of erroneous opinions which opposes the
human organism to the whole of the rest of
nature, and represents it to be the preordained
end of the organic creation, an entity essentially
distinct from it, a godlike being.”
He then states that anthropism has three
components of implicit belief, which are:

The three ingrained beliefs of anthropism, according to Ernst Haeckel
(1899), one: anthropocentrism, belief that man is the preordained
center of the universe; two: anthropomorphism, belief that man’s shape
is the ideal perfect form and or fashioned in the image of god; three:
anthropolatrism, belief that main has personal immortality, and or that
the universe operates on man’s acts via some type of moral restitution
principle, as conceptualized by soul or equivalent, e.g. karma (or spirit).

I. The anthropocentric dogma culminates in the idea that man is the preordained center and aim of all terrestrial
life—or, in a wider sense, of the whole universe. As this error is extremely conducive to man's interest, and as it is
intimately connected with the creation-myth of the three great Mediterranean religions, and with the dogmas of the
Mosaic, Christian, and Mohammedan theologies, it still dominates the greater part of the civilized world.
II. The anthropomorphic dogma is likewise connected with the creation-myth of the three aforesaid religions, and of
many others. It likens the creation and control of the world by God to the artificial creation of a talented engineer or
mechanic, and to the administration of a wise ruler. God, as creator, sustainer, and ruler of the world, is thus
represented after a purely human fashion in his thought and work. Hence it follows, in turn, that man is godlike. "God
made man to His own image and likeness." The older, naive mythology is pure "homotheism," attributing human
shape, flesh, and blood to the gods. It is more intelligible than the modern mystic theosophy that adores a personal
god as an invisible—properly speaking, gaseous—being, yet makes him think, speak, and act in human fashion; it
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gives us the paradoxical picture of a "gaseous vertebrate."
III. The anthropolatric dogma naturally results from this comparison of the activity of god and man; it ends in the
apotheosis of the human organism. A further result is the belief in the personal immortality of the soul, and the
dualistic dogma of the twofold nature of man, whose "immortal soul" is conceived as but the temporary inhabitant of
the mortal frame. Thus these three anthropistic dogmas, variously adapted to the respective professions of the
different religions, came at length to be vested with a i extraordinary importance, and proved the source of the most
dangerous errors. The anthropistic view of the world which springs from them is in irreconcilable opposition to our
monistic system; indeed, it is at once disproved by our new cosmological perspective.
The first two are fairly standard; the third, however, is more complex, being that Haeckel does not rightly deny the
existence of the soul, but later supposedly develops some type of monism-based soul crystal theory.

Sherrington
In 1938, Charles Sherrington, in his Man on His Nature (1938), employed the term anthropism, as follows: [2]
“When physics and chemistry have entered on the description, sociology disappears from the scene, it is an
‘anthropism’.”
“When physics and chemistry have entered on their description of the perceptible, life disappears from the scene,
and consequently death. Both are anthropisms.”
“Our sixteenth-century Fernel viewed the body as a tenement for faculties. One faculty was that which actuated the
various bodily movements. Then came Descartes with is robot [see: Cartesian automata], a mechanism actuating
itself. Such too had been Descartes’ thought with respect to the motions of the macrocosm. For Kepler still, a century
later than Fernel, each planet was ridden by an angel. Then later with the ‘reign of law’ that guidance became a
‘force’, e.g. gravitational. Today that ‘force’ has in turn disappeared. There remains a curvature of space. The human
mind looking at nature has had to dehumanize its point of view—it has, using Samuel Alexander’s word, to
‘deanthropize' itself. It has to dispense with ‘causation’, which is regarded as an anthropism, but is yet a final cause.
It is more faithful to William of Occam.”
(add discussion)

See also
● Anthropomorphize
● Anthropic physics
● Anthropological thermodynamics
● Chemical party
● Deanthropomorphize
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In hmolscience, anthropological thermodynamics, a
branch of human thermodynamics, is the cross-cultural
study of human societies according to the laws of
thermodynamics.

Overview
The subject of "anthropological thermodynamics",
comparatively, is very marginal in its development,
likely attributed to the fact that anthropologists, in
generally, are not a mathematically inclined group.
Most attempts in this area have been exercises to
invoke the thermodynamics laws metaphorically. [1]
Anthropologists, as some have noted, are attracted
particularly to the second law, with its “arrow of time”
as a directional progress of change, as well as the
Prigoginean thermodynamics conceptions of
“dissipative structures”.
It was well known that, prior to the 1940s, the
subject of anthropology, as a science, lacked welldeveloped laws with predictive powers.
In 1943, American anthropologist Leslie White
published his “Energy and the Evolution of Culture”,
wherein he asserted the following: [4]
“Everything in the universe may be described in terms
of energy, meaning ‘the capacity for doing work’.
Galaxies, stars, molecules, and atoms may be regarded
as organizations of energy. Living organisms may be
looked upon as engines which operate by means of
energy derived directly or indirectly from the sun. The
civilizations, or cultures of mankind, also, may be
regarded as a form or organization of energy.”
White soon thereafter, following further publications, American anthropologist Leslie White’s 1943 “Energy and the
Evolution of Culture” generally marks the start of the field of
in 1949 and 1959, came to be known as
“anthropology’s most significant prophet of the second anthropological thermodynamics, i.e. the use of energy, entropy,
and or thermodynamics in general in the field of anthropology.
law”, known for his “energy theory of cultural
[4]
evolution”. [2] In 1960, Hungarian-born American
anthropologist Steven Polgar delivered a talk entitled
“Evolution and the Thermodynamic Imperative”, at a meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, New York, wherein he attempted to argue that there are four processes common to organic evolution and
social evolution which retard the increase of entropy on earth, which have ethical consequences, in his view; during
the course of which he sites: Alfred Lotka (1945), Leslie White (1949), Walther Nernst, Arthur Eddington (1929), Erwin
Schrodinger, Harold Blum (1955), and cites Joseph Needham as having resolved the dilemma in 1943 by
differentiating thermodynamic order from biological organization. [1]
In 1973 to 1977, American anthropological Eugene Ruyle pioneered the science of what he termed
ethnoenergetics, a precursory themed subject to human thermodynamics, arguing that labor, value, money, and
capital are all forms of “ethnoenergy”, defined as “somatic energy expended by the members of a population”, that
property is an “ethnoenergetic field”, and that money is “a symbol for energy, a claim on the energy of other people.”
[5]
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Antientropism
In philosophical thermodynamics, antientropism, the opposite of entropism is associated with the study of good. [1]
In this sense, as found in several of the publications of Keith Ferreira, antientropism is considered as the philosophical
study of what is good or acts of goodness. [2]
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Anthropomorphize
In science, anthropomorphize, in contrast to deanthropomorphize,
refers to the tendency to force human-centric conceptions, notions, and
or ideals into, other non-human based sciences, one or more of the
physical sciences, being a common example.

Discussion
The anthropomorphize process often tends to employ the extrapolate
down approach; whereas, conversely, the deanthropomorphize method
tends to use the extrapolate up approach. The anthropomorphizing
approach, as compared to the deanthropomorphizing approach, is
often quick to attract ridicule, from the hard scientists, such as when,
for instance, a hypothetical statement such as "sodium Na+ falling in
love with chlorine Cl" are made. Conversely, many will conceded,
particularly when racial separations are compared to the separation of
oil and water, such as in racial thermodynamics, that there is some
truth to Empedocles' ancient chemical aphorisms. The keen insight of
Goethe, from his famous anonymous attack-buffering "advertisement"
to his Elective Affinities (see: timeline), in regards to these matters,
would seem apt at this point:

A cartoon of atoms (elements)
anthropomorphized into male and female
humans, with corresponding, albeit selective
sexual desires and attractions, by artist Nick
Kim. [1]

“There is, after all, only one nature.”
Prudence, it would seem, should be one's guidance in both directions, in these matters.

Chemical anthropomorphisms
See main: chemical anthropomorphisms

In 1910, American science historian Fielding Garrison, noted Gibbsian biographer, commented how he believes
Goethe’s chemical "anthropomorphisms", as he calls them, “seem so plausible and fascinating”, and are in some way
related to American engineer Willard Gibbs’ 1876
chemical thermodynamics:
“Suppose chemical substances to be represented
by a number of men and women of varying degrees
of strength of character and "attractiveness," and
suppose the marital combinations or what Goethe
called the "elective affinities" between these men
and women to be determined by certain
mysterious "laws." If a man strong in character
should mate with a woman, weaker but otherwise
"attractive," or vice versa, one set of observers
might affirm that the union was due to the man's
superior potentiality or masculinity, others might
maintain that the real strength in the combination
or "affinity" lay in the woman's "attractiveness"; or
vice versa. Curiously enough, these
anthropomorphisms, which seem so plausible and
fascinating in Goethe's novel, are daily and hourly

American physical chemist Philip Manning’s age 12 and up geared
chapter insert section on “chemical anthropomorphism”, wherein he
gives in to the view that it is incorrect to speculate about the “wants”
of atoms, as it is to the wants of turtles, but that all one can say in
regards to such a question as “why do fluorine and cesium react?”, is
that because “all systems seek to achieve a minimum of free energy.”
[3]
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employed to explain the facts of chemical combination.”
(add discussion)

See also
● Anthropic physics
● Anthropological thermodynamics
● Chemical party
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Anti-entropy
In hmolscience, anti-entropy is a loose term associated with effects or processes opposite that of entropy, namely
order, organization, and improbability as opposed to that of disorder, disorganization and probability; expressing the
ascending primacy of life (powered CHNOPS+ matter) over entropy, where life is defined as a kind of anti-entropic or
negative entropy process. [1]

Overview
In 1951, French religion-reconciling physical chemist Pierre Teilhard, in his "The Transformation, starting with Man, of
the Process of Evolution", dedicated to Julian Huxley, stated the following: [2]
“Anti-entropy is an effect of changes that are seized, draws a portion of matter in the direction of continually higher
forms of structurization and centration.”
In 1967, or thereafter, this particular terminology, often considered a post-Teilhardian expression, in that it was used
significantly employe in the peculiar venacular of Teilhard, had become common. [1] In 1974, Belgian physician and
cellular biologist Albert Claude, in his Nobel Lecture, stated the following, now popularly requoted statement: [3]
“Life, this anti-entropy, ceaselessly reloaded with energy, is a climbing force, toward order amidst chaos, toward
light, among the darkness of the indefinite, toward the mystic dream of love, between the fire which devours itself
and the silence of the cold. Such a nature does not accept abdication, nor skepticism.”
(add discussion)

Difficulties
The difficulties with anti-entropy, as with all entropy antonyms, is that the tendency towards entropy increase in
systems, does not translate into the tendency towards chaos or disorder increase in evolution and social terms, but
rather into the quantifiable measure of “transformation content” increase or increase in the “equivalence value of all
uncompensated transformations”, in the original words of Clausius; which has to do with the concluding supposition
that entropy can’t be reversed—or in now-defunct Lavoisier-speak that caloric is not conserved when a body returns
to its original state following a cyclical process of heat expansion and cooling contraction. The translation of entropy
increase tendency to evolutionary social concerns is that when entropy reaches a maximum, free energy will reach a
minimum, equilibrium will be reached, and the process will therein cease to go in the forward direction; which, in
respect to the molecular structures involved, e.g. a given human or social structure, in a given state, translates to the
quantifiable meaning that each bound state atomic geometry, e.g. Jack or Jill, America or Russia, etc., at the bottom
or top of the hill, will have a different free energy of formation in each specific state of existence, as are, by standard
methodology, tabulated on free energy tables.
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Further reading
● Bailly, Francis and Longo, Guiseppe. (2009). “Biological Organization and Anti-Entropy.” Journal of Biological
Systems, Vol. 17, No. 1.

Anti-entropy difficulties
In hmolscience, anti-entropy difficulties refers to the confusions associated with the conceptual understanding of
entropy in respect to order, disorder, complexity, evolution, and social phenomena—the gist of which being that
people tend to associate “entropy” with disorder and “entropy increase” with increase in disorder or chaos, and
therein posit numerous types of theoretical entropy antonyms, in attempts at quick fix of the apparent confusion;
which generally traces to Hermann Helmholtz’s 1882 statement (Ѻ) that the magnitude of entropy |S| can be
equated with disorder.

Overview
The difficulties with all entropy antonyms, e.g. "anti-entropy", is that the tendency towards entropy increase in
systems, does not translate into the tendency towards chaos or disorder increase in evolution and social terms, but
rather into the quantifiable measure of “transformation content” increase or increase in the “equivalence value of all
uncompensated transformations”, in the original words of Clausius; which has to do with the concluding supposition
that entropy can’t be reversed—or in now-defunct Lavoisier-speak that caloric is not conserved when a body returns
to its original state following a cyclical process of heat expansion and cooling contraction. The translation of entropy
increase tendency to evolutionary social concerns is that when entropy reaches a maximum, free energy will reach a
minimum, equilibrium will be reached, and the process will therein cease to go in the forward direction; which, in
respect to the molecular structures involved, e.g. a given human or social structure, in a given state, translates to the
quantifiable meaning that each bound state atomic geometry, e.g. Jack or Jill, America or Russia, etc., at the bottom
or top of the hill, will have a different free energy of formation in each specific state of existence, as are, by standard
methodology, tabulated on free energy tables.

Anti-reductionism
In isms, anti-reductionism, as compared to reductionism, is the view that
various subjects, concepts, and phenomena, generally biological
(chnopsological) and or humanities centric phenomena, cannot be "reduced"
down to pure physics and chemistry. Anti-reductionists will often tend to hold
to the unbridgeable gap model. Anti-reductionists will often tend to posit the
existence of higher laws, e.g. "biotic laws", unique to humans or living systems
(chnopsological systems).

Anti-reductionists
One of the first noted anti-reductionists was Italian philosopher Giambattista
Vico who in the early 18th century was anti-Cartesian in the sense that he
conceived that to reduce human affairs to geometrical methods was madness
(or would make one go mad), or something along these lines. The following are
recent noted anti-reductionists: Walter Elsasser (1955), Eugene Wigner (1967),
Michael Polanyi (1967), Lila Gatlin (1972), David Chalmers (1995), Alicia
Juarrero (1999), and John Eccles, among others.

Overview

In 1964, Floyd W. Matson, in his The Broken Image: Man, Science and Society, Hungarian-born English physical
chemist Michael Polanyi’s 1967 antiplatforms around Niels Bohr’s complementarity principle, as a type of ontic
reductionism cover story article “Life
opening polemic, to argue that a whole frog is a whole frog, about which
Transcending Physics and Chemistry”,
physical and chemical reduction can tell us nothing. [9] Spokespersons for anti- wherein he uses information theory to
reductionism view, according to Lila Gatlin (which seems to be her inclination), argue that quantum mechanics is
are physicists Walter Elsasser (The Physical Foundation of Biology, 1955; “The inadequate to explain life; cover shows
an “artist's statement that form and
Atom and the Organism”, 1966) and Eugene Wigner (Symmetries and
function of a biological system (a
Reflections, 1967) who supposedly find difficulty with the view that living
flower) cannot be explained by the
systems obey the fundamental laws of chemistry and physics (in particular
laws governing its parts.” [1]
quantum mechanical laws) and go on to postulate the existence of higher
“biotoic laws” said to govern living systems. [2] Hungarian-born English physical chemist Michael Polanyi, in his 1967
Chemical & Engineering News cover story article “Life Transcending Physics and Chemistry”, shown adjacent, uses
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information theory (see: Shannon bandwagon) in an attempt to argue that quantum mechanics is inadequate to
explain life (see: defunct theory of life)—stating that: [2]
“All objects conveying information are irreducible to the terms of physics and chemistry.”
Polanyi’s article is abstracted as follows: [1]
“When I say that life transcends physics and chemistry, I mean that biology cannot explain life in our age by the
current workings of physical and chemical laws.”
(add discussion)

Chaos theory
In 1990, James Gleick stated the following: [7]
“Chaos is anti-reductionist. This new science makes a strong claim about the world: namely, that when it comes to
the most interesting questions, questions about the order and disorder, decay and creativity, pattern formation and
life itself, the whole cannot be explained in terms of the parts.”
Reductionist Steven Weinberg, naturally enough, has taken objection to this assertion. [8]

Nonreductive consciousness
Australian philosopher David Chalmers is a noted anti-reductionist in regards to
consciousness. [3] In his 1995 article “Facing Up to the Problem of
Consciousness”, argues that there is no way to reduce experiential qualities to
physical processes, the truncated synopsis of his views being as follows: [4]
“No mere account of the physical process will tell us why experience arises. The
emergence of experience goes beyond what can be derived from physical
theory. I argue that if we move to a new kind of nonreductive explanation, a
naturalistic account of consciousness can be given. I put forward my own
candidate for such an account: a nonreductive theory based on principles of
structural coherence and organizational invariance and a double-aspect view of
information”
In both the Chalmers and Polanyi examples we see recourse to the use of the
Shannon bandwagon/Sokal affair models of information to argue for antireductionism. Australian neurophysiologist John Eccles, according to Chalmers,
supposedly, held the view that consciousness is not reducible to physics. [5]
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An image of emergence—i.e. that
emergent properties, wetness,
“emerge” at the holism or system
level, that cannot be explained by
looking at reductive atomic methods—
often used as a tool, along with selforganization, by anti-reductionists to
bring, using evasive and subtle
methods, spirituality and religion back
into science or nature. [6]
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Anunian theology
In religions, Anunian theology, or Ra theology,
refers to those religions centered around belief in
the “Nun (or Nu)”, the primordial land mound that
arose from the waters of chaos at the beginning of
creation, which include the Abrahamic religions
(the Nun personified by Noah) and Brahmaic
religions (the Nun personified by the man-god MaNu), which accounts for 72 percent of the world’s
current belief systems. [1]
In short, ¾-ths of the minds of the modern
world, although most are completely oblivious to Left: the Pyramids of Giza, the original
this fact, being that that the myth has been retold Egyptian representation of the Nun (Nu).
Right: a so-called “nunergetic pyramid”,
and retold so many times, through so may
thousands of years, that it is barely recognizable to sold by Nun Technologies, a newage
trying to capitalize on a mixture
the original, are thickly ingrained with the Anunian company,
of ancient Egyptian religion and modern
belief system of life, death, morality, purpose, and crystal power and positive energy
afterlife (resurrection, reincarnation, or
theories; each of which trace back to the
spirituality)—so much so that even the most
ancient Egyptian myth of the sun (Ra)
atheist of nihilistic hardened purposeless universe "born" (given life) out of the tip (benben
stone) the land mound Nun (Nu) that
theory physical science based scientists will hold
to the belief, likely to their grave, that he or she is arose from the primordial waters of
"alive" and at some point will "die"—in the face of chaos, otherwise known as Anunian theology or Ra theology—today
fact that such a model is completely at odds with known to us as the story of Abraham (Abrahamic religions) or Brahma
religions), which account for some 72 percent of the world’s
modern physics and chemistry, according to which (Brahmaic
belief systems, Christianity, Islam, and Hinduism being the big three, a
molecules, atoms, and subatomic particles are not tension of which has resulted to be the cause of much of our modern
"alive" and do not "die" and the second fact that a warfare. [2]
human is a molecule (see: human molecular
formula; human molecule; human molecular theory). The whole situation is quite humorous, to say the least. The
guidebook out of this quagmire is called The Mechanical Theory of Heat, but the path out of the thicket is a long way
off, and bared by numerous and varied obstacles.
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Aoki, Ichiro
In human thermodynamics, Ichiro Aoki (1947-) is a Japanese systems engineer noted for his 1987
efforts make theoretical estimates of the entropy production in plant leaves and white-tail deer, in
day and at night; eventually applying these methods to humans (see: human entropy),
physiologically, into the 1990s. [1] The end result of Aoki’s work (2012), according to his
conclusion, is that “entropy itself cannot be measured and calculated for biological systems, even
for very small systems”, rather only “process variables, entropy flow, and entropy production can
be quantified by the use of energetic data and physical methods.” [2] Aoki has also theorized
about "aging" in terms of entropy. [3]
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Appeal to nature
In philosophy, appeal to nature, or “ethical
appeal to nature”, generally refers to a
system of ethics or moral reasoning based
on nature; via the shorthand logic that
"right = natural", "wrong = unnatural", and
the two of these are coupled together in
system-based natural processes seen in
(e.g. ATP, energy currency, etc.) and
between (e.g. global wars, forced
marriage, etc.) organisms.

Overview

A diagram of modernnatural ethics, aka "appeal to nature" as it was called
formerly, showing how coupling rectifies the ancient problem of evil, via the
logic of free energy driving force rules of endergonic-exergonic coupling
operations in systems.

In 322BC, Aristotle, in his Physics,
introduced the appeal to nature argument,
in respect to areas such as slavery and money making. [1] In 1670, Benedict Spinoza (1632-1677), in his Tractatus
Theologico-Politicus (§3), building on Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) and Maimonides (1135-1204), digressed on what
he referred to as the "natural right", as apposed to "natural wrong", of things, as follows: (Ѻ)
“By the right and order of nature, I merely mean the rules determining the nature of each individual thing by which
we conceive it is determined naturally to exist and to behave in a certain way. For example fish are determined by
nature to swim and big fish to eat little ones, and therefore it is by sovereign natural right that fish have possession of
the water and that big fish eat small fish. For it is certain that nature, considered wholly in itself, has a sovereign right
to do everything that it can do, i.e., the right of nature extends as far as its power extends … since the universal
power of the whole of nature is nothing but the power of all individual things together, it follows that each individual
thing has the sovereign right to do everything that it can do, or the right of each thing extends so far as its
determined power extends.”
In 1770s, Goethe subsumed Spinoza, as a tonic for the battle between his passions and moral sense, and by 1809 had
penned his moral symbols theory meaning. In 1874, John Mill, in his “On Nature” essay, delved into the pros and cons
of using the appeal to nature argument for ethical reasoning. [2]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The only way that an endergonic reaction (dG1 > 0) can occur spontaneously is if it is linked to an exergonic reaction
(dG2 < 0) such that the sum of the two dG reactions (dG1 + dG2 < 0) is negative. A good analogy would be when an
introvert breaks out his ‘party hat’ whenever his extroverted buddy stops by. This process [change] of hooking
together is called coupling, and your cells [and people] use coupling all the time to perform many of the energetically
unfavorable [unnatural] reactions in a cell [or society].”
— Anon (2015), Shmoop.com on “Free Energy” (Ѻ)
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Applicability
In hmolscience, applicability, as opposed to non-applicability, tends to refer to the applicability of various scientific
laws and principles, e.g. second law, uncertainty principle, conservation of energy, information theory, Pauli exclusion
principle, Boltzmann entropy, wave-particle duality, wave function collapse, etc., to human individual and or human
social phenomena; a subject that tends to involve the extrapolate up method.

Overview
There is exists some ongoing and prevalent confusions concerning the applicability of thermodynamics to human
affairs; some believing thermodynamics to be not applicable to human affairs; some believing it applicable, but not
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applying the correct version of thermodynamics to human social processes and affairs. In 1910, Joseph Klein, in his
The Physical Significance of Entropy, stated his view that is conceivable that the second law is applicable to animate
events: [1]
“The second law in its objective-physical form (freed from all anthropomorphism) refers to certain mean values which
are found from a great number of like and ‘chaotic’ elements. This law has no independent significance, for its roots
go down deep into the theory of probabilities. It is therefore conceivable that it is applicable to some purely human
and animate events as well as to inanimate, natural events, provided the variable elements present constitute
adequate haphazard for the calculus of probabilities.”
In 1975, American chemical mineralogist Norman Dolloff, in his Heat Death and the Phoenix: Entropy, Order, and the
Future of Man, discussed how he had pondered for a number of years, whether or not thermodynamics were
applicable to the whole range of human activity; about which he states the following: [3]
“Is the universe running down? Will the highly organized structures of matter and life be transformed at last into a
state of inert uniformity? Or will matter and life develop ever more efficient structures capable of making use of the
energy of the universe? The author pondering the significance of the laws of thermodynamics, realized that they
were applicable not only to physics and chemistry but to all the natural sciences, and indeed to the whole range of
human activity: psychology, history, music, philosophy and religion. Now, in this incisive and wide-ranging study, he
shows how an understanding of the laws of thermodynamics in all their ramifications may enable man to organize his
future and control the destiny of life in accordance with the fundamental principles that govern the universe.”
In 1995, Jay Labinger commented the following on Joseph Klein's applicability assertion: [2]
“Klein’s [human applicability assertion] suggests that a minimum requirement for applicability of the second law is a
sufficiently large number of elements—an Avogadro's number of people, perhaps? [see: social Avogadro number]—
as well as hinting at issues such as free will versus random actions.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“I admit, open systems do exist and can be described with thermodynamics; nonetheless, their application to group
dynamics is a major stretch, and modeling human relationships on them involves all sorts of unstated assumptions,
for instance that a state function (like Gibbs free energy) even applies. Or that they're spontaneous.”
— The Literature Engineer (2005), opinion on human thermodynamics (Ѻ), Jun

“Where did Gibbs state that ‘a society is one such material system’? He didn't — that is your particular (incorrect)
reading of the application of thermodynamics.”
— Philip Moriarty (2009), response to the following video “Entropy: Sixty Symbols” (Ѻ) thread post by Thims: “As for your
*worries* (regarding state functions of humans), quoting from Gibbs (1876): the comprehension of the laws which govern any
material system is greatly facilitated by considering the energy and entropy of the system in the various states of which it is
capable. A society is one such material system. If you think that you are exempt from these laws, that is your prerogative”, Aug 30

“Even Leonard, in his closing [Rossini debate] response, appreciates the difference between drawing an *analogy*
between thermodynamic functions of state and features of society, and the claim that one can **equate** [apply] a
thermodynamic entropy/enthalpy/free energy with properties of human relationships/society. It is this distinction
between analogy and mathematical/physical equivalence that is so important and which you seem unable to grasp.”
— Philip Moriarty (2009), Moriarty-Thims debate (part two) (post #128), Sep 12 8:50 PM EDT

“I am not the originator of the premise of the non-metaphor application of thermodynamic entropy/enthalpy/free
energy functions to human society, although I arrived at this view independently. People to have pioneered this view
include: Johann Goethe (1809) – affinity (free energy), human chemical reactions; Georg Helm (1887): energy,
entropy; Leon Winiarski (1897): energy, entropy; Wilhelm Ostwald (1906): social energy; Mehdi Bazargan (1950): free
energy, internal energy, entropy, temperature, and so on (dozens more). So to Phil: are all of us crackpots for thinking
that state functions apply to systems of humans, or am I the only crackpot?”
— Libb Thims (2009), Moriarty-Thims debate (part two) (post #160), Sep 12 10:34 AM EDT; similar digression is found in: Ilya
Prigogine’s 1977 Nobel Lecture “obviously” comment; and Mala Radhakrishnan’s 23 Sep 2013 tweet

See also
● Applied human thermodynamics
● Worthless application
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Applied human
thermodynamics
In human thermodynamics, applied human thermodynamics
is the use of human thermodynamics theory or principles in
practical application. Some of these are listed below,
distinguished between those applications proposed in theory
and those to have become working models. The study of the
practical application of human chemical thermodynamics or
human statistical thermodynamics for use in the
bioengineering of human systems would be termed "human
engineering thermodynamics", similar to how chemical
engineering thermodynamics is used in chemical engineering
by chemical engineers in the practical application and
development of chemical plants, oil refineries, etc.

Overview
A few notable hmolscience applied thinkers include:

German solid state physicist Jurgen Mimkes' circa 2005
online applied human thermodynamics description section
of his University of Paderborn physical socio-economics
research group (see: human thermodynamics education).
[1]

● Vladimir Lenin | Atomic theory based communism theory
implementation
● John Neumann | NASA-funded space colonization automaton theory
● Johan Galtung | UNESCO-funded thermodynamic theory of peace project
● Satish Boregowda | NASA-funded thermodynamic stress theory

Theoretical models
The following are applications developed up to the theoretical or beta-stage of development:
Application

● Combat thermodynamics (1953-1991)

Description

In 1960, American combat pilot John Boyd, having flown 22 combat
sorties in an F-86 Sabre during the Korean war (1953), enrolled at
Georgia Tech to complete a degree in industrial engineering in order to
better understand, in a physical science sense, certain anomalies of
combat behavior, namely why the Korean pilots in quicker, faster, moremaneuverable Mig-15 planes had a worse kill ratio than the Americans
in their bigger, slower, less-maneuverable planes. During his engineering
education, Boyd sought not to worry about mathematical details, but to
understand the underlying principles and concepts of physics and
thermodynamics, in regards to human dog fight behaviors. Over the
next 20 years, Boyd would go on to develop his thermodynamics-based
combat theory, about which he consulted the pentagon on over in over
1,500 briefings, and with which he used in the successful formulation of
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the successful invasion of Iraq during the first Gulf War (1990-1991). In
the retrospect opinion of Marine Corps general Charles Krulak:
“The Iraqi army collapsed morally and intellectually under the onslaught
of American and Coalition forces. John Boyd was an architect of that
victory as surely as if he’d commanded a fighter wing or a maneuver
division in the desert.”
In 1964, Jet Propulsion Laboratory at CalTech was being funded by NASA
to construct and design two probes (Voyager 1 and Voyager 2) to be
sent to Mars in the upcoming 1977 Voyager mission to Mars and one of
● Alien life-detection probes (1964-2005) the main functions of one probe was to look for life. During this
engineering phase, a debate erupted between English biophysicist
James Lovelock and his colleagues as to how one would theoretically be
able to recognize life, specifically Martian life? Lovelock proposed that
any universally-designed life-recognition type of detection equipment or
machine would need to be able to “look for an entropy reduction, since
this must be a general characteristic of all forms of life.” The probes
were eventually built and sent to Mars, and although they did not have
“entropy reduction detectors”, Lovelock’s theory was eventually
outlined in his 1975 article “Thermodynamics and the Recognition of
Alien Biospheres.” Lovelock commented in retrospect (1979), that most
likely, his reply was “taken to be at the best unpractical and at worst
plain obfuscation, for few physical concepts can have caused as much
confusion and misunderstanding as has that of entropy.” As of 2005, the
probes were still operational, at a yearly cost of $4.2 million.
● Consciousness quan ﬁca on (1995-)
In circa 1995, American chemical engineer and physician Gerry Nahum,
with a background in thermodynamics and information theory, worked
out a 25-page proposal, entitled "Proposal for Testing the Energetics of
Consciousness and its Physical Foundation", to conduct a consciousnessweighing project to quantify the energy of consciousness at the point of
death, estimated to cost $100,000, using a negative entropy theory.
Nahum has been actively seeking funding, at various university physics
departments and private sectors, and presenting his theory at
conferences to find partners.

● Foodstuﬀs thermodynamics (2005-)

● ReactionMatch.com (2008-)

In the 1990s and 2000s, Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev
developed an anti-aging model of foodstuffs in which he hypothesized
to be able to thermodynamically quantify the anti-aging value of any
food or nutritional substance via using a formula similar to the GibbsHelmholtz equation. He obtained a $2 billion patient for this model. He
has given various lectures on this topic at the American Academy of
Anti-Aging medicine conferences. In 2007, Gladyshev met with American
chemical engineer Libb Thims in Chicago to discuss a joint venture to
take his patented theory to the market place.
A human chemical thermodynamics matching theory based dating site,
outlined in principle in the 2007 textbook Human Chemistry and taken
to the preliminary beta-stage of development in 2008, situated to be a
hard science replacement for the hap shod sites claiming to be based on
science, such as eChemistry.com (2006), run by a chemical engineer,
Chemistry.com, run by an anthropologist, ScientificMatch.com (2007),
run by an electrical engineer, among other sites run primarily by
psychologists and computer programmers. In 2009, the online dating
industry topped $1 billion and was growing at a rate of 10%.
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Funded models
The following are applications that have developed up to the funding stage:
Application

● Technocracy (1918-1933)

Description

Technocracy was a type of thermodynamics-based
“bureaucracy” project, funded by Columbia University, in
operation from 1918 to 1933, headed by American engineer
Howard Scott, in association with a group of prominent
architects, engineers, and doctors, who under the mandate
of the 1918 energy survey of North America, set out to
become a sort of economic advisory board to the United
States.
Its premise was to determine an optimal organizational
structure devised to manage societal activity based on
physical science or, more specifically, on Gibbsian
thermodynamics. The general methodology of the group
was to examine social phenomena, such as unemployment
or energy use, in the light of physical science. The result of
the project were detailed in the 1932 book Technocracy: A
Thermodynamic Interpretation of Social Phenomena. Some
of their conceived economic theories include: the use of
“energy certificates” instead of money as units of value, the
use of Carnot efficiency to model economic efficiency, as
well as the term “Technate” used to describe the region
over which a technocratic society would operate using
thermodynamic energy accounting instead of a price system
(money) method.

● Physical intelligence (2009-2011)

A two-year research and development project, initiated by
US defense advanced research projects agency (DARPA)
program manager Todd Hylton in 2009, conceived to
replace artificial intelligence with “physical intelligence”,
one that spontaneously evolves as a consequence of
thermodynamics in open systems, hypothesized to be able
to be built from chemical and electrical components. The
mission statement of DARPA, to note, is to “bridge the gap
from fundamental science to application”. The program,
currently being undertaken by a number of different
government and non-government teams, is working on the
following goals: (a) Creating a theory (a mathematical
formalism) and validating it in natural and engineered
systems; (b) Building the first human-engineered systems
that display physical intelligence in the form of abiotic, selforganizing electronic and chemical systems; (c) Developing
analytical tools to support the design and understanding of
physically intelligent systems. The end goal for military
application and use of physical intelligence.

Working applications
The following are applications developed up the revenue stage:
Application

● Psychodynamics (1873-)

Description

Freud started medical school in 1873, at the University of Vienna,
under adviser German physiologist Ernst Brücke, director of the
director of the Physiology Laboratory at the University, close friend
and previous medical school lab partner to German physicist
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Hermann von Helmholtz one of the three-main formulators of the
first law of thermodynamics (conservation of energy) (conservation of
force). Over the next six years, initially concentrating on biology,
Freud did research under Brücke, and under this collective influence,
conceived the idea that external influences must be “conserved” in
the mind in various “states of consciousness” (or subconscious), later
to develop his id, ego, superego model of the mind. In circa 1920s,
Swiss psychologist Carl Jung incorporated aspects of the second law
of thermodynamics into a variation of this model. In the 1970s, on the
models of Jung, Croatian-born American psychologist Mihály
Csíkszentmihályi developed “positive psychology” with his
Csíkszentmihályi flow, or “states of optimal experience”, theory, using
of the Freudian-Jungian terms psychic energy and psychic entropy in
his analysis of states of mental life, and ideas on negentropism, e.g.
psychic negentropy.

● Human entropy imaging (2007-)

● SThAR (2009-)

Conceived by Russian biometrist Viktor Minkin, head of the Russian
vibraimage company, to use pixel vibration technology to measure
human emotional states, quantitatively to be explained via
psychological entropy or human entropy methodologies, the theory
of which to be developed by American chemical engineer Libb Thims,
to be used in application for home use and government used, e.g.
terrorist screening technologies. Following R&D, equipment is slated
to be marketed and sold in the US under the direction of Thims;
although, Thims is stalled out on parts of theory development, as he
is currently mastering the works of Clausius, Gibbs, and Lewis, which
underlie theory. In 2008, Thims outlined a few basic principles of
“human thermodynamic imaging”, after which Minkin incorporated
parts of preliminary theory into Vibraimage version 7.0. In 2009,
Minkin, possibly using some of the Gibbs free energy matching
theory, took the project to the working model stage in the site
PsyMaker.com, which claims to facilitate (a) recognition of emotions
of visitors, (b) emotion recognition in Skype, (c) measure pixeldependent aura, (d) lie detection, (e) couple compatibility matching,
(f) remote and contactless public security.
A consulting firm application in business thermodynamics, founded
by Spanish telecommunications engineer Gregory Botanes, claiming
be applying the laws of social thermodynamics to model social
network behaviors and make predictions of business paths, needs,
and issues.
“Sthar is the first company in the word to apply the revolutionary and
recently discovered social thermodynamics universal laws to model
social networks behavior and predict social changes, based on a
mathematical model instead of existing statistics-based models.”
Company claims to be using “social thermodynamics research” and
Montecarlo techniques, to the commercial applications of marketing,
e.g. advanced behavioral marketing, competitive analysis, media
investment optimization; threats detection, e.g. viruses issues, web
2.0 enterprises, etc.; security, intelligence, and defense, e.g.
counterterrorism, electronic crime, knowledge management, among
others.

References
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Aquinas, Thomas
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In science, Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) (IQ:165|#240), an oft-ranked greatest
philosopher ever, was a an Italian theological philosopher noted for is 1274 Summa
Theolologica (Total Theology), wherein he tackles the pros and cons of the PlatoAristotle dictum that “nothing moves itself”, particularly in regards to the “will”.

Education
Aquinas was a student of Albertus Magnus. [5]

Will | Self-motion?
In his third article titled “Whether the Will Moves Itself”, Aquinas opens to his first
objection, citing Aristotle’s Physics 3, and states the following: [1]
“It would seem that the will does not move itself. For every mover, as such, is an act:
whereas what is moved, is in potentiality; since movement is the act of that which is in
potentiality, as such [2]. Now the same is not in potentiality and in act, in respect of the same. Therefore nothing
moves itself. Neither, therefore, can the will move itself.”
This would be in accordance with the Isaac Newton era logic that "only force can move an object" or in strict
accordance with the 1865 Rudolf Clausius thermodynamic framework that: [3]
“Every force tends to give motion to the body on which it acts; but it may be prevented from doing so by other
opposing forces, so that equilibrium results, and the body does remains at rest. In this case the force performs no
work. But as soon as the body moves under the influence of the force, work is performed.”
The conflict between the two positions, anthropomorphic "will-based" notions of movement vs. "force-based"
notions of movement, often tends to come to the fore in philosophical debates regards to human movement. [4]
Resolution of the crux only becomes more complicated in the framework of the post circa 1925 "exchange force"
model of force, wherein animation of "bodies", such as intentional human movement, can be understood by studying
the bending movement of the retinal molecule, as being a type of induced movement brought about the the
exchange of photons, the force carrier of the electromagnetic force, "acting" on the electron structure of 11-12
carbon bond of the molecule.
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In literature thermodynamics, Arcadia is a 1993 play by British
playwright Tom Stoppard in which the characters, juxtaposed
between the years 1809 (date of publication of Goethe’s Elective
Affinities) and 1989, attempt to interpret German scientist Johann
Goethe’s 1809 affinity theory of sex, love, relationships, and death, a
theory which itself is based on Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman’s
1775 textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions (viewed using a
human chemical perspective), in the modern-day second law of
thermodynamics perspective, with a mixture of chaos theory,
mathematics, among other mixed topics. [1] The play alludes to a
dialog on relationships and sexual energy.
American English professor Raymond J. Wilson III, in his 2003
“Gardens in Stoppard, Austen, and Goethe”, seems to have been
one of the first to make a connection between Arcadia and Elective
Affinities. [4]

Etymology

An opening scene from act II of a November 1998
performance of Arcadia done at Willamette
University Theater. [3]

The enigmatic phrase En in Arcadia ego ("even in Arcadia I exist"),
used in the play, made its first debut before in a painting by Itailian
artist Guercino (or Giovanni Barbieri) in c.1618, featuring a skull with a bee perched on it, below which is found the
riddled phrase, which loosely means that even in paradise or utopia by death and sex coexists in the balance of
natural harmony. In Guercino painting, the phrase 'Et in Arcadia ego' - meaning 'And in Arcadia I' - is found directly
below the skull which in turn is facing directly toward the viewer. This clarifies to some extent the meaning of the
mysterious motto. The 'ego' part (i.e. 'I' as in 'me') can be understood to refer to the skull, that is, death. So we would
have: 'Even in Arcadia death'. To put it another way, 'death is also to be found in Paradise; or, in the midst of earthly
delights, the transience of life cannot be disregarded'.

Dialogues
The following are noted dialogues, selected by Jay Labinger (1995): [5]
“THOMASINA: When you stir your rice pudding, Septimus, the spoonful of spreads itself round making red trails like
the picture of a meteor in my astronomical atlas. But if you stir backward, the jam will not come together again.
Indeed, the pudding does not notice and continues to turn pink just as before. Do you think this is odd?
SEPTIMUS: No.
THOMASINA: Well, I do. You cannot stir things apart.
SEPTIMUS: No more you can, time must needs run backward, and since it will not, we must stir our way onward
mixing as we go, disorder out of disorder into disorder until pink is complete, unchanging and unchangeable, and we
are done with it forever. This is known as free will or self-determination.”
— Tom Stoppard (1993), Arcadia (pgs. 4-5; first 10 minutes)

“THOMASINA: If you could stop every atom in its position and direction, and your mind could comprehend all the
actions thus suspended, then if you were really, really good at algebra you could write the formula for all the future;
and although nobody can be so clever as to do it, the formula must exist just as if one could.”
— Tom Stoppard (1993), Arcadia (pg. 5; first 10 minutes)

“THOMASINA: ... Newton's equations go forwards and backwards, they do not care which way. But the heat equation
cares very much, it goes only one way ...
SEPTIMUS: So, we are all doomed!
THOMASINA: (Cheerfully) Yes.
SEPTIMUS: So the improved Newtonian universe must cease and grow cold. Dear me.”
— Tom Stoppard (1993), Arcadia (pgs. 87, 93)

Labinger also notes that the ending scene where Tomasina dies in a fire just before the final (1812) scene—that is she
suffers her own “heat death” as Labinger puts it, he comments that a member of the audience, during his
“Metaphoric Usage of the Second Law: Entropy as Time's (double-headed) Arrow in Tom Stoppard's Arcadia”,
presented at Nov meeting of the Society for Literature and Science, Los Angeles, explained that he had heard that
Stoppard in an interview had said that he added this touch after his son, a physics student, told him that his take on
thermodynamics was rather too optimistic.

Notes
One aspect of this play that is difficult to track down is how Tom Stoppard came to be aware, if at all, about the fact
that Goethe's 1809 version of science and sex, explained via chemical affinities A, and the post 1865 versions of
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science and sex, explained via equations that incorporate entropy S, are related via the following equations, derived
in overview in 1882 by Hermann Helmholtz:

A = – ΔG
or in terms of entropy and entropy:

A = TΔS – TH
The existence of this connection is a deeply buried fact in science, especially so in 1993, at the time of penning
Arcadia. It is possible, however, that this was just a fortuitous connection
or guess?
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Archimedes
In science, Archimedes (287-212BC) (IQ:190|#42) was a Greek mathematician, a
greatest mathematician ever, physicist, and engineer, a Ranker greatest mind
(#8|2015) noted for his principle of the lever, buoyance principle or theory of specific
gravity, a mechanical method of the calculation of areas, among others; sometimes
known as one of fabled "last persons to know everything".

Mathematics
Archimedes discovered the value of Pi, worked on the concept of infinity, and made
steps towards the development of calculus. [1]

Mechanics | thermodynamics
In his The Method of Mechanical Theorems, Archimedes gives an account of his
“mechanical method”, in which, utilizing his center of gravity method, he shows how to
use infinitesimals and the law of the lever to determine the areas of figures from the
known center of mass of other figures, in what seems to be a precursor to integral calculus. [1] French physicist
Gustave Hirn, in his 1868 Philosophical Implications of Thermodynamics, mentions Archimedes, and his lever
principle, as follows: [2]
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“We see how many people incorrectly thought are what we call the power of an engine. When they hear about a
steam engine, a water wheel of twenty horses for example, it contained only twenty horses harnessed together and
acting both are driven by the engine. They thus confuse the effort exerted at a given time, and assumes no minimum
time, with the mechanical work, which involves the idea of time. Archimedes said that with a lever and a fulcrum
long enough, that it would raise the earth, he probably thought to have multiplied almost indefinitely the power of
man, in reality, unconsciously perhaps He has made us very small. Lift the land means, in effect, use the engine
working at our disposal, to raise to a height equal weight to that of Earth. But really, how long would it take a very
vigorous man, working day and night, without rest, to lift such a weight to one millimeter in height? He would need
two million of millions of centuries! Archimedes indeed, although we
were humiliated.”
No doubt this "moving earth" postulate would have been considered
heresy, being in direct opposition to the stationary earth theory found at
the heart of Ra theology, and hence Christianity; just as was Galileo Galilei
put under house arrest some 2,000-years latter for advocating the same
view.

Archimedes palimpsest
In 1998, the acution house of Christie’s sold the famous Archimedes
A depiction of Archimedes, who famously
Palimpsest, a 1000AD collected works set of Archimedes theories, which said "give me a lever long enough, and I will
move the earth", moving the earth; thus
was made into a palimpsest in 1200AD, for more than $2 million. Since
Illustrating his "principle of the lever",
then, Stanford University working in coordination with the Walters Art
supposedly one of the per-cursors to
Museum has been using a variety of imaging techniques to retrieve the
hidden texts and images, which turned out to be heretofore undiscovered infinitesimals and hence to integral calculus.
works, Balancing Planes, On Floating Bodies, The Method of Mechanical Theorems and the Stomachion, in which
Archimedes wrote about topics ranging from gravity to infinity. [1] The ongoing project is currently hosted at the
Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, Maryland. [4]

Other
In 1789, at the age of 13, French mathematician, physicist, and philosopher Sophie Germain (see: Smartest woman
ever), in her father’s library, intrigued by the famous death of Archimedes, she self-taught herself mathematics;
learning Latin and Greek so to read Isaac Newton and Leonhard Euler.
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In hmolscience, architectural thermodynamics, a branch of
human thermodynamics, is the use of concepts, such as energy
and entropy, and the laws of thermodynamics in architectural
design or theory, in individual unit, buildings, or city planning.

Overview
In the late 1970s, one of the first courses on “architectural
thermodynamics”, as the class was called, was taught at
Georgia Institute of Technology. The course name, however,
was eventually changed to “thermal principles in architecture”,
because the former name apparently intimidated students. [3]
Architectural pioneers in this field include English urban
architect Alan Wilson (1970), Italian architect Luis FernándezGaliano (1991). [1] Since 1995, Australian-born American
mathematician and architect Nikos Salingaros has done a
significant amount of theorizing in this field, albeit using a
mixture of verbalized analogies, unitless thermodynamic
variables, e.g. architectural entropy and architectural
temperature, chaos theory, and complexity, geared to match
building design with emotional comfort and beauty. [2] In
2008, Turkish urban planning engineer Seda Bostanci did her
PhD dissertation “Evaluation of Urban Skylines by the Entropy
Approach”, wherein he uses a mixture of Shannon entropy and
thermodynamic entropy to outline an aesthetical theory (see:
aesthetic energy) of urban skyline design, the truncated
synopsis of which is as follows: [1]

Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy's 1986 chapter on
architectural thermodynamics. [4]

“Urban design has formed a field in which visual-spatial,
cultural, social, functional and natural factors are taken into account for the purpose of providing the best habitat,
and that gathers multidimensional concepts together within time while being developed in the intersection of
architecture and city planning. Urban design has a wide range of content developed in communication with various
disciplines. Within its content, computer and mathematical based model suggestions, especially on researches where
urban environment qualities are examined, contribute to the discipline as innovative approaches.
Entropy approach has been put forward as an applicable innovation approach in the matter of aesthetic
evaluation (see: beauty) in urban design. Entropy, aesthetic and urban design concepts have some relations. Entropy,
in its preliminary meaning, is the mathematical representation of thermodynamic results.In applications, distribution
relations of formal aesthetic evaluation criteria are measured over aesthetics-related evaluation concepts. The
aesthetical qualities of the city are considered at different scales such as urban pattern, urban skylines, cityscapes,
city squares and urban furniture. From among these scales, urban skylines are preferred for the applications.
Aesthetical evaluation of the cities, measurability can be achieved through the entropy method. This method also
makes possible an interrogation into the relationship that urban skylines formal esthetic evaluation criteria have
established between each other.”
Aspects of Bostanci's theory, however, are marred by her use of the information theory interpretation of entropy,
which has been shown to be baseless argument. [8]

Thermodynamic materialism
In 2013, Harvard University Graduate School of Design
offered a four credit seminar course entitled “Air in
Motion / Thermodynamic Materialism”, taught by
Inaki Abalos and Matthias Schuler, in which air and or
space (see: nature abhors a vacuum) is treated and
studied “thermodynamically”, rather than
metaphorically, poetically, or phenomenologically, as
has been done traditionally. An excerpt from the
A human thermodynamics education course in architectural
course description is: [6]
thermodynamics, a graduate school seminar course entitled "Air in
Motion / Thermodynamic Materialism" taught at the Harvard
University Graduate School of Design, wherein air and or space
“The revision carried out by the thermodynamics
from the mid XIXth is critical when reconsidering the (see: nature abhors a vacuum) is treated "thermodynamically". [6]
architectural and landscape conception of this
element, thus happened to be a real building material. This is enabled by parametric digital media, which allows not
only deciphering its changing nature over time but also conceiving artificial environments, opening new territories at
the scale of buildings, public spaces [see also: personal space] and the landscape. Now, the air in movement demands
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to be studied in its different manifestations, to reveal its power through meticulous analysis, to map them and to
conceptualize what we are calling a new idea of thermodynamic beauty [see: beauty] which completes the tectonic
tradition and points new directions to architect´s work.”
The second part of the course deals with "thermodynamic materialism", in some way, in coordination with a research
project at ETH Zurich titled "Thermodynamic Materialism".

Architectural elective affinities
A precursor to architectural thermodynamics,
are the human physical chemistry based
architectural and landscape work and theories
of German polymath Johann Goethe as
presented in his 1809 Elective Affinities,
wherein he studied and theorized about people
as "chemical species" and land and building as
structural aspects or conditions, possibly in
some sense "catalysts", of human chemical
reactions (see: theory) occurring in the "wet
way" (aqueous) or "dry way" (heated), modeled Left: Edward and Charlotte discussing changes to the land and buildings of
on Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775 A their estate, scale models shown in front and behind them, from the 1996
film version of Goethe's Elective Affinities. Right: Edward and the Captain
Dissertation on Elective Attractions.
In short, Goethe modeled land and building surveying the land (P1:C3), in preparation for landscape changes to the
estate, illustration from the 1885 Hjalmar Boyesen illustrated edition (see
design from the point of view of affinity
also: architect).
chemistry, the precursor science to chemical
thermodynamics. The characters of the Architect, the Captain, and Edward all embody aspects of architectural
affinity chemistry theory. A vicarious student of the Goethe's affinity theory work is German sociologist Max Weber,
who at the age of 14 was reading Elective Affinities in the classroom as a young student, hiding it behind his textbook.
[3] In Weber's application of Goethe's human elective affinities concept metamorphosized into its own peculiar
variant, sometimes referred to as Weberian elective affinities, in contrast to Goethean elective affinities. An
extension of this Weberian elective affinities theory in architecture is the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil, 5-day
“Architectural Elective Affinities Conference” (Mar 20-24), themed on the subject of “architectural elective affinities”,
which they defined as a “complex borrowing of the Weberian concept of elective affinities, namely the: attractions,
interactions and similarities between individuals or disciplines and fields of research—used as a tool for grasping the
development of architectural forms in the perspective of specific spatio-temporal structures.” The synopsis of the
conference seems to be the following: [7]
“The elective affinities operative between architectural history and other disciplines—such as literature, history,
sociology, anthropology, arts, including the photography and the cinema—have been lengthily debated in the past
years. The conference intends particularly to identify these affinities, looking from inside the discipline of
architecture.”
(add discussion)
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Shown adjacent, is a poster for a 2013 conversation series by Philip
Ursprung, Iñaki Ábalos and Renata Sentkiewicz in an open talk where they will
share their approach to the topics of the reconstruction of the subject and the
architectural experience, the relations between space and matter, the use of
thermodynamic criteria in design protocols, and how each approach can reveal
the idea of beauty. (Ѻ)
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In science, architecture is study of the design and
implementation of the functional ordering of
material for the purpose of structured human
activity.

Thermodynamics
The general methodology of applying the laws of
thermodynamics to the study of architecture is
called "architectural thermodynamics".

Chemistry
In the perspective of human chemistry, the surface
of the earth and the materials of the surface of the
earth are defined as types of "catalysts" and
quantified in terms of there affect in lowering or
Schematic of the architecture cycle, i.e. of the parts or stages of one
raising the activation energy barrier to reaction
between humans. In this sense, architecture can be cycle of the architectural process. [1] This, to note, seems to be an
integral aspect of exodermal cycles in general: economic cycles, rise
studied, from a physical science point of view, in
terms of their effect as a catalystic design aspects. and fall of civilizations, exodermal regeneration cycles (sloughing
hypothesis), etc.
In this direction in 1928, in a landmark contribution
to catalytic theory, English chemist Hugh Taylor suggested that a catalyzed chemical reaction is not catalyzed over the
entire solid surface of the catalyst but only at certain ‘active sites’ or centers. [3] Taylor visualized active sites as
unsaturated atoms or available binding regions in the solid that resulted from topological features such as surface
irregularities, dislocations, edges of crystals, or cracks along grain boundaries, etc. Thus, an active site or binding site
is a point on a catalytic reactive surface that can form strong chemical bonds with an absorbent molecule. [4] In this
sense, the study of the design of the land can be viewed as a study of active sites to human chemical reaction.

See also
● Geology
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In queries, are viruses alive? is a near century-long ongoing
overly-common question as to whether or not a virus, by
definition, is "alive", i.e. a living thing; the question itself is a
loaded one, being that in order to answer the question properly,
one also has to be able to simultaneously answer the residual
question "are humans alive?", a repercussion of the original
question, only seen following prolonged introspection; wherein
the standard "recourse to authority" will only tend to impede.

Overview
In 1969, American chemical engineer Linus Pauling, in his General
Chemistry, devoted the opening sections of his biochemistry
chapter to debate the question of whether or not to consider the
virus, which he characterized as “the simplest kind of matter
thought to be alive”, as correctly: (a) living organism, (b) giant
particle, or (c) giant molecule (with a molecular weight of
10,000,000), a query to which, in the end, he remained indecisive
about. [3]

Quotes

A basic modern quiz style example of the “are viruses
alive?” query; the quick and short answer to which is
option (e) none of the above, being that (a) alive, (b)
dead, (c) half-alive, and (d) dead and alive, are
“anthropisms”, as Charles Sherrington (1938)
explained, NOT recognized by chemistry and physics,
according to which something akin to the cell-asmolecule (see: virus molecule) is the correct answer,
wherein in the terms “life” and “death” are foreign
concepts, i.e. defunct scientific (see: defunct theory of
life; life does not exist) terminologies (see: life
terminology upgrades).

The following are related quotes:
“Life is an example of the way in which an energy-system in its give and take with the energy-system around it can
continue to maintain itself for a period as a self-centered, so to say, self-balanced unity. Perhaps the most striking
feature of it is that it acts as though it ‘desired’ to maintain itself. But we do not say of the spinning of a heavy top
which resists being upset that it ‘desires’ to go on spinning. The very constitution of the living system may compel it
to increase; thus a self-fermenting protein system, granted its conditions, must increase. The behavior of a living body
is an example of this, and we call it ‘living’. The behavior of the atom is an example of this and we do not call it
‘living’. The behavior of those newly discovered so-called ‘viruses’ is an example of this and there is hesitation
whether or not to call it ‘living’. The difference is one not of ultimate nature but of scheme and degree of complexity.
The atoms and sub-atoms are among earth’s commonest. ‘Living’ becomes a name for certain complexes of them,
arrangements of which it may be said that they are organized integratively, i.e. to form a solidarity, and individual.
These ‘faculties’, as Fernel has described, of moving, of ingesting, of excreting and secreting, are processes which
examination resolves wholly into chemistry and physics. Chemistry and physics finds them not separable from the
rest of chemistry and physics. What we call by convention ‘life’ is then chemical-physical. There is indeed no good
ground for speaking of these as living, those as not-living.”
— Charles Sherrington (1938), Man on His Nature

“One day the present controversy over the living and non-living status of viruses will be seen as picayune as the
medieval debate over the number of angels on the point of a needle.”
— Author (1940), “Article”, Veterinary Medicine (Ѻ)

“Under the electron microscope, it is possible to see the actual arrangement of the virus particles in the crystal
lattice. Thus, for the first time in history, we can see a molecule. Are viruses alive? It may be that they are not.
Scientists are undecided, although the modern trend is to regard them as living entities. This clearly is the province of
the biochemist … a curious kind of no man’s land where one minute an aggregation of molecules is ‘alive’ and
another is inanimate.”
— Author (1947), “Article”, The Chemical Age (Ѻ)

“Are viruses alive? The answer depends on the definition of life. Rather than be engulfed in the quicksands of
semantics, the writer will evade a direct answer; the reader is as qualified to ponder the question as he is.”
— Ernest Borek (1952), Man: the Chemical Machine (Ѻ)

“Are viruses alive? This question is still widely debated among virologists. In view of the ever increasing data we have
on the superb complexities of the life cycle of a virus, it would seem to be prejudice on our part to exclude them from
the living?”
— Author. (1955). “Article”, InterChemical Review (Ѻ)

“The question ‘are viruses alive?’ cannot be answered.”
— Clyde Goodheart (1969), An Introduction to Virology (Ѻ)

“Are viruses alive? Viruses lie in a semantic twilight zone between living and nonliving organisms. They are essentially
short segments of genetic material, DNA or RNA, protected by overcoats of protein. They can be crystallized and they
will not grow or propagate in isolation which supports that they are nonliving.”
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— Edward Wilson (1977), Life: Cells, Organisms, Populations [1]

“Re: ‘Are viruses Alive?’ The answer is no. Charles Sherrington gave the answer in his 1938 Gifford Lectures Man on
His Nature. On the question of ‘those newly discovered so-called ‘viruses’ [1935]’, as he says, “there is hesitation
whether or not to call it ‘living’”, about which he concludes, following prolonged derisively-sharp argument, correctly:
‘when physics and chemistry have entered on the description of the perceptible, life disappears from the scene, and
consequently death. Both are anthropisms.’ Virus, correctly, is an animate form of powered CHNOPS+ based atomic
structure. So are you. You have to convince yourself, however, that you are not alive to see the truth of this answer.
Tesla saw it in 1915 when he concluded: ‘there is no thing endowed with life.’ Life and death are religio-mythology
concepts, handed down to us from the ages, not scientific ones.”
— Libb Thims (2014), post (6+ likes) to DNews “Are Viruses Alive?” video [2]
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Aristarchus
In science, Aristarchus (c.310-230BC) (CR:9) was a Greek astronomer noted for being the first
person to popularization of heliocentrism, a view which he adopted from Pythagoras; arguing that
the earth rotates on its axis, that the earth orbits the sun, and devised methods for estimating
relative distances of sun and moon from earth. [1] Aristarchus' works, along with those of Hero,
Hypatia, Sappho, Berossus and his Babylonaica, are said to be the five most “tantalizing losses
from the Library of Alexandria”. [2]

Quotes | About
The following are related about quotes:
“At the school of Alexandria, Aristarchus, of Samos, flourished between 280 and 264BC. This astronomer adopted the
views of Pythagoras in regard to the earth’s motion around the sun; and he held that since the stars appeared to
keep the same fixed position in space, when viewed from the opposite points of the earth’s orbit around the sun,
their distances must be vastly greater than that of the sun.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe [3]
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In hmolscience, Aristophanes (c.446-386) (CR=10) was a Greek philosopher cited by
Plato, in his Symposium, as having given speech in which he describes the human
“natural” state as double creatures, cleft in two by Zeus, for our hubris, thereafter
struggling to reunite through love, which is the basis of the modern concept of the
“soul mate”.

Soul desire
The following is an example soul mate matching statement:
“The intense yearning which each has towards the other does not appear to be the
desire of intercourse, but of something else which the soul desires and cannot tell, and
of which she has only a dark and doubtful presentiment.”
— Aristophanes (c.390BC), in Plato’s Symposium, 370BC [1]

(add discussion)

Goethe
See also: Goethe on the soul

German polyintellect Johann Goethe incorporated the cleft human theory into his Elective Affinities, via the subtle
mention (P1:C5) of how Eduard (rightside headache) and Ottilie (leftside headache) had headaches on opposite sides
of each other’s heads, implying that they were at birth attached, back to back, as one entity, but then split in two,
and thereafter finding each other as true loves.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“By words the mind is winged.”
— Aristophanes (c.400BC) (Ѻ)

References
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Aristotle
In science, Aristotle (384-322 BC) (2134-2072 BG) (CR:265|#14) (IQ:195|#10) was a
Greek epicenter genius, fourth-ranked genius in meta-analysis rankings, philosopher,
i.e. a top ranked greatest philosopher ever, oft-cited last person to know everything, a
Cattell 1000 (top 10), general thinker, and scientist noted for coining the term energy,
for his views on the existence of a vacuum or void, for his theory of the four elements
and their interrelationship, and on heat in relation to reproduction, and first dominate
thinker on the blue sky problem.

Natural | Unnatural
Aristotle, in his Physics and On the Heavens, described the motions of projectiles as
being partly natural and partly unnatural: natural motion, as for all heavy bodies, is
downward, toward the center of things, and its unnatural motion is imparted by air
whose motion can be traced to whatever started the motion. [17] He seems to have
taken this as a fundamental principle to which he applied to all phenomena, such as fire
rising, money making, and so on. Aristotle, in his Physics (2:8), states the following on natural things: [18]
“Natural things are exactly those things which do move continuously, in virtue of the principle inherent in
themselves, towards a determined goal; and the final development which results from any one such principle is not
identical for any two species, nor yet is it any random result but in each there is always a tendency towards an
identical result if nothing interferes.”
(add discussion)
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Fire
The following is Aristotle’s views on fire: [6]
“For any two portions of fire, small or great, will exhibit the same ratio of solid to void; but the upward movement of
the greater is quicker than that of the less, just as the downward movement of a mass of gold or lead, or any other
body endowed with weight, is quicker in proportion to its size.”
Aristotle was the first to document the Mpemba effect, which he attempted to explain using a theory called
'antiperstasis'. [7]

Existence
Aristotle stated the following about existence of place: [15]
“A natural scientist must have the same kind of understanding of place as he does of infinity—that is, he should know
whether or not it exists, in what sense it exists, and what it is—because the idea that existing things exist somewhere
is universally accepted. I mean, that which does not exist is nowhere. Where, for example is a goat-stag or sphinx?
Also, the most common and most fundamental kind of change is change of place, which is known as movement.”
(add discussion)

Universe
Aristotle, in his The World (De Mundo),
described the world to his pupil
Alexander the Great as follows: [16]
“It is a joining together of the sky [Nut]
and earth [Geb] and of the elements
[four elements] contained there in.”
(add disucssion)

Money making
In his Politics, Aristotle comments on
the relative naturalness or
unnaturalness of money-making: [13]

Left: The Egyptian anthropomorhic Ennead cosmology model (2400BC). Right:
Aristotle's 55-sphere Geocentric (Geb-centric) model (322BC).

“Of the two sorts of money-making, one is a part of household management, the other retail trade, the former
necessary and honorable, the latter a kind of exchange which is justly censured, for it is unnatural, and a mode by
which men gain from one another. The most hated sort, and with the greatest reason, is usury, which makes a gain
out of money itself, and not from the natural use of it. For money was intended to be used in exchange, but not to
increase at interest. And this term usury, which means the birth of money from money, is applied to the breeding of
money because the offspring resembles the parent. Wherefore of all modes of making money, that is the most
unnatural.”
(add discussion)

Collected works
The collected works of Aristotle, originally published as a series of scrolls, where each scrolls is considered a book,
was published as 12-volume set by Oxford University Press between 1912 and 1954, which comprises 2,512 total
pages according to the 1984 Revised Oxford Translation two-volume set, which have further been divided
categorically via Bekker numbers. [11]

Animate organisms
Aristotle, supposedly, was of the view that chemical processes could not explain the generation of living things and
animate homogeneous materials, whereas chemical processes could explain the generation of inanimate compounds.
[10]

Motion
Aristotle's thesis, in regards to motion, is that "nothing moves itself". [8]

Vacuums
In the famous two-thousand year nature abhors a vacuum debate, Aristotle declaring the famous dictum horror
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vacui, on the logic that in a complete vacuum infinite speed would be possible because motion would encounter no
resistance, hence if infinite speed was impossible, so to is a vacuum. His usage of the term "void", such as in
describing two differing portions of heat, as above, indicates that he employed a moderate notion of the void or
partial vacuum, or something along these lines.

Energy
In his 350BC book Metaphysics, Aristotle used the term enérgeia to mean act or ‘activity’, ‘actuality’, or in a literal
sense ‘(a state of) functioning’, deriving from energos "active, working," from en- "at" + ergon "work". [1] Aristotle
used the term enérgeia to clarify, in one sense, the definition of “being” as potency (dýnamis) and act (enérgeia).

Animal heat
In his c.350BC De Generatione Animalium, Aristotle postulated that the mode of animal reproduction is determined
by a “vital heat” of the animal. The warmer an animal is, Aristotle reasoned, the more perfect will be the state in
which its young are generated. [2] Live young are produced by the hotter animals; colder ones produce eggs; the
coldest of all, such as insects, produce a larva which in turn produces an egg. [3]

Elements
Aristotle argued that there are four elements out of which all is made: earth, air, water, fire. Each of the four earthly
elements has its natural place; the earth at the center of the universe, then water, then air, then fire. When they are
out of their natural place they have natural motion, requiring no external cause, which is towards that place; so
bodies sink in water, air bubbles rise up, rain falls, flame rises in air. [4]

Soul
On the soul, Aristotle, supposedly, had the following to say: (Ѻ)
“Happiness is the settling of the soul in its most appropriate spot.”

Education
Aristotle was a student of Plato.

Students
Aristotle tutored Alexander the Great (356-323BC) (IQ=180), who by age of thirty, he had created one of the largest
empires in ancient history; established the Library of Alexandria, unified Greek philosophical science with Egyptian
theology to form Christianity.

Tributes | Praise
The following are related tributes:
“Aristotle is regarded as the most eminent of philosophers.”
— Otto Guericke (1672), The System of the World: According to the More Common Philosophical Theories [16]

“Aristotle was the great thinker who was the first to analyze so many forms, whether of thought, society or nature.”
— Karl Marx (1867), Capital: a Critique of Political Economy [14]

Quotes
The following is a noted quote by Aristotle on Plato: [9]
“Plato is my friend, but truth my greater friend.”
— Aristotle (c.322 BC), Publication; quote was inscribed into Isaac Newton's age 19 written notebook Philosophical Questions a set
of forty-five queries into a foundation for a new philosophy.

“The worst form of inequality is to try to make unequal things equal.”
— Aristotle (c.322 BC), Publication; compare Pareto: “The assertion that men are objectively equal is so absurd that it does not
even merit being refuted.” [19]

“All men by desire to know. An indication of this is the delight we take in our senses; for even apart from their
usefulness they are loved for themselves; and above all others the sense of sight. For not only with a view to action,
but even when we are not going to do anything, we prefer seeing, one might say, to everything else. The reason is
that this, most of all the senses, makes us know and brings to light many differences between things.”
— Aristotle (c.320), Metaphysics; cited by Lawrence Henderson (1932) [20]

“The aim of art is to represent not the outward appearance of things, but their inward significance.”
— Aristotle (c.330BC) (Ѻ)
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“There is only one way to avoid criticism: do nothing, say nothing, and be nothing.”
— Aristotle (c.330BC) (Ѻ)
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Aristotle's citation rankings
In genius rankings, Aristotle's citation rankings refers to the rankings of the philosophers, scientists, and thinkers
employed by Greek philosopher Aristotle (384-322 BC) in his writings according to number of lines (rows) taken up in
the "Index of Names" section of his collected works—the third column shows known IQ estimates (in black) as listed
on the Genius IQs table along with guesstimated and or extrapolated estimates (in red) given their place in Aristotle's
ranking combined with their continued modern influence (e.g. HCR ranking)—the sixth column shows the thinker's
comparative modern hmolscience citation ranking (HCR), i.e. if they are found in the top 50, i.e. cited on 15 or more
Hmolpedia pages—photo shown being the famous rendition of Plato, mentor to Aristotle, and Aristotle walking at
the “School of Athens” by Raphael (1509): [1]
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Thinker

IQ

Dates

Classification

1.

Plato

180

427-348 BC

Philosophy

2.

Homer

175

800-700 BC

3.

Empedocles

190

4.

Anaxagoras

5.

Democritus

6.

Students

Rows CR

27

39

Epic poetry

21

22

495-435 BC

Four elements + two forces model

20

33

500-428 BC

Natural philosophy

14

6

185

460-370 BC

Atomic theory | Atheism

12

48

Pythagoras

180

570-490 BC

Mathematics

11

16

7.

Euripides

173

480-406 BC

Tragedy and drama

11

10

8.

Socrates

160

469-399 BC

Anti-reductionist

9

47

9.

Heraclitus

175

535-450 BC

Flux and fire philosophy

7

496-406 BC

Tragedy and drama

6

510-450 BC

Denial of the void philosophy

12. Zeno of Elea

490-430 BC

Paradox philosophy

5

13. Coriscus

385-325 BC

Student of Plato; friend of Aristotle

5

384-322 BC

Friend / Student of Plato

10. Sophocles
11. Parmenides

Aristotle

175

195

Coriscus

Plato

Empedocles

Alexander

229

5

41

148

Others with four rows in the index of names include: Hesiod, Isocrates, Gorgias, and Melissus; other with three rows
in the index of names include: Xenophanes, Theodectes, Solon, Simonides, Protagoras, Leucippus, Antiphon, and
Agathon, in reverse alphabetical order.

See also
● Greatest philosopher ever
● Greatest mathematician ever
● Hmolscience citation rankings
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Aristotle-Mpemba effect
In science, Aristotle-Mpemba effect, or "Mpemba effect", sometimes
called the ‘hot-begets-cold-quicker phenomenon’, is the observation
that, within a certain range of temperatures, heated water cools more
quickly than cold water. [1] The Mpemba effect is counter intuitive and
is often categorized as one of the top seven paradoxes of
thermodynamics. [4] The paradox, however, has its resolution in the
view that boiled (or heated water) removes the impurities of
molecules, particularly carbon dioxide, which allows the pure, albeit
hot, water to freeze faster. [1] The phenomenon launched into
scientific fame when in 1963 a circa thirteen-year-old African student
Erasto Mpemba noted the phenomenon while making ice cream and
over the next six years began to experiment, research, and find a
scientific explanation for the phenomenon.

Social Mpemba effect
As applied to social affairs, the Mpemba effect, in regards to orderings
of human molecules (people) in societies, should predict that a “hot

1979 clipping summary of the Mpemba effect
by the journal of Physics Education of Great
Britain. [6]
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society” should cool faster, i.e. solidify into order faster, than a “cool society”. This is evidenced by the fact that the
“Cold War”, between Russia and America, lasted 44 years, from 1947 to 1991, whereas traditional “Hot Wars”, such
as WWI (1914-1918) or WWII (1939-1945), tend to last on average about 5.5 years, in other words the “cooling
process” to the new social order (frozen water) from the old social order, occurs much faster if the collective societies
are heated (liquid water) first. The repercussions of this would be that a hot war may, theoretically, would, in the long
term, result in solidified order or a state of stable peace faster than would a cold war. Historically, French
anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss was the first to distinction between “cold” and “hot” societies; though it is
doubtful that he ever considered the Mpemba effect in this respect.

Early history
The hot-begets-cold-quicker phenomenon was first recorded by Greek philosopher Aristotle in circa 350BC: [2]
“The fact that water has previously been warmed contributes to its freezing quickly; for so it cools sooner. Hence
many people, when they want to cool hot water quickly, begin by putting it in the sun.”
English philosopher Roger Bacon is said to have
experimentally tested the phenomenon. [7]
In circa 1461, Italian physician-physicist Giovanni
Marliani, in a debate over how objects cooled,
confirmed that hot water froze faster than cold, in an
experiment where he had taken four ounces of boiling
water, and four ounces of non-heated water, placed
them outside in similar containers on a cold winter
day, and observed that the boiled water froze first;
Marliani was, however, unable to explain this
occurrence. [3] Thinkers such as Rene Descartes and
Francis Bacon had also noticed this phenomenon.
Bacon, commented, for example, in his 1620 Novum
Organum, that “slightly tepid water freezes more
easily than that which is utterly cold”.

Mpemba anecdote
In 1963, a circa thirteen-year-old African student
named Erasto Mpemba, in the United Republic of
A 2013 power point depiction of a "Social Mpemba effect" in
Tanzania, was making ice cream at school, which he
respect to the rate of "social cooling", i.e. solidification into the
did by mixing boiling milk with sugar. He was supposed new social order, in respect to "hot wars" vs "cold wars" by
to wait for the milk to cool before placing it the
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, presented at
UPESW 2013 [8]
refrigerator, but in a rush to get scarce refrigerator
space, put his milk in without cooling it. To his
surprise, he found that his hot milk froze into ice cream before that of other students. He asked his physics teacher
for an explanation, but was told that he must have been confused, since his observation was impossible. Mpemba
believed his teacher at the time. But later that year he met a friend of his who made and sold ice cream in Tanga
town. His friend told Mpemba that when making ice cream, he put the hot liquids in the refrigerator to make them
freeze faster. Mpemba found that other ice cream sellers in Tanga had the same practice.
Later, when in high school, Mpemba learned Newton's law of cooling, which describes how hot bodies cool, but
does not explain the effect he observed. Mpemba asked his teacher why hot milk froze before cold milk when he put
them in the freezer. The teacher answered that Mpemba must have been confused. When Mpemba kept arguing, the
teacher said "All I can say is that is Mpemba's physics and not the universal physics" and from then on, the teacher
and the class would criticize Mpemba's mistakes in mathematics and physics by saying "That is Mpemba's
mathematics" or "That is Mpemba's physics." But when Mpemba later tried the experiment with hot and cold water
in the biology laboratory of his school, he again found that the hot water froze sooner. This was done while he was
elementary (or junior high school) student in in Form 3 of Magamba Secondary School, Tanzania. After passing his Olevel examinations, he became a student at Mkwawa Secondary (formerly High) School, Iringa, Tanzania. In high
school, the school headmaster invited physicist Denis Osborne, from the University College in Dar Es Salaam, to their
conference on "Physics and development of Tanzania," in which he gave a lecture on physics. After the lecture,
Mpemba asked him the question:
“If you take two similar containers with equal volumes of water, one at 35°C (95°F) and the other at 100°C (212°F),
and put them into a freezer, the one that started at 100°C (212°F) freezes first. Why?”
The question resulted in the eruption of laughter from the student audience, along with ridiculed by his classmates
and teacher. Osborne said that he could not think of any explanation, but would try the experiment later. When back
in his laboratory, he asked a young technician to test Mpemba's claim. The technician later reported that the hot
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water froze first, and said "But we'll keep on repeating the experiment until we get the right result." However,
repeated tests gave the same result, and in 1969 Mpemba and Osborne wrote up their results. [5] The 1969 article
stimulated such debate among teachers, pupils, and the general public, particular on the issue that an unknown
teenage African school boy can, in a sense, overthrow or rather throw an experimental wrench in Newton’s law of
cool, in such a way as to affront the world science community, that by 1979 the phenomenon had been christened
the ‘Mpemba effect’ by the journal of Physics Education of Great Britain. [6]
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Armstrong, George
In hmolscience, George Thomas Armstrong (1916-1982) was as American scientist noted for his
1930 to 1975 work on the thermodynamics, specifically heats of combustion and heats of
formation, of a number of CHNOPS comprised compounds, work generally aimed, via NASA
funding, at facilitating the detection of life on other planets. In the 1960s, Armstrong was
consulted by Harold Morowitz. [1]
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In hmolscience, John Armstrong (1966-) (CR=6) is a British Goethean scholar and
philosopher noted for his 2006 Love, Life, Goethe, wherein he touches on a number of
areas, such as Goethe’s advertisement, the Goethe and Napoleon meeting, Elective
Affinities, aspects of Goethe’s affinity table, Goethe’s mid 1808 (see: Goethe timeline)
draft story “The Renouncers”, about a hero simultaneously in love with four women
(see: Goethe love thought experiment), Goethe pronunciation issues, among others
topics of interest. [1]

Overview
In 2013, Armstrong, in his “On Goethe” University of Melbourne Key Thinkers seminar,
elaborated on how he got involved in the business of being a Goethean scholar, during
which he explains how a 1932 centenary address by Thomas Mann, given in the house
of Goethe, in Frankfurt, about how he “can only speak of Goethe in terms of love”,
which exited Armstrong, which he elaborates on as follows:
“Mann saying how he ‘can only speak of Goethe in terms of love’ was a moment of tremendous intellectual hope:
that you could love a great thinker, not merely be intellectually interested, [but] the quality of relationship could be
marked by emotion, by friendship, by a feeling of closeness and longing, not just as it were the cold principles of
reason; and it was really that, that illuminated for me what I wanted from intellectual life. I wanted to find thinkers
and ideas that I could love. In thinking about why does one want to get to know the work of a figure like Goethe? For
me the beginnings were really a feeling of loneliness, of encountering an intellectual world where there seemed to be
a lot of very clever people, but where I didn’t really fell that I was being spoken to as an individual. And the appeal of
Goethe was that here was someone with whom I could make friends.”
(add discussion)
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Arnheim, Rudolf
In hmolscience, Rudolf Arnheim (1904-2007) was a German-born American
psychologist and visual arts theorist noted, in art thermodynamics, for his 1971
publication on entropy, order, disorder, and art.

Overview
In 1971, Arnheim, in his booklet Entropy and Art: an Essay on Disorder and Order,
attempted to reconcile the disturbing contradiction between the striving for order in
nature and in man and the principle of entropy implicit in the second law of
thermodynamics; between the tendency toward greater organization and the general
trend of the material universe toward death and disorder. [1]

Education
Arnheim was a professor emeritus of psychology of art at Harvard University and spent
a number of years on the psychology faculties at Sarah Lawrence College and the
University of Michigan.
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Arnold, Vladimir
In thermodynamics, Vladimir Igorevich Arnold (1937-2010) was a Russian
mathematician noted for []

Overview
In1989, Arnold, in his “Contact Geometry: the Geometrical Method of Gibbs’
Thermodynamics”, explained the graphical thermodynamics work of Willard Gibbs as
follows:
“According to Gibbs, the geometrical structure of thermodynamics is described by a
contact manifold, equipped with the contact form, whose zeros define the laws of
thermodynamics:
dε = tdη - pdv
where ε is the energy, t the temperature, η the entropy, p the pressure, and v the volume. Let us call this contact
5-manifold the Gibbs manifold. Gibbs thesis: substances are Legendre submanifolds of the Gibbs manifold.”
Arnold, in this same work, also gives the following popular quote:
“Every mathematician knows it is impossible to understand an elementary course in thermodynamics. The reason is
that thermodynamics is based—as Gibbs has explicitly proclaimed—on a rather complicated mathematical theory, on
the contact geometry. Contact geometry is one of the few ‘simple geometries’ of the so-called Cartan’s list, but it is
still mostly unknown to the physicist—unlike the Riemannian geometry and the symplectic or Poisson geometries,
whose fundamental role in physics is today generally accepted.”
Arnold explains that Gibbs methods are based on circa 1790s work of French mathematician Adrien-Marie Legendre
and his "Legendre submanifold", which comes from the theory of Legendre transformation or "Legendre transform",
which is a special case of the "Legendre singularities construction". Arnold’s 1979 Mathematical Methods of Classical
Mechanics, supposedly, gives some historical background to the historical origin of energy landscapes. [2]

Education
Arnold completed a partial solution of Hilbert's thirteenth problem in 1957 (age 19), completed his MS in 1959, thesis
“On Mappings of the Circle to Itself”, PhD in 1961, dissertation “On the Representation of Continuous Functions of 3
Variables by the Superpositions of Continuous Functions of 2 Variables”, the latter two both under A.N. Kolmogorov,
and ScD in 1963, thesis “Small Denominators and Stability Problems in Classical and Celestial Mechanics”, under
Nikolay Bogolyubov, V.M. Volosov, and G.N. Duboshin. He was a professor of mechanics and mathematics at Moscow
State University until 1986, after which he worked at both the Steklov Mathematical Institute, Moscow, and Paris
Dauphine University, France.
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Arnopoulos, Paris
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In hmolscience, Paris J. Arnopoulos (c.1935-) (CR=33) is a Canadian political scientist
and semi-polymath noted for his 1993 book Sociophysics, in the field of sociophysics, in
which he attempts to use ‘powerful physics metaphor’ to speculate on topics such as
force, heat, energy, field, potential, bond, temperature, volume, pressure, entropy of
societies. [4] The books seems to be well-researched, as Arnopoulos uses the term
thermodynamics on twenty pages, and entropy on sixty pages, citing German physical
chemist Wilhelm Ostwald's energetic imperative, among numerous other topics.

Purpose | States
On the question of purpose, individuality, and system function, Arnopoulos directs or
deflects the question to initial state and final state distinction: [8]
“In considering the function of a system, one also gets involved with questions of role
and purpose. These try to find the instrumentality of systems by determining their
priority in the chain of causality. In this respect, one can distinguish between original
and final states in the system’s function.”
(add discussion)

Hot / Cold | Societies
See main: Hot and cold societies

Arnopoulos, in his section on pressure, states that: [1]
“Hot societies have a more mobile or energetic population than cold ones.”
Historically, hot society and cold society models trace back to the 1959 hot / cold societies models of Claude LeviStrauss, whom Arnopoulos cites; if not before to the work of Emile Durkheim. (Ѻ) In 2015, Jurgen Mimkes,
independently, was doing some hot / cold societies theorizing work, in thermodynamic terms. [6]

Bonding | Field particles
See main: Social exchange force

The following is a rather decent quote by Arnopoulos in regards to the field particle exchange force nature of human
chemical bonding: [1]
“All entities, whether fermions or humans, need some mediating agency to interconnect them into systems. This
indispensable interrelating and interacting role is ultimately played by different field particles named bosons. Unlike
fermions, which are characterized by a significant mass and charge, bosons do not take partake of these to attributes.
Rather, they only have spins and provide connections as they are exchanged among fermions. Such exchanges are of
three kinds: weak or strong nuclear, electromagnetic, and gravitational. The first exist by sharing gluons and thus hold
together the atomic nucleus. The second take place by exchanging photons and thus explain most of our ordinary
phenomena. The third operate by the displacement of gravitons and thus provide the overall attraction between
everything in the universe. Similar phenomena occur up the ontological ladder to describe social, as well as atomic
and galactic bonding. Societies, like all systems, are held together by certain ties of varying strength and extent.”
This is a quite cogent statement about human bonding, in some sense near parallel to American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims' 2007 formulation of the same, in regards to the exchange force nature of human bonding and
human dynamics. [5]

Mind | Matter
Arnopoulos, on the seeming mind from matter topic, has the following to say: [8]
“The traditional ontological dichotomy between matter and mind may be explained, perhaps in an oversimplified
way, by the fundamental difference between quarks and leptons. Ideas are basically systems of electrons, rooted in
the quarks of the brain. From the simplest symbol to the most complex theory, mental entities arise from the most
various activities of material elements; at the same time as they in turn affect their material hosts. Mind and matter
are thus interrelated to various degrees, as exemplified in human beings.”
(add discussion)

Origin
Arnopoulos states that his Sociophysics originated in the early-1980s amid the rise of the application of general
systems theory, chaos theory, and quantum mechanics to the natural sciences and in turn and in part to the social
sciences. Different aspects of his study into sociophysics, were presented and debated as papers in various
conferences throughout the world, UNESCO, Paris, United Nations University, Tokyo, Social Development Institute,
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Sri Lanka, International Society for Systems Theory and Cybernetics, Germany, Institute for Social Philosophy, Italy,
among about five others. A first draft was put together in the mid-1980s. The draft was tested in a seminar on
macropolitics at Concordia University; a revised draft served as a basis for course on world affairs, at California State
University, Hayward, in 1991, and Florida International University, Miami, in 1993, and published as a first edition
that year. In 2005, a soft-cover second edition was produced, with content largely unchanged, to help widen the
audience. [1]

Education
In the mid 1960s, Arnopoulos completed his graduate studies in New
York after which he began teaching political science at Concordia
University, Montreal. In 2004, he became a professor emeritus of
Concordia University, Montreal. [1]

Quotes | Cited
The following are noted quotes cited by Arnopoulos:
“Energy is eternal delight.”
— William Blake (1793), The Marriage of Heaven and Hell; in Sociophysics (pg.
37)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:

A photo of Arnopoulos from an author blurb
describing him as professor who has “published
several books on the theory of sociophysics,
using the metaphors of physics to describe
societal movements and tensions.” (Ѻ)

“In modern time, there has been a disintegration of the intellectual
community, due mainly to the proliferation of scientific discoveries and the accumulation of information, which has
resulted in a tremendous fragmentation of knowledge and a compartmentalization of the scientific estate. The
cultivated encyclopedia scholar or renaissance man has thus joined the ranks of the endangered species.”
— Paris Arnopoulos (1993), Sociophysics (pg. 1); 2005 edition (pg. xxxi)

“Condorcet’s and Quetelet’s social physics, as well as Bagehot’s Physics and Politics, provided the outstanding
attempts which began with the new-Platonists and culminated with the neo-positivists.”
— Paris Arnopoulos (1993), Sociophysics (pg. 3); 2005 edition (pg. xxxii)

“Sociophysics is a combination of natural and social science theories, using powerful physics metaphors as an inertial
guidance system.”
— Paris Arnopoulos (1993), Sociophysics (pg. 3); 2005
edition (pg. xxxii)

“Present knowledge rests on the foundation of
physics, which will be used to support our
contentions herein. Accordingly, we admit the
postulate that reality may ultimately be reducible to
certain elementary particles. It is they eventually
make up everything, from the most banal material
things to the most exalted ethereal ideas. These
particles, named fermions, are of two kinds: leptons
and quarks. The former, of which electrons are the
most prevalent example, are very antisocial in that
they exist alone; while the latter are quite sociable
and so are always found in groups. Quarks combine
to form protons and neutrons, which make up the
atomic nucleus. As the fundamental units of matter,
various combinations of atoms, composed of nuclei
and revolving electrons, build up all material
structures, from molecules and cells, to planets and
stars. In between, there is the realm of human
society with its own kind of individual and collective
entities.”

→

1993 edition

2005 edition

Arnopolous' 1993 book Sociophysics, in hardcover and softcover,
respectively.

— Paris Arnopoulos (1993), Sociophysics (pg. 22); 2005 edition (pgs. xlviii)

“Many philosophers, from Heraclitus and Empedocles to Hobbes and Locke, consider physical attraction and
repulsion to be the primary sources of love and hate.”
— Paris Arnopoulos (1993), Sociophysics (pg. 61); 2005 edition (pg. 17)
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“When we move from the [socio-] mechanical to the [socio-] thermal phenomena of energy, we rise from the atomic
‘billiard ball’ interaction to the molecular ‘chemistry set’ reactions. Unlike the former, the latter do not consider
relations simply on the basis of mass, distance, and velocity, but rather temperature, pressure, and volume. The
importance of a particular position is therefore, replaced by that of a substantive composition. The physical motion of
bodies is replaced by the chemical reactions of compounds [sociomasses].”
— Paris Arnopoulos (1993), Sociophysics (pg. 74); 2005 edition (pg. 26)
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Arrhenius, Svante
In thermodynamics, Svante Arrhenius (1859-1927) was a Swedish physical chemist
notable his Arrhenius equation, which gives the quantitative basis of the relationship
between the activation energy and the rate (reaction rate) at which a reaction
proceeds.

Education
Arrhenius completed his PhD dissertation in 1884 on the conductivity of electrolytes,
done in part at both the University of Uppsala and the Physical Institute of the Swedish
Academy of Sciences. The dissertation was not very impressive to the professors at
Uppsala, but Arrhenius sent it to a number of scientists in Europe who were developing
the new science of physical chemistry, including Rudolf Clausius, Wilhelm Ostwald, and
Jacobus van't Hoff. They were far more impressed, and Ostwald even came to Uppsala
to persuade Arrhenius to join his research team. Arrhenius declined, however, as he
preferred to stay in Sweden for a while (his father was very ill and would die in 1885)
and had received an appointment at Uppsala.
In circa 1886, Arrhenius received a travel grant from the Swedish Academy of Sciences, which enabled him to
study with Ostwald in Riga (now in Latvia), with Friedrich Kohlrausch in Würzburg, Germany, with Ludwig Boltzmann
in Graz, Austria, and with van 't Hoff in Amsterdam.
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In thermodynamics schools classification, Arrhenius is said
to be part of the Van’t Hoff school or "Arrhenius-Ostwaldvan’t Hoff school" as it has been sometimes called.

Activation energy
In 1889, Arrhenius explained the fact that most reactions
require added heat energy to proceed by formulating the
concept of activation energy, an energy barrier that must
be overcome before two molecules will react. What has
since come to be known as the Arrhenius equation gives
the quantitative basis of the relationship between the
activation energy and the rate at which a reaction
German chemist Wilhelm Ostwald and Svante Arrhenius, from proceeds.
In particular, building on the previous 1884 work of
a 1904 issue of Popular Science Monthly (Ѻ); in 1884,
Arrhenius published work which showed that affinities and
Dutch physical chemist Jacobus van't Hoff, Arrhenius
electrical conductivity in solution parallel one another;
introduced term “activation energy”, by suggesting that a
Ostwald, who in 1882 had become full professor at the
University of Riga, recognized the originality of the this young catalyst forms an intermediate complex with the
reactants, which acts to lower the activation energy or
fellow chemist and helped him to find due appreciation, the
same way M.M. Pattison Muir (1848-1931) had further him in barrier to reaction or product formation, the logic of
1879. [7]
which is embodied in the Arrhenius equation. [1] In
particular, Arrhenius found that the plot of the logarithm of the rate constant (ln k) against the inverse of the
absolute temperature (1/T) is a straight line: [2]

where the intercept is denoted ln A and the slope is denoted –EA/R, where R is the ideal gas constant, A is the preexponential factor, and EA is the activation energy:

Whence

Nobel Prize
About 1900, Arrhenius became involved in setting up the Nobel Institutes and the Nobel Prizes. He was elected a
member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences in 1901. For the rest of his life, he would be a member of the
Nobel Committee on Physics and a de facto member of the Nobel Committee on Chemistry. He used his positions to
arrange prizes for his friends (Jacobus van't Hoff, Wilhelm Ostwald, Theodore Richards) and to attempt to deny them
to his enemies (Paul Ehrlich, Walther Nernst, Dmitri Mendeleev). [3]
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Heat death
In human thermodynamics, Arrhenius is noted for his for
his view of heat death and the second law about which he
admitted the universality of the second law but thought,
supposedly, that rare exceptions might occur leading to
the rebuilding of worlds—perhaps by some conscious
"Maxwellian demon", which could sort out individual
molecules and thereby create a temperature difference
without expending energy. [4] In his 1909 Worlds in the
Making: the Evolution of the Universe, Arrhenius
supposedly attributed the heat death theory to Rudolf
Clausius and his notion ‘Wärmetod’. [6]

Acid base theory
In 1887, Arrhenius stated the theory that acid ionizes in
aqueous solution to produce hydrogen ions (protons), H + ,
and anions; and a base ionizes in aqueous solution to
produce hydroxide ions (OH − ) and ca ons. Some me
during this period, Max Planck proposed a thermodynamic
basis for Arrhenius' theory of electrolytic dissociation. In
1903, Arrhenius won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in
recognition of his electrolytic theory of dissociation.

A group photo, dated 1900 at Innsbruck, Austria, showing
Walther Nernst (back row, far left), Svante Arrhenius (back
row, third from left), and Ludwig Boltzmann (front row,
center). [5]

Origin of life
In 1903, in regards to the origin of life debate, Arrhenius advanced a version of the meteoroid origin of life theory.
Specifically, he thought life might have been carried from planet to planet by the transport of spores.
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Arrow of time
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In thermodynamics, an arrow of time refers to the direction time flows in
respect to irreversibility and entropy increase. An alternative synonym for
arrow of time is English astronomer Arthur Eddington's 1928 term "time's
arrow", refers to the temporal effect or measure of irreversibility in nature.
The phrase was popularized in the 1950s and into the 70s by those as
Austrian-born English philosopher Karl Popper and Belgian
thermodynamicist Ilya Prigogine. [1] A newer synonym is "thermodynamic
arrow", popularized in the 1980s by English theoretical physicist Stephen
Hawking, who introduced this term in comparison to the psychological
arrow. [2]
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A 1639 allegory by F. Quarles, showing
Father Time, holding an hourglass, who
tells Death (see: death), holding an arrow,
when to extinguish the light of life of a
human, shown in front of the sun and a
sundial; the inscription reading: “tempus
erit” or the time will come; the overall
depiction said to well-capture the
conception of the arrow of time, in
respect to thermodynamics, heat, and the
second law. [3]

Arroyo, Luis
In hmolscience, Luis Balbino Arroyo Colon (1990-), referred to as “Arroyo Colon” (Ѻ),
“Arroyo” (Ѻ), or “Balbino” (Ѻ), depending, is a Puerto Rican child prodigy turned
physicist, economic thermodynamicist, lawyer, and political advisor, noted for his 2010
“A Thermal Model of the Economy”, an age 20 penned MS thesis in physics, wherein he
platforms of Roegen (1971), Mimkes (2008), and Samuelson (1970) to outline a social
services model of value, which although error filled, does have interesting points of
originality.

Coupled heat engines
Some of the more interesting points of Arroyo’s thesis are as follows:
“It is important to quickly survey the model we are proposing. At this stage, we simply
have two heat reservoirs and two thermal cycles. One of the reservoirs is the hot (or
supply) reservoir with a temperature Ts. The other (demand) reservoir is colder and has
a temperature of Td. As we discuss further in the appendix, a heat engine is basically a way of using heat to do work.
In our model that process represents the act of turning resources into products and services, or production. Then that
work is multiplied by what we call the ‘value multiplier’, or V which we will also discuss. Then that work is used to run
a reverse heat engine, or refrigerator. That represents the ﬂow of money as it goes back to the supply in the form of
consumption.”
— Luis Arroyo (2010), “A Thermal Model of the Economy” (pg. 20)

“How will we deﬁne temperature? In physics, temperature tends to determine average energy per particle; high
temperature results in higher energy per particle. In a similar vein, temperature would be a kind of energy density.
This would point to temperature being a measure of the density of resources available to a reservoir, or group of
particles which will do work through a heat engine. We can refer to a group of people as a reservoir, since people are
or own resources. The higher the wealth of the people in the reservoir, the higher the average temperature will be.”
— Luis Arroyo (2010), “A Thermal Model of the Economy” (pg. 24)

(add discussion)
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Overview | Thermal economics
In 2010, Arroyo completed his “A Thermal Model of the Economy”, a MS thesis on an amalgamation of economic
theory and theoretical physics, at the University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez, the abstract of which is as follows: [1]
“The motivation for this work came from an interest in economics (particularly since the 2008 economic downturn)
and a desire to use the tools of physics in a field that has not been the subject of great exploration. We propose a
model of economics in analogy to thermodynamics and introduce the concept of the ‘value multiplier’ as a
fundamental addition to any such model. Firstly, we attempt to make analogies between some economic concepts
and fundamental concepts of thermal physics. Then we introduce the value multiplier and justify its existence in our
system; the value multiplier allows us to account for some intangible, psychological elements of the value of goods
and services. We finally bring all the elements together in a qualitative system. In particular, we attempt to make an
analogy with the ‘Keynesian multiplier’ that justifies the usefulness of fiscal stimulus in severe economic downturns.”
Arroyo's thesis was approved by the following committee:
● Jose I. Alameda Lozada | PhD economics (1996) (pdf) (Ѻ)
● Erick A Roura Davila | PhD theore cal physics / Computa onal / Quantum physics [7]
● Pablo J. Marrero Soto | PhD theore cal physics / Computa onal / Fine materials [7]
● Anand D. Sharma | PhD agricultural engineering (1980) (Ѻ)
● Hector J. Jimenez Gonzalez (Chair) | PhD solid state physics / magneto-optics (1992) [7]
In interview with the newspaper El Nuevodia, Arroyo, aged 20, commented the following on his thesis: “The issue (of
the thesis) is a relationship between economics and physics applied to the current economic crisis. It is a bit complex
and has taken me time to develop, but I graduate.” [3]

Difficulties: Human nature | Two natures?
Arroyo seems to believe that human nature is different from physical nature; the following evidences this:
“Physics is a natural science, and it is both the most mathematical and the most exact. Economics, however
successful, is at heart a social science. Human behavior is ill-suited to exactness and mathematical certainty by its
very nature (see: human nature).”
— Luis Arroyo (2010), “A Thermal Model of the Economy” (pg. 7)

This statement seems to be in code for his Jehovah's Witness religious beliefs (Ѻ), which includes belief in free will
(Ѻ), among other numerous issues.

Difficulties: Roegen
The first main citation for Arroyo's theory is Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1971), whose economic model forms the
platform for his theory; Roegen's "material entropy" model, however, is a conceptual misinterpretation of bound
energy and free energy of chemical thermodynamics applied to economic resources; Roegen's model, in short, is
fallacious and without basis. Arroyo, in fact, not only sites a defunct model, but does not even understand the socalled “Roegen model” correctly, but only generally (i.e. factory = heat engine); this is evidenced by the following (pg.
9) statement:
“This correlation of turning resources into products and entropy reduction is the heart of the [Roegen] model. This
allows us to clarify the relationship between the economic point of view and the physical perspective in the model
proposed there. Economically, a factory exists to produce higher value material than what came in. Physically, it is
impossible to create energy, but we can decrease the entropy of part of the material. Therefore, Georgescu makes
the connection between value and entropy. The lower the entropy, the higher the value.”
Arroyo, firstly, seems to think that Roegen modeled the output of a factory, e.g. a child’s toy or transistor, as a “low
entropy” type of matter, which is not the case. Roegen conceived the fossil fuel, which powers the factory, as being
“bound energy” (i.e. low entropy matter, in his mind) and the factory waste (e.g. burnt exhaust fumes) as being “free
energy”, e.g. coal or oil burned to power a factory and converted into disordered energy of fumes, or something
along these lines. This entire model, however, is not how free energy (Gibbs energy) and bound energy (entropy) are
defined by chemical thermodynamics. The root of the error, of course, being that Roegen was a mathematician who
learned most of his thermodynamics out of a dictionary.
Arroyo, secondly, from Roegen, gleans a connection between entropy and value: something along the lines of:

This, however, is incorrect. If Arroyo had studied the historical usage of human thermodynamic variables tables, he
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would have known that John Neumann (1934), in discussion of French physicist-economist Georges Guillaume's 1932
PhD dissertation (turned book) On the Fundamentals of the Economy with Rational Forecasting Techniques, wherein
thermodynamics models are utilized, had equated free energy to cash value, and that Australian organic chemist and
commerce theorist James Reiss (1994), in his chapter "Comparative Thermodynamics in Chemistry and Economics",
building on the previous work of Bela Lukacs (1989), more recently and precisely defined value as a function of Gibbs
energy follows:

(add discussion)

Factory | Heat engine vs Retort
In comparing the Reiss model to the Arroyo
model we see the "factory" not modeled as
heat engine, but equated to "concentration",
which seems to be more along the lines of
the William Fairburn (1914) model of the
factory as a continuous stirred tank reactor
(CSTR model) where the foreman is the
"human chemist", according to which
entropy or human entropy is defined, by
Fairburn, as follows: [11]
“As each chemical element is an entity,
differing and distinct from any other, so is
each human element and entity and a
personality, which, when guided by a human In 1915, American chemical engineer William Fairburn was the head of the
chemist to do work and perform his peculiar Diamond Match Factory and as executive penned his human chemical theory
function in life, feels and acquires what no
stylized Human Chemistry, according to which the "factory" was
conceptualized as a giant retort or continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR), in
inert substance can ever acquire, namely
modern chemical engineering terms, which produced matches via the
moral stimulus of responsibility. A
classification based on a [human element’s] controlled reactions of its factory workers, conceived as human chemicals,
the foreman conceived as the master "human chemist" according to
relative electricity or relative energy or
Fairburn. [11]
enthusiasm would not of itself help us much,
for misapplied energy and wasteful application of human forces are common. The classification of entropy, referring
to temperature changes which can be likened to coolness, passion, explosiveness and frigidity, are all interesting but
of themselves prove little.”
In any event, Arroyo, platforming off Roegen’s model, jumps to the following human-human interaction model
(pg.11) of entropy:
“In our times, the service sector has become the true center of growth for the world economy. As its very name
points out, services do not produce physical goods that have entropy. Services performed reduce entropy on other
bodies, and they have an energy cost, much like the production of physical goods. However, to quantify that entropy
reduction in services is much more diﬃcult than the more purely physical entropy reduction on the inputs of a
production process. When a factory produces goods, it is (in theory, ignoring the obvious complications)
straightforward to do a strict accounting of the energy that came in, and the energy that came out. However, when a
service is performed on a human being, the question of calculating the entropy change in the human is an
imponderable.”
This last point about calculating the entropy change in a human or of a human in a given state or during a given
interaction, is not “imponderable”, but only is an engineering problem; the subject of calculating entropies,
enthalpies, and or free energies of humans being an historical subject of its own, dating at least to the Bridgman
paradox (1946) if not before.
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Mimkes | Samuelson
Arroyo, after his Roegen platform, then cites Jurgen
Mimkes (2008) and Paul Samuelson (1970), digging into
the general premise of being to formulate “equilibrium”
in an economy via differential inflection points. [9]
Arroyo then jumps into the box spring model for
forces and equilibrium of springs. Here Arroyo would
have been keen to study the earlier box spring model of
equilibrium outlined by Lawrence Henderson, in terms of
free energy, as this is the more accurate model of value,
as pointed out by Neumann (1934) and Reiss (1994), as
discussed above. In 1938 to 1942, Henderson, in his
“Sociology 23” lectures was citing Vilfredo Pareto's
version of equilibrium and expanding on this definition, as
applied to equilibrium in social systems, as follows: [12]
(1) A ball which is in a cup, and struck a blow that is not
too hard, will return to its original position;
American physiologist Lawrence Henderson's 1938 "box spring
(2) A candle flame which is deflected by a draft that is not model" of the Pareto-Gibbs sociological extrapolation of the Le
too strong will resume its original form;
Chatelier principle (see: social Le Chatelier principle) of
equilibrium restoration of the system after small modification
(3) A trout brook that is ‘fished out’ will, if carefully
to the system, which he defines as an equilibrium of forces.
protected, regain its former population of fish;
[12]
(4) An infant, according to Hippocrates, after a disease
that is not too sever will gain in weight until that weight is
reached which is approximately what would have been reached if there had been no sickness.
Henderson elaborates that these are examples of “stable equilibrium” but comments that there are other
phenomena that resemble: unstable equilibrium, neutral equilibrium. He then comments that both the Pareto and
Hippocratic models of equilibrium restoration are like of a box spring mattress after being sat on in that the
underlying theory of equilibrium is an equilibrium of forces and force restoration: [12]
“In both cases—Hippocratic analysis and Pareto’s equilibrium—there is the underlying theory that equilibrium, for
instance, in a box spring; that a small modification leaves the forces substantially intact; and that the forces tend to
reestablish the state that would have existed if no modification had occurred, just as a box spring which has been
depressed when someone lies down on it resumes its original form when one gets up.”
Henderson, as example of this, then cites the Feb 1937 Louisville flood, the earthquake and fire in San Francisco, and
the devastation of the war of 1914 to 1918 in France. It is doubtful, to note, that WII, as Henderson seems to see
things, was an example of stable equilibrium restoration, rather it would have been something as follows:

(add discussion)

Difficulties: Lucas
Arroyo also cites Robert Lucas; Lucas, however, has been lambasted by Noah Smith (Ѻ) as someone whose economic
equations fail to make predictions as to where an economy is headed in the same manner as physics’ equations of
motion can predict where a cannon ball will land.

Difficulties: Other
Other difficulties in Arroyo's thesis are his opening ontic opening discussion of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
along with information (possibly information theory) discussions of entropy.

IQ 200 | Prodigies
Arroyo, cited with an IQ of 200 at age 15 (Ѻ), interestingly, can similarly be grouped with two other IQ:200+ cited
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child prodigies, namely: William Sidis (1898-1944), IQ:250-300 cited, and Christopher Hirata (1982), IQ:225 cited, who
each, with similar background in math and physics, applied thermodynamics to the deeper questions as teenagers,
Sidis at age 16 and Hirata at age 18.

Education
Arroyo stated that he cannot remember whether he learned to read at two or three years, but what he does
remember is how he was “bored” in class when their teachers in elementary school tried to teach colors and letters:
[6]
"Yes, I was bored in kindergarten ... I was bored because I knew almost everything they said. I had many problems
with the teachers because I knew what they were saying and got up a lot. It was frustrating, it bothered me, but
nothing; I kept going to school because I liked being with the kids my age and playing.”
Arroyo recalls, in kindergarten, how he had unpleasant experiences owing to the lack of intelligence and insecurities
of his teachers, e.g. one time when he asked what a “diphthong” (Ѻ) was, he was scolded by his teachers for asking
such questions: [6]
“I remember in kindergarten, I asked a teacher what were the diphthongs, because the index of the book said some
diphthongs and Iit sounded weird. I asked what it was and they scolded me, told me I did not have to ask that, that
was for later. Sometimes they threw me out of the room, a lot.”
Arroyo, as a child, envisioned that he wanted to study physics and law. Sometime thereafter he began to be cited in
newspapers as the “boy genius of Moca”. [3] In 1999, Arroyo, age 9, in third grade, was being referred to as a as a
“child genius”, by those who competed with
him in mathematics and calculus. [4]
In 2001, Arroyo, age 11, completed high
school (4.00 GPA), and then set a record for
youngest person to enter the University of
Puerto Rico; the following is a retrospect
news clipping: [3]
“The 11-year-old surprised everyone by
graduating from high school with a high
honor and become the youngest person to
enter a university in Puerto Rico person. With
an IQ that surpassed scales designed to
measure the intelligence of children, child
Moca spent his time studying the quantum
theory and the movements of the stock
Left: Arroyo, age 11, during first day of college, at the University of Puerto
Rico, being greeted by teacher Pablo Rodriguez, the interim rector at the
market, while other children their age
time. Right: Arroyo, age 16, at college graduation, BS in physics (4.00 GPA),
probably preferred to play wrestling.”
Shown adjacent, is a photo of age 11 Arroyo shown holding the three awards he received, namely: the Luis Stefani
Rafucci Prize, the highest academic award given for acts of conferring of
during first day of college in 2001 being
degrees from the college, the prize of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
greeted by teacher Pablo Rodriguez, the
bestowed students greater academic index, and the Enrico Fermi Award as
interim rector at the time. [2] In 2005, Arroyo, best student of the physics department. [2]
age 15, was being cited, by PRGifted.com, as
having an IQ of 200. [6]
In 2006, Arroyo, age 16, completed his BS in physics, at the University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez, with a 4.00 GPA,
winning a number of awards, which he holds in the adjacent photo, including: the Luis Stefani Rafucci Prize, the
highest academic award given for acts of conferring of degrees from the college, the prize of the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences bestowed students greater academic index, and the Enrico Fermi Award as best student of the physics
department. [2] In 2010, Arroyo, completed his MS in physics + economics, with a thesis on “A Thermal Model of the
Economy” and was being blogged about, by his former classmates, as a genius. [4]
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In 2012, Arroyo, age 22, obtained his JD from the Eugenio María de
Hostos School of Law and passed the bar exam. In 2013, Arroyo,
went to work for Senator Angel Rosa, one of his former professors
from college, who approached Arroyo for help with drafting a bill
aimed at job creation. It took the name “Proposal for jobs and
prosperity for Puerto Rico”. Arroyo, stated that he envisioned
physics applied to politics, while working on his thesis; Arroyo
commented the following on his in interview: [5]
“Many models of the economy emerge from physics. I think my
knowledge in the economy may be useful to help develop ideas to
bring benefits to Puerto Rico. Especially ideas that do not cost.”
Presently, he is legislative director at Senator Angel Rosa’s Office.

Religion | Science
In 2005, Arroyo, age 15, during an interview with Mabel Figueroa A photo of Arroyo from a 2010 blog by one the
of PRGifted.com, stated that he was raised as a Jehovah’s Witness, students he competed with in calculus in elementary
and when questioned about the collide of faith and science, stated school. [4]
that he was “conservative” in his religious beliefs and that faith
was “very important” for him; the following is the interview dialogue on this:
Arroyo: I am conservative in my religious beliefs
Figueroa: How Important is the faith to you?
Arroyo: It's very important.
Figueroa: But how faith can be understood by the head of a scientist? ... It's not something you can try.
Arroyo: I Do not think that religion and science are uneven ...
Figueroa: But there are scientists who do not think so ...
Arroyo: I think that what the Bible says can be taken as reality.
Figueroa: But by faith, not as something tangible ...
Arroyo: Well, I think that some things can be checked in a tangible way in the Bible.
Figueroa: Like what?
Arroyo: For example, in the Bible god he tells Job that he was dwelling above the circle of the earth. The Bible says
that the earth was spherical and not a square. There is talk of some mathematical discoveries, such as the ratio of the
circumference of a circle and its radius. There are physical things you can demonstrate ... Although the Bible is not a
book of science, scientific things in the Bible can be checked.
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Interesting here to see the collision of physics and
faith, at such a young age, by someone who
attributes his accelerated intellect to "an ability to
learn some things faster". Arroyo would be keen to
watch the "Zerotheism for Kids" (2015) lecture
series, to see how religio-mythology studies and
chemical thermodynamics cleanses false religious
beliefs.
There is, to note, some truth to what Arroyo
says here about mathematics in the Bible. The socalled "measure of the fish" is a mathematical
formulation, supposedly attributed to Pythagoras
(and or Archimedes, according to some accounts),
who, in 520BC, according to the aretalogy, written
by Porphyry, is reputed to have performed the
supernatural feat of helping his disciples catch a
large number of fish, 153 to be precise. Further, the
Pythagoreans regarded 153 as a sacred number due
to its use in a mathematical ratio called "the
measure of the fish" (Ѻ), which produces the
mystical symbol of the vesica pisces, the
intersection of two circles which yields a fish-like
shape. This was re-written, some Jesus miraculously
helped his disciples catch a large number of fish,
precisely 153, at the Sea of Galilee (John 21:11). (Ѻ)
Another book explains how the number has to do
with the size of the net, squaring the circle, and the
design of the pyramids.
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An example of mathematics in the Bible: the 200AD parable of
miracle of Jesus catching 153 fish with a large net (Ѻ), in waters
where no fish resided, and feeding the hungry, originating in the
story of the 510BC miracle of Pythagoras regarding 153 as a sacred
number and catching that number of fish; the ratio 265/153, being
the height-to-width ratio of the intersection of two circles (called by
Archimedes in 250BC the "measure of the fish"), being the nearest
whole number approximation to the square root of three, the
controlling ratio of the equilateral triangle, supposedly utilized in the
design of the pyramids. [8]
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In science, art science, which can be subdivided into art chemistry (e.g. René Magritte’s 1933 “Elective Affinities”;
Wolfe von Lenkiewicz’s 2011 “Elective Affinities”, etc.), art thermodynamics, and art physics, is the subject of the
representation of scientific principles in artistic or thematic depiction.

See also
● Equation overlay method

Art thermodynamics
In human thermodynamics, art thermodynamics or thermodynamic art
is the use of thermodynamic metaphor, logic, and or theory in art, in
either interpretation or inspiration. A common example is the use of
various interpretations of entropy, e.g. order and disorder, in the
construction or study of art. An example of thermodynamic art, of sorts,
is the "drinking bird", invented in the 1940s by American chemist Miles
Sullivan. Other examples are found as thermodynamics tattoos, in which
people tattoo equations of energy or entropy (or another equation) of
on their body.

Artists
Belgian surrealist artist René Magritte's 1933 oil on canvas painting
Elective Affinities, of an unhatched egg in a bird cage, on the model of
German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809, pre human chemical
Tattoo (or inking) of the Clausius inequality;
thermodynamics, novella Elective Affinities (book), visualizing the logic
photo by Marco Fantoni (March, 2008). In the
that each person is born in to a world caged by the reactionary forces of photo, showing a hand holding both a new
and burnt match, according to Fantoni “the
chemical affinities, is an excellent example of the use of the combined
hand represents the capacity of the human
law of thermodynamics in art.
mind to analyze and understand natural
A notable artist in this field was
phenomena [such as] the power and
American Robert Smithson, who,
imperative of irreversibility.” [5]
between 1959 and 1973, wrote several
articles about his interpretation of entropy and its connection to art and landscape
design. [1] Smithson describes his use of entropy in art and landscape in his 1966
essay "Entropy and the New Monuments" and his 1973 interview "Entropy made
Visible". [2] American psychologist Rudolf Arnheim is noted in this field for his
1970s theories on the interpretation of entropy in the psychology of art. [3]
Clausius' 1854 principle of the
equivalence of transformations
(formulation of the second law)
tattoo on forearm, May 2010,
another example of a
thermodynamics tattoo. [6]
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Aruka, Yuji
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In hmolscience, Yuji Aruka (c. 1950-) is a Japanese economist noted for his work in
econophysics and for a number of joint publications in economic thermodynamics with
German physicist Jurgen Mimkes, in which they utilize concepts such as social
temperature, a Carnot theory of wealth, among other subjects. [1]

Education
Aruka completed his BA (1972) and MA (1975) in economics at Waseda University and
PhD in economics, with a thesis on “Essays on Sraffa Model and its Perturbed Systems
of Technology” at Kyoto University in 1999. Aruka currently is an economics professor
at Chuo University.
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Ascendency
In ecological thermodynamics, ascendency, as
distinguished from the standard-spelling dictionary
term ascendancy, meaning “governing or controlling
influence: domination”, is a pseudothermodynamical construct blend of average mutual
information (Atlan, 1974), a concept from
information theory, and Gibbs free energy (in the
form of a modeled analogy), specifically the product
of the former by the "total activity" (sum of all
flows) inherent in an ecosystem. [1] In lay terms,
ascendency is an information theory based version
of Gibbs free energy, posited to represent the
organization driving growth (see: driving force) of
ecosystems. [2]

Etymology

American thermal physicist Daniel Schroeder’s 2000 depiction of
Gibbs free energy in relation to the creation of a rabbit; the citationsource definition of free energy upon which American ecosystem
engineer Robert Ulanowicz models his ecological principle of
ascendency: something that self-organizing, dissipative systems are
hypothesized to optimize in their development over time. [4]

The concept of ascendency was conceived in 1979
by American ecosystem engineer Robert Ulanowicz
who sought to quantitatively extend the biological
information theories of French biophysicist Henry
Atlan (student of Aharon Katchalsky), particularly his concept of “average mutual information”, as explained in his
1974 article “On a Formal Definition of Organization”, wherein Atlan attempts to argue that the time derivative of
Claude Shannon's telegraph line information H-function (an apocryphal claimed version of Ludwig Boltzmann's gas
theory average particle velocity H-theorem):

defines the organization of an ecosystem on the basis of a kinetics of change of information content of a system
under the effects of environmental noise-producing factors accumulated in time. [3] In his own retrospect words, as
explained in a chapter footnote to his 2009 book A Third Window: Natural Life Beyond Darwin and Newton,
Ulanowicz states: [4]
“My method of scaling was not motivated by Bateson’s considerations, about which I was unaware at the time. I had
simply drawn upon my background in thermodynamics to define in analogy to Gibbs or Helmholtz free energies
(measures of the capacity of a system to do effective work [Schroder, 2000]). Both of these quantities take the form
of a scalar measure of the system’s energy multiplied by a logarithmic term (as with AMI) indicative of its
constituents.”
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What is rather ironic or possibly telling is that in spite of the fact that Ulanowicz supposedly has spent four decades
on this free energy based or analogized “ascendency” concept and that his 2009 A Third Window is supposed to be a
verbalized summary of this argument, he completely avoids any discussion of free energy in his book, aside from the
above footnote and a prefaced mention of the origin of the term, which amounts to a comment that "the
mathematical form of mutual information resembled a familiar quantity from thermodynamics called GibbsHelmholtz free energy" (a statement that amounts to the conclusion that ascendency is a thermodynamic
isomorphism).
Beyond this, Ulanowicz fails to differentiate, in his work, between Helmholtz free energy (applicable to volumeconfined [isochoric] systems, e.g. explosive research), which he uses in his 1986 Growth and Development, and
between Gibbs free energy (applicable to volume-changing system, e.g. ecosystems), which he convolutes together in
his 2009 book as "Gibbs-Helmholtz free energy" (which is not even a thermodynamic variable: it's either Gibbs free
energy or Helmholtz free energy) is rather telling that his grasp of thermodynamics or at least ability to present
thermodynamics correctly is very limited—not to mention of the fact that his citation of American thermal physicist
Daniel Schroeder as the go-to source for the definition of free energy (Schroeder’s summary of Gibbs free energy,
depicted above), a relative anon in the thermodynamics community.
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Ashby, Ross
In science, W. Ross Ashby (1903-1972) was an English psychiatrist, mathematician,
neuroscientist, and cybernetician noted for []

Overview
In 1943, Ashby reasoned that: [2]
“An outstanding property of the nervous system is that it is self-organizing, i.e. in
contact with a new environment the nervous system tends to develop that internal
organization which leads to behavior adapted to that environment.”
Ashby followed this up with a concise set of principles of self-organizing systems in
1947, postulating that “a machine can be at the same time (a) strictly determinate in its
actions, and (b) yet demonstrate a self-induced change of organization.” [2] In 1961,
Ashby notes that: “the adjective [self-organization] is, if used loosely, ambiguous, and if
used precisely, self-contradictory”. [2] On the question of organization, Ashby is quoted
as asking the question: “can a system be self-organizing?” To which he answers: “no system can permanently have
the property that it changes properties.” [6]
Ashby, as summarized by American neurological anthropologist Terrence Deacon, defines a self-organizing
system as one that spontaneously reduces its statistical entropy, but not necessarily its thermodynamic entropy—[a
statement that, to note, makes no sense]—by reducing the number of its potential states, and in doing so equated
self-organization with self-simplification. [1] Deacon attributes this entropy self-organization definition to one of
Ashby's 1947 publications; possibly his “Principles of Self-Organizing Dynamic System” (check)? [4] In the 1950s, the
work of Ashby was being incorporated into the writings of those such as American mathematician Norbert Weiner. By
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1960, the term self-organization was being found convoluted with entropy explanations.

Information theory
Ashby's views on entropy, to note, seem to be predominately incorrect, being that at some point he began convolute
his ideas on brain self-organization together with American electrical engineer Claude Shannon’s ideas on
information entropy, in other words he took a ride on the Shannon bandwagon. [3]

Quotes
The following are noted Ashby quotes:
“No organism reproduces itself. The only thing that ever has had such a claim made for it was the phoenix.”
— Ross Ashby (1962),“The Self-Reproducing System” [5]
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Asimov, Isaac
In hmolscience, Isaac Asimov (1920-1992) (IQ:165±|#245), a Ranker greatest mind
(#132|993), was a Russian-born American biochemist turned science fiction writer
noted, in literature thermodynamics, for his 1942 to 1993 Foundation Series, wherein he
outlines a theory he calls psychohistory, through the guise of a character Hari Seldon, a
type of physical science based conceptualization of history, and for his 1956 science
fiction short story The Last Question, on the issue of the fate of humanity in the context
of the heat death of the universe. [1] In 2008, Asimov was listed as the 15th most
translated author of all time. [6]

Social prediction | Foundation Series
In 1942 to 1993, Asimov published his seven volume Foundation Series, a science fiction
story about a character Hari Seldon, a physical science minded mathematician, who
devotes his time to the development of what he calls “psychohistory” (see: two cultures
namesakes), a “science of human behavior reduced to mathematical equations”, as
Asimov describes it; which, as some have pointed out (Ѻ), seems to be similar,
thematically, to Henry Adams' 1908 physico-chemical social dynamics theory of history. [8] The series is chucked full
of a number physical materialism stylized quotes and theories:
“The laws of history are absolute as the laws of physics, and if the probabilities of error are greater, it is only because
history does not deal with as many humans as physics does atoms, so that individual variations count for more.”
— Isaac Asimov (1952), “girl describing Hari Sheldon’s psychohistory”, Foundation and Empire [14]

“Hari Seldon devised psychohistory by modeling it upon the kinetic theory of gases. Each atom or molecule in a gas
moves randomly so that we can’t know the position or velocity of any one of them. Nevertheless, using statistics, we
can work out the rules governing their overall behavior with great precision. In the same way, Seldon intended to
work out the overall behavior of human societies even though the solutions would not apply to the behavior of
individual human beings.”
— Isaac Asimov (1986), “Explanation by character Janov Pelorat” [9]

“Consider the manner in which scientists have dealt with subatomic particles. There are enormous numbers of these,
each moving or vibrating in random and unpredictable manner, but this chaos turns out to have an underlying order,
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so that we can work out a quantum mechanics that answers all the questions we know how to ask. In studying
society, we put human beings in the place of subatomic particles, but now there is the added factor of the human
mind. To take into account the various attitudes and impulses of mind adds so much complexity that there lacks time
to take care of it all.”
— Isaac Asimov (1989), “Hari Sheldon” to Emperor Cleon”, Prelude to Foundation [13]

“Could not mind, as well as mindless motion, have an underlying order.”
— Isaac Asimov (1988), “Emperor Cleon to Hari Seldon” [10]

Siegfried
American science writer Tom Siegfried, in his A Beautiful Math (2006), devotes a significant amount of effort to
stitching out a theoretical elaboration of Asimov’s ideas via a combination of John Nash based game theory and
statistical mechanics. Siegfried explains Asimov's social prediction mindset as follows:
“Trained as a chemist, Asimov knew well that the behavior of gases under different conditions could be calculated
with precision, even though nobody could possibly know what any one of that gas’ atoms or molecules was doing.
And so he reasoned that a sufficiently advanced science could do the same with people.”
As Siegfried summarizes, in respect to the above Foundation quotes of Asimov: [11]
“Put enough people together and the laws of human interaction will produce predictable patterns—just as the
interactions and motion of molecules determine the temperature and pressure of a gas. Describing people as though
they were molecules is just what many physicists are doing today—in effect, they’re taking the temperature of
society.”
Siegfried outlines his social temperature theory, which he says he gleaned form a 2004 paper of American physicist
David Wolpert—likely his “Information Theory: the Bridge Connecting Bounded Rational Game Theory and Statistical
Physics” (Ѻ)—is as follows: [12]
“One of the best ways to take that temperature, it turns out, is to view society in terms of networks. In much the
same way that ‘temperature’ captures an essential property of a jumble of gas molecules, network math quantifies
how ‘connected’ the members of a social group are.”
Siegfried here, to note, is under the (possibly overzealous) view that Nash's game theory (and his Nash equilibrium
model) has the potential to become the "great unifier" between the social scientists and the physical scientists.

The Last Question
In 1956, Asimov, in his The Last Question, through the course of six scenes in the story, taking place in the year 2061,
different characters ask a new computer called Multivac how the threat to human existence posed by the heat death
of the universe can be averted? The last question is: [2]
“How can the net amount of entropy in the universe be massively decreased?”
In each case, Multivac is unable to answer, due to having “insufficient data for a meaningful answer.”

Biographical Encyclopedia
Asimov is often cited as an expert on the second law of thermodynamics, even though he has never written a book
on thermodynamics? [3] This is likely due to his softening of the subject in story form or watered-down explanation.
The following is his 1970 explanation of the second law: [5]
“Another way of stating the second law is: ‘the universe is getting more disorderly!’ Viewed that way, we can see the
second law all about us. We have to work hard to straighten up a room, but left to itself it becomes a mess again very
quickly and very easily. Even if we never enter it, it becomes dusty and musty. How difficult to maintain houses, and
machinery, and our own bodies in perfect working order; how easy to let them deteriorate. In fact, all we have to do
is nothing, and everything collapses, breaks down, wears out, all by itself, and that is what the second law is all
about.”
German physicist Ingo Muller, likewise, uses Asimov, specifically his Biographical Encyclopedia of Science and
Technology (1964), ubiquitously as his main reference in his 2007 A History of Thermodynamics; citing his name in the
text on more pages than any other (aside for Boltzmann and Einstein). [4]
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Asoulism
In -isms, asoulism refers to a denial in a belief in the existence of the soul.

Overview
The term "asoulism" is a relatively new term, seemingly coined by David Weisman (2010) as follows: [1]
“I wish there were a term in the English language that honestly captures the idea that all we experience is due to
brain function. ‘Materialism’ comes close, but is laden with excess metaphysical baggage. The philosopher John
Searle coined ‘biological naturalism’ as a mind-body theory within philosophy, and that comes very close. ‘Asoulism’
is more modest: a simple disbelief in the existence of souls based on evidence.”
— David Weisman (2010), “The Experience of a Unified Mind and the Possibility of an Everlasting Soul are Connected and there is
Scant Evidence to Support the Existence of Either” [2]

Examples of avowed asoulists include: Jean Meslier (1729), Julien la Mettrie (1745), Francois Broussais (c.1820),
Thomas Edison (1824), Kurt Bell (2011), Patrick Fergus (2014), and Libb Thims (2015). A few "skeptical agnostic
asoulists" include: Napoleon Bonaparte (c.1815), Sigmund Freud (sort of: Yes/No; metaphor), and possibly David
Weisman (2010).

Moralism
One tricky issue that compounds the jump to asoulism, is that of "moralism" connected to the theory of the soul,
namely that if one denies the soul, one also, assumedly, must therefore, be an amoralist, i.e. deny the existence of
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"morals" (or justice).

Mortalism
A second, less tricky, issue that compounds the jump to asoulism, is that of "mortalism" connected to the theory of
the soul, namely that if one denies the soul, one also, assumedly, must therefore be an amortalist, i.e. deny the
existence of "immortality" (or afterlife), or variants thereof.

Partial | Asoulism
There exists a middle range of atheists who deny the existence of god but retain a semblance of soul theory; the
following is one notable example:
“There was no wit, no shadow, no nuance, no multi-sidedness, no art, no pleasure or erotic play to be found in its
pages. It denied god, argued that all religions were created out of fear, ignorance, and anthropism; that souls did not
outlive the body; that the world was determined by strict laws.”
— Denis Diderot (c.1769), private complaints on reading Baron d’Holbach’s The System of Nature [3]

Another example is the 1899 evolution-based neuro-soulplasm theory of atheist-pantheist Ernst Haeckel.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“What is the soul, but an empty word to which no idea corresponds?”
— Julien la Mettrie (c.1747/48) [5]

“My mind is incapable of conceiving such a thing as a soul. I may be in error, and man may have a soul; but I simply
do not believe it. What a soul may be is beyond my understanding.”
— Thomas Edison (1924), “Do We Live Again?” [2]

“There's no soul; that’s garbage.”
— Pat Fergus (2014), response statement when Libb Thims told Pat that he was conducting a “What is the Soul Comprised of?”
polling of 36 people; also picked as most-liked answer by vote, Sep 28 [4]

See also
● Abioism
● Achris sm
● Amoralism | Moralism
● Aspiri sm
● Atheism
● Mortalism
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In religio-mythology, Aten’s fingers are
the fingers of the god that writes laws
on granite tablets with "his own
finger", based on the description of the
Egyptian monotheistic pharaoh
Akhenaten's and his son god Aten,
typically depicted in carvings as a sun
disc with many long outstretched
fingers; generally considered the
prototype to Moses' monotheism.

Overview

Left: a depiction Aten's fingers, namely of long outstretched "fingers" (sunrays

The so-called “finger of fod” passages anthropomorphized), of the sun-god Aten, being worshiped in 1330BC by the
Egyptian monotheism-believing pharaoh Akhenaten; which became the "finger of
found in the Bible is reference to
Egyptian pharaoh Akhenaten’s 1330BC god" which wrote the Ten Commandments, in the Bible, as cited by Goethe (1830),
in humor, and American politician William Reed (1838) as a theory or hypothesis
monotheistic Aten (Ѻ) theory of god,
that we need to keep in order to explain political union formation.
whose long stretched out “fingers”,
shown above, were conceptualized as the rays of the sun, a model that was incorporated into passages of the
Christian Bible, in particular the method cited by which the 10 commandments (i.e. 42 negative confessions) were
written onto stone tablets, e.g. Exodus 31:18, Deuteronomy 9:10, among about ten or so other locations. [1]

Goethe
In 1830, German polyintellect Johann Goethe, in a letter to Carl Zelter, mentioned the term "finger" in joking realism
reference to Christian model that the Ten Commandments were carved out on granite tablets with the power of his
own finger: [2]
“Following on what went before, let me tell you in fun, that in my Elective Affinities, I took care to round off the
inward, true catharsis, with as much purity and finish as possible, but I do not therefore imagine that any handsome
fellow could thereby be purged from the lust of looking after the wife of another. The sixth commandment, which
seemed to the Elohim-Jehovab to be so necessary, even in the wilderness, that he engraved it on granite tables with
his own finger,—this it will still be necessary to uphold in our blotting-paper catechisms.”
(add discussion)

Reed
In 1839, American politician William Reed, in his “The Infancy of the Union” address, delivered before the New York
Historical Society, had the following rather religion-siding message to say about the Napoleon Laplace anecdote: [3]
“And how was the Union made? Has it a date, a day or a year, like the declaration of independence or the
constitution? Was it done in convention? Did men come together by some appointment, and deliberate in solemn
council, and ordain a Union? Never. It was the work of time—the natural result of things—the growth of
circumstances, or whatever other plausible, but really unmeaning phrases, may be used as a substitute for an
acknowledgment of God's providence in the destinies of mankind. It is related — we do not vouch for the accuracy of
the story, though we can well believe it: when Napoleon inquired of Laplace, why he had not mentioned God in his
System of the World, the savant replied, because he could dispense with that hypothesis.
In contemplating the political system of our country, there are minds which doubtless would dispense with the
same hypothesis in many particulars, not looking beyond the secondary cause of human agency. But in the formation
of the Union, the hypothesis not only cannot be dispensed with, but it is the only adequate cause that can be offered,
to explain the effects. Let anyone, taking for his point of mental vision the present day, look back to the years, when
the separate companies of the primitive colonists, the hapless followers of the hapless Raleigh at the south, and the
iron-nerved pilgrim band at the north; and though the observer should be Bunyan's Little-Faith, or Mr. WorldlyWiseman, he could scarce fail to trace the controlling power of divine agency. The way was preparing, slowly,
cautiously, laboriously, for an era, in which there was to be a mighty development of the capacity of man for self
political government. The course of events was led on so tranquilly, that there was given no note of preparation to
intimate to human intelligence, what was in reserve at no very distant futurity. The Union was coming on, the chief
great means of achieving a system of popular government on a widely extended territory. The ground was made
ready and the foundations laid, and it only remained for human sagacity to carry out a plan, which, in humble
confidence we may say, was traced by the finger of god.”
This so-called “finger of fod” reasoning behind the formation of the union is cited here by Reed as the “cause” behind
the formation of the American union.
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Atheism
In terminology, atheism is disbelief in the existence of gods or a God (see:
existence of God); the term does not generally, however, saying anything
about alternative belief systems.
“Men think epilepsy divine, merely because they do not understand it. We will
one day understand what causes it, and then cease to call it divine. And so it is
with everything in the universe.”
— Hippocrates (c.400BC)

Atheism, according to Dale McGowan (2013), is atheism is a secular approach
to reaction existence (life) based on the understanding that reality is an
arrangement of physical matter, with no consideration of unverifiable spiritual
forces. [7]

Greek atheism | History
See main: Four horsemen of atheism

In overview, the origin of atheism, in the dominate sense, seems to have originated with the rise of Greek atomic
theory. American theologian and preacher Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758), the third president of Princeton, in one of
his circa 1750 works, refers to Greek atomic theorist Epicurus as the “chief father of atheism.” (Ѻ) Sudanese-born
American philosopher Monydit Maliety, likewise, credits Epicurus as being the "father of atheism". [8] As stated by
English scientific philosopher Francis Bacon in his circa 1601 essay “Of Atheism”: [1]
“Nay, even that school which is most accused of atheism doth most demonstrate religion; that is, the school of
Leucippus and Democritus and Epicurus. For it is a thousand times more credible, that four mutable elements, and
one immutable fifth essence, duly and eternally placed, need no God, than that an army of infinite small portions, or
seeds unplaced, should have produced this order and beauty, without a divine marshal.”
Of the atomic school, Greek philosopher Epicurus is often seen as the champion of atheism owing to his queried view,
often classified as the "problem of evil", that:
“Is God willing to prevent evil, but not able?
Then he is not omnipotent.
Is he able, but not willing?
Then he is malevolent.
Is he both able and willing?
Then whence cometh evil?
Is he neither able nor willing?
Then why call him God?”
which is one of the better known logic disproofs of the existence of God.
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French atheism
When the intellectual salons of France began to
open in the late 18th century, amid the rise of the
encyclopedists, such as Denis Diderot, explicit,
open, and extreme atheism points of view began to
Napoleon & Belief Polled Scientists
emerge.
Napoleon
In 1802, Napoleon Bonaparte, the new leader
Bonaparte
of France, the rising global superpower, both
(1769-1821)
intellectually and militarily, went around to all the
leading scientists of France and queried them about
their religious beliefs and in particular belief in the
existence of God, according to which he found that
they all were atheists. The most direct of these
scientists was Pierre Laplace who when queried in
circa 1802 as to why there was no mention of a
deity in his new Celestial Mechanics, replied
famously "I had no need of that hypothesis." (see:
Gaspard
Joseph
Claude
Napoleon Laplace anecdote)
Pierre Laplace
Monge (1746Lagrange
Berthollet
Napoleon, in the decades to follow, during his
(1749-1827)
1818)
(1736-1813)
(1748-1822)
various debates with others on religion, would
frequently refer back to these early conversations
with Laplace, Lagrange, and the other faculty members of the École Polytechnique, about their convictions that there
is no God, as sorts of anchor points to get his own bearings, right up until his last years. In one debate with his
personal assistant General Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, during the years 1812-1816, on the subject of Gourgaud’s
opinion that staring up at the starry heavens leads one to an amazement and wonder in the greatness of God,
Napoleon replied: [4]
“How comes it, then, that Laplace was an atheist? At the Institute neither he nor Monge, nor Berthollet, nor Lagrange
believed in God. But they do not like to say so.”
This statement, made about the great leading scientists of Napoleon’s day is more or less a verbatim description of
the views held by the leading scientists of our day—nearly all do not believe in God, but do not like to say so. This
issue will be a central focal point of this book. In other words, although scientists no longer believe in God,
considering divine intervention as being an unneeded hypothesis, what exactly scientists do believe remains a bit of
an obscure picture.
Gourgaud went on to comment in rebuttal or rather defense of his Christian beliefs that ‘I own that I believe
firmly in God, and cannot conceive how men can be atheists. To proclaim themselves such seems to me mere mental
braggadocio’. To this abrasive comment, Napoleon retorted:
“Bah! Laplace was an atheist, and Berthollet too. At the Institute they all were atheists, and yet Newton and Leibnitz
were believers. Atheists compare man to a clock; but the clock-maker is a being of superior intelligence. They grant
that creation is the result of matter, as warmth is the effect of fire.”
To pause and reflect on this frank statement, we notice, firstly, a definite century shift in the thinking mindset of the
modern intellectual, specifically from that of a science framed in the workings of a creator God, the Newtonian
universe (1727), to that of a science framed in the workings of a Godless universe, the Laplacian universe (1827).
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American atheism | Separation of church and state
In 1802, Thomas Jefferson famously announced the governmental need for
the separation of church and state. The following are example quotes:
“Question with boldness even the existence of God”
— Thomas Jefferson (date)

“I believe in an America where the separation of church and state is absolute.”
— John F. Kennedy (date)

(add discussion)

Nietzsche | 12-step program
In the late 18th century, Friedrich Nietzsche stated that "God is dead" and that
prophesied that some great intellect in the future, home he referred to as an
uberman, would arise to fill the god void. The following are 12 humorous steps
designed to help one escape the constraints of Judeo-Christianity, i.e. to
become an "uberman": [6]
1. Reject societal ideals and moral codes
2. Create a new set of values and moral ideals.
3. In establishing new ideals, to not rank them according to transcendental categories.
4. Transcend nihilism as presented in the forms of christianity and Platonism.
5. Overcome yourself.
6. Live in a constant state of rebirth and growth, not
looking toward religion or society to determine the value
of things, but looking inward for meaning and beliefs.
7. While aware of life's terrors, affirm life without
A semi-humorous semi-serious Friedrich Nietzsche—the 1882
resentment.
popularizer of the “God is dead” motto—conceptualized
8. Learn to see beyond good and evil.
twelve step will to power program, by PhilosophersGuild.com.
9. Lift up your heart, high, higher! And do not forget your [6]
legs! Lift up also your legs, and better still if you stand
upon your head!
10. Learn, pray you to laugh!
11. Know that there are no eternal facts, nor are there any absolute truths.
12. Eat one Will to Power Bar; the abdomen is the reason why man does not easily take himself for a god.
(add discussion)

Dawkins scale
In 2006, Richard Dawkins, in his The God
Delusion, introduced the so-called Dawkins
scale of belief in the existence of god, a 1-7
scale in its original form or 1-12+, in alternative
forms, according to which the typical "atheist"
tends to fall in the 5 to 8 Dawkins number
range, as depicted adjacent.

Church of Atheism
In 2006, the so-called First Church of Atheism
was launched online allowing people, via local
ordinance laws, supposedly, to be come
The Dawkins number classification scheme range of typical atheism
ordained ministers of the atheis, for the
viewpoints (between agnosticism and beyond atheism).
purposes of weddings, baptisms, etc. The site
was found per key word search: “how to
become an atheist”. [4] The site contains a four-board draft wiki, entitled Good Book Project, started by T. Patrick
Snyder, a type of morality text aiming to replace the Bible, with the following rather humorous outline: [5]
“The Good Book, should give a general outline of major sciences starting with physics (and the big bang), and
including chemistry, mathematics/logic, astronomy, earth science, biology, human evolution, early cultures, a brief
history of the world, then a history of science including major figures. Then the second section would include
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morality/philosophical aspects. This would include the golden rule, encouragement against hatred, and for love and
forgiveness.”
There doesn't, however, seem to be much progress
beyond this humble start. In response to a query: “is it
possible to become [an] ordained [atheist], but still have
different spiritualities?”, Dorian Wallace, of the NYC
chapter, gave the following response: (Ѻ)

The 2006-launched online First Church
of Atheism, which has a few semi-active
MeetUp stylized events and chapters in
a few UC cities. [4]

“I don’t see a problem with that. First Church of Atheism
– NYC is not a set belief system. You must think for
yourself and decide your own spiritual path. The whole point of our group is to:

A. Have a place for important and special ceremonies without the worry of a superstitious deity being brought into it.
B. A place to meet like-minded people and build a support group.
C. A quiet forum for people in religious families or communities in need of a community to talk to about their own
beliefs.
Here we see a number of issues: belief in one type of metaphysics (god) is supplanted by but another variety of
metaphysics (spirituality). Secondly, a so-called "church" without a belief system, does not work as a system that
binds, the Latin ligare "to bind" being the root etymology of the term religion.

New atheism / aggressive atheism
With the inception of the Internet (and the increase in open distribution of information) and in particular following
the 9/11 events, what has been termed “new atheism” or in some respect "aggressive atheism" has come to grip the
teen community as well as the adult community, a movement launched by the publication of American neuroscientist
Sam Harris’ 2004 best-selling book The End of Faith, followed by a courtier of others, including: Richard Dawkins (The
God Delusion, 2006), Victor Stenger (God: the Failed Hypothesis, 2007), Peter Atkins (On Being, 2011), among others.
[2]
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Atheism atrocities fallacy
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In hmolscience, atheism atrocities fallacy, or “Stalin/Hitler
debating point” (Dawkins, 2006), aka the “trump card” (Ѻ) of
anti-atheism debaters, is the assertion, typically employed in
argument, that all large scale mass atrocities of history have
been committed by atheists; the general statement that: Adolf
Hitler (theist), Stalin (Marxist atheist), Mao Zeodong (secular
Confucianist), and Pol Pot (secular Buddhist-Catholic) were all
atheists and accordingly without morals engaged in mass acts of
justified atrocity.
Still from the 2010 video (Ѻ) on how to beat an atheist

Hitler + Nietzsche | Stalin / Mussolini

in debate, point number six being to say "Hitler was an
atheist" therefore godlessness leads to evil.

Of note, Ravi Zacharias (2013) (Ѻ|13:40) asserts that Adolf
Hitler presented copies of Friedrich Nietzsche to Joseph Stalin and Benito Mussolini personally. [3] Likewise, in his The
Real Face of Atheism (2004) (Ѻ), Zacharias states that Hitler posed next to busts of Nietzsche in photos and that
during Auschwitz Hitler, supposedly, said something along the lines of the following; which is said to be hanging on
the wall of one of the Polish prison camps:
“I freed Germany from the stupid and degrading fallacies of conscience and morality. We will train young people
before whom the world will tremble. I want young people capable of violence—imperious, relentless and cruel.”
In other places, however, Hitler seemed evoke morality:
“Secular schools can never be tolerated because such schools have no religious instruction, and a general moral
instruction without a religious foundation is built on air; consequently, all character training and religion must be
derived from faith ...we need believing people.”
— Adolf Hitler (1933), speech made during negotiations leading to the Nazi-Vatican
concordant, Apr 26 (Ѻ)

He also comments how Hitler, in his My Struggles, intermixed Nietzschean
atheism with Darwinian atheism, and to assert the wrongfulness of
interbreeding of weaker and stronger races; or something along these lines.
Philip Eveland (2000) corroborates (Ѻ) on this and moreover asserts that
Hitler visited the Weimar Nietzsche archives several times and consumed
Nietzsche’s philosophy as a baby consumes its mother’s milk; he also points
out that Elizabeth, Nietzsche’s sister, congratulated Mussolini, on the
occasion of his fiftieth birthday for being the ‘noblest disciple of Zarathustra.’
Bernice Rosenthal (2002) also, supposedly, discusses the “common
Nietzschean elements” in the cults of personality of Stalin, Hitler, and
Mussolini. (Ѻ)

Overview
The following are example quotes:

Noted quote by Adolf Hilter wherein, in
his Mein Kampf, Volume one, chapter
two (Ѻ), he stated that he believed that
he was doing the “lord’s work” in fighting
the Jews, something he thought Jesus
Christ had attempted before him.

“Stalin was an atheist and Hitler probably wasn’t; but even if he was, the
bottom line of the Stalin/Hitler debating point is very simple. Individual
atheists may do evil things but they don’t do evil things in the name of atheism.”
— Richard Dawkins (2006), The God Delusion [1]

“I known you feel that religion has been a bane to civilization, but I feel that atheism has, and I will point to the worst
mass-murders in modern times: Hitler, Stalin, Mao, and Pol Pot – all confirmed atheists.”
— Bill O’Reilly (2007), interview with Richard Dawkins (Ѻ)

(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“I admit that the generation which produced Stalin, Auschwitz and Hiroshima will take some beating, but the radical
and universal consciousness of the death of god is still ahead of us. Perhaps we shall have to colonize the stars before
it is finally borne in upon us that god is not out there.”
— Reginald Hollingdale (1971), Thomas Mann: A Critical Study

“The grandfather of Marxian atheism and Freudian atheism is Ludwig Feuerbach, who was first a theologian, then a
Hegelian, and finally an atheistic philosopher.”

Volume One (A-B)
— Hans Kung (1990), Freud and the Problem of God [2]

See also
● Atheism genealogy
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Atheism genealogy
In hmolscience, atheism genealogy refers to the intellectual parentage of the various branches, lines, and
methodologies of atheism.

Genealogy | Tree
The following shows basic roots, branches, and off-shoots of atheism trains of though, i.e. atheism genealogy, in
terms of intellectual parentage in influence:
The following, from the atheism genealogy page, shows the roots of the type of atheism of Thims:
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Freud’s originality—the originality of Freudian atheism—is that his atheism is not just another instance of
philosophical empiricism or scientific positivism, but of an interpretation of personal experience. In this fashion,
Freudian thought comes to be classed along with the thought of Feuerbach, Marx, and Nietzsche.”
— Bernard Lonergan (1973), “Sacralization and Secularization” [1]

“The grandfather of Marxian atheism and Freudian atheism is Ludwig Feuerbach, who was first a theologian, then a
Hegelian, and finally an atheistic philosopher.”
— Hans Kung (1990), Freud and the Problem of God [2]

“Soviet orthodoxy [1917-1986] was shaped as a quasi-religion with Marx as God and the Spirit, Lenin as God the
Father, and the party as collective God the Son.”
— Yuri Tarnopolsky (1993), reflection, as a scientist, i.e. self-defined “human chemist” (or pattern chemist), on his time as a
Russian citizen (1936-86) and Siberian concentration camp days (1983-85), prior to his 1987 immigration to America, amid the
eventual “fall of communism” in 1989 (Ѻ) [3]

“Nietzsche launched a new building project that represents an advance for atheism. Meslier denied all divinity,
Holbach dismantled Christianity, Feuerbach deconstructed god. Then Nietzsche introduced transvaluation: atheism is
not an end in itself. Do away with god, yes, but then what? Another morality, a new ethic, values never before
thought of because unthinkable, this innovation is what makes it possible to arrive at atheism and to surpass it. A
formidable task, and one still to be brought to fruition.”
— Michel Onfray (2005), Atheist Manifesto (Ѻ)
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Atheism quotes
In quotes, atheism quotes are noted statements on or about atheism, atheists, famous atheists, non-believers,
irreligious, and or atheism vs theism, etc., related topics.
“If horses could draw, god would have four limbs and run very fast.”
— Empedocles (c.450), aphorisms (Ѻ)

“Doubt is the greatest torment that a man suffers on earth.”
— Andre Ampere (c.1820), on religious beliefs; “Letter to Friend” (Ѻ)

“It is now quite lawful for a Catholic woman to avoid pregnancy by a resort to mathematics, though she is still
forbidden to resort to physics and chemistry.”
— Henry Mencken (c.1930)

“Waking up in the ‘real world’ — by proving to oneself that god is imaginary [does not exist] — impacts our ethics,
meaning, and significance.”
— Marshall Brain (2015), How God Works (Ѻ)

“Cosmology is a kind of religion for intelligent atheists.”
— Stephen Hawking (c.1962), description (Ѻ) to his wife, when they first met, about himself

“I’m an atheist because at age 15 was told that my rapist gets heaven if he repents and chooses god, but I get hell
even if I’m good but don’t believe.”
— aTashoo (2012), Storify.com tweet (Ѻ), Nov 24

Anti-Atheism | List
The following are agnostic and or theism-siding quotes against atheism:
“A wonder it must be that there should be any man found so stupid as to persuade himself that this most beautiful
world could be produced by the fortuitous concourse of atoms.”
— John Ray (c.1700) (Ѻ)

Atheism | List
The following are newly added atheism quotes:
“The universe, that is the all, is made neither of gods nor men, but ever has been and ever will be an eternal living
fire, kindling and extinguishing in destined measure.”
— Heraclitus (c.500BC), quote in Ludwig Buchner’s 1855 Force and Matter [2]

“Religion is regarded by the common people as true, by the wise as false, and by the rulers as useful.”
— Seneca the Younger (c.50AD), found via mAtheist app (Ѻ)

“Live a good life. If there are gods and they are just, then they will not care how devout you have been, but will
welcome you based on the virtues you have lived by. If there are gods, but unjust, then you should not want to
worship them. If there are no gods, then you will be gone, but will have lived a noble life that will live on in the
memories of your loved ones.”
— Marcus Aurelius (c.160AD) (Ѻ)

“The Bible. That is what fools have written, what imbeciles command, what rogues teach, and the young children are
made to learn by heart.”
— Voltaire (c.1750) [5]

“All children are born atheists; they have no idea of god.”
— Baron d’Holbach (1772), Freethoughts Opposed to Supernatural Ideas [5]

“Those who will not reason are bigots, those who cannot are fools, and those who dare not are slaves.”
— Lord Byron (c.1810)
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“Every time we say that God is the author of some phenomenon, that signifies that we are ignorant of how such a
phenomenon was able to operate by the aid of forces or causes that we know in nature.”
— Percy Shelley (1811), The Necessity of Atheism (Ѻ)

“Gods only excuse is that he does not exist.”
— Stendhal (c.1820), cited by Nietzsche, in Ecce Homo, as “best atheist joke”, saying he was jealous of for not having said it first [3]

“Religion is the masterpiece of the art of animal training, for it trains people how they shall think.”
— Arthur Schopenhauer (c.1830) [4]

“Nature’s operations, as far as we have yet observed them, proceed by inexorable atheistical laws, and every new
discovery of natural laws is a new blow to the tottering dogma of a ‘moral governor’ and mechanical contriver, the
offspring of dark and ignorant ages.”
— E.B. (1851), commentary on John Mackintosh’s “The Logic of Atheism” [1]

“And if the inscription on the ancient pyramid of Sais says, ‘I am all that is, that was, and that will be, no mortal man
has yet removed the veil’, it might be replied thereto, that modern science has removed the veil and has discovered
that force and matter were, are, and will be.”
— Franz Pisko (c.1875), front matter quotes to Ludwig Buchner’s Force and Matter [2]

“Where there are three students of nature, there are two atheists.”
— Ludwig Buchner (1884), Force and Matter (pg. 1)

“In Christianity neither morality nor religion come into contact with reality at any point.”
— Friedrich Nietzsche (c.1885), found via mAtheist app (Ѻ)

“The more the fruits of knowledge become accessible to men, the more widespread is the decline of religious belief.”
— Sigmund Freud (1927), The Future of an Illusion (Ѻ)

“Religion is comparable to a childhood neurosis.”
— Sigmund Freud (1927), The Future of an Illusion (Ѻ); cited by Bo Jinn (loc. 1936)

“I don’t believe in God because I don’t’ believe in Mother Goose.”
— Clarence Darrow (1930), “Speech in Toronto” (Ѻ), found via mAtheist app (Ѻ)

“New motor roads dustless,
The latest steel is rustless,
Our tennis courts are sodless,
Our new religions, godless.”
— Arthur Guiterman (1936), Gaily the Troubadour (Ѻ)

“God is a name that is a cover for nothing more than a mirage.”
— Simone de Beauvoir (c.1950)

“Prayer has no place in the public schools, just like facts have no place in organized religion.”
— Superintendent Chalmers (c.2005), The Simpsons (Ѻ)

“Since the Bible and the church are obviously mistaken in telling us where we came from, how can we trust them to
tell us where we are going?”
— Anon (c.2008), AtheistBlogger.com list of 101 atheist quotes (Ѻ); found via mAtheist app (Ѻ)

“Be religious …. or be smart.”
— Bo Jinn (2013), on new atheism
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Atheism Reviews
In video channels, Atheism Reviews is a 2014launched YouTube channel, by American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (DN=10), an
"extreme atheist and materialist” (Sekhar, 2011)
(Ѻ) or “strong atheist who adheres to a physicsbased morality” (Bossens, 2013) (Ѻ), and possible
co-hosts Pat (DN=9.5), aka "King Atheist", and Art
(DN=2), aka "God Believer", aimed at addressing
atheist, atheism, anti-theism, etc., versus religion
topics and discussions, and critiquing, clarifying,
and most-importantly "correcting" public science
vs religion debates in general. [1]

Mottoes | Thematic
The following are seeming mottoes for review
styles of AR interjections:

Top: the 11 Sep 2014 debut page look to the new Libb Thims launched
“Atheism Reviews” channel (see atheism timeline) aimed at bringing
some order to the growing physical science vs. religious science
debates sprouting up in recent years. The Michelangelo “God vs
Gibbs” icon, shown above, indicative of the new frontline in the
religion vs science debates, the old front line being “Darwin vs God”.
Right: the show logo used as table display during show filming of
reviews, indicative of the gist view that all that exists is atoms and
energy (and god is NOT energy).

“We are living in a totally ridiculous world. We have all kinds of things from horoscopes to Zen Buddhism to faith
healers to religions to what have you. The whole world around us is full of nonsense, baloney, big speak and what
have you. The fact that I'm busy in science has little or nothing to do with religion. In fact, I protect myself, I don't
want to have to do with religion. Because once I start with that, I don't know where it will end. But probably I will be
burned or shot or something in the end. I don't want anything to do with it. I talk about things I can observe and
other things I can predict and for the rest you can have it.”
— Martinus Veltman (2004) interview (Ѻ) with Harold Kroto (quote, 10:05-) (Ѻ)

“One person with a belief is a social power equal to ninety-nine who have only interests.”
— John Mill (c.1855), Publication

“One horse-laugh is worth ten thousand syllogisms.”
— H.L. Mencken (c.1940) [6]

“Every great action is extreme.”
— Francois la Rochefoucauld (c.1865) (Ѻ)

“One of the reasons we atheists have to be loud and assertive is that we are floating alone in a vast sea of
ignorance.”
— Paul Myers (2008), on the so-called atheist misconception [4]

“Pull no punches. If you think I’ve gone off the track let me have it straight.”
— Anon (1950), engineering student (Ѻ) querying Einstein on religious-free “purpose”

“It takes the latter half of all of one’s lifetime to unlearn the falsehood that was instilled into us during the earlier
half. Generation after generation we learn, unlearn, and re-learn the same lying legendary lore. Henceforth, our
studies must begin from the evolutionist standpoint in order that they may not have to be gone over again.”
— Gerald Massey (1883), The Natural Genesis

“The clash between atheism and religion has become the defining battle of the 21st century.”
— Nick Spencer (2014), Atheists: the Origin of Species (Ѻ)

“There is no God! There is no God! I came to America so I could say that. In my country [Iran], they will kill me if I say
it.”
— Sadegh Simorgh (2014), response following query by Libb Thims of “Are you a Muslim?”, to which he first responded “On my ID
card”, to which Thims responded “What do you mean?”, Oct 31

In other words, in AR interjections, the aim will be to tell it like it is, speaking straight from the shoulder, pulling no
punches.
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God’s energy vs Gibbs energy
See also: God vs Gibbs

A central focus of Atheism Reviews channel, central host Libb Thims
being an “assassin of God” (Albert Camus, 1942) “in training”, in the
great lineage of trained assassins, from Schopenhauer to Nietzsche,
and possibly Weininger, is to usurp God’s energy with Gibbs energy
(see: Gibbs landscape).
“What do you call the person who trains the assassins of God?
Goethe.”
— Libb Thims (2014), mental reflection note, from posts #42-44, in thread
“You can be smart and believe in God?” (Nov 9) on the focus of the Atheism
Reviews channel, 10:29AM CST Dec 18

“God is not a magician with a magic wand.”
— Pope Francis (2014), speech, Oct 27 (Ѻ) (Ѻ) (V)

The adjacent diagram is a Gibbs energy vs God’s energy diagram,
modified from the human free energy of formation page.

A Gibbs energy vs God’s energy diagram,
modified from the human free energy of
formation page, outlining the gist of the
overarching aim of the Atheism Reviews
channel.

Mental disjunct
A focus of the channel will be to help amend the following 5,000-year-old and ongoing mental disjunct, which, as the
old saying goes, has us "walking backwards into the 21st century":

Namely, the disjunct between our 3100 BC religio-mythology
transcription and syncretism belief system roots, and the 1923
modern chemical thermodynamics belief system upgrade, as Gilbert
Lewis famously clarified.

Molecule formation | Godless
The following shows, top right, shows the formation of a molecule
of dicarbonide C2, from two carbon C atoms, demonstrated via the a
floating magnets (Ѻ) model, which amounts to but a change,
towards stability, in geometrical arrangements of protons and
electrons, i.e. "matter", namely fermions (quarks and leptons), held
together "forces", namely: bosons (photons):
A comparison between a carbon-carbon and a
human-human bond forming reaction, both of
which are godless, involving but changes in
proton-electron photon interaction dynamics.

which, scaled up, is no different than when people, as “proton-electron configurations” (George Lundberg, 1939),
form dihumanide molecules in marriage, mergers during times of economic deflation, or coalitions during times of
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war. In both cases, atomic-level and human-level, there is no so-called “god”, god principle, or god theories involved.
Beliefs converse to this are but reverse-thinking ingrained teachings accrued past the eclipse of Greek philosophy,
following the burning of the Library of Alexandria, from whence humanity fell into the dark ages in thinking for some
1,500-years. Those who would seek to invoke god theory or god talk into this picture are but straight "retarted", not
in the sense of belonging in the special education class, but retarted in the sense of being impeded in thinking by
some near two millennia.

Time length | Aim
An aim, in regards to video length, knowing that debates tend to go into the 1 to 2-hour range, will be to break up
debate discussions into digestible viewer consumption bites, aiming for finished reviews to be in the 4 to 7-minute
range, symbolic of the four horseman of atheism and the seven visible planets, behind the numbering of the seven
god-themed days of the week: Moon’s day (Mon), Mars’ day (Tue), Mercury’s day (Wed), Thor’s day [day of Jupiter]
(Thu), Frige’s day [day of Venus] (Fri), Saturn’s day (Sat), Sun’s day (Sun); or on a high end to go up to 13-minutes, the
number of months in years having a blue moon; of if need be, to go up to 42-minutes, the number of negative
confessions involved in the weighting of the soul, which in Christianity rewrite terms became the number of
generations between God (Ra) and Jesus (Osiris-Horus). Another aim, is to stylized AR uploads into an "equals three"
(Ѻ) viral debates critique and commentary format, i.e. pick three hot debate interjections, per upload, and analyze
them per Ray William Johnson attention grabbing format.

Atheism channels
See main: Top YouTube atheism channels

The following are a selection of the
top ten of top "atheism channels" in
YouTube that upload some debatelike videos, and or atheism
discussions or topics, ranked by
views per sub (v/s):
Left: YouTube was launched on 14 Feb

1. The Atheist Voice (6 Jun 2013)
2005 after which atheism channels
7.2M views | 100K subs (72 v/s)
and communities began to emerge
and form, one of the earliest being
2. GenerationXeroFilms (18 Jun
2008) 1.2M views | 14K subs (85 v/s) The Amazing Atheist, launched in
3. Evid3nc3 (8 Nov 2007) 4M views | 2006.
42K subs (95 v/s)
Right: a 1 Oct 2014 photo of the new
4. Christina Rad (20 Sep 2008) 10M
Atheism Reviews broadcast table,
views | 99K subs (101 v/s)
showing molecules-to-man evolution,
5. CultOfDusty (9 Dec 2008) 19M
on the left, and God vs Gibbs conflict,
views | 179K subs (106 v/s)
on the right.
6. AronRa (24 Aug 2006) | 13M views
| 110k subs (118v/s) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
7. FactVsReligion (13 May 2008) 3M views | 25K subs (120 v/s)
8. JaclynGlenn (22 Mar 2011) 16M views | 237K subs (126 v/s)
9. The Thinking Atheist (27 May 2009) 23M views | 181K subs (127 v/s)
10. The Atheist Experience (30 Sep 2008) 16M views | 122K subs (131 v/s)
(add discussion)

IQ | Studies
In respect to IQ and religiousity, firstly, 2013 meta-analysis studies, find that religious people tend to be less
intelligent, i.e. have a lower general intelligence, that atheists: specifically, team led by Miron Zuckerman of the
University of Rochester found “a reliable negative relation between intelligence and religiosity” in 53 out of 63
studies. (Ѻ) Secondly, 2010 Pew research polls, found, via polls multiple answer testing on basic religious questions,
find that atheists have a higher “religious IQ” than religious people. (Ѻ)
“Many much-learned men have no intelligence; said another way, there are many who know many things, yet are
lacking in wisdom.”
— Democritus (Ѻ)

Morality | Studies
In respect to morality and religiosity, 2014 studies find that religion doesn’t make people more moral. (Ѻ) Likewise, a
2002 study of religion and public life found that “irreligious tend to be more ethical than their religious peers,
particularly compared with those who describe themselves as very religious.” (Ѻ)
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Playlist
See main: Atheism Reviews playlist

The following are the slated first videos for Atheist Review productions, the "IJ"
short for interjection points:
1. Atheism timeline | Video
2. Review: Sam Harris and Michael Shermer vs Deepak Chopra (2010) (Ѻ)
IJ1:1:24 (ontic opening); IJ2: 2:29 (new age, quantum consciousness,
thermodynamics); IJ3:2:56 (woo woo physics, Ryan Grannell) (Ѻ); IJ4:4:14 (nonlocality, connected universe); IJ5:5:07 (ad homonym); IJ6:5:55 (credentiality,
Buffett number, Moriarty-Thims debate, 8-degrees problem [George Scott];
IJ7:7:19 (Einstein: “Science without religion is lame, religion without science is
blind”); IJ8:7:32 (Hawking: “It would be very difficult to explain how the
universe should [“would” Chopra] have begun in just this way except as the act
of a God who intended to create beings like us”, anthropic principle); IJ9:7:51
(misattribution, anachronism [Robert Doyle]); IJ10:8:08 (God-given: insight,
inspiration, creativity, free will, conscious choice, imagination … “are your
neurons doing that or are you doing that?”); IJ11:8:36 (personal god), IJ12:9:23
(closeted atheists issue: 95 percent of AAS members are atheists, but “they do
not like to say so” as Napoleon found); IJ13:10:27 (public embarrassment). [3]
Location: Caltech. Date: 23 Mar 2010. Topic: the question: "Does God Have a
Future?", presented by ABC's Nightline. Participants: Sam Harris and Michael
Shermer vs Deepak Chopra and Jean Houston. Moderator: Dan Harris.

Left: a depiction of Baron d’Holbach’s
famous “all children are born atheists”
quote, about how religion is ingrained
into the mind at birth, and how, as
Gerald Massey (1883) points out, “it
takes the latter half of all of one’s
lifetime to unlearn the falsehood.”
Right: the first introduction video to
Atheism Reviews made on 15 Sep
2014.

(add discussion)

Thims | Extreme atheist
The long and the short of American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims' belief system is that he believes in
chemical thermodynamics over that of the Bible, and
has since been characterized by his religious debater
antagonists as an "extreme atheist" and materialist or
strong atheist, among labels. In terms of implicit and or
explicit atheism-touching precursor book publications,
three draft-level publications, shown adjacent, include:
Purpose? (in a Godless universe) (2011), Elective
Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded (2012),
and Chemical Thermodynamics: with Applications in the Three of Atheism Reviews channel founder Libb Thims
Humanities (2013), each presently unfinished, are each unfinished draft manuscripts, each touching on either implicit
and or explicit atheism concerns and issues. [2]
barred up, so to speak, with the Gordian knot issue of
God’s embeddedness in the minds of people, i.e. it is
not so easy in social mechanics, as Laplace did with his 1802 celestial mechanics, to dismiss the god issue, with the
passing off-hand statement “I had no need of that hypothesis” (see: Napoleon Laplace anecdote). [2]

Nye-Beg goad | Origin | Etymology
See also: Atheism timeline

The Atheism Reviews YouTube channel was launched or rather initiated, by American electrochemical engineer Libb
Thims, on 11 Sep 2014, ironically, by coincidence, on the 13th anniversary of the 2001 9/11 attack, an act which
ushered in the so-called “new atheism” era, a significant stopping point on the atheism timeline, the slated-to-be first
video for the new channel. At some point prior to this, Thims began discussing, with his outspoken atheist friend
Pat—who to note, when queried on 20 Apr 2014, about what, on the Easter’s day, as an atheist, he believes in,
responded with: “Energy. You have sex, there’s friction … that’s heat. Then a baby shoots out. It’s all energy. The
sun's a giant orgasm. Like if you see a hot girl ... and she's soo hot, you can't even touch that s**t. You're like
daaammn! ”—the possibility of doing a YouTube channel entitled “Atheist Dialogues”, with “Traveling Atheist”
segments, etc. On circa July 7th, Pat suggested to Thims that he and his younger brother, aka “Junior Atheist”, a
recent law school graduate, come over on Monday July 14th to discuss atheism. This prompted Thims into the idea
that the three of them go the Wisconsin Dells waterparks, drink some beers, ride the lazy river, sit in the hot tub, and
discuss atheism in the form of a first annual “atheism convention”. This plan actualized, albeit with the exception that
Art, aka “God Believer” (DN:2) came, along with two other girls and one guy, who were typical Americans, i.e.
religious, in some form or another, in place of Junior Atheist, and owing to the new dynamics—e.g. one girl was
deeply religious (her eyes began to water when godlessness was mentioned)—partying ensued and not much
atheism was discussed.
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The possible tipping point for the visualized need
for such a channel seems to have been the circa
May/Jun 2014 comment by Dave (DN:6), pictured
adjacent, to Libb Thims, “hey have you seen the
new Bill Nye vs Creation museum guy debate?”,
after which, Thims saw how utterly failing Nye,
an electrical engineer like Thims, was in
addressing Ken Ham’s concerns and objections,
e.g. citing nearly childlike evidence of counting
California tree rings as being evidence that the
earth is more than 5,000-years old. The first
rebuttal in the Bill Nye vs Ken Ham was also one
of the goads into the launch of Atheism Reviews;
as one reviewer put it fairly aptly: (Ѻ)
“Nye seemed to embody the typically naive
scientist-type about to debate the religious for
the first time: ‘Science is obviously right’, ‘this
guy’s beliefs are obviously cuckoo’, so ‘what, me
worry?’ Nye strikes me as totally unprepared for
the type of tactics he is about to encounter, and
he speaks at a pace 3-times slower than the
average creationist debater, so you can just see
the creationist audience ticking off all of Ham’s
arguments he won’t get to.”

Atheism Reviews host Libb Thims, known as an extreme atheist (2011),
at 2:41 AM Aug 25th 2014, trying to get Pat, aka King Atheist, Atheism
reviews co-host, to “pray to God”, on one of the ten knee-pad extending
Korean church chairs the good Lord gracious gave us [i.e. the one’s Libb
swiped from the alley a few hours before the party] the night of the 4th
Annual Summer Party. In the back: party goers Dave throwing up his
Christian “C” gang signs, and, in the middle: Lawrence keepin’ it real!
Numbers shown being each person's self-estimated number on the
Dawkins scale of belief in the existence of God. Top right: the Atheism
Reviews recording studio, the molecular evolution table shown at right;
photos of Johann Goethe (1784), Erasmus Darwin (1794), Etienne SaintHilaire (1833), the three core "pre-Darwianian" evolutionists, and
Charles Darwin (1859). Bottom right: the Atheism Reviews Adidas Polo
T-shirt (Ѻ) with molecules-to-man evolution AR logo, worn by host Libb
Thims and co-host Pat. A "Keep Calm and Trust God" shirt (Ѻ) was
ordered for God-believers.

The 9 Sep 2014 Mirza Beg dialogue, post #22,
about whether or not recanting his Islamic
beliefs, in part, in order to side with an atheist
physical chemistry description of the humanities
would “drive him insane”, trigged Thims into writing the articles: insanity and genius, God is dead, Gibbs energy, God
vs Gibbs, and in turn the atheism timeline, the viewing which seemed to trigger into inception the Atheism Reviews
channel. Atheism Reviews, in some sense, is a spinoff of the 2007-launched Google Partnered channel Human
Chemistry 101 (1K+ subscribers, 2M+ views), which tended to draw subscribers from three areas of interest, namely:
a. Hmolscience
b. Genius rankings
c. Atheism / Religio-mythology
Some of the historical atheism-centric / religio-mythology videos from the 61+ videos made so far via this channel,
view counts as of 12 Sep 2014, include:
● What’s your Dawkins number? (1 Nov 2011) | 2,061+ views
● Egyptology of Jesus Christ (8 Dec 2010) | 1,785+ views
● Life-death cycle (21 Mar 2011) | 548+ views
● Feynman on existence and purpose (11 Nov 2010) | 35,646+ views
● We can’t just come from nothin’ (5 Nov 2010) | 492+ views
● God = mythology (4 Nov 2010) | 1,248+ views
Atheism Reviews is aimed to be a channel focused on the latter subject, the atheistic view being implicit, in the
former channel, made explicit in the new channel, aimed centrally at giving peer review to the growing physical
scientists vs religious philosopher debates, seen emerging in recent years, including: English physical chemist Peter
Atkins vs William Craig (1998), American physicist Lawrence Krauss vs Deepak Chopra (2013), and American electrical
engineer Bill Nye vs Ken Ham (2014), American biomedical scientist Jaclyn Glenn vs Muslim (2014), and English
biologist Richard Dawkins vs everybody, particularly after the publication of his The God Delusion (2006), to name a
few; not to mention digressions on general “hot topic” atheism issues and dialogues seen in recent years.
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New atheism
The following is an image of some of the so-called "new
atheists" of recent years, showing, from left to right:
American comedian Penn Jillette, astrophysicist Neil
Tyson (technically an agnostic, per self-declaration),
American comedian Bill Maher, an self-labeled agnostic A depiction of some of the so-called "new atheists" making
noted for his film Religulous (2008), American physicist headlines into the 21st century.
Lawrence Krauss, an atheism advocate, debater, and
writer (A Universe from Nothing, 2012) since at least 2009, British-born American Christopher Hitchens, a writer (God
is Not Great, 2007) and debater, American Sam Harris, an author (The End of Faith, 2004), who wants to jettison
Christianity and Islam for Eastern spirituality, American Darwinism writer Daniel Dennett, noted for his Darwin’s
Dangerous Idea (1996) and Breaking the Spell (2007), English biologist Richard Dawkins, the leading 21st century
atheism debater, known for his The Selfish Gene (1976), The Blind Watchmaker (1986), and The God Delusion (2006),
English comedian Ricky Gervais, a popular atheism quote poster boy, so-to-say, and Somalian-born Dutch screen
writer and atheist activist Ayaan Hirsi Magan Ali, known for her views critical of Islam, practices of circumcision and
female genital cutting also known for her screenplay for Theo van Gogh's movie Submission which led to death
threats, resulting in the director's murder. While the above group is commendable for paving the way, one of the
inherent issues with this group is none are trained the physicochemical sciences, hence their punches lack power.

Progress report
The following shows the developmental timeline of the Atheism Reviews channel:
● 11 Sep 2014 – Initiated channel at YouTube.
● 14 Nov 2014 – Intro + 5 videos: 416 views |
10 subs (42 v/s) | 40± views/day.

Descent into idiocy
See main: Creationism scientists ranked by idiocy

The following is a general rule of thumb motto
in regards to AR mindset:
“We do not have to visit a madhouse to find
disordered minds; our planet is the mental
institution of the universe.”
— Johann Goethe (1830), variant (Ѻ) of
conversations (Ѻ)

In other words, ventures into "religion vs
science" debates tend, more often than not, to
be a "decent into idiocy":
One of the inherent problems of engaging—for scientists in
“I lost 5 IQ points reading Strobel's book, which particular—into religion vs science, filled with “god talk” laced
was nothing more than mindless propaganda.” debates, is that it invariably becomes a straight drop into idiocy
— Anon (2003), commentary on Strobel’s The Case
For Christ (Ѻ)

land, discussions beyond inanity (see: creationist scientists ranked
by idiocy), and nonplus. [5]

tending towards discussions soaked with inanity, filled with talk of "flying horses", e.g. Muslim Mirza Beg (2014) (Ѻ),
battling with physicochemical materialist Libb Thims, and "walking on water", e.g. Christian William Gladstone (1894)
(Ѻ), battling with materialist Thomas Huxley, and also objection raised by Iranian-born American Christian (Isho) to
Thims (2014), among other possible examples in the so-called "impossibilities debate", as Gladstone seemed to name
the topic. The Christian kid in first slated video, e.g. cited American atheist turned pastor and journalist Lee Strobel's
2004 The Case for a Creator, cover shown below (left), with title overlaid on images of molecules, which in turn, per
Google "people also searched for" recommendations, shown below (right), leads to more idiocy, namely 20 more
books advocating for god theory in the face of modern science:
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Atheism terminology
In terminology, atheism terminology refers to []

List
The following is a work-in-progress A-to-Z listing of relevant terms related to atheism:
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Definition

A
The denial or disbelief of the existence of life (e.g. life does not exist; defunct theory of
life); see: atheism types by denial and belief.

1.

Abioism

2.

Accommodationist
e.g. Brian Greene (Ѻ)
atheist

3.

Achristism

4.

Aggressive atheist Someone who is very “aggressive” with their atheism, e.g. Pat Condell. (Ѻ)(Ѻ)

5.

Agno-atheist

6.

Agnostic

7.

Agnostic atheist

(Ѻ) (Ѻ)

8.

Agnostic labeled
atheist

Someone who self-identifies as "agnostic" but is labeled by the public as atheist, e.g. Neil
Tyson or Carl Sagan.

9.

Agnostic soft
atheist

One who is not 100% sure about a lot of things, in the universe, but is highly skeptical. (Ѻ)

10.

Agnosticism

11.

Anti-theist

Someone, e.g. Christopher Hitchens [DN:7] [5], who believes that religion poisons
everything and should therefore not just be declined but actively opposed (Ѻ). [3]

12.

Applied atheist

(Ѻ)

13.

Apophatic atheist

[11]

14.

Asoulism

The denial or disbelief in the existence of the soul; see: atheism types by denial and
belief.

15.

Asoulist

Someone who denies the existence of the soul, e.g. Jean Meslier (1729), Julien la Mettrie
(1745), Francois Broussais (c.1820), David Weisman (2010) (possibly), Kurt Bell (2011),
Patrick Fergus (2014), and Libb Thims (2015); along with "skeptical agnostic asoulists",
e.g. Napoleon Bonaparte (c.1815).

16.

Athe-agnostic

Some who is a 20/80 blend of atheism and agnosticism, e.g. Brad Pitt, quote: "I'm
probably 20 percent atheist and 80 percent agnostic." (Ѻ)

17.

Atheism

The denial or disbelief in the existence of god.

18.

Atheism atrocities The assertion that all major atrocities of the world, from mass killings to genocides, are
the result of communities loosing belief in the existence of god.
fallacy

19.

Atheism
genealogy

A genealogy showing the roots of all main brands of atheism.

20.

Atheism Reviews

A 2014-launched YouTube channel launched by Libb Thims aimed at reviewing atheism vs
theism debates and dialogues, and other atheism-related topics.

21.

Atheism timeline

22.

Atheism types

23.

Atheism types by
denial and belief

24.

Atheist

25.

Atheist apologist

26.

Atheist exchristian

27.

Atheist ex-hindu

28.

Atheist ex-muslim (Ѻ)

The denial or disbelief of the existence of Jesus Christ; see: atheism types by denial and
belief.

(Ѻ)
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29.

Atheist
misconception

30.

Atheist rabbit hole

31.

Atheist’s Bible

32.

Atheist’s creed

33.

Atheistic morality

A morality system that does not involved the premise of existence of god or related god
terms or god talk.

34.

Atheism
genealogy

A genealogy of the various intellectual roots and branches of the main types or brands of
atheism; see: atheism types by denial and belief.

35.

Avowed atheist
[DN:7]

Someone who has admitted and stated in public that they are an absolute atheist, e.g.
Baron d’Holbach (1770) (see: atheism timeline) [9]; the densest avowed atheists are
those who do so publically, privately, verbally and in print and have it carved on their
tombstone; and or submitted, or who submit that their work so atheistic that it be
“translated into Latin and then buried in the ground, so to avoid censorship, corruption,
and or destruction”, by the religiously ignorant, so to correctly await discovery of super
enlightened minds of the future (e.g. John Stewart).

36.

Axiological atheist [10]

B
37.

Belief

38.

Believer

39.

Bible vs physical
science (conflicts)

40.

Buchnerian
atheism

The brand of atheism of German physician-physicist Ludwig Buchner (1824-1899); see:
atheism types by denial and belief.

C
41.

Christianity

42.

Christian captain
parable

43.

Closet atheist

Someone who is in the closet about their atheism beliefs.

44.

Constructive
atheist

[10]

45.

Creationism
scientists ranked
by idiocy

46.

Crypto-atheist

Someone whose work, e.g. Thomas Hobbes and Leviathan (1651) (see: atheism timeline)
is presents a type of coded atheism. [6]

D
47.

Dawkins number

48.

Dawkins scale

49

Deconversion

50.

De-facto atheist
[DN:6]

See: Dawkins scale [2]

51.

Dogmatic atheist

[11]

52.

Epistemological
atheist

[10]

53.

Evangelical atheist e.g. Ludwig Buchner (label: "father of German atheistic evangelism")

E
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54.

Evolution vs
creationism in
education

55.

Existential
atheism

56.

Explicit atheism

Someone, e.g. Democritus, who “explicitly” states in their work, philosophy, or argument
that they “reject” and deny the existence of god; or assumed and stated explicitly that
such an entity does not exist. [7]

57.

Explicit negative
atheist

[3]

Extreme atheism

One who has a belief system or belief state “extremely” nullified, devoid, and on the far
right hand side of the Dawkins scale, i.e. devoid of belief in the existence of god (and god
concepts, e.g. soul, spirit, life, death, free will, etc.)—often someone who employs
extreme materialism (e.g. Ludwig Buchner or Julien la Mettrie) and or extreme mechanist
(e.g. Henry Carey) in Stark classification—which, in the 19th century terms, would refer to
someone who only believes in the existence matter and energy in various states of
vacuum, or in 20th century terms, would refer to someone who only believes in the
existence of fermions and bosons and the interactions and bound states they produce;
and or someone who writes with an extreme “frenzied anger” (e.g. Jean Meslier).

59.

Faithist

An atheist, sometimes referred to as an “accommodationist”, who seeks common ground
with religious believers despite differences. [3]

60.

Famous atheists

61.

Feuerbachian
atheism

The brand of atheism of German anthropologist philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach (18041872); see: atheism types by denial and belief.

62.

Firebrand atheist

The type of atheism which advocates people openly and proudly saying “I’m an atheist”
rather than the weaker “I’m not religious” sideskirting response of the 20th century (Ѻ);
and or a type of aggressive no-holds-barred atheism, according to which point one is:
“tell the truth about religion, with the emphasis on the ‘telling’; done, albeit, supposedly,
in such a way that it’s the person under attack knows that it’s the ‘religious beliefs’ that
are being attacked NOT the person; it’s a straight forward no daisies pronouncement that
“religion is a lie—all of it—that’s the truth. Respect is earned, and religion hasn’t earned
any”; and point two is “don’t’ feign respect for the respectful, i.e. you don’t respect
religion that don’t give it respect.” (David Silverman, c.2011) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

63.

First true atheist

64.

Founding fathers
fallacy

65.

Four horsemen of
atheism

66.

Freudian atheism

58.

F

The brand of atheism of Austrian psychiatrist Sigmund Freud (1856-1939); see: atheism
types by denial and belief.

G
67.

God

68.

God is dead

69.

God void issue

70.

Godless

71.

Goetheanism

72.

Gibbsianism

H

A work, theory, or philosophy free from suppositions of the existence of god, god theory,
or god talk.
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73.

Hard-core atheist

74.

Haught disbeliever

75.

History of atheism

76.

Holbachian
atheism

The brand of atheism of French materialism philosopher Baron d’Holbach (1664-1729);
see: atheism types by denial and belief.

77.

Humanist atheist

(Ѻ)
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(Ѻ)

I
78.

Implicit atheism

79.

Implicit atheist

One who doesn’t believe in any gods but hasn’t consciously rejected such belief; though
not in all cases (see: implicit atheism). [7]

80.

Implicit negative
atheist

[3]

81.

Intellectually
fulfilled atheist

The type of atheism made logically tenable after Darwin; according to Richard Dawkins
(1986). (Ѻ)

82.

Intentionally
abrasive atheist

An atheist who specifically likes to create friction and abrasion when interacting with
theists, e.g. charlidog2 (Ѻ)

Journey atheist

[11]

King Atheist

The powerful atheism type of Patrick Fergus (DN=9.5); someone who rebels against their
parent’s religion starting in youth (his family religion was Irish Catholic); someone who is
against all religions and dogma as absurd, even to the point of being no-holds-bared
sacrilegious, e.g. burning a pile of wooden crosses, religious god figurines (e.g. Diagoras
chopping up a wooden statue of Hercules to boil his turnips, or burning a pile of your
Jewish friend’ kippahs (skull caps) in a fire (Fergus), etc.; and who is constantly talking
about atheism and daily working to convert all of his friends to atheism, e.g. often times
staying up all night talking till the break of dawn trying to convince their friends of the
illogicalness of religion.

Legendary atheist

Someone who is a “legend” in atheist community and in the theistic community, e.g.
Ludwig Feuerbach, Sigmund Freud, and Karl Marx (Ѻ) (Ѻ); see: top 100 atheists for more.

J
83.

K

84.

L
85.

M
86.

Marginal atheist

87

Marxian atheism

The brand of atheism of German dialectical materialism philosopher Karl Marx (18181883); see: atheism types by denial and belief.

88.

Meslierian
atheism

The brand of atheism of French priest-philosopher Jean Meslier (1664-1729); see:
atheism types by denial and belief.

89.

Militant atheist

An atheist hostile to religion, e.g. Friedrich Nietzsche. (Ѻ)

90.

Mortalism

The denial of the existence of the afterlife; and denial of the soul-without-body after
death; see: atheism types by denial and belief.

91.

Movement
atheism

Those atheists who are “on board” with the atheism movement and ignore the various
kinds of atheists who are uninterested in it or hostile to it; there are four kinds: secularist
atheists, identity atheists, evangelical atheists, and constructive atheists. (Ѻ)

92.

Negative atheist

aka weak atheist or implicit atheist. [10]

93.

New atheist

Someone who identifies with one or more of the views of new four horsemen of atheism.

94.

New atheism

N
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95.

Newtonianism

96.

Nihilistic atheist

[10]

97.

Nietzschean
atheism

The brand of atheism of German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900); see:
atheism types by denial and belief.

98.

Nonbeliever

O
99.

Objective morality

100. Open atheist

Someone who is "open" and out about their atheism beliefs; e.g. Ryan Grannell.

Ostwaldian
atheism

The brand of atheism of German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald (1853-1932); see:
atheism types by denial and belief.

102.

Philosophical
unbeliever

e.g. Matthew Turner (1782) (see: atheism timeline) [6]

103.

Physicochemical
atheism

Atheism derived directly from physical chemistry; e.g. Goetheanism, Ostwaldian atheism,
Thimsian atheism.

101

P

104. Positive atheist

aka strong atheist or explicit atheist [10]

105. Practical atheist

[10]

106.

Pure agnostic
[DN:4]

Impartial agnostic. [2]

107.

Q
108.

R
Redford
109. deconversion
model
110.

Reductionary
atheist

[10]

111. Reluctant atheist

An atheist who is looking for good reasons to reject atheism and return to religious (e.g.
Christian) heritage. (Ѻ)

112. Rumored atheist

Someone rumored to be "atheist", e.g. Barack Obama, whose father was an admitted
atheist before he was born, or Adolf Hitler (Ѻ) who is frequently misattributed as the as
the chief atheist of the atheism atrocities fallacy.

S
113.

Schopenhauerian
atheism

114. Scientific atheist

115.

The brand of atheism of German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860); see:
atheism types by denial and belief.
The type of atheist who bases their beliefs and non-beliefs squarely on scientific fact;
someone not so concerned with a specific doctrine, but is quicker to point out that the
myths that most religions provide as a foundation have no logical, scientific proof to back
them up, e.g. Ludwig Buchner, Karl Marx, and Vladimir Lenin (Ѻ). [8]

Scientific
e.g. Lawrence Krauss (Ѻ)
evangelical atheist

116. Semi-atheist

Someone, according to Geoffrey Blainey, like Benedict Spinoza, who believes that natural
laws explain the workings of the universe. [4]

117. Secular atheist

e.g. Thucydides (Ѻ)
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An upgrade from “freethought”, but less derisive or more preferable to some than
“atheism”; meaning indifference to or rejection or exclusion of religious considerations;
coined by George Holyoake in 1851. [1]

119. Soft atheist
120. Staunch atheist
121.

Stewartian
atheism

122. Strong atheism
123.

A semi-recent British term,; seemingly synonymous with “strong atheist”.
The brand of atheism of Scottish/English moral philosopher John Stewart (1749-1822);
see: atheism types by denial and belief.
Someone who is “strong” in their atheism beliefs, and is cited or described as such, e.g.
Libb Thims (Bossens, 2013) (Ѻ); sometimes synonymous with: positive atheism or explicit
atheism. (Ѻ)

Subjective
morality

124.

T
125. Thimsian atheism

The brand of atheism of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims; see: atheism
types by denial and belief.

126. Top 100 atheists

U
127.

Unapologetic
atheist

e.g. Stephen Fry (Ѻ)

128.

Under-the-radar
atheist

The type of atheist that Sam Harris (Ѻ) self-identifies as (note: closet "spiritual atheist"
would seem more apt).

129. Utilitarianism

A type of calculus of greatest happiness secular morality system; largely advanced by
English moral philosopher John Mill (1806-1873).

V
130.

W
131.

Weak atheist
[DN:5]

Agnostic but leaning towards atheism. [2]

132.

Weak theist
[DN:3]

Agnostic but leaning towards theism. [2] Someone very uncertain, but inclined to believe
in god; e.g. Blaise Pascal, noted for Pascal's wager, DN:3.4 (estimate), is said to be
between weak atheist and pure agnostic. [5]

X
133.

Y
134.

Z
135 Zeitgeist

A 2006 viral film documentary by Peter Joseph, which asserts, via citation to Dorothy
Murdock and Gerald Massey, in a round-about-way, without coming exactly to a
concluding point, that Jesus Christ is a rewrite of the Horus myth (correctly: Jesus is
rewrite of the Osiris myth, i.e. the father of Horus; whereas Horus, the “lawgiver”,
became “Moses” the lawgiver”).
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Atheism timeline
In timelines, atheism timeline, or “timeline of atheism”, refers to dates, periods, or times of significant atheist or
atheism events, incidents, happenings, and or movements.

Timeline
The following is a work-in-progress timeline of atheism:
http://www.eoht.info/page/Atheism+timeline

Atheism types
In terminology, atheism types refers
label-clarifiers of types of atheists
and or atheism adherents.

Discussion
The number of ways people label
themselves or label others in respect
to types or shades of disbelief in God
or gods is extensive and elaborate.
Some atheist labels or statements of
disbelief can be affixed with beliefs; a
famous example being Thomas
A depiction of some common types of atheism, the most common stereotype being
Jefferson, and oft-cited atheist, self- that atheists are nihilists and don't believe in anything.
describing himself in 1819 and 1820
as an “Epicurean materialist” and moral philosopher.

List
The following is a work-in-progress listing of atheism “types”, types of atheism, i.e. variants of namesake disbeliefs in
the existence of god, ranked generally from weak or marginal to strong or extreme, fitted loosely to the Dawkins
scale, i.e. showing equivalent Dawkins number (DN) in column three:
#

Type

Weak theist

DN

Examples | Description

3 Agnostic but leaning towards theism
e.g. Blaise Pascal, noted for Pascal's wager; DN:3.4 (estimate) [7]

Pure agnostic | .
20/80 atheagnostic

4 Impartial agnostic

e.g. Brad Pitt, quote: "I'm probably 20 percent atheist and 80 percent agnostic." (Ѻ)
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Agnostic soft
atheist

One who is not 100% sure about a lot of things, in the universe, but is highly skeptical.
(Ѻ)

Faithist

An atheist, sometimes referred to as an “accommodationist”, who seeks common
ground with religious believers despite differences. [5]

Soft atheist
Semi-atheist

e.g. Benedict Spinoza

Agnostic labeled
atheist

e.g. Neil Tyson

Weak atheist

5 Agnostic but leaning towards atheism

Rumored atheist

e.g. Adolf Hitler (Ѻ) and Barack Obama

Crypto-theist

e.g. Thomas Hobbes (1651) (see: atheism timeline) [1]

Reluctant atheist

An atheist who is looking for good reasons to reject atheism and return to religious (e.g.
Christian) heritage.(Ѻ)

Under-the-radar
atheist

e.g. Sam Harris (Ѻ), albeit here a closet "spiritual atheist" would seem more apt.

Philosophical
unbeliever

e.g. Matthew Turner (1782) (see: atheism timeline) [1]

Implicit atheist

One who doesn’t believe in any gods but hasn’t consciously rejected such belief. [5][3]

Accommodationist
atheist

e.g. Brian Greene (Ѻ)

Secular atheist

e.g. Thucydides (Ѻ)

De-facto atheist

6

Open atheist

e.g. Ryan Grannell

New atheist

One who has kinship with the new four horsemen of atheism.
e.g. Richard Dawkins (DN=6.45), claims a “6 but leaning toward 7” in The God Delusion
and “6 or maybe 6.9” (6.45 avg) in interview (Ѻ) with Bill Maher. [4]

Aggressive atheist

e.g. Pat Condell (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

Explicit atheist

e.g. Democritus and the other Greek atomic theorists [3]

Anti-theist

e.g. Christopher Hitchens (Ѻ), a DN=7 estimate [7]; one who believes that religion
poisons everything and should therefore not just be declined but actively opposed. [5]

Scientific atheist

e.g. Karl Marx and Vladimir Lenin (Ѻ)

Avowed atheist

7 e.g. Baron d’Holbach (1770) (see: atheism timeline) [2]

Militant atheist

e.g. Friedrich Nietzsche (Ѻ)

Legendary atheist

e.g. Ludwig Feuerbach, Sigmund Freud and Karl Marx (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

Strong atheist

e.g. Libb Thims (Bossens, 2013) (Ѻ)

Staunch atheist

e.g. Ludwig Feuerbach [8] (Ѻ)
8
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Extreme atheist |
Historical

e.g. Julien la Mettrie, Ludwig Buchner,
9

Intentionally
abrasive atheist
Extreme atheist |
Modern

e.g. charlidog2 (Ѻ)

10

e.g. Libb Thims (Sekhar, 2011) (Ѻ); self-assigned (2009) Dawkins number ten on 2006
Dawkins scale.

(add discussion)

Evangelistic atheism
The following are examples of the sub-category of evangelical atheism:
● Scien ﬁc evangelical atheist | e.g. Lawrence Krauss (Ѻ)
● Evangelical atheist | e.g. Ludwig Buchner (label: "father of German atheistic evangelism")

Uncategorized
The following are other newly-added uncategorized atheism namesakes:
Implicit negative atheist [5]
Explicit negative atheist [5]
Marginal atheist
Closet atheist
Agnostic atheist (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
Agno-atheist
Atheist apologist (Ѻ)
Humanist atheist (Ѻ)
Atheist ex-muslim (Ѻ)
Atheist ex-christian
Atheist ex-hindu
Aggressive atheist
Applied atheist (Ѻ)
Hard-core atheist (Ѻ)
English atheism writer Michael Palmer lists the following atheist types: [9]
Constructive atheist
Epistemological atheist
Practical atheist
Nihilistic atheist
Axiological atheist
Reductionary atheist
Negative atheist (weak atheist or implicit atheist)
Positive atheist (strong atheist or explicit atheist)
Others include:
Journey atheist [10]
Apophatic atheist [10]
Dogmatic atheist [10]
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Atheism types by denial and belief
In atheism, atheism types (by denial) refers to weighted ranking of the
various 20+ classical and neo-modern "brands" of atheism, near-atheism,
and proto-atheism, ordered by density of number of denials (god, afterlife,
soul, spirit, life, etc.) and concordant belief (morals, free will, chance,
determinism, dualism, monism, etc.) if known. Adjacent is the GoetheSchopenhauer-Nietzche triad; the main knowledge conduit of modern
morality and meaning based atheism.

Overview
The following table shows a work-in-progress ranking of the various "types"
of atheism (see: atheism types), and proto-atheism (or near-atheism)
varieties, ranked by "level of denial", i.e. the more foundationless (religiomythology rooted) dogma a thinker denies the more of an extreme atheist
they are; shown also are respective and concordant beliefs (if promulgated):
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Atheism | God does not exist
The term “atheism”, whether implicit atheism or explicit atheism, is a very-loaded word; which is a result of the fact
that the term “god” itself is concept-heavy term, hence, when one denies god, what exactly the person is "denying"
can have different meanings, depending on the denier. Two different people, e.g., may self-identify as "atheist", and
assume they are on the same page, but may later come to find that whereas one denies "god, soul, spirit, and
afterlife", the other denies "god and afterlife" but not spirit or soul, which often becomes syncretize into some blurry
new age personal concept; hence the former may not see the latter as true atheist (say of the Jean Meslier variety).

Achristism
The term “achristism”, meaning to deny the existence of Jesus Christ; or in some cases to assume he existed, as a real
person, that walked the earth from 0-33AD, but to deny his divinity (e.g. Einstein) or trinity (e.g. Newton)—seems to
have been coined by English nonconformist clergyman Philip Henry (1631-1696) in his last years: [8]
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“What you write of the paralyzing atheism of the town, I am afraid is too true; but what do you think of such a thing
as achristism? I am sure Ephesians 2:12 (Ѻ) mentions both. How many are there that own a god, and worship him,
that have no regard to Jesus Christ in doing so; as if we could come to him, and have to do with him, and receive from
him, without a mediator! How is he then 'the way?' Hath he not said, 'No man cometh unto the father but by me?' Is
he the way to those that do not walk in him, or an advocate to those that do not employ him?”
— Philip Henry (1694), “Letter to reverend Francis Tallents”, Aug 13 [8]

The following is a straightforward example of an “achristist” denial that he existed:
“I have dictated thirty pages on the world’s three religions; and I have read the Bible. My own mind is made up. I do
not think Jesus Christ ever existed.”
— Napoleon Bonaparte (1817)

Other examples, Napoleon aside, of achristists include: Count Volney (1791) (Ѻ)(Ѻ), Thomas Jefferson (1823), Libb
Thims (2003), among others. One can become an achristist via study of religio-mythology, especially religiomythology transcription and syncretism, and or possibly by logic deduction, e.g. that miracles are impossible, etc. An
achristist, to note, is not to be confused with “antichrist” (Ѻ); conceptualized, in the Bible, as a false messiah, a figure
of concentrated evil, who will face Jesus Christ in his prophesized second coming; one example being Friedrich
Nietzsche’s 1888 interpretation of the “antichrist” (Ѻ) term, which has its own unique meaning.

Abioism | Life does not exist
Abioism is a rather newer term, coined by Libb Thims (2015); examples of abioists include: Thims, Alfred Rogers,
Ferris Jabr, Jeff Tuhtan, Patrick Fergus; near-abioists include: Charles Sherrington, Francis Crick, Albert Szent-Gyorgyi,
and Henri Atlan.

Asoulism | Soul does not exist
Asoulism is a relatively new term, coined by David Weisman (2010); as follows:
“I wish there were a term in the English language that honestly captures the idea that all we experience is due to
brain function. ‘Materialism’ comes close, but is laden with excess metaphysical baggage. The philosopher John
Searle coined ‘biological naturalism’ as a mind-body theory within philosophy, and that comes very close. ‘Asoulism’
is more modest: a simple disbelief in the existence of souls based on evidence.”
— David Weisman (2010), “The Experience of a Unified Mind and the Possibility of an Everlasting Soul are Connected and there is
Scant Evidence to Support the Existence of Either” [2]

Examples of avowed asoulists include: Jean Meslier (1729), Julien la Mettrie (1745), David Weisman (possibly), Kurt
Bell (2011), Patrick Fergus (2014), and Libb Thims (albeit not denying the premise of non-supernatural quantifiable
"right" and "wrong" movement, e.g. moral movement theory).

Mortalism | Afterlife does not exist
Mortalism seems to have two distinct meanings associated with it. Firstly, one associated with an outright denial of
the existence of an afterlife; such as summarized below:
“Not all those who denied the existence of an afterlife—the mortalists—were atheist, the history of atheism and that
of mortalism are closely connected.”
— David Berman (2007), “Unbelief during the Enlightenment” [1]

Secondly, is one that is "soulism" inherent, i.e. a belief in the existence of the soul, but such that the soul ceases to
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exist when the body ceases to exist; or other variants along these
lines. Einstein, e.g., denied afterlife, denied the soul without a body,
but didn't directly deny the soul with a body (see: Einstein on the
soul).

Belief | Quotes
The following are relevant belief-related quotes:
“One’s theological holdings [can be divided] into two classes: those
for which a man would go to the stake, and those for which a man
would not go to the stake.”
— Edwards A. Park (c.1870)

“For the second law [of thermodynamics], I will burn at the stake.”
— Heinz London (c.1933), comment made to H. Montgomery during his time
at Harwell [10]

“The belief state of an obscure lump of molecules wandering around
a remote corner of England is of no importance whatsoever
epistemologically speaking.”
— Barry Barnes (1998), response to David Mermin whether he “might
perhaps be into astrology” [9]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Spinoza’s equation ‘god = nature’ is self-contradictory, and must be seen as a subterfuge. After all, Spinoza’s motto
was ‘be prudent’. Consequently, the vulgar characterization of Spinoza as a pantheist is incorrect: he was a secret
atheist because he was a naturalist. The same holds for Einstein, who once declared that his religion was Spinoza’s,
i.e. none.”
— Mario Bunge (2010), Matter and Mind: a Philosophical Inquiry [7]

See also
● Top 100 atheists
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In terminology, atheist is a person who does not believe in the existence of god or gods; and does not believe in the
existence of one God viewed as the creative source of man and the world who transcends yet is immanent in the
world. [1]

Atheist types
See main: Atheism types

(add discussion)

Non-metaphysical belief systems
A non-metaphysical belief system, is a belief system or belief state rooted in principles or creeds (see: atheist's creed)
that are non-metaphysical.
(add discussion)

Atheistic belief systems | Types
See main: Godless belief systems

The typical "atheist" tends to fall in the 5 to 8 Dawkins scale number range. Once a person admits to being an atheist
or thereabouts, the question that immediately comes to the fore, is what that person does believe in, i.e. what that
person's non-deity based belief system is — being that “atheism”, by definition, is not a belief system, though some
would like to conceive that it is. Some, such as as atheist Thomas Jefferson, who characterized himself in letter as an
"Epicurean materialist" (1820), historically, have opened up publicly about their godless belief system. The following
is a list of known belief systems or philosophies adhered to by atheists:
Belief system |
Godless

Date

Description

Example Believer[s]

Spiritualism

2700BC

"spirit" based
belief system

Imhotep

Heraclitean (Ѻ)

475BC

"flux and fire"
belief system

Heraclitus

Materialism

460BC

Empedoclean

420BC

Basis

Leucippus
4 elements + 2
forces
belief system

Empedocles (Ѻ)

"pleasure
principle"
belief system

Epicurus, Amafinius, Horace—whose famous
statement Carpe Diem ("Seize the Day"), supposedly,
illustrates the philosophy—Lucretius, Virgil, Julius
Caesar, Pierre Gassendi, Denis Diderot, Jeremy
Bentham, Christopher Hitchens, and Michel Onfray.
(Ѻ)

Epicureanism

270BC

Cartesian atheist

1660

Spinozan

1676

Newtonian
atheist

1686

Pierre Laplace

Epicurean
materialist

1820

Thomas Jefferson

Existentialism

1841

Soren Kierkegaard [technically, he was a Christian]

Darwinian

1859

Nihilism

1882

Friedrich Nietzsche

Carnotian

1906

H.G. Wells | Quote: “He was a practical electrician
fond of whiskey, a heavy, red-haired brute with

Standard
model

Atomic
theory

Franciscus van den Enden (Ѻ)
"god or [=] nature"
Benedict Spinoza, Albert Einstein
belief system

Second
law
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irregular teeth. He doubted the existence of a Deity
but accepted Carnot’s cycle, and he had read
Shakespeare and found him weak in chemistry.” [3]
Partetian (Ѻ)

1914

Lawrence Henderson, Bernard DeVoto

Gibbsian

1935

Lawrence Henderson
A "materialist"
advocating
understanding of
nature

Marxist-Leninist
atheism (Ѻ)

1917

Meaninglessness

1937

Aldous Huxley

Existential
nihilism (Ѻ)

1943

Jean-Paul Sartre (Ѻ), Martin Heidegger, Jacques
Derrida

Objectivism

1957

Ayn Rand (Ѻ)

Purposelessness

1986

Peter Atkins (Ѻ)

Pointlessness

1988

Steven Weinberg (Ѻ)

Pastafarianism
(Ѻ)

2005

Goetheanism

2011

Vladimir Lenin
Second
law

Second
law

A [physics]
Bobby Henderson
creationism-parody
Ofer Po (Ѻ)
belief system
A one nature
[physicochemical]
humanism mixed
with physicalism Libb Thims (Ѻ)
mixed with
materialism belief
system

Atomic
theory
+
Combined
law

Other terms include: physicalism and (add) which need placement above, somewhere. Many will vacillate on the
question of atheism for "fear of death", as some have commented, hence maintaining some type of residual theistic
belief system (e.g. spiritualism). Some, as of late, in rejection of traditional religion, will self-describe themselves as
"spiritual but not religious" (Ѻ) and or "spiritual atheist", the latter of which seems to be but a bend over backwards
neoplasmic code variant for some type of spirit or soul based theism.

Notes
Some, will float in the gray area on the existence of god question: Albert Einstein, in response to this query, would
always reply I do not believe in a "personal god", meaning that he held some type of Benedict Spinoza based "god =
nature" conceptualization in his mind.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Atheism is so senseless and odious to mankind that it never had many professors.”
— Isaac Newton (c.1700), A Short Scheme of the True Religion (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

See also
● Atheism timeline
● Creationism scientists ranked by idiocy
● Famous atheists
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4. Buckley, Michael J. (1990). At the Origins of Modern Atheism (GBa) (pg. 69) Yale University Press.
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External links
● 50 Top Atheists in the World (2011) – TheBestSchools.com.
● Category: American atheists – Wikipedia.

Atheists
In existographies, atheists, as compared to theists, are individuals who have identified as people not having belief in
the existence of god and or deny that god exists; some noted atheists, famous atheists, and or top 100 atheists; along
with atheism-related individuals are listed in the adjacent drop menu.

Quotes
See also: Atheism quotes

The following are noted “atheists” (plural) related quotes:
“The atheists are for the most part impudent and misguided scholars who reason badly, who, not being able to
understand the origin of evil, and other difficulties, have recourse to the hypothesis of the eternity of things and of
inevitability.”
— Voltaire (c.1780) [1]

“Atheists express their rage against god although in their view he does not exist.”
— C.S. Lewis (1950) (Ѻ)

References
1. Voltaire. (1764). Philosophical Dictionary (translator: H.I. Woolf) (Ѻ)(Ѻ). Knopf, 1924.

Atheist rabbit hole
In terminology, atheist rabbit hole refers to the perception in
reality change, and concordant action change in behavior and
person hood, that accrues in the mind, of the transforming
agnostic or atheist, and their beliefs or belief states, as he or
she ventures into the notorious puzzling and vexing questions
surrounding incongruent beliefs one was taught as child and or
adhered to by the population in which one resides, in efforts
to find a more accurate working model of existence; in
general, the more one “denies” (see: atheism types by denial
and belief), in regards to assumed “truths”, asserted by
religion, albeit those without any logical foundation, or
A Matrix-stylized depiction of the door into the atheist
evidence, and or with known mythological foundation, the
rabbit hole, namely, right: take the “blue pill”, retract
deeper one will go into the rabbit hole.

Schopenhauer

back to faith-based and or dogma-based notions of
secular vacuous reality, and remain in what Alan Watts
(Ѻ) calls the “here kitty kitty” world of hoop jumping
mentality; or left: take the “red pill”, i.e. begin to
question if what you've been told is real and what is not,
and therein begin to engage into a modern reality-based
philosophy as modern experimentally determined
scientific method accumulated evidence indicates and as
logic and reason abide.

One example is Arthur Schopenhauer [HD:21][FA:55][TA:10],
who became Germany’s first open and avowed atheist, who
following his transformation from born-into-culturally
Lutheran Christianity, into a young adult logical atheism
mindset, via Goethe, began to called all of his dogs,
confusingly, by the same name: “Atma”, the Hindu name for
the supreme and universal soul, from which all individual souls arise, owing to his theory of individuality, which
maintained that in lower animals there was little individuality (Ѻ); the logic of which, in modern terms, being the
great chain of being reductionism ideology that humans derive from hydrogen atoms [below that fermions and
bosons] which have identical individuality.

Stewart
Another example is John Stewart [FA:42][TA:2] who because of his own derived godless "moral motion" philosophy,
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became a pacifist type of vegetarian per his new morality system.

Thims
A third example is Libb Thims [FA:42][TA:2] who purely through belief that thermodynamics is behind the prediction
and determination of reactions, whether hydrogen-hydrogen or human-human (e.g. male-female reactions), together
with extensive research in religio-mythology deconstruction, in 2009 arrived at the view that a walking talking
human, as a molecule, just as near-atheist Jean Sales deduced in 1789, is not "alive" anymore than is any other type
of molecule, H20, CO2, DNA, etc., walking (see: walking molecule) or not, owing to the deduction that if one believes
that one is a "living" type of matter, chemical, or molecule, then, via continuity (e.g. molecular evolution table; great
chain of being) one also has to adhere to the belief that the hydrogen atom is alive, and likewise assume,
concordantly, that sub-atomic particles (e.g. fermions and bosons) are alive, in some sense, which is an "absurdity",
i.e. a type of panbioism belief deduction that when out of fashion with Nikola Tesla, the last semi-intelligent person
to adhere to such a methodology. This deduction, along with rejection and denial of the six main "denials" of the
modern extreme atheist (see: atheism types by denial and belief), is the so-called "bottom of the rabbit hole" where
one comes eye-to-eye with the hydrogen atom as kin. Accordingly, debates or discussions with Thims often result in
the "rabbit hole" phrase being brought up.
A noticeable repercussion of this new "rabbit hole viewpoint", being that Thims, prior to 2007-2009, during
which period the question of "less-alive" smaller 4-element molecules giving rise, via chemical synthesis, to morealive 5-element RNA-molecules, started to become absurdly paradoxical, used to spend a certain amount of time
each day absorbed in thought every time he drove by a local Bohemian National Cemetery, vexed by the question of
what happens to a person when the “die” from a thermodynamic point of view; after 2009, when he arrived at the
defunct theory of life purview, a repercussion of which being that if one is not alive, any more than is a hydrogen
atom, then one cannot die, just as a hydrogen atom cannot die, the issue left his mind, as misaligned problem, a
result of cultural religious indoctrination. Also, in 2012-2013, the JHT open review process became so clogged up with
atheism rabbit hole debates that the project has sidetracked.

Depth | Debates
Of note, the debates seem to be much more vehement between two atheists already partially in the rabbit hole, e.g.
atheist Karl Marx vs extreme atheist Ludwig Buchner, anti-spiritual materialism deist Ludwig Boltzmann (Ѻ) vs
avowed atheist Arthur Schopenhauer, or extreme atheist Libb Thims vs Dawkins number six atheist Philip Moriarty
(see: Moriarty-Thims debate); the latter of which can be compared to Thims vs Islamic theist Mirza Beg (see: BegThims dialogue), the latter of being insecure about his faith was more cautiously tentative with his scientific
arguments.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“There’s a point where you’re un-tethered from the beliefs of your childhood. That point came for me when it was
finally clear my religion didn’t work for me. I had questions about Christianity that I could not get answered to my
satisfaction, questions that I’d been asking since I was in kindergarten. I realized it didn’t feel right to me, that one
question just led to another. It was like going down a rabbit hole, each answer provoking another question. There
were things I didn’t agree with.”
— Brad Pitt (2011), “Interview in Parade magazine” (Ѻ), Sep [1]

“You've got the right idea there, but the rabbit hole goes much deeper, for one you have to expunge the word
*living* from your mindset. The idea that something can have *life* is an Egyptian theological theory, adopted via
modern religions, into the mind of everyone, albeit a theory that is not supported by the science of chemistry. A
person can be reactive, but not alive (nor dead); the same is true of any other atom or molecule.”
— Libb Thims (2011), comment to ionrocket (Ѻ)

“Re: your article (Ѻ), I don’t know if this is a rabbit hole you want to go down, but when you start talking about
“molecular ecosystems” (things supposedly “not alive”) mixed in with the search for the “origin of life” (things
supposedly “alive”) sooner or later you will run into the defunct theory of life perspective. Namely, that the concept
of “life” is a type of residual mythology trying to force its way into chemistry and physics. The following links will give
you some guidance on this, being that your preface is soaked with defunct anthropomorphisms (“self-propelled
organic systems”, “living matter”, “emergence”, etc.). our term “self-propelled organic systems”, e.g., translates as
"perpetual motion carbon-based system", which are impossible (as are all perpetual motion machines).”
— Libb Thims (2012), dialogue (Ѻ) on Jeffrey Wicken with Danish origin of life scholar Richard Egel (Ѻ), Feb 26
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Atheist misconception
In terminology, atheist misconception refers to commonly conceptualized
ideas or pictures, often held in the mind of theists, about atheists, regarding
how they visualize atheists seeing or thinking the universe, in respect to
human affairs and or meanings, e.g. viewing atheists as “lonely nihilists who
believe in nothing” (Myers, 2008), or “not able to believe in love” (anon
artist, image shown), or amoral or without morals, etc.

Fallacy
The following, summarized by atheism historian Michael Palmer (2013), is
example of the so-called “atheist fallacy”, the assumed conclusion that
without god in mind existence thereby becomes meaningless, purposeless
and without point: [2]
“It is a common assumption of religious faith that, without God, life is
essentially meaningless and purposeless, with human beings condemned to
the depressing and uninviting prospect of the compost heap.”
This is the co-called "god void issue". Palmer goes on to state:
“With God’s death [Nietzsche, 1882], meaning has been relocated.”

A 2008 DevianArt depiction by a theist
(Ѻ) of their conception, or rather
misconception, of an atheist, as someone
who believes in nothing, not even love,
morals, purpose (or sense of purpose), or
meaning. [1]

Palmer goes on to quote from Albert Camus and his atheist rendition of the myth of Sisyphus as seeming
reconciliation of the issue.

Creeds
A reaction, so to say, to some of these atheist misconceptions, have been published statements by atheists, called
"atheist's creeds", about what, exactly, he or she does believe in, if not god.
“The very pith of the Atheist’s Creed is contained in once sentence, which concists of only two words. Or, like every
other creed, it is a negative throughout. ‘No God!’”
— W.T. Marris (1883), “Sermon”, at Grosvenor Street Wesleyan Chapel (Ѻ)

(add discussion)

References
1. (a) Myers, Paul Z. (2008). “Actually, it’s theists who believe in nothing, quite fervently” (Ѻ) (Ѻ), Pharyngula,
ScienceBlogs.com, Mar 7.
(b) PZ Myers – Wikipedia.
2. Palmer, Michael. (2013). Atheism for Beginners: a Coursebook for Schools and Colleges. Lutterworth Press.

Atheist’s Bible
In terminology, Atheist’s Bible is a term,
arisen in the 18th century, and thereafter,
referring to a book that supplants religious
belief for naturalism, materialism, physicalism,
chemicalism, physicochemicalism, and or a
physicochemical-materialism based view of
nature, via a godless mode of logic.

Overview
Greek atomic theorist Lucretius's On the
Nature of Things, has been mentioned as an
"atheist's bible", as has Thomas Jefferson's
supernatural-events expunged so-called
Jefferson's Bible. [2] The first main mention of
a book referred to as an “Atheist’s Bible”,
generally cited (Ѻ)(Ѻ), is Baron d’Holbach’s
1770 The System of Nature, which was banned
and even publicly burned. [1] The most-widely
cited “atheist’s bible”, historically, has been

French materialism philosopher Baron d’Holbach’s 1770 The System of
Nature, the most-cited representation of an "Atheist’s Bible"; other solabeled “Atheist Bibles include: Thomas Paine’s The Age of Reason (1794),
Thomas Hobbes’ Leviathan (1651), William Reade’s The Martyrdom of Man
(1872), and Bertrand Russell’s Why I’m Not a Christian (1927).
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English-born American political activist and philosopher Thomas Paine’s 1794 The Age of Reason, characterized as a
vicious attack on religion. (Ѻ) (Ѻ) Thomas Hobbes’ 1651 Leviathan, as some times been supposed, has been
associated with the term “atheist’s bible. (Ѻ) British historian-philosopher William Reade’s 1872 The Martyrdom of
Man: From Nebula to Nation, in the 19th century, was conceptualized as an “atheist’s bible”. (Ѻ) Bertrand Russell’s
1927 essay book Why I’m Not a Christian, has been referred to as an “atheist’s bible”. (Ѻ)

See also
● Atheism timeline

References
1. History of atheism – ArgumentsForAtheism.com.
2. Looking for an Atheist’s Bible (2015) – Reddit.com/r/AskPhilosophy.

Further reading
● Konner, Joan. (2007). The Atheist’s Bible. Harper Collins, 2009.
● Linsley, Geoﬀ. (2008). The Atheist’s Bible: How Science Eliminates Theism (thermodynamics, 8+ pgs) (Ѻ). iUniverse.
● Minois, Georges. (2009). The Atheist’s Bible: the Most Dangerous Book That Never Existed (Le Traite des trois
imposteurs: Histoire d’un livre blasphematoire qui n’existait pas) (translator: Lys Eiss). University of Chicago Press,
2102.

External links
● The Skeptic’s Annotated Bible – SkepticsAnnotatedBible.com.

Atheist’s creed
In terminology, atheist’s creed refers to a set of fundamental beliefs, or guiding principles, held by an atheist, at least
one of which must be a belief that god does not exist. Some examples of atheist creeds are listed below. Atheist
creeds, said another way, are published statements by atheists, about what, exactly, he or she does believe in, if not
god.

Apostles’ creed | God-version
In circa 390BC, the so-called “Apostles’ creed” originated, supposedly, in a letter by Ambrose to Pope Siricius, which
stated: “Let them give credit to the Creed of the Apostles, which the Roman Church has always kept and preserved
undefiled.” (Ѻ) The modern version of which, oft-recited in modern Church, is the following: (Ѻ)
“I believe in God, the father almighty, creator of heaven and earth.
I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord.
He was conceived by the power of the Holy Spirit and born of the Virgin Mary.
He suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died, and was buried.
He descended to the dead.
On the third day he rose again.
He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of the Father.
He will come again to judge the living and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Spirit,
the Holy Catholic Church,
the communion of saints,
the forgiveness of sins,
the resurrection of the body,
and the life everlasting. Amen.”
(add discussion)
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Adams’ creed
See main: Adams creed

In 1863, American thinker Henry Adams (SN:2), writing to his intellectual friend Charles
Gaskell, outlined his views on he intuited a universal theory of existence, applicable, in
a one nature manner, atoms to humans: [1]
“Everything in this universe has its regular waves and tides. Electricity, sound, the wind,
and I believe every part of organic nature will be brought someday within this
law. The laws which govern animated beings will be ultimately found to be at bottom
the same with those which rule inanimate nature, and as I entertain a profound
conviction of the littleness of our kind, and of the curious enormity of creation, I am
quite ready to receive with pleasure any basis for a systematic conception of it all. I look
for regular tides in the affairs of man, and, of course, in our own affairs. In ever
progression, somehow or other, the nations move by the same process which has never
been explained but is evident in the oceans and the air. On this theory I should expect at about this time, a turn
which would carry us backward.”
Adams's wasn't to note, it seems, and out and out atheist, but rather his work was "atheism implicit".

Russell | Godless-version
In 1925, British mathematician and philosopher Bertrand Russell gave his semi-creed
like noted "I believe" statement by:
“I

believe that when I die I shall rot, and nothing of my ego will survive.”

— Bertrand Russell (1925), “What I Believe” (Ѻ); quoted in Richard Dawkins’ 2006 The God
Delusion (pg. 354)

(add discussion)

Jonath's grandmother | Jewish atheist's creed
In circa 1947, the atheist Jewish grandmother of American materials scientist engineer
Arthur Jonath, as told to him when at aged 12-16 he queried his grandmother about
what, as an atheist, she believed in, stated the following creed: [5]
“I believe in oxygen, without it you die; I believe in the sun; without it you die.”
This response acted as a trigger that sent Jonath on a search in the decades to follow for the “prime mover”, as he
says, e.g. by studying comparative religions, via Huston Smith, comparing eastern vs western religions, and thereafter
coming to grasp, at the basic level, the idea of entropy and the inevitability of its increase, and therein “replaced the
concept of a god with the concept of entropy” as he reflected in 2009 retrospect.

Turner’s creed
In 1993, English poet and music journalist Steve Turner (Ѻ) penned a seeming moral
relativism creed, oft-cited by a number of people, including Ravi Zacharias (2013) (Ѻ)
who uses it as an example of what the generic Marx-Freud-Darwin atheist believes: (Ѻ)

We believe in Marx, Freud and Darwin.
We believe everything is OK
as long as you don't hurt anyone,
to the best of your definition of hurt,
and to the best of your knowledge.
We believe in sex before during
and after marriage.
We believe in the therapy of sin.
We believe that adultery is fun.
We believe that sὀdomy's OK
We believe that taboos are taboo.
We believe that everything's getting better
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despite evidence to the contrary.
The evidence must be investigated.
You can prove anything with evidence.
We believe there's something in horoscopes,
UFO's and bent spoons;
Jesus was a good man just like Buddha
Mohammed and ourselves.
He was a good moral teacher although we think
his good morals were bad.
We believe that all religions are basically the same,
at least the one that we read was.
They all believe in love and goodness.
They only differ on matters of
creation sin heaven hell God and salvation.
We believe that after death comes The Nothing
because when you ask the dead what happens
they say Nothing.
If death is not the end, if the dead have lied,
then it's compulsory heaven for all
excepting perhaps Hitler, Stalin and Genghis Khan.
We believe in Masters and Johnson.
What's selected is average.
What's average is normal.
What's normal is good.
We believe in total disarmament.
We believe there are direct links between
warfare and bloodshed.
Americans should beat their guns into tractors
and the Russians would be sure to follow.
We believe that man is essentially good.
It's only his behavior that lets him down.
This is the fault of society.
Society is the fault of conditions.
Conditions are the fault of society.
We believe that each man must find the truth
that is right for him.
Reality will adapt accordingly.
The universe will readjust. History will alter.
We believe that there is no absolute truth
excepting the truth that there is no absolute truth.
We believe in the rejection of creeds.
Later he added the following "chance" post-script: (Ѻ)(Ѻ)
If chance be the father of all flesh,
disaster is his rainbow in the sky,
and when you hear
State of emergency!
Sniper kills ten!
Troops on rampage!
Whites go looting!
Bomb blasts school!
It is but the sound of man worshiping his maker.
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(add discussion)

Myers | Atheist’s creed
In 2008, American biologist and science blogger Paul Myers (1957-) posted the
following two-point "I believe" stylized atheist creed, posted in reaction to a nihilism
artistic conceptualization of an atheist believing in nothing:
“I

believe in time, matter, and energy, which make up the whole of the world.

I believe in reason, evidence and the human mind, the only tools we have; they are the
product of natural forces in a majestic but impersonal universe, grander and richer than
we can imagine, a source of endless opportunities for discovery.
I believe in the power of doubt; I do not seek out reassurances, but embrace the
question, and strive to challenge my own beliefs.
I accept human mortality. We have but one life, brief and full of struggle, leavened with love and community, learning
and exploration, beauty and the creation of new life, new art, and new ideas. I rejoice in this life that I have, and in
the grandeur of a world that preceded me, and an earth that will abide without me.”
— Peter Myers (2008), “a short, simple creed for the godless” [1]

(add discussion)

Palmer | Atheist’s creed
In 2010, English religion-atheism philosopher Michael Palmer (1945-), in the
opening page of 2010 The Atheist's Creed, stated the following is a six-point "I
believe" stylized atheist creed, which, supposedly, as attracted considerable
publicity: [2]
“I

believe that the cosmos is all that is or ever was or ever will be.

I believe that no other reality, divine or otherwise, exists. There is no life after
death, no meaning to life apart from life, and no events or experiences,
individuals or scriptures by which any supra-natural reality can be revealed.
The cosmos forms the boundary of our experience.
I believe that human life has no meaning apart from itself: that while there is
purpose in life, there is no purpose to life. There is no ultimate justice, no final
act of grace and no salvation. This is not a providential universe.
I believe that not everything is permissible. For while that which increases
happiness is not always a good, that which increases misery is always an evil.
I believe that by the deployment of human reason and the acquisition of
knowledge, by the development of moral law and the cultivation of
compassion, the suffering of humanity can be alleviated and the condition of
our lives improved.

English religion-atheism philosopher
Michael Palmer’s The Atheist’s Creed
(2010), which opens to his declaration of
six “beliefs”, which he declares (shown
adjacent), which make up his godless
creed. [2]

I believe that the path to individual and collective happiness lies in being educated to reality, and in being thus
released from the irresponsible and pernicious illusion of religion, for which there is neither evidence nor need.”
— Michael Palmer (2010), The Atheist’s Creed [2]

(add discussion)

Thims | Atheist creeds
In 2012, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, known as an "extreme atheist" (Sekhar, 2011) and or "strong
atheist" (Bossens, 2013), founder of the 2014-launched Atheism Reviews YouTube channel, began penning, on his
personal notes page, reflective attempts at "belief statements"; some of which in chronological working draft
development are listed below:
“Not only do I not believe in the principle of the afterlife, but also do not believe in the principle of life.”
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— Libb Thims (2012), personal note, written in black pen on printing paper (a synopsis statement of the defunct theory of life
position), Sep 24

“I believe in thermodynamics and the periodic table; and not much else.”
— Libb Thims (2013), personal note from practice statement on slide 8 of UPESW talk, Jun 24

“I believe in fermions, bosons, and vacuum. Much theory must be jettisoned, and great terminology reform is in
order, if this view is to be successfully carried through into the expunging of the humanities. One must, however,
remember not to throw out the baby with the bath water.”
— Libb Thims (2014), mental note arisen while running on treadmill, documented @ 10:02 PM CST Jul 20

“I only believe in that which is measureable, everything else is but speculation.”
— Libb Thims (2014), mental reflection note on the start of the new Atheism Reviews channel 10:24 CST Nov 15

“[I’m an atheist because] I

believe in atoms and energy, not Adam and Eve.”

— Libb Thims (2015), response answer (Ѻ) to question: “So, why are you an atheist?”, from Brian, an age 18 atheist (who was at
the 8 Jun 2015 Atheism Reviews filming session), circa Jun 12

In 2015, Thims, during the "Zerotheism for Kids" lecture, introduced a basic bare-boned 3-point set of beliefs creed to
the children, in the form of the three tenets of zerotheism, which are as follows: [7]

(add discussion)

Jensen
In 2014, American chemistry historian William Jensen, and atheist [DN=7], stated the
following creed: [4]
1.I believe that the evidence, whether physical, historical, or anecdotal, for the
existence of a supernatural realm is either lacking or woefully flawed, where the label
“supernatural realm” encompasses both supernatural entities (from gods to human
souls) and supernatural powers (from telepathy to good luck charms). In the absence of
any proper evidence, the only rational conclusion is that such entities and powers do
not exist but are rather the products of wishful thinking and the human imagination.
2. I believe that the physical universe is indifferent to the existence of the human race
and can just as easily extinguish it as sustain it, especially if we fail to heed the
limitations set by the physical laws discovered by science.
3. All of this means that the human race is on its own and cannot hope for a supernatural bailout from its collective
woes nor for redress of individual woes in an imaginary life after death. We have but one life to live and the quality of
that life – be it our physical and mental wellbeing, our sense of purpose, our ethics, etc. – are all dependent on our
interactions with our fellow human beings.
4. I believe that the most serious problem facing the human race is the problem of overpopulation. This is the
elephant in the room that no one wants to talk about. Virtually all of our collective woes, from pollution, depletion of
resources, and global warming to the increasing extinction of wildlife, crime, and the origins of many wars and ethnic
conflicts are ultimately traceable to the ever present pressures of unchecked population growth. It is, in the words of
Thomas Huxley, the real “Riddle of the Sphinx” and, unless we collectively solve it, human civilization, and possibly
the very existence of the human race itself, is doomed to ultimate extinction.
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(add discussion)

Atheist’s creed | Christian views
In 2008, American theologian John Haught, God and the New Atheism (2008), gave seven summary statements as his
conceptualization of the "vision of reality" held in the mind of the so-called “new atheists”, such as Richard Dawkins,
Sam Harris, Christopher Hitchens, which—according to theistic scientist Michael Bunner (2013)—are representative
of the embodiment of the atheist’s creed, or seven tenets of scientific naturalism, as Christian's see things: [3]
1. Apart from nature, which includes human beings and cultural creations, there is nothing. There is no God, no soul,
and no life beyond death.
2. Nature is self-organizing, not the creation of God.
3. The universe has no overall purpose, although individual human lives can be lived purposely.
4. Since God does not exist, all explanations, all causes are purely neutral and can be understood only by science.
5. All the various features of living beings, including human intelligence and behavior, can be explained ultimately in
purely natural terms, and today this usually means in evolutionary, specifically Darwinian terms.
6. Faith in God is the cause of innumerable evils and should be rejected on moral grounds.
7. Morality does not require belief in God, and people behave better without faith than with it.
(add discussion)

Other
The following are other creed-like statements by atheists:
“I believe that when I die will cease to be. I will no longer exist in any way. I will be as I was before I was born, which is
to say, completely non-existent.”
— T.J. Kinclaid (2013). “Atheism and Death” (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The very pith of the Atheist’s Creed is contained in once sentence, which consists of only two words. Or, like every
other creed, it is a negative throughout. ‘No God!’”
— W.T. Marris (1883), “Sermon”, at Grosvenor Street Wesleyan Chapel (Ѻ)

“I believe [in] energy. You have sex, there’s friction … that’s heat. Then a baby shoots out. It’s all energy. The
sun's a giant orgasm. Like if you see a hot girl ... and she's soo hot, you can't even touch that sh*t. You're like
daaammn! ”
— Patrick Fergus (2014), when queried on Easter (Apr 20) about what—as an atheist—he believes in?
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(b) Adams, Henry. (1982). The Letters of Henry Adams, Volume 1: 1858-1868 (editor: Jacob Levenson) (pgs. 395-96).
Harvard University Press.
(c) Stevenson, Elizabeth. (1997). Henry Adams: a Biography (pg. 69). Transaction Publishers.
(d) Taylor, Matthew A. (2008). Universes Without Selves: Cosmologies of the Non-Human in American Literature (pg.
108), PhD dissertation, Johns Hopkins University. ProQuest, 2009.
7. Thims, Libb. (2015). “Zerotheism for Kids” (co-host: Thor) (main), 14-part [4:41-hr] lecture playlist (Ѻ), 5-intro sides
(Ѻ), 56-main sides (Ѻ), 11AM-3PM, Chicago, recorded: Aug 10; published: Sep 7.
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Atheistic evangelism
In atheism terminology, atheistic evangelism, or an “evangelical atheist”, someone who is evangelical about atheism,
refers to those of an atheistic or agnostic-leaning-toward-atheism mindset, actively promoting atheism views and
publically countering theological views, in a vociferous manner; someone who preaches atheism as gospel.

Overview
Modern Christian apologists consider Ludwig Buchner, and his 1855 Force and Matter, the father of atheistic
evangelism (Ѻ), or antitheism, in Germany; a counterpart, supposedly, to Thomas Huxley, who some consider to be
the first atheistic evangelist—though Huxley himself denied, supposedly, that he was an atheist, preferring the term
agnostic, which he coined in 1868—the ‘atheistic evangelism’ standard, as some have categorized, since then has
been carried by Bertrand Russell, Henry Mencken, Richard Dawkins, and Sam Harris. [1] In 1948, the term “atheistic
evangelism” (Ѻ) was used in reference to Junius Brown (1902-1970) (Ѻ), and his Psychology and the Social Order, with
its “penetrating” analysis of religion; who was generally noted for his attempt to integrate Lewin, Freud, and Marx.
(Ѻ) Dan Barker, a former “evangelical preacher”, considers himself and or tends to be cited as an “evangelical
atheist”. (Ѻ)

Etymology | Note
The term “evangelist”, from Greek euangelistes “preacher of the gospel” or “bringer of good news”, derives from eu“good” + angellein “announce”, from angelos “messenger”, means, in the 12th century sense, someone, e.g.
“Matthew, Mark, Luke or John” who divines messages from god via the communication of an angel. [2] It is difficult
to say, therefore, that a real atheist would cling to such a metaphysically-based term.

References
1. Segal, David. (2006). “Atheist Evangelist” (Ѻ), Washington Post, Oct 26.
2. Evangelist – EtymOnline.com.

External links
● Evangelical atheism – Wikipedia.

Atheistic morality
In hmolscience, atheistic morality is refers to a system of ethics, of discernment
between right or wrong, not in any way based on supposition of the existence
of god, or god theory (or god hypothesis) residual baggage, but rather one
based on nature as the modern physical and physicochemical sciences
understand the operation of the universe.

Overview
In 45BC, Roman scholar Cicero, an Epicurean materialism based commenter on
religion vs science dialogues, and the first to transliterate the Greek word
ἄθεος, from the privative ἀ- + θεός "god", meaning "godless", into the Latin
átheos (Ѻ), in his "On Fate", introduced the term “moral science” as follows: [1]
“That branch of philosophy which, because it relates to manners, the Greeks
usually term ethics [from: ήθος or ‘ethos’], the Latins have hitherto called the
philosophy of manners. But it may be well for one who designs to enrich the
Latin language, to call it moral science. And here we have to explain the nature
and force of certain propositions which the Greeks term ‘axioms’. When these
propositions relate to the future, and speak of possibilities and impossibilities, it
is difficult to determine their precise force. Such propositions necessarily refer
to the amount of possibility, and are only resolvable by logic, which I call the art
of reasoning.”

Image from American religious
philosopher Chad Meister’s 2010
article “Atheists and the Quest for
Objective Morality”, wherein he
asserts that a pure science based
atheistic morality will never, likely, be
possible. [3]

This would seem to define moral science, according to Cicero, as the study of actions of behaviors that lead to death
(or the arrival of goddess Mor), and or the avoidance of such actions or behaviors, leading to the prolongation of life
(accentuation of the stay of the goddess Vita). Here, to clarify, knowing in a modern sense, that "life" and "death" do
not exist (see: defunct theory of life; life does not exist; life terminology upgrades), just as neither do the GrecoRoman goddess Mor and Vita exist, but rather are religio-mythology conceptions, we define, or rather translate,
Cicero's moral science logic, to signify the study of the nature and direction of the beginning and ending of human
chemical reactions, whether individual, interpersonal, social, or global.
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In 1777, French thinker Jean Sales—a confirmed a "Voltairian" in general belief system, albeit characterized as a
materialistic theist, who believed in the immortality of the soul, but who approves of the extreme atheism of Baron
d’Holbach, but not that of Julien La Mettrie— penned the social Newton (or moral Newton) questioning tale known
as “Newton in Senegal”, a short Socratic dialogue style satirical play, found in volume four of his seven-volume
human molecular theory based The Philosophy of Nature: Treatise on Human Moral Nature, which tells the allegorical
tale of Newton perched by the coast in Senegal, Africa, representative of a civilizing force of the enlightenment,
taking time off from checking his calculations of the tides to contemplate the grandeur of nature, during which time
Newton, presented as vegetarian, enters into a dialogue with a merman, an oyster, and a native African about
whether or not they should eat each other, and the "morality" of each dietary pattern.
In 1777, French materialist philosopher Baron d’Holbach, in his The System of Nature: the Laws of Moral and
Physical World, itself known as the “Atheist’s Bible”, himself widely known as the “Newton of the atheists” (Ѻ) even
cited so in history of atheism documentaries. (V|1:45); argued for a god-free morality system, the gist of which is
summarized by European historian Nathan Barber (2006) as follows: [6]
“D’Holbach took Newton’s ideas about the universe operating as a clock or machine to the extreme, arguing that
humans have no free will, and that forces and laws of nature governed the lives of humans, not humans themselves
and certainly not God. He aggressively argued against the existence of God and even against the existence of human
souls. After all, why would human machines have need for souls?”
(add discussion)
In 1789, British philosopher John Stewart, in his Travels to Discover the Source of Moral Motion, outlined a first to
outline a non-deity physical-chemistry based so-called "moral motion" theory, in which he did away with all of the
mythological terms ‘life’, ‘death’, ‘god’, etc., and replaced these with modern physical sciences (astronomy, physics,
and chemistry) based theory of ‘moral motion’ (or moral movement), wherein man is viewed as an intelligent type of
animate matter, made of particles (atoms), and that all that exists in the universe is matter and motion; a belief
system he referred to as "natural religion". [2]
In 1809, German polyintellect Johann Goethe
famously stated that the symbols of Swedish chemist
Torbern Bergman's A Dissertation on Elective
Attractions, namely reaction arrows, bonding
brackets, heat, water, and chemical affinity
preferences are the new godless system that explains
natural science based morality in human affairs; the
short version of which he stated as follows:
“The moral symbols in the natural sciences—for
example that of the elective affinities invented and
used by the great Bergman—are more intelligent and
permit themselves to be connected better with
poetry, even connected with society better than any
others, which are, after all, even the mathematical
ones, anthropomorphic. The thing is that the former
(the chemicals) belong with the emotions, the latter
(mathematics) belong with the understanding.”

A overview of the moral symbols, i.e. reactions diagrams (AB + C →
BC + A), bonding crotchets ( ‘ { ’), affinity darts ( ‘ → ’), and
characters (A, AB, etc.), etc., pioneered in the combined works of
chemists Etienne Geoffroy (1718), William Cullen (1757), and
Torbern Bergman (1775), used by German polymath Johann
Goethe to formulate his 1799 theory of physical chemistry based
In 1855, German physicist Ludwig Buchner, in his
morality quantified in terms of human chemical affinities (table), as
Force and Matter: Principles of the Natural Order,
explained in his 1809 novella Elective Affinities, wherein he
with a System of Morality Based Thereon, wherein he outlined a unified approach to the explanation of chemical,
outlined a semi-cogent Goethean-like morality
physical, and social nature, on the premise that there is after all
system; example quotes from this work are as follows: only one nature.

“The universe, that is the all, is made neither of gods nor of men, but ever has been and ever will be an eternal living
fire, kindling and extinguishing in destined measure.”
— Heraclitus (500BC), opening quote to Buchner’s 1884 Force and Matter: Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a
System of Morality Based Thereon

“Where there are three students of nature, there are two atheists.”
— Anon (c.1850), opening quote to Buchner’s 1884 Force and Matter: Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a
System of Morality Based Thereon

“Just as man and woman attract one another, so oxygen attracts hydrogen, and, in loving union with it, forms water,
that mighty omnipresent element, without which no life nor thought would be possible.”
— Ludwig Buchner (c.1870), cited by Henry Finck (1887) as representative of “gross materialism”
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“Potassium and phosphorous entertain such a violent passion for oxygen that even under water they burn—i.e. unite
themselves with the beloved object.”
— Ludwig Buchner (c.1870), cited by Henry Finck (1887) as representative of “gross materialism”

Beyond this, little headway has been made, in respect to "atheistic morality", Wilhelm Ostwald's 1906 energetic
imperative ideas aside, by virtue of the fact that (a) one has to "overturn everything holy", as Heinrich Heine (1810)
said, (b) a "great revolution" and overhaul in 5,000+ year old belief doctrines is requisite, as Victoria Woodhull (1871)
saw things, in order for a new physicochemical-based morality system to be implemented, and (c) one has to go
through the extremely dense 1876 chemical thermodynamics work of Willard Gibbs, which, supposedly, only one
person in the world, namely James Maxwell, has been able to do successfully. In 2006, American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims, who independently had been working on the same underlying problem since 1995 (see: Thims
though experiment), discovered the work of Goethe, and began to work out some of details of Goethe's so-called
moral symbols hypothesis; the following, e.g., are 2011 Q&A responses on his Human Chemistry 101 channel, in
response to atheistic (i.e. physical chemistry) based morality: (Ѻ)
“To understand good (natural) and evil (unnatural), you first have to view all individual human movements as
chemical reactions. Some reactions we call "good", such as love at first sight: Man + Woman → Man≡Woman. These
are quantified by negative Gibbs free energy changes. Some reactions we call "bad", such as an unwanted arraigned
marriage, or "evil", such as reproduction from farther-daughter incest: Father + Daughter → Baby. These are
quantified by positive Gibbs free energy changes. Both reactions, good and evil, occur in society because of what's
called thermodynamic coupling.
A simple example of what we might call an "evil" process or reaction would a hydrogen molecule H2 naturally or
spontaneously splitting apart in the atmosphere to form two hydrogen atoms: H2 → H + H This reac on, which never
occurs on its own, has a free energy change measure of +157 kilojoules per mol. This is called an unnatural reaction,
from the earth-surface system point of view. This reaction can be made to occur, however, if it is coupled
energetically to another stronger reacting system (such as a strong battery) or if the system is heated (such as the
early universe is hypothesized to have been). In the case of thermodynamics coupling, we say that unnatural
reactions can be made to go if they are coupled to natural reactions, as long as the later are more powerful than the
former. Hence the motto: "good always triumphs over evil."
(add discussion)

Duck Dynasty | Sin problem
In 2015, Phil Robertson, one of the stars of the show Duck Dynasty, as the key
note speaker of the 11th Annual Vero Beach Prayer Breakfast, described what
he referred to as the "sin problem", via the telling of a hypothetical scenario of
an atheist family who is raped, dismembered, and murdered (see: audio), at
the end of which the perpetrators claim there is nothing "wrong" with what
they did because atheists have no morals, i.e. sense or foundational basis of
right or wrong: [5]
“The ‘sin problem’ is something you can’t solve. [Namely] This ‘conscience’
thing, we just dreamed it up. There’s no right, there’s no wrong, there’s no
Duck Dynasty star Phil Robertson giving
good, there’s no evil.
his 2015 Vero Beach Prayer Breakfast
I’ll make a bet with you: Two guys break into an atheist’s home. He has a
"Atheist Family Rape Murder Scenario"
little atheist wife and two little atheist daughters. Two guys break into his
speech, wherein he outlines his view
home and tie him up in a chair and gag him. And then they take his two
on what he calls the "sin problem", i.e.
daughters in front of him and rape both of them and then shoot them and they how do you atheists explain right and
wrong.
take his wife and then decapitate her head off in front of him. And then they
can look at him and say, ‘Isn’t it great that I don’t have to worry about being
judged? Isn’t it great that there’s nothing wrong with this? There’s no right or wrong, now is it dude?’
Then you take a sharp knife and take his manhood and hold it in front of him and say, ‘Wouldn’t it be something
if this [sic] was something wrong with this? But you’re the one who says there is no God, there’s no right, there’s no
wrong, so we’re just having fun. We’re sick in the head, have a nice day.’ If it happened to them, they probably would
say, ‘something about this just ain’t right.’”
(add discussion)
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Heaven help us if an atheistic morality, rooted in evolutionary
theory or otherwise, should ever become the guiding moral force on
a global scale.”
— Chad Meister (2010), “Atheists and the Quest for Objective Morality” [3]
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Atheists
In existographies, atheists, as compared to theists, are individuals who have identified as people not having belief in
the existence of god and or deny that god exists; some noted atheists, famous atheists, and or top 100 atheists; along
with atheism-related individuals are listed in the adjacent drop menu.

Quotes
See also: Atheism quotes

The following are noted “atheists” (plural) related quotes:
“The atheists are for the most part impudent and misguided scholars who reason badly, who, not being able to
understand the origin of evil, and other difficulties, have recourse to the hypothesis of the eternity of things and of
inevitability.”
— Voltaire (c.1780) [1]
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“Atheists express their rage against god although in their view he does not exist.”
— C.S. Lewis (1950) (Ѻ)

References
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Atkins, Peter
In thermodynamics, Peter Atkins (1940-) is an English physical chemist noted for a
number of books and videos thermodynamics, such as 1978 multi-edition Physical
Chemistry textbook, the 1987 The Second Law, on the second law, and recent 2007
Laws that Drive the Universe, an layperson's introduction to the four laws of
thermodynamics and on the driving force of the universe. [1]

Purpose universe hypothesis
See main: Purposeless universe hypothesis

Atkins is well-known to be outspoken on the subject of the overlap between religion
and science. Atkins' first venture into this genre was his 1981 book Creation (revised as
Creation Revisited, 1992), in which he uses physical chemist principles to argue, in what
seems to be a physical chemistry stylized Darwinism, in outline, that elephants and
men are evolved emergent types of "molecules equipped for competition, survival, and
reproduction", albeit molecules that are "unimportant", "insignificant", and "without
purpose." [2] The gist of Atkins’ aim seems to be to dispel the “creator view” of human existence and to replace it
with a physical chemist and or thermodynamic view of human existence.
Atkins latest work is the 2011 On Being: A Scientist's Exploration of the Great Questions of Existence, the
concluding gist of which, as entitled in his chapter section 2.7 "A Universe Without Purpose", seems to be a rehash of
his second law based purposeless argument. Herein, he defines the “driving force” of all chemical reactions, human
or otherwise, as “the natural tendency of matter and energy to disperse in disorder” or "all change is driven by
purposeless decay" among other laymanized thermodynamics variants. [3]

Difficulties on theory
Where Atkins goes astray in his polemic, in what might be labeled as the “purposeless universe hypothesis”, is that in
his tunnel vision ideal of discarding the Biblical view of human existence, he subtly bends, twists, distorts, and over
simplifies (dumbifies) the second law, and physical chemistry as a whole, in the name of disproof and agenda. The
“pervading idea” of his argument, as he states, is entropy. In this end, where he goes astray in his application of
entropy and the second law to evolution and in turn human existence is his over-use of the energy dispersal model of
entropy. Atkins’ pervading argument, in short, is as follows: [2]
“Everything is driven by decay. Everything is driven by motiveless, purposeless decay. By [the term] ‘quality’, [we
mean] the extent of its dispersal. High quality, useful energy is localized energy. Low quality, wasted energy, is
chaotically diffuse energy. Things can get done when energy is localized; but energy loses its potency to motivate
change when it has become dispersed. The degradation of quality is chaotic dispersal. Such dispersal is ultimately
natural, motiveless, and purposeless. It occurs naturally and spontaneously, and when it occurs it causes change.
When it is precipitate it destroys. When it is geared through chains of events it can produce civilizations.”
Correctly, if Atkins was speaking in the correct physical chemistry definition of the matter, everything, in freely going,
isothermal, isobaric, earth-bound reaction systems, is "driven" (see: driving force) by free energy change, not by
decay as Atkins has laymanized things. In another vein, he rephrases this as:
“The tendency of energy to chaos is transformed into love or war through the agency of chemical reactions. All
actions are chains of reactions. From thinking to doing, in simple thinking or in responding, the mechanism in action is
chemical reaction.”
This is all good and dandy, in overall simplified premise, but the entire spiel, in core structure, is framed in a hugelydistorted view of the second law and of entropy. No where in Rudolf Clausius’ defining textbook The Mechanical
Theory of Heat, is entropy or the second law defined as the “tendency of energy to chaos”, nor does Atkins use this
interpretation to define entropy or the second law in his standard Physical Chemistry textbook, but when it comes to
human affairs, he repeats this mantra ad nauseam throughout his polemic.
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Atlan, Henri
In hmolscience, Henri Atlan (1931-) is a French biophysicist, bioethicist, and
philosopher, a Spinozan scholar, noted for his physics, chemistry, mechanism,
reductionism, and historical approach philosophical problems in biology, such as his
critique of the genetic paradigm—the tout genetique, or “everything is genetic”
ideology—and to rethink more traditional and long-term problems of mechanism
(since Rene Descartes), finalism (particularly in Immanuel Kant), and most-importantly
vitalism (namely the question of reductionism of life to physics), the latter subject of
which, such as found in his 1999 “Does Life Exist?”, he devotes significant effort to
“putting few more nails” in the coffin, as he says, of Albert Szent-Gyorgyi’s 1940s
“scandalous declaration” that life does not exist discussion. [1]

Overview
In 1999, Atlan, in his “Does Life Exist?”, where he opens to the following: [2]
“Already at the beginning of the twentieth century, Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, who
discovered vitamin C, scandalously declared that life does not exist. Following upon this ‘good news’ announced by
Szent-Gyorgyi, my entire approach consists in putting a few more nails in the coffin—and in recognizing, in effect that
life does not exist as such, at least not as an object of scientific investigation, since its mechanisms can be entirely
reduced to chemical interactions.”
In 2002, Atlan, in his “Is Science Inhuman? An Essay on Free Necessity”, elaborated further on the problems involved
in speaking about “life” in an essential fashion, e.g. claiming that the genome contains the “essence of life”,
repeatedly quoted Szent-Gyorgyi’s claim that “life as such does not exist”, which he interprets to mean that: [3]
“Life does not exist as an explicative notion of organic properties … life does not exist as an object of biological
research.”
Atlan also states:
“When Szent-Gyorgyi made the somewhat abrupt declaration: “life as such does not exist”, in all likelihood he was
not doubting his daily experience. I do not think I betray him in thus clarifying his words: life does not exist as an
explicative notion of organic properties. I other words, life does not exist as an object of biological research.”
Meaning that, in the context of bioethics, as his collected works (2011) editors Stefanos Geroulanos and Todd Meyers
summarize, “any thinking of the living cannot maintain its rigor if it postulates life as an essentialist notion” .

Education
In 1958, Atlan completed his MD in Paris, and in 1971 a PhD in science, at the University of Paris VII. (Ѻ) He then
worked at the University of California, Berkeley, on aging and mutation. Sometime, herein, Atlan, notably, studied
under Aharon Katchalsky. Presently, he is professor emeritus of biophysics and director of the Human Biology
Research Center of the Hadassah University Hospital, Jerusalem. Atlan is fluent in English, Hebrew, and French.
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External links
● Henri Atlan – Wikipedia.

Atmospheric thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, atmospheric thermodynamics is the study of the states of meteorological systems and the
energy and entropy transformations they undergo. [1] A focus in atmospheric thermodynamics is on the application
of thermodynamics towards weather prediction.
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Atom
In science, an atom is a constituent of matter consisting of z negatively
charged electrons bound predominantly by the Coulomb force to a tiny,
positively charged nucleus consisting of Z protons and (A - Z) neutrons,
where Z is the atomic number and A is the mass or nucleon number. [1]
The negatively-charged electrons move about the positively-charged
nucleus in regions called "orbitals", generally defined by the 90%
probability region of movement, whose shape is determined by a
combination of an attraction for the positive charge as this conflicts with
like-like negative charge repulsion effects of the crowding of negativelycharged electrons around the nucleus. The human molecule, i.e. one
average 70-kg (154-lb) person, is composed of 6.9 x 10E27 atoms, of 26
varieties, from hydrogen H, the smallest containing one proton and one
electron, to iodine I, the largest containing 53 protons, 74 neutrons, and
53 electrons. [2]

See also
● Atomism
● Human atom
● Social atom
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Atomic sociology
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In hmolscience, atomic sociology, a similar
variant of “molecular sociology”, dubbed a
bankrupt “pseudoscience” (Alex Simirenko,
1966) (Ѻ), refers to a sociology based on the
model of a human as an metaphorical atom,
i.e. social atom, human atom, human
atomism, i.e. a general “humans-as-atoms”
model, that tends to use the billiard ball
model.

Overview
In 450BC, with the advent of “atomic theory”,
by Leucippus and his followers (Democritus,
Epicurus, Lucretius, Cicero, etc.), people
began to think of society as made of types of
atoms, and the soul of humans as made up of A depictions of “atomic sociology”, namely of scientists, e.g. Albion Small
a special type of atoms that have “clinamen” (1899), Arthur Iberall (1970s), Serge Galam (1990s), or Mark Buchanan
(Ѻ), i.e. a swerve property, hence allowing for (2000s), thinking of people as “atoms” (human atoms or social atoms), using
a semblance of free will and choice. In 1899, the super-observer perspective, and attempting to study their behavior as
such (as conceptual particles).
Albion Small, founder of the sociology
department of the University of Chicago
(1892) and American Journal of Sociology (1895), in his article “A ‘Unit’ in Sociology”, argued that ‘general sociology’
might be able to be defined in the future as ‘the science of human atoms and their behavior’, on the model of
‘general chemistry’, which is defined as the science of atoms and their behavior. In 1950, Feliks Gross, in his “Atomic
Sociology” article, outlined some type of blurry sociology of basic energies, in short. [2] Others to employ “humansas-atoms”, human atom, or human atomism models include: Arthur Iberall and Serge Galam two name two of
numerous examples.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The unholy alliance of Newton and Locke produced an atomic psychology, which explained mind as a mosaic of
‘sensations’ and ‘ideas’ linked together by laws of association (attractions); we have had, too, atomic sociology, that
reduced society to a cluster of human atoms, complete and self-contained each in itself and only mutually attracting
and repelling each other.”
— Alexandre Koyre (1950), “The Significance of Newtonian Synthesis” [3]
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Further reading
● Ogburn, William F. (1946). “Sociology and the Atom” (abs), Journal of Sociology, LI(4):267-.

Atomic theory
In science, atomic theory is an argument that all
Father of Atomic Theory
matter in the universe consists of small particles
called atoms or atomos (Greek meaning 'uncuttable'
“All reality consists of hard indivisible
or 'indivisible') moving about in a void or vacuum.
particles, moving and colliding in
The atomic theory was originated by Greek
empty space.”
philosopher Leucippus in circa 450 BC as a point of
argument to contradict the earlier circa 485 BC
Leucippus (c.450BC)
Theory
hypothesis by Greek philosopher Parmenides that
vacuums are a natural impossibility or that “nature
abhors a vacuum”. The following table lists the chronological development of atomic theory, from the early 'Greek
school' of atomic theory (450-55BC), to fragmented commentary in the dark ages, to the revival of atomic theory
(1600-1800), to subatomic theory (1902-1926), to subnuclear theory (1963-), to human molecular theory (2002-).
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Date

Person

Atomic View

Classical Atomic Theory: Greek philosopher Leucippus
originated "atomic theory" in circa 475BC, supposing the
universe to consist of atoms and voids; students of
Leucippean atomic theory include: Democritus, Epicurus,
and Lucretius. [4]
Standard model
Next to and along side of the development of atomic
theory was Greek philosopher Empedocles' 450BC
"standard model" of physics, in which the universe
consisting of four elements (earth, air, water, and fire)
and two forces (attraction and repulsion).

c.485
BC

Parmenides
(c.510450BC)

Argued that vacuums are a natural impossibility, specifically that “nature
abhors a vacuum”.

c.450
BC

Leucippus
(c.500430BC)

Often called the 'father of atomic theory', he was the first to conceive of the
atomic theory, arguing that the universe consisted entirely of atoms and
void, a theory purposely contrived so to contradict Greek philosopher
Parmenides' earlier view that voids are impossible.

Socrates
(469-399BC)

Is said to have had a negative reaction to the atomic theory, which in his
view was a theory which left no room for freedom of choice, and hence a
basis of morality; this Socratic aversion (carried forward by his greatest
student Plato), is said to been the reason for the two-millennium long
interment of atomic theory. In short, the Platonic view rejected “mechanical
manifestations of material atoms”.

Democritus
(c.460370BC)

Student of Leucippus, who furthered the atomic view, whose famous motto
is: "nothing exists but atoms and voids." [9] Another version reads: "no
thing is real but atoms in a void, and all things happen by chance and
necessity." [17] In more detail: [1]
“According to convention there is a sweet and a bitter, a hot and a cold, and
according to convention there is color. In truth there are atoms and a void.”

Plato
(427-348BC)

in his circa 360BC dialogue Timaeus, supposedly following Pythagoras,
introduced the atomic theory proposition that ideal geometric forms serve
as atoms, according to which atoms broke down mathematically into
triangles, such that the form elements had the following shape: fire
(tetrahedron), air (octahedron), water (icosahedron), earth (cube). This,
however, was not atomic theory proper, but rather the four element
theory.

Epicurus
(341-270BC)

Built on the theories of Leucippus and Democritus in the development his
Epicurean philosophy ("eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we may
die"), that of aiming to find satiety in life's desires. He left his teachings in
the form of some three hundred scrolls, which fell into the hands of his
vicarious student Lucretius. In opposition to Democritus, he introduced the
swerve of the atom theory, to allow for human free will.

Lucretius
(99-55BC)

Student of the work of Epicurus, outlined the basics of atomic theory in his
lengthy poem De Rerum Natura (On the Nature of Things), chapter two on
'movement and shapes of atoms'. [10] On heat in relation to atoms,
Lucretius states: [2]
“Clothes hung above a surf-swept shore grow damp; spread in the sun they
dry again.

c.
420BC

c.410BC

360BC

c.
300BC

c. 75 BC
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Yet it is not apparent to us how the moisture clings to the cloth, or flees the
heat. Water, then, is dispersed in particles, atoms too small to be
observed.”
On atomic volition he comments:
“For surely the atoms did not hold council, assigning order to each, flexing
their keen minds with questions of place and motion and who goes where.
But shuffled and jumbled in many ways, in the course of endless time they
are buffeted, driven along, chancing upon all motions, combinations. At last
they fall into such an arrangement as would create this universe.”
This talk of the absence of atomic volition, to note, is similar in context to
the earlier circa 450 BC human chemistry views of Greek philosopher
Empedocles, who famous stated that people related tend to mix like water
and wine; whereas enemies mix or rather separate like oil and water.
c. 50AD

Hero
(10-70AD)

Viewed matter as consisting of particles mixed with distributed vacua.

Atomic Theory Suspension: in the early and middle
ages, from the rise of Christianity up until the
invention of the printing press, atomic theory lay in
relative dormancy (100-1500), aside from a few
scattered views. This was is generally owing to the
fact that atomic theory, by implication, promotes
atheism, and hence is diametrically opposed to
religion. In the 1610 words of English scientific
method philosopher Francis Bacon (see:
"renaissance atomic theorists", below):
“Nay, even that school which is most accused of
atheism doth most demonstrate religion; that is,
the school of Leucippus and Democritus and
Epicurus. For it is a thousand times more credible,
that four mutable elements, and one immutable
fifth essence, duly and eternally placed, need no
God, than that an army of infinite small portions, or seeds unplaced, should have produced this order and beauty,
without a divine marshal.”

400

Augustine
(354-430)

Argues: “let those philosophers disappear, who attribute natural corporeal
principles to the intelligence attached to matter, such as Thales, who refers
everything to water, Anaximenes to air, the Stoics to fire, Epicurus to atoms,
that is to say, to infinitely small objects that can neither be divided nor
perceived.”

Adelard of
Bath
(1075-1150)

Thought that physics of atoms made sense. [24]

William of
Conches
(c.10901154)

Thought that physics of atoms made sense. [24]

Thierry of
Chartres
(c.11001150)

Thought that physics of atoms made sense. [24]
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1175

Refers to the earlier atomic views of Epicurus and gives commentary on the
doctrine of the Mutakallemim (scholars of kalam), the first principle of
which is that “the universe, that is, everything contained in it, is composed
of very small parts [atoms] which are indivisible on account of their
Maimonides
smallness; such an atom has no magnitude; but when several atoms
(1135-1204)
combine, the sum has a magnitude, and thus forms a body”; the second
proposition of which is that the universe is a vacuum in which the atoms are
found; the third proposition arguing that time is composed of 'time-atoms'.
[8]
William of
Ockham
(c.12881348)

Was critical of Aristotle; claimed that matter could be reduced down to
elementary particles. [24]

Nicholas of
Autrecourt
(c.12991369)

Defended atomism. [24]

Atomic Theory Revival: in the sixteenth century onward,
scientists and philosophers, from Bruno to Kant, began to
utilize atomic theory, in various forms, in what is known as the
revival period (1550-1800), central among this group being
Gassendi, Descartes, and Newton. [4]

1417

Poggio
Bracciolini
(1380-1459)

In January, while scouting about German monasteries in search of rare
“humanism” books of antiquity, discovered Lucretius’ 55BC atomic theory
based On the Nature of Things—all copies previous thought destroyed or
non-existent—which he sent to his wealthy associate Niccolo Niccoli,
inventor if italic script, a noted book collector whose aim was to will his final
collection with funds into the form of Italy's first public library; Niccoli made
more than fifty copies, in book form.

1516

Thomas
More
(1478-1535)

Attempted to reconcile Epicurus and Lucretius with Christian thinking; his
Utopia was the result. [24]

Giordano
Bruno
(1548-1600)

Conceived of the atom as a three-dimensional physical particle capable of
spontaneously moving itself. Using Lucretius as a basis, he extended the
Copernican heliocentrism to argue that the universe is made up of an
infinite number of suns with their own planetary systems; and viewed
matter as following an active animistic principle, in that matter is
‘intelligent’, discontinuous in structure, and made up of discrete atoms or
four elements (water, earth, fire, and air); proposed the view that
everything that exists is made up of infinitesimal monads, of three varieties:
God (the monad of monads), souls, and indivisible atoms. He was burned at
the stake for his views; in the centuries to follow, his ideas were held up for

1584
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ridicule, debate, or inspiration; Margaret Cavendish, for example, wrote an
entire series of poems against "atoms" and "infinite worlds" in Poems and
Fancies in 1664.
Desiderius
Erasmus
(1466-1536)

Attempted to reconcile Epicurus and Lucretius with Christian thinking. [24]

1601

Francis
Bacon
(1561-1626)

In his 1601 essay "Of Atheism", on the subject of atheism, outlined the view
that one can either believe in God or believe in atoms (or rather the "school
of Leucippus and Democritus and Epicurus"), but not both.

1618

Daniel
Sennert
(1572-1637)

In his 1618 Epitome Naturalis Scientiae he gave speculative support for
atomic theory; in his 1636 Hypomnemata Physicae he outlined the view that
each substance can be broken down into its minima naturalia a sort of
atom, stable small corpuscle, or smallest possible component of a
substance. [11]

1623

Galileo
Galilei
(1564-1642)

Openly endorsed the atomism of Democritus and Epicurus, statements to
the effect of which appear in Il Saggiatore (1623) and in Dialogue (1632),
form which he drew a number of consequences about the nature of
'sensible qualities.' Viewed the atom as an unextended geometrical point.
Expressions recurrent in his writings include: atomi ignei (igneous atoms),
atomi del fuoco (atoms of fire), atomi calidi (hot atoms), and sottilissimi
atomi (very thin atoms). [16]

1637

Rene
Descartes
(1596-1650)

Significant reviver of atomic theory, and supposedly was one of the first to
develop a prototype of 'molecular theory' in the form of hooked-together
atoms, whereby when the hook of one atom got caught in the loop of
another atom, a bond would form.

1649

Pierre
Gassendi
(1592-1655)

Wrote a book on the life of Epicurus, reasoned that to account for the size
and shape of atoms moving in a void could account for the properties of
matter. Heat was due to small, round atoms; cold, to pyramidal atoms with
sharp points, which accounted for the pricking sensation of severe cold; and
solids were held together by interlacing hooks.

1661

In his The Skeptical Chemist, argued that matter is composed of clusters of
particles and that chemical change results from the rearrangement of the
clusters; matter's basic elements were said to consist of various sorts and
Robert Boyle
sizes of particles, called 'corpuscles', which were capable of arranging
(1627-1691)
themselves into groups. First to apply atomic theory to chemical change.
Defined an element as 'a substance that cannot be decomposed into any
simpler substance'.

1714

Gottfried
Leibniz
(1646-1716)

In his Monadology, he extended Bruno's concept of 'monads', in which
universe consisted of an indefinite number of indivisible units, but defined
such that each indivisible monad is primarily a center of force or action; he,
supposedly, updated Bruno's concept of self-motivation of matter soul; with
the term "force".

Isaac
Newton
(1643-1727)

Newton, in Query 31 of his Opticks, acknowledged the various 'atom
attachment theories' in vogue at the time, i.e. “hooked atoms”, “glued
atoms” (bodies at rest), and the “stick together by conspiring motions”
theory, but believed particles attract one another by some force, which “in
immediate contact is extremely strong, at small distances performs the
chemical operations, and reaches not far from particles with any sensible
effect.”

1718
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1721

Emanuel
Outlined a type of atomic geometry, in which geometric groupings of small,
Swedenborg
concrete atoms explain the properties of different substances. [14]
(1688-1772)

1748

Gowin
Knight
(1713-1772)

His An Attempt to demonstrate that all the Phenomena in Nature may be
explained by two simple active principles, Attraction and Repulsion, wherein
the attractions of Cohesion, Gravity, and Magnetism are more particularly
explained, which consists of ninety-one propositions, marks of an epoch in
which attempts were made to push the Newtonian doctrine into molecular
speculations; preceding Boscovich's better-known work on a similar subject
by ten years.

1758

Roger
Boscovich
(1711-1787)

Developed a ‘theory of point atoms’, a modified type of Newtonian atomic
theory of inelastic collisions regarding atoms as centers of forces rather
than as particles. His 1763 book Theoria Philosophiae Naturalis, outlined a
‘stationary atom’ theory, which reasoned that at short range, atoms
attracted each other, but that at longer range, atoms pushed each other
way, the latter aspect explaining gas pressure

1775

Bryan
Higgins
(1741-1818)

Outlined an atomic hypothesis that recognized seven elements—earth,
water, alkali, acid, air, phlogiston, and light—each one consisting of ‘atoms
homogeneal’, being impenetrable, immutable in figure, inconvertible, and
globular, or nearly so, and in which a speculation was made on the
attractions and repulsions between these bodies. [14]

Modern Atomic Theory: At the end of the eighteenth century,
experimental evidence, e.g. the experimental chemistry of
Lavoisier (1780s), the invention of battery (1800), etc., began to
drive forward more robust ideas and conceptions on atomic
theory, central among this group being John Dalton, often
considered the father of modern atomic theory, for his
assignment of hydrogen, the lightest element, with an atomic
mass unit of one, using this as a basis to determine atomic
ratios in molecules. [4]

1787

Antoine
Lavoisier
(1740-1794)

Considered bodies to be composed of particles, which were kept separate
by means of caloric or the matter of heat, such that the more caloric there
was in a given body, the more it would be made to expand according to
Boerhaave’s law; he also introduced the modern definition: “with the word
‘element’ or ‘principles of bodies’, we associate the notion of the ultimate
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entity arrived at by analysis; all substances that we have not yet
decomposed by any means, we consider elements.”
William
Higgins
(1763-1825)

His A Comparative View of Phlogistic and Antiphlogistic Theories, had
developed a theory of 'ultimate particles' attached via divided force
fractions, a type of atomic union to form molecules model; in 1814 he
published Experiments and Observations on Atomic Theory and Electrical
Phenomena. [14]

1803

John Dalton
(1766-1844)

Using the hooked atom theory as a model for bonding, founded modern
'atomic theory' by initiating the basics of stoichiometry, assigning the
hydrogen atom, the lightest element, as unity, and determined the atomic
ratios in various molecules, such as nitrous anhydride N2O3. Dalton is often
considered the 'father of modern atomic theory.'

1811

Amedeo
Avogadro
(1776-1856)

Calculated the number of atoms in a volume of gas, as defined by the
Avogadro constant.

1814

Andre
Ampere
(1775-1836)

Developed a ‘geometric model’ in which he pictured atoms of chemical
elements as being composed of subatomic particles. [7]

Jean Biot
(1774-1862)

Central person of the 'atomic theory' group at the Ecole Polytechnique,
including Augustin Cauchy (1789-1857) and Simeon Poisson (1781-1840),
who, in the 1810s to 1830s, employed models in which the atom consisted
of a massive nucleus surrounded by an atmosphere of imponderable ether
particles. [7] In his 1816 textbook on experimental and theoretical physics,
he mentioned views on atomic structure similar to Ampere’s.

1826

Gustav
Fechner
(1801-1887)

After translating Biot’s 1816 textbook into German, in 1828 he went on to
construct a dynamic atomic model in which the ‘atoms simulate in small
dimensions the situations of the astronomical objects in larger dimensions,
being animate in any case by the same forces; and each body may be
regarded as a system of innumerably many small suns, floating at
comparatively large distances from one another, such that each or several
of them together are surrounded by orbiting planetary atoms.” [7]

1841

Karl Marx
(1818-1883)

Completed his 1841 PhD dissertation on Differences between the Natural
Philosophies of Democritus and Epicurus, in which he is very critical of
Gassendi’s efforts to rehabilitate Epicureanism; also authored a posthumorous piece entitled “Epicurean Philosophy”.

1870

In 1867, inspired by Hermann Helmholtz’s 1858 paper on
“vortices”, recently translated by his friend Peter Tait, the
two came up with the idea, following smoke ring
experiments done by Tiat, that atoms were types of vortex
rings, like smoke rings, or knots of swirling vortices in the
æther. [19] Chemical elements would thus correspond to
knots and links and that an understanding and
William
classification of all possible knots would explain why atoms
Thomson
absorb and emit light at only the discrete wavelengths that
(1824-1907)
they do. [20] In his 1870 Nature article "Size of Atoms", he worked out a
→ Vortex
method for estimating the size of atoms, or rather to fix the limits between
atom theory
which their sizes lie; similar atomic sizing methods were worked out
independently, in this period, by Josef Loschmidt and George Stoney. In
1902, he is said to have proposed the first modern 'structural theory of the
atom' (see: subatomic theory section, below), in which an atom was
hypothesized to have a uniformly distributed positive electrical cloud in
which electrons were inserted so as to produce an equilibrium situation
when the negative charges were at rest. [4]

1789

1816
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1871

Wilhelm
Weber
(1804-1891)

Built on Fechner’s model of the atom, but assumed the heavy solar atoms
and the almost massless planetary atoms to be electrically charged,
replacing Fechner’s gravitational attraction with electrical forces. Weber
gave the following picture of an atom:
“Let e be the positively charged electrical particle, and let the negative
particle, carrying an opposite charge of equal amount, be denoted by –e Let
only the latter be associated with the massive atom, whose mass is so large
that the mass of the positive particle may be considered as negligible. The
particle –e may then be considered as being at rest, while just the particle e
moves around the particle –e.”
This model, supposedly, became defunct with James Maxell’s
electromagnetic theory of transverse electric and magnetic waves.
Building on the kinetic theory work of Clausius and Maxwell, developed the
statistical mechanics of atomic movement (velocities), thus bring conclusive
validation to atomic theory, over detracting views, such as professed by
those of the energetics school, particularly Ernst Mach, Wilhelm Ostwald,
and Pierre Duhem, who considered atoms to be a metaphysical abstraction.

1868

Ludwig
Boltzmann
(1844-1906)

1878

To study how atomic points of
charge might be arranged, he took
equally magnetized needles and
stuck them through corks so that
they would float with their north
poles all at the same height above
Alfred Mayer
the water, all repelling each other
(1836-1897)
equally. He then held the south pole
→ Floating
of a more powerful magnet some distance above the water, to attract the
magnets
needles towards this central point. The idea was to see what equilibrium
experiment
patterns the needles would form for different numbers of needles. He
found that the needles liked to arrange themselves in shells: three needles
formed a triangle, five a square with a needle at the center; ten a ring with a
triangle at the center; fifteen a needle surrounded by two shells or rings;
and so on. These experimental findings inspired the later 1904 "plum
pudding model" of Joseph Thomson.

1883

Henri
Bergson
(1859-1941)

Published Les Extraits de Lucrece (Excerpts from Lucretius) giving
commentary on the atom-void views of Lucretius, a view which he favored.

1897

Ernst Mach
(1838-1916)

Famously declared: "I don't believe that atoms exist!", following an 1897
lecture by Ludwig Boltzmann at the Imperial Academy of Science in Vienna;
often cited as the “last physicist to deny the existence of the atom”; Mach’s
opposition to Boltzmann, along with his teaming up with Wilhelm Ostwald
with the energetics school, is said to be what drove Boltzmann to the grave;
Max Planck’s famous “a new scientific truth” quote is attributed to this
debacle; Albert Einstein later met with Mach to see if he would be willing to
recant, if he could predict a property of a gas in such a way that it required
the assumption of the existence of atoms—Mach, supposedly, as Einstein
recalled delightedly, “replied affirmatively”. [23]

1897

Joseph
Thomson
(1856-1940)

After experimenting with cathode-ray tubes, published a paper, in which he
postulated that the cathode rays are streams of “negatively electrified
particles” [i.e. electrons] with mass.

Subatomic Theory
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1891

George
Coined the term "electron" (1891); also estimated the size of the atom
Stoney(1826(along with William Thomson and Josef Loschmidt) in circa 1870.
1911)

1903

Hantaro
Nagaoka
(1865-1950)

1904

Joseph
Thomson
(1856-1940)
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Building on the 1859 work of James Maxwell on the stability of Saturn’s
rings, Nagaoka mathematically considered the properties of a ‘Saturnian’
atom, which he supposed the atom to consist of a central attracting mass
surrounded by rings of rotating electrons, showing that such a system was
stable if the attractive force was large. [6]
After experimentally discovering the electron (1897), conceived
of the 'plum pudding model' in 1904 of an atom, in which small
negatively charged electrons floated in a uniformly positivelycharged sphere.

Wilhelm
Ostwal
(1853-1932)

Quote: “I am now convinced that we have recently become possessed of
experimental evidence of the discrete or grained nature of matter, which
the atomic hypothesis sought in vain for hundreds and thousands of years.
The isolation and counting of gaseous ions, on the one hand, which have
crowned with success the long and brilliant researches of J.J. Thomson, and,
on the other, agreement of the Brownian movement with the requirements
of the kinetic hypothesis, established by many investigators and most
conclusively by J. Perrin, justify the most cautious scientist in now speaking
of the experimental proof of the atomic nature of matter, the atomic
hypothesis is thus raised to the position of a scientifically well-founded
theory, and can claim a place in a text-book intended for use as an
introduction to the present state of our knowledge of general chemistry.”
(Ѻ) [21]

Ernest
Rutherford
(1871-1937)

After experimentally discovering the nucleus, in his 1909 gold foil
experiment, conceived of the 'Rutherford model' of the atom in
1911, according to which the atom had most of its mass at the
center characterized by a "positive central charge N e, and
surrounded by a compensating charge of N electrons";
Rutherford failed to speculate further on electronic structure, but did
mention the Saturn ring model of Nagaoka; Rutherford later coined the
term 'proton' (1919) for structure of hydrogen nuclei. [5]

1913

Niels Bohr
(1885-1962)
→ Bohr
model

Established the basic modern model of the internal structure the
atom, called the 'Bohr model', in which an atom consists of a
central positively charged nucleus surrounded by a certain
number of negatively charged electrons, moving about in specific
orbits about the nucleus, at certain discrete distances from the
nucleus, with specific energies, whereby the electrons can gain or lose
energy by jumping from one allowed orbit to another, absorbing or emitting
electromagnetic radiation, in the form of energy elements, with a frequency
ν determined by the energy difference between the two energy levels
according to the Planck relation (E2 – E1 = h ν), determined in 1900 by Max
Planck.

1924

Louis de
Broglie
(1892-1987)

Introduced the 'wavelike atom' model, proposing that all matter,
particularly electrons, must have a wave-like behavior in their motion.

Jean Perrin
(1870-1942)

Won the Nobel Prize in physics for proving, conclusively, the reality of the
“atomistic description” of nature—a recognition often said to mark the final
and formal acceptance of Leucippus’ c.450BC atomic theory by science
officially; he did this by calculating Avogadro's number using three different
methods, all involving liquid phase systems. First, he used a gamboge soaplike emulsion, second by doing experimental work on Brownian motion, and
third by confirming Einstein’s theory of particle rotation in the liquid phase.
[22]

1909

1911

1926
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1926

Erwin
Schrodinger
(1887-1961)

Utilized de Broglie's wave hypothesis to develop a wave
equation that describes the movement of the electrons about a
nucleus (or rather the distribution of the charges electrons in
space), thus initiating the 'orbital model' of the atom.

1932

James
Chadwick
(1891-1974)

Experimentally discovered the 'neutron' an uncharged nuclear particle
slightly larger in mass than the proton.

1955

Using a field ion
microscope, he became the
first person to “see” an
individual atom (Ѻ); the
dots in the image shown, a
Erwin Muller platinum micrograph
(1911-1977) (1973), similar to the view
seen by Muller, are
individual platinum atoms.
(Ѻ)

Subnuclear Theory

1963

Murray GellAssigned the name "quark" to the fundamental constituents of the nucleon
Mann
(protons and neutrons).
(1929-)

Human molecular theory
See main: Human molecular theory, Human molecular hypothesis, human molecule

A subset of atomic theory logic is 'human molecular theory', the premise that humans are made of atoms, ordered in
specific arrangement, in the form of a dynamic molecule. The immensity of this simple doctrine cannot be
overestimated in terms of it far-reaching implications. To illuminate, as commented, in aggregate form, famously by
American physicist Richard Feynman, in his famous time capsule wisdom:
“If all scientific knowledge were lost in a cataclysm, the single statement that I would propose to best pass on our
understanding of the world, so to preserve the most information for the next generations of creatures, would be: ‘all
things are made of atoms’.”
The extrapolation of this, up to the human scale, namely that:
“All humans are made of atoms”
is the more far-reaching statement with which to pass on to subsequent generations. That humans are little particles
(made of atoms), which go by various names: human molecules, human atoms, human atomisms, human particles,
human chemicals, or human elements, etc., that move around, attracting each other when in near vicinity, but
repelling upon being squeezed together in too close a manner. In this one sentence, one sees that there is an
enormous amount of information about the human world, if just a little imagination and thinking are applied. In this
perspective, the following table gives a gist outline of human molecular theory:
Modern Human Molecular Theory
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George
Carey
Definitively stated that: "man's body is a chemical formula in operation."
(1845-1924)
Robert
Sterner
(c.1958-)

In their ecological stoichiometric studies of elemental composition variations in
related species of small fresh water organisms, Sterner and Elser initiated modern
'human molecular theory' by calculating the following 22-element empirical
molecular formula for one person:
H375,000,000 O132,000,000 C85,700,000 N6,430,000 Ca1,500,000 P1,020,000 S206,000 Na183,000 K177,000
Cl127,000 Mg40,000 Si38,600 Fe2,680 Zn2,110 Cu76 I14 Mn13 F13 Cr7 Se4 Mo3 Co1

2000

James Elser
which they specifically defined as the chemical formula for one 'human molecule',
(c.1959-)
thus giving, for the first time, experimentally measured proof or derivation that a
human being is a 'molecule' comprised of a specific number of operational atoms.
In his human thermodynamic studies, particularly surrounding efforts to
understand how the spontaneity criterion applies to human relationships, in 2002
calculated the following 26-element empirical molecular formula:
2002

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)

H2.5E9 O9.7E8 C4.9E8 N4.7E7 P9.0E6 Ca8.9E6 K2.0E6 Na1.9E6 S1.6E6 Cl1.3E6 Mg3.0E5 Fe5.5E4
F5.4E4 Zn1.2E4 Si9.1E3 Cu1.2E3 B7.1E2 Cr98 Mn93 Ni87 Se65 Sn64 I60 Mo19 Co17 V
and in 2007 wrote the first textbook on the behavior and reactions of human
molecules; and in 2008, after becoming aware of the earlier work of Sterner and
Elser, wrote the first booklet on history of the concept of the human molecule.
In 2005, in an anon author of a New Scientist article entitled “That’s Life”, gave the
following 12-element empirical formula was: [15]

2005

New
Scientist
This attempt at what the author calls "one's chemical formula", however, is lacking
in 14 elements shown to have active role in the internal functioning of a person.

The three subjects concerning the study of human molecules include: human chemistry, human physics, and human
thermodynamics.
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Atomism
In homeokinetics, atomism is abstract name for any atom-like particle in the universe. [1] A group of interacting
atomisms in a system are said to constitute an ensemble.

History
In 1977, American physicist Arthur Iberall introduced the term as a tool to theorize, in a generalized manner, on any
type of system in the universe, from small gas molecule systems to human systems, which are said to be comprised of
“human atomisms”, to galactic systems, etc. [2] In 1987, Iberall began the discussing the concept of people viewed as
human atomisms: [3]
“The factory day is characteristic not only of living systems but also of all complex atomistic systems that persist and
that express much of their action internally. For an individual human atomism the factory day largely, but not
completely, coincides with the earth’s day.”
In his three-part article on field thermodynamics applied to biology, Iberall gives three related definitions, introducing
them by stating that “the concept of a system as an ensemble of atomistic entities is so fundamental to physics that I
define here three terms that support the topic:
Term

Definition

Atomism

A generalized atom or a bounded, material object (of whatever size) that is active,
and involved in processes that keep it active. The processes here referred to being
thermodynamic engine processes.

Active atomism

Being active is to have the property of possessing, or drawing upon an energy supply
to do work. Active entities can exchange energy over time, and the term action
refers to the integrated product of energy and time.

Human atomism

A human being defined abstractly as a generalized atom.

Ensemble

A set of essentially similar atomism, continually engaged in interactions (e.g.
collisions).

(add discussion)
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See also
● Human atom
● Social atom
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ATP
In chnopsology thermodynamics, ATP or adenosine triphosphate
(C10H16N5O13P3) is a five element molecule, classified as a
nucleotide, which acts as an energy carrier in biology, often called
molecular energy currency, the thermodynamics of which were
described by German-born American Fritz Lipmann in 1941. [1]
The energy is stored in the three high-energy phosphate bonds is
on the magnitude of 20 kJ of free energy per bond per mol,
amounting to about 55 kJ per mole of ATP. To release this energy,
each phosphate group bond (P–O) can be cleaved, one-by-one, as
exergonic reactions, providing enough energy to drive typical
endergonic reactions in the cell. An average person at rest
hydrolyzes and produces some 40 kg of ATP per day. [2]
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Attack
In science, attack, from the point of view of scientific endeavors being a type of intellectual warfare (Thomas Young,
1810), refers to an assault on theory, belief, position, argument or point of view, often times made publically, such as
in journal article format, via letter or article; sometimes done personally, via communication, directly or indirectly; at
other times delivered in group between different factions or schools of thought.

Physics
In physics, classic examples of attacks can be found in the 17th century battles between Isaac Newton and Robert
Hooke on gravitation and light.

Human chemistry
The 1809 physical chemistry based novel Elective Affinities by German polymath Johann Goethe has been under
attack nearly ever since its publication. As summarized in the 1859 New American Cyclopedia, edited by George
Ripley and Charles Dana, describe Goethe's novella as follows: [1]
“In 1809, Goethe printed the most exceptionable of his novels, the Wahlverwandschaften (“Elective Affinities”), in
which the charms and graces of this style are employed in the description of the impulses which spring from the
collision of passion and duty in the relations of marriage. By the title of the book, and in the whole spirit of it, he
would represent that sexual affinities follow the same inevitable law as chemical affinities, and that humanity
struggles impotently against the dictates of nature. Like all his productions, this was suggested by circumstances in
his own experience. The work shocked the moral world, in spite of the beauty with which it was written, and to this
day tasks the ingenuity of those of his admirers who seek to defend it from attack.”
As Goethe himself commented in 1827 eighteen years after its publication:
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“I [would] have been much cheered to hear [a] kind word about the Wahlverwandtschaften; for at that time, and
afterwards, not many pleasant remarks were vouchsafed be about that novel.”
The long and the short of the central reason for the attack on Goethe's novella is that the view presented by therein
(that morality is based on physical chemistry) in direct opposition to the view presented in the Bible (that morality is
governed by the negative confessions) and the general morality doctrine found the in the Ra theologies in general.

Thermodynamics
The classic example of attack is that of the energetics school led by Ernst Mach attacking the work of Ludwig
Boltzmann and his belief in atomic theory, the result of which was Boltzmann putting a noose around his neck while
on family vacation (see: founders of thermodynamics and suicide).

Life
German physicist Justus Liebig's use of vitalism (Animal Chemistry, 1842) was quickly attacked by the Helmholtz
school. A classic example of prolonged multi-decade attack was the attack on Erwin Schrodinger’s 1943 comment
that “life feeds on negative entropy”, by his fellow physicist colleagues, after which he was forced to append a “Note
to Chapter 6” to defend himself and explain his actions, and in the decades to follow was given royal trashings by the
likes of those as Linus Pauling.

Hmolsciences
The work of Spanish civil engineer Antonio Portuondo (Notes on Social Mechanics, 1912) was vigorously attacked by
French sociologist Petre Trisca (Introduction to Social Mechanics, 1922). [2] In his 1928 Contemporary Sociological
Theories, Russian-born American sociologist Pitirim Sorokin devoted the first 62-pages, his entire first chapter, to
what he classified as the “mechanistic school of social thermodynamics”, to argue his viewpoint that subjects such as
“human chemistry”, “human physics”, and “social mechanics” are, in his own words, “inadequate, and therefore
defective.” [3] Since going public, in 2005, the human chemistry, human physics, and human thermodynamics work
of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, has been under attack, almost at nearly monthly, if not weekly rate
(see: Libb Thims (attack)).

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“I shall attack chemistry like a shark.”
– Samuel Coleridge (1800) (see also: Whewell-Coleridge debate) [4]
“The works of Willard Gibbs can only be attacked with profit by the expert mathematician.”
– William Bayliss, Principles of General Physiology (1915)
“Indeed, not all attacks—especially the bitter and ridiculing kind leveled at Darwin—are offered in good faith, but for
practical purposes it is good policy to assume that they are.”
– Hans Seye (1964) [6]
“I prefer rationalism to atheism. The question of God and other objects-of-faith are outside reason and play no part in
rationalism, thus you don't have to waste your time in either attacking or defending.”
– Isaac Asimov (date) (link)
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In hmolscience, attraction, as contrasted with repulsion, refers to the movement of a body under the influence of a
force towards a second body or towards an attractor. [1]

See also
● A Dissertation on Elective Attractions
● Gottman stability ratio
● Muller stability ratio
● Alfred Mayer
● Exchange force
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Auerbach, Felix
In hmolscience, Felix Auerbach (1856-1933) was a German physicist noted for his 1910
book Ectropy and the Physical Theory of Life, wherein he introduced the notion of
"ectropy" as a type of biological anti-entropy. [1]

Overview
In this work, Auerbach compared the entropy of inert matter to what he called the
“ectropy” of living form, linking it to the evolution and development of life. [2]
Auerbach was known as an "ardent proponent of biological entropy decrease". [3]
Supposedly, Auerbach had adopted the notion of ectropy, as the biological antithesis of
entropy, from the 1900 work of German writer Georg Hirth. [4]

Education
Auerbach studied under German physicist Gustav Kirchhoff, at the University of
Breslau, in Heidelberg, and later with German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in Berlin,
completing his doctorate in 1875 under him with a dissertation on The Nature of Vowel
Sounds. In 1879, Auerbach worked at the physical institute of the University of Wroclaw as an assistant to German
physicist Oscar Meyer (noted for his 1877 Kinetic Theory of Gases), becoming a lecturer in 1880. In 1889, he became
professor of theoretical physics at the University of Jena.
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In philosophy, Augustine of Hippo (354-430), or “St. Augustine”, a Cattell 1000 (#82),
was a Roman theological philosopher noted for his pitting up Biblical tenets with
Epicurean-modeled of atomic theory. Augustine, in his later years, supposedly, was
influenced by Plotinus. [2]

Free will | Sin
On the subject of free will, Augustine had the following to say: [4]
“As a runaway horse is better than a stone which does not run away because it lacks
self-movement and sense perception, so the creature is more excellent which sins by
free will than that which does not sin only because it has no free will.”
(add discussion)

Anti-Epicureanism
Augustine, in his 426 City of God (§14:1-3), argued that Epicurean and Stoic philosophies were aimed at living
(reactively existing) according to the flesh, instead of according to the spirit or soul, and hence sin-ridden
philosophies. (Ѻ) The gist of his oft-cited argument as follows:
“Let those philosophers disappear, who attribute natural corporeal principles to the intelligence attached to matter,
such as Thales, who refers everything to water, Anaximenes to air, the Stoics to fire, Epicurus to atoms, that is to say,
to infinitely small objects that can neither be divided nor perceived. Let us reserve the same fate to all the other
philosophers, who are too numerous to name and who claimed to have found in simple and combined substances,
lifeless or living, indeed in what we call material bodies, the cause and principle of things.”
(add discussion)

Life | Non-life issue
On the life from non-life paradox, Augustine puts it like this: [3]
“Some of them believed that inanimate beings could produce living beings. Such was the case of the Epicureans;
these philosophers, and others like them, were incapable of imagining anything but what their heart, corrupted by
their senses, allowed them to see.”
(add discussion)
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In existographies, Marcus Aurelius (121-180) (IQ:180±|#115↓↑) (CR:14) (FA:#14) was
a Roman politician and philosopher, a Stokes 100 (#16), Cattell 1000 (#50), an adherent
of stoicism, an oft-classified “anti-theist” (Ѻ), noted for his keen intellect and wisdom
on a number of topics, such as atheism, nature, and change, to name a few.

Quotes | About
The following are about quotes:
“You are right; we must speak with respect of Lucretius; I see no one who can compare
with him except Byron (IQ:180|#115), and Byron has not his gravity nor the sincerity of
his sadness. The melancholy of the ancients seems to me more profound than that of
the moderns, who all more or less presuppose an immortality on the yonder side of the
black hole. But for the ancients this black hole has the infinite itself; the procession of
their dreams is imaged against a background of immutable ebony. The gods being no
more and Christ not being not yet, there was between Cicero and Marcus Aurelius a
unique moment in which man stood alone. Nowhere else to I find this grandeur; but what renders Lucretius
intolerable is his physics, which he gives as if positive. If he is weak, it is because he did not doubt enough; he wished
to explain, to arrive at a conclusion!”
— Gustave Flaubert (c.1875), “Letter to Madame Roger des Genettes” [3]

“Among men of flesh and bone there have been typical examples of those who possess this tragic sense of life. I recall
now Marcus Aurelius, St. Augustine, Pascal, Rousseau, Rene, Obermann, Thomson, Leopardi, Vigny, Lenau, Kleist,
Amiel, Quental, Kierkegaard—men burdened with wisdom rather than with knowledge.”
— Miguel Unamuno (1912), Tragic Sense of Life [1]

“When in reading a meditative writer like Marcus Aurelius, we know his consciousness and nothing else. There is no
good reason to think that statistical methods can anticipate that which, after all, chiefly distinguishes human life from
physical processes, namely, original mental synthesis.”
— Charles Cooley (1923), “The Roots of Social Knowledge” [4]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Substance is like a river in continual flow; the energies undergo constant changes and do work in infinite variety.
There is hardly anything that stands still or remains still.”
— Marcus Aurelius (c.160), a seeming Heraclitus (475BC) paraphrase; cited by Mellor (1922), in: chapter twelve “Thermodynamics
and Thermochemistry” [5]

“Live a good life. If there are gods and they are just, then they will not care how devout you have been, but will
welcome you based on the virtues you have lived by. If there are gods, but unjust, then you should not want to
worship them. If there are no gods, then you will be gone, but will have lived a noble life that will live on in the
memories of your loved ones.”
— Marcus Aurelius (c.170AD), Meditations, Book II (Ѻ)(Ѻ)

“For any particular thing, ask: What is it in itself? What is its nature?”
— Marcus Aurelius (c.170)

“Accept the things to which fate binds you, and love the people with whom fate brings you together, but do so with
all your heart.”
— Marcus Aurelius (c.170)

“I seek after truth, by which no man ever yet was injured.”
— Marcus Aurelius (c.170) [2]

See also
● Harry Watson
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Autocatalysis
In chemistry, autocatalysis is a type of catalysis in which a reaction is accelerated by one of its own products, so that
a long time may elapse before anything happen, but if that product begins to form, or is introduced from without, the
reaction goes faster and faster. [1]

Overview
In 1920, Austrian-born American physical chemist Alfred Lotka, supposedly, was discussing mechanisms of coupled
autocatalytic reactions. [4] In 1925, American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis stated that autocatalysis "has not long
been known". [1] In 1961, Hungarian-born American anthropologist Steven Polgar, in his article “Evolution and the
Thermodynamic Imperative”, seems to have labeled replication as “chromosomal autocatalysis”. [2] In 1968, Dean
Wooldridge was using autocatalysis as one of the hypothetical steps in the formation of the “living cells”, a step
preceded by a reducing atmosphere, after which, as he states: [5]
“The droplets that started as inert bags of chemicals could slowly lead to structures with properties of growth,
metabolism, and reproduction at least crudely similar to those exhibited by modern single-celled organism.”
In the 1990s and into the 2000s, American complexity theorist Stuart Kauffman constructed an entire book series
around the premise of “auto-catalytic closure” and closed thermodynamic cycles in order to argue for the emergence
of life from the periodic table of elements; event going so far as to posit a new fourth law of thermodynamics, framed
around the notion of auto-catalysis. [2]
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In life principles, auto-catalytic closure, or
"autocatalytic set theory", is a physical science based
origin of life explanation which argues that "dead"
individual molecular species A, B, and C, become
"alive" once catalytic closure among them is achieved
and they are able to complete one thermodynamic
cycle. [1] The model is a variant of the 1920s
autocatalysis theory, and was first proposed by
American Stuart Kauffman in his 1993 The Origins of
Order and the expanded on in a number of books to
follow as a pervading principle germane to life. [2]

A depiction of autocatalytic closure, according to Irish artificial life
researcher James Decreane, where in A: simple collectively
autocatalytic reaction network, where the species x1 catalyzes the
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Automaton
In science, an automaton is an animated human or animal replica
made of mechanical or man-made electrochemical parts. Related
terms and or synonyms include: android, human machine, and
human motor.

History
The origin of the first automaton is difficult to pin down, but they
seem to have been first built by the Greeks. One noted example is
Greek engineer Hero’s cart, built in about 60 AD, which was a
three-wheeled cart that could carry a group of automata to the
front of a stage where they would perform for an audience.
Power came from a falling weight that pulled on string wrapped
A nineteenth-century artistic rendition of an
round the cart's drive axle, a sort of string-based control
automaton baby doll. [3]
mechanism. In 1540, Italian inventor Gianello Torriano produced
a number of automata, including a human-sized, lute-playing female. In 1644, French engineer Isaac de Caus created
a montage scence of a mechanical owl stalking a group of smaller birds. In 1737-38, French inventor Jacques
Vaucanson famously made a flute player, a tambourine player, and digesting duck automaton. In 1760, Austrian
inventor Friedrich von Knauss, supposedly, created a mechanical doll that could write up to 107 different words via
dictation. [6]
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A circa 50AD “automata” of Hero, an animated device that would
later go on to serve as a type of thought experiment by deep
thinkers, such as Rene Decartes (reaction automaton theory) and
John Neumann (free energy automaton theory), in regards to
what exactly constitutes "life" in a modern scientific or
philosophical sense of the matter. [5]

Water clock with automated figures,
from 'Book of Knowledge of Ingenious
Mechanical Devices' by Al-Djazari (1206).
[7]

French inventor Jacques Vaucanson demonstrates his automata
(1738). [7]

'The Steam Concert', caricature of
modern music from 'Un Autre Monde'
(1844). [7]

Philosophy
In 1637, French philosopher René Descartes, in his Discourse on Method, set out to construct his own scientific
system by studying himself and the world about him. One question Descartes posed to answer was if it was possible
to construct a human replica, automaton (mechanical human) so that an external observer would not be able to tell
the difference between the real emotional human and the purely mechanical version. In this direction, Descartes
reasoned that if one, schooled in the study of mechanics, constructed a human automaton which ‘walked, ate,
breathed and, in a word imitated as much as possible all the other actions of (humans), including even the signs we
use to express our passions, such as crying when struck, fleeing when a loud noise is made nearby, etc.’ that another
person ‘would find it difficult to distinguish between real human beings and those who only had the same shape’.
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As a rule of thumb, according to Descartes, there would be only two ways to distinguish the real human from the
mechanical ones. Firstly, an automaton could never ‘arrange words in different ways to reply to the meaning of
everything that is said in its presence’. Second, an automaton would never be able to ‘act on the basis of knowledge,
but merely as a disposition of their organs.’ In short, an automaton could not react the way real humans could. [1]

Neumann's free energy automaton theory
See main: Neumann automaton theory

In 1948, American chemical engineer John Neumann famously put forward his thermodynamic-based electricalchemical automaton theory, in which he envisaged a robot or automaton, made of wires, electrical motors, batteries,
etc., constructed in such a way that when floating on a lake stoked with component parts, it will reproduce itself (selfreplicate), albeit one that could be made to work only if a source of free energy is available. [2]

Other
In 1964, American physicist Jerome Rothstein set out to answer questions on free will and determinism, origin and
fate of the universe, and causes and purposes in nature via thermodynamics, specifically modeling people as
automatons or well-informed heat engines, where he concludes that some of these admit answers, whereas others
admit violations answers that entail violations of the second law. [4]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“I am an automaton endowed with power of movement, which merely responds to external stimuli beating upon my
sense organs.”
— Nikola Tesla (1900), “The Problem of Increasing Human Energy”

See also
● Animate engine
● Animate matter
● Animate molecule
● Animate thermodynamics
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In thermodynamics, available energy is
the greatest amount of mechanical work
that can be obtained from a system or
body, with a given quantity of substance,
in a given initial state, without increasing
its total volume or allowing heat to pass
to or from external bodies, except such
as at the close of the processes are left
in their initial condition. In this
definition, the initial state of the body is
supposed to be such that the body can
be made to pass from it to states of
dissipated energy by reversible
Left: American engineer Willard Gibbs' 1873 graph of the of the energy ε verses
processes.
the entropy η of a body showing the available energy of a body, section AB, at an

Overview

entropy of D, a type of energy that would famously be labeled as "free energy" by
German physicist Hermann Helmholtz in 1882. [1] Right: Irish physicist James
Maxwell's 1875 addition of the volume axis, shown perpendicular to the plane
here, and used sunlight and shadows, to make a three-dimensional
thermodynamic surface.

In 1873, American engineer Willard
Gibbs, in his "A Method of Geometrical
Representation of the Thermodynamic
Properties of Substances by Means of Surfaces", introduced the definition of available energy; although, to note, it
may have had an earlier etymology, as Gibbs seems to refer to an earlier use when he states “this [definition] has
been called the available energy of the body”. [1] Gibbs' available energy came to be called “free energy” by German
physicist Hermann Helmholtz in 1882. [2]
The graph made by Gibbs to illustrate his ideas, pictured adjacent and below, shows a plane perpendicular to the
axis of V (volume) and passing through point A, which represents the "initial state" of the body. Qε and Qη are
sections of the planes η = 0 and ε = 0, and therefore parallel to the axes of ε (internal energy) and η (entropy),
respectively. Other sections, according to Gibbs, are:
MN = the section of the surface of dissipated energy.
AD = the energy of the body in its initial state.
AE = the entropy of the body in its initial state.
AB = its available energy.
AC = its capacity for entropy.
Here, Gibbs defines "capacity for entropy" as the amount by which the entropy of the body can be increased without
changing the energy of the body or increasing its volume.

Mis-extrapolations | Humanities
As to the extrapolation of Gibbs’ conception of available energy in relation to human activity and in the
thermodynamics of human social systems, the translation has often been lost in transit. To cite a classic example of
mistranslation, in the 1971 book The Entropy Law and the Economic Process, Romanian mathematician Nicholas
Georgescu-Roegen used references such as Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary to define entropy as the measure of
unavailable energy in a closed thermodynamic system and the goes off the rails by stating that in the
thermodynamical operation of a steam engine, where the heat from the burning coal flows into the boiler and out
through the escaping steam:
“At the beginning, the chemical energy of the coal is free, in the sense that it is available to us for producing some
mechanical work. In the process, however, the free energy loses this quality, bit by bit. Ultimately, it always dissipates
completely into the whole system where it becomes bound energy, that is, energy which we can no longer use for the
same purpose.”
On this and other ill-contrived statements, Georgescu-Roegen, in his book, went on to build entropy-base theory of
economics. This book soon thereafter seeded the careers of many burgeoning economists, such as American writer
Jeremy Rifkin, who came to incorrectly view Georgescu-Roegen as a foremost thermodynamicist. This logic can now
often be found in modern publications, by those arguing that we are depleting our free energies by the consumption
of our oil-gas-coal natural fuels. This, however, is a huge mis-extrapolation of what constitutes “free energy” in a
chemical system. [3]
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Averageness
In mate selection, averageness refers to the trend that average
traits tend to be sexually selected for or more physically
attractive on average, being that in theory they are indicative of
long term stability in evolution. [1]

Beauty
Statistically, the average or blend of a given population for a
given trait or look tends to be found the most visually appealing
or attractive; the following, e.g., shows morphs of a selection of
30 HotOrNot.com photos, morphed into 1-10 scale physical
attractiveness ranking tiers, along with a morph of the average
of all 30 photos, which shows that the "average" morphology
tends to be as attractive as the individually selected most
attractive person (or morph photo):

A distribution of heights of a company of American civil
war solders, showing an average height of about 5'10".

(add discussion)

Human chemistry
In human chemistry, averageness is theorized to be one of the measurable components of the enthalpy factors of the
human chemical bond. [2]

Further reading
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2. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One) (averageness, pgs. 97, 148-49, 271, 327; averageness
factor, pg. 150) (preview), (Google books). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two) (averageness, pgs. 390, 500) (preview), (Google books).
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Avery, John
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In hmolscience, John Scales Avery (1933-) is a Lebanese-born Danish theoretical
chemist and physicist noted, in chnops-thermodynamics, for the publication of his 2003
book Information Theory and Evolution, in which he attempts to expand on English
naturalist Charles Darwin's final and last statement concerning life:
“The principle of life will hereafter be shown to be part or consequence of some
general law.”
— Charles Darwin (1882), Letter to George Wallich [2]

Avery cites the following group of recent thinkers to have aimed to uncover this
hypothetical general law: Alexander Oparin, Herald Urey, Stanley Miller, Melvin Calvin,
Sydney Fox, Leslie Orgel, Carl Sagan, Manfred Eigen, Christian de Duve, Erwin
Schrodinger, Claude Shannon, and Stuart Kauffman. His own book attempts to state an
outline of this general law by making appeasement to a mixture of thermodynamics,
statistical mechanics, and information theory.

Free energy
In order to explain the seeming contradiction between the second law, i.e. that closed ideal gas phase systems tend
towards disorder, and the high degree of order and complexity produced by living systems, Avery argues that this
paradox has its resolution in the information content of the Gibbs free energy that enters the biosphere from outside
sources. [1] A notable aspect of Avery's book is his discussion of Neumann automaton theory in terms of free energy.
[3] In 2006, Avery was a peer-reviewer for American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2007-published Human
Chemistry manuscript, about which Avery suggested to Thims, as discussed in the section on "Human Molecular
Dynamics", that 26-element human molecules (people), similar to smaller 6-element protein molecules, are "drawn
along paths that minimize the Gibbs free energy of the system." [4]

Education
Avery completed his BS in physics in 1954 at MIT; his MS in physics in 1955 at the University of Chicago; and PhD in
theoretical chemistry in 1965 at Imperial College, London.
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Avogadro, Amedeo
In chemistry, Amedeo Avogadro (1776-1856) was an Italian chemist noted for the
formulation of Avogadro’s law, supposedly was one of the first to coin the term
“molecule”, as differing from an atom, and is the eponym of the Avogadro constant NA:

In 1811, in his "Essay on Determining the Relative Masses of the Elementary Molecules
of Bodies", Avogadro advanced the hypothesis that all gases under the same conditions
of temperature and pressure, in unit volume, have the same number of molecules.

Thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, the Ideal gas constant R divided by the Avogadro constant is the
Boltzmann constant kB:
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which is used a good deal in statistical thermodynamics. In 1895, German chemist Walther Nernst wrote an early
book on chemcial thermodynamics based on Avogadro's law. [1]
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Avogadro’s constant
In science, Avogadro’s constant or number, symbol N or NA, is the number of atoms, molecules, or chemical entities
in one mol of substance. [1] The modern definition of Avogadro’s number is defined as the number of atoms in a
twelve gram sample of carbon twelve, which is:

History
In 1811, Italian chemist Amedeo Avogadro, the eponym of the constant, advanced the hypothesis that all gases under
the same conditions of temperature and pressure, in unit volume, have the same number of molecules. In 1895, the
term gram-molecule began to be truncated as ‘mol’ by Walther Nernst, a term introduced two years earlier by
Wilhelm Ostwald. [2] In 1909, French chemist Jean Perrin, in his “Brownian Motion and Molecular Reality”, building
on Albert Einstein's 1905 Brownian motion work, stated that Avogadro's hypothesis is equivalent to saying that 'any
two gram-molecules contain the same number of molecules', and commented further by stated:
“The invariable number N is a universal constant, which may appropriately be designated Avogadro’s constant.”
Perrin gave the following value: [3]

which, it seems, to the number of molecules in 32-grams of oxygen. In 1911, Irish chemist Edmund d’Albe was
defining the ‘gram-molecule’ as the number of hydrogen atoms in one gram of hydrogen to be: [6]

In 1913, American chemist Robert Mulliken gave the following value: [4]

In 1914, American physicist Harvey Fletcher calculated the following value of Avogadro’s constant for the number of
molecules in a gram molecule of air: [5]
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Sociological Avogadro's number
See main: Social Avogadro number

The first to make an attempt at representative particle unit number equivalent for sociological thermodynamics
calculations was Hungarian sociologist Babics Laszlo who in 2003 calculated what he called a "sociological Avogadro's
number" of A = 60. On the high end, Laszlo also notes that the mean population number (6.01E7 in 1992) for each of
the top 87 of the world's countries could serve as a representative A, although he considers this value to be too high
for meaningful calculations. [7]
American chemical engineer Libb Thims had discussed this same issue with Russian physical chemist Georgi
Gladyshev during a meeting in Chicago in 2006, during which Thims alluded to the idea that the value should be
around 1,000 and possibly be called the Gladyshev number (or Gladyshev constant), being that Gladyshev was the
first to do some of the pioneering work in sociological thermodynamics calculations of Gibbs free energy, which has
units of J/mol. In this sense, in order to make calculations of quantities such as Gibbs free energy, entropy, internal
energy, or enthalpy, for social processes, one first has to redefine the idea of the 'gram-molecule' for systems,
groups, or masses of humans.
The central issue here is that humans aren't typically measured in groups by mass. In short, the standard SI base
unit for 'amount of substance' is not applicable to calculations of reactions involved in larger systems of interacting
humans. One could say, for instance, that in a 1,000-kg sample of average humans (70-kg) that there are about 14
human molecules on average. Using an alternative methodology, for instance, one could use the figure of 477, being
the average number of students in a typical US elementary school in the 2001-2001 school year, as a representative
Avogadro number for humans. Noting there various alternatives, the issue seems to require more thought.
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Ayala, Francisco
In hmolscience, Francisco Ayala (1934-) is a Spanish-born American evolutionary
geneticist and philosopher noted for his 1983 “Biology and Physics: Reflections and
Reductionism”, in which, firstly he presents a short overview of the so-called recent
reductionist anti-reductionist debate, citing Rene Descartes, in the pro side, and
Aristotle, Henri Bergson, Hans Driesch, on the con side, then secondly, siding in an
unmentioned manner with his covert religious faith, Christianity, he attempts to argue
that reduction of biology to the physicochemical sciences is impossible, his concluding
argument being that biology has teleological properties, whereas chemistry and physics
do not.

Problem of reductionism
Ayala defines what he refers to as the “problem of reductionism” as follows: [1]
“The issue here is whether or not physicochemical entities and processes underlie all
living phenomena. Are organisms constituted of the same components as those making up inorganic matter? Or, is it
the case that organism consist of other entities besides molecules and atoms? Other questions related to the
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previous ones are the following: Are organisms nothing else than aggregations of atoms and molecules? Do
organisms exhibit properties other than those of their constituent atoms and molecules?”
(add discussion)
Ayala summarizes the reductionist anti-reductionist debate as follows:
“In the ontological or constitutive domain, the reductionist-antireductionist controversy in its extreme form resolves
into the mechanism versus vitalism issue. The mechanist position is that organism are ultimately made up of the
same atoms that make up inorganic matter, and of nothing else. Vitalists argue that organism are made up not only
of material components (atoms, molecules, and aggregations of them) but also of some nonmaterial entity, various
called by different authors, entelechy, vital force, elan vital, radial energy and the like.”
(add discussion)
Ayala, in his attempt to criticize what he refers to as the “nothing but” fallacy, compares an, similar to the rock vs
human comparison, an organism to a steam engine to an electronic computer as follows:
“Organisms consist exhaustively of atoms and molecules. A steam engine may consist only of iron and other
materials, but it is something else than iron and other components. Similarly, an electronic computer is not only a pile
of semiconductors, wires, plastic, and other materials. Organisms are made up of atoms and molecules, but they are
highly complex patterns, and patterns of patters, of these atoms and molecules.”
(add discussion)
Next, in a uncited reference to the John Mill table salt emergent properties argument, first states the following:
“Consider the following question: are the properties of common salt, sodium chloride, simply the properties of
sodium and chlorine when they are associated according to the formula NaCl? If among the properties of sodium and
chlorine we include their association into table salt and the properties of the latter, the answer is ‘yes’.”
Then he makes the following backwards nearly inane statement:
“Among the properties of hydrogen we do not usually include the properties of water, of ethyl alcohol, or proteins,
and of human beings. Nor do we include among the properties of iron those of the steam engine.”
The gist of which being that each “atomic aggregation”, as he refers to things bigger than typical molecule, has
distinct “properties” not connected in any way to the elements that make up each aggregate, which, again, is but a
descent into idiocy-ville. He continues, likewise:
“Can the properties of benzene be predicted from knowledge about oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon? Or, at a higher
level of complexity, can the behavior of a cheetah chasing a deer be predicted from the knowledge about the atoms
and molecules making up these animals?”
(add discussion)

Religion
In 1960, Ayala was ordained as a Dominican priest, but left the priesthood that same year. Ayala identifies as a
Christian, tending not to discuss his religious views, but is of the view that “science is compatible with religious faith
in a personal, omnipotent and benevolent God.” He is a critic of creationism, intelligent design, Christian apologists,
and US restrictions on federal funding of stem cell research. In 2009, he debated Christian apologists William Craig. In
2010, Ayala won the Templeton Prize, of $1.5 million, for his vicarious efforts at attempts to reconcile religion and
science. (Ѻ)
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Ayres, Robert
In hmolscinece, Robert U. Ayres (c.1930-) is an American-born English mathematical
physicist noted, in economic thermodynamics, for his 1970s to present his publications
on applying the laws of thermodynamics in economic and ecological systems. [1]

Overview
In the 1960s, Ayres, under the direction of Allen Kneese, became convinced that
economics systems are physical systems subject to the laws of thermodynamics; a
learning experience about which he comments on in retrospect (2009) as follows:
comments: [6]
“My learning experience during 1967 to 1968, at Resources for the Future (RFF), in
particular a line of research initiated by Allen Kneese, led me to the view that economy
is truly a physical system that converts raw materials into goods and services, subject to
the laws of thermodynamics.”
In 1978, Ayres published Resources, Environment, and Economics: Applications of the Materials/Energy Balance
Principle, wherein he began applying physical principles, e.g. thermodynamics, to economics; discussing topics such
as negentropy (although he views negentropy as something "metaphysical") of physical materials, such as ore,
outlines a theory of "negentropy depletion", and points out how the closed cyclic models of standard economics are
inconsistent with the first law of thermodynamics. [5] In the 1990s, Ayres began co-authoring articles on "ecothermodynamics" based on exergy. [2] Ayres prefers the term exergy over the entropy concept because the latter
contains, in his own words, too much “mystical baggage”. [3] Ayres has been influenced significantly by the works of
Romanian mathematician Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen; particularly his 1971 book The Entropy Law and the Economic
Process. [4] Ayres’ latest book is the 2009 The Economic Growth Engine written with Benjamin Warr in which they
explore the fundamental relationship between thermodynamics and its definition of physical work, and economics,
albeit using exergy as their primary analysis tool. [6]

Education
Ayres completed his BS in 1954 at the University of Chicago, his MS in physics in 1956 at the University of Maryland,
and his PhD in mathematical physics in 1958 at Kings College, London. [1]
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B
In symbols, B is the symbol for
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Babbage, Charles
In hmolscience, Charles Babbage (1791-1871) (CR=8) was an English mathematician,
philosopher, and mechanical engineer, oft-characterized as one of the pre-eminent
polymaths of the 19th century, a top 100 Eells mathematician (#60), a Ranker greatest
minds of all time (#230), known generally for his 1927 “difference engine” or analytical
engine, a computer forerunner, and for his Ninth Bridgewater Treatise (1837), which
outline a theory of natural religion, a science and religion reconciliation attempt,
arguing, among other things, that miracles are in accordance with the order of nature.
[1]

Religion | Science
In 1837, Babbage, in his Ninth Bridgewater Treatise, argued the following:
“There exists no fatal collision between the words of scripture and the facts of nature.”
(add discussion)
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Bachelard, Gaston
In hmolscience, Gaston Bachelard (1884-1962) (CR:6) was a French philosopher noted
for his 1938 book The Psychoanalysis of Fire in which he analyzes the existence of fire
(as well as heat and light), both as a real presence throughout the history of humankind
and more importantly a literary, symbolic presence, such as discussed in the fields of
literature chemistry and literature thermodynamics. [1] Bachelard, in short, seems to
address the subject of the psychoanalysis or critique of the use of thermal words (or
thermal phrases), such as the fire of passion, the heat of love, the light of my life, etc.

Romantics
Bachelard seems to have been one of the first to digress into the subject of relation of
love or sexual value, in literature, to fire, heat (e.g. sexual heat, sexual temperature,
sexual energy, etc.), or light . He cites the following passage of German philosopher
Gotthilf Schubert’s passage as a example of the fire or heat as a psychoanalytic tool:
“Just as friendship prepares us for love, so by rubbing together of similar bodies,
nostalgia (heat) is created and love (flame) spurts forth.”
He goes on to cite, what seems to be about two dozen or so, other various usages of heat or fire as a metaphor,
analogy, or model for the intricacies of human romance, relationships, and love; one example being Bohemian–
Austrian poet Rainer Rilke:
“To be loved means to be consumed in the flame; to love is to shine with an inexhaustible light.”
(add discussion)

Discussion
In studying these various passages, in modern human chemistry and human thermodynamics terms, one is quickly
led into a deep analysis. How, for example, does the last passage scale down from the human chemical reaction of
love, such as in the pair bonding male-female reaction:
Mx + Fy → MxFy
or from the human reproduction reaction scale:
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Mx + Fy → MxFy + Bc
where the reactants Mx (male human molecule) and Fy (female human molecule) are “consumed” in the human
chemical reaction, to the level of a smaller sized (easier to study) hydrocarbon combustion reaction, such as methane
reacting with oxygen, giving off heat and light:
CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O
In comparing the two reactions, hydrocarbon combustion and human romantic combustion, one is quickly led into a
very deep and involved subject. The mention of "light", by Rilke, for example, leads one into the question of how light
functions in human chemical reactions, of which topics including the metaphor (or non-metaphorical) term "bright",
which is then related to the social nebular hypothesis theories of light, heat, or energy, hypothesized to be created by
human gravitational contractions (social gravitation); as well as the exchange force and primary field particle
theories, among others.
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Bachelier, Louis
In human physics, Louis Bachelier (1870-1946) was a French mathematician noted for
his 1900 PhD thesis The Theory of Speculation, written under his advisor Henri
Poincare, a publication focused on determining the probability of price changes, via
using Brownian motion to evaluate stock options, which according to Gheorghe Savoiu
and Ion Siman, is said to mark the start of the econophysics. [1]Bachelier, in short, built
on the work of Jules Regnault, and used a random hypothesis to treat securities prices
similar to gas molecules, moving independently of each other, with future movements
being independent of past movements. [2] In the mid-1950s, Bachelier’s 1914 Games
of Gambling, Chance, and Risk (Le jeu, la chance et le hasard) was discovered, in the
Yale library, by statistician Leonard Savage, who in turn sent several postcards to
colleagues to see if anyone was familiar with his work; one went to Paul Samuelson,
who whet searching for his book in the MIT library, and therein found his PhD
dissertation, who thereafter began to revive his work. [3]
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Bacon, Francis
In science, Francis Bacon (1561-1626) (IQ:180|#86), not to be confused with Roger
Bacon (1214-1294) (IQ:175±|#144), was English physicist, natural philosopher, and
general polymath, a said to be last person to know everything, a commentator on
atheism, a pioneer of the scientific method, noted for being one of the first to state, in
circa 1600, that heat is motion. [1] Bacon was one of the first to define impelling power.
[3]

Education
At age 13, Bacon's mind had revolted against the accepted doctrines, supposedly
attributing the sources of error to Aristotle. [10]

Aristotle | Final cause
In 1605, Bacon, in his The Advancement of Learning, he dug into the inherent error
surrounding final causes.

Atheism
In circa 1620, Bacon penned his essay “Of Atheism”, filled with a number of frequently cited atheism quotes. (Ѻ) The
following are related atheism quotes:
“Atheism leads a man to sense, to philosophy, to natural piety, to laws, to reputation, all which may be guides to an
outward moral virtue, though religion were not but superstition dismounts all these, and erecteth an absolute
monarchy in the minds of men.”
— Francis Bacon (1625) (Ѻ)

(add discussion)

Enlightenment
Bacon is sometimes classified as one so-called “fathers of the enlightenment”, along with Benedict Spinoza, Rene
Descartes, John Locke, Isaac Newton, Voltaire, among a few others; many of the latter being indirect proteges of
Bacon and his philological pursuits. (Ѻ)

Tree of knowledge
Bacon, in his 1605 Advancement of Learning, was the first to make reference to
the division of knowledge being like the branches of a tree or what has since
come to called the "tree of knowledge". [7]

Heat
The following is his noted quote on the matter which comes from extracts of
the twentieth aphorism of the second book of the 1620 publication New
Instruments (Novum Organum): [2]
“Heat itself, its essence and quiddity, is motion and nothing else.”
This is one of the first statements of what would come to be known in the early
19th century as the kinetic theory of heat.

Goethe | Elective affinity

A 5-volume Francis Bacon collected
works set (Ѻ); a 15-volume collection
was also published in circa 1900 by
Houghton Mifflin. (Ѻ)

In 1620, Bacon developed theories on chemical affinity to explain the inherent
nature of motion and its causes. Bacon reasoned that ‘dispute and friendship
are the spurs to motion in nature, and the keys to her works.’ [4] Bacon defined chemical affinity as such: [5]

“It is certain that all bodies whatsoever, though they have no sense, yet they have perception; for when one body is
applied to another, there is a kind of election to embrace that which is agreeable, and to exclude or expel that which
is ingrate; and whether the body be alterant or altered, evermore perception precedeth operation; for else all bodies
would be like one to another.”
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This logic, naturally, evolved into a conception of elective attraction or elective affinity, defined as ‘a favorable
inclination to one more than to another’ or a process in which ‘a substance tends to combine with certain substances
in preference to others.’ [6] It is known that Benedict Spinoza studied Bacon and in turn Goethe studied Spinoza, but
it remains to be discerned if Goethe culled directly from Bacon as in the above "election to embrace" model. [8]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Knowledge is power.”
— Francis Bacon (c.1610) [6]

“Truth emerges more readily from error than from confusion.”
— Francis Bacon (c.1610) [9]

“Truth is the daughter of time.”
— Francis Bacon (c.1610) (Ѻ)

“It is certain that all bodies whatsoever, though they have no sense, yet they have perception; for when one body is
applied to another, there is a kind of election to embrace that which is agreeable, and to exclude or expel that which
is ingrate; and whether the body be alterant or altered, evermore a perception precedeth operation; for else all
bodies would be like one to another. And sometimes, this perception, in some kind of bodies, is far more subtle than
sense; so that sense is but a dull thing in comparison of it: we see a weatherglass will find the least difference of the
weather in heat or cold, when we find it not. And this perception is sometimes at a distance, as well as upon the
touch; as when the loadstone draweth iron; or flame naphtha of Babylon; a great distance, as well as upon the touch;
as when the loadstone quiry, to enquire of the more subtile perceptions; for it is another key to open nature, as well
as the sense; and sometimes better. And besides, it is a principal means of natural divination; for that which in these
perceptions appeareth early, in the great effects cometh long after.”
— Francis Bacon (1620), Forest of Forests: a Natural History; cited by Alfred Whitehead (1925); Trevor Levere (1971); Libb Thims
(2007) [5]

“We are much beholden to Machiavelli and others who write what men do and not what they ought to do.”
— Francis Bacon (c.1610), cited by Lawrence Henderson (1935) [11]
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Bacon, Roger
In science, Roger Bacon (1214-1294) (IQ=175±|#144), not to be confused with Francis
Bacon (1561-1626) (IQ=180|#85), was an English natural philosopher, two cultures
genius, a last person to know everything claimant, a "savant with an enormous
encyclopedic mind" (Jeremiah Hackett, 1980), and the so-called "first scientist" (Brain
Clegg, 2003), and originator of the scientific method.

Scientific method
In 1265, Bacon, inspired by the Aristotelian commentaries of Robert Grosseteste
(1235), which laid out the framework for proper methods of science, described a
scientific method, which he based on a repeating cycle of observation, hypothesis,
experimentation, and the need for independent verification; and he recorded the
manner in which he conducted his experiments in precise detail so that others could
reproduce and independently test his results. (Ѻ)

Magnus
Bacon was a contemporary of Albertus Magnus, whom he may have known at Paris during the years 1245-1248, and
together they are considered the two main commentators on the new translations of Aristotle, in the university
milieu, during the thirteenth century. [6]

Experimentation
On experimentation and truth, Bacon said:
“Argument is conclusive, but it does not remove doubt, so that the mind may rest in the sure knowledge of the truth,
unless it finds it by the method of experiment.”
(add discussion)

Mpemba effect
Bacon was said to have been one of the first to experimentally test the hot-begets-cold-quicker phenomenon
(Aristotle-Mpemba effect). [1]

Combustion
Bacon, whose works have been analyzed by scholar including James Partington and Joseph Needham, was one of the
first to describe explosive combustion, a noted statement of which, by Bacon, is as follows: [3]
“We have an example of these things (that act on the senses) in [the sound and fire of] that children's toy which is
made in many [diverse] parts of the world; i.e. a device no bigger than one's thumb. From the violence of that salt
called saltpetre [together with sulphur and willow charcoal, combined into a powder] so horrible a sound is made by
the bursting of a thing so small, no more than a bit of parchment [containing it], that we find [the ear assaulted by a
noise] exceeding the roar of strong thunder, and a flash brighter than the most brilliant lightning.”
American historian Stephen Bown dates Bacon's so-called documentation of
the secret of gunpowder to the year circa 1249 in the timeline of explosives. [4]

Imprisonment
In 1277, Bacon was imprisoned, for a period of 10-15 years, by Jerome of
Ascali, minster general of the Franciscans, by the advise of "many friars", and
his teachings were denounced. [4] Released, he wrote one more innovative
book before dying (ending) and becoming a Faust-like figure of legend. [5]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“If someone who has never seen fire claims through reasoning that fire burns,
changes things and destroys them, the mind of his listener will not be satisfied
A depiction of Bacon studying “long
with that, and will not avoid fire before he has placed his hand or something
after the midnight hour” (Ѻ).
combustible on the fire, to prove through experience what his reasoning had
taught him. But one it has had the experience of combustion the mind is assured and rests in the light of truth.
Reasoning is not enough—one needs experience.”
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— Roger Bacon (c.1275) [4]

Praise | Tributes
The following are related notes of praise:
“Roger Bacon — the founder of English philosophy whose knowledge of chemistry and mathematics led him to
recognize the value of deductive reasoning, establish a scientific method, and invent spectacles — has been called
the last man to know everything, the last man to bridge the two cultures.”
— Rushworth Kidder (2003), How Good People Make Tough Choices [2]
“Roger Bacon, a humble and devout English friar, seems an unlikely figure to challenge the orthodoxy of his day —
yet he risked his life to establish the basis for true knowledge. Born c.1220, Bacon was passionately interested in the
natural world and how things worked. Such dangerous topics were vetoed by his Order, and it was only when a new
Pope proved sympathetic that he began compiling his encyclopedia on everything from optics to alchemy — the
synopsis took a year and ran to 800,000 words and he was never to complete the work itself. Sadly, the enlightened
Pope died, and Bacon was tried as a magician and incarcerated for ten years. Legend transformed Bacon into a
sorcerer, 'Doctor Mirabilis', yet he taught that all magic was based on fraud, and his books were the first flowering of
the scientific thinking that would transform our world. He advanced the understanding of optics, made geographical
breakthroughs later used by Columbus, predicted everything from horseless carriages to the telescope, and stressed
the importance of mathematics to science, a significance ignored for 400-years. His biggest contribution was to insist
that a study of the natural world by observation and exact measurement was the surest foundation for truth.”
— Brain Clegg (2003), abstract to Roger Bacon: the First Scientist [5]
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Bacteria molecule
In animate thermodynamics, bacteria molecule is the view of a
bacteria unit, such as one Escherichia coli bacterium, as a single
molecule, characterized by a 15-element molecular formula. [1] To
exemplify the molecular perspective of a bacterial entity, the
adjacent picture is the magnified image (10,000x) of a cluster about
twenty E. coli bacteria, attached to a surface, along with the
molecular formula of the cluster, as a unite defined as a 15-element
molecule. [2]
In more detail, a single bacterium is in itself a very large
animated molecule, such as the colony or cluster of 20-30
Escherichia coli bacterial units (bacteria molecules) attached to a
substrate, as pictured adjacent, comprised of about 10-billion
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms, among twelve other atom
types in various quantities.
This view falls into place in the logic of molecular evolution
tables, in which in between the formation of hydrogen ion molecule,
CE11HE11OE11NE10PE9SE9CaE9KE7
the smallest molecule in the universe, and the human molecule,
Cl
E7NaE7MgE7FeE6SiE5MnE3CoE3
there must exist a connective reaction mechanism. The first
calculation of the molecular formula for the Escherichia coli
Bacteria molecule (E. Coli, height=5μm)
bacterium was done by American chemical engineer Libb Thims in
2005. [3] In the surface thermodynamics approach to "large molecular entity" interaction with a surface, such as a
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bacteria molecule attaching to an aquatic surface, the attachment process is viewed as a spontaneous change, which
is accompanied by a decrease in the free energy of the system. [4]
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Bag of chemicals
In terminology, bag of chemicals or the “bag
of chemical” argument is the argument that
just as the cell with its membrane is like a
bag or sac of chemicals so too are people
with their skin membrane, like or are a giant
bag of chemicals.

Etymology

→

The conception of an organism of a bag of
chemicals seems to stem from Richard
Dawkins' 1986 discussions (Ѻ), in his The
Blind Watchmaker, of the chemicals:
hydroquinone 6H4(OH)2 and hydrogen
Left: the bombardier beetle spraying out a mixture of the chemicals:
peroxide H2O2, inside the bombardier beetle, hydroquinone 6H4(OH)2 and hydrogen peroxide H2O2, in defense. Right: the
and how the beetle squirts these chemical
extrapolation of the beetle as sac of chemicals to human as a bag of
out of its tail to make an explosion, outside chemicals, used in creation.com writer Dominic Statham’s 2010 article “Are
of its body, when attacking, but how the
We More Than a Bag of Chemicals?” [4]
chemicals are kept neutralized and or
separated while inside the body of the beetle. Dawkins does not, however, at this point, use the phrase bag of
chemicals. In 1999, citing Dawkins' The Blind Watchmaker, English astronomer and astrophysicist Michael RowanRobinson, in his The Nine Numbers of the Cosmos, states the following: [1]
“The aspect of existence I want to focus on in this chapter [We Exist] is the stuff we are made of. Well, what are we
made of? Bones, flesh, blood, skin? The four humours of the alchemists? A bag of chemicals? The idea that turns out
to be really powerful is that we are made of atoms. This was first suggested by a group of Ionian philosophers of the
sixth century BC, especially Leucippus and Democritus, the greatest of the so-called pre-Socratics. Plato and Aristotle
dismissed this idea, sending western thought in the wrong direction for 2,000-years. Interestingly, what Aristotle
disliked about atomic theory was that it seemed to require an infinite number of different types of atom, one for
every different substance in the universe. In De caelo (‘On the Heavens’) Aristotle argues that his theory of the four
basic elements, earth, air, fire, and water, had much more predictive power.”
In 2005, John Sanford, in his Genetic Entropy and the Mystery of the Genome, stated the following:
“Are you are just a meaningless bag of molecules—the product of nothing more than random molecular mutations
and reproductive filtering?”
In 2008, Dawkins, in his River Out of Eden: a Darwinian View, does begin to refer to a cell as a “bag of chemicals”. [3]
In 2008, English quantum physicist Michael Brooks, in his popular 13 Things That Don’t Make Sense, titled chapter
five “Life: Are You More Than Just a Bag of Chemicals”, in his attack on the theory of life as something that does not
make sense in light of modern physical science (see: defunct theory of life). [2] From here, the term seems to have
increasingly made its way into the creationism vs. evolutionism debates circles. In 2010, Creation.com writer Dominic
Statham, e.g. penned an article entitled “Are We Nothing More Than a Bag of Chemicals?”, outline his objections to
American plant geneticist Anthony Cashmore’s 2010 article “The Lucretian Swerve”, about how free will in biology
and criminology is a type vitalism theory, specifically objecting to his statement that: [4]
“The reality is, not only do we have no more free will than a fly or a bacterium, in actuality we have no more free will
than a bowl of sugar.”
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In 2010, religious writer C.W. Adams, to cite and example, penned, what seems to be a Robert Pirsig (1991) stylized
argument, the following: (Ѻ)
“Why would a lifeless or previously lifeless bag of chemicals decide it was important that future generations even
exist, let alone improve their chances of survival? While we might quickly assume that living organisms would want to
produce offspring with grater chances of survival, there is no rational reason for this desire. Why would a selfishly
motivated newly living organism care about a future generation? First accidental evolutionists make a huge leap
assuming that life somehow spontaneously generated from chemicals. Then they make a huge leap that these newly
living chemicals somehow preferred survival and pain as opposed to a painless existence of nonlife. Then they make
another huge leap by assuming that these newly living chemicals could and would want to dilute their strength to
produce offspring that require only trouble and work to maintain. They against all odds, evolution theory proponents
take the leap in assuming that these newly living chemicals somehow created an ‘unselfish gene’ that somehow
passed on improvements for the future survival of future generations who do nothing for that newly living chemical
itself. All of this was done by newly living chemicals that not much different in substance from their dead chemical
cousins? The only answer accidental evolutionists seem to give us to these questions is that this all must have been a
series of random accidents.”
(add discussion)

Soulless bag of chemicals
See main: Soulless bag of chemicals

In 2011, secular thinker Kurt Bell blogged an article titled “Soulless Bag of Chemicals”, in which he opens to the
following: [5]
“On my better days I regard my wife and daughter as ‘soulless bags of chemicals.’ To be fair though, I think the same
of myself and all other forms of life. Souls are supernatural things beyond perception or measure, worthy only of
suspended belief pending some real evidence or the giving up of the tenets of science. Chemicals we are…despite the
clever animation of flesh and musings of mind brought about by the electricity of life. So why do we think more of
ourselves? How are we so offended by these facts?”
He followed this up with a vlog about how his use of the controversial phrase about how he thought of his wife and
his daughter as “soulless bags of chemicals”, which he said he heard somewhere, borrowed it, and liked it, but that it
sparked a heated reaction and “got under the skin” of many people, no pun intended.
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Bagehot, Walter
In hmolscience, Walter Bagehot (1826-1877) was a British mathematician, moral
philosopher, and political economist noted for his 1873 Physics and Politics: Thoughts
on the Application of Natural Selection and Inheritance to Political Science, wherein he
attempts to outline an evolution-based theory of political philosophy, admixtured with
talk of nervous force, stored energy and power of the nervous system, albeit done in
such a way that the sides with free will theory, and implicit Christianity, i.e. each
individual "chooses" his or her own actions, autonomously and independent of external
actions, impacts, or forces, the sum of the weight of the choices, and actions resulting
being the measure of the "soul", term mentioned only once (Ѻ), according to the
argument that the mind acts on the forces of nature, rather than the reverse of such
operation.

Overview
In 1873, Bagehot, in his Physics and Politics, first platforms off Thomas Huxley’s
Elementary Physiology (pgs. 284-86), with its discussion of reflex action and the nervous
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system, and Henry Maudsley’s Physiology and Pathology of the Mind (pg. 73), with its talk of nervous force, complex
modes of energy, and how the existence of the individual is but a “link in the chain of organic beings connecting the
past with the future”, he argues that there is a transmitted nerve element, or connective tissue of civilization, that
works as a continuous force that binds age to age, which enables each to begin with some improvement on the last,
which actuates via a cause and effect materialism, or via a play on the nerves of men, and a power associated with
the principle of inheritance.

Freewill | Conservation of force
Bagehot, in his introductory section, digs in the crux of the matter as follows:
“These principles are quite independent of any theory as to the nature of matter, or the nature of mind. They are as
true upon the theory that mind acts on matter—though separate and altogether different from it—as upon the
theory of Bishop Berkeley that there is no matter, but only mind; or upon the contrary theory —that there is no mind,
but only matter; or upon the yet subtler theory now often held—that both mind and matter are different
modifications of some one tertium quid, some hidden thing or force. All these theories admit —indeed they are but
various theories to account for—the fact that what we call matter has consequences in what we call mind, and that
what we call mind produces results in what we call matter; and the doctrines I quote assume only that. Our mind in
some strange way acts on our nerves, and our nerves in some equally strange way store up the consequences, and
somehow the result, as a rule and commonly enough, goes down to our descendants; these primitive facts all
theories admit, and all of them labor to explain.”
On this statement, he then situates the views of the “freewillists”, who hold that a “special force of free volition is
applied to the pre-existing forces of our corporeal structure”, against the views of the “physicists”, and the doctrine
of conservation of force, which, if applied to decision, is “inconsistent with free will; if you hold that force ‘is never
lost or gained’, you cannot hold that there is a real gain—a
sort of new creation of it in free volition.”
Bagehot then clarifies, his side, by saying that his
doctrine has nothing to do with the universal conservation
of force, nor does he confound his principles with Henry
Buckle’s idea that “material forces have been the mainsprings of progress, and moral causes secondary, and, in
comparison, not to be thought of.” Bagehot, conversely,
states his platform as follows:
“On the contrary, moral causes are the first here. It is the
A 2015 Ngram view (Ѻ) of Walter Bagehot, indicating that
action of the will that causes the unconscious habit; it is the sidings with religion over that of modern science, when it
continual effort of the beginning that creates the hoarded comes to the specific question of forces, energy, power, the
energy of the end; it is the silent toil of the first generation nervous system (mind or brain), and "will", i.e. free (free will)
will or forced (forced will), leads to a decrease in mention of
that becomes the transmitted aptitude of the next. Here
that point of view.
physical causes do not create the moral, but moral create
the physical; here the beginning is by the higher energy, the conservation and propagation only by the lower.”
Bagehot then goes onto intermix this position with discussion of how this might change political philosophy and
political economics, after which he drifts into citation of jurisprudence and citation to Genesis chapters, i.e. theistic
political philosophy.

Education
Bagehot completed his BS in mathematics (c.1846) and MA in in moral philosophy (1848) at the University College
London. In 1860, he become the editor-in-chief of The Economist, founded by his brother-in-law James Wilson,
wherein he reported on politics, therein influencing policymaking.

Praise | Tribute
The following are noted quotes:
“Bagehot’s Physics and Politics is a work in some respects unfortunately influenced by early Darwinists, by the
writings of Herbert Spencer and of contemporary anthropologists, to all of which Bagehot ascribed too much weight
or intellectual authority. But after errors of judgment and fact have been deleted, Physics and Politics remains an
important and original work. Possibly Bagehot’s bad health while writing this book may explain the defects, for
Bagehot had been of all the Victorians one of the freest from the influences of intellectual authority.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1938), “Sociology 23” (pg. 75) [3]

“Condorcet’s and Quetelet’s social physics, as well as Bagehot’s Physics and Politics, provided the outstanding
attempts which began with the new-Platonists and culminated with the neo-positivists.”
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— Paris Arnopoulos (2005), Sociophysics [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“One may incline to hope that the balance of good over evil is in favor of benevolence; one can hardly bear to think
that it is not so: but anyhow it is certain that there is a most heavy debit of evil, and that this burden might almost all
have been spared us if philanthropists as well as others had not inherited from their barbarous forefathers a wild
passion for instant action.”
— Walter Bagehot (1873), Physics and Politics, cited by Henderson in: “Sociology 23” (pg. 75)
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Baierlein, Ralph
In thermodynamics, Ralph Baierlein (1936-) is an American thermal physicist noted for
his 1999 book Thermal Physics, which presents the subject of thermal physics in the
form of a fairly decent blend of particle physics, e.g. fermions and bosons and low
temperatures, statistical mechanics, e.g. multiplicity, and chemical thermodynamics,
e.g. free energies and chemical potentials. [1] His 2000 article “The Elusive Chemical
Potential” has interesting discussion on the energetics school, Wilder Bancroft (who he
says coined the term “chemical potential” after Gibbs), and Wilhelm Ostwald. [2]

Education
Baierlein completed his BS in physics at Harvard and his PhD in thermal physics at
Princeton in 1962. In 1999, he was a physics professor at Wesleyan University,
Connecticut. Currently, he teaches thermal physics at Northern Arizona University.
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Bailey, Kenneth
In hmolscience, Kenneth Bailey (1941-) is an American sociologist noted, in sociological
thermodynamics, for his 1983 to 1990 effort to amalgamate Boltzmann entropy and
Shannon entropy, in an incongruous way, to formulate a social entropy theory.

Overview
In 1983, Bailey, in his “Sociological Entropy Theory: Towards a Statistical and Verbal
Congruence”, attempted to meld Boltzmann entropy and Shannon entropy into one
package, to see to sociology, via a ride on the Shannon bandwagon. In the 1980s,
Bailey’s efforts to quantify social systems began to turn towards a thermodynamics
systems view of society, publishing papers such as “Equilibrium, Entropy, and
Homeostasis”, Entropy Measures and Inequality”, among others. [4] In 1990, Bailey, in
his Social Entropy Theory, characterized the term social entropy, the result of decade
long effort to understand and quantify the conception of a “social system” from a
physics point of view, in a "social entropy theory". The book is a nonequilibrium
approach of societal analysis using a mix of Ludwig Bertalanffy's general systems
theory, Claude Shannon's entropy, and Rudolf Clausius' entropy. Bailey defines an "isomorphic complex system" as
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being comprised of human individuals as the components, interaction of these components, and the national
(political) border of the country, with the latter serving as a boundary for social interaction. Bailey also included a
section titled the "History of Social Entropy", in which he traces the use of thermodynamics and entropy in sociology
from Pareto to Prigogine to Samuelson and others in the literature. Bailey’s overall incorrect opinion is that the
nonequilibrium thermodynamics work of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine is more applicable to the study of social
systems than is the chemical thermodynamics work of American engineer Willard Gibbs: [1]
“The twentieth century Prigogine entropy analysis provides a much more viable model for open systems, such as
social systems, than nineteenth century Gibbsian equilibrium analysis.”
This is a common viewpoint, such as is popularized in the 1972 article "Thermodynamics of Evolution", but correctly
the statement should be reversed, in that Prigogine's work is more applicable to phenomena such as Benard cell
dynamics, whereas Gibbs' work is more applicable to chemical reaction studies, as in "love the chemical reaction". In
any event, Bailey makes a readable effort in his theory.

Shannon entropy in sociology
Bailey seems to have scoured the literature to collect all publications that use the signal transmission entropy formula
(Shannon entropy) of American electrical engineer Claude Shannon. Some of these are listed below:
● George A. Miller (1953) analyzed sociological organiza on via entropy and negentropy.
● Jerome Rothstein (1958) – argued for the equivalence of system “organization” and “negative entropy” of
information theory.
● James Coleman (1964) – introduced an “entropy index” as a measure of diversity.
● Vi orio Capecchi and Frank Moller (1964-75) – used to classify the political participation of 108 Communist and
Christian Democratic party workers.
● Walter Buckley (1967, 68) – mixes general systems theory and Shannon entropy; describing closed systems as
entropic and open systems as negentropic; arguing that the equilibrium concept should not be applied to open
systems.
● P. Pergler (1968) – applied to measuring the quality of prediction in sociological typology construction.
● Sandri (1968) – applied to the logic of classification.
● Feldman and El Houri (1975) – applied to a discussion of homogamy measures.
● McFarland (1969) – applied to the study of permeability of occupational workers.
● Vodakova and Vodak (1969) – conceived of a “vector entropy” for the study of the validation problem.
● Entwisle and Knepp (1970) – used to study the educational aspirations of high school students.
● Henri Theil (1967, 1970) – used to formulate his Theil index, a measure of economic of inequality.
● Fran sek Charvat (1970-73) – conceived of “semantic entropy” and “entropy of behavior”, eponym of the HavrdaCharvat entropy measure, Tsallis-Havrda-Charvát etc., in addition used general systems theory in his logic.
● Hauser (1975) – applied McFarland’s entropy measure to the study of social diversity.
● Horan (1975) – applied to the analysis of the structure of teaching opportunities in academic departments.
● Jay Teachman (1980) – used to measure population diversity.
● Allison (1978) – analyzed Theil’s measures.
● J. Magidson (1981) ● Katakis and Katakis (1982) – conceived of “teleonomic entropy” to study hierarchies of living systems.

Difficulties on theory
The central difficultly of Bailey’s entire theory is that he seems to have no idea of what entropy is. In his 1990 book
Social Entropy Theory, he devotes one paragraph to the symbol S and to Clausius, where he incorrectly states that
“we symbolize entropy by S and change in entropy by dS [where] the degree of change in entropy is inversely related
to q/T, where T is the temperature of the system and q is the amount of heat being added to the system.” [5] Taken
word for word, Bailey thus defines entropy as:

or essentially:
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which, of course, is incorrect. Certainly, this may have been a typo? But such a typo in a book entitled "Social Entropy
Theory" is inexcusable. In any event, on this mis-understood footing, Bailey goes on to explain conceptions such as Le
Chatelier's principle in terms of an information theory, the resolution of the Specerian dilemma in terms of
Bertalanffy's general systems theory, and describes, for instance, coded messages as being "highly entropic" to the
code breaker of the intercepted message, among numerous other convoluted ideas. On the issue of social
boundaries, to cite another example, he makes nonsensical statements such as "Ceteris paribus, the lower the ratio
of internal entropy to external entropy, the greater the task of boundary maintenance." To illuminate, by further
example, Bailey’s misunderstanding of thermodynamics, he says: [6]
“Organizations are open systems … as such, they are not bound by the perpetual increase in entropy dictated by the
second law of thermodynamics.”
In sum, the majority of Bailey's theory, for the most part, assumes an equivalence of Clausius entropy S to Shannon
entropy H, and attempts to explain any and all sorts of distributions, which vary between zero and one (or log K),
such as sex ratios, as having some kind of relation to information entropy or maximum entropy, in attempts at a weak
unwritten connection to the second law. Almost the entire last half of the book is an attempt to show how any type
data set, collected in various sociological studies, e.g. the sex distribution or ratio of faculty in a sociology
department, can be put into a function of a logarithm and is thus entropy. Near the end of his book, after dozens of
different studies and logarithm formulas, Bailey concludes: [6]
“Entropy [is] a basic generic measure of variation in any variable and as such easily related to virtually all of the
statistics used in sociology. The inescapable conclusion is that H is entropy and not information, and that H and
various other entropy formulations have great utility in sociology and will increasingly be used.”
It is difficult to express how corrupted this statement is, from a scientific point of view or thermodynamics
standpoint. One may always wonder why Shannon acted (what his motives were) to seed this following?

Education
Bailey completed his BS in mathematics (1963), MA in sociology (1966), and PhD in sociology (1968), thesis “Human
Ecology: A General Systems Approach”, all at the University of Texas, Austin. [2] He then began working as a
professor of sociology at the University of California, Los Angeles where he is currently a professor emeritus. [3]
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Bain, Alexander
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In science, Alexander Bain (1818-1903) was a Scottish philosopher noted for his 1870
Logic: Deductive and Inductive, wherein he gives the following material-physicalchemical stylized outline definition of a human: [1]
“The enumeration of the attributes of oxygen, of gold, of man, should be an
enumeration of the final (so far as can be made out), the underivable, powers or
functions of each”
Bain’s Logic: Deductive and Inductive was based on English philosopher John Mill’s
earlier 1843 A System of Logic, but differed from him in many particulars, and was
distinctive for its treatment of the doctrine of the conservation of energy in connection
with causation and the detailed application of the principles of logic to the various
sciences with a section on the classification of the all sciences. Mill, in turn, in his latter
editions, would cite Bain’s gold/man comparison definition. [2] In 1874, Bain wrote an
appendix entitled “Correlation of Nervous and Mental Forces” for Scottish physicist Balfour Stewart’s The
Conservation of Energy. [3]
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Bak, Per
In human physics, Per Bak (1948-2002) was a Danish theoretical physicist noted for his
1988 sand pile model of self-organized criticality, in which he argues that the complex
behavior in nature reflects the tendency of large systems with many components to
evolve into a poised “critical state” way out of balance, where minor disturbances may
lead to events called avalanches or catastrophic events. Bak argues that the evolution
to this very delicate state occurs without design from any outside agent and that the
state is established solely because of the dynamical interactions among individual
elements of the system: the critical state is “self-organized”, as he sees it. Bak extends
his model to the human sphere of activity, in particular economics, in his 1996 book The
Way Nature Works.

Bak’s sand pile
Into the early 1990s, “bak’s sand pile”, as many called it, was posed as a leading
contender for those seeking a grand theory to explain the nature of complex systems.
[3] To explain his model, Bak gave the analogy of a child’s sand pile, in which a child
builds a sand pile by dropping sand grains on a specific location. In the beginning, according to Bak, the pile is flat,
and the individual grains remain close to where they land. There motion can be understood in terms of their physical
properties. As the process continues, the pile becomes steeper, and there will be little sand slides.
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As time goes on, the sand slides become bigger and bigger. Eventually, some
of the sand slides may even span all or most of the pile. At that point, the
system is far out of balance, and its behavior can no longer be understood in
terms of the behavior of the individual grains. The avalanches form a dynamic
of their own, which can be understood, according to Bak, from a holistic
description of the properties of the entire pile rather than from a reductionist
description of the individual grains. In Bak’s view the sandpile is a ‘complex
system’ which can be extended to the idea that the sand grains are either
atoms or people, depending on which way one wishes to extrapolate.

Influence
Bak’s critical state sandpile model was extended in the domain of explaining
critical states in the course of social evolution, such as starts of world wars, in
the 2000 book Ubiquity: Why Catastrophes Happen by American physicist
Mark Buchanan. [4]
Bak's sand pile analogy of a complex
system: at certain point in complexity,
the system will reach a critical point of
instability, a type of system-defined
organizational property. [2]

Education

Bak completed his PhD in 1974 at the Technical University of Denmark after
which he began working in the area of theorizing about condensed matter,
such as how particles interact to produce phenomenon like magnetism or
crystallization or phase transitions such as when an insulator suddenly
becomes a conductor of electricity or when water freezes into ice. This led him to the more general question of how
order emerges from disorder and how, in turn, structures can unexpectedly collapse. [3]
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Bakewell, Frederick
In hmolscience, Frederick Bakewell (1800-1869) was an English physicist noted for his 1835
Natural Evidence of a Future Life, wherein he attempts to show that evidence derived from the
consideration of the properties of matter, and the functions of the corporeal organs, prove that
the mind survives the dissolution of the body. [1]

Overview
In 1835, Bakewell published Natural Evidence of A Future Life, Derived From The Properties And
Actions Of Animate And Inanimate Matter, wherein he attempts to address questions on topics
such as the origin of life, death, afterlife, morality when nature is reduced down to the atomic
level and the general difference between animate matter and inanimate matter. [2] The gist of the effort, based on
the preface, seems to be to construct some type of materialism-themed natural theology, with belief in a universal
creator, implicit, or something along these lines.
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● Bakewell, Frederick C. (1833). Philosophical Conversations. London: Longman, Rees, Orme, brown, Green, and
Longman.
● Bakewell, Frederick C. (1853). Electric Science: its History, Phenomena, and Application. Ingram, Cooke.
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Balandier, Georges
In hmolscience, Georges Balandier (1920-) is French anthropologist noted, in
anthropological thermodynamics, for his 1960s use of entropy in anthropology.

Overview
In 1967, Balandier, in his Political Anthropology, posted that: [1]
“Power may be defined, for every society, as resulting from the need to struggle against
the entropy that threatens it with disorder.”
(add discussion)
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Baliani, Giovanni
In thermodynamics, Giovanni Battista Baliani (1582-1649) was an Italian physicist noted for his
circa 1635 experimental demonstration that by placing an iron pot filled with water on a spinning
metal disk it was possible to make water boil. This experiment is said to have been one of the first
references to an experimental determination of the equivalence between heat and work
(mechanical equivalent of heat).

Education
Baliani seems to have been a lawyer and public office holder (governor and senator) by
occupation, but a physicist by inclination. He appears to have occupied himself with questions of
science from around 1612, when he was prefect of the fortress in Savona, where it struck him that
cannonballs, although they have different weights, always fall to the earth at the same speed. At this time he also
built a pot of iron that rotated in an iron vessel and that was so warmed by frictional heat that it was possible to cook
inside it. Baliani, from 1615 onward, was an associate of Italian physicist Galileo Galilei (and possibly also of
Evangelista Torricelli ), and the two were said to have corresponded on scientific experiments and theories for over
two decades. [1]

Siphon problem
See main: Nature abhors a vacuum, Pump problem

On July 27, 1630, Giovanni Baliani wrote a letter to Galileo Galilei about the explanation of an experiment he had
made in which a siphon, led over a hill about twenty-one meters high, failed to work. Baliana attributed the fact that
the pumps used to raise water at that time worked to the pressure of the earth’s atmosphere, but doubted that the
total weight of an air column many miles high could be less than that of a thirty-foot high water column. [1] Galileo
responded with an explanation of the phenomena: he proposed that it was the power of a vacuum which held the
water up, and at a certain height (in this case, thirty-four feet) the amount of water simply became too much and the
force could not hold any more, like a cord that can only withstand so much weight hanging from it.

See also
● Giovanni Ba sta Benede

| Principle of inertia formulator
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External links
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Ball, Philip
In human physics, Philip Ball (1962-) is a English physical chemist noted for his
publications and talks, beginning in 2001, focused on what he calls a ‘physics of
society’, aka sociophysics in more common terms, a subject he seems to approach
using statistical mechanics viewing people as particles or human particles. [4]

Overview
The following is an excerpt of his 2003 talk on the physical modeling of society: [5]
“There seem to be ‘laws’ [of] social systems that have at least something of the
character of natural physical laws, in that they do not yield easily to planned and
arbitrary interventions. Over the past several decades, social, economic and political
scientists have begun a dialogue with physical and biological scientists to try to discover
whether there is truly a ‘physics of society’, and if so, what its laws and principles are. In
particular, they have begun to regard complex modes of human activity as collections
of many interacting ‘agents’—somewhat analogous to a fluid of interacting atoms or
molecules, but within which there is scope for decision-making, learning and adaptation.”
This type of social mechanics or social physics outlined here culminated in his popular 2004 book Critical Mass: How
One Thing Leads to Another, in which Ball outlines a view in which people are considered as statistically averaged
interacting human particles, so as to explain how one thing leads to another, along with his theory of a social "critical
mass". [2] Ball notes that when one first begins to apply statistical thought or the "logic of large numbers" to society,
that the concept of human free will is the first question in the minds of those encountering the new "physics of
society" for the first time. The debate on this topic, according to Ball, began to rage in the 19th century and still
preoccupies sociologists today. On the topic of people viewed as human particles, Ball argues that "to develop a
physics of society" one must use the model that "particles will become people" to which he uses the term peoploids
to designate human particles in computer simulations.
The 2005 New Scientist article “I am not a Molecule”, by American Sociologist Steve Fuller, was a reaction to
Ball’s book, in which Fuller objects to the atomistic reduction view being used. In particular, Fuller objects to not only
Ball’s 2004 Critical Mass, but also American evolutionary biologist Jared Diamond’s 2005 book Collapse: How Societies
Choose to Fail or Succeed, and Canadian-born evolutionary psychologist American Steven Pinker’s 2002 book The
Blank Slate: the Modern Denial of Human Nature, all of which, according to Fuller, are "infuriating the social
scientists". [6] Ball’s ideas on applying physics to society are similar to those of Vera Daniel and Mark Buchanan.

Boltzmann
Ball argues that the following noted quote by Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann: [3]
“Molecules are like to many individuals, having the most various states of motion, and the properties of gases only
remain unaltered because the number of these molecules which on average have a given state of motion is
constant.”
from his 1872 Further Studies on the Thermal Equilibrium of Gas Molecules, where Boltzmann compares people to
molecules (human molecules), traces to Boltzmann’s reading of English historian Henry Buckle’s 1861 History of
Civilization.

Human chemistry
In human chemistry, in his 2008 article “Literary Reactions”, Ball discusses what he calls the "human double
displacement reaction" (double elective affinity), one of the human elective affinity reactions from German polymath
Johann Goethe’s 1809 novella Elective Affinities, based on his human affinity table. Ball also discusses the use of
chemistry theory in literature, such as English poet John Donne's circa 1590 poem The Comparison, where he speaks
of ‘love’s alchymie’, and that by Thomas Pynchon in Gravities Rainbow. [1]

Paracelsus
Ball authored a 2006 book on the life of Swiss chemist Paracelsus, who is noted for his Aristotle-Geber, four element
three principle, formulation of how wood burned, wherein sulphur was said to represent the heat-giving flames;
sulphur being a forerunner to entropy (via the intermediate theories of terra pinguis, phlogiston, and caloric). [8]
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Education
Ball completed his BS in chemistry at Oxford in 1983 and his PhD in physics at Bristol University in 1988. Ball has
worked as a senior editor for Nature, physical sciences section, from 1988 to 1999. [7]

Quotes
The following are popular quotes by Ball:
“Most people who have encountered thermodynamics blanch at its mention, because it is an awesomely tedious
discipline both to learn theoretically and to investigate experimentally.”
— Philip Ball (2004), Critical Mass (pg. 37)

“Today physicists regard the application of statistical mechanics to social phenomena as a new and risky venture.
Few, it seems, recall how the process originated the other way around, in the days when physical science and social
science were the twin siblings of a mechanistic philosophy and when it was not in the least disreputable to invoke the
habits of people to explain the habits of inanimate particles.”
— Philip Ball (2004), Critical Mass (pg. 69) [9]
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In experiments, ball and clay experiment was an
experiment, performed in circa 1720 by Willem
Gravesande, or possibly earlier by Giovanni Poleni
(1683-1761), in which inelastic balls (brass), of various
masses, but of the same size, were released from
various heights, or rolled down a ramp from various
heights, and allows to fall onto a clay surface; after
which the indentation, mass, and height were
recorded, and used to experimentally resolve the vis
viva controversy, i.e. whether it was momentum mv or
vis viva mv² that was conserved in the process; the
latter was the conclusion.

Overview
In 1670, French physicist Edme Mariotte seems to have
been the first to have conceived of the idea to employ
clay to search, via experiment laws on inelastic
collisions; his main experiment being the use of clay
ball pendulums, i.e. pendulums made with clay bobs,
Photo of what seems to be Dutch physicist-mathematician Willem
sizes which he varied, with which he measured the
Gravesande's ball and clay surface kinetic energy experiments,
impact of the collisions, by indentation of the clay.
Sometime thereafter, Italian physicist Giovanni Poleni shown at the Boerhaave Museum, Leiden, Netherlands. [2]
(1683-1761) conducted similar experiments, possibly with metal balls and a clay surface.
In circa 1720, Dutch physicist Willem Gravesande, at Leiden University, to test Gottfried Leibniz’s model of vis
viva, performed a number of experiments wherein he dropped balls of different mass on soft clay, finding,
surprisingly, that if the heights from which the balls fell were inversely proportional to their masses, the indentations
made by the balls would be the same. The following, is a modern rendition of the experiment, with clay depths
exaggerated:

Gravesande, in more detail, allowed brass balls to be dropped (or rolled down a ramp) with varying velocity onto a
soft clay surface and found that a ball with twice the velocity of another would leave an indentation four times as
deep, that three times the velocity yielded nine times the depth, and so on; shared these results with Emilie Chatelet
(IQ=190) and with Voltaire (IQ=195) who in turn, predominantly the former, subsequently corrected Newton's
(IQ=215) formula E = mv to E = mv², and thus synthesized the first version of the conservation of energy (vis viva into
vis mortua); he also is the inventor of the ball and ring experiment, a significant experimental precursor to the
eventual formulation of thermodynamics. This result, knowing that height was proportional to the square of velocity
v of impact, it followed that the depth of impact was proportional to mv², and hence to “force”. [1]
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Ball and ring experiment
In experiments, the ball and ring experiment is a volume expansion
demonstration experiment in which: (a) a cold (room temperature) brass ball is
shown to be able to pass through tightly-fitted brass ring, (b) the ball is then
heated with a flame, and (c) the experimenter then shows that the hot steel
ball is unable to fit through the ring, as it previous was able to before, in the
cold state, thus providing experimental proof that bodies do measurably
expand when heated. A circa 1900 version of the ring and ball experiment, is
shown adjacent, wherein, a brass ball with a diameter of 29 mm, at height 260
mm, when heated will not pass through the brass ring, but when cold or
ambient temperature will. [1]

History
In circa 1725, Dutch physicist Willem Gravesande, at Leiden University,
supposedly, performed the first ball and ring experiment; shown approximately
as follows, wherein a brass ball is first shown to go through a metal ring, then is
heated, after which it is shown not to be able to go through the ring:
A 1900 version of Willem
Gravesande's circa 1730 ball and ring
experiment and modern version
(video). [1]

The general picture, however, can be gleamed by the intermediate interactions of French philosopher-physicist
Voltaire and Dutch physician and chemist Herman Boerhaave. In 1726, Voltaire, after being released from the Bastille
(jail), on the condition that he go to England, went to London, where he occupied himself mainly with mathematics
and made himself familiar with the philosophy of Isaac Newton, of which he made a more special study afterwards at
Leyden University. He remained in London for three years, then returned to Paris, made several journeys, and then in
1736 settled in Leyden under the name of “Revol”, which he dropped when he found the pseudonym was useless. In
a letter to the crown prince of Prussia (afterwards Frederick the Great), with whom he had entered into an active
corresponds with, Voltaire says:
“I am the town of two simple citizens, Boerhaave and Gravesande attract from four to five hundred strangers.”
During this period, Voltaire was very busy writing a work on the philosophy of Newton, and received great assistance
from the learned Gravesande and also consulted with Boerhaave. [2] The generality of this volume expansion
experiment, as what seems to have been worked on by both Boerhaave and Gravesande, latter came to be termed,
by French chemist Antoine Lavoisier, "Boerhaave's law", being that Boerhaave chemistry lectures, at the University of
Leyden, introduced the idea of volume expansion by heat as a general law of nature; the finalized version of which
included in his chemistry textbook Elements of Chemistry, and later forming the opening sentence of Lavoisier's 1787
Elements of Chemistry, and the basis of his quest to outline the caloric theory of volume expansion by heat.
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In thermodynamics, Christoph Buys-Ballot (1817-1890) was a Dutch meteorologist
noted for his 1858 so-called dining room anecdote objection to Rudolf Clausius'
calculation of the speed of gas molecules.

Overview
In 1858, Buys-Ballot objected to the calculation of the speeds of gas molecules by
German physicist Rudolf Clausius, said to be several hundred meters per second on the
grounds that it takes up to several dozen seconds for the aroma of a hot dinner to
travel across a long dining room. [1] The specific now-famous ‘dining room anecdote’
objection by Ballot is: [2]
“If I were sitting at one end of a long dining room and a butler brought in dinner at the
other end, it would be some moments before I could smell what I was about to eat. If
atoms were flying at hundreds of meters per second, I should smell the dinner as soon
as I saw it.”
This objection spurred Clausius into the development of the rebuttal that the reason smell takes so much longer to
cross a room is that the particles of gas constantly bang into each other, hence the path of any one given molecule is
zig-zaggy, the overall magnitude of the path traversed by the particle referred to as the ‘mean free path’; a term
introduced the following year by Clausius to remedy Ballot’s objection. [3] Clausius’ short answer was that: [4]
“Those portions of a path of a molecule throughout which the molecular forces are of influence in sensibly altering
the motion of the molecule, either in direction or velocity, must be of vanishing value compared with those portions
of the path throughout which such forces may be considered as inactive.”
(add discussion)

Education
Ballot completed his BS in mathematics and physics in 1939 at Utrecht University. In 1942, he studied under chemist
Gerrit Mulder and the following year published a book of tables for use in inorganic chemistry lab. In 1944, Ballot
completed his PhD, with a thesis On Cohesion and Adhesion (The Synaphia et Prosaphia), under physics professor
Richard Rees. At Utrecht University, he was professor of geology and mineralogy (1845), theoretical chemistry (1846),
mathematics (1848), and physics (1867).
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In animate thermodynamics, Robert Theodore Balmer (1938-) is an American
mechanical engineer noted for his circa 1978 work on the applying entropy concepts to
the study of the aging annually of fish (see also: fish molecule); specifically over a
twelve month period, he studied all the characteristics of birth, growth, aging, and
senile death and is said to have identified entropy flows into and out of the fish, such
as food, excrement, and body heat dissipation. [1] In 2010, Balmer published Modern
Engineering Thermodynamics, wherein among other subjects, e.g. Stanley Steamer, he
employs the “black box” approach to thermodynamic problems. [2]

Overview
Balmer employs the balance equation for the total entropy of an animate, open system
using the material time derivative:

where
is the net entropy transport rate,
is the entropy production rate, and
is the net gain (or generation)
of the system entropy. Furthermore, the entropy transport rate can be broken down into three disctinct terms:

where is the metabolic heat transfer, is the absolute surface (frontier) temperature of the system, and the
remaining two terms describe the entropy transport of the food and waste flows through the system. The above two
equations can be combined, resulting in an effective entropy balance equation for open systems:

Considering heat from the system to the surroundings as negative, and an increase in the entropy between the
incoming food and outgoing waste, as well as rewriting the entropy production term,
leaves us with
Romanian-born American mechanical engineer Adrian Bejan's canonical equation for entropy generation
minimization: [4]

Balmer's hypothesis that "living systems are characterized by a continuously decreasing total entropy over their
lifespans" is supported by three arguments: [3]
1) Since the metabolic heat produced can be assumed to be lost by the system to the surrounding environment, and
the difference in food/waste entropy flow is also negative, the net entropy transport,
quantity in the material time derivative formulation.
2) There is reason to believe that

can be taken as a negative

is minimized by efficient biological systems, as postulated by the Prigogine-

Wiame theory of living systems. Thus the magnitude of
is greater than that of
the entropy reducing nature of living systems hypothesis to hold.

in animate systems in order for

3) Many common characteristics of aging in animate systems are causally related to increasing order occurring at the
molecular level. Additionally, the conversion of foodstuffs within the system itself into useful metabolic products (e.g.
glucose) results in a decrease in entropy.
Balmer's formulation utilizes the similarities between the classical equations of chemical kinetics and the entropy
balance equation of the second law of thermodynamics in order to derive a model for allometric biological growth,
similar to the growth equation derived earlier by Austrian chnopsologist (biologist) Ludwig Bertalanffy. Critical
assumptions of his modeling approach are that the rate of entropy transport is proportional to the surface area, and
the entropy production rate is proportional to the system's volume. Furthermore, it is postulated that the entropy
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transport and production rates are directly functions of the instantaneous value of the system's total entropy. Using
Balmer's approach, the entropy rate balance can be solved uniquely for the entire system as a function of its age [3].

Death
In his 1984 article “An Entropy Model for Biological Systems Entropy” Balmer postulated that: [3]
“All living systems are characterized by a continuously, decreasing total entropy level, and that biological death
occurs at some minimum total entropy value. The time required to reach this minimum is the lifespan of the
biological system.”
This is a curious view, generally in opposition to the long-standing view, such as professed by Erwin Schrodinger
(What is Life?, 1944), that maximal entropy equates to death, not minimal entropy (see also: human entropy). One
possible explanation is that viewing the animate system as open puts the focus on the relative rates of entropy
transfer and production, instead of on the net generation of entropy over a finite interval, as is done for closed
systems. Thus the formulations used in describing animate thermodynamic systems should carefully be chosen for
open systems in order to avoid confusion with the older formulations of classical thermodynamics which tend to
describe system behavior in terms of closed or isolated systems, in which no matter is exchanged with the
surroundings.

Education
Balmer completed his BS and MS, both in engineering, at the University of Michigan, and in 1968 completed his ScD
with a thesis on “Capillary Flow of Non-Newtonian Fluids” at the University of Virginia. In 1969, Balmer was a
mechanical engineering professor at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee College of Engineering and Applied
Sciences. Presently, Balmer is Emeritus Dean of Engineering and Computer Science at Union College in Schenectady
New York, and Emeritus Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

See also
● Jeff Tuhtan
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In hmolscience, Honore Balzac (1799-1850) (IQ:170|#204) (CR:19) was a French
novelist and playwright noted, in literature chemistry, for his usage of chemistry or
chemical theory in literature, the dominate example of which seems to be found in his
1834 Search for Absolute Truth. [1]

The Magic Skin
In 1831, Balzac, in his novel The Magic Skin, deplores chemistry considering its views to
be a totally materialist non-divine view of life, a doctrine according to which chemists,
in his view, hold that life sprang from matter via its own accord. [4] His famous quote
on this topic is:
“The universe for a mechanician is a machine that requires an operator; for
chemistry—that fiendish employment of decomposing all things—the world is a gas
endowed with the power of movement.”
according to which the mechanician refers to the mechanistic conception of life extolled by French philosopher Rene
Descartes, which requires a divine operator. The "gas endowed with the power of movement" point-of-view of life
(see: defunct theory of life), supposedly, refers to Swedish polymath Emanuel Swedenborg's 1734 nebular
hypothesis.

Quest of the Absolute
See main: Balzac feelings and affinity dialogue

In 1834, Balzac, in his The Quest of the Absolute (La
Recherche de l’Absolu), has the character Balthazar Claes
debate with the character Josephine, his wife, the underlying
moral that romantic belief that preoccupation with science
atrophies the normal emotions that sustain personal relations
and social responsibilities.

When his wife pleads, in respect with his obsession with
chemistry, that “science has eaten away at your heart” he
respond with: [5]

The key section from Balzac's The Quest of the Absolute,
wherein his two husband and wife characters, Balthazar
and Josephine, debate the nature of "feelings" from the
respective views, a chemist and a romanticist,
respectively. [5]

“Unluckily, such affinities as these are too rare, and the indications are too slight to be submitted to analysis and
observation.”
A fuller section of Balzac's affinities and feelings dialogue is shown adjacent.

Other
In 1889, German natural science popularize Wilhelm Bolsche (1861-1939), in his essay “Goethe’s Elective Affinities in
Light of Modern Science”, argued that the Goethe's Elective Affinities novel is realistic due to its portrayal of natural
forces and psychology, but that it should be seen as a predecessor to such realistic works such as George Eliot and
Balzac, and is a pioneering work of literary realism. [2] The personal library of Yugoslav novelist Ivo Andric (18921975) notably has a special place in it occupied by Goethe’s collected writings (in German) and the collected works of
Honoré de Balzac (in French); a factoid that may imply that there exists some type of thematic relation to Balzac's
literary chemical ideas and Goethe's chemical philosophy. [3]

Quotes | On
The following are quotes on or about Balzac:
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“The idea of Balzac’s Comedie Humaine was suggested by the biology of the early nineteenth century, just as the
naturalism of Zola was suggested by the works of Claude Bernard.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1927), “The Process of Scientific Discovery” [6]
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Bancroft, Wilder
In chemistry, Wilder Bancroft (1867-1953) was an American physical chemist who,
according to American thermal physicist Ralph Baierlein, is noted for coining the term
“chemical potential”, a modified variant of American engineer Willard Gibbs original
term “potential”, with whom he exchanged a number of letters. [1] Bancroft founded
the first American Journal of Physical Chemistry. He was one of the first reviewers of
German physical chemist Otto Sackur’s 1912 A Text-book of Thermochemistry and
Thermodynamics. [2] Bancroft is typically cited in the history of phase equilibrium the
phase rule, and phase diagrams. [3]

Le Chatelier’s principle
In 1910, Bancroft gave a rather talked about address entitled “A Universal Law” on Le
Chatelier’s principle wherein he makes assertions about the applicability of this
principle to the migrations of nations, in respect to the balance between population
and food supply, and re-establishment of equilibrium, among others. [4] The following
is a popular quote:
“I wish to call your attention to-night to what I believe to be another universal law, a qualitative one and not a
quantitative one. The chemists call it Le Chatelier’s Theorem. The physicists call it the the theorem of Maupertuis or
the principle of least action. The biologists know it as the survival of the fittest, while the business man speaks of the
law of supply and demand.”
Bancroft truncates all of this with the statement the broadest definition is that “a system tends to change so as to
minimize an external disturbance.” He goes one to give a whole slew of (non-chemical) examples wherein he sees Le
Chatelier’s principle at work. American chemical engineer Harry Curtis, in commentary on Bancroft’s address, adds in
that in engineering, Le Chatelier’s principle is conceptualized under the title "The Principle of Least Work." [5]

Education
Bancroft was a PhD student of German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald after which he became a physical chemistry
professor at Cornell University.
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Banned
In knowledge, banned refers to ideas, subject, practices, publications, and or books that have been prohibited for
use, performance, distribution, or practice.

Books
In Italy, Francesco Algarotti’s 1738 Newtonianism for the Ladies, was placed on the Vatican’s Index of banned books.
[1] French philosopher Jean Sales was imprisoned for the materialistic views expressed in his The Philosophy of
Nature: a Treatise on Moral Human Nature. [1]

See also
● Human molecule (banned)
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Banville, John
In human chemistry, John Banville (1945-) is an Irish writer noted for his short 82-page
1982 novel The Newton Letter, which adopts aspects of German polymath Johann
Goethe’s 1809 novella Elective Affinities and owes essential sentiments, as Banville
notes himself, to Hugo von Hofmannsthal’s 1902 The Chandos Letter. In regards to
Elective Affinities similarities, in Banville’s version, the inhabitants of ‘Fern House’ are
Edward, the often drunk master of the house; Charlotte, his wife, a tall, middle-aged
woman with an abstracted air and a penchant for gardening; Ottilie, the big, blonde,
twenty-four year old niece of Charlotte; and Michael, the adopted son of Edward and
Charlotte.
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Barabasi, Albert-Laszlo
In hmolscience, Albert-Laszlo Barabasi (1967-) (CR=8) is a Romanian-born American
physicist noted for 2002 Linked: the New Science of Networks, wherein he collates the
work of thinkers such as Stanley Milgram, on six degrees of separation, Mark
Granovetter, on weak ties, Duncan Watts, on synchronized cricket chirping, his coauthor Steven Strogatz, Malcolm Gladwell, on hubs and connectors, and Vilfredo
Pareto, and his 80/20 wealth distribution principle, to outline a semblance of a network
theory. [1]

Education
Barabasi completed his BS in physics and engineering in 1989 at the University of
Bucharest, during which time he began publishing papers on chaos theory, his MS
degree, under Hungarian statistical physicist Tamas Vicsek (Ѻ), at Eotvos Lorand
University, Budapest, and his PhD in 1994 in physics, supposedly on the subject of
fractal concepts in surface growth (Ѻ), under Eugene Stanley at Boston University.
Presently, he is a professor at Northeaster University, Boston.

Quotes | About
The following are praise, tribute, and or quotes about Barabasi:
“This book relies only occasionally on the analysis of chaos—a science initiated by Benoit Mandelbrot (1975) and
Robert May (1976); in contrast, it relies heavily on the ideas of network science. Although it can be traced back to
system theory which flourished in the 1960s and 1970s, network science really emerged in the late 1990s through the
works of people such as Albert-Laszlo Barabasi (2002), Sergei Maslov (2002), Steven Strogatz (2003) or Duncan Watts
(2003).”
— Bertrand Roehner (2007), Driving Forces in Physical, Biological, and Socio-Economic Phenomena [2]
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Barandun, Johannes
In hmolscience, Johannes Barandun (c.1850-c.1920) was a German-born American free thinker,
editor, and philosopher noted for his 1910 article “An Excursion into the Infinitely Small”, wherein
he addresses the question of what happens to the anthropomorphic concepts of life, soul, will,
mind from matter, or "matter into mind" (as Barandun phrased it), etc., as one scales down the
ladder of existence, or great chain of being, along the way citing precursor thinkers, in this area,
such as Arthur Schopenhauer, Wilhelm Wundt, Ernst Haeckel, etc., to arrive at near-solution to
vexing problems such as the origin of life (e.g. "life began with motion itself", as Barandun put it),
the general outline of which, according to Paul Carus, is said to be thematically in the
neighborhood of Goethe’s 1813-1830 Aristotle-Leibniz themed soul conversational discussions of
his so-called entelechy-monad initial point chemical animation conceptualized theory (see:
Goethe on the soul). [1]

Death | Terminology
Barandun, in introducing a closing quote from Lord Byron, equates “death” synonymously to “dissolution from other
[well-developed molecules] units”. This, while interesting, in regards to life terminology upgrades, remains blurry,
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being that Barandun’s conceptual definitions of the terms “elements, chemical atoms, atoms, units, ultimate units,
well-developed units, animate atoms, animated molecules, etc., is inconsistent, in some areas, with the modern
definitions of atom, molecule, and chemical; to cite the main nonsensical passage: “we know these elements are
composed of molecules, and these of chemical atoms—to be carefully distinguished from the atoms of which we shall
have to speak on later.” Here, Barandun gives evidence of a rather blurry chemistry terminology conception. While
we may excuse some of this terminology confusion to the time, i.e. the electron (J.J. Thomson, 1897) had only
recently been discovered and the nucleus (Ernest Rutherford, 1909/1911) was in the midst of discover at the time of
writing (see: Particle discovery timeline), other talk is a bit opaque, e.g. he seems to define himself either as a "unit"
or a "well-developed molecule", but what he means by "elements being composed of molecules" (above quote) is
inconsistent with modern terminology.

Education
In 1910, Barandun was the editor of German periodical Free Thinkers (Friedenker), in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Today the most eminent scientists think that these units, or atoms, are likewise formed by numerous minor units
which are themselves aggregates of still smaller units, and so forth, down into the infinite depths of the infinitely
small, until the ultimate essence is reached, which shows itself as energy, force or will (Schopenhauer's will-to-live),
and which in no case can be a mere nothing.”
— Johannes Barandun (1810), “An Excursion into the Infinitely Small” (pg. 115)

“Thus we reach a much deeper and more worthy idea of life than a shallow materialistic philosophy possibly could.
Assuming that each molecule preserves forever the inner (mental) world once acquired, and further assuming that it
be at least as indestructible as the chemical atoms are supposed to be; then we would have in the whole universe, as
far as it is in motion, an evolution of mental life, or an evolution of matter into mind. Every motion would produce
concepts, at least in the molecules participating in it. The whole stellar world might then be regarded as a stupendous
factory, where matter is changed into mind. Every motion, every feeling, every thought, would have a lasting
importance which would reach far beyond our terrestrial life and perhaps out into eternity. In this connection many a
reader will perhaps recall Haeckel’s ‘animated atoms’ (bescelte Atome) or Wundt’s ‘animated will-centers’
(Willenszentren).”
— Johannes Barandun (1810), “An Excursion into the Infinitely Small” (pg. 116)

“It is also easy to be seen that the real origin of life is to be sought deep down in the wonderful small world. Life
began with motion itself, as soon as concepts began to be formed in the original molecules. It is thus also easily to be
inferred that there is life and motion, yea a species of concept life, even in the molecules composing the hardest
stone or metals. Space does not permit us to cite examples here. Chemistry tells wonderful stories about the force of
the ‘animated’ atoms. One gram of hydrogen, for instance, could produce sufficient heat to drive a steamer five times
over the ocean.”
— Johannes Barandun (1810), “An Excursion into the Infinitely Small” (pg. 116-17)

“We may safely assume that the ‘changing of matter into mind’ (the production of concepts in the molecules) may
have taken place long before our solar system was formed, and will go on taking place indefinitely.”
— Johannes Barandun (1810), “An Excursion into the Infinitely Small” (pg. 117)

“Suppose all those molecules, from the beginning till now and for all times, could unite and form a higher unity, this
higher unity, containing all the animated molecules, would then be a kind of world-spirit or world-soul, the units
(molecules) of which would all be in a certain sense individuals with their own independent inner life, and each
individual or unit would know, according to its measure of capacity or inner life, all that the others know.”
— Johannes Barandun (1810), “An Excursion into the Infinitely Small” (pg. 117)

“A well-developed molecule or unit could survey all that had happened during countless ages, seeing it in the
molecules then taking part in the process of evolution. Its whole surroundings would be something like a theater with
ever changing scenery and actors ever new, and new units would continually arrive from all parts of our universe.”
— Johannes Barandun (1810), “An Excursion into the Infinitely Small” (pg. 117-18)

“We may also, thinking of the composite nature of the elements (see above), fancy the formation of different
elements in different parts of space, which would lead to forms of life wholly incomprehensible to us. But to expound
all these ideas, a whole book would be required.”
— Johannes Barandun (1810), “An Excursion into the Infinitely Small” (pg. 118)
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Barber, Bernard
In hmolscience, Bernard Barber (1918-2006) was an American sociologist noted for his
1970 publication and commentary of the "Sociology 23" lecture notes of Lawrence
Henderson.

Overview
In 1970, Barber published, for the first time, Lawrence Henderson’s “Sociology 23”
lecture notes, in which he gave a retrospect “Introduction to L.J. Henderson”,
discussing Henderson’s idea of the social system and equilibrium in respect to Gibbs
and Pareto. [1]

Education
In circa 1936, Barber engaged in his undergraduate work in sociology at Harvard,
during which time he attended Lawrence Henderson’s “Sociology 23”, the first time it
was offered in the spring of 1938; he also took undergraduate sociology courses from:
Pitirim Sorokin, Talcott Parsons, and Robert Merton. [2] Barber then completed his master’s and PhD degrees at
Harvard; then was a sociology professor at Barnard College, Columbia University, for 35-years until his retirement,
and in 1970 was chair of the sociology department. [3]

Quotes | Employed
The following are quoted cited, discussed, highlighted and or critiqued by Barber:
“A very important fact, which should never be forgotten in studying social phenomena, that nearly all supposedly
qualitative questions turn out on examination to be quantitative.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1938), “Sociology 23”, in L.J. Henderson on the Social System (pgs. 21, 142)

“Pareto’s social system is in some respects analogous in its usefulness to Gibbs’ physicochemical system. This system
of Pareto’s disregards physical, chemical, and physiological phenomena, but makes possible in some measure the
consideration of all interactions between persons. Like Gibbs’ system, it is clear and simple.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1938), “Sociology 23”, in L.J. Henderson on the Social System (pgs. 30, 88)

“Henderson’s method in discussion is feebly imitated by the pile-driver. His passion was hottest when his logic was
coldest.”
— George Homans (1948), The Society of Fellows [4]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“If Pareto had truly joined the social sciences to the natural sciences, an achievement Henderson very much wanted
to see, it is only to be expected that he would put Pareto in the great company of Gibbs, Bernard, and even Newton.”
— Bernard Barber (1970), L.J. Henderson on the Social System (pg. 34)
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University of Chicago Press.

Further reading
● Bernard, Barber. (1952). Science and the Social Order. Publisher.

External links
● Bernard Barber papers, 1938-1988 – Columbia University Library.

Barometer
In science, a barometer is a device that measures pressure. The
first barometer was invented in 1643 by Italian physicist
Evangelista Torricelli during the investigation of possible existence
of vacuums in nature, as were said not to be possible by Greek
philosopher Parmenides in 485 BC.

See also
● Human thermodynamic instrument
● Thermometer
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Barnes, Barry
In hmolscience, S. Barry Barnes (1943-) is a Scottish-born English sociologist noted for
the following 1998 statement to American solid-state physicist David Mermin in regards
to whether he might be into astrology, exchanged amid their so-called sociology of
science debates or wars: [1]
“The belief state of an obscure lump of molecules wandering around a remote corner
of England is of no importance whatsoever epistemologically speaking.”
(add discussion)
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Barnes, Trevor
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In hmolscience, Trevor Barnes (1956-) is an English-born Canadian geographer noted
for his 2014 “Big Data: Social Physics, and Spatial Analysis: the Early Years”, co-authored
with American geographer Matthew Wilson, wherein in they attempt to stitch out a
historical red thread from the 1858 social gravitation theories of American sociologist
Henry Carey to the 1950s sociophysical geography collaborations of American physicist
John Q. Stewart and geographer William Warntz, which they argue went into modern
“spatial analysis” (Ѻ), the punchline being that “big data” (Ѻ), supposedly, has roots in
social physics. [1]

Stewart | Weaver fallout
The over-selling of “monism”, summarized below, in short, seems to be a coated way of
discussing the so-called Stewart-Weaver fallout, namely the fact that Warren Weaver,
in 1953, stopped funding John Q. Stewart’s social physics program, after four years of
funding, which had been originally seeded with $160,000 level (modern terms), when
he came to arrive at the stated belief that physical energy and theories could not be
applicable to things such as feelings, meaning, values, decision making (which gets into questions of soul), etc., as he
told Stewart, amid, it seems, his soon-to-make “Remarks on the Current State of Social Physics” AAAS meeting paper,
wherein Stewart began to assert isomorphisms between thermal, electromagnetic, and chemical energy and,
respectively, human meaning, feeling, and authority, as well as an isomorphism between mechanical work (kinetic,
elastic, and gravitational energy) and decision-making. [2] In 1953, Weaver wrote to Stewart that he was going to
cancel his social physics funding per the following logic: [3]
“To search for isomorphisms between social phenomena and physical phenomena is indeed an interesting idea. The
real question, however, is whether or not it is a rewarding idea. It is interesting to suppose that there may be entities,
social values, which play in social experience the same roles played by different forms of physical energy … But it is
hard for me to sense how one can usefully assign quantitative measures to any significantly wide range of “values” in
the social field. And when you link together such things as meaning, feeling, authority, and decision-making, this
sounds to me like a very heterogeneous mixture.”
Similar examples of such reasoning are found explicitly stated in the Proxmire affair (1975), Rossini debate (2007), the
Galem effect:
“To suggest that humans could behave like atoms was looked upon as a blasphemy to both hard science and human
complexity, a total nonsense, something to be condemned. And it has been indeed condemned during the last fifteen
years.”
— Serge Galam (2004), “Sociophysics: a Personal Testimony”

the Prausnitz-Thims derision (2013) (Ѻ), etc., and likely found in earlier collision efforts, e.g. the Nightingale Chair of
Social Physics, which is a spit that dates back to the 1809 with the separation of people as either "admirers" and
"enemies" of Goethe's physical chemistry based Elective Affinities, which before that dates to the atomic theory vs.
standard model vs. being theory debates of the Greek philosophers (see: atheism timeline)

Monism | Terminology
A subtle issue in Barnes and Wilson's article, is their seeming overuse of term “monism”, employed 15-times, in ways
that do not match the attribution, e.g. that John Q. Stewart had a bullish “faith in monism”, that William Warntz was
“uncompromisingly monistic”, that Henry Carey “unabashedly believed in monism”, etc., whereas correctly, as seems
to be the case, none of these authors ever used the term monism. The term “monism” is not found in Carey’s
Principles of Social Science, and there does not seem to be any established Google Books citation connections
between either Stewart, Warntz, and George Zipf and monism.
The term “monism”, clarify, is a very baggage-loaded term, that tends to bring to mind an association to
Gottfried Leibniz’ deistic “monad” theory, i.e. that everything is in the universe is composed of thinking soul-filled
god-infused particles, or something along these lines. A few theorists, Ernst Haeckel in particular, have been known
to be explicit monism theorists, and others have been categorized as “materialistic monism” theorists, e.g. Ludwig
Buchner, but that is about as far as the list goes.
What seems to be the case, here, is that Barnes adopted Pitirim Sorokin’s derogative usage of the term
monism—Sorokin harboring some type of unstated spiritual dualism underpinnings, as his later decade’s writings
would show—and sell, classificationally, Carey, Stewart, Zipf, and Warntz as monists. This supposition seems to
corroborate with their note 16:
“The issue here is the relation of monism to big data. The most immediate invocation of monism by big data is its
assumption that the social world can be mathematized in the same way as the natural world. Without the
supposition that the social world can be fully made over as numbers, big data would have no purchase. We also
suggest that monism is invoked by big data in a second form, at least implicitly. When big data deploys models of
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spatial analysis monism is presumed, because those models partly rest on a social physics that makes monism
foundational.”
Here, accordingly, as it seems to be the case, the aim they are after is to position the view that Carey-Stewart based
macrogeographical “big data” science, infused into the Alex Pentland: “the engine that drives social physics is big
data” (2014) variety, in some way—can be mathematized, and that the patterns found therein will find foundation in
the “natural sciences, physics in particular”, and that this is their selling point. A science vs religion tensional issue
debate, in short.

Social physics | Etymology
Barnes and Wilson, in their big data and social physics article, to note, mis-attribute the coining of the term “social
physics” to Adolphe Quetelet, and his 1835 Essay on Social Physics: Man and the Development of his Faculties,
whereas correctly Auguste Comte was already using the term in print in 1825, which he coined, and or derived from
his interactions with his mentor Henri de Saint-Simon, who may have used the term possibly as early as 1803.
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Barrett, Louis
In hmolscience, William Louis Barrett (1933-), of-cited as W. Louis Barrett, commonly
known as “Louis Barrett”, is an American physicist noted for his late 1970s work, as
chair of the physics department, at Western Washington University, as a physics
consultant for sociologist Ed Stephan, also chair of the sociology department, in
discussion on the physics, chemistry, and thermodynamics applied to sociological and
territorial questions, resulting in the 1995 book The Division of Territory in Society,
which discusses things such as “are humans fermions or bosons”, the chemical
thermodynamics of society, chemical potential and migrations (see: social chemical
potential), among other ripe topics. [1]

Education
Barrett completed his BS at the University of Idaho, and his MS and PhD in 1988, both
at the University of Washington, the latter with a dissertation on “Ferromagnetic
Resonance Studies on Nickel Single Crystals”, becoming chair of the physics
department by the 1970s. (Ѻ) From 1988 to 2004, Barrett worked on the Soudan 2
proton decay experiment and on the MINOS neutrino oscillation detector, taking shifts
at the MINOS control room at Fermilab. (Ѻ)(Ѻ) Barrett currently is professor emeritus at the University of
Washington.
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Barseghyan, Pavel
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In hmolscience, Pavel Barseghyan (c.1943-) is an Armenian-born American electrical
engineer, computer engineer, and consultant noted for his 2014 JHT submission draft
article “Methods of Thermodynamics for Describing Stationary Behavior of Human
Systems”, wherein he attempts to outline a thermodynamic type of project estimation
methodology which was the base for development of project management commercial
software tools in the area of chip design, based on a state equation of human labor
which is the reflection of the balance between the complexity of work and the human
capacities to overcome it. [1]
Barseghyan claims to have begun working on his theory in 1999, amid difficulties
to do silicon chip manufacturing better, in respect to project management. Libb Thims
explained to him that he should read the social ideal gas law historical overview, and
then, per new JHT protocol, do the following: [2]
(a) Pick a “human” model definition; per Irving Fisher (1892) protocol.
(b) Redo submission using physicochemically neutral terminology; per Charles
Sherrington (1938) protocol that “physics and chemistry do not recognize the word
life” and per Alfred Rogers (2010) and Ferris Jabr (2013) conclusions that “life does not exist”, i.e. to redo any defunct
theory of life terminology with life terminology upgrades.
(add discussion)
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Bassett, Raymond
In hmolscience, Raymond Bassett (1904-1956) was an American sociologist noted for his
involvement in John Q. Stewart’s so-called “social physics project at Princeton”, aka the Princeton
Department of Social Physics”, and seems to have been a member of the 40-person AAAS Social
Physics Committee, commenting, e.g. his view that "decisions", as per Stewart's so-called "central
equation of social physics" goes, is an elementary concept in the whole of sociological theory. [1]

Education
Bassett completed his undergraduate work in 1928 at Yale and his PhD in 1948 at the University of
Washington, and from 1949 to 1956 was chairman of sociology department (Ѻ) at the University
of New Hampshire. [2]
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Bastian, Henry
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In science, Henry Bastian (1837-1915) was an English physiologist noted for his
supposed late 1860s unpublished coining of the term "biogenesis" and for his 1869
spurious announcement that he had created life synthetically in the laboratory (see:
laboratory produced life) through combination of various inorganic substances. [1]
The truth of the matter, however, is that Bastian thought he had observed the
synthesis, “de novo”, as he called it, of living matter from non-living matter, under the
microscope, when heating and cooling and reheating vials of bacteria past the denature
temperature.
Bastian went on to write two books elaborating on his findings, the first his 1869
The Beginnings of Life: Volume 1 (1869), wherein he outlined a mixture of conservation
of energy, vitalism, and emergence views of living matter arising from atoms and
molecules. The gist of his emergence of living matter theory is as follows:
“We know that the molecules of elementary or mineral substances combine to form
acids and bases by virtue of their own 'inherent' tendencies; that these acids and bases
unite so as to produce salts, which, in their turn, will often again combine and give rise to 'double salts.' And at each
stage in this series of ascending molecular complexities, we find the products endowed with properties wholly
different from those of their constituents. Similarly, amongst the carbon compounds there is abundance of evidence
to prove the existence of internal tendencies or molecular properties, which may and do lead to the evolution of
more and more complex chemical compounds. And it is such synthetic processes, occurring amongst the molecules of
colloidal and allied substances, which seem so often to engender or give 'origin' to a kind of matter possessing that
subtle combination of properties to which we are accustomed to apply the epithet 'living'.”
This, however, is no different that the famous incorregable molecular “liquidness” is an emergent property of the
atoms hydrogen and oxygen combined in the molecular form as H20, which does not exist in the atoms singly, but
only "emerges" in the upper level molecular state argument (add: theorist?). In his followup 1872 The Beginnings of
Life: Volume 2 (1872), he addresses the question of the occurrence or non-occurrence of spontaneous generation. [2]
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Bateson, Gregory
In science, Gregory Bateson (1904-1980) (CR=11) was an English social anthropologist
noted for his 1940s systems theory and cybernetics-based “ecology of mind” theory.

Overview
In 1979, Bateson published Mind and Nature, wherein, citing: thermodynamics, Pierre
Teilhard, John Neumann, teleology, James Watt, Charles Darwin, the great chain of
being, among others, he attempts to bridge biology and moral philosophy. [5] Swedish
literary critic Erland Lagerroth summarizes Bateson’s contribution to the effect that he
divined a large exposition on the form of existence, common to life and non-life, that
was similar to the models developed by Ilya Prigogine and discovered by Erich Jantsch.
Bateson attended the Macy Conferences (1946–53), which hosted a core group that
included Norbert Wiener, W. Ross Ashby, Heinz von Foerster, Margaret Mead (his
wife), John Neumann, and Buckminster Fuller.

Ulanowicz | Ascendency
Bateson’s ideas (possibly his 1972 Steps to an Ecology of Mind) are somehow connected or related to American
ecosystem engineer Robert Ulanowicz’ 1979 free energy modeled “ascendency” theory. In his own retrospect words,
as explained in a chapter footnote to his 2009 book A Third Window: Natural Life Beyond Darwin and Newton,
Ulanowicz states: [2]
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“My method of scaling was not motivated by Bateson’s considerations, about
which I was unaware at the time. I had simply drawn upon my background in
thermodynamics to define in analogy to Gibbs or Helmholtz free energies
(measures of the capacity of a system to do effective work [Schroeder, 2000]).
Both of these quantities take the form of a scalar measure of the system’s
energy multiplied by a logarithmic term (as with AMI) indicative of its
constituents.”
(add discussion)

Religion | Atheism
Bateson, the son of geneticist William Bateson, has been described as a fourth
or fifth generation atheist, fascinated by the sacred. [3] In his 1972 Steps to an
Ecology of Mind, Bateson describes how his father used to read him passage of
the Bible at breakfast so that they wouldn’t grow up to be empty-headed
atheists. [4]
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Bathurst, Bruce
In hmolscience, Bruce Bathurst (c.1945-) is an American geologist noted for his 2009 participation
in the Moriarty-Thims debate about the entropy of arrangements of people and his stated people
are not molecules position. [1]

Education
Bathurst completed his completed PhD in geological thermodynamics at Princeton.
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Bauer, Edmond
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In quantum mechanics, Edmond Bauer (1880-1963) was a French physicist noted for []

Overview
In 1939, Bauer, in his “The Theory of Observation in Quantum Mechanics”, co-written
with German physical chemist Fritz London, discussed the role of consciousness in
regards to the collapse of the wave function. [1] The following is a representative
excerpt from the article: [2]
“So far we have only coupled one apparatus with one object. But a coupling, even with
a measuring device, is not yet a measurement. A measurement is achieved only when
the position of the pointer has been observed. It is precisely this increase of
knowledge, acquired by observation, that gives the observer the right to choose
among the different components of the mixture predicted by theory, to reject those
which are not observed, and to attribute thenceforth to the object a new wave
function, that of the pure case which he has found. We note the essential role played
by the consciousness of the observer in this transition from the mixture to the pure case. Without his effective
intervention, one would never obtain a new function.”
Their presentation here is said to be more concise that John Neumann’s earlier 1932 work on the modification of
information on the system by the act of observation, supposedly, as between the statistical meaning of
representation of information by the wave function and the density matrix method. [2]

Information theory
The 1939 Bauer-London article, in some way, by 1975, got mixed up in information theory debates. [3]
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Bauer, Erwin
In hmolscience, Erwin Simonovich Bauer (1890-1938), or Ervin Bauer, was a Hungarianborn Russian physician, pathologist, and physical biologist noted, in animate
thermodynamics, for for his free energy based so-called "principle of the permanent
inequilibrium of living matter", aka Bauer principle, aimed at explaining life in physical
terms.

Overview
In 1918, Bauer was "deep in work, constantly thinking about biology", as he told his
wife Margit Kaffka in letter. [8] In 1920, Bauer published his The Fundamental
Principles of Biological Science, in which he introduces the so-called so-called "principle
of the permanent inequilibrium of living matter", or what has come to be known as the
Bauer principle, which states that: [1]
“The living and only the living systems are never in equilibrium, and, on the debit of
their free energy, they continuously invest work against the realization of the
equilibrium which should occur within the given outer conditions on the basis of the physical and chemical laws.”
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A shortened version of the Bauer principle, according to Russian biophysicist Mikhail Volkenstein, is: [2]
“Living systems are never in equilibrium and at the expense of their free energy …”
In 1930, Bauer published and updated second edition more aggressively entitled Physical Principles in Biology. In
1935, Bauer published a third version of his treatise entitled Theoretical Biology, in Leningrad, in the form of 5,200
copies, which quickly sold out, which is the most-cited version of his work. Russian biophysicist Alexander Zotin
describes Bauer’s entire theory, on the general problems in biology: metabolism, irritability, excitability, ontogenesis,
and evolution, as proceeding from one thermodynamic principle, namely the principle of stable nonequilibrium. [3]

Translations | Rarity
Bauer’s works, currently, are only in Russian or Hungarian, and copies are rare; in particular, in 1938, during the great
Soviet purge, Bauer, accused of being a spy, was shot by the KGB, and nearly all copies of his works, deemed an
“enemy of the people”, were pulped. In 1967, a Hungarian translation of the 1935 edition was published as Elméleti
Biológia. In 1982, a Russian preprint was issued with an extended summary in English. [5]

Influence
Promoters of Bauer’s work include: Russian biochemist Sergey E. Severin (1901-c.1980) (Ѻ) and his student Simon
Shnol (1920-) (Ѻ)—mentor to Anatol Zhabotinski, eponym of the famous Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction (Ѻ)—who
were both discussing Bauer and his work when it was forbidden to even mention his name. In the 1960s, Soviet
embryologist Tokin Boris (1900-1984) (Ѻ), a friend and superior to Bauer, began to promote his work in Hungary,
resulting in a 1967 translation of Bauer’s work, in Hungarian, by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. In 2003,
Hungarian chemical engineer Tibor Ganti, in his so-called chemoton theory of living systems, began to build on and
discuss Bauer's work; which thus seems to the only readily available English presentation of Bauer's views, some of
which is outlined below.

Marx | Dialectic materialism
Bauer, supposedly, has some type of Marx-Stalin influenced dialectic materialism aspect of biology in his work. [5]

Animate vs inanimate
Bauer, supposedly, evoked our outlines some type of “life principle” in his work to the effect that living beings follow
a deeper organizing principle than inanimate objects, namely that organisms have inner motivations, which dominate
over outer conditions, which machines do not have. [6]

Free energy
Hungarian chemical engineer Tibor Ganti, noted for his 1971 theory that living organisms are chemotons, or chemical
automatons, gives a fairly good overview section of Bauer’s theories as they concern free energy, with accompanying
equations. Bauer’s so-called “principle of constant non-equilibrium” of living systems, according to Ganti, states that:
[4]
“The free energy of an isothermally closed living system is smaller in equilibrium than that of a nonliving system if the
sum of the potential differences measured in absolute units has been initially identical in them. Under such
conditions, the free energy of the living system is smaller in equilibrium than that of the non-living system just by the
work done by the living system against the equilibration process. Thus if the free energy of the living system is in
equilibrium equal to F, the sum of the work factors—differences in pressure, concentration, electrical potential, etc.,
is equal to the changes caused by them in a time interval of t equal to X, the corresponding data for nonliving system
are denoted by F’, x’, and Δx’, then:

A full reading of the original work, to note, will be needed to discern what exactly Bauer is getting at in this passage,
as there seem to be mathematical typos in the translation given by Ganti, among other factors; although the
argument seems to be an extrapolation of the work of Willard Gibbs, in some way or another.

Biography
Bauer was born in Hungary in 1890 and died in 1938. He was married twice, first to writer and poet Margit Kaffka,
who died of the Spanish flu on December 1, 1918. Bauer later married Stefania Szilard, sister of physicist Leo Szilard.
The Bauers were arrested by the KGB on August 4, 1937 accused and convicted of spying for a foreign country, and
were condemned to death. They were shot on January 11, 1938 by Senior Lieutenant A.R. Polikarpov of the Leningrad
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NKVD and interred in a mass grave. The reason for the incorrect date of death commonly cited as 1942 is that the
original documents surrouding Bauer's death were not given to the family until 1992. [5] Boris Tokin, Bauer's friend
and superior, gave a short biography of Bauer in the 1982 Hungarian reprint of Theoretical Biology.

Quotes | About
The following are praise, tribute, and or summary quotes:
“Bauer's dream of theoretical biology was similar to Einstein's goal in physics to create a single equation that
encompasses the ‘essence of nature’, from which all physical phenomena can be derived.”
— Boris Tokin (1988), “Notes on the Work of E.S. Bauer” [7]
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Bauer principle
In animate thermodynamics, Bauer principle, "principle of the permanent inequilibrium of living matter" or "principle
of stable nonequilibrium", is a principle which states that “living and only the living systems are never in equilibrium,
and, on the debit of their free energy, they continuously invest work against the realization of the equilibrium which
should occur within the given outer conditions on the basis of the physical and chemical laws.”

Overview
The principle was formulated in 1920 by Hungarian-born Russian physical biologist Erwin Bauer, supposedly, based on
an extrapolation of Gibbsian thermodynamics to chnopsological systems (biological systems). [1] A shortened version
of the Bauer principle, according to Russian biophysicist Mikhail Volkenstein, is: [2]
“Living systems are never in equilibrium and at the expense of their free energy …”
(add discussion)
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Baumgärtner, Stefan
In hmolscience, Stefan Baumgartner (1968-) is a German physicist and economist
noted, in ecological economics, for his 1995 to 2005 publications on thermodynamics in
economics and ecology, seemingly focused on the subject of waste management.

Overview
In 1995, Baumgartner, in his discussion article "Entropy: A Unifying Concept for
Ecological Economics", co-written with Malte Faber and John Proops, applied entropy
and thermodynamics in economics and ecology. In 2004, Baumgartner, in his chapter
“Thermodynamic Models”, in Modelling in Ecological Economics, outlined the use,
history, pitfalls, and hurtles of applying thermodynamics to the explanation of
economic systems confined to environmental scarcities. [1] Further research contains
philosophical aspects of human-enviroment relations as well as applied system analysis.

Education
Baumgärtner completed his BS in physics in 1990 at the University of Stuttgart, his MS
in physics and economics (1994) and PhD in economics (1999) at the University of Heidelberg. [2]
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Bayliss, William
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In hmolscience, William Bayliss (1860-1924), often cited as W. M. Bayliss, was an
English physiologist noted, in animate thermodynamics, for his 1915 to 1922 work on
the thermodynamics of morality and of life.

Overview
In 1915, Bayliss, in his Principles of General Physiology, translated Wilhelm Ostwald’s
1912 energetic imperative as follows: [1]
“Waste not free energy; treasure it and make the best use of it.”
In 1922, Bayliss gave his lecture “Life and the Laws of Thermodynamics”, wherein he
disputes some entropy and heat contentions of James Johnstone. [2] Bayliss seems to
be well culled in the founders, siting the likes of Rudolf Clausius, Sadi Carnot, Hermann
Helmholtz, Willard Gibbs, Jacobus van't Hoff, Walther Nernst, Max Planck, among
others, in a cogent manner. Bayliss comments, for instance, that “the works of Willard
Gibbs can only be attacked with profit by the expert mathematician.” [1]
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Bazargan, Mehdi
In human thermodynamics, Mehdi Bazargan (1907-1995) was an Iranian mechanical
engineer, thermodynamicist, and 75th prime minister of Iran (1979), known for his
1956 treatise Thermodynamics of Humans, written during a five-month prison spell
(see: genius hiatus effect), for political opposition, in which he attempted to explain
the work ethic of the individual in the context of the Islamic teachings and the view
that systems, physical or social, evolve towards equilibrium as quantified by a
minimum of free energy. [1] A noted quotation from this work is: [12]
“Society is a system which could be subject to regulations similar to the laws of physics,
chemistry, or thermodynamics ... of course it would be very complicated and
extraordinarily more complex than a simple system of gas or a combination of water
and steam.”
(add discussion)

Overview
The following is a 2011 synopsis of Bazargan’s human thermodynamics theory, from the article “Muslim Scholars on
Dialogue of Modern Science”, by Malaysian scholars Nurdeng Deuraseh, Termizi Abu Talib, and Husni M. Harun,
generally based on the 2004 work of Mazyar Lotfalian: [16]
“The Iranian engineer and post-revolutionary Prime Minister, Mehdi Bazargan proposes the theory of
thermodynamics. This is to find out the relationship between faith and knowledge and the role of morality in
everyday life, which is an attempt to combine Western techno-science with local culture. Bazargan’s usage of the
theory of thermodynamics is not metaphorical. His arguments are followed by direct application of concepts and
formula. What he achieves is quite creative: faith and knowledge become intertwined but disjointed....The effect of
this disjointedness is that the individual becomes responsible for acting morally, as if he or she is performing the act
of god. Second, as argued by Bazargan using the theory of thermodynamics, faith is self-reflecting: it changes through
time and adjust to renew changes in life. Faith also dies if there is no effort by the subject to revive it.”
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Bazaran's first published views on human
thermodynamics are said to be found in a circa
1943 article entitled “The Thermodynamics of
Love”, written soon after his return to Iran,
likely from his stay in France (circa 1942). [15]
In 1946 he had written the a chapter on
physiological thermodynamics of human labor
and in the context of will power in his Labor in
Islam, attempting to explain human labor
thermodynamically. [10] Thermodynamics,
subsequently, served as the foundation of
Bazargan's view as to how a society should be
run, as being based on the same laws that run
the universe. As stated by biographer Saeed
A Bazargan "collected works" listing of the works by Bazargan from the
Barzin, from his 1992 PhD dissertation on the
1979 English translation of Work and Islam by M. Yasefi, Ali Behzadnia, and political biography of Bazargan: [9]
Najpu Denny. [13]

“Mention should be made of Bazargan’s field of study; thermodynamics, which constitutes a fundamental part of all
the physical sciences and which (particularly its concept of equilibrium) was to be a source of inspirations for
Bazargan’s subsequent reflections on social relations.”
In short, into the 1950s and 1960s, Bazargan worked to create a theory or science of a "thermodynamics of
humanity" that would explain the teachings of Islam from a scientific point of view. [8] Bazargan’s 1969
Thermodynamics in Human Condition (may be referring to: Termodynamik-e Ensan) addressed the relation between
individual morality and social movement. [7] Bazargan’s essential goal was to confirm the truth of Islam, as taught in
the Koran, on the basis of science. Specifically, according to 2004 author Seyed Taqavi, “the most important feature
of Bazargan’s thought is his utilization of empirical sciences, and particularly thermodynamics, which was his own
specialism, in his approach to Islam. No other Iranian thinker has drawn upon new sciences in the study of Islam as
widely as he did.” [8]

Love and Devotion: Human Thermodynamics
See main: Thermodynamics of Humanity

Bazargan wrote his famous 1956 treatise Eshq va Parastesh ya Thermodynamic-e Ensan (Thermodynamics of
Humans) while in prison for his political views, a precipitate of the 1953 Iranian coup and its subsequent political
restrictions. The book was first published in 1957, according to private documents in possession of Bazargan's
biographer Saeed Barzin. [9] Based on several reviews, the books seems to be a thermodynamics of society, blended
with Darwinism, appended with footnotes on how certain Koranic verses might corroborate with certain scientific
passages. The book is described as “a juxtaposition of scientific ideas and concepts of social relations.” [11] Of
similarity, American mathematician William Sidis wrote his 1920 treatise The Animate and the Inanimate while
imprisoned in an asylum for a year, after arrest and 1.5-year jail for political protesting.

Physiological thermodynamics
In his 1946 booklet Work and Islam, Bazargan devoted a very elementary six-page chapter, entitled “The Relationship
Between Man and Work”, to the internal and external attributes of occupational work and the concomitant
acceptance of service as being one of the basic keys to human experience in the light of thermodynamics, terming
this as “physiological thermodynamics”. To quote:
“This section intends to examine the inherent attributes of work and the effects it has upon the internal and external
structures and transformations of the human individual. If such a phrase is scientifically permissible, the subject will
be treated in the light of ‘physiological thermodynamics’.”
The chapter is very superficial, but Bazargan does go on to speculate on how the actions such as the destruction of a
building is a “process in which the entropy of the system is increased”; and, conversely, how the construction of a
building is one in which the “natural entropy of the system is decreased and necessitates the use of energy and
external assistance.” He states, on the thermodynamics of will-power, that any kind of planned systematization and
orientation in the performance of one’s duties are actions: “in which, thermodynamically speaking, the entropy of the
system is decreased, or to an extent reversed, and necessitates the use of energy and will-power.”

Labor
In theorizing on the work ethics of the Iranian, Bazargan applied mechanics to the movement of the human body,
based on thermodynamics. He mixed this together with Islamic teachings and the views of Karl Marx. These views
are, supposedly, found in his chapter two “A Physiological Analysis of Human Thermodynamics” to his 1946 Labor in
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Islam. [10] Bazargan was in prison at least two times, during which period 1953-60, he was said to have been
“engaged in elaborating on themes on the nature of evolution and social laws.” He wanted to prove that social
developments and social relations are governed by laws, in that history and society are governed by processes which
are rational and logical. It must thus be one’s objective to discover these laws, such that when failure to act according
to these laws, as Bazargan states, social decadence will set in.

Laws of social evolution: laws of society
In his Human Thermodynamics, based on Darwin’s premise that history has an evolutionary and detectable pattern
Bazargan sets his eyes on defining the laws of this process and thus condemning those whose practices are against
the direction of the laws of social evolution and who are therefore, in Bazargan's mind, are condemned to
destruction. These people, Bazargan believes, are those in power, those who have subjected him and is associates to
arbitrary practice of power and injustice. Bazargan's argument builds on the premise that in the same manner that
the elements of a physical, chemical or mechanical phenomenon follow certain particular patterns in their relations
with each other, the “social elements”, i.e. the individual persons, too pursue basic laws in their relations with each
other. Bazargan thus elaborates a mechanical set of social relations.

Theories
Most of his conceptions, although biased in a detrimental manner by the supposed basis of deity (the infinite entity),
are fairly humorous, mostly metaphor, and built on fudge-factor types of thermodynamic equations. In his article,
“The Youth’s Islam [Islam-e Javan]”, for example, he discussed the Helmholtz free energy formula:

and replaced W, or effective energy (free energy), with human power of movement and production, U, or initial
internal energy, with desire, need for love, T, or temperature, with value of possessions, and S, or entropy, with the
amount of possessions. Then he tried to apply this formula to some Islamic moral teachings, and concluded that Islam
intends to increase the human power of movement and production.

Free will
In relation to free will, for example, Bazargan states: “when dealing with human societies and humans with free will,
thermodynamic law and formulae require a coefficient, which can be called a balancing coefficient and is less than 1
in unbalanced societies and more than 1 in societies governed by true religions and affections.” [3]

Cessation thermodynamics
In relation to cessation thermodynamics, Bazargan states: [4]
“Thermodynamics might be able to say, though very vaguely, if there is going to be a resurrection and another world,
how this may occur and what the other world may look like … In this way, we may be able to examine to what extent
the signs of the other world, as provided by the prophets, are plausible. If these signs about the resurrection,
paradise and hell form a reasonable and sensible related collection that new sciences, to some extent, affirm, then
such beliefs are not baseless.”

Education
Bazargan was born in 1907 in Azerbaijan, though the exact date and details are not known. He completed his
undergraduate college work at the Teacher Training Center in Tehran. He completed his graduate work at the Central
School of Paris, where he earned a degree (MS or PhD) in mechanical engineering. [13] The exact school in Paris
where he studies was, supposedly, the University of Paris (École Centrale des Arts et Manufactures), in the 1930's,
where he focused on thermodynamics. Bazargan’s engineering studies in France, particularly in thermodynamics,
according to Bazargan biographer Saeed Barzin (1992), were said to “make a deep impression on the young Bazargan
encouraging human to revise his understanding of traditional Iranian religion and to acquire modern socio-political
ideas.” [9]
After passing his compulsory military service, Bazargan joined became a lecturer in thermodynamics at the
Teacher’s College of Technology (Tehran Technical College), at the invitation of the minister of culture Hekmat. [9] He
became department chairman, a position which he held until 1962. From 1945 to 1950 he was dean of the Technical
College and in 1952 to 1953 he was chief of the water refineries in Tehran. [13] In 1942, Bazargan tought at Teheran
University, where he became the head of the first engineering department of Tehran University in the late 1940s,
becoming known as one of Iran's best mathematicians; later he was awarded the chair of thermodynamics at the
university's technical college. [6] From February 5, 1979, Bazargan was appointed prime minister of Iran by Ayatollah
Khomeini, but resigned on November 4, following the US Embassy takeover and hostage taking, in protest of his
government’s inability to free the hostages.
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Family
Mehdi Bazargan fathered a son named Abdolali Bazargan (1943-), an
Iranian liberal political politician, writer, and intellectual who is the
leader of the Freedom Movement of Iran. He is one of five major
figures in the Green Movement to author a manifesto calling for the
resignation of Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Abdolali is
married and has three children. He joined the National Front of Iran in
1961 but in 1963 he left party and enjoyed to his father's established
party Freedom Movement in 1977. [17]

Praise | Tributes
The following are instances, anecdotes, and or quotes of praise or
tribute:
“A brilliant professor of engineering, Mostafa Chamran (Ѻ) had taught Iranian liberal politician, writer, and intellectual
Abdolali Bazargan (1943-), the son of Mehdi
at Berkeley and worked at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. He was
Bazargan. [17]
widely respected in Iranian academic circles as the only student at the
University of Tehran to get a 100 percent on his thermodynamics test under Mehdi Bazargan, the school’s toughest
instructor who would also become the first prime minister of the revolutionary government.”
— David Crist (2012), The Twilight War [18]
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(section: The Thermodynamics of Mehdi Bazargan, pgs. 332-33). Transaction Publishers.

External links
● Mehdi Bazargan – Wikipedia.
● Bazargan, Mahdi – WorldCat Identities.

Bazarov, Ivan
In thermodynamics, Ivan Pavlovich Bazarov (1916-2005), or "Иван Павлович Базаров", was a
Russian physicist and thermodynamicist noted for his humor and for founding his own school of
thermodynamic, prominent in Russian universities, based on the Gibbs method and the
Bogolyubov distribution functions, which presented both equilibrium and nonequilibrium from a
single point of view. [2]

Existence of god
In his 1964 Thermodynamics, Bazarov argued against the thermodynamics-based existence of god
argument, such as was proposed by Friedrich Engels. [3] According to a review Bazarov’s
argument by American chemical engineer Benjamin Kyle: [4]
“Identifying flaws in the thermal death argument for the existence of a creator, Bazarov points to the unfounded
assumption that the laws of thermodynamics apply to the entire universe and to Engels' argument that the creation
implied by the second law would be in violation of the first law. In Engels' words, those advocating the pro-creation
view saw the universe as winding down and thus assumed that an initial winding up had been provided by "a stimulus
from without." However, the process of winding up imparted energy to the universe and hence the total energy of
the universe has not always been constant as required by Clausius' first-law statement.”
(add discussion)

Education
Bazarov completed his undergraduate work at the Ryazan Pedagogical Institute. In 1949 he completed his candidate’s
dissertation (1949) and doctoral dissertation (1971) in the physical mathematics at Moscow State University. [2] At
MSU, Bazarov taught a course on thermodynamics and statistical physics for over twenty-five years, based on his
popular thermodynamics textbook which saw four-editions, being translated into six-languages. Bazarov was a
follower and disciple of Russian physicist Nikolay Bogolyubov.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The second law of thermodynamics is, without a doubt, one of the most perfect laws in physics. Any reproducible
violation of it, however small, would bring the discoverer great riches as well as a trip to Stockholm. The world’s
energy problems would be solved at one stroke. It is not possible to find any other law (except, perhaps, for super
selection rules such as charge conservation) for which a proposed violation would bring more skepticism than this
one. Not even Maxwell’s laws of electricity or Newton’s law of gravitation are so sacrosanct, for each has measurable
corrections coming from quantum effects or general relativity.”
— Ivan Bazarov (1964), Thermodynamics [1]

See also
● List of thermodynamics textbooks that include human thermodynamics
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Barnes, Ernest
In hmolscience, Ernest Barnes (1874-1953) was an English mathematical scientist
turned theologian noted, in religious thermodynamics, for his 1927 to 1929 Gifford
Lectures on “Scientific Theory and Religion”, wherein he touches on thermodynamics,
quantum mechanics, relativity and god, as he sees things.

Overview
In 1927 to 1929, Barnes gave a series of twenty lectures on “Scientific Theory and
Religion: the World Described by Science and Its Spiritual Interpretation”, as part of the
Gifford Lectures, in lecture eight of which he covers the first law of thermodynamics
and radiation, introduces quantum theory and Röntgen rays, and the consequences for
theories of matter, light and energy are suggested and assessed; and concludes by
pondering the notions of determinism and spirit in this context. [3] Barnes later
touches on the second law. [1] He also argues that “we are driven to the belief that
God lies behind [the] phenomenon” of the cosmological consequences of
thermodynamics. [1] In 1934, Barnes published a revised version of his lectures,
entitled Relativity, Thermodynamics, and Cosmology, in which warned cosmologists
against making unjustified philosophical preferences. [2]
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In genius studies, battle of the
prodigies is a phrase that refers to a
study of the comparison of the
similarly related thermodynamicsbased theories of existence
independently arrived at in the minds
of near IQ:200 (±25-points) child
prodigies turned adults.

Overview
The adjacent diagram gives a visual of
the so-called “battle of the
prodigies”, i.e. eight noted theory
related child prodigies, namely:
Johann Goethe (1809|60), William
Sidis (1916|18), John Neumann
(1934|31), John Tukey (1966|51),
Dean Wooldridge (1968|55),
Christopher Hirata (2000|18), Luis
arroyo (2010|20), and Alexander
Wissner-Gross (2013|31), five cited
with IQ:200+ range (Goethe, Sidis,
Neumann, Hirata, and Arroyo), three
of which cited in the IQ:225+ range
(Goethe, Sidis, and Hirata), who into
adulthood (age 18+) independently
derived and or arrived at
physiochemical, thermodynamic, and or chemical thermodynamics formulation one or more aspects of existence,
date (age) of theory publication shown next to each name; Neumann’s theory, to note, not quite independent (but
nevertheless original), being that it resulted following a request, by Abraham Flexner, to read and comment on
Georges Guillaume's 1932 economic thermodynamics PhD dissertation. The GREEN box indicates theorists whose
model is about the same, i.e. free energy / affinity based; the two related by the Goethe-Helmholtz equation (i.e.
thermodynamic theory of affinity).

Goethe
In 2006, Libb Thims discovered Goethe, and his “human chemical theory”, via Prigogine (footnote 2.5), and shortly
thereafter found that he was a famous early child prodigy who became the first adult person to be ranked with an IQ
of 225 (Cox, 1925).

Sidis
In 2008, Thims had become aware of William Sidis, aka 20th century America’s most famous child prodigy, had
started an Hmolpedia article on him, and knew of his IQ citations in the 250-300 range, and his age 16 developed “life
is a reversal of the second law theory” of animate and inanimate forms.

Neumann
John Neumann is a peculiar case; he is frequently name-dropped as a missing candidate in the IQ:200+ video series;
between 2010 and 2015, e.g. his name was mentioned, as a missing IQ:200+ candidate, some 15+ times (Ѻ). Other
independent sources likewise have IQ guestimated his IQ at 200. (Ѻ) His digressions on chemical thermodynamics in
economics are near to target; his suggestions on entropy in telecommunications, however, has resulted in a weed
theory.

Wooldridge
Dean Wooldridge is a comparable child prodigy turned atheism-explicit physical materialism philosopher. While not
necessarily thermodynamics-centric, his work is in the neighborhood.

Hirata
On 15 Feb 2010, Thims discovered Hirata, via specifically searching for people cited with IQs of 225 or above, and
shortly thereafter found his “human thermochemical theory”, embedded as a subfile of one of his CalTech faculty
pages.

Arroyo
On 10 Feb 2016, Ram Poudel, who is presently working on his PhD in economics + thermodynamics, sent Thims’ Luis
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Arroyo’s 2010 age 20 completed MS physics thesis “A Thermal Model of Economy”, afterwhich Thims found, after
researching Arroyo’s background, that he was a famous Puerto Rican child prodigy, who was cited with an IQ of 200
at age 15.

Wissner-Gross
On 19 Apr 2013, American child prodigy turned physicist Alexander Wissner-Gross, the 2003 MIT valedictorian (of 550
engineering students), who was the last person to simultaneously obtain an MIT triple major (SB in physics, SB in
electrical science and engineering, and SB in mathematics), before they outlawed the practice, published his “Causal
Entropic Forces”, co-written with American mathematician Cameron Freer, wherein they attempt to argue that
"intelligence" and intelligent behavior stem from what they call "entropic forces", which received a certain amount of
press frenzy. [1]
On 30 Apr 2013, Libb Thims queried Wissner-Gross about his theory in respect to Christopher Hirata and also
whether he thought he was smarter than Hirata: [2]
“Your new article popped up on my RSS feed today, so I started an Hmolpedia article on you: Alexander WissnerGross. As you seem to be a bit of an accelerated learner, where do you see yourself fitting currently on the genius IQs
table? Or have you had estimates made by others of your IQ? For example, do you think you are above or below
Christopher Hirata, who similar to you was an age 13 national physics olympiad winner, who also developed his own
thermodynamics theory of humans, in intelligence?”
To which Wissner-Gross replied: [12]
“Hard to say where I would fit in your table, but I would say that my causal entropic force theory is intended to be
treated more seriously than the Hirata work you mention. :-).”
In Nov 2013, interestingly, related or not, a few months after this dialogue, Wissner-Gross gave a local TED talk
entitled “A New Equation for Intelligence”, the gist of which was discussion of his proposed intelligence equation; the
main statement of which is as follows: (Ѻ)
“I asked, starting several years ago, is there an underlying mechanism for intelligence that we can factor out of all of
these different threads? Is there a single equation for intelligence? The answer, I believe, is yes. [F = T ∇ Sτ] What
you're seeing is probably the closest equivalent to an E = mc² for intelligence that I've seen. So what you're seeing
here is a statement of correspondence that intelligence is a force, F, that acts so as to maximize future freedom of
action. It acts to maximize future freedom of action, or keep options open, with some strength T, with the diversity of
possible accessible futures, S, up to some future time horizon, tau. In short, intelligence doesn't like to get trapped.
Intelligence tries to maximize future freedom of action and keep options open.”
Whatever the case, Wissner-Gross seems to think his theory is better than Hirata's theory, which, however is not the
case. To give some comparison, there is no denying the fact that the great German polyintellect Goethe, also a child
prodigy cited with a 225+ IQ did the exact same derivation as Hirata 200 years ago (see: Goethe timeline), considering
his finished product to be his greatest publication and something to be taken very seriously as its theoretical
implications overthrow the foundations of modern thought (as can be gleaned from some of the commentary of his
enemies). The deeper issue, however, which this type of derivation tends to bring to the fore (see, e.g. the 2006
Rossini debate and 2009 Moriarty-Thims debate), is that the chemical thermodynamic dissection of humanity strips
away fundamental beliefs concerning morality, purpose, life/death, religion, etc., reducing them to pure physics and
chemistry, leaving the unacquainted reader with a residual anger and irritation. This is exemplified is exemplified by
German writer Christoph Wieland’s 1810 comment, found in a letter (which he suggested should be burned after it is
read) to his close friend German philologist and archaeologist Karl Böttiger, on Goethe’s Elective Affinities (which
gives the same type of derivation as Hirata) that "to all rational readers, the use of the chemical theory is nonsense
and childish fooling around."
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In philosophical thermodynamics, Jean Baudrillard (1929-2007) was French social
philosopher and pataphysicist noted for his 1981 book Simulacra and Simulation, one
the three required reading books for actors in the 1999 HT film The Matrix, in which he
theorizes on concepts such as energy, negentropy, cybernetics, and information,
viewed in terms of societies as molar groups, contracting and expanding. The following
is a representative excerpt, in which he seems to be alluding to the idea of humanity as
collection of carbon-based human atoms forming social molecules: [1]
“Our only culture in the end is that of hydrocarbons, that of refining, cracking, breaking
cultural molecules and of their recombination into synthesized products.”
In this context, Baudrillard discusses topics such as if information produces meaning, if
so, being what he calls a ‘negentropic factor’, or if information has nothing to do with
significance, based on what he calls ‘Shannon’s hypothesis’. The presentation is similar
in theme to that of French philosopher Pierre Levy's 1994 human molar group logic of
collective intelligence.
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BC
In dating systems, BC is the abbreviation for "Before Christ", or "Before Common", [era] as some re-label things in a
superficially politically-correct sense, referring to the years prior to the fictionalized birth of the religio-mythology
conceptualized person Jesus Christ, aka "Osiris-Horus Anointed".

Alternatives | Neutral
The following, using Greek philosopher Aristotle is an example, are Hmolpedia-introduced scientifically-neutral dating
reference frame alternatives to the BC/AD religio-mythology based dating system:
Before Goethe (BG) /
Before Christ (BC) / Before Printing (BP) Before Newton (BN) /
After Newton (AN)
After Goethe (AG)
Anno Domini (AD) / Printing Era (PE)
Aristotle

(384-322 BC)

(1834-1722 BP)

Einstein

(1879-1955 AD)

(429-505 BP)

(2026-1964 BN)

(2134-2072 BG)
(129-205 AG)

Note, as of 2016, the issues connected to the Julian calendar system (older calendar) / Gregorian calendar system
(modern calendar) Newton-birth dating system (modern era) issue (1642/1643) leads to more technical issues than
the printing era (1450 invention) or Goethean calendar, the latter of which has been employed as a working model.

Other
Greek-born Roman historian Eusebius (c.263-339), e.g., in his Chronicle used an era beginning with the birth of religiomythology character Abraham, aka "Father Ra born of Nun", i.e. Ab-ra-ham, the patriarch of the Anunian theologies
(Ab-ra-ham-ic theology and B-ra-hma-ic theology), dated in 2016 BC (AD 1 = 2017 Anno Abrahami); hence,
subsequently, counting the years before the fictional birth of Abraham, supposedly, as BA or "Before Abraham", thus
dating the start of the world, 5500 BC or 4000 BC, depending on source (Ѻ), in Biblical chronology, to the years 3484
BA (Before Abraham) or 1984 BA, the year when God created the world in seven days, as Eusebius would have
conceptualized things. [2]

Quotes
The following are relevant quotes:
“Since, we are looking at the history of God from the Jewish and Muslim as well as the Christian perspective, the
terms ‘BC’ and ‘AD’, which are conventionally used in the West, are not appropriate.”
— Karen Armstrong (1993) (542 PE), A History of God [1]
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2. Gutschmid, Alfred. (1889). Klein Schriften (pg. 433). F. Ruehl.
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Beale, Lionel
In hmolscience, Lionel Beale (1828-1906) was a British physician and microscopist
noted for his 1870 Protoplasm: Life, Force, and Matter, and publications into the 1880s,
wherein he digs in to the life from non-life debate, arguing to the effect that the
physical view of life is untenable, and therein siding with his own peculiar brand of
vitalism, which holds that because there is a difference between how a so-called
“living” cell responds to staining, as compared to a non-living cell, that the nucleus
must hold the “bioplasm” or essence of life.

Bioplasm | Stain reaction theory
Beale discovered that the nucleus of active (living) organisms stained with basic dyes,
while those of non-active (nonliving) organisms stained with or were more apt to stain
with acid dyes. On this basis, Beale reasoned that the more acid and organelle
appeared to be, the more “vital” its activities were, after which he (1878) and others,
such as John Drysdale (1874), came to believe that the nucleus must contain the
essence of life or bioplasm. [2] The following are a few example quote of Beale’s
position:
“The opinion that life is a form or mode of energy or motion has for many years past been gaining an increased
number of advocates, and now appears to be very generally entertained and taught by scientific men. The idea that
life is a power, force, or property of a special and peculiar kind, temporarily influencing matter and its ordinary
forces, but entirely different from, and in no way correlated with these, has been ridiculed, and is often spoken of as
if it were too absurd to require refutation.”
— Lionel Beale (1870), Protoplasm: Life, Force, and Matter (pg. 1)

“The physical theory of life [holds that] that a living, moving, growing thing is but a force-created, force-impelled
machine. [Physical life theorists] teach that life is but a mode of ordinary force, and that the living thing differs from
the non-living thing, not in quality, or essence, or kind, but merely in degree; and yet they cannot satisfactorily
explain the difference between a living thing and the same thing dead. They would perhaps tell us that living and
dead are only relative terms; that there is no absolute difference between the dead and living states; and that the
thing which we call dead, is, after all, only a few degrees less actively living than the thing we say is alive. But is this
sort of reasoning convincing, seeing that although matter in the living state may suddenly pass into the dead state,
this same matter can never pass back again into the living condition? Those who advocate this doctrine do not
believe in the actual annihilation of force, when a living thing suddenly passes from the living into the dead state; but
they do not demonstrate the new form or mode which the departing life-energy assumes, or explain to us what in
their opinion becomes of it. If the dead thing only differs from the living thing by a few degrees of heat or units of
force, why can we not, by supplying more heat or force, prevent dissolution, or cause the actions to go on again after
they have once stopped?”
— Lionel Beale (1870), Protoplasm: Life, Force, and Matter (pgs. 3-4)

(add discussion)

Owen | Magnetic life
Beale devotes a section to English anatomist Richard Owen’s semi-vitalism like, originally conceived two-forces (Ѻ)
turned ordinary physico-chemical forces, notion of how living things have a power of selecting that is similar to a
magnets power of selecting, and how death is similar to an unmagnetized steel. [3]

Grove | Battery life
Beale also devotes a section to Welsh physicist William Grove’s 1869 assertion that the galvanic batter was akin to an
“experimental organism”. [4]
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Beard, Charles
In hmolscience, Charles Beard (1874-1948) was an American historian for his 1936 "ten
chemicals argument", a chemical analogy argument against causation.

Overview
In 1936, Beard, in his The Devil Theory of War: an Inquiry into the Nature of History and
the Possibility of Keeping Out of War, gave the following argument: [1]
“Let a chemist take ten chemicals in a test tube. He adds an eleventh. A precipitation
follows. Did the elevenths chemical ‘cause’ the precipitation? Or was it ‘caused’ by the
reaction of the other ten to the event of addition? Why speak of cause at all in this
connection? The chemist is likely to be content with mere description: Ten chemicals:
the addition of the eleventh chemical: precipitation. It adds nothing to his knowledge
to say that the eleventh chemical ‘caused’ precipitation.”
Beard's aim in arguing here, as summarized by Morris Zucker, is to fortify his rejection
of the "wicked person" or impersonal "forces" theories of the cause of World War I (1914-1918), and to scorn,
supposedly, the utopian forever peace theorists. [2]

Goethe
A simpler version of this query was pursued by German polyintellect Johann Goethe, who in the opening chapters of
his physical chemistry based 1809 Elective Affinities, situated the following reaction scenario, each chapter
representative of a step in the chemical mechanism:
“Let a chemist take [two] chemicals [Edward & Charlotte] in a test tube [estate]. He adds an third [Captain]. A
precipitation follows [Edward=Captain]. Did the [third] chemical ‘cause’ the precipitation? Or was it ‘caused’ by the
reaction of the other [two] to the event of addition?”
It remains to be determined where—presumably it is embedded or hidden in his novella somewhere—exactly
Goethe, in his novella, discusses causation; but, nevertheless, in his 1796 anatomy lecture, section on affinity, he
states that the limits or order when chemical separations and recombinations occur do so according to deterministic
laws, and that to explain these reactions, he states: [3]
“Chemists speak of elective affinities, even though the forces that move mineral components [or humans] one way or
another and create mineral structures are often purely external in origin.”
The answer to Beard's question, then, in short, as Goethe sees things, rephrased in modern physical science terms, is
that such reactions, human or chemical, are caused by gravito-electromagnetic forces "often purely external in
origin" [see also: internal force], determined by the laws of physical science, thermodynamics predominately,
quantified macroscopically by free energies, and spoken about, mechanistically (microscopically), in terms of
chemical affinities.

Other
Here, to note, we are also reminded, in the reverse sense, of the chemical teleology embedded investigations of
Mexican-born American chemist Vicente Talanquer. [4]

Quotes
The following are notable quotes:
“Some things seem to be deeply rooted in the very constitution of the universe.”
— Charles Beard (1930), The Rise of American Civilization [5]
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Beatty, James
In hmolscience, James Beatty (1934-c.2005) was an American chemical engineer noted for his
extended 1970s discussions with Brazilian chemical engineer Edison Bittencourt on the application
of thermodynamics to problems including the creation of order and seeming purposive processes
observed in biology (powered-chnopsology), sociology, and economics. [1]

Education
Beatty, in the 1970s, seems to have been associate with North Carolina State University.
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Beaudreau, Bernard
In hmolscience, Bernard Beaudreau (1955-) is a Canadian economist noted, in
economic thermodynamics, for his 1998 to 2006 efforts to outline an energy theory of
economics.

Overview
In 1998, Beaudreau, in his Energy and Organization, attempted to integrate the
subjects of classical mechanics, thermodynamics, mechanical engineering, production
theory, and economics in general. In this work, Beaudreau defines an “entropic
process” as one in which energy is transferred from one system to another in the form
of work, and defines “anthropomorphic entropy processes” as ones conceived and
overseen by man, such as involved in the production of food, tools, shelter, and
culture. [2]
Beaudreau attempted to integrate French physicist Gustave Coriolis’ 1829
definition of work, as the product of force and distance over which the body is moved
(i.e. W=f(f,d)) with the definition of work used in political economy, defined as a
function of capital and labor (i.e. W=f(C,L)). In this same work, he spends a good deal of time differentiating between
what he calls “animate energy” (human power, horse power, etc.) and “inanimate energy” (wind power, waterpower,
steam power, nuclear power, etc.). In 1999, Beaudreau, in his Energy and the Rise and Fall of Political Economy, used
basic physics and thermodynamics, albeit only very superficially, as a guide to the first (steam power) and second
(electrical power) industrial revolutions, and more importantly, to show how political economists from Adam Smith
to Irving Fisher have attempted to understand these two energy-based industrial revolutions. [5] In 2005, Beaudreau
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published Energy Rents: a Scientific Theory of Income Distribution, a slightly expanded version of Energy and
Organization, in which he gives the following opinion: [1]
“Nineteenth and twentieth century political economists failed to provide a theory or model of production that was
consistent with classical mechanics and thermodynamics.”
In this book, interestingly, he also argues that:
“Tools improve man's thermodynamic efficiency.”
Technically, to note, this statement is incorrect in that a tool is purely a catalyst which acts to lower the activation
energy to various economic human chemical reactions. Thermodynamic "efficiency", however, depends solely on the
difference between the hot body and cold body, which, in the human economic heat engine context, is a difficult
topic to pin down. Certainly a tool, such as a hammer, makes work more efficient, but it is still a catalyst. The idea of a
tool being a catalyst in a human thermodynamic sense, was first discussed by American chemist James Reiss in 1994.
[4] He also uses the term "entropy processes" significantly. In 2006, in "Identity, Entropy, and Culture", Beaudreau
toys with the notion of information entropy. [3]

Education
Beaudreau completed his PhD in economics at the University of Western Ontario. From 1998 to 2008, Beaudreau has
been an economics professor at Laval University, Quebec City, Canada.
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Beauregard, Olivier
In information thermodynamics, Olivier Beauregard (1911-2007) was a French
theoretical physicist, having had a general interest in the relationship between mind
and matter, and noted for his 1963 book The Second Principle of Time, in which he
attempts to reconcile reversible time of relativity, and irreversible time of
consciousness and thermodynamics, using the information theory ideas of Leo Szilard
and Leon Brillouin. [1] In short, he seems to equate negative entropy (neguentropy)
with information and speculates on how acquisitions of information in the mind
consumes negative entropy, but also how the mind can generate negative entropy,
thus increasing organization. [2] Beauregard also co-wrote a 1972 article defending the
thermodynamics interpretation of information with Myron Tribus. [3]

Education
Costa de Beauregard’s 1943 PhD dissertation was on the electron theory of Paul Dirac.
[4]
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Beauty
In science, beauty, according to Merriam-Webster, is the quality or
aggregate of qualities in a person or thing that gives pleasure to the
senses—a sense, defined by James Maxwell, as the perception of a
force—or in other words a force that activates the pleasure center; which
according English proverb collections of John Rey, resultantly is a form of
power or energy per unit time. [1]

Overview
Studies have shown that one's sense of beauty is not something culturally
ingrained, but rather is some type of "turning tendency" sense that babies A beauty is power image, alluding to the
have right out of the womb, i.e. they will naturally tend to turn towards
idea that beauty has a certain amount of
weight or power to it, in the same what that
the more beautiful face, given two photo choices. The 1975 Sociometry
dropping a weight through a height can
article "Beauty is Power: the Use of Personal Space on the Sidewalk",
produce a certain amount of of work or heat
presenting the results of the time lapse filming of pedestrians observed
via the mechanical equivalent of heat effect
from above walking along a sidewalk (see: sidewalk study), by American
(see: sidewalk study). [6]
sociologists James Dabbs and Neil Stokes, seems to be the first quantified
study of the relation between beauty and personal space volume increase. [3]

Thermodynamics
German polymath Johann Goethe, in 1809, theorized about beauty in chemical affinity terms (pre chemical
thermodynamics theory terms):
“Beauty is a manifestation of secret natural laws, which otherwise would have been hidden from us forever.”
— Goethe (date)

Polish social economist Leon Winiarski, in 1894, may have been first, with his "aesthetic energy" theories, to discuss
beauty in thermodynamic terms. American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, in 1995, was the first to begin study
of the Beckhap's law phenomenon in chemical thermodynamic terms, namely quantification in terms of reaction
spontaneity (feasibility), i.e. to quantify and correlate the beauty vs. brains inverse correlation in enthalpic and
entropic terms (see: Libb Thims history). Since the early 2000s, Chinese-born Canadian mathematical economist Jing
Chen has been discussing beauty in thermodynamics and evolution terms; and example excerpt of which is shown
below from his 2005 The Physical Foundation of Economics: an Analytical Thermodynamic Theory, wherein he cites
Arthur Eddington as having been the first to discuss beauty in entropic terms: [4]
“‘The geometry of beauty is the visible signal of adaptively valuable objects: safe, food-rich, explorable, learnable
habitats, and fertile, healthy dates, mates, and babies’ (Pinker, 1997). More generally, the sense of beauty is an
evolved intuition about resources. Long ago, Eddington noticed the relation between entropy and beauty.”
In 2008, Turkish urban planning engineer Seda Bostanci did her PhD dissertation on thermodynamics and aesthetic
theory of urban planning.
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Evolutionary psychology
See main: Evolutionary psychology

American evolutionary psychologist David Buss, as presented in his 1994 book
Evolution of Desire, did some of the first quantitative work in connecting
measureable cross-cultural patterns of human “beauty” with evolutionary
psychology theory. [3] In 2006, American-born English socio-economic
evolutionary psychologist Satoshi Kanazawa published an article in the Journal
of Theoretical Biology, claiming that attractive people are 26% less likely to have
male offspring, based on data from 3000 Americans taking part in an
investigation called the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health. [7]
These findings were summarized in 02 Aug 2006 The Courier Mail article
“Beautiful People Have Girls”, by staff writer John Radowitz, which when viral
(16,858 Facebook recommendations, as of 2012), which, the following year,
precipitated the 2007 book Why Beautiful People Have More Daughters,
depicted adjacent, co-written, in part, with sections from the posthumous
writings of American-born Japanese social psychologist Alan Miller (1959-2003). Evolutionary psychologists Alan Miller
[2]
and Satoschi Kanazawa's 2007 book

Quotes
The following are noted quotes related to beauty:
“Cleopatra's nose, had it been shorter, the whole face of the world would have
been changed.”
— Blaise Pascal (c.1650), Pensees (pg. 180) (Ѻ) [5]

Why Beautiful People Have More
Daughters, based on Kanazawa’s 2006
Journal of Theoretical Biology article
claiming that attractive people are
26% less likely to have male offspring;
an example of quantifiable patters
correlated to measures of beauty. [2]

“Beauty is everywhere a welcome guest.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), Elective Affinities (P1:C6)

See also
● Beckhap's law
● Sidewalk study
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Becher, Johann
In chemistry, Johann Becher (1635-1682) was a German physician, chemist, and
philosopher noted for his 1669 terra pinguis theory of combustion.

Overview
In 1682, Becher published A Mineral Alphabet of Twenty-Four Theses on Chemistry, his
last work, in which he described some 1,500 chemical processes included one for
making a philosopher's stone to turn lead into gold. [1]

Terra pinguis
Becher, as summarized by Henry Leicester (1951), believed in the four element theory,
of Aristotle, supposedly, and the three principles theory, of Paracelsus (namely: sulfur,
mercury, and salt), with some modification. In 1669, Becher, in his “Actorum
Laboratorii Chymici Monacensis, seu Physicae Subterraneae”, stated his terra pinguis
theory as follows: [4]

(add discussion)

Psychosophia
In 1687, Becher published Psychosophia, the 1725 edition title page image of which shown below, wherein he
espoused some type autodidactic philosophy according to which he asserted that every person could learn all
sciences by introspection and by knowing his own soul; his words, according to Roll, supposedly, are pompous,
concerning his wide-ranging studies; therein asserting that his revolutionary ideas would remain unsurpassed for a
hundred years. [3]

Education
In 1654, at age 19, Becher edited an alchemical tract, at age 26, he published a metallurgical chemistry book. [1]
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Students
Becher’s terra pinguis theory was reformulated in 1703 into the
“phlogiston theory of heat” by his student, German chemist Georg Stahl.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Chemists are a strange class of mortals, impelled by an almost insane
impulse to seek their pleasure among smoke and vapor, soot and flame,
poisons and poverty, yet among all these evils I seem to live so sweetly,
that [I'd die before I'd] change places with the Persian King.”
— Johann Becher (c.1675) [1]

See also
● Entropy models

Image from the 1725 edition of Becher's
autodidactic proclaiming treatise
Psychosophia, in which he posits that
anyone can learn all the sciences by
reflection on the nature of the own soul, or
something along these lines. [3]
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Beckett, Samuel
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In philosophy, Samuel Beckett (1906-1989) was an Irish-born French writer noted for
his 1949 Waiting for Godot, an Albert Camus / Soren Kierkegaard stylized absurdismthemed work stepping around the postulate that while inherent meaning might very
well exist in the universe, humans are incapable of finding it due to some form of
mental or philosophical limitation, according to which humanity is doomed to be faced
with the ‘absurd’ or the absolute absurdity of existence in lack of intrinsic purpose; the
work is also said to have some type of Sigmund Freud conceptualized id, ego, superego
usage employed. [1] Beckett, beginning with his 1938 novel Murphy, is said to be
pervaded with a fascination with entropy and madness. [2] Beckett’s work, in literature
thermodynamics, has been classified with the absurd writer Harold Pinter. [3]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Christianity is a mythology with which I am perfectly familiar so I naturally use it.”
— Samuel Beckett (c.1950) [1]
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Beckhap’s law
In laws, Beckhap’s law states that: [1]
“Beauty times brains equals a constant.”
or in mathematical form:

or, stated another way, beauty is inversely
proportional to brains:
Top: Beckhap's law from the 2003, 25th anniversary edition of the
book Murphy's law by Arthur Bloch. [4]
Bottoms: Visual and verbal depiction of Beckhap's law: screen shot
(and thinking-to-herself words) of Cynthia, described as the
"Superbowl of women", in the 2000 film 100 Girls. [4]

Beckhap’s law is sometimes referred to as the
beauty-brains paradox, the rule that intelligence is
inversely proportional to beauty, or that beauty varies inversely with intelligence, or that people aren’t typically
endowed with both beauty and brains, etc. In simple terms, Beckhap's law captures the general understanding that
beauty and brains tend not to be found in the same package; that best-looking or hottest people won’t typically be
found in math class; that models tend to be dumb; that physicians tend not to be beauty queens; and so on, in the
sense that if one is heightened in the looks department, he or she will likely be deficient in the brains department,
and vice versa.

Political correct | General statement
In more intuitive terms, using more politically correct language or rather "scientifically correct" terminology, this can
be restated to the effect that Beckhap's law declares that, on average, one's level of physical attractiveness (beauty)
A will be inversely proportional to one's intelligence (brains) I, a statement defined mathematically as :
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In more general terms, as captured well in the 2001 film Shallow Hal, Bekhap's
law can be restated to equivalent conclusion that, in general:
“Inner beauty times outer beauty equals a constant.”
The term "beauty", however, in thermodynamic terms, is one of the more
difficult conceptions to quantify (see below), in the sense that, knowing a
person is powered molecule, it becomes difficult to distinguish the relative
beauty of comparative smaller molecules, such as water H2O as compared to
hydronium H3O+ The 1975 personal space studies of James Dabbs and Neil
Stokes is one exception to the above, being that here average physical outer
beauty was quantified in inches of personal space increase, in moving scenarios. The 2001 film Shallow Hall is a classic
[13]
parody of the "inner beauty" vs "outer

Etymology | Peckham's

or Beckhap's law

beauty" paradox, aka Bekhap's law.

There is some inconsistency as to the eponym of this law, namely whether it is attributed to a person named
Peckham (used commonly in the 1970s) or Beckhap (used commonly in recently decades). In a 1975 listing of eponym
laws, the statement ‘beauty times brains equals a constant’ was listed as Peckham’s law, not Beckhap’s law? [6]
Likewise, in the 1979 book 1,001 Logical Laws, the same saying was also listed as “Peckham’s law”. [8] If it is indeed
Peckham, the saying could be attributed to American Supreme Court justice Rufas Peckham (1838-1909). [11] This,
however, is only logical guess. The name Beckhap's law (possibly a verbal to written typo) was cemented into fame,
as seems to be the case, with its inclusion of the very-popular 1977 book Murphy’s Law and Other Reasons Why
Things Go Wrong by American writer Arthur Bloch, which reprinted into the 25th edition. [2] The origin of who is
Beckhap (or Peckham), however, may remain as elusive as is the origin of Murphy of Murphy's law. [2]

Usage
In 1983, without specifically naming the saying, sociologist David Myer stated that:
“On the idiom that it is ‘a strange illusion to suppose that beauty is goodness’, there might be a trace of truth to the
stereotype. Children and young adults who are attractive tend to have higher self-esteem. They are more assertive,
although they are also believed to be more egotistical. There are neither more nor less academically capable,
contrary to the negative stereotype that ‘beauty times brains equals a constant’.”
Myer cites the 1979 paper of Jack Sparacino and
Stephen Hansell, who in their various studies of
high school and college students, founding that
for high school students "attractiveness was not
associated with achievement for boys [N=84]
but was negatively associated for girls [N=83]"
and also “found no relationship between
attractiveness and grades for male college
A 2005 depiction of Beckhap’s law on the home page of
students”, as reference to back his assertion
HumanThermodynamics.com. Caption: “Why is attractiveness A inversely
regarding the beauty-brains quote, being what proportional to intelligence I? Why in any random high school, for
he considers to be a negative stereotype. [7]
instance, are the least physically attractive students typically found in
math class, and the most physically attractive students typically found in
In 2005, and anon blogger posted a short
English class?” (based on poll, conducted by Libb Thims, of twenty
blog entitled “What is Beckhap constant?”,
stating that: “there has been a constant debate different Chicagoans, from twenty different high schools, concerning
which classroom on average will the most attractive, and least attractive,
(pardon the pun) on what exactly the Beckhap
students typically tend to be found in any given high school).
constant is. Did this crazy guy simply mean a
fixed constant or an arbitrary one?” [9] He summarized Beckhap’s law as such: [10]
“Using Beckhap's law, we are able to prove that the world is made up of two sorts of people, assuming that most
people tend towards extremes of the two characteristics: (a) that if you are a genius, you will never be so goodlooking; (b) that if you are a beauty, the magnitude of your good looks will exceed the magnitude of your intelligence.
(and conversely).”
Other usages can be found beyond this.
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Thermodynamics
A very simplified explanation of Beckhap's law, in physical science terms, is
beauty governed within the confines of Boerhaave's law, namely that heat
added to a system tends to increase the volume (or social volume), and hence
the molecular motion, or "disorder" as is often implied, of the given body or
system; and conversely, heat removed from a system tends to decrease the
volume and hence the "order" of the system or body, and that at absolute
zero of temperature perfect crystalline order is said to exist. Some aspects of
this phenomenon have been quantified volumetrically, as discussed in the
1975 study “Beauty is Power: the Use of Space on the Sidewalk” by James
Dabbs and Neil Stokes. [13] Hence, in conceptual speak, it is difficult in nature
to find a "hot ice cube", such as depicted adjacent (burning ice cube), or in
turn a "beautiful smart person" (e.g. a genius supermodel).
In 2002, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, in human
chemical thermodynamics terms, attempted to correlate the initial state Gi
and final state Gf of the free energy change for a typical mating reaction to
bulk values of attractiveness and intelligence involved in mate selection. A solution was found using the following two
assumptions, first that enthalpy is proportional to physical attractiveness:

second that entropy is inversely proportional to intelligence:

values which can used to represent the instantaneous 'state' of the reactive system at any given second on going
from reactants to products. These can then be substituted into the Gibbs equation:

to yield for an inverse relationship plot. Skipping over much of the derivation and discussion, using the two above
approximations, and assuming that initial state of the reaction, in which two individuals, one male molecule Mx and
one female molecule Fy, of varying levels of intelligence and beauty, is the day the pair fall in love at first sight, that
they pair conceives one child, Bc, three years later, and that the end state of the reaction, coincides with the point of
the fifteenth year of the growth of the child, after which the precipitate child molecule begins to detach from the
parental structure. This gives the following simplified overall reaction mechanism:

On this model, the following variables can be be defined at day one (-3 years before conception) and the final day
(+15 after conception):
Gibbs free energy of the state of the child, Bc, detached at age 15.

Gibbs free energy of the state of two reactants, the male Mx and female molecule Fy, at the point o
Enthalpy of the state of the child, Bc, detached at age 15.

Enthalpy of the state of the two reactants, the male Mx and female molecule Fy, at the point of love
Entropy of the state of the child, Bc, detached at age 15.

Entropy of of the state of the two reactants, the male Mx and female molecule Fy, at the point of lo
Using these time-specific variables, through a bit of substitution, one can derive the following result: [5]
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which says that, owing to the constraints of the Gibbs equation, otherwise known as the combined law of
thermodynamics, the physical attractiveness of the individual, in this case the male, will vary inversely with the
intellect of the individual, on average, at
the initial start to a typical romantic
male-female reaction.
There are many issues, to note, with
this proof, one being that the second
assumption, that of entropy, using the
disorder model of entropy, in human
reactions, being inversely proportional
to intelligence (mental order), is derived
from gas theory, particularly the
Boltzmann chaos assumption, in which
particles are assumed to have noncorrelative velocities, which is not the
case with human molecules.

Corroboration
In a 2002, in corroboration of Beckhap's
law, American chemical engineer Libb
Thims (being unaware of either
Beckhap's law or the saying) undertook
an "Attractiveness vs. Intelligence" study A plot of the ranked data results, of the group "female science majors", from the
of photos and corresponding graduation 2002 study of 2,018 University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) college graduation
degrees of the 2,018 students of the
photos, graduating classes of 1969 and 1972, showing that attractiveness is
graduating classes at the University of
inversely proportion, on average, to intelligence, a finding which corroborates
Illinois at Chicago (UIC) in the years 1969 Beckhap's law.
and 1972, finding that when like groups
P = psychology, B = biology, C = chemistry, and M = mathematics, each with 41,
of students are grouped (e.g. male
20, 13, and 21 students, respectively. Similarly, A = physical attractiveness (of
engineers, female science majors,
group); on a scale of 7.0 = most physically attractive to 1.0 = least physically
education degrees students, etc.) that
attractive; and I = intellectual difficulty (of degree); on a scale of 100 = most
within those groups physical
intellectually difficult to 10 = least intellectually difficult.
attractiveness does indeed have an
inverse relationship to intelligence. [3]
In more detail, in the course of the study, to determine if the inverse pattern, called by Thims the "beauty-brains
paradox", exists statistically, in 2002 Thims conducted an ‘attractiveness A vs. intelligence I’ study, i.e. to determine if
attractiveness is, in actuality, inversely proportional to intelligence. Thims had one group of people rate the physical
attractiveness of 2,018 college graduation photos, graduating classes of 1969 and 1972 at the University of Illinois at
Chicago, on a 7-point Likert type scale (7 being most physically attractive), and had a second group of people rate the
intellectual difficulty, on a 100 point scale (100 being most intellectually difficult), of each degree obtained, for the
people in those photos, albeit only being shown the name of the degree. These two data sets were sorted by sex and
grouped into similar categories. The results confirmed the theory. In the graduating classes of 1969 and 1972, for
example, 670 female students obtained 67 different degrees. By comparing females who obtained science-related
degrees, among other related groups, we obtain the plot shown above. [3]

Anomalies
Some will be quick to point out so-called "anomalies" to Beckhap's law, and cite individuals who are considered
"brainy" and "beautiful", such as supermodel Cindy Crawford who was a high school valedictorian, who was a first
year chemical engineering student before being "discovered" for her beauty potential, and thereafter entering into
the supermodel hall of fame. German mathematics student Julia Ruscher, adjacent, and the 2001 comedy film
Legally Blond are two other anomaly examples.

Note
A controversial, albeit well-discussed, 2004 paper “Why Beautify People are More Intelligent” by English economist
Satoshi Kanazawa and American sociologist Jody Kovar attempts to present what seems to be a contrived “empirical
evidence” based polemic to "prove" the stereotype that individuals perceive physically attractive others to be more
intelligent than physically unattractive others. [12]
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Trivia
The 1976 film Rocky, gives the following take on Beckhap’s law:
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In proofs, Beckhap’s law proof was a
quantitative study, conducted in 2002 by
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims,
wherein the attractiveness of graduation photos
were plotted against the difficulty of degrees
obtained in the 1969 to 1972 students of the
University of Illinois at Chicago, to determine if
beauty and brains, on average, are inversely
proportional.

Overview

A visual depiction of Beckhap's law, which says that beauty (physical

In 2002, American electrochemical engineer Libb attractiveness) is inversely proportional, on average, to brains (intellect).
Thims had one group of people (N=14) estimated In 2002, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims collected data
on actual "beauty" and "brains" estimates of the 1969 to 1972
intellectual difficulty of college degrees, obtained graduating classes of the University of Illinois, Chicago, giving
by the University of Illinois, Chicago (UIC)
quantitative proof to the colloquial folklore legend.
graduating classes of 1969 and 1972, on a scale
of 1 (easiest) to 100 (hardest), which he then plotted, on the ordinate, against the estimated, by another group of
people (N=2) average physical attractiveness, on the abscissa, of the graduation photos of those who obtained those
degrees, on a scale of 1 (least attractive) to 7 (most attractive).
Specifically, to determine if physical attractiveness, statistically, is inversely proportional to intelligence, on
average, Thims had one group of people rate the physical attractiveness of 2,018 college graduation photos,
graduating classes of 1969 and 1972 at the University of Illinois at Chicago, and had a second group of people rate the
intellectual difficulty of each degree obtained, for the people in those photos, albeit only being shown the name of
the degree. The study found that attractiveness is inversely proportional to intelligence, on average, in accordance
with Beckhap’s law. The second part of the study attempted to explain the results chemical thermodynamically, via
showing how Gibbs free energy function can be used to explain the findings.

Physical attractiveness | Beauty
Thims had two people, a married couple in their late 20s, who each scored in the 8.5-9.0 range, on the 10-point hotor-not.com photo ranking website (when it was active), sort through and rank by attractiveness some 2,000+ photos
of the UIC graduating classes of 1969, 1970, 1972, 1973, and 1980, the male ranking the females, the female ranking
the males, without knowing what their degree obtained was; example rankings shown below: [1]
Female | Examples

Male | Examples

Top: a more physically attractive male, attractiveness
Top: more physically attractive females, attractiveness scores of
score of 7, who obtained an intellectually easier degree
7, who obtained easier degrees in: elementary education and
of communications.
English.
Bottom: lesser physically attractiveness females, attractiveness
scores of 1, who obtained harder degrees in: German,
anthropology, history, and sociology.

Bottom: lesser physically attractive males,
attractiveness scores of 1, who obtained harder degrees
in: psychology, history, computer science, and chemical
engineering.

(add discussion)

Intellectual difficulty | Brains
The following shows the ranking of “intellectual difficulty” (I), on a scale of 1-100 (100=harder, 0=easier), of the 90
attained degrees for female graduating students of the University of Illinois, Chicago, for the graduating classes of
1969 and 1970 combined, according to the polled opinion of American college students (N=14). [2]
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Hardest

Easiest

(add discussion)

Data | Analysis
The data sets were sorted by sex and grouped into similar categories. The results confirmed the theory. In the
graduating classes of 1969 and 1972, for example, 670 female students obtained 67 different degrees. By comparing
females who obtained science-related degrees, among other related groups, the following plot is obtained: [3]

Description: A plot of the ranked data results,
of the group "female science majors", from the
2002 study of 2,018 University of Illinois at
Chicago (UIC) college graduation photos,
graduating classes of 1969 and 1972, showing
that attractiveness is inversely proportion, on
average, to intelligence, a finding which
corroborates Beckhap's law.
Key: P = psychology, B = biology, C = chemistry,
and M = mathematics, each with 41, 20, 13,
and 21 students, respectively. Similarly, A =
physical attractiveness (of group); on a scale of
7.0 = most physically attractive to 1.0 = least
physically attractive; and I = intellectual
difficulty (of degree); on a scale of 100 = most
intellectually difficult to 10 = least
intellectually difficult.

A similar inverse trend was found with male engineering students, namely that the physical attractiveness of
students, on average, was found to be inversely proportional to intellectual difficulty of degree obtained. Other
gradating classes were analyzed as well, including: 1973, 1980.
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Thermodynamics | Human chemistry
See main: Human chemical thermodynamics

Thims then attempted to explain this finding by correlating the initial state Gi and final state Gf of the free energy
change for a typical mating reaction to bulk values of attractiveness and intelligence involved in mate selection. A
solution was found using the following two assumptions, first that enthalpy is proportional to physical attractiveness:

This would concur, in some sense, with Frederick Rossini's 1971 "Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World"
argument that enthalpy is a measure of "security" in social reaction existence, meaning that people will tend to want
to bond with physically attractive individuals in relationships, and hence be seemingly more "secure" in their social
existence or in the social structure, whereas less physically attractive individuals will tend to remain single, e.g.
homebodies, cat ladies, and or outcasts, e.g. hobos, bag ladies, etc., give or take, baring more detailed discussion. The
second assumption made was that entropy is inversely proportional to intelligence:

This would concur, in some sense, with Stephen Hawking's 1996 argument that reading decreases the neurological
entropy of a person by so many units, meaning that intellectual mastery would be inversely proportional to entropy
of a person, in a roundabout sense, using a combination of the 1862 entropy as a measure of disgregation model of
Rudolf Clausius and the 1882 characterization by Hermann Helmholtz of the magnitude of entropy |S| as the
measure of disorder of the particles of the system with respect to each other.
With these approximations in place, one can employ intelligence and physical beauty as correlative measure of
entropy and enthalpy, respectively, which can thus be used to represent the instantaneous 'state' of the reactive
system at any given second on going from reactants to products. These, in turn, can then be substituted into the
Gibbs equation:

to yield for an inverse relationship plot. Skipping over much of the derivation and discussion, using the two above
approximations, and assuming that initial state of the reaction, in which two individuals, one male molecule Mx and
one female molecule Fy, of varying levels of intelligence and beauty, is the day the pair fall in love at first sight, that
they pair conceives one child, Bc, three years later, and that the end state of the reaction, coincides with the point of
the fifteenth year of the growth of the child, after which the precipitate child molecule begins to detach from the
parental structure. This gives the following simplified overall reaction mechanism:

On this model, the following variables can be be defined at day one (-3 years before conception) and the final day
(+15 after conception):
Gibbs free energy of the state of the child, Bc, detached at age 15.
Gibbs free energy of the state of two reactants, the male Mx and female molecule Fy,
at the point of love at first sight.
Enthalpy of the state of the child, Bc, detached at age 15.
Enthalpy of the state of the two reactants, the male Mx and female molecule Fy, at the
point of love at first sight.
Entropy of the state of the child, Bc, detached at age 15.
Entropy of of the state of the two reactants, the male Mx and female molecule Fy, at
the point of love at first sight.
Using these time-specific variables, through a bit of substitution, one can derive the following result: [9]
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which says that, owing to the constraints of the Gibbs equation, otherwise known as the combined law of
thermodynamics, the physical attractiveness of the individual, in this case the male, will vary inversely with the
intellect of the individual, on average, at the initial start to a typical romantic male-female reaction. There are many
issues, to note, with this proof, one being that the second assumption, that of entropy, using the disorder model of
entropy, in human reactions, being inversely proportional to intelligence (mental order), is derived from gas theory,
particularly the Boltzmann chaos assumption, in which particles are assumed to have non-correlative velocities,
which is not the case with human molecules.

Discussion
(add)

References
1. Thims, Libb. (2002). “UIC: Attractiveness vs. Intelligence Date: 2,000 graduation photos rated for attractiveness and
undergraduate degrees per each photo rated for intellectual difficulty”, IoHT Research Project.
2. Thims, Libb. (2003). Human Thermodynamics, Volumes 1-3 (Research project #, pg. 221). IoHT Publications.
3. Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two) (UIC: Attractiveness vs. Intelligence Study, pgs. 671-72).
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Beclard, Jules
In physiology, Jules-Auguste Beclard (1817-1887), oft-cited as J. Beclard, was a French
physician, focusing on anatomy and physiology, noted for his 1860 work on muscle
contraction in relation to temperature; work that was later improved upon by
Herdenheim who obtained clearer results by operating upon frogs' muscles, which he
made to contract with or without the production of work, ascertaining their
temperature by means of thermo-electric apparatus (see: animal mechanism). [1]

Quote | On
The following are quotes on Beclard:
“Beclard was the first who endeavored to prove that in the muscles of man heat may
be substituted for mechanical work, and vice versa. For this purpose he examined the
thermometrical temperature of two muscles, both of which contracted, but one
worked, that is to say, raised weights, while the other did not work. It might have been
expected that less heat would have been found in the first muscle, because a portion of
the heat produced during its contraction ought to have been transformed into work. The idea which governed
Beclard’s experiments was assuredly correct, but the means at his disposal for ascertaining the heating of the muscles
were altogether insufficient. A thermometer was applied to the skin at the level of the muscle, in order to give the
measure of the heat produced; thus the variations of temperature obtained by Beclard according as the muscle
worked or not, were so slight that no real value could be attached to them.”
— Etienne Marey (1873), Animal Mechanism (pg. 17)

“Beclard was probably the first to attempt to measure the relation of quantity and of transformation,
thermodynamically, if such energy-transformations actually occur, in the animal machine.”
— Robert Thurston (1894), The Animal as a Machine and Primer Mover (pg. 41)

References
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External links
● Jules-Auguste Beclard – Wikipedia.

Beddoes, Thomas
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In chemistry, Thomas Beddoes (1760-1808) was and English physician and science
writer noted for doing the 1785 English translation, with original notes, of Swedish
chemist Torbern Berman’s 1775 A Dissertation on Elective Attractions. [1] Beddoes was
also the second person to use the term "biology".

References
1. (a) Chisholm, Hugh. (1910). The Encyclopedia Britannica, Volume 3 (Thomas
Beddoes, pg. 614). At the University Press.
(b) Bergman, Torbern. (1775). A Dissertation on Elective Attractions. London: Frank
Cass & Co.

External links
● Thomas Beddoes – Wikipedia.

Bede
In existographies, Bede (672-735) was an English monk noted for his 1731 Ecclesiastical
History of the English People, wherein he tells the story of King Edwin's consultations on
which new religion the kingdom should follow.

Warmed sparrow | Religion
In 627, the missionary bishop Paulinus approached King Edwin of Northumberland in
aims to sell the Christian gospel to him as the new religion for the kingdom. Edwin was
willing to listen, but also called together a meeting of his council elders, which included
his pagan high priest, Coifi. After Paulinus presented the gospel to him, one of the chief
advisors replied with the following: [1]
“Your Majesty, when we compare the present life of man on earth with that time of
which we have no knowledge, it seems to me like the swift flight of a single sparrow
through the banqueting-hall where you are sitting at dinner on a winter’s day with your
thanes and counselors. In the midst there is a comforting fire to warm the hall; outside
the storms of winter rain or snow are raging. This sparrow flies swiftly in through one door of the hall, and out
through another. While he is inside, he is safe from the winter storms; but after a moment of comfort, he vanishes
from sight into the wintry world from which he came. Even so, man appears on earth for a little while; but of what
went before this life or of what follows, we know nothing. Therefore, if this new teaching has brought any more
certain knowledge, it seems only right that we should follow it.”
(add discussion)
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Beer keg vacuum experiment
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In experiments, the beer keg vacuum experiment, depicted
adjacent, was a circa 1649 experiment in which water or wine
was either drained or sucked out of a well-sealed beer keg to
see if an vacuum (or Torricelli-type vacuum) could be made,
conducted by German engineer Otto Guericke. [1]

History
The Guericke beer keg vacuum experiment was an
experiment to see if a vacuum could be made in a beer keg
and performed by German engineer Otto Guericke in circa
1649. It has been said or surmised that Guericke may have
been stimulated or influenced in some way or another into his
beer keg experiment by a mixture of hearing about Aristotle’s
denial of the void, Galileo’s theoretical investigations on the
pump problem, and in particular the rumored 1643 Torricelli
mercury column experiment in which a Torricelli vacuum was
made. [2]
In circa 1648, German engineer Otto Guericke, after
ending a prolonged engagement with the 30 Year War, began
to devote a considerable portion of his spare time to
experimentation and was especially fascinated with the
nature of cold, much of which was centered on the question
of the void. Guericke pondered the question: [3]

A Schott diagram depiction of German engineer Otto
Guericke's famous circa 1649 beer keg vacuum
experiment, in which Guericke and another man (or
Guericke's two assistants) try to completely evacuate the
air form a well-caulked beer keg, so to see if a "vacuum"
could be made, the existence of which that was deemed
impossible by both Aristotle and Parmenides, among
others

“Could empty space exist, and is heavenly space unbounded?”
In researching this query, Guericke was brought into contact with German mathematical physicist Gaspar Schott, an
adherent to Aristotle’s version of the denial of the void, albeit open to new experimental information, the person
who would go on to diagram and document all of Guericke's numerous experiments. The first part of the keg
experiment seems to have been only to make a Torricelli vacuum in the keg by letting water or wine drain out the
bottom of a previously completely full keg. Guericke explains the experiment as such: [4]
“I had a wine or beer keg filled with water and well caulked throughout so that no external air could enter. I
introduced a bronze tube, attached to the lower part of the keg by means of which water could be drawn out. Then
through its own natural weight [natural vacuum], the water would of necessity go down and leave behind in the keg a
space of air (and accordingly empty of any natural body).”
The second version of the experiment seems to have involved a type of
suction pump with two men working the pump to remove contents from
the keg, as depicted above (a Schott diagram) and thus make an extra
strong vacuum or rather an "artificial vacuum" as it might be deemed in
modern terms.

Results
The result of Guericke's beer keg experiments were that (a) they seemed
to have resulted in the bi-product invention of the vacuum pump (and
hence to the pneumatical engine and later the gas laws) and (b) they
The 1643 Torricelli vacuum experiment, the
introduced him to the "sealing problem", i.e. how to make a container
prototype model, it is said, that German
air tight. The solution to this problem was the invention of the famous
engineer Otto Guericke
Magdeburg hemispheres, two copper hemispheres sealed by grease,
experimentally tested to see if vacuum's could
such that when the vacuum was induced inside the volume of the globe be made in beer kegs.
of the two attached and fitted hemispheres, the pressure of the
surrounding atmosphere worked to hold or rather seal the hemispheres very tightly.
When the two hemispheres are simply laid together and the air exhausted from the inner space and if the
vacuum could be made perfect in a sphere whose cross section is one square foot, the force required to separate the
hemispheres would be 2116.8 pounds, or something less than one ton. Naturally the discovery of the immense force
of the atmosphere caused many attempts to utilize it. Denis Papin, professor of mathematics at Marburg, found the
true solution in 1696, but did not meet with practical success; his first large steam cylinder, the Papin engine, in an
unfinished condition stands in the court of the museum of Cassel. It is an undoubted fact that he did make an
atmospheric engine work by the condensation of steam in a cylinder fitted with a piston. [5] In short, skipping over a
bit of intermediate history, Guericke's beer keg experiments directly led to the invention of the steam engine by
Denis Papin and hence to the formulation of the subject of thermodynamics.
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Beethoven, Ludwig
In existographies, Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) (IQ:165|#234) was a German
composer and pianist noted for his famous four-day 1812 meeting with German
polymath Johann Goethe.
“Goethe’s poems exercise a great sway over me, not only by their meaning, but also by
their rhythm. It is a language which stimulates me to composition.”
— Ludwig van Beethoven (c.1815) [5]

Goethe meeting
In 1812, Goethe spent four days visiting with Beethoven, a great fan of Goethe, at
Beethoven's repeated quests, the interactions of which have been retold many times.
Beethoven was 42, Goethe 63, with the publication of the first part of Faust four years
behind him. Of this meeting, the following vignette has come down to us, as depicted
below. As Beethoven and Goethe walked, some of the nobility passed with their
entourage. Goethe politely stepped aside and bowed deferentially to the nobles - while
Beethoven, in a typical gesture, strode almost defiantly right through their midst, with his hands behind his back and
without acknowledging the presence of the nobles, who had no alternative but to give him clear passage. When
Goethe asked Beethoven how he could so disrespectfully treat these nobles, the composer replied, again
characteristically, "There are countless 'nobles', but only two of us."
The the so-called "incident at Teplitz"
(adjacent) was famously remade in the 1994
film Immortal Beloved, albeit not with
Goethe, but with one of Beethoven's lovers.

Elective Affinities
It remains to be determined Beethoven and
Goethe they talked at all about Goethe's
recently-published Elective Affinities at all
during their visit? At the close of a wellknown letter dated 2 September 1812 from
Left: The “incident at Teplitz”, as depicted by Carl Rohling (1849-1922),
Carlsbad, Goethe shared with his friend,
Beethoven and Goethe meeting the imperial family, July 1812: Goethe
German composer Carl Zelter the following
stepped aside and gave them respect; whereas Beethoven pushed through
commenting “they should make way for us, not us for them”, or something
impressions of his encounter with
along these lines. Right: A remake of the “they should make way for us scene, Beethoven: [3]
not us for them” scene, from the 1994 film Immortal Beloved, albeit with
Goethe replaced with Austrian countess Guilietta Guicciardi (played by
Valeria Golino).

“I got to know Beethoven in Toplitz. His
talent leaves me in a state of amazement; he
is, however, a completely intractable personality, who may not be wrong in finding the world detestable, but who
surely does not thereby make it more pleasant, either for himself or for others. On the other hand, he may be
forgiven this, and is to be pitied, for his hearing deserts him—a factor which perhaps afflicts the musical part of his
being less than the social. He, who is already of laconic nature, now becomes doubly so through this loss.”
The following is Zelter’s September 14 reply to Goethe: [3]
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“What you say about Beethoven is certainly true. I, too, admire him with terror. His worn works seem to cause him
secret horror—a perception that is dismissed all too lightly in our contemporary culture. His works seem to me like
children whose father is a woman or mother is a man. The most recent work of his I have come to know (Christ on
the Mount of Olives, 1811) seems to me like an impurity whose very foundation and goal are eternal death. Music
critics, who seem better able to grasp and agree upon almost anything but singularity and the natural, have gushed
over this composer in the most curious manner, in both praise and reproach. I know musical persons who used to
find themselves alarmed, even indignant, upon hearing his works, but who are now gripped with enthusiasm for
them like the partisans of Greek love. The attraction of this is not difficult to understand, and yet what can come of it
you have demonstrated clearly enough in your Elective Affinities.”
In the years to follow, supposedly, according to American music scholar
Kristian Muxfeldt (2011) both Beethoven and Elective Affinities, were
frequent conversation topics exchanged between Goethe and Zelter.
Muxfeldt comments on this as follows: [3]
“Zelter hence judges Beethoven’s musical creations to be products of a
similarly alarming psychic displacement, children whose father is a
woman or whose mother is a man, and he imagines that like Eduard,
Beethoven must recoil at his offspring. The implication—not for from
the surface—that Beethoven’s music is against nature (or, truer to
Goethe’s portrayal in Elective Affinities, that nature is permitted to run
wild in it) is reinforced with a psychological truism: like the partisans of A Goethe meets Beethoven stamp photo (Ѻ).
Greek love, Beethoven’s advocates too have found their initial
indignation transformed into passionate enthusiasm.”
These commentaries on Goethe and Beethoven, by Muxfeldt (2011), to note, seem to be pure full page word-forword reprints of the earlier synopsis by Dennis Mahoney, in his 2004 The Literature of German Romanticism. [4]

Burial
Beethoven is buried at the Central Cemetery, Vienna, the same place where the Boltzmann tombstone is located, and
as recounted by American biophysicist Harold Morowitz, the cemetery caretaker often gets “Ludwig B” mixed up with
the tomb of Ludwig Beethoven. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
"His talent astonished me, but his is a totally untamed personality, and he is not entirely wrong in finding the world
detestable, though this attitude does not make it more pleasant, either for himself or others … To think of teaching
him would be an insolence even in one with greater insight than mine, for he has the guiding light of genius, whilst
the rest of us sit in total darkness, scarcely suspecting the direction from which daylight will break upon us."
— Johann Goethe (1811), "Commentary on his meeting with Beethoven"

"The court suits him too much. It is not becoming of a poet."
— Ludwig Beethoven (1811), "Commentary his meeting with Goethe"

“Asking ‘why another book on thermodynamics?’ is reminiscent of the
story of the man who, asked if he was going to the concert that night to
hear one of Beethoven’s symphonies, replied no, he’d already heard it.
Thermodynamics texts are somewhat like that. Mostly they do not say
anything that other books have not said—what is left to say after Gibbs,
after all?—but a lot remains in the interpretation, the nuances; authors of
thermodynamics texts are like conductors—their worth is shown in the
insights of their interpretation, and it seems there will always be room for
new books on thermodynamics, just as there is always an audience for
more performances of Beethoven.”

The Beethoven tomb located at the Central
Cemetery, Vienna, the same place where
the Boltzmann tombstone is located.

— Greg Anderson and David Crerar (1993), Thermodynamics in Geochemistry [2]
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Beg, Mirza
In hmolscience, Mirza Arshad Ali Beg (1932-) (CR=125) (SNE:1) (DN=1) (CSRI:15), or
M.A.A. Beg (Google Scholar), or M. Arshad Ali Beg (Beg, 1983), or Arshad Ali Beg (Jalibi,
1987), is an Indian-born Pakistani organometallic chemist noted for his 1987 book New
Dimensions in Sociology: a Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior, wherein, in
a subject he seems to define as "physicochemical sociology" (see: two cultures
namesakes), a physicochemical humanities conceptualized subject, he likens society to
a chemical solution and explains human behavior in terms of physicochemical laws,
using terms such as fugacity, lattice energy, activation energy, affinity (or chemical
affinity), free energy, drive (internal force and external force) and driving force, both
interpreted in terms of Abraham Maslow’s hierarch of needs, enthalpy (or heat of
reaction), entropy, phase rule (phases, degrees of freedom, intensive variables, state),
polarity, Coulomb forces, pressure (i.e. social pressure) and partial pressure (i.e.
pressure at interface of social boundary), temperature (i.e. social temperature),
equilibrium constants, etc., advanced concepts and principles, such as: Le Chatelier's
principle, law of mass action (see also: Julius Davidson), human chemical reaction
theory, activated complex, miscibility (see also: Jurgen Mimkes), etc., likening migration to evaporation of solution
molecules at higher temperatures, social conflict to the generation of heat in solution, slums to the formation of
coarse-grained solids, war to rapid boiling, etc., and seems to grasp at very-advanced concepts such as human
chemical bonding theory (in a loose verbal sense) and human molecular orbital theory (e.g. via molecular orbital
diagrams and transition states applied sociologically), all done with in-text citation to just three physical scientists:
Willard Gibbs, Robert Boyle, Isaac Newton, and Robert Mayer, respectively. [1]

Human molecules | Reaction theory
Beg conceptualizes people, in societies, as human molecules in different possible states of societal existence, as
follows: [1]
“An individual in a society is like a drop in a glass of water or a molecule [H2O] in a drop. One molecule cannot be
identified from the other, yet there are scores of interacting forces on each molecule, in this case the smallest
particle of water which is incapable of independent existence without these forces. The interacting forces are both
attractive and repulsive. The smallest unit of a society, an individual, is incapable of independent existence by virtue
of his being a social animal and there [being] a large number of interacting constraints on him.”
Beg artistically conceptualizes human molecules in three different possible social states, each divided by social
migration/immigration equilibrium-attaining two-way reaction arrows, as follows:

Big Cities/Urban Centers

Medium-Small Cities/Towns

Slums/Huts

Beg, in his "one molecule cannot be identified from the other", in a society or solution (of water), to note, seems to
touch on the seeming individuality problem, raised when human molecular theory is first introduced. This
perspective, however, seems to be that followed in only the first four chapters; whereas, in chapter four "Human
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Interaction and the Socialization Process", he begins to treat human molecules individually, e.g. how past
psychological states (e.g. birth order or sibling group size), of two potential friends, A and B, may affect later (adult)
human chemical reactions processes (e.g. friendship bonding), such as the formation of "close friends denoted by AB
formed according to reaction 4.1", which Beg denotes as follows:

Beg goes on to elaborate, in his overall treatise, that these molecular humans can either be hermits (not part of any
society), migrants (resulting from fugacity tendencies), or exist in fluid, gas, or solid like societies.

Human chemical bonding theory
In respect to discussions of human chemical bonding and or a theory of human chemical bonding (human chemical
bonding theory), Beg states the following:
“The equilibrium process suggests that A and B interact to establish the A-B linkage but the reverse process of
remaining as individuals like A and B is also operative.”
This mention of friendship formation as an “A-B linkage”, seems to be one of the earliest (non-Goethe based)
mentions of a potential theory discussion of human chemical bonding.

Overview | Abstract
The following is the very-interesting cover-flap abstract of Beg's 1987 New Dimensions in Sociology: a PhysicoChemical Approach to Human Behavior: [1]
“This book presents an attempt to study human behavior through a physicochemical approach. It suggests a
universality of phenomena; the attractive and repulsive forces, for example, are operative at atomic and molecular
level as much as between celestial bodies. Since human behavior forms and integral part of the universe they should
also be governed by the same set of forces and could be described by physicochemical laws. By weaving in events
recorded in history into the fabric of physical phenomena and laws governing properties of chemicals and materials,
the author has brought several analogies to the surface. Using the laws in physical chemistry he has tried to reduce
the empiricism existing among quite a few aspects of human behavior. Some of the analogies of interest are: ideal
solution and ideal society; internal pressure and migratory process; escaping tendency or fugacity and migration;
stresses on crystals and on human systems; impurities in crystals and anti-social elements in societies; immiscibility
and ethnic segregation; solution process and socialization; phase rule and associative interactions leading to merger
of societies; driving force of a reaction and the spread of Islam and decline of societies; affinity and assimilation;
interaction and socialization; loss of a degree of freedom and listening, marketing and leadership; polarization and
munafaqat or mind-body split, etc.
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Societies have been compared in this book with solids, liquids,
and gases. A highly disciplined society observing the desired
norms and following the same set of laws is suggested to be like a
crystal whose constituent atoms or ions are placed at fixed points
and they are at the most stable energy level. These societies are
to be found in posh urban localities. Societies putting less
emphasis on the rule of law, abounding in exception and being
indifferent to many of the norms, are like liquids which have no
shape of their own but assume that of their container.
Energetically they are metastable and are at a slightly higher level
compared with solids. Then there are societies with very few
norms, they have a behavior pattern similar to gases which also
have no shape of their own. They can get aggregated into liquids
on condensation. Their atoms or molecules are irregularly placed
and or loosely held without cohesive force. This is analogous to
the random placement of houses and or huts in slums. The title
cover [adjacent] depicts just these three kinds of societies.”
(add discussion)

Physicochemical sociology | Chronology
See main: Beg analysis

Beg started working on his physicochemical sociology theory in
1974, a process of events which he explains as follows: [1]

Labeled cover section of Beg's 1987 New Dimensions
in Sociology: a Physico-Chemical Approach to Human
Behavior, showing slums, middle class, and big cities
conceptualized as states of gas, liquid, and solid social
organizations; shown with some type of reaction
coordinate, energy surface (or potential energy
surface), and or activation energy initial state to final
state diagram overlay, seemingly conceptualizing
people as molecules in different states of ordering.

“In 1974, I was nominated to attend an advanced training course
at the National Institute of Public Administration, Karachi. As a
chemist working on the fundamental aspects of coordination and
organometallic chemistry, it seemed odd and totally unrelated to
me. However, the first lecture by Mr. Mumtaz was quite
polarizing when he said that if the lectures during the following weeks could create a disturbance, even though slight,
it the thinking of the participants, the objectives of the course would be attained and this led me to take the course
with an open mind. I devoted quite a bit of my time to the course material picking up points related to chemistry and
interpreting them in physico-chemical terms, wherever possible.
A peculiar feature of the course was that the lecturers were using terms like polarization, activation, potential
energy, complexes, compounds, perhaps metaphorically and in an unrelated context. This compelled me to ask some
of them if they were aware of the real sense of the terminologies which have actually been borrowed from chemistry
or material sciences. As expected, they had no clue to them and this prompted me to write a few notes, related
physico-chemical terminologies to those of human behavior. I was encouraged in doing so by Dr. A.H. Siddiqui, the
then deputy director of the Institute, who thought it would be a valuable contribution to the field of sociology.”
Beg continues:
“The above notes where mimeographed and they appeared as a booklet Human Behaviour in Scientific Terminology
in 1976. Four papers were published out of this booklet in local journals. The response from the readers was very
encouraging and in the light of the comments received it transpired that the pertinent data had to be put in urgently
to provide a quantitative basis to the hypothesis.”
These four articles, referred to above, are: “Human Behaviour in Scientific Terminology” (1979), “Human Behaviour in
Scientific Terminology: Assimilation” (1980), “Human Behaviour in Scientific Terminology: Affinity, Free Energy
Changes, Equilibria, and Human Behaviour” (1981), each published in Pakistan Management Review, along with a
fourth 1982 article published in Pakistan Marketing Review. [8]
In 1983, interestingly, Beg published “Physico-Chemical Processes and Human Behaviour Part—IV: Muslim
Society, its Formation & Decline”, in Science & Technology in the Islamic World, an article that he does not cite nor
mention in his 1987 book, in which he seems to water test some more questionable metaphysical ideas, one being his
equation 12(a) for total spiritual activity, shown below: [10]

The finalized book (1987), to note, does not contain this equation and is largely free from these types of "direct"
metaphysical religio-mythology type assertions and or calculations; although not completely. One subtle example,
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discussed below, being how Beg jumps from Newton, in his 1701 descriptions of chemical affinity, referring to the
reaction of sulphuric acid and copper as being the attraction of the "spirit" by the fixed bodies (pg. 95), to affinity of
individuals and societies being concerned more with "material and spiritual gains" (pg. 96); another example being
how in discussions of the whys of "learning", explained in the context of activation energy diagrams, free energy, and
activated complex formation, etc., he inserts the sentence: "if the conflicts are gracefully overcome, one is blessed
with success" (pg. 190). While this style of presentation is much toned down, i.e. verbal mentions of spiritual gains, as
compared to equations for spiritual activity, grace, and blessings, etc., the issue is still the same, namely: the premise
of a molecule or chemical species, as Beg seems to conceptualize people, being "concerned with spiritual gains", or
blessed (by god), etc., is something not recognized by physical chemistry.
Beg goes on to explain that the time lag in the decade plus jump from 1974 ideas and notes to 1976 booklet to
1979-1983 journal articles to 1987 book, resulted because “time had become scarce”, owing to his scientifically
demanding responsibilities and assignments, but that into the mid-1980s he developed a heart disease which
necessitated a long leave of complete rest, which in retrospect he refers to as a “blessing in disguise”, being that it
enabled him time to finish the book manuscript, get it reviewed, and published. In 1999, Beg stated the following: [6]
“Everafter the publication of my first book: New Dimensions in Sociology, a Physicochemical Approach to Human
Behavior, friends and readers have been wondering why I should have deviated into dimensions of sociology.”
In 2012, Beg stated the following: [7]
“Writing to introduce New Dimensions in Sociology through Physicochemical Approach to Human Behavior, I had
wondered as to why the degree of universality of occurrence and correlation of physical phenomena and
physicochemical laws with social interactions has not been identified, although the identicalness of a large number of
such natural phenomena is and has been well known.”
In 2014, Beg, in his “Ideal Society, Socialization, and Social Pollution”, referred to the ideas presented in his book as
follows: [4]
“New dimensions in sociology: a Physicochemical Approach to Human Behaviour provides an interpretation of human
behavior in terms of physicochemical principles. It has picked up similarities in the behavior of molecules and
particles on the one hand and of human beings on the other. Beg’s hypothesis [is] that physicochemical laws hold for
individuals in a society and the society just as much as for solutes, solvents and the solutions, i.e. in the system of the
solutes having been dissolved by solvents to give solutions.
An individual in a society is considered by the author like a drop in a glass of water or a molecule in a drop. One
molecule cannot be identified from the other, yet there are scores of interacting forces on each molecule, in this case
the smallest particle of water, which is incapable of independent existence without these forces. The interactive
forces that bring about existence are a composite of both attractive and repulsive or positive and negative forces.
The smallest unit of a society is an individual who is incapable of independent existence by virtue of him or her
being a social animal and there are a large number of interacting constraints on him. Some of these constraints that
govern the process of socialization include the positive and negative forces like desires and fears. Societies have
developed by interaction of individuals through physical and biological processes and their present status is
complicated by such constraints as interbreeding, distribution and migration. The society grows with the number of
likeminded persons all agreeing to live in the same environment and to be governed by the same type of initiating
and sustaining forces of behavior.”
(add discussion)
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Contents
The following is the table of contents: [1]
1. Human behaviour and physico-chemical
laws.
2. Solutions and the society.
3. Assimilation.
4. Human interaction and the socialization
process.
5. Affinity and socialization.
6. Polarizing forces and mind-body split or
munafaqt.
7. Decline of societies and entropy changes.
8. Anti-bonding forces and motivation.
9. Environmental adjustment.
Beg, as outlined above, supposedly, explains
social processes of assimilation, motivation,
polarizing, force, decline, revolution, etc., via
Left: original cover of Beg's 1987 New Dimensions in Sociology: a Physicorecourse to chemical affinity theory. [2]

Rahim | Review

Chemical Approach to Human Behavior, showing society conceptualized as a
reaction beaker or test tube. [4] Right: a 2014 re-formatted cover, done by
Thims, to accentuate the gist of Big's message, as a general treatise on
Physicochemical Sociology, first employed on the Napoleon Laplace anecdote
page.

In 1990, Pakistan scholar "Prof. Dr. S.A.
Rahim", affiliated with the University of
Karachi, then president of the Pakistan
Philosophical Congress at Baragali, Peshawar, presented a paper entitled “The Ideal Society and the Ideal Solution”,
wherein he gives a critical, essentially anti-materialism, review of Beg’s book. One interesting point of Rahim’s
critique, is his discussion of what he calls disanalogy: [2]

“Another important question is of disanalogy between solution and society and how extensive it is. An important part
of the significance of any concept is given by contrast, by showing the kind of things to which it does not apply. After
drawing our attention to some positive analogy, the theorists generally fail to say something what the analogy is
supposed to prove or suggest while they convey the impression that something's important has been proved or
suggested.”
(add discussion)
Rahim, interestingly, counters a number of Beg's physicochemical materialism positions via citation to James Jeans'
1943 Physics and Philosophy; one example being the following Jeans' quote: [5]
“The whole intricate fabric of civilized life was a standing record of achievement, not by atoms pushed and pulled by
blind purposeless forces, but by resolute minds working to pre-selected ends.”
(add discussion)

Content | Difficulties on theory
One salient difficult on theory, the “religious theory ≠ physicochemical theory” incompatibility issue aside, is found in
Beg’s preface, in which to appease seeming critics of his theory, he inserts the following ontic opening like loophole:
“Human behavior and physico-chemical laws seem to be interrelated, but time and again it has been questioned
whether the enormously complex processes of human behavior could have a scientific basis at all. The human
organism has limited dimension and there are a number of actions and reactions taking place within as well as on it
and to all of these the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle applies. Thus it is apparently beyond the range of predictive
or reproducible science.”
(add discussion)
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Religion | Difficulties on theory
Beg, in religious belief, is DN=1, in that he states a belief in
the existence of the god of Islam (Allah) and of his prophet
Muhammad. In the 1987 preface to New Dimensions, to
exemplify, Beg states:
“We do find that the society during the life time of the
Prophet (b.p.u.h.) was an ideal society by definition of the
laws of solution.”

Beg, in his New Dimensions in Sociology (1987), like Mehdi
Bazargan and his Thermodynamics of Humans (1956),
attempts to grapple with a physicochemical thermodynamic
interpretation of humans socially, in parallel with Islamic
discussions found in the Quran, which brings to the fore a
number of incompatibility issues, in respect to concepts such
as: life, spirit, soul, and prayer, terms not recognized by
modern chemistry and physics.

Here, to point out one salient issue of conflict, in respect to
the abbreviation “b.p.u.h.” notation, meaning “peace be
upon him” (Ѻ), used reoccurringly throughout the book, is
that while “peace” is something amenable to
physicochemical humanities theory (e.g. social AristotleMpemba effect, war thermodynamics, etc.), prayer is not
something recognize by the modern physical sciences; the famous 2006 Heart patient prayer study, in fact,
discredited the concept of prayer.
Beg, in short, believes in the existence of a mythological person named Muhammad (the Islamic equivalent of
the mythological figure of Jesus Christ), a supposed 65th generation (Ѻ) descendent of Abraham—the central
patriarch of Anunian theology (Ra theology)—who in turn is conceived as the 10th generation descendent of Noah,
i.e. Nuh (in Islamic theology) or Nun or Nu (in Egyptian theology), who in turn is conceived as descendent from Adam
(or "clay" in Hebrew), i.e. a named anthropomorphized rewrite of the Sumerian-Egyptian clay creation myth. In any
event, the first half of Beg's book, the Muhammad existence / prayer issue aside, is fairly cogent. On page 95,
however, is where Beg's theory goes off the deep end. Firstly, Beg gives a well-honed history of chemical affinity
theory, ending with the assertion that:
“Isaac Newton, after the success with the gravitational forces, tried to interpret the chemical interactions in terms of
gravitational attractions. In 1701, he described the reaction between sulphuric acid and copper or between iron and
salt of tarter as the attraction of the spirit by the fixed bodies.”
This, for the most part, is fairly cogent; Newton’s famous 1718 “Query 31”, e.g., is said to have launched the chemical
revolution. The term “spirit”, seen here, in these years, was more often than not, a synonym for “gas” or vapor. While
Newton may have indeed had some type of religious conception to his chemistry discursions, the attraction of spirit
by fixed bodies is largely an obsolete terminology (i.e. "spirit" is not something recognized in the physicochemical
sciences). Beg, however, then cites the law of gravitation and Coulomb’s law, as tentative means to estimate the
affinities of chemicals, the jumps to the following:
“Affinity in the case of individuals and societies would be concerned more with material and spiritual gains than mere
likes and dislikes as suggested for material bodies possessing masses m1 and m2 and charges q1 and q2.”
Here, in respect to the red flat term "spiritual gains", we see theory descending into absurdities, implying, per the
extrapolate down approach, e.g., that hydrogen atoms have spiritual gains when they form H20 molecules when
reacting with oxygen atoms. Here the alternative methods of Arthur Schopenhauer (1844), in respect to electrical
charges and human or chemical "will" come to mine here, as does the more religious-soaked "spiritual" human free
energy theories of Adriaan de Lange (1982) In 2012, to cite a similar example, in the dedication section of his Life
Processes: Health, Aging, and Disease, Beg states: [7]
“I dedicate the book to Hakim Mohammad Said Shaheed (Ѻ), may Allah bless his soul for all the wonderful works that
he initiated.”
Beg's work seems to be presented in a society dominated by an Islamic belief system, albeit a culture surrounded and
or imbedded with Hinduism, Buddhism, and or Judaic belief system cultures. Beg, in this context, conceptualizes what
he calls an "ideal society" on the model of an "ideal solution", stating somewhere along the line his belief that
Muhammad was a real person, belief in the existence of god (Allah), belief in the existence of the soul, and that an
"ideal society" was formed in Muhammad's life. Here, to note, we might compare the similar work of Mehdi Bazargan
(Thermodynamics of Humans, 1956) who attempts to explain passages of the Qur'an in thermodynamic terms.
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Hiddenness | Discovery
On 13 May 2014, Mirza Beg was discovered by Libb
Thims, via key word Google search on term “physicochemical sociology”, becoming (Ѻ) Hmolpedia article
#3263. To digress on this rather puzzling state of
affairs, it is rather curious that a sociology book
specifically subtitled “a physico-chemical approach to A Google-made term usage chronology for the term
human behavior”, with a cover showing three
“physicochemical”, which tended to be used in the years circa
different types of society, each conceived as different 1870s to 1930/70s, after which it was superseded by “physical
states of humans conceptualized as molecular
chemistry”; although not completely (the unwieldy phrase
“physical chemical”, e.g., is inept in certain uses). This may help to
aggregates, inside of a reaction beaker, with a
illustrate why Beg's "physiochemical sociology" work remained
potential energy diagram equation overlay stylized
hidden for so many years.
image, should not be known to an 3,000+ article
Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics, Human
Chemistry, and Human Physics, not cited by anyone (specifically the known hmolscience scholars of the 3,262
hmolscience articles before him), and relatively unknown for so many years, 27-years to be specific? On 29 May,
Thims, in discussion with Jeff Tuhtan, communicated the following:
“I book I would serious recommend, if you can get a copy of it, is Mirza Beg’s 1997 New Dimensions in Sociology: a
Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior, first 22 pages available at Academica.edu (Ѻ), wherein he treats
society as a type of liquid solution, humans as molecules, according to which such societies can change state to gaslike states (slums) or solid-like states (metropolises); he employs advanced concepts such fugacity, human chemical
reaction theory, free energy, activation energy, among others. Only on page 25 so far, but I have a feeling, when
digested, he will rank fairly high (in future retrospect) in the social Newton rankings.”
On 30 May, Tuhtan responded: “Seems like his book should have popped up earlier, but is certainly promising that
there is more out there to find...”
Possible reasons for his gap in discovery, to discuss, tentatively, seem to have to do with: (a) terminology usage, the
phrase “physicochemical” being an early 20th century common term, which only recently became an Hmolpedia
article (possibly a precipitate of the ubiquity of the two cultures namesake issue), following discovery of the very ripe
Henry Adams 1908-1909 personal communication usages of the "physico-chemical" term (see five examples in his
Hmolpedia article) and also notice of the "physicochemical sociology" term coining, via Pitirim Sorokin, a precipitate
of the Harvard Pareto circle (out of irritation of Lawrence Henderson's socio-economic usage), (b) that Beg's book, as
of 2014, is not scanned into Google Books, meaning that it is not key word searchable (findable), (c) that Beg seems
to only recently (late 2013 - early 2014) begun to upload aspects of his physicochemical sociology, the 1995 S.A.
Rahim review in particular (Thims’ link into his work), to the Internet, via Academia.edu specifically, and (d) that his
1987 book is only cited and discussed by a handful of Pakistani scholars (sociologists and philosophers), in a few
journals and publications, up until about 1992, after which citation and discussion of his work drops off; his book,
e.g., is not cited by anyone in Google Scholar. (Ѻ)
Then again, on the other hand, to compare, it took Thims 11-years to discover (in 2006) the similar work of
Goethe, who published over two-centuries ago? While some of this delay in recognition, obviously, may have much
to do with belief system incompatibility issues, i.e. much of the 5,000-year old Anunian theology ingrained belief
system (adhered to by over 75-percent of the modern world) has to be overthrown and replaced by a
physicochemical belief system, some of this may have to do with the so-called genius hiatus effect, namely that in
order to see and then accept the new belief system (or belief state), one has to first step out of (or be forced out of)
the atypical fast lane of existence, as was the case for Beg, Thims, and Goethe, and given a window of free time think
clearly and freely about the deeper questions, after having been trained in (or immersed oneself in) the physical
sciences.
Although the Beg-find is relatively incomparable, semi-similar late finds include: Caspar Hakfoort (#3,238), who in
1998 nearly had an entire book finished on Wilhelm Ostwald and his social energetics, and the 1845 "Rankine love
poem" (#3,086), the latter of which is extremely puzzling, in regards to hiddenness.

Education
Beg completed his BS in 1953 at D.J. Sc. College and his MS in 1955 at Karachi University, after which he worked at
Dalmia Cement Factory until 1960. In 1961, Beg obtained his PhD in organometallic chemistry, with a dissertation on
“The Chemistry of Some Trifluoremethylphosphines”, at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, after which he
became a senior research officer at Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, during which time, from
1961 to 1966, he took MS classes in inorganic chemistry at the University of Karachi, while working as a cooperative
teacher in their chemistry department, after which he was a research associate at the University of Western Ontario,
from 1970 to 1973. Beg worked in a number of positions until his retirement, publishing over 200 articles in the fields
of chemistry, applied chemistry, leather, building material, and developed processes in agricultural and industrial
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chemistry. [3]

Praise | Tribute | Commentary
The following are notes of praise, tribute, and or commentary on Beg’s work:
“If it could stand the test of time, [Beg’s] ideas, presented in [New Dimensions in Sociology] will rediscover new
frontiers in sociology and will revolutionize the existing theories of human behavior as it has so far been propounded
by philosophers.”
— Jameel Jalibi (1987), “Foreword by a Sociologist” [9]

“Beg is a qualified, experienced research in chemistry. It is to his credit that in this book he has ventured far afield
from his area of specialization. This book is a testimony to the fact that sociology is not, has not been, and must not
be the exclusive domain of sociologists.”
— Anon (1989), Book Review: New Dimensions in Sociology in The American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences (Ѻ)

“Beg seems to have laid the foundation of a new interdisciplinary branch of knowledge in Pakistan which may be
called ‘socio-chemistry’ or the chemistry of society.”
— S.A. Rahim (1990), “The Ideal Society and Ideal Solution” [2]

“The advantages of [New Dimensions] are manifold.”
— Anon (1990), Book Review: New Dimensions in Sociology in Pakistan & Gulf Economist (Ѻ)

“I read the first forward and the author’s forward of Beg’s article. I scanned the full text, concentrating longer on the
sections where you added comments. Then I read the communications thread. M. Beg makes some interesting
observations about molecular ‘behavior’. But when he extends the concept of ‘behavior’ to include following the
teachings of a Prophet, I think he introduces confusion between natural law and religious customs/practices on the
part of a particular society.”
— John Patrick (2015), commentary on Beg’s 1987 New Dimensions and 2014 Beg-Thims dialogues [11]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“There are scores of evidences which suggest that human beings interact with one another because of the affinities
they may or may not have for one another just like chemical substances.”
— Mirza Beg (1987), “Preface” to New Dimensions

“The driving force of a reaction is another observation that could be related to the speed with which human
interactions nucleate and either result in a revolution or in the domination of one faith over the other.”
— Mirza Beg (1987), “Preface” to New Dimensions

“Physicochemical laws can be extended to a variety of human relations and interactions.”
— Mirza Beg (1987), New Dimensions in Sociology (pg. 22)

“Mass migration can be viewed similar to boiling when the input of heat creates such intensive molecular motion that
the molecules leave the system after changing to the vapor state.”
— Mirza Beg (1987), New Dimensions in Sociology (pg. 35)

“Affinities and fugacities characterize the behavior of individuals in a society.”
— Mirza Beg (1987), New Dimensions in Sociology (pg. 95)

“It is very difficult to have an ordered state in a heated atmosphere which results in separation of species.”
— Mirza Beg (1987), New Dimensions in Sociology (pg. 135)

“Driving force of a [social] system is analogous to the energy which drives a chemical reaction to completion. It is, in
chemistry, composed of two terms: the heat of reaction and entropy or disorderliness or randomness of the system.”
— Mirza Beg (1999), Social Pollution and Global Poor Governance [6]

See also
● Beg analysis
● Beg-Thims dialogue
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Beg analysis
In hmolscience, Beg analysis refers to
the analysis and dissection of the work
of a humanities scholar—or an entire
humanities field, e.g. sociology,
economics, government or politics—in
which scholars unawaringly employ
and use physical science and or
physicochemical terms and
terminology, whether via implicit
analogy, unconscious analogy, or
metaphor (e.g. thermal words), or
explicit realism modelling, e.g. what
“force” moved you to go to “work”
today (see: Library walk problem), in
(Mirza Beg, 1987)
(Philip Mirowski, 1989)
(Michael Foley, 1990)
their presentation and or argument,
Three independent books resulting from the so-called “Beg analysis” method,
by a trained physical science or
physicochemical scientists or from the where a focused and detailed look at humanities scholars using physical science and
or physicochemical terminology is completed, with aims to ferret out the issue in
physical sciences purview.
regards to correctness or incorrectness and validity or invalidity.

History
The so-called “Beg analysis” method was pioneered by Indian-born Pakistani organometallic chemist Mirza Beg, who
in 1974, via happenstance, was invited to attend some type of business or government leadership course, wherein an
unusually large number of physical chemistry like terms were being employed to explain business or government
operation. Beg explains this as follows: [1]
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“In 1974, I was nominated to attend an advanced training course at the National Institute of Public Administration,
Karachi. As a chemist working on the fundamental aspects of coordination and organometallic chemistry, it seemed
odd and totally unrelated to me. However, the first lecture by Mr. Mumtaz was quite polarizing when he said that if
the lectures during the following weeks could create a disturbance, even though slight, it the thinking of the
participants, the objectives of the course would be attained and this led me to take the course with an open mind. I
devoted quite a bit of my time to the course material picking up points related to chemistry and interpreting them in
physico-chemical terms, wherever possible.
A peculiar feature of the course was that the lecturers were using terms like polarization, activation, potential
energy, complexes, compounds, perhaps metaphorically and in an unrelated context. This compelled me to ask some
of them if they were aware of the real sense of the terminologies which have actually been borrowed from chemistry
or material sciences. As expected, they had no clue to them and this prompted me to write a few notes, related
physico-chemical terminologies to those of human behavior. I was encouraged in doing so by Dr. A.H. Siddiqui, the
then deputy director of the Institute, who thought it would be a valuable contribution to the field of sociology.”
Beg continues:
“The above notes where mimeographed and they appeared as a booklet Human Behaviour in Scientific Terminology
in 1976. Four papers were published out of this booklet in local journals. The response from the readers was very
encouraging and in the light of the comments received it transpired that the pertinent data had to be put in urgently
to provide a quantitative basis to the hypothesis.”
These four articles, referred to above, are: “Human Behaviour in Scientific Terminology” (1979), “Human Behaviour in
Scientific Terminology: Assimilation” (1980), “Human Behaviour in Scientific Terminology: Affinity, Free Energy
Changes, Equilibria, and Human Behaviour” (1981), each published in Pakistan Management Review, along with a
fourth 1982 article published in Pakistan Marketing Review. [2] All of this effort culminated in his magnum opus the
1987 New Dimensions in Sociology: a Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior. [1]
In 1989, American economics historian Philip Mirowski published his densely-woven More Heat Than Light:
Economics as Social Physics, Physics as Nature's Economics, a book written during a six-year gestation period,
originated via a passing 1979 remark about how value, in economics, must be conserved, the term “conservation”
here attempting to make a faint implicit connection to the conservation laws of physics, without explicitly stating so.
Mirowski explains this as follows: [3]
“The origins of this work can be traced to an innocent comment made in passing in an economics seminar at Stanford
University sometime in 1979 or 1980. The speaker tossed off an observation to the effect that ‘value had to be
conserved’ in his model if some mathematical assumption in the model were to hold; the tone of his voice suggested
that no one in his or her right mind would find a problem.
Like so many other assertions in economics, this one passed over without further comment, in the interests of getting
on to the main topic of the seminar. For some reason, the comment haunted me afterward. I didn’t care much about
the model per se, but the very notion that such an assertion would go unchallenged seemed to me of profound
import. Having had some background in physics, I knew how important conversation principles were in that arena; in
physics great efforts were made to render them explicit. In economics, no one to my knowledge had systematically
confronted the issue, at least in the textbooks.”
(add discussion)
In 1990, English political scholar Michael Foley, in the acknowledgement section to his Laws, Men and Machines:
Modern American Government and the Appeal of Newtonian Mechanics, stated how he was led into the writing of
this book because in his earlier research he kept coming across repeated usage of mechanical analogy references in
American politics: [4]
“This [Laws, Men and Machines] work had a long period of gestation during which I was repeatedly led to ruminate
upon the extraordinary wealth of mechanical references in American politics.”
The American presidents originating from the so-called Princeton school of social physics would seem to be the bulk
of the topic of discussion here. On 19 Aug 2014, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims began using the term
“Beg analysis”, in the Hmolpedia article on American moral philosopher and neuroscientist Joshua Greene, as a
classification label to the aforementioned terminology dissection methodology, and began a Beg analysis, in table
form, of Greene’s Moral Tribes, after coming across his discussion of whether or not physical “distance” should
matter in regards to its action on personal “forces” and what this has to say about whether one is morally normal or
morally abnormal, being that force times distance is explicitly defined by Gustave Coriolis’ 1829 principle of the
transmission of work, something that, like Morowski notes in regards to conservation laws, took many centuries to
ferret out.
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Beg-Thims dialogue
In dialogues, Beg-Thims dialogue refers to the
discussion, initiated publicly, 23 Jun to 12 Sep 2014,
in the threads of Hmolpedia, between Pakistani
ISLAMIC organometallic chemist Mirza Beg—pioneer
of physicochemical sociology—and American
ATHEIST electrochemical engineer Libb Thims—
curator of the field of physicochemical humanities,
who early 2014 initiated the drafting of the first
textbook on human chemical thermodynamics
(Chemical Thermodynamics: with Applications in
the Humanities).

Beg
On 13 May 2014, Thims discovered the
physiochemical sociology work of Mirza Beg; in late
May, Thims obtained a copy of of Beg’s 1987 New
Dimensions in Sociology: a Physico-Chemical
Approach to Human Behavior. [1] On 23 Jun 2014,
Begs and Thims began communicating, via
Hmolpedia messaging, and in some 189+ public
thread dialogue interactions.

Goethe | Beg
The 2014 discovery of Beg by Thims, via keyword
Google search on term “physico-chemical sociology”,
who only recently began to upload his work to
Academia.edu, is comparable to the discover of
Goethe by Thims, via footnote 2.5, in circa Feb 2006,
the latter effects of which have been profound (see:
progress report), one example of which being the
penning of the two-volume textbook Human
Chemistry (2007). [2]

Atheism Reviews

The three leading thinkers to expand on the premise, initiated by
Empedocles (On Nature, 435BC) with his chemical aphorisms, that
“friends mix like water and wine, whereas enemies separate like oil
and water”, have been: Goethe (Elective Affinities, 1809), Pakistani
organometallic chemist Mirza Beg (New Dimensions in Sociology: a
Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior, 1987), and
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (Human Chemistry,
2007; Chemical Thermodynamics: with Applications in the
Humanities, 2014). A dialogue between Beg and Thims, i.e. a BegThims dialogue, was initiated on 23 Jun 2014. A mental dialogue was
initiated between Thims and Goethe in circa Feb 2006.

An immediately recognizable precipitate of the "Beg discovery" and followup "Beg-Thims dialogue" has been the
initiation of the Atheism Reviews YouTube video channel, wherein per observation of Beg's salient main weakness
being the underlying religious backbone of his entire corpus of work, e.g. his belief in flying donkeys (namely the
buraq that Muhammad, supposedly, rode on his night journey), it was instilled into Thims mind that it was an an
imperative or moral imperative, so to say, that he make 100 atheism vs religion videos on review, debate, discussion,
and or education of this underlying global tensional issue, e.g. 2014 polls show that 56% of Americans believe that
Adam and Eve were real people. (Ѻ) By 8 Jan 2015, Thims had made 21 videos. [4] Thims, prior to this, was aiming to
bottle the "religious issue" into about the equivalent of an introductory footnote, and thereby sidestep the entire
issue, via implicit atheism. [3] The new path taken has been that of explicit atheism, of the extreme atheism historical
approach.
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Dialogue
The following are the initial 163 Hmolpedia thread posts between Beg and Thims, following in-site messaging from
Beg to Thims: [1]
——————————————————————————————
Comment #0 | Re: Dr. Mirza Arshad Ali Beg (message repost)
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jun 23 2014, 11:36 AM EDT | Post edited: Jun 23 2014, 11:39 AM EDT
The following is a reposted message, sent to me yesterday (4:23 pm EDT 23 Jun 2014), from Beg
(user:MirzaArshadAliBeg) copied here for conversation preservation utility and for better discussion purposes:
“Sadi, I have been introduced to hmol.pedia as Mirza Beg by Libb Thims. My full name is Mirza Arshad Ali Beg. My
publications at the University of British Columbia with Professor HC Clark carried the name M.A.A. Beg. Subsequent
publications from Pakistan carried the name M. Arshad A. Beg and that name went on until 1980. From this time
onwards I started writing my full name on each publication. I wonder if my full name can replace the Mirza Beg in the
hmol.pedia. I will send you my recent articles and also those that are listed with academia.edu, but you say that this
is not the forum. What is the best thing to do? Dr. Mirza Arshad Ali Beg”
To reply, firstly, Sadi-Carnot is my (Libb Thims) site user name, hence you are communicating with Libb Thims.
Votes | 3 of 3 found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #1 | Re: Dr. Mirza Arshad Ali Beg (message repost)
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jun 23 2014, 11:37 AM EDT | Post edited: Aug 4 2014, 7:23 PM EDT
I could be persuaded to retitle your article to “Arshad Beg”, if that is how you are known to your fellow coworkers in Pakistan? But, to note, you are already cited as “Mirza Beg” 35+ times in Hmolpedia:
http://www.eoht.info/search/everything/Mirza%20Beg?contains=Mirza%20Beg
and in my working textbook [pdf]. Please communicated further here in this thread. Secondly, in regards to your
article “name”, the general rules and protocols for naming Hmolpedia articles is here, one that generally teeters on a
balance between hyperlink facility, name usage commonality, and future name usage tendency or repetitiveness in
working articles (see: naming articles). Hence, we will not be able to retitle your article as “Mirza Arshad Ali Beg”,
because the hyperlink tool will not recognize your hyperlink in other articles, when I discuss your work, e.g. “in 1987,
Mirza Beg, in his physicochemical sociology, theorized that fugacity applies to sociology, as a working concept”, etc.
Votes | 2 of 2 found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #2
MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jun 25 2014, 4:25 PM EDT
I would be more comfortable if we could settle for ArshadAliBeg as one word name. The second choice would
be Arshad Beg.
With regard to your humanthermodynamics, there is quite a lot of thermodynamics in my Book: Life Processes,
Health Aging & Disease. I wonder if you have had time to visit the copy of its Chapter 1 that I sent you, or the six
papers relating to Oxidative Dehydration Theory on Life Processes, Health Aging & Disease that are placed on the
https://independent.academia.edu/MirzaArshadAliBeg, All of these papers and the Book were presented in the HECInternational Workshop on Contemporary Versus Sustainable Health Care System in Pakistan held in March 2013.
I am now adding 3 papers on Emergence of life forms in the light of Quran and Science. I do not know how to place
attachments in the threads that you want us to follow.
Votes | 2 of 2 found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #3
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jun 26 2014, 2:20 PM EDT
Beg, thank-you for your note. I’ll ruminate on the second choice “Arshad Beg”.
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I have finished your 1987 book and have already published a short review of it, pdf below, to be published soon in the
Romanian Econophysics, Sociophysics, and Other Multidisciplinary Sciences Journal:
http://www.humanthermodynamics.com/NBPS.pdf
Re: “there is quite a lot of thermodynamics in my Book: Life Processes, Health Aging & Disease”, I’ve skimmed
through some of these, but all the thermodynamics discussion in your recent work, seems to be but regurgitation of
what you said in your 1987 book, with nothing new added (as far as I recall from memory of past skims)? Your 1987
book, I read in great detail, and will make a scanned pdf soon with my hand written commentary for you to read (and
also Jeff Tuhtan (Germany) has requested a copy as well as Gheorghe Savoiu (Romania)).
The main problem you have presently in your work (and mindset) is the religious conflict. As Charles Sherrington put
it (1938): “chemistry and physics do not recognize the word life”. You can either side with the Quran or Physical
Chemistry, but not both [see: defunct theory of life]. Also, to add attachments to your Hmolpedia page, (a) sign in, (b)
click the “more tools” drop link, and (c) click on “add attachment” and then upload file and save.
Votes | 2 of 2 found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #4
MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 6 2014, 8:59 PM EDT
Re: "The main problem you have presently in your work (and mindset) is the religious conflict. As Charles
Sherrington put it (1938): “chemistry and physics do not recognize the word life”."
I do not quite agree with the observation that main problem I have presently in the work (and mindset) is the
religious conflict; reason being chemistry and physics do not recognize the word life. This reasoning however raises
another conflict. Chemistry deals with materials and material sciences while physics deals with energy and the
energetics of materials. Wedding chemistry with physics opens the dimensions of physical chemistry. The physical
sciences claim that they are exact sciences but they are at best correlation with observations. For the present I do not
contest the above observation since more important for me is the application of the principles of exact sciences to
non-exact sciences, which includes the application of physico-chemical principles of exact sciences on a molecular
system to a living molecule. This is where the main conflict lies. The living molecule is bound to act differently from
the non-living molecule and hence the behaviour of the human molecule is bound to be different from a humanized
molecule that has been energized with a certain quantum of free energy. In sum, the behaviour of the energized
human molecule is not likely to be exactly in accordance with the physico-chemical principles. There can be empirical
correlations and this is what the work so far done has its emphasis on; it does not make tall claims; it only aims at
reducing the empiricism in the first instance.
We have followed up and laid the foundations for work on Environmental Sociology and Social Pollution.
Votes | 2 out of 2found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #5
MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 6 2014, 10:51 PM EDT
Re: "You can either side with the Quran or Physical Chemistry, but not both.'
That would be myopic in approach since Quran, Islam and for that matter any religion is a way of life. All religions
including Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, and Buddhism have laid down guiding principles on living a civilized life. All
Messengers and Reformers have demonstrated through words and deeds that it is possible to live without polarizing
forces. They laid the foundations for an Ideal Society, the one that has the minimum most polarizing forces. In the
1987 publication Prophet Mohammad was the main focus and was designated as the ideal Personality and the
Society that He reformed as an Ideal Society. Polarizing forces (satanic in character) were only waiting for opportunity
to induce deviations from ideality and introduce cracks into the Ideal Society.
Polarizing forces have been identified in Quran as well as scriptures of other religions and faith. The same have been
stated quantitatively by physical sciences in terms of Eternal Laws and cited as case studies in the Scriptures. Physical
sciences and the observations in Scriptures therefore do not appear to me as being in conflict. On the other hand, the
two of them are supplementing one another while dealing with polarizing forces; one dealing with deviations from
Ideality and the other stating the same with figures, equations and models. The present attempt at opening new
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dimensions in Sociology by a physico-chemical approach aims to understand human behavior by interpreting actions
and interactions of the humanized (energized) human molecule under different circumstances, stress situations for
example.
More on Polarizing Forces .....
Votes | 1 of 2 found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #6 | Reply 1
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 7 2014, 6:40 AM EDT
Re: “Post #4”, that is some funny stuff! Before replying, I would just like to say that at this point you have
three options, either: (a) hold to your religious convictions (words of the Quran), and go down in history as Ernst
Mach did (1897) as someone who would not recant and admit to the existence of atoms, (b) recant, as Wilhelm
Ostwald did (1809), and side with physical science (words of Clausius and Gibbs, whom you cite), or (c) leave your
final say in regards to your beliefs in riddled form, such as Maxwell did in his last poem "A Paradoxical Ode". See
following timeline for Mach/Ostwald recant comparison: here. In your case, by comparison, you will have to recant
your religious faith and teachings, if you want your theory to increase in value in the generations to come. Compare
how William Thomson held to religious teachings in the face of physico-chemical science and evolution theory, and
how his sun age calculations fell into ill repute in his later years, in spite of his early genius years.
Votes | 1 of 1 found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #7 | Reply 2
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 7 2014, 6:41 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 7 2014, 6:56 AM EDT
The follow Thomson quote, for example:
“Mathematics and dynamics fail us when we contemplate the earth, fitted for life but lifeless, and try to imagine the
commencement of life upon it. This certainly did not take place by any action of chemistry, or electricity, or crystalline
grouping of molecules under the influence of force, or by any possible kind of fortuitous concourse of atoms. We
must pause, face to face with the mystery and miracle of creation of living creatures.”
is strikingly reminiscent of your statement above (post #4). To exemplify, your statement “wedding chemistry with
physics opens the dimensions of physical chemistry”, is parlay into what is called the ontic opening argument, which
come in many forms.. A kind of verbal wizardry that attempts to sneak in metaphysical concepts into the
physicochemical sciences, albeit without any foundational basis.
Votes | 1 of 1 found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #8 | Reply 3
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 7 2014, 6:41 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 7 2014, 7:03 AM EDT
Re: “physical sciences claim that they are exact sciences but they are at best correlation with observations”,
this again is another ontic opening attempt. The speed of light is exactly 299,792,458 m/s. The mechanical equivalent
of heat is exactly 778.26 ft-lbs. One can never get exactly to absolute zero temperature. These are cornerstones of
exact science.
Re: “For the present I do not contest the above observation” [that “chemistry and physics do not recognize the word
life”]. This is a good starting point. Here, however, is where you will find conflict. The reason that chemistry and
physics do not recognize the word life, as Sherrington pointed out in 1938, the logic of which causing Francis Crick to
proclaim that we must “abandon the word alive”, in 1966, is that the word “life”, for 75% of the belief systems of the
world (see: religion), including yours (Islam) and mine (Christianity, before age 5), derive from the Egyptian theory
that the sun us born each day and dies each night.
The Quran, in short, is a re-write of the Egyptian Book of the Dead; the so-called prophet Abraham and his
descendent Mohammed, are mythological anthropomorphizations of the Heliopolis creation myth of father (Ab) – Ra
(sun) – born out of earth (Nun) (see: Ab-ra-ham-ic theologies).
Hence, when you go looking to find “life” in the physicochemical sciences, you will run into apparent absurdities, e.g.
living molecules (or dead molecules), and incongruous statements, e.g. that “a humanized molecule that has been
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energized with a certain quantum of free energy”, which are classified as perpetual motion of the living kind theories,
such as advocated by Islamic chemical engineer DMR Sekhar and his 2010 “self-drive” theory (see: perpetual motion
of the living kind).
Votes | 1 of 1 found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #9 | Reply 4
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 7 2014, 6:42 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 7 2014, 7:00 AM EDT
To resolve this paradox, what you need to do is spend some time thinking to yourself exactly where, i.e. at
what point, on the molecular evolution table, molecules “became alive”, or energized by the quantum of free energy,
as you put it.
Once you come to the conclusion that there is no such point, you are directed to the premise that the hydrogen atom
is “sort of alive”, and once you convince yourself that the hydrogen atom is not “sort of alive”, then you will arrive at
the conclusion that the notion of life and death must be jettisoned, as Francis Crick concluded, following rounds of
vitalism/anti-vitalism debate in the 1960s.
Re: “That [you can either side with the Quran or Physical Chemistry, but not both] would be myopic in approach since
Quran, Islam and for that matter any religion is a way of life. All religions including Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, and
Buddhism have laid down guiding principles on living a civilized life”, we concur on this point: each religion has
indeed laid down “guiding principles” for each respective civilization. These guiding principles, however, were laid
down not by the hand of god, but by wise men of past centuries.
As times (centuries) change, however, so to do the bases behind these guiding principles, e.g. slavery was once
deemed moral now it is immoral. This led Goethe to conclude in 1809 that “conventional moral norms can turn into
sheer immorality when applied to situations of [certain] character” and that we must turn to “moral symbols in the
natural sciences”, i.e. the affinities and or free energies of physical chemistry, to find our new “guiding principles” for
the future religion, in order to foundationally answer puzzling legal issues, such as “should the woman who kills her
newly born child suffer the death penalty?” (Goethe’s thesis 55) (see: student reactions).
Votes | 1 of 1 found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #10 | Reply 5
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 7 2014, 6:42 AM EDT
The true “prophet” now, is not the fictional character of someone named “Muhammad”, descendent from
the Egyptian aggregate god Abraham, but the prophets of the physicochemical sciences, who are able to use the
“prediction” methods of physical chemistry, to better foresee and laydown new “guiding principles” for each
respective future civilization. This subject will, in the future, be known as the physicochemical based humanities
religion. While certainly this will not be seen solidified for many centuries to come, at the very least, if we can
convince you to recant at least some of your hold on the teachings of the Quran, at least we can make some small bit
of agreeable progress, for the moment.
Re: “Physical sciences and the observations in Scriptures therefore do not appear to me as being in conflict”, one
could write a whole multi-volume book on the conflicts between scriptures and the physical sciences. To cite one
dominate example, in regards to the formation of humans, the Quran states (38:71-72) (37:11) (23:12-15) that
humans were created as follows:
“I [Allah] created a human being out of clay. I formed him, from sticky clay, and breathed my spirit into him.”
Baring prolonged dissent into absurdities and digressions on mythology, a human is not formed from the elements of
clay {Al, Si, O} but rather of the elements {C, H, N, O, P, S + P, Ca, K, Na, Cl, Mg, Fe, F, Zn, Si, Cu, B, Cr, Mn, Ni, Se, Sn, I,
Mo, Co, V). Here we see a conflict: there is no aluminum Al in a human? (see: human molecular formula) [see:
disproof #1 of the existence of god].
Votes | 1 of 1 found valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #11 | Re: Reply 6
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 7 2014, 6:43 AM EDT
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The issue here is that the Quran employs the so-called clay creation theory [see: clay creation myth] to explain
human formation and animation. The modern physicochemical sciences, however, now employ free energy of
formation [see: human free energy of formation] logic to explain human synthesis, in which there is no such thing as
“spirit” involved. We all notice, e.g., how in your 1983 article “Physico-Chemical Processes and Human Behaviour
Part—IV: Muslim Society, its Formation & Decline”, cited above, you attempt to grapple with the so-called “spirit
issue”, via equation 12(a), but that in your finalized book, you leave this “conflicting” issue on the drawing room floor,
mentioning spirit only in regards to how Newton, and the chemists of his day used to refer to gases as the “spirits” of
reaction.
You may very well continue to retain, i.e. remain, in your apparent denial that there is not conflict, but you will lose
face, i.e. lose my respect to a certain amount. Again, either we can be brothers in our belief in the exactness of the
physicochemical methods as they apply to the test tube as well as to society, or we can be at odds? I should hope you
side with reality, i.e. the methods of the physicochemical sciences, as Goethe did some 200-years ago [see: Goethe
timeline]?
1 out of 1 found this valuable.
——————————————————————————————
Comment #12 | RE: Reply 7
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 7 2014, 6:52 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 7 2014, 7:05 AM EDT
Re: “The present attempt at opening new dimensions in Sociology by a physico-chemical approach aims to
understand human behaviour by interpreting actions and interactions of the humanized (energized) human
molecule under different circumstances, stress situations for example”, this is all good, but again you will need to
come to grips with your underlying conflicts, which are numerous at this point. Goethe's moral symbols should help
guide you. Either you can believe that physicochemical sciences, which teaches that life is something not recognized
by physics and chemistry, that energy is conserved, and chemical reactions stop when the entropy reaches a
maximum, or you can believe in the Quran, which teaches that life exists, that humans have free will, that each
individual choice determines the weight of one’s soul, and that the soul is immortal, but you cannot believe in both.
If its reconciliation you are after, you can believe that choices are determined by fermion-boson interaction, that
energy is conserved, or the energy measure of a force-distance conjugate variable pair behind a determined choice is
conserved, that there are natural and unnatural processes in the universe, as thermodynamics sees things, and that
these natural and unnatural processes are coupled, and that this coupling would seem to have something to do with
the spins and dynamics of the universe, but that is about as much reconciliation you will be able to salvage, as far as I
see things presently: forces determine a choice, but atoms and molecules don’t have souls nor spirits, and are neither
alive nor dead.
I’m still ruminating on your name change?
Also, please try to remember to sign in before posting, so that we know who is posting, without you having to sign
your name each time.
1 out of 1 found this valuable
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—————————————————
———————————
Comment #13 | RE: "living molecule"

Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 7 2014, 7:32 AM EDT
I just found this Spanish article, citing my 2002
calculations of the human molecular formula,
with an image of the hand of god reaching down
and touching a molecules, i.e. giving life to it:
http://triplenlace.com/2013/09/04/la-formulaquimica-del-ser-humano/
which may help shed light on the issues of
conflict I'm getting at, i.e. either Allah reached
down and gave life to a molecule, such as DNA
or a human, or a molecule is animated in its
daily reactions and movements, as the
physicochemical sciences describe such
movement, via the SI units and formulas of
thermodynamics (no God involved).

The 2013 Triple Bond Chemistry article, entitled "The Chemical Formula
of a Human" (Ѻ), which cited the Sterner-Elser molecular formula (2000)
and the Thims molecular formula (2002), shown with some type of
protein-like molecule amid the Michelangelo's painting of god creating
Adam.

1 out of 1 found this valuable
———————————————————————————
Comment #14 | Reply 1: Three choices

MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 7 2014, 9:54 PM EDT
"Re: “Post #4”, that is some funny stuff! Before replying, I would just like to say that at this point you have three
options, either: (a) hold to your religious convictions (words of the Quran), and go down in history as Ernst Mach did
(1897) as someone who would not recant and admit to the existence of atoms, (b) recant, as Wilhelm Ostwald did
(1809), and side with physical science (words of Clausius and Gibbs, whom you cite), or (c) leave your final say in
regards to your beliefs in riddled form, such as Maxwell did in his last poem "A Paradoxical Ode". See following
timeline for Mach/Ostwald recant comparison: here. In your case, by comparison, you will have to recant your
religious faith and teachings, if you want your theory to increase in value in the generations to come. Compare how
William Thomson held to religious teachings in the face of physico-chemical science and evolution theory, and how
his sun age calculations fell into ill repute in his later
years, in spite of his early genius years."
Before commenting on the three choices offered to me, I
would like you all to have a quick glance of my paper:
Emergence of Life Forms --- in the site:
https:academia.edu/7460187
There I have clearly stated, "Ecologists and ecological
anthropologists may not agree with most of the above
analyses in terms of Quranic interpretations of ecological Beg’s 2014 “Emergence of Life Forms in Thermodynamic &
Islam” (Ѻ) article, wherein he attempts to explain life in terms of
anthropology and physical laws (including those of
Allah-based thermodynamics.
thermodynamics). This may, however, be considered as
useful attempt at some basic understanding of the physical constraints on ecological processes and their governance
by the Eternal Laws which have been rediscovered in the last three centuries. I am only trying to draw parallels
between the principles of physics and chemistry and what has been stated in the Glorious Quran.
1 out of 1 found this valuable
———————————————————————————
Comment #15 | Reply 1: Three choices
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MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 7 2014, 10:43 PM EDT
Papers on “Creation of Universe was Designed”, and “Interpretation of Nature & Environmental Degradation
in Islam & Science, led me to suggest that the commonality of observable facts is observed at all hierarchies of the
universe starting from the most minute in the cellular constituents of the smallest creatures to the widespread
distribution of stellar bodies in the celestial environment or the ecosystem of the universe. This is upheld by the
Quranic verse 6:59 states that everything seen and unseen, is ordered and regulated through the governance system
of Allah by His Eternal laws. The simplest as well as the most difficult things in nature are subsisted to His laws that
have been clearly stated in the Holy Quran and were rediscovered much later in 19th century. The fresh and the
withered, living and lifeless are none of them outside the Plan of His Creation. The statement "Rediscovery" may hurt
some scientists but that is plain truth. To my limited knowledge principles stated in the Glorius Quran are the most
comprehensive. The approach can be restated as: Religio-Physico-Chemical Sociology or Religio-Physico-Chemical
Dimension of Sociology. Remember: The whole world has not gone secular yet.
1 out of 1 found this valuable
———————————————————————————
Comment #16 | Reply 1: Three choices
MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 7 2014, 11:24 PM EDT
"Re: Either you can believe that physicochemical sciences, which teaches that life is something not
recognized by physics and chemistry, that energy is conserved, and chemical reactions stop when the entropy
reaches a maximum, or you can believe in the Quran, which teaches that life exists, that humans have free will, that
each individual choice determines the weight of one’s soul, and that the soul is immortal."
Personally I do not find anything wrong in believing both in physico-chemical sciences, which teach that life processes
are governed at the cellular/pico-environment level, that energy is conserved, and chemical reactions as well as social
interactions stop when the entropy reaches a maximum, and (not or) still believing in the Quran or other scriptures,
which teach that life processes operate according to available free energy, that humans have restraints on free will,
and that the soul is immortal.
0 out of 1 found this valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #17 | RE: Response 1
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 8 2014, 3:28 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 8 2014, 3:31 AM EDT
Re: “Emergence of Life Forms in Thermodynamics and Islam”, what year did you write this? Please date all of
these Academia.edu uploads.
In any event, I began skimming this new article. All I can say at this point is that your 1987 book, repetitive digressions
about Muhammad aside, was very impressive! With these newer 2014, publications, however, you seem to be going
down a very slippery slope to metaphysical land, wherein you seem to have lost track of measureable objective
reality? The only way I can categorize this is that when you started making your physicochemical terms “notes”
turned finalized book, you were 42-55 age range, the so-called “skepticism” range, according to Goethe’s stages of
existence classification, whereas now at age 82 you are into the mysticism stage [see: stages of existence].
There is so much error in your new thermodynamic emergence paper, that it is difficult to see where to begin. The
biggest error, naturally enough, is your belief in the existence of god. Presently, only 5% of leading US scientists
believe in the existence of god.
A number which mirrors much of the scientific belief among leading world universities. Hence, when you write about
how “Allah did this”, and Allah created that”, you are wasting your time. Laplace declared the “hypothesis of god”
superfluous and unneeded over 200-years ago [see: Napoleon Laplace anecdote].
Hence, you in your 2014 writings, are basing your work on a defunct scientific hypothesis. While I understand that in
Pakistan, 98% of the populous is Islamic, and there are “social pressures” against claiming no religious belief:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_Pakistan
1 out of 1 found this valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #18 | RE: Response 2
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Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 8 2014, 3:29 AM EDT
Here, however, we are speaking scientist-to-scientist, and the power I believe in is that defined by
thermodynamics, in which there is no god involved. In any event, in reference to the following quote, from said
paper:
“The living body was energized [by Allah] with a soul consisting of free energy and entropy. The soul acts as the
driving force for all forward reactions and interactions, while entropy retards the forward reactions.”
Where, on the following timeline, i.e. at what point in time (years ago), did Allah give “life” to bodies [see: evolution
timeline]. Also, did Allah energize the first body with “life” and insert it with a “soul” on the same day, or did this soulinsertion come later?
1 out of 1 found this valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #19 | RE: Response 3
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 8 2014, 3:49 AM EDT
Re: "interpreting Quranic passages in terms of thermodynamics", you should spend some time studying
Mehdi Bazargan’s 1956 work [see: Thermodynamics of Humans]. Or if you can read Farsi:
http://www.humanthermodynamics.com/Thermodynamics_of_Human_Beings__Persian_.pdf
You can see that he goes about the situation in a much better way, relegating Quranic passage discussion to
footnotes.
1 out of 1 found this valuable
———————————————————————————
Comment #20 | Reply 2
MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 8 2014, 6:37 AM EDT
"Re: “Mathematics and dynamics fail us when we contemplate the earth, fitted for life but lifeless, and try to
imagine the commencement of life upon it. This certainly did not take place by any action of chemistry, or
electricity, or crystalline grouping of molecules under the influence of force, or by any possible kind of fortuitous
concourse of atoms. We must pause, face to face with the mystery and miracle of creation of living creatures.”
is strikingly reminiscent of your statement above (post #4). To exemplify, your statement “wedding chemistry with
physics opens the dimensions of physical chemistry”, is parlay into what is called the ontic opening argument, which
come in many forms. A kind of verbal wizardry that attempts to sneak in metaphysical concepts into the
physicochemical sciences, albeit without any foundational basis."
Life forms emerged on planet earth when the ideal environmental conditions to sustain life processes were achieved.
The Glorious Quran has at verse 2:117, as well as at several other occasions stated that Creation of man follows a
series of processes. It is stated that life form was created out of clay or earthy matter. This implies that clay was used
as the medium for personifying the quantum of energy that was destined to form the body of a certain creature in
the shape of a man.
The embodiment of the quantum of energy i.e. the earthly body and its energizing with the soul that constitutes the
driving force or free energy (Delta) F is what constitutes the living being, while granting the soul a number of (not
infinite) degrees of freedom makes a man, the unique creation of Allah.
It has been suggested that the basic logic of life, information storage, and replication began with crystals, long before
nucleic acids and proteins ever came on the scene. Accordingly it would be something that could induce replication of
information.
More...
0 out of 1 found this valuable
———————————————————————————
Comment #21 | Reply 4
MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 8 2014, 8:15 AM EDT
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"Re: To resolve this paradox, what you need to do is spend some time thinking to yourself exactly where, i.e. at what
point, on the molecular evolution table, molecules “became alive”, or energized by the quantum of free energy, as
you put it"
Life forms emerged on planet earth when the ideal environmental conditions to sustain life processes were achieved.
The Glorious Quran has at verse 2:117, as well as at several other occasions stated that Creation of man follows a
series of processes. It is stated that life form was created out of clay or earthy matter. This implies that clay was used
as the medium for personifying the quantum of energy that was destined to form the body of a certain creature in
the shape of a man. The embodiment of the quantum of energy i.e. the earthly body and its energizing with the soul
that constitutes the driving force or free energy is what constitutes the living being, while granting the soul a number
of (not infinite) degrees of freedom makes a man, the unique creation of Allah. The soul has to undergo numerous
stages of personification and embodiment of quantized energy.
More... Information Storage & Replication
0 out of 1 found this valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #22 | RE: Year?
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 8 2014, 3:32 PM EDT | Post edited: Jul 8 2014, 3:46 PM EDT
I will ask again: “in what YEAR did this [first life] formation occur?”
To give you a comparable example, in 2011, I asked this same question to Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev,
who is about the same age as you (age 78), i.e. four years younger, and who since the 1970s has been working on a
"thermodynamic theory of the evolution of living beings", explained like you in terms of free energy theory, albeit
unlike you (as Russia is largely atheist), his theory is god-free, but alas after 91-thread posts:
http://www.eoht.info/thread/4456714/defunct+theory+of+life
he retreated in defeat never to return to Hmolpedia public debate threads again? Now he just gripes about this in
external publications:
“At this juncture, I would like to express my opinion about many new big publications of Libb. I do not want to have
any relation to the manifestly absurd notions about ‘non-existent theory of life’ and the widespread use of the term
‘molecule’.”
— Georgi Gladyshev (2013), “Life as a Phenomenon”

http://endeav.net/news/23-life.html
Hopefully, you will not retreat away from debate like Gladyshev? In any event, if you cannot, in your mind, pick a
specific year in which Allah came down from his heavens and started the “first life” form, then you may be grappling
with the so-called no origin of life theory [see: no origin theory of life]. If this is so, then say so?
1 out of 1 found this valuable
———————————————————————————
Comment #23 | Reply 1
MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 8 2014, 3:57 PM EDT
"Re: “Post #4”, that is some funny stuff! If you want your theory to increase in value in the generations to
come!"
The theory will take firm roots if the ground reality i.e. religion is regarded as absurdity instead of a way of life, and
life itself as a disregarded entity. The theory has already opened new dimensions in Sociology, Environmental
Sociology, Environmental Psychology and Religio-Physico-Chemical Sociology, proposed during the present
discussion.
0 out of 1 found this valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #24 | Re: Reply 1
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 8 2014, 5:10 PM EDT
Re: “The theory has already opened new dimensions in sociology”, in whose work? As far as I am aware, no
physical scientist or sociologist in the last three decades has picked up on your work, until I discovered it on 13 May
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2014. You need to come down to reality here? Compare the way South African chemical physicist Adriaan de Lange,
in his 1982 theories, mixes free energy and spirituality, applied socially. But how now nobody cites his work:
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&q=Adriaan+de+Lange&btnG=&as_sdt=1%2C14&as_sdtp=
and he now has to hide off in South Africa, no longer publishing in English, but writing in Afrikaans, so that no actual
modern scholar will be able to find, let alone critique or attack his work; with German metallurgist Jurgen Mimkes,
who in 1992 began to mix in free energy without reference to god, soul, or spirituality, and how now he does get
cited a lot, invited to conferences, and so on:
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=Jurgen+Mimkes&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C14
This is one of the reasons why you currently are ranked #4 in existive social Newton rankings, while de Lange is #6,
and Mimkes is #1, and how Wallace (#2) and Hirata (#3) are now ranked above you.
1 out of 2 found this valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #25 | Re: Reply 2
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 8 2014, 5:11 PM EDT | Post edited: Jul 8 2014, 5:17 PM EDT
Re: “The theory will take firm roots if the ground reality i.e. religion is regarded as absurdity instead of a way of life,
and life itself as a disregarded entity”, I’ll try to explain further, via example. The moral system of the Quran and the
Bible, i.e. that of soul weight, derive their basis of justification on the grounds that certain actions are “wrong”,
whereas certain actions are “right”. These wrongs and rights were first drawn up into a list, called the “negative
confessions” (NC), see the 1500BC version below for examples:
http://www.eoht.info/page/Negative+confessions
To go through one example, NC#15: “I have not lain with men”, this was considered a sin or wrong action, in 1500BC,
that was said to weight the soul down, barring access to heaven, according to soul weight theory:
http://www.eoht.info/page/Soul+weight
This NC#15 was carried over into the 10 commandment, and then into the Quran in a number of places, as an act of
sin (e.g. Quran 7:80):
http://wikiislam.net/wiki/Qur%27an,_Hadith_and_Scholars:Homosexuality
Where in chemical thermodynamics does it say that a man cannot sleep and or bond with another man? Certainly, it
is thermodynamically feasible for two same sex hydrogen atoms to bind into the hydrogen molecule?
H + H → H2
Why should it be a sin, for humans?
——————————————————————————————
Comment #26 | Re: Reply 3
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 8 2014, 5:12 PM EDT | Post edited: Jul 8 2014, 5:21 PM EDT
American child prodigy turned astrophysicist Christopher Hirata, by comparison, addressed this very same
problem, albeit without recourse to the Bible or the Quran, instead siding with the morality of physicochemical
sciences. For example, see his homework problem #4 (section one), namely: “work out the mathematics of
homosexuality in a men-only society through the reaction 2 Y ↔ Y2, considering limiting cases as was done in this
chapter's treatment of heterosexual relations with both men and women present”.
http://www.humanthermodynamics.com/The_Physics_of_Relationships.pdf
You, conversely, side with the Quran, not physical chemistry, and declare homosexuality immoral and a sin, on the
baseless logic that because "Allah says so". This is why Hirata is ranked above you in social Newton rankings.
We can go through example after example of this type of discourse, where I show how you are incorrect in your basis
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of logic. Again, you are going to have to recant your religious faith, if you desire for your theory to absorb into the
future, more. I doubt, however, you will be able to do this as you seem to be enraptured by the “Glorious Quran”, as
you deem it. Myself, alternatively, am enraptured by the glorious “On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances”
written by Willard Gibbs in 1876. Gibbs is based in reality; the Quran is not.
2 out of 2 found this valuable
———————————————————————————
Comment #27 | Reply 5
MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 8 2014, 5:43 PM EDT
"Re: Allah created a human being out of clay. I formed him, from sticky clay, and breathed my spirit into him."
Allah has revealed to the Prophet, bpuh, in verse 23:12-14: We did create life (Man) from clay. The verse then
describes the process of creation when inorganic matter becomes living matter, and absorption of inorganic
constituents of the earth into living matter by way of food and nutrients. Proceeding from here it is possible to
suggest that life emerged from the nutrient rich clayey ferment that produced the enzyme. The enzymes are living
molecules of proteins and trace elements. For life processes to proceed the enzyme needs to be charged with soul,
the driving force that would carry the guidelines/commands of life processes. It had to be a clayey environment since
that alone can store information and help orientation of the molecule in space and help chirality. Likewise it had to
be some such mechanism that provides the driving force. Irradiation or interaction with a foreign particle as
proposed by the geneticists/evolutionists, is not likely to activate life processes. This leaves us with only one
alternative that is Allah‟s will: kun-fayakun, and soon enough the clayey broth has a clay particle charged with a soul
that bears the command for shaping the particle into a living organism. It may be reminded that „amr‟ or command
is unrelated to time which itself was created along with space by the decree: Be, and it was done. It has been
suggested that the basic logic of life, information storage, and replication began with crystals, long before nucleic
acids and proteins ever came on the scene. Accordingly it does not have to be DNA, nor anything like DNA, but
something that could induce replication of information accurately, for example some mechanism that energizes the
crystallization process to replicate. The crystallization is a one-step process which needs a crystalline particle to
nucleate on.
1 out of 1 found this valuable
———————————————————————————
Comment #28 | Re: Year?
MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 8 2014, 6:40 PM EDT
"Re: I will ask again: “in what YEAR did this [first life] formation occur?"
Life forms emerged on planet earth when the ideal environmental conditions to sustain life processes were achieved.
The Glorious Quran has at verse 2:117, as well as at several other occasions stated that Creation of man follows a
series of processes. Yes, it is stated that life form was created out of clay or earthy matter.
Emergence of life forms must have occurred when the earth had cooled to temperatures when water in liquid form
could interact with clay and form some sort of broth. This must have started some time at the onset of first Ice Age. I
have given a timeline in respect of the "Six Periods". Please read the paper, do not just skim it. Also go through the
Book: Life Processes, Health Aging & Disease, Ecosystem Approach to Life Processes, where I maintain that Life
processes are concerned with interaction of and governed by living molecules.
0 out of 1 found this valuable
——————————————————————————————
Comment #29 | RE: Year, for the third time?
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 8 2014, 7:29 PM EDT | Post edited: Jul 8 2014, 10:04 PM EDT
Post #27, that was hilarious!
I’m in the process of scanning your entire 1987 book into pdf form (with my hand written comments) so that you can
see were your (a) errors are, but also (b) where your good, interesting, and or strong points are. I’m presently on
scanned pg. 75, and should have a pdf Online shortly; possibly, I’ll be finished within an hour or three? I will then
submit it to the following three or four individuals (Jeff Tuhtan, Gheorghe Savoiu, Jurgen Mimkes, and Ingo Muller)
for review. Tuhtan and Savoiu have already requested it; Muller has done social phase diagram work like you,
Mimkes is #1 social Newton, Savoiu (and his Romanian cohort physicist Ion Savoiu) is interested in physicochemical
migration theories and population demographics, and Tuhtan is a sharp guy, interested in applying thermodynamics
to populations of fish (and humans). I hope you will be able to hold under the “pressure”, no analogy intended?
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Lastly, to repeat a third time: what year did life begin? Please do not play dumb, by trying to evade the question.
1 out of 1 found this valuable
—————————————————————
—————————
Comment #30 | RE: Let the games begin!!!

Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 8 2014, 10:24 PM EDT | Post edited: Jul 8 2014, 10:31
PM EDT
At long (40-years) last, there we are Mirza (or Arshrad as
you seem to prefer yourself), a pdf scanned annotated
critical review: of your 1987 New Dimensions in Sociology:
a Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior, which I
finished reading (and annotating) on 14 Jun 2014 (the
scanning process, which I finished about a-half hour ago):
On 8 Jul 2014, during the Beg-Thims dialogue, Thims hand
scanned Beg's entire New Dimensions (see: comments #2930), into pdf form, complete with Thims' and-written notes
All-in-all, religious issues, aside, I will state for the record,
and commentary, and uploaded to the Internet for public
that you (in 1987) have penned the best stuff since Goethe. consumption.

http://www.humanthermodynamics.com/Beg_1987.pdf

This is no small complement. But, for the record, Goethe
penned his great work at the age of 60, and carrying forward his great mind till the end:
“I have found no confession of faith to which I could ally myself without reservation.”

— Johann Goethe (1831), one year before his reaction end

Finished off at the age of 82 with my genuine respect, via completing Faust (1832) [see: Faustian], and carrying
through his new “affinities philosophy” up until his last days, e.g. see: 20 Aug 1831 [see: Goethe timeline]
I’m telling you, brother-to-brother, you will have to recant, if you want to save face? State your indecision opening.
Either except energy, work, and force, all combined as “power” (energy per unit time), defined via physical chemistry,
as Goethe did, as I do, or crawl off as a weak minded (albeit once sharp) scientist who fell prey to the victims of old
age. And I don’t mean this in disrespect, but on the off chance, that you might recant, so that future scholars might
look back on you and re-quote, e.g., the way Dirac butted heads with Einstein, about his “God does not play dice”
comments:
“If we are honest — and scientists have to be — we must admit that religion is a jumble of false assertions, with no
basis in reality. The very idea of god is a product of the human imagination. It is quite understandable why primitive
people, who were so much more exposed to the overpowering forces of nature than we are today, should have
personified these forces in fear and trembling. But nowadays, when we understand so many natural processes, we
have no need for such solutions. I can't for the life of me see how the postulate of an almighty god helps us in any
way. What I do see is that this assumption leads to such unproductive questions as why God allows so much misery
and injustice, the exploitation of the poor by the rich and all the other horrors He might have prevented. If religion is
still being taught, it is by no means because its ideas still convince us, but simply because some of us want to keep the
lower classes quiet. Quiet people are much easier to govern than clamorous and dissatisfied ones. They are also
much easier to exploit. Religion is a kind of opium that allows a nation to lull itself into wishful dreams and so forget
the injustices that are being perpetrated against the people. Hence the close alliance between those two great
political forces, the State and the Church. Both need the illusion that a kindly god rewards — in heaven if not on earth
— all those who have not risen up against injustice, who have done their duty quietly and uncomplainingly. That is
precisely why the honest assertion that god is a mere product of the human imagination is branded as the worst of all
mortal sins. Any further assumption implied by belief in a god which one may have in one’s faith is inadmissible from
the point of view of modern science, and should not be needed in a well-organized society.”
— Paul Dirac (1927/1933), commentary to Werner Heisenberg and Wolfgang Pauli on Einstein’s “god’s dice” comments

If you recant, you will strengthen me; if you hold-fast to Allah, you will but disappoint me, if not weaken me (although
this is difficult to foresee).
——————————————————————————————
Comment #31 | RE: Email update
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 8 2014, 10:47 PM EDT | Post edited: Jul 8 2014, 10:52 PM EDT
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Just to keep you in the loop, I just sent four emails out, with the following message:
“Jeff & Gheorghe, you have both requested a scanned copy of Mirza Beg’s 1987 New Dimensions in Sociology: a
Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior, so here you are, annotations by me (completed on 14 Jun 2014),
scanned today:
http://www.humanthermodynamics.com/Beg_1987.pdf
Ingo and Jurgen, Beg has now, at the age of 82, entered into debate and discussion with me, see thread #29 where
your names enter the fray:
http://www.eoht.info/page/Mirza+Beg
I would appreciate if Jeff and Gheorghe would speak their mind as well, either to me, via email, or post directly into
the threads.”
———————————————————————————
Comment #32 | Re: Reply 3
MirzaArshadAliBeg (Mirza Beg)
Jul 9 2014, 8:35 AM EDT
"You, conversely, side with the Quran, not physical chemistry. Again, you are going to have to recant your
religious faith, if you desire for your theory to absorb into the future, more. I doubt, however, you will be
able to do this."
Yes, I will keep siding the Glory of the Quran without fear for going into oblivion, so far as hmolpedia is concerned,
but then hmolpedia will also lose faith in not being neutral and being myopic. Yes, I am committed to religion and
that is because it has laid down guiding principles for sustainable living. The Principles were enunciated in each
religion by a Noble personality; in Islam it was Prophet Mohammad who demonstrated the validity of the principles in
letter and spirit. The Quran states all the Guiding Principles for sustainable living and I do not find them at variance
with the Eternal Laws. The Quran, for that matter warns against polarization, polarizability and polarizing forces. I
have in my own way attempted to draw parallels among the Eternal Laws and those of Physics and Chemistry. The
present discussion prompts me to call this a Religio-Physico-Chemical Sociology approach.
It was in this backdrop that I wrote the Chapter VI of the Book (1987): Polarizing Forces and Mind-Body Split or
Munafaqat where I proposed a scale of Munafaquat. Dwelling on the theme of this Chapter, I wrote the Book:
Democracy Displaced in Pakistan, A Case History of Disasters of Social Pollution (1998). This prompted me to write
another Book, this time on Social Polllution and Global Poor Governance, Analysis of Psyche of the Governing
Hierarchy (1999). The Corruption Perception Index developed for each country was adopted as Social Pollution Index.
I request you all to read these Books on Religio-Physico-Chemical Sociology with an open mind.
More: Hydrogen Molecule
———————————————————
—————
Comment #33 | RE: Updates / Comments, etc. 1

Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 9 2014, 9:03 AM EDT
To update you, I just took a photo of my mostrecently read 35-books, your book shown at #31,
which you might like to see (adjacent photo; see also:
Thims books read)
Re: “All-in-all, religious issues, aside, I will state for
the record, that you (in 1987) have penned the best
stuff since Goethe”, to clarify on this comment, what
I mean is that you have penned the best hmolscience
work since Goethe. To clarify, you, as far as I am
currently aware, are the first (Goethe (1809) aside,
A 9 Jul 2014 photo (Ѻ) of Thims books read, Beg’s book seen on top
and Henderson (1935), verbally, via analogy), to
shelf, far left.
produce HCR theory (human chemical reaction
theory). This is no small feat, I will tell you that. One
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salient feature missing in your theory is that of “human chemical bonding theory” (see: human chemical bond). In
other words, in a given bond between two people, such as a man and women in a marriage reaction:
M + F → M≡F
There is “free energy” stored inside of the bond (see: bond energy). This was worked out by Fritz Lipmann in 1941. I’ll
let this slide, as the problem of trying to work out an actual physicochemical-based neuro-socio mechanism to explain
the operation and holding functional aspect of the “M≡F” bond, in terms of the fundamental forces, is very difficult. It
took me some years to solve this, i.e. to get a working model going.
1 out of 1 found this valuable
————————————————————————
Comment #34 | RE: Updates / Comments, etc. 2
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 9 2014, 9:03 AM EDT
Secondly, all of your work on social energy / transition state diagrams, 8 in total (pages 166-199), in the
history of using energy diagrams to explain social behavior, predates anyone that I am aware of; David Hwang (2000),
Adriaan de Lange (2001), and Thomas Wallace (2009), being some that come to mind following you:
Thirdly, your use of fugacity is very impressive! It is one of the more difficult topics in chemical thermodynamics to
understand, let alone to apply it socially. No one, among the some 3,300 Hmolpedia articles that I am aware of, nor
that I can find via Google Books, i.e. all the world’s libraries, has written about fugacity applied socially:
Fourthly, your connection and use of both “affinity” and “free energy” is also impressive. Not many people are able
to do this. Categorically, this is called the Goethe-Gibbs connection; only six people, listed in the previous link, have
been able to make this connection (one of whom is Jurgen Mimkes, whose email communication I will share with you
shortly).
Fifth, all of your migration and immigration theory work is fairly impressive also; the only other person, of the 1,000+
biographies I’ve written and read about in Hmolpedia, that has done such work, that I am aware of, is John Q.
Stewart, who headed the Princeton Department of Social Physics.
These five points, off the top of my head, are your main five strong points.
1 out of 1 found this valuable
————————————————————————
Comment #35 | RE: Updates / Comments, etc. 3
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 9 2014, 9:04 AM EDT
To point out your main “difficulty on theory”, referring to point four above, i.e. affinity & free energy, the
main issue you have is that the logic of affinity tables conflicts with the theory of the soul, a point which Goethe was
well aware of, but one that either you are ignorant of or in denial of? In other words, there is no “choice” involved in
affinity tables. The species at the lower rows, in any affinity table, will always be displaced in their bond (with the top
row species) by any of the species in rows above them. Newton was also well aware of this, which is why he left the
puzzle to his last and final Query 31.
1 out of 1 found this valuable
————————————————————————
Comment #36 | RE: Updates / Comments, etc. 4
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 9 2014, 9:05 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 9 2014, 9:25 AM EDT
To quote Geoffroy’s first law of affinity, derived from Newton’s Query 31:
“Whenever two substances are united that have a disposition to combine and a third is added that has a greater
affinity with one of them, these two will unite, and drive out the other.”
Hence, sodium will drive out hydrogen in its water molecule bond with oxygen, because sodium has a greater affinity
for oxygen, than hydrogen. In your mind, you would like to situate the “free energy” as being inside each chemical
species—in the human molecule case you conceptualize it as being “soul” placed there by Allah—but, correctly, free
energy is a system property, not situated inside of say: hydrogen, sodium, or oxygen, measureable via system
properties: temperature, pressure, volume, etc. We can, to note, as mentioned above (i.e. bond energy) situate free
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energy, quantitatively, inside of bonds, or assign a free energy measure to a species in a given state, such as Gilbert
Lewis pioneered, via free energy tables.
In short, sodium will ALWAYS drive out hydrogen in its bond with oxygen. There is no choice involved. The same
applies to human chemical reactions. Subsequently, if there is no choice involved in human chemical reactions, the
soul theory is defunct. As this is the sub-structure of your entire philosophy, we see the issue at hand—in other
words, your book, recent articles, and over all “affinity/free energy + Quran logic” theory is inherently in conflict.
Affinity theory and soul theory do not corroborate. Goethe was well aware of this, whereas you do not seem to be?
1 out of 1 found this valuable
———————————————————————
—
Comment #37 | RE: Tuhtan, Savoiu, and Mimkes email
responses

Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 9 2014, 9:06 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 9 2014, 9:07 AM EDT
Peer review on Beg's New Dimensions in Sociology,

Re: Tuhtan response, 8 hours ago, Jeff Tuhtan sent me the
from American ecohydrolic engineer Jeff Tuhtan,
following email:
Romanian physical economist Gheorghe Savoiu, and
“Thanks for the scan, will have a look! My comment on the
German sociophysicist Jurgen Mumkes.
ongoing discussion: If your religion can explain Ostwald ripening,
I'll be in church on Sunday.”
Re: Savoiu response, 7 hours ago, Gheorghe Savoiu sent me the following email:
“Thank you ... It must be one of the most amazing and realistic books ... Just give me two weeks or three maybe,
please!”
Re: Mimkes response, 1 hour ago Jurgen Mimkes sent me the following email:
“This is a very interesting paper, which corresponds to the views of my papers:
● Society as a many-particle System, J. Thermal Anal. 60 (2000), 1055 - 1069
● Binary Alloys as a Model for the Mul cultural Society, J. Thermal Anal. 43 (1995) 521-537
● A thermodynamic formulation of social science in Econophysics & Sociophysics: Trends & Perspectives Bikas K.
Chakrabarti, Anirban Chakraborti, Arnab Chatterjee (Eds.) WILEY-VCH Verlag, Weinheim, Germany (2006) 277 - 308
● my talk : Chemistry of social bonds (College Park, 2006)
Comment: The article has very many interesting aspects, I see many analogies, but in his article I miss any
experimental proof like in physical chemistry.”
1 out of 1 found this valuable
————————————————————————
Comment #38 | RE: Ostwald & Sunday church
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 9 2014, 9:12 AM EDT
Re: "If your religion can explain Ostwald ripening, I'll be in church on Sunday.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostwald_ripening
This seems to be a jab at Beg and his religious belief?
In regards to Ostwald and church on Sunday, on a side note, I recently have also found out about Ostwald's famous
"Monistic Sunday sermons", which he began giving in circa 1906. Jeff, I'm sure both you and I would have gladly
attended these, with zeal!
1 out of 1 found this valuable
————————————————————————
Comment #39 | RE: Hmolpedia and neutrality
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Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 9 2014, 9:48 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 9 2014, 10:00 AM EDT
Re: (post #32): “Yes, I will keep siding with the Glory of the Quran without fear for going into oblivion, so far
as Hmolpedia is concerned, but then Hmolpedia will also lose faith in not being neutral and being myopic”, it is not a
matter of being neutral nor myopic, it is matter of experiment disproof.
When Benjamin Thompson did his famous 1798 cannon boring experiment, he disproved caloric theory. We have
hence lost faith in caloric theory, and now believe in entropy theory.
When Albert Michelson and Edward Morley did their famous 1887 aether wind measuring experiment:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelson%E2%80%93Morley_experiment
getting negative results, leading Einstein, in 1905, via relativity theory, to disabuse the notion of 'ether', the medium
in which electromagnetic waves were thought to be propagating, from physics, the combined result disproved ether
theory, and we now believe in electromagnetic theory and relativity.
When Benjamin Libet did his famous 1982 readiness potential experiment (see: Libet experiment) he disproved the
theory of free will, we now believe in exchange force theory.
In short, when experimental evidence and logic disproves a theory, one cannot remain “neutral”, a scientist must
accept measurable fact and experimental findings, and find new theory to corroborate and explain that new
evidence, while jettisoning the old theory. One cannot hold hands with both Aristotle (ether) and Einstein (relativity)
at the same time. This applies to all theories, even soul theory: One cannot hold hands with Imhotep (soul theory)
and Clausius (energy/entropy theory) at the same time.
1 out of 1 found this valuable
————————————————————————
Comment #40 | RE: Redford deconversion model
Sadi-Carnot (Libb Thims)
Jul 9 2014, 10:31 AM EDT | Post edited: Jul 9 2014, 10:40 AM EDT
Note: I am also aware that “logical argument” alone will not suffice to deconvert someone, such as yourself,
from a religious belief system, namely that it requires a weakening of at least four of seven nodal points (Creation,
Prayer, Other Muslims, Personal Relationship [with Allah], Morality, Logical Argument, Quran) of one’s adherence
system, according to the Redford deconversion process model, which takes on average 3-years:
So, while I may very well weaken your mental nodal points on: creation (vs. chemical synthesis), morality vs. (moral
symbols of physical chemistry), and logical argument (such as above thread posts), the other nodal points (Prayer,
Other Muslims, Personal Relationship, and Quran) will be something you will likely have to deal with on your own,
which is something I’m sure you do not desire to do?
Hence, in short, I see we will only be able to get so far, presently, in regards to debate. Maybe in three years you will
able to deconvert yourself?
Then again, I am also aware that apostasy in Islam, say as compared to Christianity deconversion, is a serious offense,
publishable by death or imprisonment:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apostasy_in_Islam
On the bright side, if you do deconvert yourself, and if you subsequently are imprisoned, at least you will find solace
in the logical conclusion that you cannot "die", being that "life", according to the deconverted view, is something that
does not exist, as Nikola Tesla so famously put it in 1915, or as stated by Charles Sherrington, in 1938, "death is an
anthropism", a word "not understood" by physics and chemistry.
2 out of 2 found this valuable

Work in progress
The remaining 140+ thread-to-article conversion sections is a work in progress. [1]

Quora | Follow-up
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On 4 Aug 2015 into Sep 2015, Beg, via Quora.com, began probing on atheism vs Muslim related questions, asking and
commenting on questions such as “Have any atheists actually read the Quran before debating with Muslims?”,
wherein he seems to refer to Thims as a “know-all” who makes “flimsy arguments”. [5]

See also
● Moriarty-Thims debate
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Beguin, Jean
In chemistry, Jean Beguin (1550-1620), Ioannes Beguinus or Johannis Beguini, was a French
iatrochemist noted for his 1610 Tyrocinium Chymicum—variously translated as Beginner's
Chemistry, Apprenticeship in Chemistry, or First Voyage in Chemistry, respectively, a type of
laboratory manual for his students—which contains the first prototype of the chemical equation
(see: history of the chemical equation)—which is often characterized as the first true chemistry
textbook. [1] In about 1604, Beguin began to give lectures on chemistry to the general public. In
the 1615 Paris edition of his Beginner’s Chemistry (Tyrocinium Chymicum), he famously details the
reaction of corrosive sublimate (HgCl2) with sulfide of antimony (Sb2S3), as shown below: [1]

English chemistry historian Henry Leicester defines this as “an almost modern equation.” [4] Other chemistry
historians: Maurice Crosland (1959), Alistair Duncan (1971), likewise, corroborate on this distinction.

Influence
Beguin’s Beginner’s Chemistry was very influential, in its time, appearing in an extraordinary number of Latin, French
and English editions, going through some forty-one editions between 1610 and 1690. [3] Beguin's book was the
second book on the required reading list for the chemistry lectures of Dutch physician and chemist Herman
Boerhaave, the leader of influential "Leyden school" of physical chemist (see: schools of thermodynamics), which
included: Andrew Plummer, William Cullen, Joseph Black, and John Roebuck, and—through association with Black—
James Watt—which can all products or precipitates, so to speak, of the Leyden school centered around Boerhaave.[2]
Beguin’s chemistry book was also frequently cited by English physicist-chemist Robert Boyle. [3]
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Further reading
● Applebaum, Wilbur. (2000). Encyclopedia of the Scientific Revolution: from Copernicus to Newton (§: Jean Beguin,
pgs. 125-26). Psychology Press.

External links
● Jean Beguin – Wikipedia.
● Beguin, Jean (1500-1620) – Eric Weisstein’s World of Scientific Biography.

Behavior
In science, behavior refers to the way in which
something functions or operates; or conducts itself in a
manner involving action and response to stimuli. [1]

Hmolscience
In 1925, American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis, in his
"Anatomy of Science" lecture, end chapter: “Life; Body
and Mind”, speculated on a future science that in a
unified manner would be able to describe the behavior
of both an electron and a university faculty member,
but doesn't know whether this would be more like
mechanics or psychology, quote shown adjacent in full.
Further on toward the end of his lecture, Lewis stated
the following:
“We cannot forget that there are two kinds of behavior
with which we are already intimately acquainted: on
one hand, the behavior of weights and electric charges
and chemical reagents; on the other hand, the behavior
of man. These require two distinct vocabularies, and
most writers who describe animal behavior have
adopted the one or the other. We have ‘nature fakers’, who make animals think and act just like men, and there are
the others, who regard the swarming of bees as a sort of chemical reaction. I do not know which of these two
extremes to regard as the more futile, for both extrapolations go far beyond what is now justifiable. Yet the attempt
to bridge the vast gulf is a legitimate aim of science.”
Although Lewis doesn’t cite any one here, two historical examples of such comparison include French meteorologist
Antoine Poincare who in his circa 1875 chapter “New Concepts of Matter”, to his book On Science, the behavior of a
cluster of midges, which are tiny dipteran flies, to a system of gas molecules. [4]
Likewise, earlier German physicist Hermann Helmholtz, in his Carlsruhe winter lectures of 1862-1863, entitled
“On the Conservation of Force”, he made the comparison of a system of gas particles to a system of gnats, the former
of which were hypothesized to cross one another in rectilinear paths in all directions, until, striking one another or
the sides of the vessel, and reflecting in another direction. [4] In circa 2000, American nuclear-mechanical engineer
Philip Ugorowski gave the following supposedly dumbed-down description of the nucleus, to his friend biologist-artist
Linda Hensley: [7]
“Forget the classic image of an atom as a solid ball with a smaller solid ball orbiting around it. Think about the nucleus
as a jostling swarm of bees.”
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In more detail, Ugorowski explains: [8]
“I developed [the bee analogy] after reading The Tao of Physics [1975],
which talks about something similar. Basically it's that the standard
model of physics describes forces between particles like protons,
neutrons and electrons as arising out of the exchange of virtual
particles or photons. This exchange makes the particles "aware" of
each other, and the exchange is what actually produces the force. For
example, two protons, being both negatively charged, will repel, but
how? What is the actual mechanism of the 'electric field'? If you think
of them as not solid objects like balls but more as swarms of bees, then
you can see how, by exchanging bees, the two swarms would be able
to tell (by the rate of exchange of bees) how large the other swarm
was, and how close. It is in this exchange that the particles "feel" the
presence of the other, and are pulled or pushed toward or away from
each other. So-called 'solid' objects are actually more process than
substance. Even a single proton is considered to be mostly empty
space, with 3 quarks flying around in a tightly defined volume of
space.”
Hensely's artistic recollection of this description, with her addition of
orbiting electrons as bees, is shown adjacent. In 1947, Dutch-born
American mathematician, theoretical physicist, economist Tjalling
Koopmans stated the following:
“While it was long possible and sometimes tempting for physicists to
deny the usefulness of the molecular hypothesis, we economists have
the good luck of being some of the ‘molecules’ of economic life
ourselves, and of having the possibility through human contacts to
study the behavior of other ‘molecules’.”

An modified version of American illustrator
Linda Hensley’s 2010 illustration of American
nuclear physicist Philip Ugorowski’s description
of the “nucleus as a jostling swarm of bees, and I
happily absorbed his explanation of the orbiting
electrons as more bees, or maybe gnats” to
illustrate the apparent (or non-apparent) "dead
atom" / "living molecule" (bee) divide,
dichotomy, or dualism. [7]

In 1970s, Koopmans began speculating on how entropy applies to the study of these molecules of economic life. In
1953, American economist Robert Heilbroner stated the following:
“There is an unbridgeable gap between the ‘behavior’ of [subatomic particles] and those of human beings who
constitute the objects of study of social science. Aside from pure physical reflexes, human behavior cannot be
understood without the concept of volition—the unbridgeable capacity to change our minds up to the very last
minute. By way of contrast, the elements of nature ‘behave’ as they do for reasons of which we know only one thing:
the particles of physics do not ‘choose’ to behave as they do.”
In 1989, American philosopher Alan Nelson began circulating a manuscript entitled "Human Molecules", later
published in chapter form (1992), wherein "economic agents" are viewed as human molecules, and a followup
response chapter, by Bruce Caldwell, criticizing this view; followed by a response chapter by Nelson to Caldwell's
criticism. In 2002, American econophysicist Meng-Hua Ye, in his course description to his St. Mary’s College of
Maryland Econ 101 “Introduction to Economics” course, described economics as follows: [3]
“Economics: the study how consumers and producers as economic agents behave, how prices are determined, how
the performances of an economy is measured by things like growth, unemployment and inflation, and how
government policies may affect the performances of the economy.”
Here we see a mixture of the person defined in economics, as either an: "agent", "molecule", or "particle", depending
on point of view, whereas correctly, the new standard 21st century textbook definition of a human is that of a
"molecule" (see: human molecular formula).

See also
● Human behavior
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Behe, Michael
In hmolscience, Michael Behe (1952-) (CR:5) (CIR:1) is an American biochemist, noted
for his 1996 Darwin’s Black Box, wherein, via distorted biochemistry presentations,
argues that certain cellular structures, e.g. the bacterial flagella, are “irreducibly
complex”, i.e. too complex to be reduced to chemistry and physics, and therefore the
products of a divine creator.

Cellular watchmaker analogy
The gist of what Behe argues, in short, in an extension of English Christian apologeticist
William Paley’s 1802 “watchmaker” analogy (Ѻ), namely that if a watch works via
mechanical parts and mechanism, and was made by a creator, the similarly if the cell
works via mechanical parts and mechanism then it too must have a creator; in circa
2003 interview with Lee Strobel, Behe explained his reasoning as follows:
“If the creation of a simple device like this device [motioning to a mouse trap] requires
intelligent design, then we have to ask: ‘what about the finely tuned machines of the
cellular world?’ If evolution can’t adequately explain them, then scientists should be free to consider other
alternatives.”
Behe then goes on to use the bacterial flagella as
his upgrade to the Paley watch.

Other
Behe states that he was an "agnostic scientist",
while in school, until he came across Michael
Denton's Evolution: a Theory in Crisis (1985), which
inspiration him towards "intelligent design" theory.
[2] In 1997, Behe met American mathematician
Granville Sewell, who informed Behe that he could
find more support for his intelligent design theory
in mathematics, physics, and computer science.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Thus it seemed to Haeckel that such simple life
could easily be produced from inanimate
material.”

Behe, who keeps a mousetrap in his office, uses what he calls a
“mousetrap analogy” to argue that if “mechanical” parts of the trap
were “designed” than so to must have been the “mechanical” parts of
the cell; the designer of the former a person, the designer of the latter
god.

— Michael Behe (2010), “Molecular Machines: Experimental Support for the Design Inference” [2]

“A draft of Pandas and People’s sequel, The Design of Life, had been previewed during Dover’s trial (2005). Just as
Foundation for Thought and Ethics substituted the word ‘creationism’ with ‘intelligent design’—following Edwards vs
Aguillard (1987) —throughout versions of Pandas, this edition substituted ‘sudden emergence’ for ‘intelligent design’.
This prompted Rothschild to ask Michael Behe during cross-examination, ‘will we be back in a couple of years for the
‘sudden emergence’ trail.”
— Lauri Lebo (2008), The Devil in Dover
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Being
In terminology, being refers to the quality or state of having
existence (e.g. human existence). [1] The term being is often
associated with “conscious existence”, life, or the qualities that
constitute the essence of a living thing. [2] The term is often
found in conjunction with the word human, as in “human
being”, implying both the anatomical, physiological, and
psychological structure, but also whatever may constitute the
essence of the individual.

Shakespeare
English author William Shakespeare's famous "to be or not to
be" query seems to well-capture the gist of the modern person's
notion of being, in the sense of a term captures or embodies
one's theory of existence. The following is the first quarto's
version of the speech of William Shakespeare’s famous Hamlet
quote: “To be or not to be, I there’s the point, to die, to sleep, is
that all?”, which amounts to a frank and straightforward query
about the point of existence, and seems to exemplify what most
modern people associate with the term "being". [4]

Definition of the soul taught to Odilie Watson (19202007), wife of DNA co-discoverer Francis Crick and 1953
illustrator (Ѻ) of DNA as it appears in Nature, who, as
child, the heard term living "being" (see: living being) to
her mind as “living bean”, which she remained puzzled
about, but remained silent on, until her later
discussions with Crick, her husband of 55-years, who
cites the above quote and anecdote in the opening
chapter of his 1995 The Astonishing Hypothesis. [7]

Russian-born Israeli chemical engineer Alec Groysman comments on this logic thermodynamically in his 2004 article
“Aesthetic, Philosophical and Historical aspects in the Physical Chemistry education”, where he states: [2]
“The relationship of probability and entropy (more precisely, the decision about spontaneous occurrence of process)
or calculation of Gibbs energy for some chemical reactions, is similar to Hamlet’s ‘to be or not to be?’ of William
Shakespeare.”
which seems cogent, being that Gibbs free energy, according to Erwin Schrodinger (What is Life?, 1944), is the subject
one is supposed to turn to if one is to understand, supposedly, what life is in terms of chemistry and physics.

Teilhard
In a short essay titled ‘Action and Activation’, French philosopher Pierre Teilhard gives an excellent definition of life in
relation to being. In particular, being, in metaphysics, Teilhard states “can be defined with a precision that is
geometric in type”; energy, however, presents itself to the physicist as a magnitude that is still open to all sorts of
possible corrections or improvements.” In relation to the combined mechanism of activation, being, and energy,
Teilhard reasons that: [3]
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“One of the most distinctive characteristics of living substance in action is undoubtedly the predominate importance
assumed in it by the fact of being (or of not being) appropriately responsive to a stimulus and stimulated.”
Here we see Teilhard attempting to frame out the concept of "being" in a pure physical-chemical perspective.

Zerotheism
In 2015, Libb Thims, during the "Zerotheism for Kids" lecture, to note, similar to the Odilie Watson example,
illustrated above, had difficulty explaining to the children, aged 6 to 11, what a "being" was, as the term was brought
up towards the end of the lecture on the topic death, history of theories of the soul, in relation and the Parmenides
vs Heraclitus debate on being continuity vs the existence of the void.

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“Being is unbegotten, indestructible, whole, eternally one, immovable and infinite. With it there is no was nor shall
be; the whole is forever now, one and continuous.”
— Parmenides (c.460BC), Sources; cited by: Henry Bray (1910) [3]

“Belief is half of being.”
— Robert Getchell (1993), said by etiquette teacher Amanda (Anne Bancroft) to Maggie in Point of No Return (Ѻ)

See also
● Animate being
● Becoming
● Being and becoming
● Chemical being
● Human molecule
● Human particle
● Inanimate being
● Living being
● Material being
● Physical being
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Beinhocker, Eric
In hmolscience, Eric Beinhocker (c. 1968-) is an American-born English business
economist noted, in economic thermodynamics, for his 2006 Georgescu-Roegen
conceptualized theory of value-creating economics.

Overview
In 2006, Beinhocker, in his The Origin of Wealth: Evolution, Complexity, and the Radical
Remaking of Economics, builded on Romanian mathematician Nicholas GeorgescuRoegen’s 1971 economic entropy law theories to formulate a new definition of wealth.
[1] In his own words: [2]
“I go a step beyond Georgescu-Roegen’s claims and propose that taken together, these
three observations [irreversibility, entropy, and fitness] tell us exactly what conditions
have to be met for economic value to be created, which leads to a new definition of
wealth itself.”
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He goes on to restate Georgescu-Roegen’s three central arguments in terms of what Beinhocker calls G-R Conditions.
Beinhocker is known for complexity economics, a term he claims to have coined in his book, which supposedly
incorporates the second law of thermodynamics, albeit via Shannon information theory, and a mixture of GeorgescuRoegen’s misapplied entropy law theories and Sante Fe Institute complexity theory. [3]
#

Condition

Description

1. Irreversibility All value-creating economic transformations and transactions are thermodynamically irreversible.
2. Entropy

All value-creating economic transformations and transactions reduce entropy locally within the
economic system, while increasing entropy globally.

3. Fitness

All value-creating economic transformations and transactions produce artifacts and or actions that
are fit for human purposes.

The three G-R conditions, according to Beinhocker, are such that a pattern of matter, energy, and or information has
economic value if the following three conditions are met jointly: [2]
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Bejan, Adrian
In sociological thermodynamics, Adrian Bejan (1948-) is a Romanian-born American
mechanical engineer, of the MIT school of thermodynamics, noted for his 2007
application of his 1996 thermodynamics-based "constructal theory" in the explanation
of social dynamics. [1] His latest publication on this topic is the 2009 collaborative book
Constructive Human Dynamics. [2] In thermodynamics, Bejan is noted for his popular
1988 textbook Advanced Engineering Thermodynamics, presently in its third edition
(2006). [3]

Social dynamics
In application of his constructal theory, Bejan reasons that society is a live “flow
system” (e.g. a river basin, vascularized tissue, city traffic) where each person is like a
alveolus in the lung, an eddy in a turbulent river, or a leaf on a branch, and that time’s
arrow is pointed in the direction of various sequences of flow configurations that
constitute its existence or survival. The evolution of such systems, according to Bejan,
actuates according to a new “thermodynamics principle”, conceived by him in 1996,
which argues that those configurations that continue to evolve are those that provide easier access to the currents
that flow through them. [1]

Education
Bejan completed his BS (1971), MS (1972), and PhD (1975) all in mechanical engineering at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. He is currently a professor of mechanical engineering, with focus on engineering
thermodynamics and heat transfer, at Duke University.
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● Adrian Bejan – Wikipedia.
● Adrian Bejan (faculty) – Duke University.
● Citations rankings (Adrian Bejan) – Google Scholar.

Bekenstein, Jacob
In black hole thermodynamics, Jacob Bekenstein (1947-) is a Mexican-born Jewish
physicist noted for his 1971 conception of black hole entropy, conceived in response to
American theoretical physicist John Wheeler’s concern that black holes seem to flout
the second law, by seemingly concealing actions associated with entropy increase.

Education
Bekenstein completed his BS (1969) and MS (1969) at the Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn and a second MS (1971) and PHD in 1972, with a thesis on “Baryon Number,
Entropy, and Black Hole Physics”, at Princeton University. Since 1993, he has been the
chair of the theoretical physics department at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem. [1]
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Further reading
● Author. (2003). Special Issue of Invited Papers Dedicated to Jacob Bekenstein: Marking the 30th Anniversary of
Black Hole Thermodynamics. Publisher.
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Bekhterev, Vladimir
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In hmolscience, Vladimir Bekhterev (1859-1927), “W. [Wladimir] Bechterew” (Ѻ)” or
“Vladimir Bekhterev” (Ѻ), was a Russian neurologist noted, in psychological
thermodynamics, for his 1897 to 1921 work on energy of thoughts on people and dogs.

Overview
In 1897, Bekhterev, in his lecture turned book Suggestion and its Role in Social Life
(1903), emphasized organism-environment interactions as a framework in which a
“hidden reserve energy” can be accumulated, whereby, through social suggestion each
person accumulated particular suggested material aspects of energy in a way that
starts to look as if it were the person’s own willful act. He applied the concept of
“reflex” to behavioral (and psychic) reflections, manifestations of energy, an output
from an organism following the transformation of an energy input. [2] In 1901,
Bekhterev, in his Psyche and Life, published on the relation between the psyche and
energetics. [1] In this work, according to William McDougall (1911), he gives some type
of “energetics” view, similar to Grot and Krainsky. [2] Bekhterev transferred the
conditional reflex work of Ivan Pavlov’s dogs to humans, wherein he utilized energy concepts. Bekhterev published a
number of works arguing that suggestion, hypnosis, and telepathy were phenomena caused by some type of
underlying energy transformation process.
In 1920 to 1921, Bekhterev, or a 20-month period, famously conducted a number of experiments on dogs,
making more than 1,200-measurements of the impact of telepathy on dogs’ behavior, upon which he claimed that
their experiments proved the existence of a special “shining” type of energy (Ѻ) released from one person and
influencing another (compare: Rupert Sheldrake). In 1923, Pitirim Sorokin, in his 1928 “mechanistic school”
classification, labels Bekhterev, whom he cites as “W. Bechtereff”, as being one of the chief representatives of the
“social energetics” divisions. [4]
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● Bechterew, W. – WorldCat Identities.
● Vladimir Bekhterev – Wikipedia.

Belief
In terminology, belief is is a state or habit of mind in which trust or confidence is placed; a conviction of the truth of
some statement or the reality of some thing or phenomenon, especially when based on examination of evidence. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“I’m willing to believe that we are flotsam and jetsam.”
— Jim Peebles (c.1991), response to query about the Steven Weinberg pointless universe model [2]

“The belief state of an obscure lump of molecules wandering around a remote corner of England is of no importance
whatsoever epistemologically speaking.”
— Barry Barnes (1998), response to David Mermin whether he “might perhaps be into astrology” [3]

“A belief is a lever that, once pulled, moves almost everything else in a person’s life. Are you a scientist? A liberal? A
racist? These are merely species of belief in action. Your beliefs define your vision of the world; they dictate your
behavior; they determine your emotional responses to other human beings.”
— Sam Harris (2004), The End of Faith (pg. 12)

See also
● Belief ﬁxa on (see: walking encyclopedia)
● Belief system
● Belief system (children)
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Belief in the
existence of god by
scientists
In belief systems, belief in the existence of god
by scientists, or belief in the “hypothesis of god”
(Pierre Laplace, 1802) or “theory of god” (James
Martineau, 1837), depending, by scientists, as
compared to belief in the existence of god by the
general public, refers to the topic or subject of
the belief state of natural or physical scientists in
regards to religion in general and the question of
god specifically.
“You clearly can be a scientist and have religious
beliefs. But I don’t think you can be a real
scientist in the deepest sense of the word
because they are such alien categories of
A graph showing the trend lines for belief in the existence of god by
knowledge.”
— Peter Atkins (1997), commentary the results,
shown adjacent, of the 1998 Larson-Witham study on
belief, in the existence of god among leading US
scientists [4]

general or randomly polled US scientists (o) and for ‘greater’ or National
Academy of Science (NAS) member scientists (♦), based on the James
Leuba (1912,1924) studies and the Edward Larson and Larry Witham
(1996,1998) studies, of over 3,000+ American scientists combined. [3]

Overview
Scientists, in general, tend to be very taciturn and reticent in regards to discussion of belief system or belief state, in
respect to religion and religious belief. The following table (and adjacent graph) shows percent belief in the existence
of god by leading US scientists and general or randomly selected US scientists, in the years shown, based on a
combination of the 1914 and 1924 pollings of 1,000 randomly selected US scientists and 400 ‘greater’ scientists,
conducted by American psychologist James Leuba (1867-1946), and the similar 1996 and 1998 studies, conducted by
Americans science historian Edward Larson and Larry Witham, of randomly polled US scientists and a portion of the
over 2,000 members of the National Academy of Science (NAS): [3]

The data shows that while about 38 percent of general or randomly polled scientists, on average, in the 20th century,
believed in the existence of god, levels remaining about constant, give or take, belief in the existence of god by
‘leading’ scientists is on the decrease, where currently fewer than 5% of NAS members believe in the existence of
god, which is in marked contrast to the general public, of whom over 95% believe in either in god (83%) or a universal
spirit or higher power (12%), according to 2009 PewResearch polls, elaborated on in more detail below, the
"scientists" in question here being a selection of more than 2,500 scientists surveyed who are members of the
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American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS); other results from this poll are shown below—as well
as a summary of the main results of the Larson-Witham study (1998) in table 1 (below left): [6]

(add discussion)

Napoleon | Queries
See main: Napoleon on religion

In 1802, the first semi-systematic polling of scientists, in regards religious belief, was conducted beginning by French
emperor Napoleon Bonaparte who seemingly went around and polled and queried all of the leading scientists of
France—one of which resulted in the famous Napoleon Laplace anecdote, during which time Pierre Laplace told
Napoleon that he had no need of the "hypothesis of god" in his formulation of celestial mechanics.
In 1812-1816, a famous dialog occurred between Napoleon and Gaspard Gourgaud (1783-1852) , a general baron
and Napoleon’s personal assistant, during which time Gourgaud gave his opinion that staring up at the starry heavens
leads one to an amazement and wonder in the greatness of God, which provoked the following dialogue: [1]
Bonaparte: “How comes it, then, that Laplace was an atheist? At the Institute neither he nor Monge, nor Berthollet,
nor Lagrange believed in God. But they do not like to say so.”
Gourgaud: “I own that I believe firmly in God, and cannot conceive how men can be atheists. To proclaim themselves
such seems to me mere mental braggadocio.”
Bonaparte: “Bah! Laplace was an atheist, and Berthollet too. At the Institute they all were atheists, and yet Newton
and Leibnitz were believers. Atheists compare man to a clock; but the clock-maker is a being of superior intelligence.
They grant that creation is the result of matter, as warmth is the effect of fire.”
In 1817, similarly, Napoleon commented the following to Gourgaud: [1]
“I often asked Laplace what he thought of God. He owned he was an atheist. Many crimes have been committed in
the name of religion. The oldest religion is the worship of the sun [Ra theology]. Where is the soul of an infant? I
cannot remember what I was before I was born; and what will become of my soul after my death? As to my body, it
will become carrots or turnips. I have no dread of death. In the army I have seen many men suddenly perish who
were talking with me.”

Edison | Interview
See main: Edison on the soul

In 1910, American inventor Thomas Edison, in an interview with Edward Marshall of The New York Times, famous
gave his frank and open views on religion and his religious beliefs, which were pretty much in alignment with those of
Bonaparte, albeit Edison elaborates greatly in giving his opinion on the hypothesis of the soul, in relation to force and
energy, being a mere speculative theory, that is not completely understood, say the way savages used to consider fire
divine: [2]
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Edison: “I cannot believe in the immortality of the soul. Heaven? Shall I, if I am good and earn reward, go to heaven
when I die? No – no. I am not ‘I’ – I am not an individual – I am an aggregate of cells.”
Edison: “No, all this talk of an existence for us, as individuals, beyond the grave is wrong. It is born of our tenacity of
life—our desire to go on living—our dread of coming to an end as individuals. I do not dread it, though. Personally I
cannot see any use of a future life.”
Marshall: “But the soul!” [I protested] “The soul—.”
Edison: “Soul? Soul? What do you mean by soul? The brain?”
(add discussion)

Feynman | Lectures
In 1963, American physicist Richard Feynman gave a set of lectures entitled “A Scientist Looks at Society”, latter
published as The Meaning of It All: Thoughts of a Citizen Scientist, where he states his opinion that that more than
half of the scientists do not believe in their father's god: [5]
“I do believe that there is a conflict between science and religion, religion more or less defined that way. And in order
to bring the question to a position that is easy to discuss,
by making the thing very definite, instead of trying to make a very difficult theological study, I would present a
problem which I see happens from time to time. A young man of a religious family goes to the university, say, and
studies science. As a consequence of his study of science, he begins, naturally, to doubt as it is necessary in his
studies. So first he begins to doubt, and then he begins to disbelieve, perhaps, in his father's god. By ‘God’ I mean the
kind of personal god, to which one prays, who has something to do with creation, as one prays for moral values,
perhaps. This phenomenon happens often. It is not an isolated or an imaginary case. In fact, I believe, although I have
no direct statistics, that more than half of the scientists do not believe in their father's god, or in god in a
conventional sense. Most scientists do not believe in it. Why? What happens? By answering this question I think that
we will point up most clearly the problems of the relation of religion and science.”
Feynman, unlike Edison, remained the epitome of the reticent and taciturn scientist, in regards to religious questions
and his own beliefs, always dancing around the subject, but never being forthcoming.

Thims | Dawkins number
In 2009, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims began using the Dawkins scale as a tool to probe scientists
about his or her belief in the existence of god, by directly asking them what their Dawkins number (DN) is? This gets
belief query methodology tends to dig a little deeper and get beyond the above yes/no or unsure dichotomy. Many
Hmolpedia biographies, as of 2014, have been labeled per Dawkins number (DN=#), self-estimated and or gauged per
published commentary.

See also
● Dawkins number
● God does not play dice
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Belief state
In terminology, belief state refers to a state of mind or time period
window of state of mind, wherein one’s beliefs and or belief system if
"fixated", to a certain a certain mode of thinking about the world, amid
growing world knowledge, in between which, for some, the mind can
be “made over” (Bernard DeVoto, 1928) per acquisition, mental
digestion, successful absorption, and assimilation of new world
knowledge.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The belief state of an obscure lump of molecules [see: human]
wandering around a remote corner of England is of no importance
whatsoever epistemologically speaking.”
— Barry Barnes (1998), response to David Mermin whether he “might perhaps
be into astrology” [1]

See also
● Belief in the existence of god by scientists
● Belief system
● Belief system (children)
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American philosopher Daniel Dennett’s 2001
conception of the processing system of a
“walking encyclopedia” type of person, in which
the “belief fixation” area or state of the mind,
anchored centrally, is connected in a two-way
manner to the perception and analysis region,
the smaller planning region, and the larger
world knowledge sections of the mind. [2]
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Belief system
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In existence, a belief system refers to a system
of belief concerning the operation and
workings of the universe.
“Fables should be taught as fables, myths as
myths, and miracles as poetic fancies. To teach
superstitions as truth is a most terrible thing.
The child mind accepts and believes them, and
only through great pain and perhaps tragedy
can he or she be in after years relieved of
them. The reason for this is that a superstition
is so intangible a thing that you cannot get at
it to refute it.”
– Hypatia (360-415), Greek philosopher (1040
BP)
One of these myths that currently grips the
modern mind is that of belief in the theory of
life, which has its roots in the ancient circa
4000BC fable of the birth and death of the sun
myth, but which is a concept, namely "life"
and in particular the origin of life that is in
direct conflict with modern evolution theory
and physical science, and was officially
classified as defunct scientific theory in 2009
(see: defunct theory of life), but one that will
likely remain in the underlying "child mind" of
future adults for many years to come. In 1748,
David Hume gave an example of a person in
India who refused to believe that that water
can become solid during winter.

Belief system | Child
See main: Belief system (child)

(add)

A depiction in the change in "belief system" over the last 5,000-years of
human intellectual development, from that of Ra theology (3000BC), to AbRa-hamic/B-Ra-hmaic theologies (325AD), to the inception of hard science,
at the center of which is belief in thermodynamics (1690), to modern
human chemical thermodynamics, and belief in humans as animate
reactive molecules "synthesized" by the universe whose behavior is
operated by the first law and second law of thermodynamics via free
energy differentials.

Core scientific beliefs
The following is the belief system held by the modern thermodynamicist or modern physical scientist:
“If, in some cataclysm, all scientific knowledge were to be destroyed, and only one sentence passed on to the next
generation of creatures, what statement would contain the most information in the fewest words? I believe it is the
atomic hypothesis (450BC), or atomic fact, or whatever you wish to call it, that all things are made of atoms — little
particles that move around in perpetual motion, attracting each other when they are a little distance apart, but
repelling upon being squeezed into one another. In that one sentence you will see an enormous amount of
information about the world, if just a little imagination and thinking are applied.”
— Richard Feynman (1964), Lectures on Physics (time capsule wisdom)

“Believe that humans were created from the atoms of the earth through a great process.”
— Jean Sales (1789), Philosophy of Nature: Treatise on Human Moral Nature (Human molecular hypothesis)
“A theory is the more impressive the greater the simplicity of its premises, the more different kinds of things it
relates, and the more extended its area of applicability. Therefore the deep impression that classical thermodynamics
made upon me. It is the only physical theory of universal content which I am convinced will never be overthrown,
within the framework of applicability of its basic concepts.”
— Albert Einstein (c.1945), Autobiographical Notes (Einstein postulate)

“Believe that the entire universe and everything in it is governed by the laws of energy and entropy.”
● Clausius postulate (1865)
● Eddington rule (1928)
These core beliefs, the middle belief being a subset of the first belief, are rooted in the 450BC standard model of
physics (elements of forces) of Greek philosopher Empedocles and the 485 atomic theory of Greek philsopher
Leucippus, respectively, all entwined with two-and-a half-century long debate on the existence or non-existence of
the vacuum. This belief system, adhered to particularly by the human thermodynamicist, gives way to what is called
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the "standard model of human existence", according to which all other presumptions are assumed false or given a
secondary status. The modern belief system traces human origin to the hydrogen atom (see: evolution timeline).

Thermodynamic belief system
The following, being the opening statement to German physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1875 The Mechanical Theory of
Heat, is what might be considered as the foundation of the thermodynamic belief system, started with the
conception of the modern heat engine by French physicist Denis Papin in 1690:
“Every force tends to give motion to the body on which it acts; but it may be prevented from doing so by other
opposing forces, so that equilibrium results, and the body remains at rest. In this case the force performs no work.
But as soon as the body moves under the influence of the force, work is performed.”
— Rudolf Clausius (1875), “Mathematical Introduction”

Belief that humans are molecules
See main: Human molecule

About 57 percent of people believe that they are molecules or specifically “giant molecules”. These statistics come
from English physicist James Eadon’s 2001-2008 online pollings, graph shown below from American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims’ 2008 The Human Molecule: [1]

Belief that love is a chemical reaction
See main: Love the chemical reaction

About 66 percent of people believe that love is a chemical reaction. These statistics come from a 2005 poll results of
100 Americans done by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims: [2]

Scientist's belief in god and immortality
The following are the 1998 polled views of America's so-called leading or "greater" scientists, the members of the
National Academy of Sciences, on personal belief or disbelief on God and immortality: [3]
American National
Academy of
Sciences

Disbelief in
God

Disbelief
in
immortality

79%

76.3%

65.2%

69%

(1998)

Physical
scientists
(physicists and
astronomers)

Biological
scientists

Doubt

Doubt

(or agnosticism)

(or agnosticism)

of belief in
God

of belief in
Immortality

Belief
in God

Belief
in
Immortality

13.5%

7.5%

7.5%

32.3%

5.5%

7.1%

14.3%

15%

7.0%

7.9%

Mathematicians
Overall:

72.2%

76.7%

20.8%

23.3%

This 1998 data set can be combined with American psychologist James Leuba's 1916 and 1933 data sets to yield the
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following plot, which show, according to extrapolative estimates, that currently about 5 percent of leading scientists
believe in the existence of God: [4]

Belief in God, spirit, or life force
Only 2 percent of Americans don't believe in any sort of spirit, God, or life force. These results come from the
millennium poll of the general public the world over:

Ancient belief system
The ancient belief system, which predates that of the modern belief system, and is held as the dominate belief
system of the world, is the belief system of Ra theology, which is rooted in the daily life-death cycle of the sun, of
which the modern religions of the world are derivatives of, as shown below:
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This religious system accounts for 72
percent of the morality system of the
modern world. The ancient belief system
traces human origin to either Abraham (or
Brahma) (or Ra in the original Egyptian
version).

See also
● Existence of God
● Dawkins scale
● Dawkins number
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Belief system
(children)
In belief systems, belief systems of children
refers to beliefs ingrained in the mind the the
child, whether taught, told, or learned in the
earliest years of mental learning and
development.

Things we were taught as children
Shown adjacent is an overview of the “big
question” coming into being stages of a
The typical "big question" belief system development Q&A timeline of
typical child (child prodigy anomalies aside),
children, according to American economist Jeremy Rifkin. [1]
up through adulthood, ending with French
existentialism philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre’s 1943 Being and Nothingness—itself was an extension of German
philosopher Martin Heidegger’s 1927 Being and Time, both revolving around the subject of existentialism—according
to the 2010 views of American economist Jeremy Rifkin, mixed in with a few other references. [1]
The issue here is that before age 3-5 the average person, according to modern religio-mythology belief system
classifications, is taught/told about where they come from according to the god/spirit/life force—91 percent of
Americans, e.g., believe in one of these life theory models—based Abrahamic/Brahmaic, i.e. Anunian theology,
rooted belief system (below left), about which over 72 percent of the modern world adheres to, which does NOT
corroborate with the modern physical science belief system (below right), according to which humans are 26-element
"molecules" (human molecules), that were "synthesized" (not born), "reactive" (not alive), and in the end "analyzed"
(do not die), as is the case for any other animate atomic geometry in the universe that comes into and out of "bound
state" existence:
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Fables should be taught as fables, myths as myths, and miracles as poetic fancies. To teach superstitions as truth is a
most terrible thing. The child mind accepts and believes them, and only through great pain and perhaps tragedy can
he or she be in after years relieved of them. The reason for this is that a superstition is so intangible a thing that you
cannot get at it to refute it.”
— Hypatia (360-415), Greek philosopher (1040 BP)

“It takes the latter half of all of one’s lifetime to unlearn the falsehood that was instilled into us during the earlier
half. Generation after generation we learn, unlearn, and re-learn the same lying legendary lore. Henceforth, our
studies must begin from the evolutionist standpoint in order that they may not have to be gone over again.”
— Gerald Massey (1883), The Natural Genesis [2]

“Since as a kid I was aware of the abyss (super rift) between the material and mental worlds. I tried to bridge this
abyss, but could not. Yet I kept on with my own "Steigerung" as Goethe did. Then during 1982-83 I discovered
empirically that the law of entropy production applies to the spiritual [humanistic] world as it applies to the physical
world. My joy knew no bounds. I have found the bridge between these two worlds with which to cross the abyss
between them. Others thought I was crazy and would not dare to publish my account.
Then, in 1986, if I remember correctly, I was teaching university students the intricate calculations concerning free
energy in chemical reactions. During that lecture I suddenly became aware how my mind was rushing along two
levels. The lower level was concerned with chemical processes as a physical phenomenon. I executed this level almost
automatically. But the higher level of my mind was exploring free energy in the process of knowing-learning as a
spiritual [thermodynamics] phenomenon. I followed this level with great curiosity. I think the students became aware
that I was rather absent minded that day, not perceiving my higher most thoughts. That day marks the beginning of
my continual exploring of the role of free energy in the spiritulization [actualization] of humankind.”
— Adriaan de Lange (2010), retrospect reflection on arrival of human free energy theory

“Origins: probably 4-5 yrs old, I believed that I came from some sort of light source, probably the sun. My first word
was also "light". Life and death: I grew up in the country, so we had dead animals around all the time. Probably 6 or
so before I thought about my own death as inevitable. Existence: I neglected this question until coming across your
Human Molecule book at around age 30. I don't believe in the common sense notion of life. There does not seem to
be any evidence that I am alive.”
— Jeff Tuhtan (2013), response to query on “big questions” recollections (see: belief system (children)) [3]

References
1. (b) The Empathic Civilization (RSA Animate) (2010) – YouTube.
(c) Rifkin, Jeremy. (2010). The Empathic Civilization: the Race to Global Consciousness in a World of Crisis (entropy,
33+ pgs; thermodynamics, 11+ pgs). Polity Press.
(d) Note: the (5avg) and (7.6avg) values come from a an inperson poll (N=8) conducted by Libb Thims (19 Apr 2013); the
(7.6avg) is the mean of Goethe, who at age 9 built his own alter to nature out of his father’s natural history collection,
surmounting it sulfur and with a candle, which he lit when making his devotions, Thims, who at age 15, with the
obtainment of a work permit and drivers permit, at a point of subsequent legal entering of adulthood, began to
ruminate on the bigger questions and whys of existence, and Tuhtan, who at age 30, above quote, began to interject
into questions of existence.
(e) Anomalies include: Michael Kearney graduated high school by 8; William Sidis passed Harvard Medical School
anatomy exam by age 8; Kim Ung-Yong was solving differential equations by age 4.
(f) What age do you talk to your child about where they came from? (2009) – SodaHead.com.
(g) Where do Babies Come From? – About.com.
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(g) Being and Nothingness – Wikipedia.
(i) Existentialism – Wikipedia.
2. Massey, Gerald. (1883). The Natural Genesis. Publisher.
3. Hmolpedia messaging communication to Libb Thims (22 Apr 2013).

Further reading
● Emmons, Natalie A. and Kelemen, Deborah. (2014). “The Development of Children’s Prelife Reasoning: Evidence
from Two Cultures” (abs), Child Development, Jan 16.

Bell, Kurt
In hmolscience, Kurt Bell (c.1966-) is an American atheist philosopher note his 2011 to
present peripatetic stylized vlogs wherein he discusses his beliefs, e.g. how he
considers his wife and kids to be “soulless bags of chemicals”, his atheism beliefs, etc.

Education
Bell completed his associates degree in biology in 1986 at Chaffey Community College,
California and his BA in speech communication in 1990 at Humboldt State University,
after which he worked in software development and management. [2]

References
1. (a) Bell, Kurt. (2011). “Soulless Bag of Chemicals” (Ѻ), LylesBrother, Sep 02.
(b) Bell, Kurt. (2011). “Soulless Bag of Chemicals: Secular Thinking - LylesBrother” (Ѻ),
YouTube: LylesBrother, Sep 02.
(c) Bell, Kurt. (2015). “Meeting an Atheist for the First Time” (Ѻ), Kurt Bell, Apr 12.
2. Kurt Bell (resume) – SoftyPapa, WordPress.com.

External links
● Kurt Bell – Twitter.

Bell, Matthew
In hmolscience, Matthew Bell (c.1963-) is an English German literature and Goethean
scholar, an EA | IAD scholar (Ѻ), noted for his 2014 “In Retrospect: Elective Affinities”,
wherein he digresses on Goethe's famous 1809 so-labeled "haunting" chemical
romance, as described in his Elective Affinities.

Overview
In 2014, Bell, in his “In Retrospect: Elective Affinities”, published in Nature, the famous
science journal whose debut article was Thomas Huxley’s choice of the reprint of
Goethe’s poem “On Nature”, digressed on the human chemical theory of Goethe’s
Elective Affinities, the opening page of which is as follows: [1]
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To correct a few things in Bell’s article, firstly: the photo shown, mislabeled as: “the protagonists of Goethe’s science
novel compare their changing attractions to chemical bonding”, is that of P1:C6 illustration of “the chart was brought
and spread out”, a photoengraving after the drawing by F. Simon, showing the pairings Eduard + Ottilie then Captain
+ Charlotte reading the survey maps of the estate, not the photo of “Charlotte glancing over Edward’s book”, shown
in P1:C4 of the illustrate Elective Affinities, drawn by Philipp Johann, reading, supposedly, Torbern Bergman’s A
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Dissertation on Elective Attractions (or another affinity chemistry book like it) [2] Secondly, Bergman’s affinity table
was not the forerunner of the periodic table—a semi-common assertion found in the literature—but rather the
forerunner to the free energy tables, which began to appear in the early 20th century after it was found that each
affinity reaction changed with temperature, meaning that one would have to new Bergman-type affinity table, a
thousand times over, to capture all the possibilities of reaction types, at each temperature.
Thirdly, on the "Ott" cipher, Bell postulates:
“Bergman’s theory of ‘elective affinity’ seems to describe the shifting relationships of the protagonists, Eduard,
Charlotte, Ottilie and the Captain. In this sense, the novel can be read as an exercise in reductionism: like elements,
the characters seem to have no choice but to make new bonds when a reagent is introduced. Even their names
reinforce this. Both Eduard and the Captain were christened Otto, so the repletion of the ‘ott’ in the names of the
characters emerges as a sign of affinity.”
Here, correctly, while in the neighborhood, Goethe employed the OTT-cipher for his four main characters as a code
way to say that each person was a type of chemical, or "CHNOPS combination" as Wilhelm Ostwald came to "see"
himself and others in 1926, according to the logic that the three characters: Charlotte, Eduard, Mittler, form CHEM
(see: chemistry etymology), as John Williams (1998) discerned, and the OTT is a reference to St Ottilia, the patron
saint of vision restoration, meaning that when one comes to view people as different types of "chemicals", via some
type of "molecular goggles" the true-to-nature "vision" of humanity would be restored, or something along these
lines.

Education
In the mid 1980s, Bell studied ancient Greek, Latin, and German at Balliol College, Oxford, then completed his PhD in
German in 1991 under Goethe, Friedrich Schiller, and Thomas Mann scholar Terence Reed (Ѻ) at Oxford.
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1. Bell, Matthew. (2014). “In Retrospect: Elective Affinities” (abs) (Ѻ), Nature, 516:168-69.
2. (a) Goethe, Johann. (1902). Works: The Sorrows of Young Werther, Elective Affinities (Werther translation By R.
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External links
● Matthew Bell (faculty) – King’s College London.

Bell, Tom
In hmolscience, Tom W. Bell (c. 1966-) is an American philosopher-lawyer noted, in
philosophical thermodynamics, for his 1991 publications on the entropy antonym term
extropy.

Overview
In 1991, Bell was a member of the editorial committee of the magazine Extropy,
wherein he utilized and promoting the term “extropy”, metaphorically themed to be an
antithesis to entropy, as a basis for a new type of transhumanism or futurism
philosophy focused on advancing human transformation into the future. The term
seems to have arisen during discussions with British-born American futurist philosopher
Max More.

Education
In late 1980s, Bell completed his MA in philosophy from the University of Southern
California, and in 1991 was studying law at the University of Chicago Law School. In 1993, Bell completed his JD from
the University of Chicago in and in 1998 and joined the faculty of Chapman University School of Law. [2]

References
1. Bell, Tom W. (1991). “Privately Produced Law”, Extropy, 8-pgs, Vol 3, No. 1, Spring.
2. Tom W. Bell (faculty) – Chapman University School of Law.

Ben-Naim, Arieh
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In information thermodynamics, Arieh Ben-Naim (1934-) is a Israeli physical chemist
noted for his writings, beginning in 2007, on an attempt to replace the disorder view of
entropy, of physical chemistry, by the information view of entropy in Shannon
information theory, in a manner similar to what Edwin Jaynes attempted to do in 1957,
whom Ben-Naim cites as his main source.

Overview
In his 2007 book Entropy Demystified, he states that he discovered the understanding
to the mystery to entropy, one day when he was writing an article on the entropy of
mixing and the entropy of assimilation. [1] Most of Ben-Naim’s effort, to note, is similar
in vein to the effort of American organic chemist Frank Lambert’s 2000s attempt to
replace the disorder view of entropy with a dispersal view. Both have stated that they
never understood entropy, as they taught the subject for many years to students, but
saw the light one particular day while reading or writing a particular article (William
Thomson's energy dissipation, in Lambert's case, and Willard Gibbs' entropy of mixing,
in Ben-Naim's case). This is followed up by his 2008 book A Farewell to Entropy, in which he argues that
“thermodynamics and statistical mechanics will benefit from replacing the unfortunate, misleading and mysterious
term entropy with a more familiar, meaningful and appropriate term such as information, missing information or
uncertainty.” [2]

Difficulties on theory
As to the so-called difficulties on theory, in Ben-Naim's work, as it is with all attempts to reformulate thermodynamics
in terms of information or information theory, the quantity "information", measured in units of "bits", is not one of
the fundamental SI units for measuring quantities of the physical universe, but is simply a variable useful in Boolean
logic. The issues and difficulties with Ben-Naim’s information interpretation of thermodynamics is summarized well in
an abrasive personal communication to Ben-Naim by American organic chemist turned “energy dispersal” theory
internet entropy guru Frank Lambert: [3]
“Your proposal about Shannon information … S — is nothing but another word that begins with S and refers to
human excrement. You should be abjectly ashamed of yourself. Not only are your methods and your behavior
nauseating but your ability in uniting information theory and statistical mechanics is erased by your ignorance in
dismissing the needs of ordinary students, specifically beginning chemistry students to whom entropy and
thermodynamics are enormous conceptual obstacles. Abandonment of the terribly flawed manuscript that you sent
to … and collaboration with him on melding your expertise in complex probability with our proved success in
conceptual perceptions could result in a synthesis that would change education in entropy for this and succeeding
generations.If this does not occur, I will literally fight to my death to show the world the fallacy of believing that your
views are anything but those of a deceptive, half-truth promoting, dishonest person as you have shown yourself to
me.”
Therefore, in short, the majority of Ben-Naim's argument is baseless. [5] So enthusiastic is Ben-Naim's quest to
rescript thermodynamics in terms of information theory that he suggest that to remedy the unit inconsistency issues
that he have all SI units of science reformulated such that we redefine the absolute temperature scale, throw out
Planck’s constant, and makes thermodynamic entropy unitless.
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Human thermodynamics
In his 2012 book Entropy and the Second Law, Ben-Naim, begins to mention
human thermodynamics theories, in his citation if Swedish physical chemist
Sture Nordholm who in 1997 equated energy with wealth and entropy with
freedom. [4]

Education
Ben-Naim completed his BS in chemistry in 1957, his MS in physical chemistry in
1961, and his PhD on the “Thermodynamics of Aqueous Solutions of Noble
Gases”, specifically on the entropy of solvation of argon, in 1964, all at the at
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. He taught thermodynamics and statistical
mechanics for many years, retiring in circa 1990. He currently is a retired
Ben-Naim’s 2012 interpretation of
professor of physical chemistry at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

References

“entropy”, the bull’s-eye view of
which he equates to what he calls
“Shannon’s measure of information”
(SMI) or Shannon entropy,
surrounding by other historical
interpretations of entropy (see also:
misinterpretations), namely: disorder,
freedom (or degrees of freedom),
spreading (or energy spreading/energy
dispersal), information, and chaos. [3]

1. Ben-Naim, Arieh. (2007). Entropy Demystified: the Second Law of
Thermodynamics Reduced to Plain Common Sense. World Scientific Publishing
Co.
2. Ben-Naim, Arieh. (2008). A Farewell to Entropy. World Scientific Publishing
Co.
3. Ben-Naim, Arieh. (2012). Entropy and the Second Law: Interpretation and
Miss-Interpretationsss (Lambert quote, pg. xiii). World Scientific.
4. (a) Nordholm, Sture. (1997). “In Defense of Thermodynamics: an Animate
Analogy” (Google Books), Journal of Chemical Education, 74: 273.
(b) Ben-Naim, Arieh. (2012). Entropy and the Second Law: Interpretation and Miss-Interpretationsss (Nordholm, pg.
39). World Scientific.
5. Thims, Libb. (2012). “Thermodynamics ≠ Information Theory: Science’s Greatest Sokal Affair” (url), Journal of
Human Thermodynamics, 8(1): 1-120, Dec 19.

Further reading
● Ben-Naim, Arieh. (2010). Discover Entropy and the Second Law of Thermodynamics: a Playful Way of Discovering a
Law of Nature. World Scientific Books.
● Frank L. Lambert (2009 review of Arieh Ben-Naim’s 2007 Entropy Demystified) – Amazon.com.

External links
● Arieh Ben-Naim – Wikipedia.
● Arieh Ben-Naim (home) – AriehBenNaim.com.

Benard, Henri
In thermodynamics, Henri Benard (1874-1939) was a French physicist noted for his
1900 experimental work on the heat dynamics, or rather fluid mechanics, of “Benard
cells”, which formed the basis of his 1901 PhD dissertation “Cellular Eddies in a
Horizontal Liquid Layer”, at the College of France. Benard cells later became the classic
example of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine's 1960s theory of "dissipative structures".

External links
● Henri Benard – Wikipedia.

Bénard cells
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In science, Bénard cells are ordered
hexagonal convection cells or
atomic-molecular structures that
spontaneously form in viscous
mediums, such as silicon oil or
whale oil, when placed on a hot
plate and heated past a bifurcation
point into the turbulent flow
regime.

History

Top left: top view photo of Benard cells: showing their hexagonal shape. Bottom left: a

The cells are named after French
diagram showing heat flow. Middle: a Benard cell internal atomic or molecular
physicist Henri Bénard, who, in
movement flow diagram, showing how the cooling mechanism. Right: a Pareto social
pyramid, showing Vilfredo Pareto’s 1902 conception of “circulation of elites”, over time,
completing his PhD dissertation
in a given hierarchied social system, akin to a social Benard cell, as Fritjof Capra (1996)
"Cellular Eddies in a Horizontal
likes to theorize, wherein more agitated human molecules (e.g. first generation
Liquid Layer", conducted the first
millionaires) tend to move up the spinning top social pyramid, and less agitated human
experiments on them in 1900. [1]
The Bénard cell phenomenon is the molecules (e.g. silver spoon babies) tend to move down, through generations.
model for the now-famous conception of "far-from-equilibrium" invented by Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine in the
1970s, in "ordered structures" (models for organized life) are said to "spontaneously" form, at a point far away from
equilibrium (high heat flow). These types of structures are termed dissipative structures, and are supposedly
representative of things such as evolution and the formation of human societies, and thus are said to give resolution
to the tendency to disorder aspects (view) of the second law.

Anthropomorphic thermodynamics
In the 1970s, Bénard cells began to be popularized by Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine, who used them as an example of
“dissipative structures”, being a type of ordered structure that forms according to his entropy generation version of
the second law of thermodynamics. This was soon parlayed into a thermodynamic model of the evolution of life. [2]
In the reading accounts of Bénard structure formation in reference to evolution, on the logic of Prigogine, one will
often find anthropomorphic accounts or descriptions of molecular behavior in the region of heat flow. In the 1996
book The Web of Life, Austrian-born American theoretical physicist Fritjof Capra tells us that: [3]
“Prigogine’s detailed analysis of Bénard cells showed that as the system moves farther away from equilibrium, it
reaches a critical point of instability, at which the ordered hexagonal pattern emerges” and that, during convection,
“heat is transferred by the coherent motion of large numbers of molecules.”
(add discussion)

Gradient-dissipation theory
In the early 1990s, American ecologists Eric Schneider and James Kay built on early
data from silicon oil Bénard cells experiments to postulate an entropy production,
exergy consumption theory of biological order formation in the heat gradient from
the sun. Specifically, using a nonequilibrium extension of the second law, of the
William Thomson / Ilya Prigogine energy dissipation variety, to graphical calculations
of theirs done on heat flow through silicon oil in turbulent flow regime, they argue
that spontaneous organizations appear in the fluid, which act to degrade the heat
flow gradient across a fluid layer. They then extend this postulate to be a pervading
regulatory behavior in the whole of the biosphere.
In particular, using the 1957 experimental data from the PhD dissertation of
German researcher P. L. Silveston, in 1994, Schneider and Kay start with the
generalized Prigoginean thermodynamics perspective that when a system is removed
far from equilibrium by subjecting it to a stress, it will often undergo a transition from
a spatially uniform state to a patterned state of spatial variation, but add to it that
both “entropy production and exergy destruction occur” during the heat transfer
process across the fluid layer, and that the “emergence of the ordered structures
(Bénard cells)”, at a Rayleigh number (a dimensionless number for a fluid associated
with the transition of heat transfer from the form of conduction to convection) of
about 1760, results in such a manner to act to dissipate more energy. [5] In other
words, the ordered structures emerge to act more effective energy dissipaters,
consuming energy in the form of increased entropy production and decrease exergy
(available work) consumption.

Diagram of the internal heat
convection structure of Benard
cells from Richard Coren’s 2006
chapter “The Challenge to
Evolution”; adjacent to 2010
video overview of Benard cells.
[6]
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In the early 2000s, Schneider continued his writing on this subject, but in coordination with Dorian Sagan. In their
2005 book Into the Cool - Energy Flow, Thermodynamics, and Life, for instance, they state: [4]
“In Bénard systems molecules come together, organize, and allow heat to flow more efficiently into the cool … [but]
these organisms of physics do not have the capacity, as true organisms do, to seek out new gradients to support their
nonequilibrium organization.”
They argue further that “neither the first law of thermodynamics nor the second law is violated during the formation
of these nonliving cells”, but rather, “the quality of energy (engineers call it exergy) is degraded as self-like entities
form.”
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External links
● Benard cells – Wikipedia.

Benguigui, Lucien
In thermodynamics, Lucien Benguigui (1936-) is a French-Israeli physicist noted for []

Overview
In 2013, Benguigui, in his Hmolpedia-cited article “The Different Paths to Entropy”,
mentioned the 1902 “What is Entropy Debate?”, Austrian physicist Ludwig
Boltzmann's definition of entropy, American electrical engineer Willard Gibbs
supposed three definitions of entropy, quantum thermodynamics definition of
entropy (von Neumann entropy), etc., and on the subject of human thermodynamics,
about which he seems to be a detractor, he cites American mechanical engineer Bill
Nye’s 1993 definition: “the application of mathematical formula of thermodynamics
to the economic and social sciences like car wreck behavior, politics, the process of
falling in love”, about which Benguigui comments: [1]
“Not all these [human] applications [of entropy] have a real rational basis connected
firmly with physical laws.”
Benguigui, in email communication with American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, elaborated on this comment
that: [2]
“About the entropy: If you want to use the concept of entropy outside physics you have to define it precisely what it
is in a new context. Until now entropy receives precise definitions only in the frame of physics, so you cannot use it
outside of physics.”
(add discussion)

Discussion
To cite a converse view, from one of his own countryman, in 2010 Russian-born Israeli chemical engineer Alec
Groysman, in his conference presentation “Use of Art Media in Engineering and Scientific Education”, cites the
entropy based human chemistry work of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, along with the earlier
affinity chemistry based human chemistry theories of German polymath Johann Goethe, and gives his opinion that
these perspectives should be taught alongside and within the modern chemical engineering curriculum. Likewise,
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fellow countryman Israeli physical chemist Arieh Ben-Naim, whom Benguigui mentions in passing, in his 2012 book
Entropy and the Second Law, cites Swedish physical chemist Sture Nordholm who in 1997 equated energy with
wealth and entropy with freedom. [5] Hence, we seem to see a difference in opinion: Benguigui believing, possibly
similar to Philip Moriarty (see: Moriarty-Thims debate), that entropy does not apply to the humanities, whereas
Nordholm, Groysman, Thims, and possibly Ben-Naim believing it does.

Education
Benguigui completed his PhD in 1969 with a dissertation on “Ferroelectric and Antifferoelctic properties of some
Perovskites”, presented at Paris. [2] Benguigui, as of 2012, is a professor emeritus, specializing in the field of
condensed matter and materials physics, of the physics department of Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa,
Israel. [3]
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External links
● Lucien Benguigui (facuty) – Technion, Israel Institute of Technology.

Beniger, James
In hmolscience, James Ralph Beniger (1946-2010) was an American sociologist noted, in
sociological thermodynamics, for his 1986 life is an anti-entropy phenomena supposition.

Overview
In 1986, Beniger, in his The Control Revolution, situated the view that “the one true test of all
living systems is the persistence of [their] organization counter to entropy”; the basic message of
the book is captured in the following excerpt: [1]
“A system can sustain work only if its internal energy is purposively organized in a heat gradient,
as, for example, in the steam engine, which inspired early work on thermodynamics. Only living
systems can maintain and even increase such organization—to work as if guided by some vitalist equivalent of
Maxwell’s demon. This does not mean that life decreases entropy in the universe, however, but only within its own
systems and only by increasing entropy in the matter it consumes. Hence all living systems, including human
societies, must be seen as eddies in the entropic stream—as countercurrents resisting for a time the rush of the
universe toward final heat death.”
The thermodynamic content of the book, however, seems to be rather elementary. The second law, for example, is
defined as follows: “the so-called principle of the degradation of energy [states that] a system’s energy cannot be
converted from one form to another—including work—without decreasing it organization and hence ability to do
further work.” This, certainly, is one of the more incorrect and mis-convoluted of the many statements of the second
law, being what seems to be a haphazard mixture of the 1860s Kelvin verbal dissipation views and 1900 Planck
system disorder views of the second law. He also defines the first law as the statement that matter and energy
cannot be created nor destroyed. Matter, of course, is not a part of the statement of the second law. His basic
message is that, because of the laws of thermodynamics, societies must be open systems. He cites Arthur Eddington,
Leo Szilard, and Norbert Wiener as main references and spends a good amount of time talking about Maxwell’s
demon.

Education
Beniger completed his BA in history from Harvard University and an MS in statistics, and MA and PhD in sociology, all
from the University of California, Berkeley. [2] He presently is a professor of communications and sociology at the
University of Sothern California, Los Angeles.
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Further reading
● Beniger, James R. (1986). The Control Revolution: Technological and Economic Origins of the Information Society
(thermodynamics, pgs. 36-37, 45-47, 55). Harvard University Press.

External links
● Beniger, James R. (James Ralph) (1946-2010) – WorldCat Identities.

Benjamin, Walter
In human chemistry, Walter Benjamin (1892-1940) was a German literary critic noted
for his 1921 essay “Goethe’s Elective Affinities”, first published by Hugo von
Hofmannsthal in the Neue Deutsche Beitrage (1924/25), wherein he digs in to some of
the meat and criticism of German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry
based novella Elective Affinities (see: Goethe timeline). [1] American Goethean scholar
Astrida Tantillo, in her 2001 book Goethe’s Elective Affinities and the Critics, describes
Benjamin as “by far the most influential critic of Goethe’s Die Wahlverwandtschaften in
the twentieth century.” [2]
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External links
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Bennett, Charles
In hmolscience, Charles Bennett (1943-) is an American computational molecular
dynamics researcher noted, in computer thermodynamics, whose name is oft-cited in
discussions about information, energy, and entropy.

Overview
In circa 1970, Bennett came across one of German-born Rolf Landauer’s 1961 paper on
an attempt to prove experimentally American chemical engineer John Neumann’s 1949
folklore lecture comment that:
“A computer operating at a temperature T must dissipate at least kT ln 2 of energy per
elementary act of information, that is, per elementary decision of a two-way alternative
and per elementary transmittal of one unit of information.”
Bennett then began working on this problem on his own and in 1973, in his own words,
“showed that general purpose computation can be performed by a logically and thermodynamically reversible
apparatus, one which is able to operate with arbitrarily little energy dissipation per step because it avoids throwing
away information about past logical states.” This statement, however, seems to be a mistranslation of
thermodynamics, according to which the second law states that all natural processes are irreversible. In the 1970s, he
did work on constructing or theorizing about an “irreversible computer”, i.e. one that does not show an entropy
increase during computation processes, such as in the erasure of one bit of information. His 1988 article “Notes on
the History of Reversible Computation”, gives a fairly decent summary of the history of the overlap of ideas on
information, entropy, and computer processing theory. In 1982, Bennett proposed a reinterpretation of Maxwell’s
demon, attributing its inability to break the second law to an irreducible thermodynamic cost of destroying, rather
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than acquiring, information. In 1987, Bennett gave an artistic rendition of Szilard's demon. [3]

Soul weighting
See main: Soul weight

American chemical engineer Gerard Nahum 1988 article “A Proposal for Testing the Energetics of Consciousness and
its Physical Foundation” cites Bennett, along with Claude Shannon (1949) and Alvin Weinberg (1982), as being
justification for the view that the following expression:

quantifies heat loss per loss of bit of information in the nervous system, and uses this equation as a means to justify
the idea that the soul of the person can be quantified and measured at the time of death. [2]

Education
Bennett competed his PhD in 1970 on molecular dynamic studies, specifically computer simulation of molecular
motion, at Harvard University.
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Bent, Henry
In hmolscience, Henry Albert Bent (1926-2015) was an American physical chemist
noted for his 1965 book The Second Law, for his 1971 article “Haste Makes Waste:
Pollution and Entropy”, in which he attempts at a connection between the
maintenance of the environment and entropy, and for his human thermodynamics
education stylized workshops, where he attempted to educate students on how to live
ethically according to the laws of thermodynamics. [1]

Overview
In 1962, Bent conceived of a global entropy analysis approach used to assess the
spontaneity of physicochemical processes. [2] In 1977, in the context of philosophical
thermodynamics, Bent coined the phrase “personal entropy ethic”, in an article
suggesting that to help in the energy crises one needs to be ethical in the energetic
aspects of life based on their knowledge of the second law of thermodynamics.
Specifically, in stead of a national energy policy, Bent states: [3]
“What we need is a personal entropy ethic.”
In art thermodynamics, that year, Bent was on the road conducting “Thermodynamics, Art, Poetry, and the
Environment” workshops for the Office of Science Education, discussing with students, for instance, a critique on the
commandment “thou shalt not unnecessarily create entropy”, among other subjects. [4]
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Education
Bent, of note, is the son of American chemist Henry E. Bent, was a professor of physical chemistry at North Carolina
State University and at University of Pittsburgh, who taught his a great deal of chemistry, e.g. he gave a regular
chemistry Christmas lecture. Bent completed his BS in physical chemistry at Oberlin and his PhD in 1952, with a
dissertation on “Decomposition of Molten Ammonium Nitrate”, at the University of California, Berkeley. [5]
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Bentham, Jeremy
In hmolscience, Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) (IQ:180|#106) was English jurist and
philosopher notable for introduced the ‘utilitarianism’ system of morality in 1789, a
model later developed further by John Mill, who was educated by his father, with the
advice and assistance of Bentham and Francis Place. In Stark classification, Bentham is
classified as being a secondary form of mechanistic social thought. Bentham was also
involved a noted two cultures stylized debate with English poet-philosopher Samuel
Coleridge (Coleridge noted for his participation in the 1833 Whewell-Coleridge debate,
as a result of which the term "scientist", distinguished from that of the natural
philosopher, was coined). [1]In 1962, English literary critic F.R. Leavis, in his attack on
English physicist C.P. Snow and his two cultures discussions, humorously characterized
Snow as the spokesperson for “the 'technologio-Benthamite' reduction of human
experience." [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Philosophical radicalism is nothing but an attempt to apply the principles of Newton to the affairs of politics and
morals.”
— Jeremy Bentham (c.1810) [2]
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Bentley, Arthur
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In human physics, Arthur Bentley (1870-1927) was and American political scientist and
philosopher noted for []

Overview
In 1906, Bentley, in his The Process of Government: a Study of Social Pressures, as cited by Cynthia
Russett (1966), outlined the following force/pressure view of government: [1]
“The phenomena of government are from start to finish phenomena of force. But force is an
objectionable word. In the first place, it is apt here, as in the natural sciences, to lead its users into
metaphysical quagmires. In the second place, it is too closely identified with so-called ‘physical
force’ and too apt to be understood as in opposition to non-force factors of a sympathetic or moral or ideal nature;
and this even while these latter factors are actually being treated as themselves very powerful agents in social
process.
I prefer to use the word pressure instead of force, since it keeps the attention closely directed upon the groups
themselves, instead of upon any mystical ‘realities’ assumed to be underneath and supporting them; and since its
connotation is not limited to the narrowly ‘physical’. We frequently talk of ‘bring pressure to bear’ upon someone,
and we can use the word here with but slight extension beyond this common meaning.
Pressure, as we shall use it, is always a group phenomenon. It indicates the push and resistance between groups.
The balance of the group pressures is the existing state of a society. Pressure is broad enough to include all forms of
group influence upon group, from battle and riot to abstract reasoning and sensitive morality. It takes upon itself
‘moral energy’ and the finest discriminations of conscience as easily as bloodthirsty lust for power. It allows for
humanitarian movements as easily as for political corruption. Groups exert their pressure, whether they find
expression thought representative opinion groups or whether they are silent, not indeed with the same technique,
not with the same palpable results, but in just as real a way. The tendencies to activity are pressures as well as the
more visible activities.”
Bentley goes onto summarize, somewhere, that “all phenomena of government are phenomena of groups pressing
one another.” [2]
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Bergman
In mononyms, Bergman (CR:188) is the surname of Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman (1735-1784); citation of his
name tends to be in reference to his 1775 A Dissertation on Elective Attractions.

Related | Articles
The following are the Bergman-related articles:
● Bergman's affinity table
● Bergman's chemical signs explained
● Bergman's reaction diagrams

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“The moral symbols of the natural sciences are the elective affinities discovered and employed by the great
Bergman.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), comment to Friedrich Riemer, Jul 24

“Goethe’s usage of the term ‘elective affinity’, culled from Bergman’s 1775 De Attractionibus Electivis (German
translation, 1785), referred to the tendency of certain chemical species to form pairs. When extended to the sphere
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of interpersonal relationships, as is done in Goethe’s novel, this has implications for the view on the human as such. If
persons behave like chemical species, their behavior must to some extent be pre-determined, with no room for free
will. Goethe’s thinking on these matters must be viewed in relation to Schelling’s philosophy of nature, in which the
sphere of nature and the sphere of human consciousness are seen as continuous.”
— Frode Pedersen (2011), “Demonic Affinities: On Goethe's Die Wahlverwandtschaften” [1]

“Bergman was to Goethe, as Gibbs is to Thims.”
— Libb Thims (2015), mental synopsis note arisen amid writing of posthumous genius page, 1:39PM CST Nov 9
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Bergman, Torbern
In science, Torbern Olof Bergman (1735-1784) was a Swedish chemist noted for the
publication of his 1775 textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, which contains
what has come to be called "Bergman's affinity table", a 59-column 50-row affinity
table, the largest ever assembled, and "Bergman's affinity reaction diagrams". [1] The
table was an expanded and advanced version of French chemist Étienne Geoffroy's
famous 1718 affinity table. [5]

Bergman chemical symbol notation
See main: Bergman chemical symbol notation

Bergman was the first to represent individual chemical species generically using letters,
A or B, and to represent combined species (bonded species) using adjacent letters, as
in AB; the latter of which is the prototype to the notion of the chemical bond. [6]

Human chemistry
See: Human chemistry

Bergman's textbook later served as a foundation for German polymath Johann Goethe's theories on human chemical
affinities as outlined in his 1809 publication Elective Affinities, the founding book of the science of human chemistry.
[2] In particular, a year before publication Goethe, who had been studying chemistry for a period of forty-years, told
his friend Riemer that ‘his idea for the new novella was to portray social relationships and their conflicts symbolically’,
as in a, b, ac, abd, abcd, etc., a statement in reference to a Scottish physician and chemist William Cullen’s 1757
pioneering development of affinity reaction diagrams (of which 64 such diagrams were made in Bergman's textbook):

in which, for instance, as diagrammed above, if chemical species A and B are attached in a weakly bonded chemical
union, signified by the bonding bracket “{“, ordered such that if species C were introduced into the system, the
greater affinity preference of A for C would cause A to displace B and to thus form a new union with C, which equates
to the following in modern terms:

AB + C → AC + B
and that furthermore, according to Goethe: [3]
“The moral symbols used in the natural sciences were the elective affinities discovered and employed by the great
Bergman.”
In other words, what is moral or amoral, in Goethe’s view, is a point of view inherent in the laws of chemistry
according to which species react.

Education
Influenced by his parents, Bergman initially studied theology and philosophy but in secret also mathematics, physics
and astronomy. Bergman's broad interest in the natural sciences also brought him in contact with Carl Linnaeus, who
became his teacher, who became convinced that Bergman had a great talent for entomology. Linnaeus's famed
classification scheme was said to be the inspiration for Bergman creation of similar binomial Latin names like acidum
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aereum for OCO in 1773 and scores of base + acid-adjective combinations like argentum natratum (AgNO3), calx
aerata (CaCO3), cuprum saltium (CuCl2), and zincum vitriolatum (ZnSO4) in 1775. [6]
Between 1754-1757 Bergman finished his dissertations in astronomy and physics. The latter achievement
rendered him a senior lectureship in physics. In 1764 the newly elected member of the Swedish Academy of Sciences
found himself in a quandary about the choice for his inaugural speech. To general astonishment he chose: "The
possibility of avoiding the deleterious effects of thunder". In 1767 a vacancy occurred for the professorship in
chemistry at Uppsala University. Bergman's application for the chair only one work in chemistry was included.
Fortunately for chemistry Bergman nevertheless obtained the position thanks to the personal intervention by King
Gustav III on Bergman's behalf. Within a few years Bergman was established as one of the leading chemists in Europe.
His zest for research was immense. Moreover he was a very distinguished teacher. As has been shown, Bergman's
scientific contributions were strongly connected with analytical chemistry. [4]
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Bergman’s affinity table
In affinity chemistry, Bergman’s affinity table is a 1775, 59-column 50-row, affinity table, found in appendixes (as
attached foldout sheets) in the chemistry textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, by Swedish chemist Torbern
Bergman, showing the majority of the main chemical reactions, known at the time, in the "wet way" (aqueous
reactions) and "dry way" (heated reactions), ordered according to affinity preference. The table is shown below and
below the table is Bergman's "chemical signs explained" table: [1]
http://www.eoht.info/page/Bergman%E2%80%99s+affinity+table

Bergman's chemical signs explained
In affinity chemistry, Bergman’s chemical signs explained is an appendix table to Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's
1775 physical chemistry textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, explaining the various chemical symbols and
species found in his affinity table (see: Bergman's affinity table) and affinity reaction diagrams (see: Bergman's
reaction diagrams). [1]
http://www.eoht.info/page/Bergman%27s+chemical+signs+explained

Bergman’s reaction diagrams
In affinity chemistry, Bergman’s affinity reaction diagrams are a set of 64 affinity reactions, diagrammed in the
Cullen reaction diagram style, of various wet and dry reactions, as published in Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman’s
1775 chemistry textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, table I, as shown below (2625x1698px). Bergman's
reaction diagrams are themselves derived from Cullen's reaction diagrams, both of which are precursors to modern
chemical equations. Of note these 64 reactions served as the theoretical basis to the 36 human chemical reactions
presented in German writer Johann Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities. [2]
http://www.eoht.info/page/Bergman%E2%80%99s+reaction+diagrams
(add)
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Bergson, Henri
In evolution thermodynamics, Henri Bergson (1858-1941) was a French philosopher
noted for his 1907 book Creative Evolution, in which he mixes in thermodynamic
principles in passing. The following is a representative excerpt:
“The truth is that life is possible wherever energy descends the incline indicated by
Carnot’s law and where a cause of inverse direction can retard the descent—that is to
say, probably, in all the worlds suspended from all the stars.”
American philosopher Irwin Edman gave the following synopsis of Bergson in the
foreword section to the 1944 reprint of Creative Evolution: [6]
“Bergson was a philosopher who seemed to have found critical circumvention of
mechanistic science and a new and poetic support for belief in God, in free will, and
even, though in somewhat Pickwickian sense, in immortality.”
The book was very influential to those as French religious philosopher Pierre Teilhard and Belgian thermodynamicist
Ilya Prigogine, both of which were subsequently driven by it to develop thermodynamic-based theories of evolution.
Bergson was awarded the 1927 Nobel Prize in Literature for his Creative Evolution. [1] Bergson won the 1927 Nobel
Prize in literature for his work.

Education
Early in his youth, Bergson was a disciple of Herbert Spencer, but soon felt that there was something inadequate or
artificial about the sterility of scientific laws. [6] Bergson completed his undergraduate work in philosophy in 1881
(age 22) at the Ecole Normale Superieure and his PhD in philosophy at the University of Paris in 1889 (age 30) for a
dissertation on Time and Free Will along with a short thesis on Aristotle. Thereafter he worked as a professor of
philosophy.

Time
In Bergson’s Time and Free Will, written during the years 1883 to 1887 and originally published in 1889, according to
Gilbert Lewis, he split the time-concept into two distinct ideas. [8]

Influences
The fundamental task of Creative Evolution was to develop a real, dynamic temporality into the study of life. One of
the first English translations (1911), done by Arthur Mitchell, was done at the behest of William James, who had
begun expressing admiration for this work one of the chapters to his 1909 lecture series A Pluralistic Universe. [7]
The result of this effort was said to have “inspired” Ilya Prigogine to reconsider the foundations of
thermodynamics, work for which he later won the 1977 Nobel Prize in chemistry. [2] In his Nobel lecture, Prigogine
recalled: “Since my adolescence, I have read many philosophical texts. I still remember the spell L'Évolution Créatrice
cast on me. More specifically, I felt that some essential message was embedded, still to be made explicit, in Bergson’s
remark: ‘the more deeply we study the nature of time, the better we understand that duration means invention,
creation of forms, continuous elaboration of absolutely new.’” [3] For Pierre Teilhard, Creative Evolution and its élan
vital or vital impetus was the "catalyst of a fire which devoured already its heart and its spirit."
Bergson sees a view of history as a stage where both human creativity and evolution do not always prevail.
Evolution, in particular, is not seen by Bergson as an unqualified success, in that everywhere there are “arrests”,
“setbacks”, “turnings aside”. These failures, according to American philosopher and Bergson historian Pete Gunter,
are seen by Bergson as being due to “the omnipresence of entropy: a measure of the loss of potential energy
wherever actual energy is expended.” When this loss is universalized, according to Gunter, it represents, to Bergson,
the resulting effect of the second law of thermodynamics.

Elan vital
Subsequently, to rectify the contrast between the perpetual breaking down of matter and the continual building up
of life as seen in the process of evolution, Bergson postulates a life force or élan vital often translated as “vital
impetus”, which supposedly pushes evolution to higher levels of dynamic form, prevailing over what is considered as
“entropy’s constant undertow”. [2] In commentary on this theory, British biologist Julian Huxley remarked that
Bergson’s élan vital is no better an explanation of life than is explaining the operation of a railway engine by its élan
locomotif ("locomotive driving force") or specifically: [4]
“To say that biological progress is explained by the élan vital is to say that the movement of the train is ‘explained’ by
an élan locomotif of the engine.”
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In the correct sense, the thermodynamic “driving force” of both the train and the biological process is the Gibbs free
energy of the respective chemical reactions, specifically the workable energy released due to the affinities of the
reactants; biological species in the evolution sense and hydrocarbons and oxygen species in the combustions sense.
[5]

Bergson’s evolution thermodynamics
In his writings, Bergson outlined a loose theme of evolution thermodynamics. Bergson, however, seemed to have
only a superficial knowledge of thermodynamics, but does mention Carnot, Clausius, and Boltzmann. He only uses the
word “entropy” once. [6] He subtly seems to intermix thermodynamic terminology without explicit mention. In
reference to the Clausius’ topic “irreversibility” and Gibbs’ theory of “state”, for instance, Bergson elaborates on the
view that “our personality, which is being built up each instant with its accumulated experience, changes without
ceasing … by changing, it prevents any state, although superficially identical with another, form ever repeating it in its
very depth: that is why our duration is irreversible. We could not live over again a single moment, for we should have
to begin by effacing the memory of all that had followed.” [6]
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Berkeley, George
In philosophy, George Berkeley (1685-1753) (IQ:185|#73) (SN:52) was Irish-born
English philosopher, a top 20 Cox IQ genius (190|12), a top 20 Western philosopher
(#14), according to Charles Murray (2002) space allocation rankings, a Stokes 100 (#44),
noted, in hmolscience, for some type of Newtonian sociology, derogated by Pitirim
Sorokin (1928), but defended by Bernard Cohen (1994).

Moral attraction | Social gravity
In 1713, Berkeley published a 5-page essay entitled “Moral Attraction”, wherein he
attempted to adapt Newtonian terminology to a psychological interpretation of social
processes, via an earlier version of social gravitation theory. [1] The following are a few
noted statements from this essay:
“Now, if we carry our thoughts from the corporeal [planetary] to the moral world, we
may observe in the spirits or minds of men a like principle of [gravitational] attraction,
whereby they are drawn together in communities, clubs, families, friendships, and all
the various species of society.”
“The several great bodies which compose the solar system are kept from joining together at the common center of
gravity by the rectilinear motions the author of nature has impressed on each of them; which, concurring with the
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attractive principle, form their respective orbits round the sun: upon the ceasing of which motions, the general law of
gravitation that is now thwarted would show itself by drawing them all into one mass. After the same manner, in the
parallel case of society, private passions and motions of the soul do often obstruct the operation of that benevolent
uniting instinct implanted in human nature; which, notwithstanding, doth still exert, and will not fail to show itself
when those obstructions are taken away.”
As to the nature of the soul, Berkeley has the following to say:
“The mutual gravitation of bodies cannot be explained any other way than by resolving it into the immediate
operation of god, who never ceases to dispose and actuate his creatures in a manner suitable to their respective
beings. So neither can that reciprocal attraction in the minds of men be accounted for by any other cause. It is not the
result of education, law, or fashion; but is a principle originally engrafted in the very first formation of the soul by the
author of our nature. And as the attractive power in bodies is the most universal principle which produceth
innumerable effects, and is a key to explain the various phenomena of nature; so the corresponding social appetite in
human souls is the great spring and source of moral actions. ”
The following seems to be Berkeley’s jab at utilitarianism theory:
“To the intention of the author of our being, who aims at the common good of his creatures, and as an indication of
his will, hath implanted the seeds of mutual benevolence in our souls; the interest, because the good of the whole is
inseparable from that of the parts; in promoting therefore the common good, everyone doth at the same time
promote his own private interest.”

Sorokin
In 1928, Russian-born American sociologist Pitirim Sorokin, in his infamous “The Mechanistic School” chapter, of his
Contemporary Sociological Theories, gave the following summary of Berkeley: [3]
“Along the lines of social physics of the seventeenth century George Berkeley constructed his theory of moral
attraction and social stability. According to his ‘social physics’, physical gravitation has its analogue. The centrifugal
forces are manifest in the form of egoism, which drives persons apart; while the social instincts correspond to the
centripetal forces, because they draw persons together. Society is stable when the centripetal forces are greater than
centrifugal. The role of physical mass in social mechanics is played by the population; the role of physical distance, by
the homogeneity or heterogeneity of individuals.”
Sorokin, here, clearly reads Berkeley more than what he seems to have said.

Cohen
In 1994, American science historian Bernard Cohen had the following sharp words to say about Sorokin’s review: [4]
“The eminent sociologist Pitirim Sorokin translated Berkeley’s correct Newtonian physics into a hodgepodge of
incorrect pre-Newtonian explanations. Sorokin not only would have Berkeley make use of the misleading notion of a
balance of centrifugal and centripetal forces, but continued his travesty by saying that Berkeley concluded that
‘society is stable when the centripetal forces are greater than the centrifugal’. This is plainly nonsense even in preNewtonian physics; if the centripetal forces should be greater than the centrifugal forces, then obviously there would
be no stability but an instability, a lack of balance or equilibrium, and a result motion inward, as Berkeley clearly
stated would be the case under such circumstances.”
Cohen, in any event, in his followup “Newton and the Social Sciences” chapter spends time discussing what he refers
to as “Berkeley’s Newtonian sociology”, a term which seems but a stretch, given the terseness of Berkeley’s essay. [5]

Malebranche
In circa 1710, Berkeley entered into some type of interview with French philosopher Nicholas Malebranche, which
turned into some type of notable metaphysical argument.
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the Missing Paradigm”, in: Natural Images in Economic Thought: Markets Read in Tooth and Claw (editor: Philip
Mirowski) (§3). Cambridge University Press.
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Berlin school of
thermodynamics
In thermodynamics schools, the Berlin school of
thermodynamics is a set of teachings and students centered
around the thermodynamics work of German physicist
Hermann Helmholtz, beginning in 1847, and Rudolf Clausius,
beginning in about 1850, at the University of Berlin.

Overview
In 1831, German chemist and physicist Heinrich Magnus, who
previously had studied at Berlin, but then ventured to to
Stockholm to work under Swedish chemist Jacob Berzelius, and
later to Paris, where he studied for a while under Frenchmen
The University of Berlin, about 1850, the home to the
chemist and physicist Joseph Gay-Lussac and chemist Louis
Berlin school of thermodynamics. [3]
Thénard, returned to Berlin as lecturer on technology and
physics at the university of Berlin. In 1834 he became assistant professor of physics and technology in the university
there and in 1845 was appointed professor.
Among other subjects he studied include: the expansion of gases by heat (1841–1844), the vapor pressures of
water and various solutions (1844–1854), thermoelectricity (1851), electrolysis (1856), induction of currents (18581861), conduction of heat in gases (1860), polarization of heat (1866–1868) and the deflection of projectiles from
firearms. From 1861 onwards he devoted much attention to the question of diathermancy in gases and vapours,
especially to the behavior in this respect of dry and moist air, and to the thermal effects produced by the
condensation of moisture on solid surfaces.
In 1844, German Rudolf Clausius graduated from the University of Berlin where he studied mathematics and
physics under Magnus, among others. In 1847, after receiving his doctorate from the University of Halle, Clausius
became professor of physics at the Royal Artillery and Engineering School in Berlin and Privatdozent at the Berlin
University. Between the years 1871, at which time Helmholtz became professor of physics at the university, to 1931,
where Walther Nernst formulated his theory on the zero entropy condition at at absolute zero temperature, the
University of Berlin was the world’s leading institute for thermodynamics and has science come to be known as the
"Berlin school of thermodynamics". [1] All three fundamental principles, energy conservation by Hermann Helmholtz,
the principle of entropy by Rudolf Clausius, and the zero entropy condition at absolute zero temperature by Nernst
were established while their inventors were connected to this institute. [2]
Helmholtz, together with Clausius, founded the Berlin School of
Thermodynamics where he succeeded Heinrich Magnus as the director of
the Physical Institute. The influence of this school on the development of
thermodynamics was crucial; to name a few other famous scientists
connected to this school: August Horstmann, a former student of
Clipping from the 1991 European Journal of Helmholtz, who was the first to incorporate Clausius' thermodynamical
Physics article “Grand Schools of Physics:
theories into chemistry, Max Planck, who seeded the quantum revolution
The Berlin School of Thermodynamics
on Boltzmann's statistical thermodynamics, Albert Einstein, Erwin
founded by Helmholtz and Clausius” by
Schrödinger, and Leo Szilard, to name a few. Between 1866 and 1869,
Werner Ebeling and Dieter Hoffman. [2]
American mathematical engineer Willard Gibbs spent a year each at Paris,
Berlin, and Heidelberg, where he came into contact with Helmholtz and Clausius.
Two others connected with the Berlin school include German mathematician Constantin Caratheodory, a student
at the university in 1900 and later a lecturer, and Hungarian-born American mathematician and chemical engineer
John Neumann, who taught there between 1926 and 1930.
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Berlioz, Hector
In human chemistry, Hector Berlioz (1803-1869) was a French composer noted for his
1854 "human molecule" terminology usage.

Overview
In 1854, Berloiz used the term ‘molécules humaines’ (human molecules), as found his
book Evenings with the Orchestra, used to refer to the children of St. Paul’s Cathedral,
and their shimmering outfits, as resembling a larger shimmering crystal. The specific
passage is: [1]
“I was indeed in London in early June last year, when a fragment of the newspaper, fell
by chance into my hands, told me that Anniversary meeting of the Charily children
would take place in the church Saint Paul. I immediately began looking for a ticket, after
many letters and approaches I finally get to the kindness of Mr. Gosse, the first organist
of the cathedral. At ten o'clock in the morning, the crowd thronged the streets of the
church, I succeeded, not without difficulty, to cross. Once in the organ loft for the
singers of the chapel, men and children, numbering seventy, I received a bass part that I begged to sing with them,
and it took me a surplice endorse, not to destroy, in my black suit, white suit harmony of the other singers. Thus
disguised as a clergyman, I waited what was going to speak with a certain emotion wave, caused by what I saw. Nine
amphitheaters nearly vertical, each of sixteen steps, stood in the center of the monument, under the dome and
under the arch of the east front of the organ to receive the children. Six of the dome formed a sort of circus hexagon,
open only to the east and west. This latest opening left an inclined plane, leading up to the top of the main gate, and
already covered with a huge audience, who could thus, benches, even the most remote, to see and hear everything
perfectly. To the left of the forum we occupied before the organ, a platform waiting seven or eight players of
trumpets and timpani. On this platform, a large mirror was placed so as to reflect, for musicians, the chorus master of
movement, scoring far away in a corner beneath the dome, overlooking the whole mass choir. This mirror was also
used to guide the organist backs to the choir. Banners planted around the amphitheater which was almost the
sixteenth tier capitals of the colonnade, indicating instead that would occupy the various schools, and bore the
names of parishes or parts of London to which they belong.
Upon entry of groups of children, the compartments of amphitheaters, will populate successively from top to
bottom, formed a singular look, recalling the spectacle in the microscopic world of the phenomenon of crystallization.
The needles of this crystal of human molecules, still heading in the center of the circumference, were of two colors,
hleufoncé in the habit of small boys on the steps from above, and the white robe and headdress girls occupying the
lower ranks. In addition, the boys on their jackets, each plate of polished copper, the other a silver medal, their
movements were flickering light reflected from the ornaments of metal, to produce the effect of a thousand sparks
extinguishing and relighting every moment on the dark background of the table.
The appearance of the scaffolding covered by the girls was even more curious, green and pink ribbons that adorn
the head and neck of these small white blank look exactly like this were part of the lecture to a mountain covered
with snow, through which show themselves here and there the grass and flowers. Add the various nuances that
melted away in the twilight of the incline where the audience sat, draped in the red chair of the Archbishop of
Cantorhéry, benches ornate Lord Mayor and the English aristocracy on the square below the dome, then at the other
end and the top golden pipes of the organ, just imagine this beautiful church of St. Paul, the largest in the world after
St. Peter, while framing the and you will still only a very faint outline of this incomparable show. And everywhere an
order, a meditation, serenity which doubled the magic. There is no staging, however admirable they may be, that can
never approach this reality that I think I have seen in a dream by now.”
(add discussion)
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Bernal, John
In hmolscience, John Bernal (1901-1971), often cited as J.D. Bernal, was an Irish-born
English physicist noted, in animate thermodynamics, for his 1949 introduction of the
term "biopoesis", referring to a hypothetical three-step origin of life process, and for
his 1951 physical theory of the origin of life.

Overview
In 1949 (or before 1957), Bernal coined the term “biopoesis” (or biopoiesis), to refer to
the origin of life, i.e. life arising from non-living matter (e.g. simple organic
compounds), arguing that it occurred in three stages”: the origin of biological
monomers, the origin of biological polymers, and the evolution from the former two
into life (Ѻ); or Stage 1: Origin of bio molecules. Stage 2: Biological polymers. Stage 3:
Evolution to cell. (Ѻ)
In 1951, Bernal, in his The Physical Basis of Life, outlined the following theory: [1]
“Life is one member of a class of phenomena which are open or continuous reaction systems able to decrease their
internal entropy at the expense of free energy taken in from the environment and subsequently rejected in degraded
form.”
Hungarian-born American physicist Eugene Wigner (1961), supposedly, expressed a similar view. [2] Bernal's chemical
thermodynamic definition of life has been cited by those including: James Lovelock and Lynn Margulis, among others.
[3] Bernal, according to some accounts, is a said-to-be “two-cultures” genius. [4]

Eobiont
Bernal, at some point, seems to have either coined and or adopted the term “eobiont”, a conjunction of eo- [earliest
/ oldest] + -bio [life] + -nt [?], meaning “hypothetical precursor of living organisms in the chemical evolution
preceding the occurrence of life”. [5] Note, however, that other sources credit the coining of “eobiont” to British
biochemist and “dogmatic atheist” Norman Pirie (1907-1997); supposedly, and equivalent to Soviet biochemist
Alexander Oparin’s protobiont. [6] Pirie’s coining of the term was such that he used it to designate the entire process
of development from the evolution of organic out of inorganic compounds, including the production of the first
protoliving creature or "eobiont”. (Ѻ)
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In science, Claude Bernard (1813-1878) was a French physiologist, the "founder" of
general physiology, according to Lawrence Henderson (1927), noted for his views on
relation of chemistry, heat, and life. [7]

Overview
In circa 1870s, Bernard produced some ripe defunct theory of life like stylized
physiology works; some representative quotes are as follows:
“We must not read into [living organisms] either a chemical retort or a soul: we must
read into them what there is.”
— Claude Bernard (c.1870) [2]

“The metaphysical evolutive force by which we may characterize life is useless in
science, because, existing apart from physical forces, it can exercise no influence upon
them.”
— Claude Bernard (1878), Experimental Science [5]

On the subject of ‘life’, Bernard, according to American science historian Everett Mendelsohn (1964), gives
discussions of how the term ‘life’ is nothing but a word which means ignorance, but a term nevertheless closely
associated with heat. [1] French writer Emile Zola, in his literature chemistry essay “The Experimental Novel” (1880),
stated that his great source of inspiration as a novelist was Bernard, owing to his study of the chemistry of the body.

Henderson
Bernard's work on equilibrium physiology in the animal body, particularly his view that biology could profit from the
application of the rigorous methods of physics and chemistry, and its later exegesis by Walter Cannon, at Harvard,
became one of the two backbone theories, along side that of Willard Gibbs, employed by Lawrence Henderson. [3]

Praise | Tributes
The following are notes of praise or tribute:
“Claude Bernard—the successor to von Baer and Bichat—is a great man, whose purely mechanistic researches stand
at the foundation of many departments of physiology.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1917), The Order of Nature [4]

“Science was seen by Claude Bernard with clear but prophetic vision, for he live almost a half-century before his
time. He perceived that physiology rests securely upon the physico-chemical sciences, because all that these sciences
bring to light is true of organic as of inorganic phenomena. Also there is nothing but the difficulty of the task to hinder
the reduction of physiological processes to physical and chemical phenomena.”
— Lawrence Henderson (1927), “The Process of Scientific Discovery” [7]

“If Pareto had truly joined the social sciences to the natural sciences, an achievement Henderson very much wanted
to see, it is only to be expected that he would put Pareto in the great company of Gibbs, Bernard, and even Newton.”
— Bernard Barber (1970), L.J. Henderson on the Social System [6]
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Bernard, Luther
In hmolscience, Luther Bernard (1881-1951) was an American sociologist noted for his
1911 critique of extreme positivism, of the Leon Winiarski kind.

Overview
In 1911, Bernard, in his “Theories of the End of Activity” section, to his PhD dissertation
The Transition to an Objective Standard of Social Control, gives a critical history of
positivism, from Thomas Hobbes, Rousseau, Lester Ward, Leon Winiarski, Albion Small,
among others. In 1932, Bernard was president (Ѻ) of the American Sociological
Association; thereby following in the footsteps of those including: Howard W. Odum
(1930), Charles Cooley (1918), Albion Small (1912-13), William Sumner (1908-09), and
Lester Ward (1906-07).

Quotes
The following are example quotes:
“Winiarski has gone to the metaphysically ridiculous in attempting to establish an identity between biologic energy
and feeling consciousness, thus reducing ‘egoism’ and ‘altruism’ to actual social forces, akin to the physical forces,
which will enable us to formulate an exact science of sociology.”
— Luther Bernard (1911), “Theories of End of Activity” [1]
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Berne, Eric
In psychological thermodynamics, Eric Berne (1910-1970) was Canadian-born American
psychiatrist noted for his best-selling 1964 book Games People Play: the Psychology of
Human Relationships, in which, building on the psychodynamic work of Sigmund Freud,
particularly his theory of ego states, he outlined a theory of social psychodynamics in
which each players motives depends on aspects of the mental states of the other
players in the game. [1] The following is noted passage:
“The eternal problem of the human being is how to structure his waking hours. In this
existential sense, the function of all social living is to lend mutual assistance for this
project.”
On this view, Berne focuses on the notion that stimulus-hunger through social
interaction is parallel to that of the hunger for food and that in the modern world, with
an over-abundance of food available to the average person, the former hunger takes
precedence in one’s waking hours.

Schiller | Love and hunger
Here, in Berne's keen discernment that in a world of abundant food, we are reminded of Friedrich Schiller's 1795
"The World Ways" poem about how love and hunger rule the world—a few oft-quoted versions of which shown
below—according to which, in a food-sated world, love is the sole thing that rules and hence we come to seek
solution to Berne's eternal problem of how to solve the nature of his so-called "ego games" in terms of the driving
forces of love and hate:
“Love and hunger rule the world.”
— Friedrich Schiller (1795), “The Philosophers” (Die Welteisen) (Ѻ); StatusMind.com (Ѻ)

“Love and hunger rule the world. Ergo, to rule the world, one must master love and hunger.”
— Yevgeny Zamyatin (1920), We

“The quantity '–ΔG' [is] the driving force of a [human chemical] reaction.”
— Gilbert Lewis (1923), Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances
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“Hunger and love are what moves the world.”
— Schiller (1795), quoted by Sigmund Freud, in Civilization and its Discontents (1930) (Ѻ), as basis if his drive theory (Ѻ)

or equivalently the quantity '–ΔG', as Lewis describes things, which naturally leads into a modern human chemical
thermodynamics based "ego states" reconceptualization.
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Bernfeld, Siegfried
In hmolscience, Siegfried Bernfeld (1892-1953) was a Ukrainian-born Austrian
psychologist noted, in psychological thermodynamics, for his 1925 to 1934 attempt to
outline an engine and energy conceptualized psychology, based on Freud's death drive
and life drive theories.

Overview
In 1925, Bernfeld built on Sigmund Freud’s theory of instinctual drives, to theorize
about distinct biological and psychological drives; for example: (Ѻ)
“The life- and death-instincts are biological forces … which extend beyond the domain
of the individual.”
In 1929, Bergnfeld began to co-author with physicist Sergei Feitelberg, on the
application of physical science principles, particularly conservation of energy, entropy,
and Le Chatelier’s principle, among others, to instinct theory, such as found in their
1930 booklet Energy and Engines: Psychoanalytic studies of Psychophysiology. In 1934, Bernfeld wrote: [4]
“Physical systems for which the entropy principle holds behave as if they had an impulse to reduce their internal
quantities of tension within the system as a whole.”
Some of their first articles in direction include the “The Principle of Le Chatelier and the Instinct of Self-Preservation”
as well as, on the topic of psychic energy, “Upper Psychic Energy, Libido, and its Measurement.” [1] The term
"Helmholtz school" was used as early as 1944 by Bernfeld in his article “Freud’s Earliest Theories and the School of
Helmholtz”. [6] On their view of entropy (or psychic entropy), Bernfeld and Feitelberg both suggested that lifeprocesses in general tend to accelerate the natural dissipation of energy in the universe. [5] Their most noted article
is “The Principle of Entropy and the Death Instinct” in which they presented the results of their study where they
attempted to measure a paradoxical pulsation of entropy within a living organism, specifically in the nervous system
of a man. [2] Specifically, by comparing the brain temperature to the rectal temperature of a man, they thought to
acquire evidence of paradoxical variations, i.e. variations not conforming to the principle of entropy as it functions in
physics for inanimate systems. [3]
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Bernoulli, Daniel
In science, Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782) was a Dutch-born Swiss mathematician,
physicist, and physician noted for his 1738 Hydrodynamica in which he outlined the
basics of the ideal gas law, the precursors for the kinetic theory of gases, and gave the
first basic definition of pressure. Bernoulli defined pressure as: [1]
“The weight P holding down the piston in [a given] position is the same as the weight of
the overlying atmosphere, which we shall designate P in what follows.”

Bernoulli family
See main: Bernoulli family

In the history of differential equations, Swiss mathematicians, brothers Jacob Bernoulli
(1654-1705) and Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748), the latter father of Daniel Bernoulli and
mentor to Leonhard Euler (teacher of Joseph Lagrange), in Basel, Switzerland, were
among the first interpreters of German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz' version of
differential calculus. They were both critical of English physicist Isaac Newton's theories and maintained that
Newton’s theory of fluxions was plagiarized from Leibniz' original theories, and went to great lengths, using
differential calculus, to disprove Newton’s Principia, on account that the brothers could not accept the theory, which
Newton had proven, that the earth and the planets rotate around the sun in elliptical orbits. [2]

Ideal gas law
The origin of the modern formulation of the ideal gas law is difficult to pin down. Bernoulli, however, may have been
the first to give a verbal derivation this law. The following diagram shows his famous depiction of fluid particles
sealed by the piston and weighted down by the pressure of the atmosphere and weights, which he used to describe
the various gas laws. In what seems to be a reference to Boyle’s law (1662), Bernoulli states:
“The force of compression is approximately inversely proportional to the volume occupied by the air. This is
confirmed by a variety of experiments. This law can certainly be safely applied to air less dense than normal; thought
I have not adequately examined whether it also applies to air very much more dense; [also] the temperature of the
air should be carefully kept constant while it is being compressed. ”
In equation form this would be:
or
where k is a proportionality constant (indicative of experimental data to be determined). He then states:
“The pressure of the air is increased not only by reduction in volume but also by the rise in temperature. As it is well
known that heat is intensified as the internal motion of the particles increases, it follows that any increase in the
pressure of air that has not changed its volume indicates more intense motion of its particles, which is in agreement
with our hypothesis.”
In equation form this would be:
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or
In conclusion of these two aspects of the laws of gas behavior, Bernoulli then summarizes combined theorem as:
“In any air whatever density, but at a given temperature, the pressure varies as the density, and furthermore, that
increases of pressure arising from equal increases of temperature are proportional to the density.”
In equation form, noting that Bernoulli assigned the symbol “n” to number of particles, which gives a particle density
ρ of n divided by volume V, we would have:
or
Bernoulli notes that this theorem was discovered by experiment by French physicist Guillaume Amontons, who had
given an account of his work in the Memoires of the Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris for 1702. In any event, it is
not to far to see how from these precursory statements of gas laws, and the equations they embody, that the
modern ideal gas law can be obtained; particularly from the last equation, with substitution of the modern ideal gas
constant R for k:

The form of the above equation, however, did not come in use until the early 20th century.

Heat
Science writer Tom Siegfried asserts, via citation of Stephen Brush, that Daniel Bernoulli based his 1738 kinetic theory
of gases on the notion that heat is merely the motion of molecules. [3] This, however, sound off. While Daniel
Bernoulli discussed the operation of the heat engine, as Peter Harman (Ѻ) discusses, his models seem to have been
tied up in the conservation of living force theories of Johann Bernoulli and Gottfried Leibniz. [4]
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Bernoulli genealogy
Nicolaus Bernoulli
(1623–1708)
●-————
|

————●————

——— ● ———

|

|
"Bernoulli brothers"

"Bernoulli brothers"

(differential equations)

(differential equations)

Jacob Bernoulli
(1654–1705)

————-●

Nicolaus Bernoulli
(1662–1716)

Johann Bernoulli
(1667–1748)
Student: Leonhard Euler

●-————
|

——— ● ———
|

————-●
|

"Hydrodynamica"

Nicolaus II Bernoulli
(1695–1726)

Daniel Bernoulli
(1700–1782)

Johann II Bernoulli
(1710–1790)

Friend: Leonhard Euler

Mathematics Genealogy Tree
(According to which Johann Bernoulli, mentor to Leonhard Euler, is the
mathematical father of thermodynamics [2])

In genealogies, Bernoulli genealogy or "Bernoulli family" consists of the "Bernoulli brothers, Swiss mathematicians,
brothers Jacob Bernoulli (1654-1705) and Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748), earlier developers of German mathematician
Gottfried Leibniz' version of differential calculus, and Dutch-born physicist Daniel Bernoulli, one of the first pioneers
of in the kinetic theory of gases.

Overview
In the history of differential equations, Swiss mathematicians, brothers Jacob Bernoulli (1654-1705) and Johann
Bernoulli (1667-1748), the latter father of Daniel Bernoulli and mentor to Leonhard Euler (teacher of Joseph
Lagrange), in Basel, Switzerland, were among the first interpreters of German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz'
version of differential calculus. They were both critical of English physicist Isaac Newton's theories and maintained
that Newton’s theory of fluxions was plagiarized from Leibniz' original theories, and went to great lengths, using
differential calculus, to disprove Newton’s Principia, on account that the brothers could not accept the theory, which
Newton had proven, that the earth and the planets rotate around the sun in elliptical orbits. [1]

Other
Of note, German-born Swiss writer Hermann Hesse, noted for his 1943 novel The Glass Bead Game, which is said to
be reminiscent of Johann Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities, in the sense of its incorporation of modern science into
the script as a sort of game employed by the players, is a forth generation by marriage descendant of Johann II
Bernoulli. [3]

See also
● Euler genealogy
● Thomson genealogy
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Berry, Stephen
In hmolscience, Richard Stephen Berry (1931-), commonly cited as R. Stephen Berry, is
an American physical chemist noted, in human thermodynamics, for his 1971
thermodynamics based sustainability ideas.

Overview
In 1971, Berry, in his “The Option for Survival”, argued that in order to understand
‘survival’ one must use a thermodynamics view on the premise that people must
recycle waste while the thermodynamic potential is still moderately high. In the
opening of his article, Berry states: [1]
“To a physical chemist, the natural characteristics of a complex system come from the
field of thermodynamics, and it is essentially a thermodynamic analysis of society that I
want to make.”
On this logic, Berry premises that it should be possible to pick a single variable to give a
basic criterion for human survival and stability to use for guidance in long-term planning. Berry speculated on the
thermodynamic instability surrounding WWII and how thermodynamic modeling might act to forgo similar events in
the future. Berry’s most widely-held publication is his 1980 textbook Physical Chemistry, having gone through eight
editions. [2]

Education
Berry completed his AB (1952), AM (1954), and PhD (1956) at Harvard University. He was an instructor at the
University of Michigan from 1957 to 1960 and an instructor at Yale University from 1960 to 1964. He joined the
University of Chicago in 1964 and has been there since. His interest in energy, resources, and thermodynamics began
in 1968. Berry lists his research interests to include the structures, properties, and dynamics of clusters and
biopolymers, e.g. protein folding, potential surfaces, etc., few body system dynamics, and finite time
thermodynamics.
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Bertalanffy, Ludwig
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In hmolscience, Ludwig Bertalanffy (1901-1972) was an Austrian biologist noted for his
1938 to 1972 systems-conceptualized "dynamic theory of growth", a melting pot a
number of theories.

Overview
In 1968, Bertalanffy introduced his general system theory, a mixture of biology,
information theory (from Claude Shannon), cybernetics (from Norbert Wiener), and bit
of verbal thermodynamics. [1] His significance seems to be his view of open systems in
biology in contrast to the closed systems of standard classical thermodynamics. He also
made contributions to biophysics, where he is perhaps best known for his 1938
derivation and development of the von Bertalanffy growth function, which is still used
in fisheries science today. [2] Bertalanffy’s theory, albeit very crude in a
thermodynamic sense, has been very influential to many novice researchers, e.g. Dick
Hammond, who would wish to simply apply systems theory to biology and sociology,
without the attached mathematical rigor of thermodynamics proper. In 1981,
Bertalanffy, in his posthumous A Systems View of Man, argued the view, as summarized by Alicia Juarrero, that
“when living things are embedded in an orderly context, properties emerge that are not present when things exist as
isolated individuals”. [7]

Open systems theory
Bertalanffy’s general view of thermodynamics, for instance, is that: “thermodynamics expressly declares that its laws
apply only to closed systems.” In the correct sense, chemical potential and mass flow terms, among other variables,
are accounted for in open systems of chemical thermodynamics. In any event, he states that:
“Obviously the conventional formulations of physics [thermodynamics] are, in principle, inapplicable to the living
organism qua open system having steady state, and we may well suspect that many characteristics of living systems
which are paradoxical in view of the laws of physics are a consequence of this fact.”
To resolve this conflict he outlines his theory of open systems, by stating that:
“In open systems, however, we have not only production of entropy due to irreversible processes, but also import of
entropy which may well be negative. This is the case in the living organism which imports complex molecules high in
free energy. Thus, living systems, maintaining themselves in a steady state, can avoid the increase of entropy, and
may even develop towards states of increased order and organization.”
He then devotes considerable effort to substantiate this view via information theory and cybernetics in developing
his general system theory. [1] The basis of Bertalanffy's open system approach to the study of animate systems
(organisms) follows from the observation that in order to persist and develop over time, such systems must follow
the law of mass action. [3] In his 1938 work, he cites Dutch chemist and Nobel prize winner van't Hoff's 1896 book on
the development of chemical kinetics, where he states that the use of a kinetic approach is required. [4] Bertalanffy
deemed a kinetic approach necessary to study the growth of organisms, following the law of mass action because the
approaches hitherto offered by physical chemistry dealt with homogeneous, heterogeneous, or condensed systems
at equilibrium, whereas the study of growth required the consideration of a dynamic equilibrium. He defined growth
as the result of the interaction between anabolism and catabolism of the system's chemical constituents. [5] The
change in mass of an organism over time does not include excess water weight, and can be estimated using an
ordinary differential equation:

or alternately in integral form as:

where is the rate of substance uptake (mass/time), is the conversion rate (1/time), is the mass of the organism,
is the initial mass (e.g. egg mass) of the organism, and is the time. As an example of how the equations can be
used, during starvation experiments all terms including the uptake, can be set to zero in order to solve for the
organism's individual conversion rate, .
Specifically, the approach takes note of the fact that the rate of animate system growth is not constant, but
changes during ontogenesis, increasing in the earlier stages and decreasing in the later stages. The reason behind this
rate variation is that for stationary systems following the law of mass action, the metabolic processes breaking down
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its chemical constituents (catabolism) tend to be a function of the system's overall mass, whereas the creation and
growth (anabolism) processes are associated with the system's surface area. [3] One of the results in applying the
steady-state principle to study animate system growth and development is the recognition that when perturbed, the
system will manifest forces oriented against the disturbance in order to return to the steady-state. Therefore,
physiochemically it can be seen that open systems exhibit "responses" or "behaviors" which are actually the result of
the Le Chatelier principle. [5]

Social systems
In his systems theory, Bertalanffy considered a human being to be an “active personality system” and sociology to be
the study of social systems. He argues that by application of his general system theory one can model the spread of
rumors by generalized diffusion equations and the flow of automobile traffic by kinetics and thermodynamics. [1]

Discussion
There are particular features of Bertalanffy's 1938 formulation of his "dynamic theory of growth" which may be nonintuitive and are thus worth discussion:
1. Growth is proportional, and its rate of change is a function of an individual's specific morphology. During stages of
ontogenesis in which geometric similarity holds, definite relations can be derived to describe the surface area, and
volume,:

where is a representative linear dimension of the organism (e.g. height, width, length), and and are individualspecific constants.
2. Due to proportional growth, there exist simple mathematical relationships between the rates of change of volume,
area, and length:

Thus it can be seen that it is expected that an organism's rate of surface area grows at twice the rate of its
representative linear dimension, and its volume three times as fast.
Building on the previous formulations, Bertalanffy formulates the change in volume of an organism in time as the
interplay of competing building and destructive processes:

where is a constant used in determining the "constructed volume" and the "decomposed volume" contributions.
The expression can be reformulated to better include experimental data in cases where it is easiest to measure the
growth of a linear dimension of organisms during ontogensis (e.g. the body length) as: [3]

Here it is important to notice that has units of length/time, and 1/time. Recalling the proportional growth relations
above, it is possible to define two new constants, and :
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This results in the differential form of the von Bertalanffy growth formula:

or alternately in integral form as:

A modified version of the growth formula was derived in 1984 by American engineer Robert Balmer and fitted to
experimental values of the metabolic dissipation of the fish (Nothobranchius guentheri) in order to develop an
entropy model for biological systems:

where
(mW/g) is the metabolic dissipation,
and
are the initial and final masses of the individual,
respectively, and (mW), (months) and (1/months) are empirical constants. [6] In addition to his formulation of
the growth equation, Bertalanffy rejects teleology and instead posits that open systems in the steady-state have
equifinal end states, independent of initial conditions. [1]

Education
Bertalanffy did his undergraduate work in biology first at the University of Innsbruck and then at the University of
Vienna and in 1926 completed his PhD thesis on the topic of German experimental psychologist Gustav Fechner.

Quotes | About
The following are quotes on Bertalanffy:
“The so-called ‘organismic biologists, e.g. E.S. Russell (1931), John Haldane (1921, 1931), and Ludwig Bertalanffy
(1952, 1962), have repeatedly urged that the temptation to search always for mechanistic or physiochemical
explanations of organic phenomena be resisted, and that biology be recognized as a science with a logical and
conceptual structure of its own.”
— Michael Simon (1971), The Matter of Life [9]

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“Biology, growing up under the shadow of physics, has languished like a plant deprived of light.”
— Ludwig Bertalanffy (1962), Modern Theories of Development [8]
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Berthelot, Marcellin
In science, Marcellin Berthelot (1827-1907) was a French chemist noted for his effort
to debunk the vital force theory, for his synthesis theories, for work in introducing
terms in thermochemistry, and his thermal theory of affinity, and for his maximum
work principle.

Vital force
Berthelot has been described as the official executioner of the vital force theory (see:
vitalism), a concept about which he had an expressly philosophical bias against: [5]
“It is the object of these researchers to do away with life as an explanation, wherever
organic chemistry is concerned.”
His aim here, although this seems to have have a feel of the defunct theory of life in it,
according to chemistry historian Forris Moore (1918), was to show that all the
transformations of the organic world are due to the play of simple chemical and
mechanical forces acting in a mechanical way. [6]

Thermochemistry
Berthelot was a founder of thermochemistry and coined the terms exothermic and endothermic to describe whether
heat leaves or is absorbed by a reaction. [4]

Thermal theory of affinity
In 1864, Berthelot published his theory, similar Danish chemist Julius Thomsen, which has since been dubbed the
thermal theory of affinity, that the heat of a reaction was the true measure of affinity (Berthelot-Thomsen principle)
and for his 1875 principle of maximum work, both of which were later shown to be incorrect with the development of
the science of chemical thermodynamics in the 1880s. [1] The following comment by English chemist Arthur Lamb,
translator of the works of German chemist Fritz Haber, on the merit of Haber’s 1907 Thermodynamics of Technical
Gas phase Reactions, highlights the view of Berthelot: [2]
“The most important contribution [Haber (1907)] to the subject of predicting the course of a chemical reaction from a
few characteristic constants (after the ill-starred attempt of Berthelot).”
In addition to Haber, a number of thermodynamicists, such as Hermann Helmholtz, Walther Nernst, Theophile de
Donder, Gilbert Lewis, among others, went to great lengths to disprove Berthelot’s theory, some even wining the
Nobel Prize for their efforts.

Maximum work principle
See main: Principle of maximum work

Into the 1870s, the identification of “affinity” or “work” (or maximum work) with the heat alone, according to
Berthelot, was to prove erroneous, in that the newly defined quantity entropy (1865) was also a factor. Berthelot's
heat theory of affinity was initially criticized by French physicist Pierre Duhem, in a thesis that Berthelot’s colleagues
rejected. [3] Berthelot’s principle of maximum work, however, eventually met its demise with the publication of
Helmholtz’ 1882 paper “The Thermodynamics of Chemical Operations”, in which he proved that the affinity is
measured not by the heat evolved in a chemical reaction (in a galvanic battery) but by the maximum work produced
when the reaction is carried out reversibly. One must distinguish, according to Helmholtz, between that part of
energy which appears only as heat and that part which can be freely converted into other kinds of work, i.e. the “free
energy” analogous to potential energy in mechanics. Subsequently, the conditions of chemical stability are not
determined by heat production but by the production of a decrease in free energy. [3]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Organic nature, as well as mineral nature, operates like human industry, by which I mean that it harmonizes
irreconcilable effects in absolute geometry. These approximate arrangements yield different degrees and multiple
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solutions in series of crystals as well as in the series of living beings. This is also the necessary rule for human
societies.”
— Marcellin Berthelot (1893) [7]

See also
● Claude Berthollet (1748-1822) - a French chemist, with a similar last name, who also did work on affinity.
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Berthollet, Claude
In chemistry, Claude Berthollet (1748-1822) (CR=38) (DN=7) was a French chemist
noted for his circa 1800 studies on chemical affinity, the laws of affinity, and in
particular his objection to the original notion of “elective affinity”, in that there may
the splitting of affinities. [1] He was one of the mental references used by German
polymath Johann Goethe in the scripting of his novella Elective Affinities. [4]

Egyptian expedition | Affinity partitions
See main: Berthollet's affinity theory

In 1798, Berthollet accompanied Napoleon’s military expedition to Egypt, during which
time his observations of the Natron Lakes, led to new insights about affinity theory. (Ѻ)
(Ѻ) In his 1799 paper “Research on the Laws of Affinity”, Berthollet summarized his
issues with the theory of elective affinity as follows: [2]
“The very term elective affinity must lead into error, as it supposes the union of the
whole of one substance with another, in preference to a third; whereas there is only a partition of action, which is
itself subordinate to other chemical circumstances … care must be taken not to consider this affinity as a uniform
force which produces compositions and decompositions … Such a conclusion would lead us to neglect all the
modifications which it undergoes form the commencement of action to the term of equilibrium.”
(add summary)

Goethe | Elective Affinities
As to the theoretical basis of German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 novella Elective Affinities, German historian
Jeremy Adler notes that aside from the logic of the 1775 textbook of Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman, which
formed the bulk of Goethe’s theories of human elective affinity reactions, Goethe also mentioned Berthollet in
connection with his studies on affinity. [4] In the novella, according to Adler, Goethe subtly acknowledges his lack of
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understanding of the new theories of Berthollet in the famous chapter four, when the Captain and Eduard are
discussing the theory of affinity, we are told that the Captain will explain affinity as "I [he] learned from reading about
it some ten years ago". Taken literally, according to Adler, this would date the Captain’s knowledge to the time just
before Berthollet’s main findings appeared, i.e. to the years around 1799. "Whether it still fits the newer doctrines",
the Captain adds, "I am unable to say." This proviso signals a divergence between the Captain’s knowledge and the
narrator’s awareness that newer theories had begun to appear. Moreover, in a 26 September 1826 letter, Goethe
commented that: [4]
“For decades [I have been struggling] with Berthollet in the matter of the affinities.”
(add discussion)

Students
Berthollet, on a friend’s recommendation hired a young French chemist Joseph Gay-Lussac, the eponym of GayLussac's law (P = kT, at constant volume), one of the gas laws, to work as his assistant in his laboratory. Upon his
retirement, Gay-Lussac was appointed to his position at the Ecole Polytechnique. [5]

See also
● Marcellin Berthelot (1827-1907) – a French chemist, with a similar last name, who also did work on affinity.
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Berthollet’s affinity
theory
In affinity chemistry, Berthollet’s affinity theory,
as developed by French chemist Claude Berthollet
during the years 1789 to 1803, an upgrade to
Bergman’s affinity theory (1785), argued that
reactions could go in the reverse direction, that a
reaction equilibrium state occurred when
opposing affinity forces (chemical force)
balanced, and that the mass of products and or
reactants played a role, among other details. [1]

Overview

Spanish chemical equilibrium theory historian Juan Quilez’s snapshot

In 1798, Claude Berthollet accompanied
summary of Berthellot’s affinity theory, in the context of the historical
Napoleon’s military expedition to Egypt, during
development of topic of chemical equilibrium, affinity tables up through
which time his observations of the Natron Lakes, the chemical thermodynamics work of Jacobus van’t Hoff. [3]
led to new insights about affinity theory. (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
In his 1799 paper “Research on the Laws of Affinity”, Berthollet summarized his issues with the theory of elective
affinity as follows: [4]
“The very term elective affinity must lead into error, as it supposes the union of the whole of one substance with
another, in preference to a third; whereas there is only a partition of action, which is itself subordinate to other
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chemical circumstances … care must be taken not to consider this affinity as a uniform force which produces
compositions and decompositions … Such a conclusion would lead us to neglect all the modifications which it
undergoes form the commencement of action to the term of equilibrium.”
In short, Berthollet argued that the standard single elective affinity reaction, of
the form:

AC + B → AB + C
would actuate such that force of affinity of the leaving species A could possibly
split into two parts: [5]

AC + B → A1B + A2C
Berthollet elaborated on this further in 1801 as well as in his 1803 Essai de
Statique Chemique (Essay on Static Chemistry). In 1801, Berthollet, in his
Researches into the Laws of Chemical Affinity, wherein, following historical
overview of the work of Torbern Bergman, givens an chapter two, entitled
“Experiments Which Show that the Doctrine of Elective Affinities is Ill Founded”;
the following a representative excerpt: [6]

An American-edition English
translation of Berthollet's 1801
Researches into the Laws of Chemical
Affinity, wherein he shows, via
experimental findings, how Torbern
Bergman's elective affinity theory is in
conceptual error, to some extent. [6]

(add discussion)

Human chemistry
In human chemistry, in German polymath Johann Goethe’s affinity chemistry based 1809 novella Elective Affinities,
according to elective affinities scholar Jeremy Adler, Goethe refers to Berthollet’s affinity theory via the Captain’s
comment “whether it still fits the newer doctrines, I am unable to say", about his present knowledge of affinity
chemistry. Likewise in an 1826 letter Goethe famously commented: [2]
“For decades [I have been struggling] with Berthollet in the matter of the affinities.”
which is indeed quite a fascinating statement; the statement itself meaning that for some thirty years Goethe had
been digging around in the experimentally-based revised affinity chemistry theories of Claude Berthollet so to better
understand in the ins and outs of human existence.
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Berti, Gasparo
In physics, Gasparo Berti (c.1600-1643) was an Italian mathematician noted for his circa 1641
water column vacuum experiment in which he set out to disprove the claim, found in Italian
physicist Galileo Galilei’s 1638 Two New Sciences, that water could not be raised ‘a hair’s breath
above 18 braccia’ (c. 11 meters). [1]

Overview
Galileo's ideas reached Rome in December of 1638 via 50 copies of his Two New Sciences, that
quickly sold out. [2] Rafael Magiotti (c.1590-c.1658), owner of house depicted (below), and
Gasparo Berti were excited by these ideas, and decided to seek a better way to attempt to
produce a vacuum than with a siphon. Magiotti devised such an experiment, and sometime
between 1639 and 1641, Berti (with Magiotti, Athanasius Kircher and Nicolo Zucchi present) carried it out. [3] In a
March 1648 letter to Marin Mersenne (1588-1648), Raffaello Magiotti describes a large "lead siphon" c.22 braccia
long that Berti had set up in the courtyard of his house. Magiotti claims that Berti, using the results of his
experiments, managed to disprove Galileo's findings. [5] In his first measurement, Berti measured from the bottom of
the barrel, and hence measured a height well above 18 braccia, which gave him the initial conclusion that he had
disproved Galileo. When it was point out to him, however, that he should have measured starting from the height of
the water at the top—and not the bottom—of the barrel, he found the result exactly as Galileo had predicted. [2]
Reports by Athanasius Kircher and Gaspar Schott also describe Berti's experiments aimed at demonstrating the
presence of the vacuum in a barometric tube. [5]
Four total accounts of Berti's experiment exist, but a simple
model to his experiment consisted of filling a long tube with water
that had both ends plugged up, then placing the tube into a basin
already full of water. The bottom end of the tube was opened, and
the water that had begun inside of it poured out of the bottom hole
into the basin. However, only part of the water in the tube flowed
out, and the level of the water inside the tube stayed at an exact
level, which happened to be thirty-four feet, the exact height Baliani
and Galileo had observed that was limited by the siphon. What was
most important about this experiment was that the lowering water
had had left a space above it in the tube which had had no
intermediate contact with air to fill it up. This seemed to suggest
the possibility of a vacuum existing in the space above the water. [4]
In sum, Berti, in an attempt to prove Galileo wrong, affixed a
metal tube some 22 braccia long to the side of a several story
building, depicted adjacent—his findings proved Galileo correct.

Repercussion
The unwieldy size of the experiment led Italian physicist Evangelista
Torricelli, in 1643, to redo the experiment, albeit using mercury, a
denser than water fluid, which allowed for a smaller room-sized
Two different depictions of Italian mathematician
experimental device to be used.
Gasparo Berti's famous circa 1641 water tube
vacuum testing experiment; the one to the right
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Berzelius, Jacob
In chemistry, Jacob Berzelius (1779-1848) (CR=35) was a Swedish chemist noted for his
1806 book on animal chemistry, for his 1808 coining of the term "organic chemistry"
(and seemingly the terms organic vs inorganic), his 1811 theory of electric dualism of
affinity, his 1831 charge distribution atomic structure model, and his 1836 postulate of
the “catalytic force” (catalyst), different from that of the force of affinity, possessed by
some materials. [1]

Overview
In 1818, Berzelius had determined the atomic weights for 45 of the 49 accepted
elements. The word “catalysis” was coined by Berzelius in 1835 who noted that certain
chemicals or material speed up a chemical reaction:
“A catalyst is a substance which alters the velocity of a chemical reaction without
appearing in the final products.”
— Jacob Berzelius (c.1835) (Ѻ)

Berzelius was also very interested in the relation between heat, affinity, and temperature in the context of chemical
reactions. In his 1814 book Theory of Chemical Proportions, a forerunner to stoichiometry, Berzelius stated: [5]
“Experience shows that heat is disengaged in every chemical combination when carried out in circumstances
favorable to its perception, and that by the saturation of powerful affinities, the temperature often rises to the point
of incandescence, whilst the satisfaction of the feeblest affinities is capable of only raising the temperature through a
few degrees.”
Here we see an early connection between free energy (affinity), heat (enthalpy), and temperature.

Acid base theory
The first semi-accurate model to account for charge
distributions in molecules was proposed by Swedish
physician and chemist Jöns Berzelius, in which salts are
said to be comprised of acids (negatively charged
components) and bases (positively charged components).
In 1807, Berzeliushad become a chemistry professor
at the Karolinska Institute, one of the largest medical
Berzelius' 1831 charge distribution model of salts.
schools in the world. Over the next several years, he
wrote a chemistry textbook for medical students and in 1831 after studying the results of various
electrolysisexperiments he outlined an electrochemical theory in which a salt has an atomic structure composed of
an acid, with a negative charge, and a base, with a positive charge. [4] The acid and the base were further deduced to
that of an acid anhydride, comprised of a positively charged radical attached to a negative oxygen, and a basic oxide,
comprised of positive metal attached to a negative oxygen.
Molecules, according to this view, are three-dimensional structures comprised of positive and negative charges
attached, in some way, to their structure. Berzelius’charge distribution model was based on the observation that salts
in solution are decomposed by the electric current of a Voltaic pileinto bases, which attract towards the battery’s
negative pole and therefore seem to carry a positive charge, and acids, which are drawn to the battery’s positive pole
and therefore seem to carry a negative charge. [4] Berzelius’ theories on charge distribution would later be used as a
basis for the work of Irish physicist George Stoney, the person who coined the term electron in 1891.

Protein
See also: Protein thermodynamics
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In the 1830s, on the advice of Berzelius, Dutch chemist Gerardus Mulder carried out elemental analysis of common
animal and plant proteins. To everyone's surprise, all proteins had nearly the same empirical formula, roughly
C400H620N100O120PnSm, where subscripts n and m are constants which vary per protein. In 1837, Mulder published his
findings in which he hypothesized that there was one basic substance (‘Grundstoff'’) of proteins, and that it was
synthesized by plants and absorbed from them by animals in digestion. Berzelius was an early proponent of this
theory and proposed the name protein for this substance in a letter dated July 10, 1838: ‘the name protein that I
propose for the organic oxide of fibrin and albumin, I wanted to derive from Greek word πρωτειος, because it
appears to be the primitive or principal substance of animal nutrition.’

Meteoroid origin of life theory
The meteoroid origin of life theory (or panspermia) has been proposed by several scientists. In 1834, Jacob Berzelius
obtained samples of the Alais meteorite (a meteorite that had fell near the town of Alais in France in 1802) and
subjected them to chemical analysis, and found the presence of carbon compounds, which to Berzelius meant life.
[16] This seems to have been the start of the so-called "comet origin of life theory".

Berlin school of thermodynamics
Berzelius can be said to have been one of the early theoretical guiding posts in the formation of the Berlin school of
thermodynamics. Specifically, in 1831, Berzelius was mentor to German chemist and physicist Heinrich Magnus, who
in turn later became the mentor to a young German physicist Rudolf Clausius in the early 1840s, the core founder of
thermodynamics.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Chemical signs ought to be letters, for the greater facility of writing. I shall take therefore for the chemical sign, the
initial letter of the Latin name of each elementary substance: but as several have the same initial letter, by writing the
first two letters of the word.”
— Jacob Berzelius (c.1810) (Ѻ)
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In publications, best book refers to the self-defined
“best” publication by German polymath Johann
Goethe, among his prodigious literary output of
142 plus collected works set—which, in terms of
world literature library representation, ranks
second only to that of Shakespeare—namely his
1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective
Affinities.

Overview
Of Goethe's 142 plus collected works publications,
A an example quote, highlighted by Libb Thims (2006), of Goethe’s
his self-defined “best book” was his 1809 Elective
circa 1820s “best book” comment, as described by Helmut MullerAffinities. [1] As summarized by American
Siever (1997), as found in Astrida Tantillo’s 2001 Goethe’s Elective
musicologist Kristina Muxfeldt, it was a “work he
Affinities and the Critics. [6]
counted among his greatest achievements”. [2]
Noted Elective Affinities critique Walter Benjamin (1892-1940) notes “the speechless irony” of a scene reported by
German dramatist, novelist and theatre-director Heinrich Laube: [3]
“A lady addressed Goethe on the subject of Elective Affinities: ‘I do not approve of this book at all, Herr von Goethe; it
is truly immoral and I do not recommend it to any women.’—Thereupon Goethe kept a serious silence for awhile, and
finally, with great civility, replied: ‘I am sorry, for it is my best book.’”
A fuller version of the incident, as recounted in the 1949 Goethe: the Story of a Man: Being the Life of Johann
Wolfgang Goethe as Told in his Own Words and the Words of his Contemporaries, a collection of letters and
correspondences, edited together by Ludwig Lewisohn, is as follows: [4]
“A women friend of mine said to Goethe at that time: ‘I cannot approve of Elective Affinities, Herr von Goethe; it
really is an immoral book!’ According to her report Goethe was silent for a while and had then said with great
earnestness: ‘I’m sorry you feel that way. It is my best book, and don’t think that this is the mere whim of an aging
man. I grant you that one loves most deeply the child of one’s last marriage, the product of one’s late power of
generation. But you wrong me and the book. The principle illustrated in the book is true and not immoral. But you
must regard it from a broader point of view and understand that the conventional moral norms can turn into sheer
immorality when applied to situations of this character.”

Date: 1809 or 1810?
The previous version by Lewisohn is dated as "late December", 1809.
American Goethean scholar Alfred Steer, in his 1990 Goethe’s Elective Affinities: the
Robe of Nessus, however, reports that the incident took place in 1810, as follows: [7]
“In 1810, as Heinrich Laube reports (1), a lady is supposed to have complained to
Goethe about the immorality of the novel; the author is said to have replied: "I am
sorry, but it is after all my best book.”

German dramatist Heinrich
Laube, source for the Goethe
circa 1809-10 "best book"
incident.

The Steer (1) reference, here, then, disagrees with the Lewisohn (1949) reference.
The original Laube source thus needs to be tracked down. Beyond this, if the incident
was passed along through word of mouth, as it seems to have been, and first
documented by Laube, this would imply that he would have had to have been at least
the age of adult hood, circa age 20 (1826), to have lady friends bold enough to
reproach Goethe who would later tell him such an incident.

Other
To corroborate the above view that Goethe held the deep opinion that Elective Affinities was his greatest work, in
1827 he commented to his literary associate German author Johann Eckermann: [5]
“The only production of greater extent, in which I am conscious of having labored to set forth a pervading idea, is
probably my Elective Affinities.”

See also
● Goethe timeline
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Best seller
In publications, best sellers are books that sell well, comparatively. Most newly published books (about 93%) sell
fewer than 1,000 copies. The following table lists best sellers that contain, sections, digressions, or content on force,
entropy, human energy, psychological entropy, human thermodynamics, thermodynamics, etc.:
#

1.

Book

The Celestine
Prophecy

2. The Exorcist

Thermodynamics/HT content

Built, in part on Berne's 1964 The Games
People Play; discusses how all relationships
function as means to get energy, via
transformations, power, etc. (indirectly HT
related).

Year

1993 James Redfield

The inspiration behind the character of Father
Merrin was French science-philosopher and
religious thermodynamicist Pierre Teilhard;
1971
and parts of the plot were themed on
Teilhard’s theory of evil (or the existence of
1973
Satan) in the world possibly being Lucifer [or
film
matter-energy spirit] working out his [or its]
salvation through the process of physical
evolution ending in Teilhard’s omega point.

Argues that study or reading lowers the
entropy (human entropy) of the central
nervous system; also that the time's arrow,
3. A Brief History of Time
the psychological arrow, and the
thermodynamic arrow all point in the same
direction.

Author

Copies

23 million
(2008) [2]

11 million
(2007) [10]
William Blatty

9th-highest
grossing film
ever
(adjusted) [11]

1988

Stephen
Hawking

10 million
(2007) [3]

4.

The Road Less
Traveled

Speculates on entropy, evil, evolution, and
spiritual growth.

1978

Morgan Peck

7 million
(2002) [4]

5.

The Games People
Play

Builds on Freud's psychodynamic id-ego
model to explain human interactions as role
play in a game.

1964

Eric Berne

5 million
(2004) [5]

6. The Crying of Lot 49

Maxwell's demon, heat engines, entropy, etc.

Thomas
Pynchon

3 million
(2005) [9]

7. V

Entropy/second law material.

Thomas
Pynchon

3 million
(2005) [9]

8. Wealth and Poverty

Uses Shannon information theory to argue
that knowledge is anti-entropic and that the
1981
accumulation of information in mental growth
acts to circumvent the second law.

George Gilder

1 million
(1991) [6]
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9. Chemical Engineering Standard chemical thermodynamics material.
Thermodynamics
10. Gravity's Rainbow
11.

12.

1949

Entropy/second law material.

Hendrick van
Ness
(and others)

500,000
(2001) [7]

Thomas
Pynchon

300,000
(2005) [9]
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Spook: Science
Tackles the Afterlife

Devotes ten-pages to Gerald Nahum's
thermodynamics consciousness weighing
experiment.

2005

Mary Roach

100,000
(2006) [12]

The Trouble With
Canada

Argues that the principle of entropy, as in
social entropy, and the entropic force applies
to creation and cooling of societies, similar to
the formation and eventual heat death of
galaxies

1994

William
Gairdner

50,000 [8]

In the top books, only Hawking, Peck, and Gilder directly discuss energy or entropy in the context of thermodynamics;
the others discuss energy and force in the context of human existence, human interaction, or function in a more
indirect, everyday, or non-technical style of communication.

See also
● Famous publications
● Most-cited thermodynamics publications
● Literature thermodynamics
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Bethe, Hans
In physics, Hans Bethe (1906-2005) was a German-born American physicist noted for
his work on the development of exchange force theory.

Overview
In circa 1933, Enrico Fermi and Bethe summarized the core exchange force model by
suggesting that interactions between charged particles could be described in terms of
photons being exchanged between particles. [1] In 1939, Bethe added the final pieces
to Arthur Eddington’s proton-proton chain reaction model, by showing that a proton
can beta decay into a neutron via the weak interaction during the brief moment of
fusion, making deuterium the initial product in the chain.

Education
Bethe completed his PhD under Arnold Sommerfeld.
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BG
In dating systems, BG, short for “Before Goethe”, as can be compared to BC, short for “Before Christ” (a mythologybased dating system), refers to years, in the Goethean calendar, before 1750, according to which 1 Jan 1749 is the
start of the year 1 BG (technically 7-months and 28.5 days before or reaction synthesis the birth of Goethe), 1 Jan
1748 to the start of the year 2 BG, etc.

See also
● AG | After Goethe

Biased thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, biased thermodynamics refers to
formulations of thermodynamics that are embedded with
underlying formulator bias.

Determinism
An example is Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine (pictured) and
his assumption that "determinism", specifically as this
applied to human choice and behavior, must be a false
Pierre Teilhard (left) and Ilya Prigogine (right), two
doctine in some way or another, a view captured in his three examples of scientists who presented their versions of
human thermodynamics in biased manner, the former
1937 (age twenty) articles: “Essay on Physical Philosophy”,
towards spiritualism, the latter towards partial
“The Problem of Determinism”, and “The Evolution”, and
over the course of the next forty years drafted version of so- indeterminism.
called “far-from-equilibrium thermodynamics” or Prigoginean
thermodynamics, cruxed in the notion of speculations about “internal entropy”, symbol dSi, which posits that
systems on the surface of the earth are “far-from-equilibrium”, are defined as being “dissipative systems”, and to
evolve to the next state follow determinate “thermodynamics braches” prior to reaching the bifurcation point, at
which time, the change becomes “indeterminante”. In other words, Prigogine derived a type of thermodynamics
biased, from the get-go, towards the view that determinism is a false postulate or doctrine.

Spirituality
Another noted example of biased thermodynamics is the corpus of the collected works of French philosopher,
physical chemist, theologian, and paleontologist Pierre Teilhard who from the get-go in his thinking was under the
opinion that the "spirit" must exist in the universe and so beginning in 1916 (age thirty-five) began to dig for this
assumed-to-exist spirit in physical science and in particular chemistry and thermodynamics, eventually arriving at his
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1938 The Phenomenon of Man and so-called "omega point" theory, which hold that sometime in the future the minds
of the world will coalesce into a unified sphere of interconnected minds or "noosphere" a type of spiritual endpoint
to evolution, thus being a physical science corroboration of the concept of the promised land of the Bible, or
something to this effect, so to speak. In other words, Teilhard derived a type of thermodynamics biased, from the
get-go, towards the view that the spirit must exist and hence must have explanation in terms of energy and entropy.

Bible
In famous publications, Bible, the Semitic-Greek
biblos ‘papyrus, scroll,’ derived from the city
Byblos (Ѻ), the port city through which papyrus
was shipped, via the Aegean Sea, is a collected
works book, written during the years 1000 to
500 BC, that is a monotheistic reformulation of
Ra theology (2500BC), along with partial
synretism of various Mesopotamian religions.
[1] The views contained in the Bible represent
the dominate belief system of the modern
world, accounting for 32 percent of the religious
beliefs of the world.
Left: a ridicule of the circular truth logic of the Bible. Right: a Bible shown
ajar to a physics book set ajar or at odds with the religious-soaked
Regarding slavery, in Exodus 21:20-21, the Bible subjects of biology, history, and philosophy.

Immorality | Slavery

states that slavery is morally righteous, and that if a slave owner beats a slave, male or female, with a stick so
severely that the slave dies (dereacts), the slave owner should be punished. If, however, the slaves survives a day or
two, he or she should get back to work, being that the slave is still the owner's property. [4] In 2006, American
presidential candidate Barack Obama cites the following immoralities in the Bible as a point in case that in a modern
nation of mixed faiths and nonbelievers we can no longer look to religious texts to guide national policy: [5]
“Should we go with Leviticus, which suggests slavery is OK and that eating shellfish is abomination? How about
Deuteronomy, which suggests stoning your child if he strays from the faith?”
Obama goes on to state that national policy needs now to be guided by universal principles accessible to both
believers and nonbelievers.

Immorality | Rape
Regarding rape, in Deuteronomy 22:28-29, the Bible states that if a man is caught in the act of raping a young women
who is not engaged, he must pay fifty pieces of silver to the girl's father and then the girl must marry her rapist and
never be allowed to divorce him. [4]

Scientific Bibles
Scientific treatises famously characterized “bibles” include: Isaac Newton’s Principia (1687), Willard Gibbs’ On the
Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances (1876), Paul Dirac’s The Principles of Quantum Mechanics (1930), and Linus
Pauling’s The Nature of the Chemical Bond (1938).

Copernicus
See main: Copernican revolution

The 1543 publication of On the Revolution of the Heavenly Spheres by Polish astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus, with its
revolutionary finding that the "earth moves", was first major book to weaken the structure of the Bible, and its
stationary flat earth central model of the universe.

Darwin
See main: Darwinian revolution

The 1859 publication of On the Origin of Species by English naturalist Charles Darwin, and its revolutionary view that
the species have "evolved", in structure, size, and complexity, over millions of year from earlier forms, was the
second major book to weaken the structure of the Bible, and its seven days of creation view of humans having been
created from clay by the hand of God about 5,000 years ago.
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Clausius
See main: Carnotian revolution

The 1865 publication of The Mechanical Theory of Heat by
German physicist Rudolf Clausius, and its revolutionary view
that the universe is "governed", not by God, by the laws of
energy and entropy, is the third major book to have weakened
the grip of the Bible, albeit a revolution that has not yet
finished. The following is reference to the idiom that for many
German physical chemist Wilhelm Ostwald's circa 1900 book
Energetics book had come to replace the Christian Bible: [2]
“On the shelves there was also to be found, naturally,
Ostwald’s Energetics, that sort of thermodynamic bible in which
God is replaced by a lay entity called energy.”
The Bible is the main impediment to acceptance of the modern
scientific view of human existence, namely that humans were
created by a great process (chemical synthesis), from the atoms
of the earth to form human molecules (human molecular
theory), driven into formation by cyclical heat input from the
sun (nebular hypothesis), and that humans, the solar system,
the universe, and everything in between or above and below,
are run by the equations defined by Clausius.

A caricature of American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis
as one of the prophets of modern thermodynamics, for
the publication of his 1923 chemical thermodynamics
textbook, soon known as the "bible" of thermodynamics
(see: thermodynamic bible), for, in the words of
chemistry historian Henry Leicester, (a) replacing the
word "affinity" by the word "free energy" throughout
Quotes
the English speaking world, and most importantly (b)
The following are notable science replacing religion quotes:
through the simplification of 700-equation treatise of
“The church says the earth is flat, but I know that it is round, for Willard Gibbs into the following truncated equation: ΔG
< 0, which has since come to be called the Lewis
I have seen the shadow on the moon, and I have more faith in a inequality for natural processes, an equation which has
shadow than in the church.”
been found to govern both human nature and chemical
— Ferdinand Magellan (1480-1521), Portuguese explorer
nature (see: human free energy) or as put succinctly by
Goethe "there is, after all, only one nature".

“He was a practical electrician fond of whiskey, a heavy, redhaired brute with irregular teeth. He doubted the existence of a Deity but accepted Carnot’s cycle, and he had read
Shakespeare and found him weak in chemistry.”
— H.G. Wells (1906) [3]
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In hmolscience, Bible vs. physical science conflicts refers to
instances of conflict between so-called god-determined
commandments, found in the Bible (or substitute religious book)
and modern physical sciences, namely: physics and chemistry.

Goethe | Sixth commandment
On 29 Jan 1830, German polyintellect Johann Goethe wrote the
following to his friend, composer Carl Zelter:
“Following on what went before, let me tell you in fun, that in my
Elective Affinities, I took care to round off the inward, true
catharsis, with as much purity and finish as possible, but I do not
therefore imagine that any handsome fellow could thereby be
purged from the lust of looking after the wife of another. The
sixth commandment, which seemed to the Elohim-Jehovab to be
so necessary, even in the wilderness, that he engraved it on
granite tables with his own finger,—this it will still be necessary
A depiction of the Bible vs. physics science conflict,
to uphold in our blotting-paper catechisms.”
namely physics being at odds with the Bible-centric

subjects of: biology, history, and philosophy, and the
Goethe, in other words, was summarizing that the main subject
Bible, according to American psychologist Jefferson
of his 1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities,
Fish. [3]
was the conflict of the Bible-centric "though shall not commit
adultery" commandment with the nature of the way so-called "adultery"—voluntary sexual intercourse between a
married man and someone other than his wife or between a married woman and someone other than her husband—
occurs in the test tube world of chemicals:

According to which if a marriage is conceptualized as as a chemical bond and the adultery conceptualized as contact
with a third chemical species, in which atomic and or molecular exchange ensues, the governing nature of the
process is not something within the control of the chemicals themselves, but within the governing nature of the
process, conceptualized as the forces of chemical affinity, in pre-1882 years, or the measure of free energy change of
the process in modern chemical thermodynamics terms:

Dostoyevsky | Mark 12:31
In 1866, Russian novelist Fyodor Dostoyevsky published Crime and Punishment, in which the character Raskolnikov is
said to apply Adolphe Quetelet’s social physics theories to the young women he meets on the street, reasoning that
there is no point in helping her, since her fate had already been determined statistically by the laws of social physics.
In this example, according to a review by Harold Bloom, Dostoevsky is said to be exemplifying “how the laws of social
physics conflict with Christ’s commandment to love one’s neighbor”, which, according to Mark 12:31 (Ѻ), is the
second greatest commandment in the Bible. [2]

See also
● Science vs religion debates
● Science v. religion legal cases
● Science-religion controversy
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Bierstedt, Robert
In hmolscience, Robert Bierstedt (1913-1998) was an American sociologist noted for his
1981 American Sociological Theory: a Critical History, wherein he gives ripe reviews of
phenomena such as Pitirim Sorokin’s 1928 mechanistic school, the social Newton
attempts of George Lundberg and Stuart Dodd, among others. [1]

Quotes | Employed
The following are quotes employed:
“Pareto's studies show that, properly taken, the social physics of the seventeenth
century is not a mere dream of a bold human mind, but may be developed into a real
scientific sociology which will probably not be able to disentangle all the ‘mysteries’ of
human behavior and human history, but may clarify, to some degree, the more
important of them.”
— Pitirim Sorokin (1928), Contemporary Sociology (pg. 62); cited: American Sociological Theory
(pg. 310)

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“No synopsis of the book can possibly provide an idea of the richness of its content. One of its major contributions,
however, is Sorokin's classification of the various schools of sociological theory. It should be noted that these
"schools" are for the most part single-factor interpretations of the structure of society and of social change. They are
various ways of interpreting society, not, as is so often the case, various ways of interpreting sociology. They have
nothing to do with such approaches to sociological inquiry as functionalism, exchange theory, symbolic
interactionism, and others. The first chapter, for example, deals with the mechanistic school, those who have
regarded society as some kind of a machine, exhibiting the operation of both centripetal (associative) and centrifugal
(dissociative) forces. Among these writers Sorokin includes the pre-Socratic Greek philosophers and especially the socalled social physicists of the seventeenth century (Hobbes, Spinoza, Descartes, Leibniz, and, a little later, Berkeley),
Saint-Simon, Fourier, Comte, and Quetelet also appear on Sorokin's mechanistic roster. His principal attention,
however, is devoted to social energetics and includes such names as H. C. Carey, Voronoff, Haret, Lotka, Barcelo,
Solvay, Ostwald, Bechtereff, Carver, and Winiarsky—names that do not ordinarily appear in the histories of sociology.
In any event, Sorokin dismisses them all as writers who have contributed nothing to the understanding of social
phenomena. The concepts of physical force and physical energy, such as the conception of society as an astronomical
system, are little more than absurd. To one writer in this school he gives favorable, but critical, treatment, and that is
Pareto. He regards Pareto's ideas as "sound and promising," but defective nevertheless.”
— Robert Bierstedt (1981), on Sorokin's 1928 Contemporary Sociology; in: American Sociological Theory (pg. 309-10)

“Lundberg and Dodd are not the Copernicus and Newton of the social sciences, as they so earnestly and industriously
aspired to be. Very few today read Foundations of Sociology (1939) and Dimensions of Society (1942), yet Lundberg
was the leading protagonist of the scientific method in sociology, of the purification, by operational means, of the
concepts of sociology, and on the notion of society, as a natural phenomenon, susceptible to inquiry by the methods
of the natural sciences.”
— Robert Bierstedt (1981), American Sociological Theory (pg. 387)
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In thermodynamics, a bifurcation or “bifurcation point”
refers to the splitting of a thermodynamic branch, some
distance from equilibrium, into two new branches.

History
The term "bifurcation" seems to have originated in Henri
Bergson's 1907 chapter "The Divergent Directions of the
Evolution of Life", in his book Creative Evolution, where he
states that "nature preserves the different tendencies that
have bifurcated with their growth, creating them with
diverging series of species that will evolve separately." This
book was most influential to Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine,
who worked for many decades to explain Bergson's views
thermodynamically. The term ‘bifurcation’ is closely related
to the term ‘fluctuation’, which are both largely conceptions
of the work of Prigogine who defines bifurcation as the
branching of a solution into multiple solutions as a system
parameter is varied. [1]

Diagram of a pitchfork bifurcation, in which concentration
X is a function of parameter λ, which measures the
distance from equilibrium, whereby at the bifurcation
point, the thermodynamic branch becomes unstable, and
the two new solutions b1 and b2 emerge. [1]

Determinism
The main interest of Prigogine in advancing the thesis that humans are far from equilibrium types of evolved
dissipative structures that are changed into new structures past bifurcation points is that it allowed for Prigogine to
argue against complete determinism, to the effect that, in his view, the reaction and choice of the chemical entity is
determined while in the thermodynamic branch, prior to the bifurcation point, but that at the point of bifurcation
new choices emerge and the path become indeterminate.
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In science, the big bang is a theory according to which
13.7 billion years ago, on the evolution timeline, the
universe existed as condensed small point, about an
inch in size, which then exploded or “banged” in a rapid
expansion (or inflation) of space-time (or matterenergy) at an initial maximal fourth law temperature
(10E27 K), which over time formed the present
observable cosmos, with human molecules existing at a
standard system temperature of 300 K. The following is
American physicist Alan Guth’s 1980 “inflation”
Standard scientific model of the big bang theory.
depiction of the big bang theory start of the universe.
[3]

History
(add early theories)
In 1920, American polymath William Sidis postulated:
[5]

Typical laymanized half-scientific (right) half-religious (left) view
of the big bang.

“The second law of thermodynamics must date from
some sort of great collision out of which the present universe evolved.”

In 1929, American astronomer Edwin Hubble published his findings that the degree of "Doppler shift" (specifically
"redshift") observed in the light spectra from other galaxies increases in proportion to a particular galaxy's distance
from earth. This relationship became known as Hubble's law, and helped establish that the model that universe is
expanding. [4] In 1931, Belgian physicist Georges Lemaitre suggested that the evident expansion of the universe, if
projected back in time, meant that the further in the past the smaller the universe was, until at some finite time in
the past all the mass of the Universe was concentrated into a single point, a "primeval atom" where and when the
fabric of time and space came into existence. In 1949, Fred Hoyle coined the phrase that came to be applied to
Lemaître's theory, referring to it as "this big bang idea" during a BBC Radio broadcast. In 1967, together with Jayant
Narlikar, Hoyle would go on to state: [6]
“In the ‘big bang’ cosmology the universe must start with a marked degree of thermodynamic disequilibrium and
must eventually run down.”
In 1964, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson, at Bell Labs, measured cosmic microwave background radiation, the first
evidence of big bang theory, using the following device, a cryogenic microwave receiver, measuring a background
radiation of 3K in all directions:

Other
In cosmological thermodynamics, the big bang is often considered to have been a singularity in the form of a low
entropy state. [1] In religious thermodynamics, the big bang is often argued to have been initiated or created by god.
[2]
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Human molecules
In 2013, American evolutionary paleontologist Neil Shubin, in his The
Universe Within, published a big bang to human molecule depiction,
shown adjacent, of human formation. [7]
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In science, bildungstrieb (German), nisus formativus or “formative drive”
(English), the term bildung meaning "formation" and trieb meaning "drive",
is a hypothesized epigenetic driving force posited to direct form
reproduction in plants, animals, and humans. [1]

Overview
In 1781, German physician Johann Blumenbach, in his On the Formative
Drive of the Generation Process (Uber den Bildungstieb und das
Zeugungsgeschafte), the frontispiece of which is pictured adjacent, showing
human, animal, and plant reproduction and growth, namely the hen laying
an egg, the women breast feeding, a tree sprouting new branches following
a trimming, shoot grafting, depicted lower right, along with an amputee,
addressing the phenomenon of regeneration (Abrahman Trembley’s 1751
discovery of freshwater hydra’s ability to regenerate missing parts),
introduced "bildungsteib" or formative drive theory. [2] Blumenbach
summarized his theory as such: [1]
“In all living creatures from the human to the maggot and from the cedar
up to the steed there lies a particular, inborn, effective drive active
throughout life, first in order to attain their specific form, then to maintain
it, and if it is destroyed, to restore it where possible.”
The theory was upgrade to the older preformationism (ovism; spermism),
epigenesis (William Harvey, 1651), absurdities associated with the various
regeneration theories that were discussed in respect to subject of
reproduction and regrowth of cut parts, and to the mystically or religiously
crouched vital force theories (vitalism, vital energy, vital heat).

Kant
German philosopher Immanuel Kant was influenced by Blumenbach's
formative drive theory. [3]

The 1781 frontispiece of German physician
Johann Blumenbach's On the Formative
Drive of the Generation Process (Uber den
Bildungstieb und das Zeugungsgeschafte),
giving a visual depiction of his bildungsteib
(formative drive) theory. [2]

Goethe
German polymath Johann Goethe wrote an essay on the theory entitled "Bildungstrieb" and seems to have
incorporated parts of the theory in his Elective Affinities, the opening chapter (P1:C1) of which containing shoot
grafting. [1] Romanticism science scholar Robert Richards (2002) suggests that Goethe first learned of Blumenbach’s
formative drive theory through his association with Alexander Humboldt, whom he had met in 1794. [4] In particular,
in his 1795 article “The Life Force or the Rhodian genius, a Tale”, Humboldt used a poetical device to describe the
character of the force, lebenskraft or “life force”, that worked to unify life processes and to hold in check the
tendency of matter so organized to disintegrate, to decompose into elemental parts. [5] In his Zur Morphologie (To
Morphology), on morphology, Goethe declared his preference for the idea of Trieb (drive) as representing the
developmental dynamic of living nature, in contrast to Kraft (force), which indicated a material principle that could
not explain organization. [3]

Animate thermodynamics
In modern chemical thermodynamic terms, or rather chnopsological thermodynamic terms, the formative drive
theory seems to be a precursor to what we now refer to as Gibbs free energy, the driving force of freely going, earthbound, isothermal-isobaric, surface-attached, chemical reaction processes, e.g. the human reproduction reaction, a
mechanism step of which is depicted adjacent, i.e. breast feeding, an aspect of the turnover rate phenomenon.
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Billiard ball model
In hmolscience, billiard ball model refers to the
comparison of movements and collisions of
humans to that of the movement and collisions
billiard balls, often done in order to gain insight
into the similarities and or differences between
the two types of movement, and or to discuss
or theorize about concepts such as purpose,
meaning, morality, consciousness, intention,
and or causality, among others philosophical
Collisions abound on a billiards table. Billiard balls collide with each other
inquiries.
and with the sides of the table. These collisions result in changes in the
momentum of the billiard balls. They slow down, speed up and change
Overview
directions. All three of these changes require a force acting upon the ball
In 1898, Scottish physical chemist William
for some amount of time. This force acting over time is known as an
Ramsay, in his discussion of the kinetic theory, impulse. An impulse causes a momentum change. Not only does the
compared the collisions of football players,
impulse cause a momentum change, it is also equal to the momentum
defined as human molecules, to the collisions of change.

gas molecules: [1]
“I find, in my own case, that it helps greatly to a clear understanding of a concept if a mental picture can be called up
which will illustrate the concept, if even imperfectly. Some such picture may be formed by thinking of the motions of
the players in a game of football. At some critical point in the game, the players are running, some this way, some
that; one has picked up the ball and is running with it, followed by two or three others; while players from the
opposite side are slanting towards him, intent upon a collision. The backs are at rest, perhaps; but, on the approach
of the ball to the goal, they quicken into activity, and the throng of human molecules is turned and pursues an
opposite course. The failure of this analogy to represent what is believed to occur in a gas is that the players’ motion
is directed and has purpose; that they do not move in straight lines, but in any curves which may suit their purpose;
and that they do not, as two billiard-balls do, communicate their rates of motion to the other by collision. But,
making such reservations, some idea may be gained of the encounters of molecules by the encounters in a footballfield.”
In football, collisions are going to happen during every play. The offensive and defensive players approach each other
momentum. They each have their mass in motion. Momentum, being a vector quantity, has a direction. The direction
of the momentum is in the direction that the player is moving. So in effect, it is the goal of each player to gather more
momentum in the direction opposite their opponent prior to the collision. During the collision, both objects change
their momentum. The momentum changes of the two objects are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. So
the northward-moving play may lose 300 kg•m/s of northward momentum. If so, then the southward-moving player
loses 300 kg•m/s of southward momentum. This is referred to as momentum conservation. [2]
Here we see the terms "goals" and "purpose" interjected into the discussion of the description of the motion of
the humans as compared to the motion of the balls, which are comparison topics found in recent treatises, such as by
Cuban-born American philosopher Alicia Juarrero (1999) and American anthropological neuroscientist Terrence
Deacon (2011), in attempts to bridge the conceptual gap between the materialism-physicalism world and the human
consciousness/mind teleology-conceptualized world by making amends to thermodynamics. [3]
The "billiard ball vs. human" comparison is similar to the classical "rock vs. human" comparison, albeit slightly
more complex in that the former takes "collisional" motion, not just motion alone, into context.
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Bind
In chemistry, bind (TR=97) or “binding” (e.g. molecular binding), as contrasted with bond (TR=476) or “bonding” (e.g.
chemical bond), refers to []

Binding affinity
The term “binding affinity” refers to []

Binding energy
The term “binding energy” refers to []

Binding force
The term “binding force” refers to []
“Chemical thermodynamics [applies] to present-day problems of our society. I will try to show that thermodynamics
is a discipline highly relevant to the real world in which we live and that its fundamental laws may be related to
human experience. A simple description of energy is that the energy of a [social] system arises from the binding
forces [exchange forces] that hold together the elementary particles—nuclei, ions, atoms, molecules, and
macromolecules [people]—constituting the system. The greater the binding forces, the more tightly bound is the
system, and the lower is its energy. This corresponds to a state of greater [socioeconomic] security. The smaller the
binding forces, the less tightly bound is the system, and the higher is its energy. This corresponds to a system of lesser
[socioeconomic] security.”
— Frederick Rossini (1971), “Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World”

Binding site
A term “binding site” is an area on the surface of a molecule or specific region (or atom) in a molecular entity that
combines with another molecule or is capable of entering into a stabilizing interaction with another interaction,
according to which two binding sites in different molecular entities are said to be complementary if their interaction
is stabilizing; binding sites, on enzymes in particular, can be active sites or allosteric sites. [1]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“We call love what binds us to certain creatures only by reference to a collective way of seeing for which books and
legends are responsible. But of love I know only that mixture of desire, affection and intelligence that binds me to this
or that creature. That compound is not the same for another person. I do not have the right to cover all these
experiences with the same name.”
— Albert Camus (1942), The Myth of Sisyphus [2]
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Binding affinity
In physiology, binding affinity refers to the chemical force of affinity involved in the attraction or attachment of one
chemical entity to another, of two molecules to each other, or of one molecule to a surface, such as a drug to a
receptor (or host to a guest). Binding affinity is typically quantified via free energy or of enthalpic and entropic terms.

Further reading
● Lybrand, Terry P, McCammon, J. Andrew, and Wipﬀ, George. (1986). “Theoretical Calculation of Relative Binding
Affinity in Host-Guest Systems.” Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, Vol. 83. Pp. 833-35.
● Talhout, Reinskje. (2003). Understanding Enzyme Binding Affinity: Thermodynamics of Binding of Benzamidinium
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Chloride Inhibitors to Trypsin, Dissertation. Rijksuniversiteit Groningen.
● Gomperts, B. D., Kramer, Ijsbrand M, and Tatham, Peter E.R. (2009). Signal Transduction (section: Measurement of
binding affinity, pg. 30). Academic Press.
● Michel, Julien and Essex, Johathan W. (2010). “Predic on of Protein-Ligand Binding Affinity by Free Energy
Simulations: Assumptions, Pitfalls, and Expectations” (abstract), Journal of Computer-Aided Molecular Design, May
28.

Binding energy
In chemistry, binding energy is the amount of energy associated with the formation of a bond. Binding energy is a
thermodynamic property, and one can detect the heat being given off when molecules bind well. Calorimetry lets
one break binding energy down into its enthalpic (ΔH) and entropic (TΔS) components, which is hard to do by other
means. [1] Albert Lehninger defines binding energy as the Gibbs free energy derived from enzyme-substrate
interaction; a major source of free energy used by enzymes to lower the activation energies of reactions. [2]

See also
● Bound energy
● Bond energy
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BioIn terminology, bio-, from the Greek “life”,
originating in the works of Euripides (c.460BC), via
term “bios” (Georg Misch, 1950), is a defunct
(see: defunct theory of life) prefix, commonly
found in: “biology”, biochemistry, or “biophysics”,
etc., meant to signify a living thing or certain
types of matter (e.g. living matter) that are
“alive”, meaning, referring, and or related, in
modern terms, to powered CHNOPS+ matter.

New

Old

Defunct | Obsolete
In the early 21st century, with the arrival of the
defunct theory of life (2009) view, or life does not Powered CHNOPS+
Bioexist (2010) consensus, the theory of life is now
classified as a defunct scientific theory, according Left: a 1936 depiction, by American plant physiologist Frank Thone, of a
to which, previously thought interred ideas such plant as a light powered "CHNOPS Plus" system; a chemical upgrade to
older late 18th century, albeit now-defunct (2009), term "biological"
as vitalism or neo-vitalism, are but concluded to
system (right). [1]
be Greek-coated historically ingrained religiomythology notions, namely that certain things are “born”, “living”, and “die”, which is a premise not found in the
modern hard sciences: chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics—or as English physiologist Charles Sherrington
famously put it in 1936: [2]
“Chemistry does not know the word life”.
Hence, terms such as: "biochemistry" (bio-chemistry), "biophysics" (bio-physics), or "biothermodynamics" (biothermodynamics) are defunct and nonfunctional neoplasm, rooted in religio-mythology. Or as English molecular
genetics researcher Francis Crick put it in 1966: [3]
“Let us abandon the word ‘alive’.”
If, subsequently, chemistry does not know the word "life" and as such we are suggested to abandon the term "alive"
and the related we must also abandon all Greek translations of such, namely: the ubiquitous prefix "bio-" must be
expunged, rectified, and or upgraded in the vernacular of modern science.
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Upgrades
See main: life terminology upgrades

The prefix “bio-”, in short, is a defunct scientific prefix. Upgrade alternatives include: “chnops-” (c.1936), "powered
CHNOPS matter" (Henry Swan, 1974), “animate matter” (Alfred Ubbelohde, 1954), as in bio-physicist (defunct) →
chnops-physicist (modern), or bio-chemistry (defunct) → chnops-physics, or life thermodynamics (defunct) or
biothermodynamics (defunct) → animate thermodynamics (modern).
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Biochemical thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, biochemical thermodynamics, a defunct neoplasm (see: bio-; defunct theory of life; life does not
exist; life terminology upgrades), is the study of the thermodynamics of biochemical processes. [1] This subject of
study is relatively new and in development. A notable thermodynamicist in this field is Englishman Keith Burton, the
first to build thermodynamic tables of biochemical species.

Naming issues
The term "biochemical thermodynamics" seems to concern itself with the applications of thermodnamics in
biochemistry. In other instances, it may be found synonymous with bioenergetics, biothermodynamics, and biological
thermodynamics, among others. A distinction to be made here is the the contract between the thermodynamics
internal to biological entities, e.g. inside a cell, and the thermodynamics of systems of biological organisms, e.g. a
community of animals. The latter division is considered cutting-edge.
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In chemistry, biochemistry is a obsolete portmanteau, i.e. bio- (defunct)
+ -chemistry (not defunct), meant to signify the chemical study of
powered CHNOPS+ systems, i.e. "biological", defunct colloquial speak,
processes, structures, or systems in.

Etymology
The term “biochemistry” was coined in 1903 by German chemist Carl
Neuberg as a classification term for the subjects he had been working
on, namely: solubility and transport in cells, the chemistry of
carbohydrates, photochemistry, investigating and classifying different
types of fermentation, and the chemistry of amino acids and enzymes.
[1]

Difficulties on term
In the 20th century, chemists began to point out that the term
“biology”, or the study of life, was not something recognized by the
science of “chemistry”, the study of atoms and their properties, a
subject that does not utilized, recognize, understand, and or quantify
physically the notions of “life” and “death”. This was explicitly pointed
out in 1939 by English physiologist Charles Sherrington: [2]
“Chemistry does not know the word life.”
In 1966, English molecular geneticist Francis Crick put forward the
following suggestion, amid his neo-vitalism debates: [3]
“Let us abandon the word ‘alive’.”

Swedish physiological-biochemist Gosta
Ehrensvard's 1973 Living Matter: What is Life?
What is Biochemistry?, showing DNA on the
cover, wherein he questions the functionability
of the terms “biochemistry” and “living
matter” as a working scientific labels. [4]

These issues become acute when one goes searching for the so-called
"origin of life" at which point the molecular entity/biological entity
divide, such as in the case of the cell (e.g. cell-as-molecule) or virus (e.g.
virus molecule), becomes a striking problem in need of immediate solution and resolution, particularly when
chemical thermodynamic analysis is used as the tool of dissection. Swedish physiological-biochemist Gosta
Ehrensvard, following the proposal of his 1960 “life precedes organisms” living puddle theory, in his We and They:
Molecules and Life in the Cosmos (1971) and Living Matter: What is Life? What is Biochemistry? (1973), seems to have
begun to lay question to the functionability of the terms “biochemistry” and “living matter” as a working scientific
labels. [4]

Terminology upgrade
In the wake of the post 2009 "defunct theory of life" perspective, in circa 2012, to remedy this ongoing terminology
malady, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims began to initiate “life terminology upgrade” clarification
measures in both Hmolpedia articles and submitted Journal of Human Thermodynamics articles. The term
“biochemistry”, in all its usages, has subsequently been redacted as follows:
bio-chemistry (biochemistry) → powered chnops-chemistry (chnopschemistry).
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In science, biocule, a portmanteau of bio- "life" + -molecule
"small mass", a defunct (see: defunct theory of life)
hypothetical entity, referring to the first molecule in
possession of “life”, a “living molecule”, or biological
molecule, or something along these lines, formed or
“emerged” during the course of evolution.

Overview
In 1929, British animal psychologist Lloyd Morgan introduced
the term biocule as follows: [1]
“On the assumption that all are in accordance with nature,
and that they stand in order of evolutionary genesis, it
follows that, at some stage of evolution a, there were atoms
only; at stage b, molecules (and atoms) only. Not until stage Morgan's discussion of his "biocule" conception (see also:
c was reached were there living units (may one say
half-alive theory), which he conceptualizes as the first
‘biocules’?) in biochemical relationship. Here we come into "biological molecule" in possession of the quantity of "life",
which he says has different rules, namely the "rules of life",
touch with the hypothesis, the fullest knowledge of the
nature and properties of the atomic world at stage a would as he calls them, than those of regular molecules and
not enable the most for-sighted atomic logician, so to speak, atoms. [1]
to deduce and foretell the nature and properties of the
molecules at stage b; nor would the fullest knowledge of molecules at this stage of evolution enable the molecular
logician to predict the distinctive character of ‘biocules’ at stage c, that is before any ‘biocule’ had come into
existence.”
According to another rehash by Morgan of his emergence of life, in the form of a biocule, from atoms and molecules
model: [2]
“Let us provisionally arrange ‘natural entities’ in ascending order in an emergent hierarchy. Such a suit may be: atom,
molecule, colloidal unit, ‘biocule’, cell, multicellular organism, community of such organisms. Here ‘biocule’ stands
for a hypothetical link in the chain.”
(add discussion)

Discussion
Here is see the a number of issue, firstly (a) Morgan is digging around in the domain of the defunct theory of life,
namely the premise of the existence of the first living molecule or biocule as he terms it or first living chemical
reaction is a false conception, a contrivance of mythology forced into chemistry and thermodynamics, and (b) the
argument of the notion of indeterminacy in nature (see: determinism), which does not corroborate with the view
embodied in the logic of thermodynamic prediction, first outlined by Willard Gibbs in the 1870s, which can foretell
the course of evolution, such as explained in C.G. Darwin’s 1952 The Next Million Years.

See also
● Biogen | German physiologist Max Verworn's 1903 theory (see: living molecule).
● Evolution timeline
● Molecular evolution table
● Animacule | diminu ve of animal or “li le animal”; referring to microscopic organisms.
● Animolecule | animated molecule, e.g. retinal molecule, walking molecule, etc.
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Bioenergetics
In science, bioenergetics is the study of energy transformations in living organisms. [1] The first books on
bioenergetics began to appear in the late 1950s.
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Overview
Danish biochemists Karel van Dam and Hans Westerhoff argued that biological systems are “always away out of
equilibrium” so that classical thermodynamics has limited potential for biology. They claim that the work of Lars
Onsager was the first to suggest that thermodynamics could be extended to the description of non-equilibrium
systems and that a spin-off of this work suggested that in biological systems the key subject of study is the Gibbs free
energy coupling of ‘uphill’ to ‘downhill’ processes as viewed in terms of the thermodynamic efficiency of the
coupling. [5] In 1941, Fritz Lipmann, in his “Metabolic Generation and Utilization of Phosphate Bond Energy”,
presented the theory of free energy coupling in the context of phosphate bond energy use. In the 1950s, books on
bioenergetics began to appear. In 1961, British biochemist Peter Mitchell proposed the chemiosmotic hypothesis,
suggesting that most ATP synthesis in respiring cells come from the electrochemical gradient across the inner
membranes of mitochondria by using the energy of NADH and FADH2 formed from the breaking down of energy rich
molecules such as glucose. [2]

Lowen
In the 1950s, in energy psychology, an obscure version of “bioenergetics”, as developed by American psychologist
Alexander Lowen, a type of dynamic therapy based on the teachings of Austrian-born psychiatrist Wilhelm Reich,
particularly Reich’s postulate of the existence of a type of energy, called “orgone”, which permeates the atmosphere
and all living matter, being connected to sexual well-being and conflicts of neuroses. [3] Loosely, Lowen hypothesized
that repressed emotions become transformed into muscle tension. Subsequently, according to this logic, the body
"records" negative emotional reactions and stores them in the form of muscle tension and stiffness, poor posture,
and low energy levels. To release these trapped emotions and return the body and mind to a balanced, healthy,
peaceful state, patients must first release muscle tension and correct physical imbalances. [4]

Bio | Terminology
In the late 20th century, bioenergetics, and subfields, e.g. membrane bioenergetics, among others, began to be
replaced with the terms: biothermodynamics, biological thermodynamics, and biochemical thermodynamics. In 2009,
the prefix "bio-" was shown to be defunct (see: defunct theory of life; life does not exist; life terminology upgrades),
by virtue of the inherent difficulty in the term "life thermodynamics", which is without foundation, rather with
baseless religio-mythology foundation, being that life is a property supposed to be breathed into matter (or clay) by
god, and therefore non-existent. Upgrade terminological substitutions, at present, include: chnops-ological
thermodynamics (or powered chnopsological thermodynamics).
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Bioethics
In terminology, bioethics (TR:14), from Greek bio- (“life”) + -ethics (science of morals), is []

Etymology
In 1926, German theologian-philosopher Fritz Jahr (1895-1953), in his “Bio-Ethik” article (Ѻ), attempted to extend
Immanuel Kant’s “categorical imperative” to the intersection of moral theory applied, supposedly, between animal
and plant interests and human interests, per the logic that:
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“Every living thing in principle as an end in itself, and treat it as such if possible!”
Jahr’s summarized bioethics statement is as follows: [1]
“So that the rule for our actions may be the bio-ethical demand: respect every living thing being on principle as a goal
in itself and treat it, if possible as such!”
(add discussion)
In 1970, American biochemist Van Patter (1911-2001), independently, introduced a more general definition of
bioethics. [2]
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External links
● Bioethics – Wikipedia.

Biogenesis
In science, biogenesis , from the Greek bio- ‘life’ + -genesis
‘to be born’ or ‘origin or coming into being of something’,
as apposed to abiogenesis, refers to either a theory of
"life-origination or commencement" (Henry Bastian,
c.1869) or the hypothesis that "living matter always arises An 1879 dictionary entry on biogenesis by English physicist
William Rossiter. [1]
by the agency of pre-existing living matter" (Thomas
Huxley, 1870), both conceptualized in a physio-chemical
sense or perspective.

Etymology
The etymological origin of both the theory that "life can only come from life", variously attributed to: William Harvey
(c.1630), Lorenz Oken (1803), Rudolf Virchow (1858), and Louis Pasteur (1861), among others, and the coining of the
term "biogenesis", attributed to both Henry Bastian (c.1869) and or Thomas Huxley (1870), is rather spread out. The
gist of the term coining seems to have arisen in circa 1869 during which time English pathological anatomist Henry
Bastian got into some type of exchange of letters debated with John Tyndall about the origin of life and dust and
microorganisms, during which time Bastian was employing the term biogenesis in his unpublished writings; a debate
about which Thomas Huxley in his 1870 BAAS address commented on. The following timeline outlines some of this
"life from life" theory terminology history:
Date

William Harvey
(1578-1657)
Lorenz Oken
(1779-1851)

English | Translation

“Omne vivum ex ovo” | Latin (original)
[4]

c.1630
“Every living thing from an egg” [attributed]
“Nullum vivum ex ovo! Omne vivum e vivo!” | Latin (original)
1805

[2]
“No living thing from an egg! Every living from the living!” | English (translation)
“Omnis cellula e cellula” | Latin (original)

Rudolf Virchow
(1821-1902)

1858

[3]
“Every cell of the cell” | English (translation)

Henry Bastian
(1837-1915)

1860s

Thomas Huxley
(1825-1895)

“The hypothesis that living matter always arises by the agency of pre-existing living
matter, took definite shape; and had, henceforward, a right to be considered and a
1870 claim to be refuted, in each particular case, before the production of living matter in
any other way could be admitted by careful reasoners. It will be necessary for me to
refer to this hypothesis so frequently, that, to save circumlocution, I shall call it the

Employed the term "biogenesis", independently, in his unpublished writings, to mean
"life-origination or commencement".

[5]
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hypothesis of Biogenesis; and I shall term the contrary doctrine—that living matter
may be produced by not living matter—the hypothesis of Abiogenesis.”
William
Thomson

c.1876

“Dead matter cannot become living matter without coming under the influence of
matter previous alive.”

(Ѻ)

“A word of explanation seems necessary with regard to the introduction of the new
term archebiosis. I had originally, in unpublished writings, adopted the word
biogenesis to express the same meaning—viz, life-origination or commencement.
But in the mean time the word biogenesis has been made use of, quite independently,
by a distinguished biologist [Huxley], who wished to make it bear a totally different
meaning. He also introduced the term abiogenesis.

Henry Bastian
(1837-1915)

1871

William Rossiter
(c.1836-c.1900)

1879 “Biogenesis: the origin of life from life only: opposed to abiogenesis.”

[6]
I have been informed, however, on the best authority, that neither of these words
can—with any regard to the language from which they are derived—be supposed to
bear the meanings which have of late been publicly assigned to them. Wishing to
avoid all needless confusion, I therefore renounced the use of the word biogenesis,
and being, for the reason just given, unable to adopt the other term, I was compelled
to introduce a new word, in order to designate the process by which living matter is
supposed to come into being, independently of pre-existing living matter.”

[1]

In the late 19th century, Ernst Haeckel, supposedly, formulated a “law of biogenesis”, which states that species have
evolved from one another. (Ѻ)
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Biographies
In Hmolpedia, biographies is a bio-defunct file-tree header term, upgraded, in 2015, to existographies.

Biogravity
In science, biogravity is a hypothetical force or set of forces, a type of
“biological gravity”, which accounts for the survival drive, the assembling and
conservation of biological diversity, and evolution of more advanced forms. [1] A 2007 clip of “Chemistry”, by Swedish
In a thermodynamic sense, the term “biogravity” is used as a sort of filler-term pop-singer Velvet, who sings about
to explain not the disorder in biology, but rather the neg-entropic ascent. The love and biogravity.
term seems to have been first used, albiet in a functional religious thermodynamics sense, in 1999 by author Holmes
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Rolston who stated that: “one can posit god as a countercurrent to entropy, a sort of biogravity that lures life
upward.” [2] This latter theme, however, is an incorrect view. Correctly, it is the action of photons, the force carriers
from the sun, which trigger earth-bound chemical mechanism (reaction), free energy, the main driving force, that
lures life upward, and enthalpy that acts as the countercurrent to entropy. [3]

Human chemistry
In popular writing, biogravity is seen as the force or mechanism that draws biological entities together, such as in two
people falling in love. In music chemistry, for instance, the chorus to the popular 2007 song “Chemistry”, by Swedish
pop-singer Velvet, is:
I feel the chemistry
Between you and me
There's electricity
when you're touching me
I feel the chemistry
feel the biogravity
I want you touching me
I feel you touching me
In a more technical sense, the description of what draws to human molecules (people) together is a thick subject full
of details yet to be understood. When animate structures are categorized according to element-number, the trend
emerges that the interactions of smaller entities, approximately 5-element or smaller molecules (see: molecular
evolution table), are governed by the electromagnetic force, i.e. by the direct exchange of photons. As molecular
entities become larger, up to the size of bacteria, a 15-element molecule, the gravitational force, specifically lunar
influence, becomes a factor. In the human chemical reaction scenario, for instance, female sexual heat is cyclical,
occurring every 27-days or one lunar period. Hence, the force that draws two people together in a state of love is a
combination of the electromagnetic force and the gravitational force. [3] The gravitational force, however, may turn
out to be an enhanced variation of chemical gravitation, resulting between large objects with mass.
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Biological energy
In terminology, biological energy in an obsolete (see: bio-), albeit still used colloquially, term for energy associated
with the physiology, reactions, processes, and or interactions of powered CHNOPS+ organisms.

Overview
In the early 20th century, thinkers such as Polish economist Leon Winiarsky and American physical chemist Alfred
Lotka, among others, where theorizing about "biological energy". In psychology, Austrian-born American Wilhelm
Reich’s theory of orgone energy is sometimes referred to as a radiating “biological energy”, a sort of theoretical spinoff of psychic energy. [2] In 1973, Albert Lehninger, in his Bioenergetics, discussed biological energy in terms of the
Gibbs free energy involved in the driving of biological processes and reactions. [1]
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Biological free energy
In chnopsological thermodynamics, biological free energy is an obsolete scientific term, formerly employed in
ecological thermodynamics, albeit now a defunct neoplasm (see: bio-), modeled on the state function formulation of
“free energy” (Gibbs free energy or Helmholtz free energy), albeit viewed in the Raymond Lindeman “energy
pyramid” model (1942) and the Charles Elton “food chain” model (1927) context, refers to the loose conception that
mass structure of "food"—be it an autotroph (e.g. grass) or a heterotroph (e.g. a chicken)—is the clumped matter
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representative of the free energy or energy available to do work, or something along these lines, in evolutionary or
ecological processes. This is similar to the way in which the "heat" (dQ) from the sun, when discussed in evolution
thermodynamics contexts, is often misconstrued as "free energy" (dH or dG).

Etymology
In 1988, Canadian zoologist Daniel Brooks and American systems ecologist Edward Wiley, citing the cosmological free
energy theories of Steven Frautschi (1988), gave the following definition of the term: [1]
“Entropy is generated by the clumping of matter. Clumping in cosmological models produces heat as a result of
gravitational work done; this heat is the free energy that allows other kinds of work to be done in the universe. We
suggest that in an analogous manner ecosystems represent a ‘clumping’ of species that create ‘biological free
energy’. This occurs because organisms can act as energy sources for other organisms, and those other organisms
could not exist if it were not for the prior existence of the first organisms.”
In 2011, English physicist Adam Moroz, in his The Common Extremalities in Biology and Physics, outlines a similar
trophic pyramid (energy pyramid) take on the term “biological free energy”, wherein he considers free energy to be
synonymous with “biomass”. [2] The 2006 to 2012 work of English biotechnologist Mark Janes employs the term
“bio-gibbs free energy”. [3]

Discussion
The above examples represent a great misunderstanding of the term “free energy” (Hermann Helmholtz’s 1882
term), or “available energy” (Willard Gibbs’ 1876 term) in its actual formal chemical thermodynamic definition, as this
extrapolates up to the chnopsological animate systems level of plant-animal-human reactions occurring on the
surface of the earth (surface thermodynamics); namely a confusion between the energies of surface-molecule
(surface-species) interactions and energies of molecule-molecule (species-species) interactions. [4]
This is similar to the way in which Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen famously misinterpreted “free energy” and
“bound energy”, in economic thermodynamics terms, to mean the available energy stored or used up, respectively, in
fossil fuels (e.g. as discussed in energy crisis polemics)—which is hardly the way in which “free energy” is explained in
the thermodynamics of the nature of the chemical reaction, wherein products will only go over to reactants if the
system shows a decrease in free energy. In simplified terms, both of the above misuses incorrectly assign “free
energy” to dietary and or consumer usage types of energy, rather than energies of interspecies relationships, e.g.
sexual energy, energy of reproduction, energy of war, etc., i.e. those that involved changes in chemical bonds (see:
human chemical reaction theory) and hence bond energies of species recombinations (similar to the ATP model of
phosphate bond energy storage, release, and endergonic reaction drive), not those of say the energy associated with
eating lettuce, eating a hamburger, or driving a car, in plain speak, the latter of which are activation energy lowering
factor types of energy, not free energy types of energy. [4] In any event, these types of misunderstandings are
common whenever chemical thermodynamics is applied outside of the laboratory standard: cell, test tube, or bomb
calorimeter, chromatograph, etc., apparatuses, at which point an intimate knowledge of chemical thermodynamics is
a prerequisite.

Defunct theory of life
A second salient inconsistency of the use of the term “biological free energy” is that the term is but Greek-disguised
code for “living free energy”, which is but vitalism (or rather neo-vitalism) in disguise, meaning that the term assumes
that (a) life exists, which it does not (see: defunct theory of life), and (b) that at some so-called "origin of life" point or
mechanism step in the evolution timeline or on the molecular evolution table that the standard measureable “free
energy” of chemical thermodynamics, that which accounts, e.g., for the reaction of oxygen and hydrogen to form
water, became a type of “life energy”, or energy that is “alive”, among other absurdities; views that were all
discarded in the 19th century.
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Biological system
In terminology, biological system is an expression, with the defunct prefix bio-, referring, historically, to a powered
CHNOPS+ system; oft-used, but typically ill-defined, phrase referring to a "living system" or system containing
biological entities, contained by a boundary, across which energy, matter, or work may pass. The typical example of a
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biological system, often used, is the cell, encased by a cell membrane. The term “biological system” is near-to
synonymous with the term living system; although the latter is often used to convey a separate meaning in the sense
of a system in possession of “life”. Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine argues, in his 1972 article “Thermodynamics of
Evolution”, that coherent behavior, similar to the act of Bénard cell formation, is “the characteristic feature of
biological systems”. [5]

System stipulations
In biochemistry, a biological system is often defined as a cell, organism, or population. [1] In biological system
situations, however, a caveat tends to stipulate that the system must be large relative to the molecular dimensions.
[2] A simple definition would suffice that the system must contain a minimum of two molecules or two biological
entities; thus allowing the definition of entropy, as the equivalence value of all uncompensated transformations,
being loosely the measure of the internal work that the molecules of the system do on each other, to hold. [3]

Flows and affinities
The thermodynamic forces that drive most flows in biological systems, according to American physical chemist Dilip
Kondepudi, are affinities. In particular, according to Kondepudi, when affinity is the difference in chemical potential
between reactants and products, the corresponding flow is a chemical reaction; when it is the difference in chemical
potential from one location to another, the flow is transport of matter. [4]

Gibbs free energy
The measure of affinity A, in biological systems is Gibbs free energy G, defined as follows:

A = -ΔG
Subsequently, because biological or living systems tend to be modeled as open systems, exchanging matter and
energy with their surroundings, both energy and entropy changes will occur in coordination with reactions and
movements internal to the system. To quantify these effects, the function of state used in biochemistry is the Gibbs
free energy, defined as: [1]

G = H – TS
where H is the enthalpy, T the temperature, and S the entropy of the biological system.
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Biological thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, biological thermodynamics, a defunct neoplasm (see: bio-; defunct theory of life; life does not
exist; life terminology upgrades), is the use of thermodynamics in the study of biology (powered chnopsology).

History
Russian-born Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine used the term "biological thermodynamics" in 1961. [1] In 1965, Russian
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thermodynamicist Karl Trincher published the short 93-page booklet Biology and Information: Elements of Biological
Thermodynamics, in which he discussed concepts such as negentropy, the inapplicability of Prigogine’s theorem to
embryogenesis, thermogenesis, among other topics. [2] In 2001, British-born American biophysicist Donald Haynie
published one of the first standardized teaching textbooks on biological thermodynamics, deriving from his PhD
dissertation on the thermodynamics of protein folding, a book now in its second edition (2008). [3]

Naming issues
See main: Thermodynamics (naming)

At present, in addition to the name "biological thermodynamics", the subject of thermodynamics in biology goes by
various near-similar names such as bioenergetics, biothermodynamics, or biochemical thermodynamics, each having
near synonymous overlap of material. The term "biological thermodynamics", for example, can refer to both the
thermodynamics inside of biological objects, such as within a cell, as well as between biological objects, such as
between a hawk and a dove (such as was discussed by American chemist Alfred Latoka in the 1920s), or the
interactions between an organism and its environment. The cover of American biophysicist Donald Haynie's 2001
textbook Biological Thermodynamics (above), for instance, seems to imply that the subject has something to do with
a lizard, moving about, being heated by the sun, whereas the book mostly focuses on protein thermodynamics, a
subject that could fall under the category of either of the above names. [3]
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Biology
In science, biology, is a defunct scientific term
(see: defunct theory of life), formerly defined as
the study of that which is "alive" or "living
systems", derived from the Greek prefix bio-,
meaning "life".

Terminology reform
See main: Life terminology upgrades

The term "biology" has been superseded and
replaced by a work-in-progress variety of
upgrade terms: "chnopsology", the study of
animate systems, the study of "medium powered
CHNOPS+ regions, systems, or matrices" (Henry
Swan, 1974), among other yet to be invented
scientifically agreeable replacements.

Etymology

German physical chemist Uwe Meierhenrich on Russian-born Israeli
molecular bio-physicist (chnops-physicist) Edward Trifonov’s 2011 metaanalysis list of 123-definitions of life list (Popa list + Barbieri list), nonredundant, and the overtypical recursive definition formula found in
attempts to define life: as objects having biological processes; biology
defined as the study of life. [11]

The prefix bio- is the combining form of the
Greek term bios. [12] The word “bios”, itself, supposedly embodying the Greek idea or concept of life or theory of life,
according to German philosopher Georg Misch, first appears in the work of Euripides, a top seven thinker in
Aristotle's citation rankings. [13] The coining of the term “biology” arose independently in the works of about five or
so different people in the years 1797 to 1802 in England and Germany. In 1797, German anatomist and physiologist
Theodore Roose (1771-1803), in his 1797 book Outlines of the Theory of Life Force, designated by the term “biology”
the doctrine of study of the “life force” (a vitalism term). [3] In 1799, English physician Thomas Beddoes used the
term biology, as a type of strict subset term of physiology, as follows: [10]
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“Biology: the doctrine of the living system in all its states.”
In 1800, German physiologist and neuroanatomist Karl Burdach (1776-1847) used the term “biology” to denote the
study of morphology, physiology, and psychology. [6] In 1802, German physician and naturalist Gottfried Treviranus
(1776-1837) employed the term in the title of his book Biology or Philosophy of Living Nature for Naturalists and
Physicians, in the introduction of which he wrote (see translation note): [7]
“The objects of our investigation will be the
various forms and manifestations of life, the
conditions and laws under which held the
state of life and the causes, whereby the same
is effected. The science that deals with these
things, we will designate by the name of
biology or the science of life.”

“Die Gegenstände unserer Nachforschungen werden die
verschiedenen Formen und Erscheinungen des Lebens
sein, die Bedingungen und Gesetze unter welchen der
Lebenszustand stattfindet und die Ursachen, wodurch
derselbe bewirkt wird. Die Wissenschaft, die sich mit
diesen Gegenständen beschäftigt, werden wir mit dem
Namen Biologie oder Lebenslehre bezeichnen.”

Catherine Rigby (2004), misattributes Treviranus, in 1802, as using the term biology for the first time as a new branch
of science defined as “conditions and laws under which the different forms of life exist and their causes.” In 1802,
French naturalist Jean Lamarck, in his Researches on the Organization of Living Bodies, used the term biology,
supposedly, in the sense of the study of “the unitary force over all species from the rudimentary worm to the
splendor of man.” [8] Lamarck’s full definition reads: [9]
“Biology: this is one of the three divisions of terrestrial physics; it includes all which pertains to living bodies and
particularly to their organization, where developmental processes, the structural complexity resulting from prolonged
action of vital movements, the tendency to create special organs and to isolate them by focusing activity in a center,
and so on.”
(add discussion)

Overview
The term "biology" itself is circular, with the Greek prefix rendered in English, the word amounts to: “life-ology is the
study of life”, and hence is a meaningless term. This shows through in the various so-called “coinings” of the term
(above).
In the modern view, however, animated matter, otherwise known as "biological matter", in obsolete terminology, is
atomic matter, and atoms are not alive, nor are molecules, animate molecules, or animated molecules with atomic
turnover rate, otherwise known as metabolism and growth. [1] The goal of what was called the so-called subject of
"biology", in olden-days terminology, according to the 1966 views of English molecular biologist Francis Crick, is
reductionism to a purely atomic physical chemistry description of behavior: “The ultimate aim of the modern
movement in biology is to explain all biology in terms of physics and chemistry.” [2]

Upgrade terminology
The suggested replacement terminology for the now defunct term biology include: "chnopsology" (2012) and or
"animateology", the study of animate matter (or animate molecules); which are both Hmolpedia coined terms, the
latter modeled on:
(a) Belgian-born English thermodynamicist Alfred Ubbelohde 1954 definition that “animate matter [is] termed ‘life’
for short.”
(b) Swedish physical chemist Sture Nordholm 1997 use of "animate thermodynamics" as the study of the
thermodynamics of human activity and behavior.
In this sense, animateology would comprise the study of animate thermodynamics, animate chemistry, and or
animate physics applied to the study of animated structures, generally super-cellular in size, or thereabouts.
Animateology, to note, is less focused, in that it could generally mean the study of everything that animates,
including simple mechanical automatons.

Thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, terms that still have a certain usage include: biothermodynamics, biological thermodynamics,
biochemical thermodynamics, etc., although each is in need of terminological upgrade. [4]

Chemistry
In a cultural sense, there is said to exist a certain “biology of love”, that has recently been described by a unified
theory of psychology and brain chemistry. [5]
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Biopsychodynamics
In psychology, biopsychodynamics, or "bio-psychodynamics", a tending to be subset of biopsychology, refers to the
study of the neuroscience and psychodynamic aspects of mental processes or as subset of evolutionary psychology
that studies mate selection and evolution using Freudian-theory approach. [1]

Overview
The general field of biopsychology assumes that for every behavior, feeling, and thought, there is a corresponding
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physical event that takes place in the brain; whereby biopsychology is the study of the relationship between these
two. In this sense, biopsychology + psychodynamics (the view that consciousness depends on a number of inner
forces over which one has no control; a field initiated by Sigmund Freud), would be defined as the study of the
behavior, feeling, and thoughts of consciousness, as these related to both internal physical events and to the forces
behind these events. [4] One might define biopsychodynamics, in this sense, as the internal bio-neurological
communication systems linking physical sensations and cognitive sense and the way they work together to sustain
bio-emotional equilibrium in order for individuals to establish understanding and logical sense as one becomes
motivated to move about and to navigate his or her environment.
In 1932, the term "biopsychodynamics", although difficult to pin down, was being used, sporadically, in the sense
of a conjunction of the terms biology (life) and psychodynamics (mind-movement). In 1945, the term bio-psychodynamics was being used to refer to a person as a type of storage battery. In 1974, Argentinean-born American
family therapist Salvador Minuchin, is popular in-context quote, said: [2]
“The structural approach to families is based on the concept that a family is more than the individual
biopsychodynamics of its members.”
In 2011, Newfoundland-born Canadian philosopher Richard Crant published Zeroth Law of Bio-Psychodynamics:
Equilibrium, C=ea², the End of Anxiety and Depression, wherein, using what seems to be equation isomorphism or
thermodynamic isomorphism and entropology, he argues, in what seems to be themed on the mass-energy
equivalence relation that mental cognition C, particularly with regard to absurd events, symbol a, equals the
magnitude of the emotional response, symbol e: [5]

Using this equation, which is meant to state that “cognition equals the emotional response to 'absurd' events
squared”, Crant attempts to outline a theory of emotional equilibrium, employing some type of conservation of vital
energy argument (arguing that vital energy is conserved), in the context of an energy flow model, wherein he posits
that sensitivity and response might, paradoxically, be a trademark of great cognitive ability, and yet also be on the
borderline of mental difficult, as this group may also be indicative of higher levels of stress, lowered mental health,
and mood disorders, such as chronic depression. [6] An alternative to Crant's depression theory, is American
evolutionary psychologist Peggy La Cerra, who argues that depression and depression energy are tools that, in the
framework of the first law and second law, allow for slower time periods, enabling people the ability to break off
from non-favorable reaction paths.
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In science, biophysics, from Greek
bio- “life” + -physics “ta physika”,
literally "the natural things” (name
of Aristotle's 350BC treatise on
nature), is a defunct neoplasm (see:
defunct theory of life); colloquially
defined as, e.g. "the study of
animate matter" (Kurzynski, 2006),
The general "underlying" meaning of the circa 1920s introduced term "biophysics", a
but a problematic term, e.g.
conjunction of "bio-" + "-physics", short for "physical biology" (1915), i.e. the physical
windmills, synthetic walking
chemistry of zoology and botany, generally meant to mean the study of the physics and
molecules, etc., are types of
chemistry and or physical chemistry of organisms (plants and animals), internally and or
"animate matter" not technically in evolving systems, but anchored in the term "life" (or living matter) or "bio-" which has
the purview of the field of study of its definitional roots in ancient religion (i.e. god created "plant life" on the third day,
frogs and flowers, and one of
"animal life" on the fifth day, and "human life", via clay creation myth, on the sixth day)
foundation-lacking definition, per
and mythology (Greek mythology, in particular, per "bio-" origin), both preceded by
Anunian theology (3100BC), and older folklore before that.
the conclusion that "life" is not
definable according to
physicochemical principles (Lotka, 1925) and or not recognized by physics and chemistry (Sherrington, 1938). [1]

Physical biology | Biophysics
The term “biophysics” seems to have been preceded historically by usage of the term “physical biology” and or
“physiology” depending. In 1915, German engineer-mathematician Walter Porstmann (1886-1959), in his “A problem
from the Physical Zoology: influence of Physical Moments on the Shape of the Fish”, argued for the need for a new
science of physical zoology and botany, along the lines of physical chemistry; his main statement on this is as follows:
[1]
“It will be the function of this new branch of science to investigate biological phenomena as regards their physical
aspects, just as ‘physical chemistry’ has treated the physical aspects of chemical phenomena. Because this field has
not yet been systematically explored the individual data of ‘physical biology’ appear, as yet, as more or less
disconnected facts, or as regularities for which no proper place is found in the existing scheme of present-day
science; and the investigations of isolated problems in this field are as yet carried on as something of a scientific
hobby by amateurs, with the result that they are guided by chance rather than by plan, and are often totally lacking
in any fundamental guiding principles or connecting theory. As results gathered in this disconnected fashion
accumulate, the need of their unification into a harmonious whole, into a distinct discipline of science, becomes more
and more acutely felt. Such unification necessarily involves the working out of a viewpoint that shall make the several
facts and relations fall in line naturally in an orderly system; in other words, what is needed is a labor of organization.
In the course of this, new and unforeseen problems will inevitably arise, and a fruitful field of scientific endeavor
should thus be opened for the investigator.”
In 1920, American electrophysiologist Alexander Forbes (1882-1965) (Ѻ) , in his Science article “Biophysics”, according
to Lotka (1925), outlined “what might be termed the program of biophysics”. [2] In 1925, Alfred Lotka, citing Forbes
and Porstmann, Lotka, in his §5:Program of Physical Biology”, gave the following bold type definition:
“Physical biology, as here conceived and discussed, is essentially a branch of the greater discipline of the ‘general
mechanics of evolution, the mechanics of systems undergoing irreversible changes in the distribution of matter
among the several components of such system. In introducing the term ‘physical biology’ the writer would suggest
that the term ‘biophysics’ be employed (as hitherto) to denote that branch of science which treats of the physics of
individual life processes, as exhibited in the individual organism (e.g., conduction of an impulse along nerve or
muscle); and that the term ‘physical biology’ be reserved to denote the broader field of the application of physical
principles in the study of life-bearing systems as a whole. Physical biology would, in this terminology, include
biophysics as a subordinate province.”
This definition, of significant note, was preceded by his ripe §1:Regarding Definitions, wherein he goes into
persuasive argument about how there are issues with the attempts to define “life”, i.e. the “bio-”, according to
physicochemical principles, but that he does not know presently how to resolve the issue, and thereby retains the
term “life”, and related, for practical purposes.

Bio | Note
The prefix “bio-”, in short, is a defunct term (see: defunct theory of life; life does not exist); the upgrade prefix
substitute for “bio” presently is “powered CHNOPS+ matter” (or powered CHNOPS+# phase) (see: life terminology
upgrades), e.g. Henry Adams (1908) defined himself as a "powered CHNOPS+20 phase" (see: social phase), so to
speak, in modern exact mass composition terminology, and Wilhelm Ostwald (1926) defined himself as a "C-H-N-O-SP combination"; a windmill or a robot, e.g., are types of animate matter, but one would not classify these as having
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the same “physics” properties as say a butterfly or a grass growing.
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Biophysical
economics
In science, biophysical economics is []

Terminology | Issues
The term "biophysical economics", itself
coined by Alfred Lotka (1925), as discussed
below, is rooted in the divided usage of the
terms "biophysics", also coined by Lotka,
meant as a synonym of physiology or the
The biophysical economics logo from Charles Hall's workgroup.
physics "inside" of a so-called biological entity
or bio-organism, as distinguished from the older term "physical biology", coined by Walter Porstmann (1886-1959), in
his “A Problem from the Physical Zoology: influence of Physical Moments on the Shape of the Fish” (1915), who
argued for the need for a new science of physical zoology and botany, along the lines of physical chemistry. The
underlying inherent vexing issue in all of this, as outlined by Lotka, in his "Regarding Definitions", is that chemistry
and physics or physical chemistry in particular do not recognize the prefix term "bio-" (i.e. life); though Lotka could
not find resolution to the problem, he did speculatethat the term “life”, in time, may become “wholly unnecessary”
in the literature of exact science; in his usage, he continues to use life-laden terms “as a matter of convenience”, but
notes, throughout his Elements, that such usage no way undermines the argument of his “Regarding Definitions”, the
gist of which being that attempts to defined “life” via physics or chemistry is a hunt for the Jabberwock, i.e.
something that results in fictional nonsense.

Lotka
The origin of biophysical economics originated in the work of Alfred Lotka, specifically his Elements of Physical Biology
(1925), in his §§: Networks of Chains of Interrelated Species”, of his §10: Analysis of the Growth Factor, building on
his food chain models, he introduces network chains, as follows:
“The relation between man and the domesticated species of animals and plants on which he so largely depends for
food, in the present state of civilization, is only a particularly tangible, a particularly accessible example of an intricate
network of relationships that connect more or less closely all living species. In this network each species or
component is interlaced, like a link in a meshed coat of mail, with other species, which in turn connect with still
others, and so forth. In our effort to get some sort of mental grasp of the complicated interlocking of these elements
we seize upon some one link, some one species or component, and we note, first of all, that whatever is eliminated
from one component of a self-contained system must pass into one or more other components of the system. So, for
example, the component Si may be a herd of cattle. The matter eliminated from this component goes in part as food
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to build up or sustain a human population; in part it goes as fertilizer on the fields to furnish nutriment for crops; still
other parts are worked up into various industrial products, such as leather, glue, etc. We thus have, in schematic
representation:

On the other hand, the substance of the herd itself is recruited from certain other components of the system, grass,
clover, corn, etc., so that we may further develop the scheme:

In general any one component thus appears as a link in a complicated chain or rather network of chains; the
component Si, for example receives a certain fraction α of the mass VfXf eliminated per unit of time from the
component Sf, it passes on to the component Sk certain fraction βik of the mass ViXi eliminated from Xi itself.”
He then further elaborates on a "rate of growth" equation derivation; after which he coins the term “biophysical
economics” as follows: [1]
“The restriction of this remark to the human species must not be taken to imply that there is in this feature
something wholly peculiar to man, but rather, that underlying our economic manifestations are biological
phenomena which we share in common with other species; and that the laying bare and clearly formulating of the
relations thus involved In other words, the analysis of the biophysical foundations of economics is one of the
problems coming within the program of physical biology.”
— Alfred Lotka (1925), Elements of Physical Biology (pgs. 138-39)

The assertion here, according to Lotka, at this point, is that a fundamental connection exists, amenable to differential
equation formulation, connecting food chains and or like or akin "economic chains", in connective human-animal
networks such as grass-cattle-fertilizer-leather and human population. The second usage of the term biophysical
economics, discussed by Lotka, is as follows:
“On the mistaken identification of prices and related economic quantities with the intensity factor of an energy, some
authors, namely: Georg Helm (1877), Leon Winiarski (1900), Wilhelm Ostwald (1909, 1913), Emil Budde (1902) (Ѻ),
and Julius Davidson (1919), have sought to build a system of biodynamics (social dynamics). The analogy which
certain conjugate parameters of the perfectly general kind bear to intensity and capacity factors of an energy [see:
intensive vs extensive] present the opportunity for such efforts, which are, in themselves, well worthwhile. But it
must not be forgotten that the result of such efforts can be only a species of quasi-dynamics, something analogous
to, but not identical with, the dynamics of physical forces. We may speak of the rent per unit area that the
representative individual is willing to pay as a measure or at least an index of the ‘population pressure’. Now this
population pressure this willingness to sacrifice effort for the sake of gaining elbowroom is present quite
independently of our peculiar method of expressing it in terms of rent. It exists also among other species, though we
may lack so convenient a gauge for it as we have, in our own case, in rent. We shall see later how at least a
quantitative conception of such biophysical (economic) entities as population pressure and the like can be gained on
a general basis, which applies to species other than human.”
— Alfred Lotka (1925), Elements of Physical Biology (pg. 304)

Here, Lotka, via the mentioned citations, and discussion of population pressure and conjugate variables, is getting
into a deeply entrenched rabbit hole of intellectual fortitude, e.g. Winiarski, Ostwald, Helm, and Davidson are each
high ranking social Newtons; this one bulk citation is one of the core anchors of his entire book. He then, goes into a
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social ideal gas law derivation attempt, the first of its kind, historically speaking. Lastly, his discussion of the conjugate
variables of area/rent and population pressure, gets into the deeper problem of what Paul Samuelson and his
equation 133 problem.

Others
Others to expand on Lotka, and or to have elaborated biophysical economic ideas similar to his at about the same
time, according to Cutler Cleveland (2010), as reviewed by Robert Costanza, include the following thinkers: Frederick
Soddy (Cartesian Economics, 1922), Howard Scott (Technocracy, 1930s), Fred Cottrell (Energy and Society, 1955), and
Howard Odum (Environment, Power, and Society, 1970). [2] In 1970, American biologist-zoologist Charles Hall
completed his PhD in systems ecology under Howard T. Odum at the University of Carolina, and in 2008 began to
organize the first biophysical economics conferences. In 2012, Eric Zencey, at the 4th BioPhysical Economics
Conference, gave a talk on “Energy as Master Resource”. [3]
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Biothermodynamics
In thermodynamics, biothermodynamics is study of energy and entropy, or
more generally free energy, transformations in animated organisms (living
organisms). A classic example of the use of thermodynamics in the study of
animated systems (biological systems), supposedly, is Wyman’s theory of linked
functions. Topics include the study of and estimation of the thermodynamic
parameters of specific protein-protein, protein-DNA, and small molecule
interactions. [1]

Synonyms
See main: Thermodynamics (naming)

The term 'biothermodynamics' is loosely synonymous with biochemical
thermodynamics, biological thermodynamics, and bioenergetics, although each
seems to have a subtle difference, the first focusing on the thermodynamics of
biochemical reactions, the second on protein-protein interactions, and the
latter on energy (first law) balancing involved cell membrane transport
phenomena, in short. Correctly, to note, all subjects are classified under the
auspices of "animate thermodynamics" (see: defunct theory of life), being that
the Greek prefix "-bio", such as pictured adjacent, is representative of religiousmythology, but not something that exists in modern physical science.

John Edsall and Hanoch Gutfreund's
1983 book on biothermodynamics
which discusses the history and
biological processes of
thermodynamics; theoretical aspects
of thermodynamic principles which aid
in understanding biochemical
processes; and the interpretation of
Gibbs conference on biothermodynamics
data obtained from biochemical
In 1987, the annual "Gibbs Conference on Biothermodynamics" was launched
reactions, ligand binding, and
which has focused on research, theory, and attempts to understand how ligand calorimetric measurements on
binding, subunit assembly and conformational change drive what we observe as biological systems. [2]

physiological processes such as regulated transport, enzyme cascades, gene
regulation, membrane permeability, viral infection, intracellular trafficking and folding of macromolecules. The field
of biothermodynamics is now said to be thoroughly integrated with the study of macromolecular structures,
computational modeling and physiological studies of human health and disease. [3]
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Equilibrium. John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Birth
In terminology, birth is a colloquial albeit defunct (see: defunct theory of life)
name to the start day of an entities out-of-womb state motile reaction
existence; the upgrade term being “reaction start” (see: life terminology
upgrades).

Discussion
The term “birth” is non-chemical thermodynamically neutral term, largely
associated with the olden religio-mythology based theory of life notions; but
as English physiologist Charles Sherrington correctly put it in 1938 “chemistry
does not know the word life”; hence, chemistry also does not know the word
“birth”, being that atoms and molecules, as chemistry understands things,
are not “born”, but are synthesized, and do not “die”, but are analyzed. The
formation or rather synthesis of a human, to exemplify, tends to colloquially A humorous birthday card referring to
be seen through the following overview type of chemical reaction:
"birth" as the day a person emerged from

Technically, however, this reaction occurs through the process or rather
mechanism of what is called a double displacement reaction (see: human
reproduction reaction), of the following form:

the womb; which is technically-correct,
being that a human is a molecule (see:
human molecular formula) and molecules
are not "born" and do not "die", but do
move in and out of cavities and adhere
and detach from things.

where AB is a male, with internal component active sperm B, put in contact or reaction orbital proximity to CD, a
female, with internal component active egg D, which through interaction mechanisms, inclusive of sexual
interactions, over time, yield products AC, a newly formed couple, and BD, the sperm B and egg D joined into the
form of a new human molecule, which at the adulthood stage, circa age 15, begins to detach from the parental
structure AC.
Nowhere in this continuous reaction mechanism can it be said that any of the component reactants or products
are "alive", were "born", or "died", these being but carry-over terminologies from olden religio-mythology based
theories of human intellectual heritage.

External links
● Birth – Wikipedia.

Bit
In computer science, a bit refers to one binary digit, i.e. a 0 or a 1, in Boolean algebra, which in a physical sense is
typically represented by a low or high voltage, respectively, as stored in the geometry of semiconductor device, such
as a flip-flop circuit or a relay, readable using logic gates. [1]

Etymology
The term "bit", shortened version of the term "binary digit", was introduced in 1948 by American electrical engineer
Claude Shannon who was utilizing a suggestion made earlier by American mathematician John Tukey. [4] Shannon
later estimated the "entropy", defined via a mixture of statistical mechanics and information transmission arguments,
of written language to be 0.6 to 1.3 bits per character.

Zeilinger’s principle
A related term is Zeilinger's principle, which states that any elementary system carries just one bit of information.
This principle was put forward by Austrian physicist Anton Zeilinger in 1999 and subsequently developed by him to
derive several aspects of quantum mechanics. Some have reasoned that this principle, in certain ways, links
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thermodynamics with information theory. [2]

Cessation thermodynamics
In 1998, in the context of cessation thermodynamics, American physician Gerry Nahum presented a derivation to
quantify consciousness energetically in which he stated that in the consciousness: [3]
“The change in heat that has to be liberated per bit of information lost is about three times ten to the minus-twentyone joules.”
or:

Nahum seems to have culled this value from previous estimates made in computer science. Nahum argues that this is
the energy lost when one unit of consciousness information is destroyed.
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Bittencourt, Edison
In hmolscience, Edison Bittencourt (c.1941-) is an Brazilian-born American chemical
engineer noted, in human thermodynamics, for his 1999 presentation advocating the
teaching of the thermodynamic imperative to chemical engineering students, during
which time he proposed to define living beings and ecosystems as "open, coherent,
purposive, irreversible" systems or PICO systems, and for his 2011 paper “From
Modern Thermodynamics to How Nature Works”, in which he argues that societies,
economies, and ecological aggregates are emergent ordered dissipative structures and
that nonlinear irreversible thermodynamics is the key to understanding these
structures, in particular the problem of sustainability. [1]

Beatty
Bittencourt, in his 2007 article “Thermodynamics of Irreversible Processes and the
Teaching of Thermodynamics in Chemical Engineering”, states that he spent "many
hours of interesting discussion" in the early 1970s in talks with American chemical
engineer James Beatty on problems discussed in this paper, which include the application of thermodynamics to
problems including the creation of order and seeming purposive processes observed in biology (poweredchnopsology), sociology, and economics. The conclusion of their recommendations are as follows: [3]
“Consolidation—of thermodynamics currently taught in physics, chemistry (general and physical), and chemical
engineering (material and energy balances and a separate thermodynamics course), which often may involve a wide
disparity in nomenclature, conventions and rigor—is recommended to be handled by the chemical engineering
faculty ... with simultaneous and substantial incorporation of the thermodynamic [discussion] of the creation of order
and complexity due to [seeming] purposive processes observed in biology, sociology, and economy.”
This would include, according to Bittencourt and Beatty, the thermodynamics applied to the humanities works of
Wilhelm Ostwald, on moral imperatives, Ilya Prigogine, on social bifurcation theory, Alfred Lotka, on physical biology,
Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, on economic thermodynamics, Herbert Spencer, on thermodynamics applied to
evolution and sociology, Henri Bergson, on thermodynamics and creative forms, and Robert May, on dynamics,
mathematics, and politics.

Education
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Bittencourt completed his BS in textile chemistry in 1971 and PhD in chemical engineering in 1975, with a thesis on
“The Preparation of Reverse Osmosis Membranes and Their Properties”, at North Carolina State University, based on
the thermodynamic work of Lars Onsager. [2] Bittencourt currently is a professor at the Universidade Estadual de
Campinas, Brazil.
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External links
● Edison Bittencourt (faculty) (Portuguese → English) – Faculdade de Engenharia Quimica.

Black, Joseph
In science, Joseph Black (1728-1799) was a Scottish physicist and chemist notable for
his scientific investigations into the nature of heat, for being a mentor and financier to
Scottish mechanical engineer James Watt, and for his discovery of the phenomenon of
“latent heat”, calculations of which were later used by French chemist Antoine
Lavoisier and Pierre Laplace in their 1782 invention the “ice calorimeter”, which was
used to determine the heat evolved in various chemical reactions. Black’s mentor was
Scottish physician and chemist William Cullen, notable for being the first, in 1757, to
make diagrams of affinity reactions in chemistry. Through this interaction, both Cullen
and Black arrived at the view that heat may have a significant effect on affinities. [1]

Whiskey distilling
Black was said to have been led into his studies on the levels of heat stored in vapor in
an investigative effort to find ways to reduce the local scotch whiskey distiller's rising
fuel costs, amid rising shortages of wood. Black measured how much energy [fuel?] it
took to melt a pan of frozen water, and then how much more it took to boil water away. From these experiments,
Black was able to show the distillers the minimum amount of wood they needed to burn in order to evaporate a
given quantity of whiskey mash, and then how much cold water it would take to condense the whiskey out of the
steam. [8] This research, supposedly, is what gave James Watt the idea of inventing the separate condenser. [8]

Heat
In 1761, in his studies of the melting of ice, Black noted that the temperature of a pail of ice-cold water placed in a
warm room rose quite quickly, whereas, if the pail contained ice, the temperature remained constant for many hours
while the ice melted. If, according to then dominate view, phlogiston, matter of fire, or caloric as it was latter called,
flowed into the pail from the surroundings when it contained ice-cold water, it must also do so when it contained ice.
Therefore, he argued, ice-cold water must contain more caloric than ice. [7] Thus, by 1761, Black had deduced that
the application of heat to ice does not cause its immediate liquefaction, but rather that for a period of time the ice
absorbed the heat without a rise in temperature. [3] He designated this quantity of heat absorbed by the ice by the
term “latent heat”. [4] Black was one of the first chemists to adopt Lavoisier’s caloric theories and taught them as
early as 1784. [2]

Publications
Joseph famously only published the following five works in his lifetime: his MD thesis (in Latin), De humore acido a
cibis orto, et magnesia alba, 1754; "Experiments upon magnesia alba, quicklime, and some other alcaline substances"
in Essays and Observations, Physical and Literary, 1756; a letter to the president of the Royal Society on the subject of
the effect of having boiled water on its freezing point was published in Philosophical Transactions, 1775; a letter on
the temperature of mercurial congelation in Philosophical Transactions, 1783; and a paper on the analysis of some
hot springs in Iceland published in The Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1794.
He was much irritated by the appearance of a pirated version of his lectures on the subject of heat which
appeared anonymously as An Enquiry into the General Effects of Heat, 1770, as well as by a number of letters written
by Black published by their recipients in his lifetime. A 1786 book titled Lectures on Chemistry was published, a
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collection of both his and his student’s views of his lectures. [5] After his death his lectures were written out from his
own notes, supplemented by those of some of his pupils, and published with a biographical preface by his friend and
colleague, professor John Robison (1739-1805), in 1803, as Lectures on the Elements of Chemistry, delivered in the
University of Edinburgh. [6] In his lectures on chemistry can be found one of the first statements of what is known as
the zeroth law of thermodynamics, i.e. that heat tends to reach equilibrium among bodies.
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Further reading
● Tait, Peter G. (1868). Sketch of Thermodynamics. Kessinger Publisher (gives extracts of Black’s lectures on caloric
theory).

External links
● Joseph Black – Wikipedia.

Black, Stephen
In hmolscience, Stephen Black (c.1935-) is/was an English psychologist noted for []

Overview
In 1972, Black, in his The Nature of Living Things: an Essay in Theoretical Biology, attempted to
platform on a DNA-mixed Maxwell’s demon basis, to argue for a religion-explicit ontic opening
polemic to the effect that the sequence of base pairs from one end to the other, in DNA, is
“largely independent of energy and the second law”, which thus make the chemistry of animals
and people unique; in his own words:
“As distinct from the purely energetic chemistry of the universe in general, which can in the end
only create disorder and increase entropy, this elegant earthly chemistry of energy and information only creates
order. Whatever the entropy change involved in each individual, it is unquestionably the information flow maintained
by DNA of the genes which as produced which such precision the ordered structure of all those animals and plants
now populating the earth.”
Black, supposedly, goes onto sell this argument as the basis or methods of a divinity at work; the following being a
representative quote:
“Although Darwin’s evolution by natural selection appeared to challenge the prevailing 19th century concept of a
divine creation, the discovery of the structure of DNA and its role in the replication of genetic information has largely
reinstated the almighty as the great computer programmer of the biosphere—and it is now a matter of ‘in the
beginning’ God created DNA.”
Black then attempts, on this religion-deluded basis, to tie this into the work of Ralph Hartley (1928), Leo Szilard
(1929), Norbert Wiener (1948), Claude Shannon (1949), and the general information theory based Shannon
bandwagon argument.

Commentary | Quotes
The following are related quote commentary on Black:
“The ‘central dogma’ of molecular biology, which states that the information upon which the chemistry of life
depends is provided by the genetic material DNA. But the refusal of biologists to regress further than this point and to
confront the question as to where the information contained in DNA came from in the first place has, according to
Stephen Black, reintroduced a quasi-vitalism in to biology.”
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— Michael Foley (1990), Laws, Men and Machines [1]
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Further reading
● Black, Stephen. (1969). Mind and Body. William Kimber.

Black body
In radiation thermodynamics, a black body or “resonator” is a cavity, typically
an iron stove with a small inlet hole, having the inside painted or sooted black,
such that if light were introduced through the small hole all the radiation would
be absorbed completely into the body and none would be reflected back out of
the hole.

Quantum mechanics
In 1900, Max Planck theorized that the internal energy U of a black body
(resonator) could be divided into a discrete number of “energy elements” ε by
the expression:

where P is large integer. In his 1901 paper “On the Law of Distribution of Energy
in the Normal Spectrum”, Planck went a step further and, supposedly, used
Boltzmann's 1872 H-function model to explain that the entropy SN of the black
body system [resonator] is proportional to the logarithm of its probability or
multiplicity W, within an arbitrary additive constant: [1]

Modern example of a black body (a
TIRFI black body), light goes in the
hole, bounces around, and is assumed
to be absorbed 100% into the black
walls of the inside container.

S = k log W + const
In his 1909 lectures, Planck was calling the following equation (without the added constant):

S = k log W
the ‘general definition of entropy’, albeit discussed in his chapter on the equation of state of a monoatomic gas. The
supposition that bodies could be divided into energy elements later led German-born American physicist Albert
Einstein, in 1905, to propose that light itself could be quantized and was composed of quantums of energy, i.e. light
quantums. As Einstein wrote in the introduction to his March 1905 paper: [2]
“According to the assumption to be contemplated here, when a light ray is spread from a point, the energy is not
distributed continuously over ever-increasing spaces, but consists of a finite number of energy quanta that are
localized in points in space, move without dividing, and can be absorbed or generated only as a whole.”
These light quantums later came to be called “photons”, a term introduced in 1926 by American physical chemist
Gilbert Lewis. These developments launched the development quantum mechanics (1926), quantum chemistry
(1930s), and quantum thermodynamics (c.1990s).
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Black body radiation
In radiation thermodynamics, black body radiation is electromagnetic radiation
emitted by a black body when heated.

History
In 1860, German physicist Gustav Kirchhoff introduced the term “black body”
and formulated radiation equations that gave a partial solution to the
phenomenon of radiation emitted by such bodies. In 1894, German physicist
Max Planck began to work on the thermodynamical understanding of black
body radiation and in 1900 solved the then plaguing problems, e.g. ultraviolet
catastrophe, and in doing so reformulated Kirchhoff's equations on black body
radiation, using Ludwig Boltzmann’s postulate that the energy of bodies could
be divided up into discreet quantities or portions, and on this basis introduced
the idea of the “energy element” and thus launched the quantum revolution.

References

Generic depiction of black body
radiation of radiation emitted from a
cavity resonator or black body. [1]

1. Gribben, John. (2002). Quantum Physics: a Beginner’s Guide to the Subatomic World (pg. 13). DK Publishing.

Black box approach
In thermodynamics, the black box approach or "black box thermodynamics" is
black box systems model that refers to the premise or conceptualization that
according to the classical thermodynamic viewpoint systems, whatever the
form or composition, can be studied or conceptualized as “black boxes”, about
which the container contents are irrelevant, but ones whose nature can be
quantified by boundary measurements.

Etymology
The etymology of the term "black box" used in thermodynamics seems to be a
late 19th century term use, although the exact source remains to be tracked
down. The term “black box” may be a linguist cross over (similar to the way the
17th century term “perfect vacuum” was transformed linguistically into perfect A generic black box: the type of view
used to model systems in
gas, then perfect ideal gas, then ideal gas, as it is known in modern terms)
thermodynamics.
derived from Gustav Kirchhoff and his 19th century radiation studies in his socalled “black box” or hollow body, covered in black soot, whose heated walls emitted or absorbed radiation. [5] This
gave way to the idea of the black body, the radiation thermodynamics, and then quantum mechanics (or quantum
thermodynamics), all generally introduced by Max Planck.
In 1925, Gilbert Lewis was discussing the thermodynamics of a "box of unknown contents" with two wires
protruding, having a known voltage difference, known current drawn from the wires, and known amount of heat
given off. [8] In 1951, the phrase “thermodynamic analysis is essentially ‘black-body’ analysis”, had entered the
engineering vernacular, and soon thereafter become a stable fixture of thermodynamics jargon. [6] In 1982, plastics
engineer Harry Hull published his An Approach to Rheology through Multivariable Thermodynamics, with the subtitle
Inside the Thermodynamic Black Box, which he explains in namesake. [4] In 1985, American physical chemist George
Scott comments in his Atoms of the Living Flame: an Odyssey into Ethics and the Physical Chemistry of Free Will, that:
[7]
“The laws of thermodynamics, we assume, apply to the whole biosphere of life in exactly the same way they apply to
machinery and black boxes.”
A variation of this was expressed by Venezuelan-born English thermodynamicist Erich Muller who stated in his 1998
article “Human Societies: a Curious Application of Thermodynamics: [3]
“Curiously, none of the founding fathers of thermodynamics, Watt, Carnot, Joule, Clausius, Gibbs, among others, had
an appreciable comprehension of the exact constitution of matter. The relations and results obtained in early classical
thermodynamics are independent of the actual nature of the systems studied and are indeed very general. This
happy occurrence is the reason we can extrapolate the fundamental concepts of thermodynamics to other modern
disciplines.”
To quote from a recent 2006 article on the mathematics of thermodynamics: [2]
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“Thermodynamics is unique among physical and chemical descriptions of our surroundings in that it does not rely on
a detailed knowledge of any interior structure of the systems to which it pertains but rather treats such systems as
‘black boxes’ whose equilibrium states are determined by the surroundings with which they can coexist and which
can be described by a few parameters. This feature assures that the theory holds true when the system is a collection
of molecules, or a beaker of water, or a black hole.”
In 2010, mechanical engineer Robert Balmer states in his 2010 Modern Engineering Thermodynamics textbook: [1]
“One of the most powerful aspects of thermodynamics is its ‘black box’ approach to system analysis. It is not
necessary to know what takes place inside the box, it is necessary only to watch the box’s boundaries and see what,
and how much, crosses them.”

Discussion
To note, although the black box conceptualization is a good introductory way to initially dig into a thermodynamic
problem, there are a number of areas where this model begins to become non-applicable. Firstly, on one hand, yes
the "black box" model is universal in that it is founded on French physicist Sadi Carnot's 1824 statement that
thermodynamics is the science of the study of "any" working substance, whatever it may be and by whatever means
it may be operated; a statement which was based on Boerhaave's law (1720) of the premise that any body of the
universe can be made to expand or contract in volume, by the addition or removal of heat.
Secondly, however, on the other had, an actually reading of German physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1865 The
Mechanical Theory of Heat, which is the founding book of thermodynamics, will show that a number of formulations
in thermodynamics are based on speculations about the work the molecules of the system do on each other, i.e.
internal work, as well as other derivations, such as in the forces that brought the system to its present internal energy
configuration. Moreover, in chemical thermodynamics, and in animate thermodynamics, all the way down to single
particle thermodynamics, internal system descriptions become the key focus, where factors such as bond energy,
energy coupling, transformation content energy, etc., become focused topics of discussion and theory development.
In sum, there are two sides to the so-called black box idiom of system modeling, albeit the black box model is a good
starting point, but not the say all.
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Black cat analogy
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In analogies, black cat analogy is an putting-the-issue in perspective thought
model, originated as an old East European joke recast into philosophical
argument by William James (1911), which compares different things, e.g.
philosophy, theology, atheism, Marxism, metaphysics, ethics, among others, to
that of a person (without light, blind, or blindfolded), theory, or occupation that
looks for a black cat—of various sizes (or a non-existent cat)—in a dark room;
some, e.g. Marxism (a quasi-religion) or theology (a religion), claiming to have
found the cat.

Etymology
In 1549, the saying “when all candles be out, all cats be grey; all things are then
one color” was classified as proverb. In Hungarian, the proverb translates as “at
night all cows are black.” [7] In 1807, Georg Hegel, in the preface to
Phenomenology of Mind, criticized those philosophers, such as Friedrich
Schelling and Aristotle, who dissolve philosophy into immeasurables; as follows:
[8]
“To consider any specific fact as it is in the absolute, consists here in nothing
else than saying about it that, while it is now doubtless spoken of as something A 2012 viral image of the philosophy,
specific, yet in the absolute, in the abstract identity A = A, there is no such thing metaphysics, theology, science spin on
the “black cat analogy”.
at all, for everything is there all one. To pit this single assertion, that ‘in the
absolute all is one’, against the organized whole of determinate and complete
knowledge, or of knowledge which at least aims at and demands complete development—to given out its absolute as
the night in which, as we say, all cows [cats] are black—that is the very naïveté of vacuous knowledge [emptiness of
knowledge].”
(add discussion)

James | Philosophy
The black cat analogy, in respect to philosophy, seems to have been a thought product of American psychologist
William James; or something told to him by a theological colleague:
“With his obscure and uncertain speculations as to the intimate nature and causes of things, the philosopher is liken a
‘blind man in a dark room looking for a black cat that is not there.’ His occupation is described as the art of ‘endlessly
disputing without coming to any conclusions’.”
— William James (1911), Some Problems of Philosophy [1]

“William James was being teased by a theological colleague who said to him: ‘A philosopher is like a blind man in a
dark cellar, looking for a black cat that isn’t there.’ ‘Yes’, said James, ‘and the difference between philosophy and
theology is that theology finds the cat’.”
— A.J. Ayer (c.1970), on William James [2]

(add discussion)

Allen | Leap of Faith
In circa 1971, Irish comedian Dave Allen, a Catholic-raised individual turned self-defined “practicing atheist”, in his
BBC show Dave Allen at Large (1971-1979), did his famous Pope vs atheist spin on the “black cat analogy”, via his socalled “The Leap of Faith” joke, which goes as follows: [3]
“The Pope is discussing the existence of god with an out-and-out atheist. The discussion starts off very correctly, but
as the hours go by it gets more and more heated, and eventually the Pope turns to the man and says: ‘You are like a
man who is totally blindfolded, in a dark room, looking for a black cat that is not there!’ The fella says: ‘With all
respect, your holiness, I think there’s great similarity between us both.’ The Pope says, ‘whaddya mean, “similarity”?’
The fella says: ‘well, as far as I’m concerned, you are like a man who is totally blindfolded in a totally dark room
looking for a cat that isn’t there. The only difference is that you found it.”
(add discussion)

Gellner | Marxism
In circa 1985, British-Czech philosopher Ernest Gellner applied the black cat analogy to Marxism; as follows: [6]
“There is an old East European joke concerning the differences between science, philosophy, and Marxism. What is
science? It is trying to catch a very small black cat in a very large, entirely dark room. What is philosophy? It is trying
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to catch a very small cat in a very large, entirely dark room, when it is not there. What is Marxism? It is trying to catch
a very small black cat in a very large, entirely dark room when it is not there, and pretending that one has caught it
and knows about it.”
(add discussion)

Black cat | Bioethics
In 1989, Australian nursing professor and bioethicist Megan-Jane Johnstone (Ѻ),
in her Bioethics: a Nursing Perspective, employed the black cat analogy in
respect to the question ethics and an supposed “amoral health professional”,
i.e. the existence of morality and rights from the point of view of a hypothetical
extreme atheist nurse, who, not believing in god, might not, hypothetically,
believe in morality or patient’s rights: [4]
“The amoral nurse might reject that he or she has a moral duty to uphold a
patient’s rights. The amoral nurse would also probably claim that it does not
make any sense even to speak of things like a patient’s ‘rights’ since moral
language itself has no meaning. The amoralist’s position in this respect is
analogous to the atheist’s rejection of certain religious terms. The extreme
atheist, for example, would argue against uttering the word 'god', since it refers
to nothing and therefore has no meaning. Such an atheist might also claim that
there is no point in engaging in a religious debate on the existence of god, since
there is just nothing there to debate. To try and debate the existence of god
would be like trying to debate the existence of a ‘black cat in a darkened room
when there isn’t one’. The amoralist may argue in a similar way in relation to
the issue of morality.”

Australian nursing professor and
bioethicist Megan-Jane Johnstone
argues (1989) that there might exist
hypothetical “amoral nurses” (or
health care professionals), in hospitals,
who, being an extreme atheists in
belief state, could, possibly, think that
Johnstone concludes that in the case of a non-religious nurse, without an
since god does not exist, then
foundational ethical sense of right or wrong, in respect to patient’s rights:
“morals” to not exist, and therein have
sort of ethical foundation,
“The only recourse in dealing with the amoral [atheist] health care professional no
according to which a supervisor would
would be to appeal to non-moral censuring mechanisms such as legal and or
have to appeal to “non-moral
professional disciplinary measures.”
censuring mechanisms” to discipline
such a health care professional; per
Here, this would seem to be a Zeno of Citium slave stealing anecdote type of
the logic that the nurse would argue
that looking for or arguing about
disciplinary method. In 2011, Vincent Barry, in his Bioethics in a Cultural
morality is like looking for a nonContext: Philosophy, Religion, History, Politics, employed the philosopher vs
theologian version of black cat analogy in respect to the 1974 National Research existent black cat in a dark room. [4]

Act, an act passed by Congress charging the Health and Human Services to
appoint a commission to “identify the basic ethical principles” that the federal government should use to protect
human subjects of medical experiments. Barry concluded with the statement, to the effect that, it is difficult to
“articulate a coherent position when the primary authors—theologians and philosophers—don’t share the same
belief system?” [5]
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Black hole
In cosmological thermodynamics, a black hole, or singularity, is a region of
space, delineated by an event horizon or boundary surface toward which any
matter, energy and light in the immediate vicinity falls or is drawn into. In a
technical sense, a black hole is any region of space where the gravitational
escape velocity for the objects in that region is equal to the speed of light. [7]

Sidis | Black body stars
In 1920, American mathematical astrophysicist William Sidis, at the age of
seventeen, was the first to predict the existence of black holes or "black body
stars", as he called them, into which all light and radiant energy would fall, thus
making the star totally invisible, being volumetrically delineated by what he
termed a "boundary surface", using terminology from classical thermodynamics
and black body or radiation thermodynamics. [1] Numerous references now
credit Sidis as the first to publish on this topic; although, to note, it seems his
work was relatively unknown to academia until the 1970s. [8] As American
philosopher Frank Magill put it in 1992: “Sidis had successfully predicted the
existence of black holes at a time when no one had even dreamed of such
things.” [9]
Sidis wrote out the theory in 1920, while curiously being locked in an
asylum, eventually to be published in the 1925 book The Animate and the
Inanimate. The book, supposedly, remained essentially lost to academia until
found in an attic in circa 1978 by biographer Daniel Mahony and given to Sidis'
old Harvard classmate Buckminster Fuller who after reading it in 1979 sent in a
letter Scientific America extolling the work suggesting that it be reprinted. On
black holes, Fuller comments: [2] “Imagine my excitement and joy on being
handed this Xerox of Sidis’ 1925 book, in which he clearly predicts the black
hole.” [2]

Rendition of the side view of a black
hole, predicted to exist in 1915 by
American mathematical physicist
William Sidis, showing Hawking
radiation shooting out the sides, as
was predicted to exist in 1974 by
British astrophysicist Stephen
Hawking, following earlier circa 1970
discussion between American
theoretical physicist John Wheeler,
coiner of the term “black hole” (1967),
and his graduate student Mexicanborn Jewish physicist Jacob Bekenstein
as whether or not black holes flout the
second law of thermodynamics. [8]

Early history
The next person to suggest the existence of black holes, according to biographer Amy Wallace, was Indian-born
American astrophysicist Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar as discussed in his the 1939 book An Introduction to the Study
of Stellar Structure, in which he applies the newly invented 1908 axiomatic thermodynamics of Greek mathematician
Constantin Caratheodory to the study of black holes viewed as abstract thermodynamic systems. [3] The term "black
hole" was coined in 1967 by American theoretical physicist John Wheeler to describe this theoretical black star-space
region phenomenon. [4]

Black hole thermodynamics
See main: Black hole thermodynamics

The first ideas as to what happens to the lost information or energy-matter falling into a black hole, in the context of
entropy increase, traces to early 1970s discussions between Wheeler and his graduate student Mexican-born Jewish
physicist Jacob Bekenstein. In 1971, Wheeler pointed out to Bekenstein that black holes seem to flout the second law
of thermodynamics. [5] In 1972, to remedy this issue, Bekenstein suggested that black holes should have a welldefined entropy and went on to formulate a generalized second law of black hole thermodynamics which states that
“the sum of black hole entropy and ordinary entropy outside a black hole never decreases.” To find and measure this
“black hole entropy”, Bekenstein reasoned that, because of the effect that the massive gravity of black holes pulls
light, energy, and matter into its body, according to German-born American Albert Einstein’s mass-energy relation
E=mc², a black hole's entropy increase must be proportional or related to its surface area.

Hawking radiation
Two years later, in 1974, Beckenstein's postulate was confirmed when British astrophysicist Stephen Hawking
discovered that black holes radiate energy, now called Hawking radiation, and hence they must have a correlative
temperature and thus an entropy (black hole entropy). [2]

Hawking temperature
(add)
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Black hole entropy
In cosmological thermodynamics, black hole entropy or “BekensteinHawking entropy” is the entropy of a black hole, hypothesized to
measurable according to the surface area of the black hole; which,
according to Stephen Hawking’s 1970 area theorem, increases for any
given process. The equation for black hole entropy is typically given by the
formula:

where k is the Boltzmann constant, A is the surface area of the black hole,
and lP is the Planck length.

Geometric diagram of a black hole in units
of entropy.

Tea cups, entropy, and black holes
In circa 1971, American theoretical physicist John Wheeler commented to Mexican-born Jewish physicist Jacob
Bekenstein, a student of his at the time, that black holes seem to flout the second law of thermodynamics.
Supposedly, Wheeler had been bothered by the notion that black holes provide for a loophole in the second law of
thermodynamics in that they conceal actions associated with entropy increase. In recollection, Wheeler comments:
“I told him [Bekenstein] of the concern I always feel when a hot cup of tea exchanges energy with a cold cup of tea …
by allowing that transfer of heat I do not alter the energy of the universe, but I do increase its microscopic disorder,
its information loss, its entropy. The entropy of the world always increases in an irreversible process like that. The
consequences of my crime, Jacob, echo down to the end of time. But if a black hole swims by, and I drop the teacup
into it, I conceal from all the world the evidence of my crime.”
Bekenstein pondered the conundrum, and came back several months later with an idea of how to resolve it: [4]
“You don’t destroy entropy when you drop those teacups into the black hole,” as Wheeler recalls the conversation,
“the entropy already has entropy, and you only increase it!”
Bekenstein gave a picture in which black holes grow in size as their entropy increases. [3] In short, in circa 1972
Bekenstein had showed that black holes should have a well-defined entropy. [1] Bekenstein built on the previous
1970 work of Stephen Hawking, in particular his “law of areas” for black holes (resembling the second law), showing
that the area of a black hole called an event horizon always increases in all black hole processes, to argue that this
area is a representative measure of the entropy of a black hole. [2] Hawking later came across this work and had
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objections or reservations about it and began to marinade on the issue. He eventually arrived at a remedy to the
issue by contemplating the logic that if a black hole rotated it might then emit particles, thus having a temperature
and an entropy. [3] In 1999, American theoretical physicist Brian Greene argued that string theory has most
impressively flexed its muscles on solving the issue of black hole entropy. [2]
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Black hole thermodynamics
In cosmological thermodynamics, black hole thermodynamics is the study of the behaviors of black holes, according
to measurements of quanities such as temperature, radiation, energy, entropy, etc., from a thermodynamics system
point of view. A noted researcher in this field is American physicist Robert Wald. [2]

History
The term "black hole" was coined in 1967 by American theoretical physicist John Wheeler. [3] The first ideas on the
thermodynamical understanding of black holes, traces to early 1970s discussions between Wheeler, the coiner of the
term “black hole”, and his graduate student Mexican-born Jewish physicist Jacob Bekenstein. In 1971, Wheeler
pointed out to Bekenstein that black holes seem to flout the second law of thermodynamics. [1] In 1972, to remedy
this issue, Bekenstein suggested that black holes should have a well-defined entropy. On this premise, Bekenstein
formulated the generalized second law of thermodynamics, which states that:
“The sum of black-hole entropy and ordinary entropy outside a black hole never decreases.”
To find and measure this “black hole entropy”, Bekenstein reasoned that, because of the effect that the massive
gravity of black holes pulls light, energy, and matter into its body, according to German-born American Albert
Einstein’s mass-energy relation E=mc², a black hole's entropy increase must be proportional or related to its surface
area. Two years later, in 1974, this postulate was confirmed when British astrophysicist Stephen Hawking discovered
that black holes radiate energy, now called Hawking radiation, and hence they must have a correlative temperature
and thus an entropy (black hole entropy). [2]

Limitations
In 1992, American particle physicist Steven Weinberg stated the following about black holes and thermodynamics: [4]
“Thermodynamics applies to black holes, not because they contain a large number of atoms, but because they
contain a large number of fundamental mass units of the quantum theory of gravitation, equal to about one hundred
thousand of a gram and known as the Planck mass. It would not be possible to apply thermodynamics to a black hole
that weighted less than a hundred thousandth of a gram.”
(add discussion)
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Blake, William
In hmolscience, William Blake (1757-1827) was an English poet, artist, writer, and
philosopher, a Ranker greatest minds (#159), top ranked artistic genius (Ѻ), noted for
his 1793 The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, wherein he refers to energy as “eternal
delight”, amid discussion of the soul, among other interjections of artwork on Newton
and religion. [1]

Energy | Eternal delight
In 1793, Blake, in his The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, opens to the following:
1. Man has no body distinct from his soul. For that called body is a portion of soul
discerned by the five senses, the chief inlets of soul in this age.
2. Energy is the only life, and is from the body; and reason is the bound or outward
circumference of energy.
3. Energy is eternal delight.
(add discussion)
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Blakely, Curtis
In human physics, Curtis R. Blakely (c.1970-) is an American justice systems professor
noted for his 2010 to present work on the physics or rather social physics of prisons.

Overview
In 2010, Blakely, in his “Sub-atomic Particles and Prisoners: A Novel Examination of
Socio-Physics and Penology”, explaind how he had to learn sociophysics, all on his own,
so to be able to apply theory to penology cogently, and calls for the launching of
sociophysics as a formal discipline. [1]

Education
Blakely completed bachelors and masters degree from University of Nebraska and a
PhD in Sociology/Criminal Justice from Southern Illinois University. In 2009, he became
a justice systems professor at Truman State University.

See also
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● Maurice Hauriou | judicial social mechanics theory (1899)
● Bertrand Roehner | molecular inmate suicide theory (2005)
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Blechschmidt, Stefan
In human chemistry, Stefan Blechschmidt (1976-) is a German literature scholar noted
for

Overview
In 2000, Blechschmidt, in his symposium presentation “A Repository for the Present, an
Archive of the Past: Who Creates Order in Elective Affinities?”, discussed German
polyintellect Johann Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based novella Elective Affinities
in terms of the “contemporary revolution in chemistry”, discussing, for example, the
electrochemical work of German physical chemist Johann Ritter. [1] The following is an
excerpt from the opening page: [2]
“Goethe's Elective Affinities show a set of external order, namely an experimental
arrangement. Less of a statement than a thesis is that the chemistry of the social
transferred into the experiment, the affinity in its course at the action level, more and
more opposed to the orderly environment. The order will be blown up, from the inside
out—through a course of action that is equal to a chain reaction develops its own momentum and life of its own
destiny. The experiment finally leaves the subjects in renunciation, solitude and death. From an internal perspective,
the level of action from the question of creation, defense and loss of order in the Elective Affinities is therefore new.
Hence follows the search for a proper endowing instance. When it comes to right, who creates them? By whom it is
possibly at risk? So who creates order in Goethe's novel?”
(add discussion)

Education
Blechschmidt studied at the Uppsala University, Sweden from 2001 to 2002, after which he completed his BA (2004)
and PhD (2009) in German studies at Friedrich Schiller University Jena. In 2008, Aug-Nov, Blechschmidt was the
curator of a "The Elective Affinities" exhibition in Weimar; and in 2009 was working alongside Helmut Huhn on a
Friedrich Schiller project, and also that year had a lectureship at New York University, Berlin. [3]
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Blind
In terminology, blind is an adjective that tends to be employed, in an uncited manner, in evolution and or
philosophical discussions concerning "forces"; a laymanized anthropism, of sorts, of the electromagnetic force and or
the gravitational force; often done as unwritten code for some type of religious objection, reaction, or retraction.

Overview
Sometime going into the mid-20th century, or before, scientists began to employ the term “blind” in reference to
physical forces, as some way as an explanatory tool, supposedly done as code for godlessness, or something along
these lines; the following is one example quote:
“The whole intricate fabric of civilized life was a standing record of achievement, not by atoms pushed and pulled by
blind purposeless forces, but by resolute minds working to pre-selected ends.”
— James Jeans (1943), Physics and Philosophy [1]

(add discussion)

Dawkins
In 1986, English zoologist Richard Dawkins published his The Blind Watchmaker, wherein he employed the term
"blind" some 100+ times to explain the operation of Darwinian evolution, as he "saw" it, no pun intended. [4] In 1995,
Dawkins published his River Out of Eden, wherein he gives the following quote, oft-cited by anti-atheists: [2]
“In a universe of electrons and selfish genes, blind physical forces and genetic replication, some people are going to
get hurt, other people are going to get lucky, and you won’t find any rhyme or reason in it, nor any justice. The
universe that we observe has precisely the properties we should expect if there is, at bottom, no design, no purpose,
no evil, no good, nothing but pitiless indifference.”
(add discussion)

Discussion
In 2014, American political theory philosopher Curtis Johnson, in his Darwin’s Dice, devoted a number of pages
discussing the use of the term “blind” in respect to causality-based evolution; the following being one example: [3]
“David Hull (2001) has urged evolutionary biologists and philosophers of biology to eschew any qualifying adjective
for ‘variation’ in biological evolution. ‘Blind’, ‘random’, ‘chance’, or what have you, are ‘extremely misleading’ terms,
insofar as they cannot be accepted as literally true. Variations are caused, he notes. No one working in this area
doubts this, and neither did Darwin. ‘Chance’ and associated ideas might seem to suggest otherwise.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Think about atheism for a second. As an atheist, you must believe that you are the result of the purely mindless,
random chance interaction of particles over an immensely long period of time—the classic monkey typing
Shakespeare scenario. (I know that the origin of species involves natural selection—however what created our
universe with natural laws, which make life possible? Blind chance.) Being a soulless bag of chemicals created by
unguided, meaningless random chance you of course have no free will. You are merely a zombie acting automatically
according to the chemicals swishing around in your brain. I don't find this too plausible for many reasons.”
— Jacob Stein (2012), “Does Egyptian History Contradict the Torah”, Jan 10 [5]

See also
● Forest blind
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Blind force
In hmolscience, blind force, similar to living force (vis viva) or dead force (vis mortua), is a anthropomorphized
physics jargon, an anti-religion neoplasm, so to say, that attributes “sightlessness” to force, i.e. a force that is blind;
used commonly in religion vs science discussions.

Overview
In circa 1800, Friedrich Schiller, in his “Pathos” essay, was referring to “instinct” as a “blind force”. (Ѻ)
In 1832, English freethinker Job Nott (Ѻ), a fan of Thomas Paine and Voltaire, in his article “Re-Action” described
“passion” and “prejudice” as being under the operation of “blind force”. [1] In 1899, Ernst Haeckel, in his The Riddle
of the Universe, in the wake of Darwinism, outlined the then-prevalent five main variants of creation, the first of
which he termed “dualistic creation”, which, via citation to Johannes Reinke’s The World as Fact (Die Welt als That)
(1899) (Ѻ), is described as follows: [2]
“God restricted his interference to two creative acts. First he created the inorganic world, mere dead substance, to
which alone the law of energy applies, working blindly and aimlessly in the mechanism of material things and the
building of the mountains; then god attained intelligence and communicated it to the purposive intelligent forces
which initiate and control organic evolution.”
Here we see forces conceptually divided into two types, firstly: forces working “blindly” on “dead mechanism” in
inorganic world, governed by the conservation of energy, secondly: forces that are in communication with god.

Quotes
The following are example quotes:
“In a universe of electrons and selfish genes, blind physical forces and genetic replication, some people are going to
get hurt, other people are going to get lucky, and you won't find any rhyme or reason in it, nor any justice. The
universe that we observe has precisely the properties we should expect if there is, at bottom, no design, no purpose,
no evil, no good, nothing but pitiless indifference.”
— Richard Dawkins (1995), River Out of Eden: A Darwinian View of Life (compare: Adams creed) [3]
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Blissett, Marlan
In hmolscience, Marlan Blissett (1938-1989), born Harold Marlan Blissett (Ѻ) , was an American
political scientist noted, in human thermodynamics, for 1972 discussions on thermodynamics,
sociology, and politics.

Overview
In 1972, Blissett, in his Politics in Science, in his chapter “Big Science and the Laws of Social
Thermodynamics”, speculated on what he referred to as the "laws of social thermodynamics",
covering topics in both sociological thermodynamics and political thermodynamics. The following
is an example excerpt from the book: [1]
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“All areas of social and political space must be constantly affirmed against the entropy of an ‘environment’ –
whether, for example, the activity involves the clarification of points between a central government and a state in a
federal system.”
In the book, Blissett cites American mathematical biophysicist Alvin Weinberg’s 1967 classical thermodynamics views
and Leo Szilard’s 1929 paper on entropy and information. [2]

Background
In 1960, Blissett completed BA at Texas Technological University, then his MA in 1963 at the University of California,
Berkeley, in political philosophy, then his PhD in 1969 in government at the University of Texas. In 1968, Blissett was
an assistant professor at the University of Nebraska. [3] Blissett's PhD dissertation may have been the 1969 “The
Politics of Professionalized Science.” [4] In the 1970s and 1980s, Blissett seems to have been associated with the
University of Texas at Austin, and their Center for Energy Studies, Energy Research. Blissett collaborated with
American ecologist Howard Odum in 1987, on the topic of emergy analysis.
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Bloom, Howard
In hmolscience, Howard K. Bloom (1943-) is an American record producer turned
science writer noted for his 1997 The Lucifer Principle and his 2012 The God Problem,
wherein he attempts to grapple with problems of good and evil in the context of
atheism and godlessness, citing the work of thinkers such as Jeffrey Wicken, Paul
Davies, Aristotle, Heraclitus, Frank Lambert, John Campbell (“Evolution as
Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics: Halfway There?”, 1988), David Depew, Bruce Weber,
Daniel Brooks, David Layzer, among others. [1]

Religion
Bloom was born into a Jewish family. In 2012 interview, he defined himself as a nonmilitant “stone-cold atheist”, who believes in “tolerant atheism” and “pluralistic
atheism”, but is not in favor of the new atheism variety. [3] In 2013, in his “Sex and the
Second Law of Thermodynamics” talk, Bloom makes a number of "Freudian god slips",
amid jokes, e.g. "thank god", and discussions, e.g. "oh god, what's his name?".

Free will | Particles
In 2012, Bloom, in his The God Problem, supposedly talks about particles having free will. [3]

Sex | Thermodynamics
In 2013, Howard Bloom gave at talk entitled “Sex and the Second Law of Thermodynamics: How Sex Breaks the Law
of Physics”, the abstract of which is as follows: [2]
“At the turn of the 19th century, Sigmund Freud proposed something absurd, his concept of libido, the idea that
humankind was driven by sex. Was Freud crazy? Or was he right? Why? And how does our sexual obsession relate to
the evolution of the cosmos? How does it relate to two rules that imply that sex should not and cannot exist: the
principle of least effort and the second law of thermodynamics? Is sexual selection a least-effort proposition? Is it the
most energy-efficient way to a goal? And what goal could that possibly be? Is plant sex, with its extravagant use of
the advertising devices we call flowers, maximizing the universe's entropy? Is the peacock's tail a sign of a thrifty
cosmos? How about your sexual and romantic obsessions as you read this sentence and secretly covet the body of a
person ten feet away from you? Do these things hint that the cosmos is very different than the thermodynamics
obsessive beliefs? And what does that mean for the way we look at strange things like psychology?”
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Bloom goes on in his talk, which he refers to as "Sex Defies the Law of Physics" (19:00), to discuss the least action
principle of Pierre Maupertuis and then entropy and second law of thermodynamics, which he truncates as "all things
fall apart", of Rudolf Clausius, which he argues that reproduction, sex, and love are at odds with, verbally speaking, in
colloquial sense. He then begins (26-min) to refute Richard Dawkins' selfish genes hypothesis via anecdotes and
stories of his friends, along with mitosis and meiosis, and what seems to be armchair versions of evolutionary
psychology. At 27:30, he says that you can't even get humans out of the second law of thermodynamics.

Education
Bloom states that he got into science at age 10 studying subjects including microbiology and theoretical physics; then
collaborated in the creation of a computer that won a Westinghouse National Science Contest prize when he was
thirteen; then won an award for his participation in research on the immune system at the world’s largest cancer
research center at the age of sixteen, and did research on programmed learning and Skinnerian techniques at Rutgers
University’s graduate department of education before entering his freshman year of college, after which, in 1968, age
25, he completed a bachelor’s degree at NYU, in the area of psychology. He then turned to the art and music
industry. In 1988, Bloom retired from 17-years of work in the music publicity business (Ѻ), owing to home-bound
illness (chronic fatigue syndrome), after which he turned to science writing, themed on: evolutionary psychology,
sociology, lay science, and atheism themed religion. (Ѻ)

Quotes
The following are noted Bloom quotes:
“The first rule of science is the truth at any price including the price of your life. That rule also applies to morality.”
— (2012). The God Problem: How a Godless Cosmos Creates

“Everyone knows that the second law of thermodynamics is gospel. Including everybody who is anybody in the world
of physics, chemistry, and even complexity theory.”
— (2012). The God Problem: How a Godless Cosmos Creates

“Einstein grabbed me by the lapel when I was 12 years old and he said, ‘To be a genius, it is not enough to come up
with a theory only three men in the world can understand. To be a genius you have to be able to express it so clearly
that anyone with a high school education and a reasonable amount of intelligence can understand it.’ Those were my
marching orders since I was 12: Write compellingly and deliciously.”
— Howard Bloom (2012), Interview with Jonah Comstock, Aug 18 [3]
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Blue sky problem
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In queries, the blue sky problem, or the "why the sky is
blue?" question, refers to the riddle as to why the sky has a
blue color. American aerosol physicist Pedro Lilienfeld, in his
2004 article "A Blue Sky History", give the following synopsis
of the history of blue sky theory: [1]
“Although ideas about the origins of the sky’s blue color can
be traced back to Greek antiquity, the first concerted effort
to reach a plausible explanation is attributed to Leonardo da
Vinci. The Italian master was followed by Newton, and later
by Bouguer and de Saussure. Tyndall wrestled with the
problem around 1869, but the definitive explanation would
be proposed only in 1899, by Lord Rayleigh.”
The blue sky puzzle, prior to its complete solution in 1899 by
English physicist John Strutt (IQ=190), the vacuum debate
aside, was the longest-standing unsolved puzzle in science,
worked on by the biggest thinkers of all time: Aristotle
(IQ=190), Da Vinci (IQ=205), Newton (IQ=215), Goethe
(IQ=230), Clausius (IQ=205), Maxwell (IQ=210)—in fact every
single genius in the IQ=205+ range (see: genius IQs) worked
on the blue sky problem, prior to its solution by Strutt. The
best summary of the blue sky solution is given by James
Maxwell himself, where, specifically, in a 15 March 1871
letter to his Cambridge friend mathematician Cecil Monro
(1833-1882), he gives the following snapshot of the state of
the solution to the blue sky problem during this year: [2]

A 2007 revised and somewhat poorly re-subtitled English
translation of German historian Götz Hoeppe’s popular
1999 Blau: Die Farbe des Himmels (Blue: the Color of the
Sky), which gives a rather detailed and comprehensive
historical and scientific journey on the various ways people
in different times and places have explained why the sky
looks blue, starting with ancient Greek philosophers, who
thought that blue was a mixture of black and white,
through Arabic commentaries on Aristotle, medieval
treatises on painting, Newton's experiments with prisms,
Goethe's color theory and on up through the nineteenthcentury development of the theory of Rayleigh and Mie
scattering, that eventually provide the correct physical
explanation for the blue color of the sky. [8]

“I think Strutt on the sky-blue is very good. It settles Clausius’ earlier vesicular theory to explain the blue sky.”
German physicist Clausius, to give some historical context, completed his PhD dissertation in 1847 (1848?), entitled
"On those Atmospheric Particles that Reflect Light", under German mathematician and physical chemist Johann
Schweigger, which proposed, as Maxwell states, a "vesicular theory" explanation for the blue color of the sky, the red
colors seen at sunrise and sunset, and the polarization of light, at the University of Halle, Germany. [3] In this sense,
Clausius might well be the "true" solver of the blue sky problem, in the sense that although he did not complete the
exact final solution, his theories were the main road work or construction outlines to the final solution, and the same
sense that the 1690 Papin engine design, by French physicist Denis Papin, was the blue print or actual invention draft
to the final "working" 1698 Miner’s friend, built by English engineer Thomas Savery.

History
The Greeks, supposedly, were the first to speculate about the blue color of the sky, as embodied in Greek physicistphilosopher Aristotle's Meteorology, which supposedly the later Arab commentators read and supposedly Leonardo
Da Vinci read or had a copy of in his library. [1] In circa 850, Arab savant Al-Kindi (c.800-873) attributed the azure of
the sky to “a mixture of the darkness of the night with the light of the dust and haze particles in the air illuminated by
the sun.” [6]
This view, however, is what is categorized as "Arabic commentaries on
Aristotle". [8] Italian polymath Leonardo da Vinci’s circa 1508 72-page Codex
Leicester, which to note in 1994 sold for an unprecedented $31 million dollars
(to Bill Gates), making it the most expensive book ever sold, written in his
trademark mirror hand writing, contains the first modern speculations on the
blue sky color, containing insights into the sky’s blueness. [5] In his
notebooks, he states:
“You know that in an atmosphere of equal density the remotest objects seen
through it, as mountains, in consequence of the great quantity of atmosphere
between your eye and them appear blue and almost of the same hue as the
atmosphere itself when the sun is in the East. Hence you must make the
nearest building above the wall of its real color, but make the more distant
ones less defined and bluer; thus, if one is to be five times as distant, make it
five times bluer. And by this rule the buildings which above a [given] line
appear of the same size will plainly be distinguished as to which are the most
remote and which are larger than the others.”

Opening page image of the 2004 article
"A Blue Sky History" by American aerosol
physicist Pedro Lilienfeld, which details
the short history of the blue sky
problem, from Aristotle up to its 1899
complete solution John Strutt. [1]
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In another writing he comments on the sky’s whiteness: [1]
“And if the sky, as you see it, ends on a low plain, that lowest portion of the sky will be seen through a denser and
whiter atmosphere, which will weaken its true color as seen through that medium, and the sky will look whiter than it
is above you, where the line of sight travels through a smaller space of air charged with heavy vapor.”
Da Vinci also became aware that the sky darkens as one ascends the Alps, about which he theorized: [1]
“I say that the blue which is seen in the atmosphere is not its own color, but is caused by the heated moisture having
evaporated into the most minute imperceptible particles, which the beams of the solar rays attract and cause to
seem luminous against the deep intense darkness of the region … above them. And this may be seen, as I myself saw
it, by anyone who ascends Mon Boso [Moute Rosa], a peak of the Alps that divides France from Italy … And I saw the
atmosphere dark overhead, and the rays of the sun striking the mountain had far more brightness than in the plains
below, because less thickness of atmosphere
lay between the summit of this mountain and
the sun.”
Newton, supposedly, in his 1704 Opticks, had
the following to say on the matter:
“The blue of the first Order, though very faint
and little, may possibly be the Colour of some
Substances; and particularly the azure Colour
of the Skies seems to be of this Order. For all
Blue sky theory timeline: 1400s-1700s, from the 2004 article "A Blue Sky
Vapours when they begin to condense and
History" by American aerosol physicist Pedro Lilienfeld. [1]
coalesce into small Parcels, become first of
that Bigness, whereby such an A so this being
the first Colour which Vapours begin to reflect, it ought to be the Colour of the finest and most transparent Skies, in
which Vapours are not arrived to that Grossness requisite to reflect other Colours, as we find it is by Experience.”
In 1725, French scientist Pierre Bouguer (1698-1758) quantified the light attenuation of the earth’s atmosphere. [1] In
1789, French physicist Horace de Saussure (1740-1799), noted for his age 19 thesis “Dissertation on the Nature of
Fire”, wrote two papers, in which he described a cyanometer, an apparatus used to quantify the degree of blueness
of the sky, concluding that the “the color of the sky determined by the cyanometer is the measure of the quantity of
concrete vapors [particles in suspension] in suspension in the air.” [1] In 1809, French physicist Francois Arago (17861853) discovered the polarization of
daytime skylight at 90 degrees to
the direction of the sun. [1]
In 1826, German polymath
Johann Goethe was working out a
law to explain the blue color of the
sky (see: Goethe timeline) via his
Newtonian-alternative color theory.
German physicist Rudolf Clausius,
whose 1848 PhD dissertation, as
noted, was on sky color problem,
pointed out that refraction within
macroscopic droplets could not
explain the color of the sky, he
Blue sky theory timeline: late 1700s to early 1900s, from the 2004 article "A Blue Sky
postulated the presence of minute History" by American aerosol physicist Pedro Lilienfeld. [1]
atmospheric water bubbles; this
theory, however, supposedly, was inconsistent with Arago’s results. [1] Others to work on the problem, in the context
of the 90 degree polarization data, include: William Herschel, James Forbes (c.1868), and John Tyndall who in 1869
concluded:
“When the air was so sifted as to entirely remove the visible floating matter, it no longer exerted any sensible action
upon the light, but behaved like a vacuum.”
The next frame in the history of sky color theory involved the search to provide a mathematical solution of the
scattering of light by particles with dimensions smaller than and comparable to the incident wavelength, the precise
solution of which involves a cast of characters including: Alfred Clebsch, Ludwig Lorenz, James Maxwell, John Strutt,
Gustav Mie, Peter Debye and others.
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In 1871, Strutt published his first paper “On the light from the sky, its polarization and colour”, followed
immediately by another entitled “On the scattering of light by smaller particles”. A 1873 letter from Maxwell
prompted him to investigate the phenomenon further. In 1899, Strutt published what some have called his mostfamous article "On the Transmission of Light Through an Atmosphere Containing Small Particles in Suspension, and
on the Origin of the Blue of the Sky," which thus solved the problem. [7]
In 1908, German-born American physicist Albert Einstein, building on the earlier theories of Polish scientist
Marian Smoluchowski, calculated the size of the density fluctuations in a gas, and then calculated the scattering of a
light beam incident on these density fluctuations; as a byproduct of his calculations, he found, supposedly, a better
explanation for the blue sky color, in solution to those who had objected to the flaw in Strutt’s explanation that if the
air is uniformly distributed throughout the atmosphere, the scattering of a beam of light by the air molecules should
exactly cancel out. Einstein, supposedly, rescued Strutt’s explanation from this disaster. [4] Experimental
confirmation that air molecules do scatter light was apparently achieve for the first time by Jean Cabannes (18851959 in 1913.
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Blum, Harold
In hmolscience, Harold Blum (1899-1980) was an American physicochemical
physiologist, zoologist, and biologist (chnopsologist), generally know as one of the
pioneers of the biologic (chnopsologic) study of light, noted for his 1934 to 1950
publications on evolutionary thermodynamics. [2]

Overview
In 1934, Blum, in his “A Consideration of Evolution from a Thermodynamic View-Point”,
cites Lawrence Henderson (1913) and Gilbert Lewis (1923), to outline a coupling theory
plus free energy decrease based theory of orthogenesis conceptualized evolution, in
the form of what he refers to as "chemical peneplanation", i.e. an synonym the semimodern term Gibbs landscapes, as seems to be the case. [6] In 1950, Blum published
his Time’s Arrow and Evolution, in which he aimed to reconcile the second law of
thermodynamics with organic evolution. [7] Blum, in his Time’s Arrow and Evolution,
according to Steven Polgar (1960), supposedly, states that the second law does not
apply to biochemical transformations. [1] Blum argues that evolution did not begin with
the formation of the first life, nor was the origin of life a precise event—rather, since the beginning of the universe,
physical and chemical laws have inexorably channeled the course of change, so that possibilities were already limited
and that life emerged. [3]
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The anchor point for Blum’s work seems to have been
English astronomer Arthur Eddington’s 1928 The Nature of
the Physical World, wherein the term “time’s arrow” was
originally coined, in connection to the second law.

Education
In 1922, Blum completed his BS in zoology, with a
publication “On the Effect of Low Salinity on Teredo Navalis”
(Ѻ), graduating with honors, at the University of California,
Berkeley, and in 1927 completed his PhD in physiology from
Harvard Medical School, after which he worked as professor
of animal biology at the University of Oregon, then as an
instructor of physiology at Harvard Medical School, then an
associate professor of physiology at the University of
California, Berkeley. In 1938, he joined the newly founded
National Cancer Institute, remaining there until his
retirement in 1967. [2]
Left: Blum's 1951 Time's Arrow and Evolution. [1] Left: an
older photo of Blum; as compared to hisyounger photo
His career in higher education included posts at the
(above). [5]
University of California, Temple University Skin and Cancer
Hospital, Columbia University, Harvard Medical School,
Princeton University, the Naval Medical Research Institute, the National Cancer Institute, and the State University of
New York at Albany. Much of his work was focused on photobiology, such as his work on irradiation experiments on
mice and cancer.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Practically since its first definitive formulation by Darwin the concept of chance variation and natural selection has
dominated the study of evolution, although frequent attempts have been made to replace or modify it. Probably
most such attempts are provoked by a vaguely defined awareness of an insufficiency in the natural selection
hypothesis, and the recognition of a directive factor in evolutionary processes which persists through successive
generations. The latter concept which is commonly known as ‘orthogenesis’, is supported a by considerable amount
of evidence (Leo Berg, 1926), but at present is not widely accepted among biologists. The general reason for
abandoning or neglecting this concept has been the failure, thus far, to demonstrate the existence of the necessary
directing factor outside of the theological doctrine; and one may suspect that fear of leaning too closely to such
doctrine has caused most biologists to ‘shy off’ from orthogenesis. It will be the aim of the writer to indicate the
actual existence of a directing factor in evolutionary processes, while at the same time avoiding all necessity of
invoking theological concepts.”
— Harold Blum (1935), “A Consideration of Evolution from a Thermodynamic Viewpoint” [1]
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Physiological Reviews, 7:85-126.
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Blumberg, Mark
In hmolscience, Mark Blumberg (1961-) is an American biopsychologist note, in human
thermodynamics, for his 2002 ideas about "thermal words" in respect to the heat of
passion, and how temperature relates to sex, animals to humans.

Overview
In 2002, Blumberg, in his Body Heat: Temperature and Life on Earth, discussed how the
laws of thermodynamics relate to sexual behavior and changes in body temperature,
among other topics. To cite an example Blumberg’s theories on heat, sex and
temperature, according to Amazon reviewer Tom Hardy in his take on Blumberg’s book:
“Temperature has plenty to do with sex. (Blumberg repeatedly demonstrates in this
sphere and others that our language reflects a basic interest in matters of Fahrenheit.
English is not the only language to refer to such things as 'the heat of passion' or 'I've
got the hots for you'.) There is literal heating of different body parts during sexual
stimulation. Not only during sex, but at all other times, different parts of the body take on different temperatures.”
Blumberg elaborates on this issue in his chapter on “The Heat of Passion”, which are what he calls "thermal words".
[1] In 2009, Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev, in his “On the Thermodynamics of the Interaction of Living
Systems”, cites Blumberg’s work in his postulation that the Gibbs free energy of human interactions may be
quantifiable in a function of changes in body temperatures between male and female counterparts during
interaction: [3]

(add discussion)

Education
Blumberg completed his AB in 1983 in physics and philosophy at Brandeis University, and his MA (1987) and PhD
(1988) in biopsychology at the University of Chicago. [2] Blumberg completed his doctorial dissertation on the
temperature changes in rats during sexual behavior. He is currently a professor of psychology at the University of
Iowa.
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Blumenbach, Johann
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In hmolscience, Johann Blumenbach (1752-1840) (CR=13) was German physician and
natural philosopher noted for his 1781 On the Formative Drive of the Generation Process,
wherein he posited the existence of a "bildungstrieb" or "formational drive" in human
development, a term that united growth, maintenance, healing, regeneration, and
reproduction as variations of the single goal of maintaining form. [1] A representative
exert of this position is: [2]
“In all living creatures from the human to the maggot and from the cedar up to the seed
there lies a particular, inborn, effective drive active throughout life, first in order to attain
their specific form, then to maintain it, and if it is destroyed, to restore it where possible.”
Blumenbach’s inborn drive theory, supposedly, is the start, origin, or precursor, in some
respects, to supposedly both the Goethe drive theory (1809), e.g. see: EA | IAD: Love
theories, and Freud-Schiller drive theory (1910).

Goethe’s circle | 1803
Goethe read or reread Blumenbach, according to Elaine Miller, after noticing a reference to it in Immanuel Kant’s
Critique of Judgment. [4] The following could be the passage in question:
“That crude matter should have originally formed itself according to mechanical laws, that life should have sprung
from the nature of what is lifeless, that matter should have been able to dispose itself into the form of a selfmaintaining purposiveness — this [Blumenbach] rightly declares to be contradictory to reason.”
— Immanuel Kant (1790), Critique of Judgment; cited by Lawrence Henderson (1917) [5]

(add discussion)
Blumenbach, shown seated below left
(purple jacket), with his back turned,
talking to German writer Heinrich Kleist
(1777-1811), in Weimar, Germany, in
1803, was part of “Goethe’s circle”, one of
the rare epicenter genius aggregations
known to history. [3]
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BN
In acronyms, BN is the abbreviation for “before Newton”, or years before the birth of Isaac Newton, in the modern
era dating system (Newtonian calendar), which occurred on 25 Dec 1642 (Old System, Julian calendar) or 4 Jan 1643
(New System, Gregorian calendar). [1]

References
1. Note: the term “before Newton” (BN) is an hmolscience alternative or rather terminology reform upgrade to the
older religio-mythology based “before Christ” (BC) dating system notation.

Boas, Franz
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In hmolscience, Franz Boas (1858-1942) (CR=4) was a German-born American physical
geographer, a Simmons Scientific 100 (#14), noted for his application of physics to
geographical aspects of anthropology—therein developing “physical anthropology”, so
to say; in short, he superimposed the criteria of the physical sciences unto cultural
anthropology, employing materialistic convictions throughout.

Education
In 1877, he studied mathematics and physics at the University of Heidelberg, after
which he studied mathematics, physics, botany, and geography at the University of
Bonn for four semesters, after which he studied geography, physics, and philosophy, at
the University of Kiel, completing his PhD there in 1881 overtly in physics, with a
dissertation on “Contributions to the Understanding of the Color of Water”, wherein
his examination subjects were: geography, physics, and philosophy.Boas, in more
detail, says the following, in an 1882 letter “Psychic Life from a Mechanistic
Viewpoint”, sent to his uncle, about these university years: [2]
“The objectives of my studies shifted quite a bit during my university years. While in the beginning my intention was
to regard mathematics and physics as the final goal, I was led though the study of the natural sciences to other
questions which prompted me also to take up geography, and this subject captured my interest to such an extent
that I finally chose it as my major study. However, the direction of my work and study was strongly influenced by my
training in natural sciences, especially physics. In the course of time I became convinced that my previous materialist
Weltanschauung (a particular philosophy or view of life; the worldview of an individual or group)—for a physicist a
very understandable one—was untenable, and I gained thus a new standpoint which revealed to me the importance
of studying the interaction between the organic and the inorganic, above all between the life of a people and their
physical environment.
Thus arose my plan to regard as my life’s task the following investigation: How far my we consider the
phenomena of organic life, and especially those of the psychic life, from a mechanistic point of view, and what
conclusions can be drawn from such a consideration? In order to solve such questions I need at least a general
knowledge of physiology, psychology, and sociology, which up to now I do not possess and must acquire.”
Boas goes on to state that he is going to following the migratory patterns of Eskimos.

Zucker
In 1945, American physical historian Morris Zucker, in the context of his physical history theories, discussed some of
Boas' physical anthropology theories. [3]
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In human chemistry, Claus Bock (1926-2008) was a German scholar noted his his 1960s
mentoring of Jeremy Adler in his historical on the chemistry background of the theory
behind Goethe's Elective Affinities.

Overview
In the 1960s, Bock doctoral adviser to Jeremy Adler and suggested decisively to him
that he do his PhD dissertation on the chemistry theory (see: Goethe's human
chemistry) used by German polymath Johann Goethe in the scripting of his 1809
novella Elective Affinities, the founding book of the science of human chemistry. [1]
One of Bock’s interests in his occupation as a professor of German literature was
Goethe. Bock, for instance, was the compiler of the 1960 book Goethe the Critic. [2]

Education
In the early 1950s, Bock studied with Ronald Peacock at Manchester University, attracted by the latter's research on
Hölderlin, and obtained a PhD at Basle under Walter Muschg. After working briefly as an assistant lecturer at his Alma
Mater, he became a lecturer at Queen Mary College, London (1958), then reader (1964), and finally professor of
German, Westfield College, London (1969).
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Body
In thermodynamics, body refers to any volumetric region of matter or space (containing matter) that can be acted on
by heat in a determinate manner. [1] The term varies in use according to context, e.g. a "hot body" (boiler) or "cold
body" (condenser), but is generally used in reference to the quantity of matter made to do work via contraction or
expansion, according to Boerhaave's law, being synonymous with the terms working substance (1824), working body
(1850), system (1871), thermodynamic system (1923), working medium (2007), among others. [1]

Etymology
In 1783, French engineer Lazare Carnot defined body as such: [2]
“When a body acts upon another on, it is always immediately or through some intermediate body; this intermediate
body is in general what one calls a machine.”
In 1824, French physicist Sadi Carnot, building on the work of his father, in laying out the framework of the soon-tobe established science of thermodynamics, stated that in order to understand “the phenomenon of the production of
motion by heat,” whenever heat acts in a determinate manner “on any body”, that the laws of physics would need to
be extended and generalized enough to make known beforehand all of the effects that occur in reference to the
relations between heat and motion. [3]
In setting up a structural framework for his analysis, Carnot conceived of a generalized heat engine to which the fluid
or malleable “body” (in general reference to a body of steam) moving about inside of a steam or heat engine, he
referred to as the “working substance”. This body could be made to do work, via expansion or contraction, by either
receiving caloric (particles) from contact with boiler (or furnace), which he referred to as the “warm body” or by
rejecting caloric (particles) via contact with the condenser (or stream of cooling water), which he referred to as the
“cold body”.
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Boerhaave, Herman
In science, Herman Boerhaave (1668-1738) was a Dutch physician and chemist notable
for the publications of his 1724 textbook Elements of Chemistry, sometimes referred to
as Traite du feu or “Treatise on fire”, an outgrowth of his lectures at Leiden University,
in which he outlined influential theories on heat, fire, and expansion of bodies. [1] The
publication of Boerhaave’s textbook is said to mark the start of the modern concept of
chemistry. [7] Boerhaave is considered one of the pioneers in physical chemistry, for
introducing quantitative methods into the measure of temperature and mass and for
carrying out some of the first calorimetric research.
In 1741 an English translation of Boerhaave's celebrated textbook Elements of
Chemistry was published under the title A New Method of Chemistry, in which, in his
chapter on fire, one can find demonstrations and experiments that can be instructively
performed today, quantitative data that can be checked against modern equations, and
much theory and hypothesis that can be assessed in light of modern chemical ideas. [8]

Boerhaave's law
In his publications, Boerhaave established as physical axiom, or universal proposition, in what came to be known as
"Boerhaave's law", which states that: [1]
“Ever body, whether solid or fluid, is augmented in all its dimensions by any increase of its sensible heat.”
This law or axiom of heat was the opening sentence to French chemist Antoine Lavoisier’s 1787 Elements of
Chemistry. [2]

Affinity
Boerhaave, according to English science historian William Whewell, is credited with having been one of the first
affinity chemists:
“To Boerhaave, therefore—especially considering his great influence as a teacher of chemistry—we may assign the
merit of first diffusing a proper view of chemical affinity as a peculiar force, the origin of almost all chemical changes
and operations.”
— William Whewell (1840), “The Establishment and Development of the Idea of Chemical Affinity” [9]

(add discussion)

Love | Chemistry
In 1732, Boerhaave, in one of this chemistry works, famously pronounced an ambivalent statement, or "paradoxical
assertion" as he put it, about how chemical bonds or interactions were at type of copulae cupido or "love match", the
main section of which seems to be the following:
Latin

“Non igitur hic etiam actiones mechanica, non
propulsiones violentae, non inimicitiae cogitandae, sed
amicitiae, si amor dicendus copulae cupido. Fateor,
paradoxa haec assertio.”

English

“Here, too, [when a solvent dissolves a solvent] the
mechanical action is not, therefore, a force, by violence,
nor private hatred thought about, but of friendship, if
‘love’ is to be called their union, in the desire for a
praise. Yes, this is a paradoxical assertion.”

In another place, he says:
“When we make a chemical solution, not only are the particles of the dissolved body separated from each other, but
they are closely united to the particles of the solvent. When aqua regia dissolves gold, do we not see that there must
be between each particle of the solvent and of the metal, a mutual virtue by which each loves, unites with, and holds
the other (amat, unit, retinet)?”
— Herman Boerhaave (1732), Elements of Chemistry (pg. 677); cited by Whewell (1840) (Ѻ)

In the century to follow, this began to be summarized to the effect that Boerhaave "poetically" or "metaphorically"
compared the force of affinity or chemical affinity" with “love, if love be the desire for marriage”. [5] In the 1770s,
Goethe, in his 20s, read Boerhaave’s Elements of Chemistry, and was said to be be very influenced by it. [4] In 1837,
French chemist Jean Dumas, as cited by William Whewell (1840) and Joseph Mellor (1922), stated that “there is some
truth in this poetic comparison.” [6] In 1840, William Whewell, in his “The Establishment and Development of the
Idea of Chemical Affinity”, had the following to say about Boerhaave's comments on chemistry and love: [9]
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“In 1775, the Swedish chemist Bergman, pursuing still further this subject of chemical affinities, and the expression of
them by means of tables, returned again to the old Newtonian term; and designated the disposition of a body to
combine with one rather than another of two others as elective attraction. And as his work on Elective Attractions
had great circulation and great influence, this phrase has obtained a footing by the side of affinity, and both one and
the other are now in common use among chemists.
There are some analogies drawn from the common meaning of this word, which appear to recommend it as
suitable for the office which it has to discharge. For common mechanical attractions and repulsions, the forces by
which one body considered as a whole acts upon another external to it, are, as we have said, to be distinguished from
those more intimate ties by which the parts of each body are held together. Now this difference is implied, if we
compare the former relations, the attractions and repulsions, to alliances and wars between states, and the latter,
the internal union of particles, to those bonds of affinity which connect the citizens of the same state with one
another, and especially to the ties of family.
We have seen that Boerhaave compares the union of two elements of a compound to their marriage; “we must
allow,” says an eminent chemist [Jean Dumas, 1837] of our own time”, “that there is some truth in this poetical
comparison.” It contains this truth, that the two become one to most intents and purposes, and that the unit thus
formed (the family) is not a mere juxtaposition of the component parts. And thus the idea of Affinity as the peculiar
principle of chemical composition, is established among chemists, and designated by a familiar and appropriate
name.”
(add discussion)

Influence
In his lectures, Boerhaave incorporated many elements of French corpuscular theory, especially French physician and
chemist Louis Lémery’s concept of fire. [3] One of his notable students was English physicist and chemist Andrew
Plummer, professor of chemistry at the University of Edinburgh from 1726 to 1755, whose ideas on attractive and
repulsive forces involved in chemical affinity had influence on his successors Scotts physician and chemist William
Cullen and physicist and chemist Joseph Black.

Education
Boerhaave completed a PhD in physics, which he obtained in July, 1693, having performed a public disputation: "The
use of the waste matters in the investigation into the sick, as a sign of" ("de utilitate explorandorum excrementorum
in ægris, ut signorum"). Later he obtained an MD. Boerhaave was an associate of Polish physicist Daniel Fahrenheit,
who communicated to Boerhaave his thermometer developments in letters of correspondence.
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External links
● Herman Boerhaave – Wikipedia.

Boerhaave's law
In science, Boerhaave's law states that that every
body, whether in the solid, fluid, or gas state, is
augmented in all its dimensions by any increase of its
sensible heat. [1] The law is named after Dutch
physician and chemist Herman Boerhaave who
discussed and experimentally demonstrated the law in
his 1720s chemistry lectures at Leiden University.

Papin's digester
In 1679, French physicist Denis Papin invented the
“bone digester” or Papin digester as it later came to be
called, a type of high temperature pressure cooker that
could liquefy solid bones. Soon thereafter, Papin's
digesting device became a standard research tool with
which to show that that bodies can be made to change
state, from solid to liquid to gas.

Papin engine

Top: The basic outline of Boerhaave's law, which states that
adding heat Q to a body will cause volume expansion and that
In 1690, French physicist Denis Papin published his "A removal of heat will cause volume contraction, enunciated as a
general law of nature in 1720 by Dutch physical chemist Herman
New Method to Obtain Very Great Motive Powers at
Boeraave; a principle that formed the basis of French chemist
Small Cost" wherein he conceived the view that he
could utilize the expansive properties of water by heat Antoine Lavoisier's 1787 caloric theory; which, in turn, formed
the basis for French physicist Sadi Carnot's 1824 general theory of
to make a piston and cylinder lift weight using fire, the the operation of heat engines; which, in turn, formed the basis of
gist idea of which he outlines as follows:
German physicist Rudolf Clausius' 1865 The Mechanical Theory of
Heat, and thus the science of thermodynamics and the two
“Since it is a property of water, that a small quantity of central laws of universal operation, namely energy conservation
it turned into vapor by heat has an elastic force like air, (first law) and entropy increase (second law). Bottom (right):
but upon cold supervening is resolved again into water, example of Boerhaave's law in metals: rail length expansion and
subsequent rail buckling due to hot weather (heat). Bottom (left):
so that no trace of the said elastic force remains …
modern tracks use "gaps" to prevent the buckling of tracks during
[thus] I at once saw that machines could be
hot weather.
See main: Papin engine

constructed, in which water, by the help of a moderate
heat, and a little cost, might produce that perfect vacuum.”

His "New Method" goes into the details of this procedure. This seems to be the first statement of the outline of the
the general property of expansion of bodies by heat and contraction by cold.

Gravesande
Some time in the years 1718 to 1748, Dutch physicist Willem Gravesande, at Leyden university, conducted his classic
ball and ring experiment to prove the phenomenon of volume expansion by heat. This research was communicated,
shown, or conducted in joint operation (possibly) by Dutch physician and chemist Herman Boerhaave.

Hooke
In 1685, English scientist Robert Hooke, an associate of Papin, so to speak, asserted the principle that thermal
expansion and contraction might be a general property of matter: [3]
"The property of expansion with heat, and contraction with cold, is not peculiar to liquors only, but to all kinds of
solid bodies, especially metals."
(add discussion)
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Boerhaave's lectures
In the 1720 to 1740s, Dutch physician
and chemist Herman Boerhaave (16681738), in his his chemistry lectures at
the University of Leyden, introduced
the the idea of volume expansion by
heat as a general law of nature. The
main points of Boerhaave’s “law of
expansion” or expansion axiom are as
follows: [2]
(a) The same degree of fire rarefies
fluids sooner, and in greater degree,
Left: the Papin engine operated via the action of Boerhaave's law. Right: a
than it does solids. Without this law,
depiction of the famous "ball and ring experiment" famously performed in circa
the thermometer would be useless,
since the cavity of the tube would then 1730 by Dutch physicist Willem Gravesande, at Leyden University, to the
amazement of crowds in excess of 500, being that the phenomena was contrary to
be dilated in the same proportion as
the prevailing theories of matter and heat and their operations.
the fluid is rarefied.
(b) The lighter the fluid, the more it is dilated by fire. Air, the lightest of fluids known (to Boerhaave), expands the
most; after air, spirit of wine.
(c) All the motion in nature arises from fire alone; taking this away, all things become immovable. At the absence of
only a certain degree of fire, all oils, waters, spirits, vegetables, and animals, become hard, rigid, and inert. If the
greatest degree of cold was arrived at, and all fire was absolutely taken away, all nature would grow into one
concrete body, sold as gold and hard as diamond: on the reapplication of fire it would recover its former mobility.
In a modern sense, these statements can be interpreted as being due to the actions of the photon, in the movement
of heat in systems of atoms, molecules, and structures, being the force carrier of the electromagnetic force, causes
electrons to jump up in atomic orbital making the attached atom more unstable and movable, thus creating the
expansion.

Montesquieu
In 1748, French political philosopher Charles Montesquieu, in his The Spirit of the Laws, notes that iron bars tend to
contract when cooled (also noted by Carnot in his 1824 Reflections, below), and that by extrapolation such an effect
may occur in human nerve endings, thus mediating different personal behaviors in love, sex, courageousness, and
passions, etc., of people in lands of different heat. Montesquieu's physics-based theories, according to John Q.
Stewart, had a vicarious subtle influential effect on the thinkings of American political theorist James Madison (17511836), the fourth US president and so-called “father of the constitution”, who was a student of Montesquieu political
philosophy interpreter Scottish-born American John Witherspoon (1723-1794), a signatory of the Declaration of
Independence. [6]

Lavoisier
French chemist Antoine Lavoisier, in his 1787
Elements of Chemistry, cites Papin's digester as
experimental proof that stones may be turned to
vapor, in other words, in modern terms, that heat
can be used to actuate or bring about phase change,
and on his opening page credits Boerhaave as
establishing principle of the augmentation of the
dimension of bodies by heat as a universe rule as
follows:
Left: a "social volume" piston and cylinder view of society "worked"
according to the operation of Boerhaave's law each day when heat
from the sun is put into each social system on the surface of the
earth, thus causing volume expansion (social volume expansion),
otherwise known as daily work. Right: a Mean Girls depiction of
Boerhaave's law at work in the operation of human chemical
reactions, wherein reaction heat causes volume expansion, when the
alpha female walks though the hall of a local high school and the
student contract backwards giving her more personal space.

“That every body, whether solid or fluid, is
augmented in all its dimensions by any increase of
its sensible heat, was long ago fully established as a
physical axiom, or universal proposition, by the
celebrated Boerhaave.”

In other words, adding heat to a body or system
(volume) causes expansion, and this fact is a physical
axiom long ago established phenomenon of nature.
Lavoisier then goes on to cite Papin’s digester as the experimental proof that all the solid bodies of the earth, such as
“stones, salts, and the greater part of the substances that compose the mass of the earth”, can be “softened and
changed into fluids, etc.”. On this basic, Lavoisier defines three states of matter: solidity, liquidity, and aeriform
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elasticity. To explain Boerhaave’s law, he then states that caloric particles are what constitute the matter of heat and
that caloric is what “communicates a power of repulsion to the particles of bodies”, to the effect that volume is
function of the number of caloric particles in a given body. [1]

Carnot's general theory of heat engines
This expansion-by-heat contraction-by-cold principle was used as the basis of French physicist Sadi Carnot’s 1824
general theory of heat engines, particularly in his definition of the working body, and the means by which the working
body may be expanded or contracted, in cycle, to produce work. In utilizing a combination of Boerhaave's law and
Lavoisier's caloric theory, Carnot says: [4]
“All substances in nature can be employed for this purpose, all are susceptible of changes of volume, of successive
contractions and dilatations, through the alternation of heat and cold. All are capable of overcoming in their changes
in volume certain resistances, and of thus developing the impelling power.
A solid body—a metallic bar for example—alternately heated and cooled increases and diminishes in length, and can
move bodies fastened to its ends. A liquid alternately heated and cooled increases and diminishes in volume, and can
overcome obstacles of greater or less size, opposed to its
dilatation.
An aeriform fluid is susceptible of considerable change of
volume by variations of temperature. If it is enclosed in an
expansible space, such as a cylinder provided with a piston, it
will produce movements of great extent. Vapors of all
substances capable of passing into a gaseous condition, as of
alcohol, of mercury, of sulphur, etc., may fulfill the same office
as vapor of water. The latter, alternately heated and cooled,
would produce motive power in the shape of permanent gases,
that is, without ever returning to a liquid state. Most of these
substances have been proposed, many even have been tried,
although up to this time perhaps without remarkable success.”
This is the basic operational methodology for what would soon
become the science of thermodynamics in his definition of the
basic heat cycle of heat engine operation.
Phase change diagram for water on going from solid-toliquid-to-vapor, with corresponding increase in volume,
according to Boerhaave's law as heat is added; the
1. Lavoisier, Antoine. (1789). Elements of Chemistry (pg. 5, 28).
horizontal sections, enthalpy of fusion Hf and enthalpy
London: G.G. and J.J. Robinsons.
2. Dickens, Charles. (1862). All the Year Round, (Section: Fire, pg. of vaporization Hv, to note, correspond to the points at
which latent heat is added.
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Bogolyubov, Nikolay
In thermodynamics, Nikolay Bogolyubov (1909-1992) or Nicolai Bogoliubov, was a Russian
mathematician and theoretical physicist, notable for being the founder of the Russian
school of thermodynamics, a statistical mechanics focused school. [1]
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Bohannan, Paul
In hmolscience, Paul Bohannan (1920-2007) was an American anthropologist noted, in
anthropological thermodynamics, for his 1995 book How Culture Works, wherein he
attempts to extend the works of Leslie White, Alfred Kroeber, etc., speculating on
things such as: action chains, cultural heat, cultural temperature, cultural dynamics,
among others.

Overview
In 1995, Bohannan, in his How Culture Works, section "Transformation", attempts to
outline the difficulties involved in the application of thermodynamics to the study of
cultural transformation, such as how transformations are studied in physics, discussing
concepts such as “cultural temperature”, etc; the following is an example quote: [1]
“Adapting thermodynamic ideas to the study of culture is limited by a very simple fact:
nobody has yet figured out what might be the cultural equivalent of heat or energy …
nobody has yet found the ‘heat’ or the ‘energy’ in cultural matters … the concepts of
‘cultural temperature’ (see: social temperature) to refine our understanding of ‘cultural heat’ (see: social heat) have
not yet appeared. This is one of the most pressing problems for the next generation of anthropologists, and the
difficulties are profound.”
Bohannan also outlines a chapter on what he calls “cultural dynamics” based on the postulate of the existence of
‘action chains’; which, in a modern human chemistry sense, might be equivalent to mechanism steps in a series of
human chemical reactions.

Education
Bohannan completed his undergraduate work at the University of Arizona, withstanding a brief hiatus in the army
during World War II. As a Rhodes scholar, he then completed his PhD in philosophy at Oxford in 1951. Bohannan
spent several years studying the Tiv tribe in Africa during the years 1949 to 1953, where he lived in a mud hut without
plumbing, learned the Tiv language, and documented the customs and culture of the tribe, then numbering 800,000.
[2] He then taught at Princeton University until 1958. From 1959 to 1975 he taught at Northwestern University,
Chicago, where he focused on economic anthropology. Thereafter, he taught at the University of Santa Barbara and
ten became professor emeritus of anthropology at the University of Southern California. [3]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“What we are lacking right now is ways to index human experience—ways like turning ‘heat’ into ‘temperature’,
which allows new kinds of measurement and comparison.”
— Paul Bohannan (1995), How Culture Works (pg. 195)
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Bohr, Niels
In science, Niels Bohr (1885-1962) was a Danish physicist noted for his 1913 Bohr
model of the atom; for work in radiation thermodynamics; for his work on the
exchange force model of bonding; and for his view that the living state is not reducible
to the non-living state (1958).

Complementarity principle | Human experiences
Bohr, according to Bruce Lindsay (1983), somewhere applied his complementarity
principle of quantum mechanics to domain of human experiences, the complementary
aspects of love and justice, specifically. [8]

Chemistry
In chemistry, in 1913 Bohr developed what has come to be known as the Bohr model of
the atom, which depicts the atom with a small positively charged nucleus, surrounded
by circular orbits of negatively charged electrons, which jump up in orbital position by
the absorption of a quantum of electromagnetic energy (light or photon) and jump
down in orbital position with the release of a quantum amount of electromagnetic energy. [4] This seems to be from
where the notion of the energy level originated.

Animate science
In 1958, in regards to the repercussion of quantum mechanics, namely his complementarity principle (1927), to
animate nature, Bohr reasoned that the living state would be irreducible to that of the non-living state; as explained
by Howard Pattee: [2]
"Bohr (1958) often speculated that the complementarity principle would prevent simultaneous physical and
biological description, and that the living state should be regarded as irreducible both in definition as well as
observation."
In his 1961 essay "Physical Models and Living Organisms," Bohr stated the following: [5]
"Thus, there appears to be no reason to expect any inherent limitation of the application of elementary physical and
chemical concepts to the analysis of biological phenomena. Yet, the characteristic properties of living organisms,
which have resulted from the whole history of organic evolution, reveal potentialities of immensely complicated
material systems, which have no parallel in the comparatively simple phenomena studied under reproducible
experimental conditions."
See 2012 discussion on this quote. [6]

Students
One of Bohr’s most-noted students was Werner Heisenberg who commented in 1973 retrospect: [3]
“When I entered Neils Bohr’s institute in Copenhagen in 1924, the first thing Bohr demanded was that I should read
the book of Gibbs on thermodynamics. And he added that Gibbs had been the only physicist who really understood
statistical thermodynamics.”
English physicist C.G. Darwin also spent a term working with Bohr in Copenhagen, during the time when the
uncertainty principle and the ‘spinning electron’ were discovered. Russian physicist Lev Landau was also said to have
been a protégé of Bohr.

Human physics
In human physics, the philosophy of Bohr was used in the development of Czechoslovakian physicist Reinhold Furth’s
1950s notions that statistical mechanics and crystallography should be employed by sociology students. [4]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
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“How wonderful that we have met with paradox. Now we have some hope of making progress.”
— Niels Bohr (c.1930), stated, supposedly, during a debate about quantum mechanics [7]
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Bohr model
In science, Bohr model is a quantum model of the atom in which
negatively-charged electrons revolved in orbits (orbitals) about a
positively-charged nucleus, at certain fixed "quantum" distances,
whereby each spherical-shaped electron orbit has a specific
energy associated with it and that for an electron to move down
to a lower more stable orbital (closer to the nucleus) a photon, of
a specific wavelength, has to be emitted and conversely for an
electron to move up to a higher orbital (farther from the nucleus)
a photon, of a specific wavelength, has to be absorbed. When
the electrons move up to less stable outer orbitals, the atom or
molecule as a whole, tends to become more reactive, in a sense
move more, and thus more likely to take place in combustion-like
reactions.
An excitation (light impact) de-excitation (light

History

emission) depiction of the Bohr model of the atom,
conceived by Danish physicist Niels Bohr (1913).

The model was introduced by Danish physicist Niels Bohr in 1913
and has since come to be known as the "Bohr model". The historical timeline of the adoption of the quantization
model of energy and light, aka the quantum hypothesis, the main stepping stones are: energy element (Max Planck,
1900), photon theory of light quanta (Albert Einstein, 1905), the Bohr model of the atom (Niels Bohr, 1913), the
structure of spectroscopy (Arnold Sommerfeld, 1916), then the full-fledged quantum mechanics of the Schrodinger
equation (Erwin Schrodinger, 1926) and exchange forces (Werner Heisenberg, 1926). [1]

Human chemistry
The Bohr model has huge implications for human molecular theory, by virtue of the fact that 37 to 90 percent of
human sensory input (the force that animates humans) is sight; of which only an introductory overview of his
application has been worked out in regards to the excitations (visual stimuli inputs and memories) and de-excitations
(visual di-stimui and memories) of human interactions during light-induced waking daylight hours. [2]

Sociophysics
In 2015, Ram Poudel, in his “Atomic Analogy of Poverty” (Ѻ), was theorizing about a Bohr model based sociophysics
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theory of poverty.
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Bois, Joseph
In hmolscience, Joseph Samuel Bois (1892-1978) was a French-born Canadian-American Jesuit
priest turned clinical psychologist noted, in human thermodynamics, for having, supposedly,
introduced the entropy antonym term centropy as the central organizing energy effect of
evolution, opposite to that of entropy. [1]

Overview
In the late 1930s, Bois read Polish-born American science philosopher Alfred Korzybski's 1933
Science and Sanity and was shaken by it. The foundation of his primary assumptions about our
humanness was rocked, so he went and studied with Korzybski and became his most adventurous
student. Korzybski had started the Institute of General Semantics (IGS), first in Chicago, and later
in Lakeland, Connecticut. After he died, Bois became the heir apparent, and was the chief lecturer. Bois went on to
develope his own work, epistemics, as a further elaboration of what Korzybski started, and as a new development
that introduced factors which warranted calling it a new discipline. [3] In 1996, Bois, in The Art of Awareness, for
example, comments: [2]
“They bring to a higher order of existence the energies that surround them; they form islands of order in the sea of
entropy where the non-living world disintegrates into chaos. Man is the highest form of life, the most resourceful of
...”
Bois cites, among others, Ludwig Bertalanffy and Pierre Teilhard in his work, which is likely from where he gained his
understanding of entropy. Bois was a French Canadian Jesuit priest who was forced out of the Church in the 1920's
for his radical, against-doctrine views; similar in theme to Pierre Teilhard. After Bois left the Church he completed a
degree in psychology from McGill University in Canada. It remains to be determined if in fact Bois actually used the
term ‘centropy’, or if this is a secondary interpretation; although, according to Irving Simon, Bois coined the term.
Bois, however, does discuss entropy in a number of his books.
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Boles, Michael
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In human thermodynamics, Michael Alston Boles (1943-) is an American mechanical
engineer and co-author of the 1989 textbook Thermodynamics: an Engineering
Approach, with Turkish mechanical engineer Yunus Cengel, in its seventh edition as of
2010, in which they intersperse Cengel-Boyles human thermodynamics arguments, e.g.
alluding to the premise that the second law and entropy apply to human interactions
and activity and that someday second law analysis may be used to improve the quality
of human existence, such as in eliminating human frictions and in economics. [1]

Education
Boles completed his PhD in 1972 in mechanical engineering, with a thesis on
“Interactions of radiation with conduction and convective Heat Transfer in Ablation and
Boundary Layer Flow”, at North Carolina State University. [2]He has since been a
professor of thermodynamics at NCSU.

See also
● List of thermodynamics textbooks that include human thermodynamics
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Bolsche, Wilhelm
In human chemistry, Wilhelm Bolsche (1861-1939) was a German natural science
popularize noted for his 1889 essay “Goethe’s Elective Affinities in Light of Modern
Science”, in which he argues that the Goethe's Elective Affinities novel is realistic due to
its portrayal of natural forces and psychology, but that it should be seen as a
predecessor to such realistic works such as George Eliot and Honore Balzac, and is a
pioneering work of literary realism. [1]
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Boltzmann, Ludwig
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In thermodynamics, Ludwig Boltzmann (1844-1906) (IQ=195|16) (CR=364|8) (RE=62)
was an Austrian physicist and thermodynamicist, of the Vienna school of
thermodynamics, a semi-categorized epicenter genius, one of the central founders of
statistical thermodynamics, known for his derivation of the probabilistic or logarithmic
description of entropy as a function of the molecular distributions of the body, who
met his reaction end by his own hand at 62-revolutions of the earth about the sun,
owing to attacks on his theory, which was soon thereafter validated.

Second law | Mechanical proof
In 1866, Boltzmann, at the age of 22, published his “On the Mechanical Significance of
the Second Law of Thermodynamics”, wherein he attempts to give a mechanical proof
of the second law; defining entropy as the logarithm of the average kinetic energy. [13]
In this same paper, according to American neurological anthropologist Terrence
Deacon, Boltzmann, supposedly, also described entropy or entropy increase in terms of
increasing disorder (fact check). [14]

Statistical thermodynamics
In 1872, Boltzmann stated the following: [15]
“Thus, one may prove that, because of the atomic movement in systems consisting of arbitrarily many material
points, there always exists a quantity which, due to these atomic movements, cannot increase, and this quantity
agrees, up to a constant factor, exactly with the value that I found in [a paper published in 1871] for the well-known
integral ∫dQ/T.”
This is what soon came to be known as Boltzmann's Htheorem. In 1901, this statement was reformulate or
rather truncated by German physicist Max Planck into the
condensed form of S = k ln W. These theories on the
statistical measurement of entropy in gas-phase systems
are the base of logic frequently used in statistical human
thermodynamics.

Humans | Molecules
In his famous 1872 article ‘Further Studies on the Thermal
Equilibrium of Gas Molecules’, Boltzmann concluded,
based on his comparison of humans to molecules, as
discerned through a reading of English Historian Henry
Buckle’s 1861 book History of Civilization, that: [4]

An 1887 group photo (Ѻ), showing (standing, from the left):
Walther Nernst, Heinrich Streintz, Svante Arrhenius, Hiecke,
and (sitting, from the left): Aulinger, Albert von Ettingshausen, “Molecules are like to many individuals, having the most
Boltzmann (seated at middle), Ignacij Klemencic,
various states of motion, and the properties of gases only
Hausmanninger. See also: epicenter genius.
remain unaltered because the number of these molecules

which on average have a given state of motion is
constant.”

Life | Struggle for entropy
In 1886, Boltzmann gave the enigmatic postulate that "life is a struggle for entropy". [1] On translation of this is as
follows: [2]
“The general struggle for existence of animate beings is not a struggle for raw materials – these, for organisms, are
air, water and soil, all abundantly available – nor for energy, which exists in plenty in any body in the form of heat Q,
but of a struggle for entropy S, which becomes available through the transition of energy from the hot sun to the cold
earth.”
These famous statement later stimulated Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger to argue, in 1944, that that “life feeds
on negative entropy.” [5] This statement, in turn, spawned a number of new terms, such as neg-entropy and
neguentropy, as well as debates on the logic of this statement. According to researchers Eric Schneider and Dorian
Sagan, for instance, in regards to the correctness of this statement, “except for the term entropy, which is better
replaced with Gibbs free energy G, Boltzmann’s analysis is essentially modern.” [3]
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Energy elements | Quantum mechanics
In 1891, Boltzmann famously commented: “I see no reason
why energy shouldn’t also be regarded as divided
atomically.” [10] This view, later led German physicist Max
Planck, in 1900, to postulate the quantum view of an
energy element, and hence the launch of quantum
mechanics. In an 1886 lecture, Boltzmann gave his opinion
that the nineteenth century will be remembered as the
century of the ‘mechanical vision of nature’ and of
‘Darwin’s evolutionism’. [11]

Education
Boltzmann was awarded a doctorate from the University of
Vienna in 1866 for a thesis on the kinetic theory of gases
supervised by Josef Stefan. After obtaining his doctorate, he A photo of Boltzmann in his
middle years.
became an assistant to Stefan. Boltzmann later taught at
Graz, moved to Heidelberg and then to Berlin, where he studied under German physician and physicist Hermann von
Helmholtz. [1] One of Boltzmann’s good friends and colleges at the University of Vienna was Joseph Loschmidt, noted
for being the first to draw double and triple bonds in molecules, as found in his 1861 book Chemische Studien
(Chemical Studies), and to calculate the size of air molecules (1865) using the kinetic theory of gases. [6]

Anecdotes
See main: Thermodynamics anecdotes

In thermodynamics folklore, an oft-heard comment is that the second law has something to do with pouring a glass of
water into the sea. This stems from Boltzmann who in 1870 told English physicist John Strutt that the second law of
thermodynamics has the same truth as the assertion that you cannot recover a tumbler of water thrown into the sea.
[7]

Attacks
Before receiving acclaim into the early 20th century, Boltzmann’s theoretical initially came under attack from many
directions. In 1876, Austrian physical chemist Joseph Loschmidt, Boltzmann’s mentor at the Vienna school, pointed
out the reversibility paradox, otherwise known as Loschmidt’s paradox, between reversible classical dynamics and
irreversible thermodynamics; thus prompting Boltzmann to write his 1877 article “On the Relation of a General
Mechanical Theorem to the Second Law of Thermodynamics” in efforts to reconcile the issue. [8]
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In the mid 1890s, German mathematician Ernst Zermelo criticized
the mathematical and philosophical foundations. Those in the school
of energetics, Austrian physicist Ernst Mach, German physical chemist
Wilhelm Ostwald, and French physicist Pierre Duhem, all criticized
Boltzmann’s underlying atomic model, arguing essentially that atoms
did not exist, and that thermodynamics need not be based on atoms.
[9] A frequent debating partner with Boltzmann was Ostwald who
supposedly used Loschmidt’s paradox to argue against atomic theory,
commenting in 1895 opinions such as: [12]
“The proposition that all natural phenomena can ultimately be
reduced to mechanical ones cannot even be taken as a useful working
hypothesis: it is simply a mistake.”
The fact that the mechanical laws work equally well forward or
backward in time, meant to Ostwald that:
“In a purely mechanical world there could be a before and after as we
have in our world: the tree could become a shoot and seed again, the
butterfly turn back into a caterpillar, the old man into a child. No
explanation is given because of the fundamental property of the
mechanical equations. The actual irreversibility of natural phenomena
thus proves the existence of processes that cannot be described by
The famous Boltzmann tombstone is the marker
mechanical equations and with this the verdict on scientific
for the final resting place of Ludwig Boltzmann,
materialism is settled.”
In other words, Ostwald objected, among other things, to the effect
that the mechanical laws are reversible whereas the thermomechanical laws are irreversible and argued that if the mechanical
laws held in a purely mechanical world one, there could not be a
before and after. [12]

Reaction end

who met his reaction end in 1906, by his own
hand, located in the Vienna Central Cemetery,
showing a bust of Boltzmann with the equation S
= k log W chiseled in stone above. On the left is
the name of his wife and one the right are the
names of his three sons. The engraved
tombstone was erected in the 1930s after the full
significance of Boltzmann’s work had been
recognized.

See main: Founders of thermodynamics and suicide

Boltzmann, who during his reaction existence (life) had a difficult time vindicating his theories, particular the
supposition that atoms existed, was one of the several founders of thermodynamics to take meet their end by their
own hand.

Tributes | Praise
The following are noted statements of praise and or tribute:
“In 1866, at the age of 22, Boltzmann wrote an article ‘On the Mechanical Meaning of the Second Law of the Theory
of Heat’ in which he claimed to prove the second law of thermodynamics purely from dynamics, i.e. the second law
was just a consequence of Newton's equations of motion. Two years later, in 1868, in a paper ‘Studies on the
Equilibrium of the Kinetic Energy between Moving Material Points’ he follows Maxwell in introducing probability
concepts into his mechanical considerations and discusses a generalization of Maxwell's equilibrium velocity
distribution function for point particles in free space to the very general case that a number of material points move
under the influence of forces for which a potential function exists, i.e. he derives the Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium
distribution function.”
— E.G.D. Cohen (2005), “Boltzmann and Einstein” [16]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Goethe’s Faust is perhaps the greatest of all works of art.”
— Ludwig Boltzmann (c.1890) [17]

“Was it a god that wrote these signs, revealing the hidden and mysterious forces of nature around me, which fill my
heart with quiet joy?”
— Ludwig Boltzmann (1893), in an epigraph (Ѻ) to his lectures on Maxwell’s theory (Ѻ) (Ѻ) ; inspired from the introductory
monologue of Goethe’s Faust (Ѻ) [18]

“In Europe, a grief-stricken rich woman buys a dozen cats, while in America she builds a university.”
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— Ludwig Boltzmann (c.1904), commentary (Ѻ) on Leland Stanford, his wife, and Stanford University
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● Broda, Englebert. (1983). Ludwig Boltzmann: Man, Physicist, Philosopher. Ox Bow Press.
● Cercignani, Carlo. (1998). Ludwig Boltzmann: the Man Who Trusted Atoms. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
● Lindley, David. (2001). Boltzmann's Atom: the Great Debate that Launched a Revolution in Physics. New York: The
Free Press.

External links
● Ludwig Boltzmann – Wikipedia.
● Ludwig Boltzmann – Eric Weisstein’s World of Scientific Biography.

Boltzmann brain
problem
In cosmological thermodynamics, Boltzmann brain
problem, or “Boltzmann’s brain” or “Boltzmann’s brain
paradox” is an apples and oranges type of puzzle
situated by American physicist Andreas Albrecht in
2002 which asks, to the effect, that if the universe
began in a low entropy condition, an ordered state,
Boltzmann brain hypothesis discussed in a Dilbert comic strip,
and is now moving or inflating to high entropy final
April 27, 2009. [5]
conditions, loosely a disordered state, thus giving
directions to the arrow of time, then how does one explain the existence of so many “brains”, modeled as low
entropy fluctuations, which are considered as incredibly rare events, in the universe? To a good approximation, the
Boltzmann brain problem is a reformulation of the 1858 Spencerian dilemma, albeit in the context of big bang theory.
In this frame of logic, a person or rather a brain is seen as a momentary fluctuation in a field of matter and
energy in the inflationary space and time of the expanding universe. [4] The idea of fluctuation-produced
hypothetical "Boltzmann Brains" has become a sort of journal writing past time for astrophysicists in recent years,
just as the hypothetical Maxwell's demons have been for information theory physicists in the last dozen decades.

Etymology
American physicist Andreas Albrecht stated that the Boltzmann brain paradox was first discussed in his 2002 article
“Cosmic Inflation and the Arrow of Time”. [1] In this article, Albrecht states that typical discussions on cosmic
inflation start out by presenting a series of cosmological “problems” that appear to be present in the standard big
bang model, one being the “flatness problem”, another being the
“homogeneity problem.”
In a subsection to this article entitled Boltzmann’s Efficient
Fluctuation Problem, Albrecht states his first presentation of
what is now known as the Boltzmann brain problem:
“Boltzmann worried that if our world really emerged from a
random fluctuation, then a strong prediction is made that we
exist in the midst of utter chaos. The fact that instead we live in a
universe billions of light-years in size which is extremely quite an
un-chaotic, and that seems to have room for not just our cozy
planet, but many more like it seems to be in blatant contradiction
to these predictions.”
Albrecht goes on to argue that cosmic inflation gives a resolution
to this so-called problem. He began dubbing the issue the
“Boltzmann brain paradox” in 2004.

Boltzmann Brains
In 2006, owing to the over-prevalence of the use of this term
"Boltzmann brains', Canadian theoretical physicist Don Page
introduced the notation of BB or BBs as shorthand for: [3]

Boltzmann's brain fluctuation diagram by American
physicist Sean Carroll. [6]

Boltzmann Brains (BB) = hypothetical brains resulting from thermal or vacuum fluctuations.
This notation, similar to Maxwell's demon, has since gained popularity in the astrophysics community. In fact, dueling
papers have supposedly appeared in the last few years, replete with references to reincarnation, multiple universes,
and death of spacetime, etc., all in attempts to reconcile cherished cosmology theories of big bang and inflation with
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the second law and human existence. [4]

Difficulties on theory
The entire theory, to note, takes a while to sift though, but the central issue seems to be the mixing of chemistry
(reactions) and biology (evolution) together with concepts from statistical mechanics and cosmology (e.g. hydrogen
burning, nucleosynthesis, etc.,) to make rather outlandish conclusions. The theme of the debate is similar to the
underlying theme to the thermodynamical aspects of the famous creation vs evolution debates, which is that
incorrect rephrasing of the standard second law, i.e. "the entropy of the universe tends to a maximum" [Clausius,
1865], which has to do simply with the mathematics of heat transforming into internal work per each heat cycle, into
the Boltzmann/Planck second law variation, i.e. “there exists in nature a quantity, called entropy that depends on
disorder, which changes always in the same sense in all natural processes” [Planck, 1897], reapplied to the entire
universe, which is not technically correct.
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External links
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Boltzmann chaos assumption
In statistical thermodynamics, Boltzmann chaos assumption or molecular chaos assumption postulates that during a
two-body collision, between particles in an ideal gas system, there is no correlation of velocity. This assumption,
outlined by Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann in the 1870s, allowed for a molecular chaos view of particles in the
gas phase, which thus fit the temperature-defined velocity distribution developed by Scottish physicist James
Maxwell in 1859. [1]

Overview
A key insight applied by Boltzmann was to determine the collision term resulting solely from two-body collisions
between particles that are assumed to be uncorrelated prior to the collision. This assumption was referred to by
Boltzmann as the 'Stosszahl Ansatz', and is now known as the Boltzmann chaos assumption or 'molecular chaos
assumption'. The Boltzmann chaos assumption, roughly speaking, postulates the non-correlation of velocities of
particles which are about to collide. [2]
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1. Boltzmann, Ludwig. (1964). Lectures on Gas Theory (pgs. 9, 74). New York: Dover.
2. Villani, Cédric. (2003). Topics in Optimal Transportation (pg. 224). AMS Bookstore.

Boltzmann constant
In thermodynamics, the Boltzmann constant kB is the ratio of the gas constant R to Avogadro’s number NA: [1]

which numerically equates to 1.38E-23 J/K = (8.314 J /K*mol)/(6.022E23 particles/mol). The constant is named after
Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann.
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History
In 1901, German physicist Max Planck calculated value for what he called “universal constants”, one being Planck
constant h, the other being: [2]

k = 1.346 * 10E-16 erg / deg
which he said he first made in his 1900 paper “Entropy and Temperature of Radiant Heat.” [3] In 1920, Planck
commented on his calculation that: [4]
“This constant is often referred to as Boltzmann's constant, although, to my knowledge, Boltzmann himself never
introduced it, a peculiar state of affairs, which can be explained by the fact that Boltzmann, as appears from his
occasional utterances, never gave thought to the possibility of carrying out an exact measurement of the constant.”
It may be, however, that similar variations or formulations of this constant may have been used by Walther Nernst
(1893) and Willard Gibbs (1901).
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Boltzmann entropy
In thermodynamics, Boltzmann entropy refers to the H-theorem, introduced by Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann
in his famous 1872 paper “Further Studies on the Thermal Equilibrium of Gas Molecules”, which statistically
quantifies the entropy of an ideal gas system. [1]

See also
● Clausius entropy
● Gibbs entropy
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Boltzmann formula
In statistical thermodynamics, the Boltzmann formula is an equation concerning the entropy S of a system derived
from statistic or probability arguments:

where k is the Boltzmann constant (Gas constant R divided by Avogadro’s number N) and W is the multiplicity or
number of ways of describing the system. The Boltzmann formula, in quantitative terms, expresses the concept that
entropy is a measure of disorder of a system. [1] The Boltzmann formula, in its modern form, was first given by
German physicist Max Planck in 1901 as part of his principle of elementary disorder. [2]

See also
● S = k ln W
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Boltzmann order-disorder principle
In thermodynamics, Boltzmann order-disorder principle, a term originating in Erwin Schrodinger’s famous 1943
What is Life? lecture-turned-book, his rebuttal Note to Chapter 6 in particular, refers to the model (see: entropy
models) of the magnitude of entropy being representative of the atomic order or disorder of any given material body
or system, the logic of which is embodied in the Boltzmann-Planck entropy (Boltzmann entropy) equation: [1]
S = k log W
where S is the entropy, k the Boltzmann constant, and W the multiplicity or probability of the various microstates of
the particles of the given body (order associated with low probability; disorder associated with high probability). [2]
The logic of this, historically, originated in the 1870s H-theorem work of Ludwig Boltzmann (and later black body
theory modifications of this by Max Planck), and prior to this in the 1860s disgregation theory models (precursors to
entropy) of Rudolf Clausius and the velocity distribution work of James Maxwell (see: Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution) regarding the temperature of bodies and the average velocities of its particles (see: kinetic theory).

Free energy
In Schrodinger's lecture he attempted to argue that "life" is something that "feeds on negative entropy", a comment
that was latter attacked by his fellow colleagues (including Linus Pauling, Max Perutz, and F. Simon, among others),
after which he was forced to reply that if he were catering to the hard physical science community rather than the lay
audience, he would have turned the discussion to free energy, which he defined as follows: [1]
“Free energy is a highly technical, rather intricate concept, whose relation to the Boltzmann order-disorder principle
is less easy to trace.”
Indeed, there is much truth in this statement.

See also
● Principle of elementary disorder
● Boltzmann brain problem
● Boltzmann chaos assumption
● Boltzmann formula
● Boltzmann tombstone
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Boltzmann tombstone
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In science, Boltzmann tombstone is the
marker for the location of the entombment of
Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann (18441906), Vienna Central Cemetery, Vienna,
Austria, showing a bust of Boltzmann with the
equation S = k log W chiseled in stone above.

Reaction end
Boltzmann met his end by his own hand-- a
phenomenon curiously common to many
founders of thermodynamics—namely, he
hung himself, while he had his family were on
vacation. In 2010, writer Bill Green, in his
Boltzmann’s Tomb: Travels in Search of
Science, depicted adjacent, recounts his visit to
Boltzmann’s tomb, and the nature of
Boltzmann’s reaction end, as follows: [4]
Left: a photo of the Boltzmann tombstone in Vienna, Austria. Right:
“In late August of 1906, Boltzmann and his
American science writer Bill Green's 2010 Boltzmann's Tomb, on
family left Vienna to spend a little time in the
controversies in science, in general, and Boltzmann's last days. [4]
town of Duino lies near Trieste on the
northeast coast of the Adriatic … [but] with him came that constant companion, that sense of failure, the recognition
that maybe, as his great adversary Ernst Mach had said toward the end, he was the last pillar standing, the last who
believed that behind the cliff and the castle and the air that he breathed were the unseen molecules and atoms he
had argued for all his life. At least there were some who believed that this sense of rejection is why he had done it,
though not Meitner, who professed never to have understood, though she thought it might have been the
depression, the “black dog” that had come to visit. His fifteen year old daughter, Eva, discovered him. While she and
her mother were out swimming in the bay, he had hanged himself with a short cord from a window frame in their
hotel. Eva, disturbed by his long absence, had gone back to the hotel to find him. It was she who had made the
horrible discovery, one she would never speak of again. The papers in Vienna, the memorials at the University spoke
of a man of brilliance ‘who had bestrode his time and his nation,’ but who, as Franz Exner said, ‘envious fortune had
denied inner peace’.”

(add summary)

Construction
In the 1930s, the Boltzmann-Planck entropy equation engraved tombstone was erected, after the full significance of
Boltzmann's work was recognized. [2] On the left is the name of his wife and one the right are the names of his three
sons.

Scientific tourism
The Boltzmann tombstone has become a popular stomping ground for physical scientists and engineers, especially
those interested in thermodynamics. In circa 1980s, American biophysicist Harold Morowitz journeyed from America
to Austria to see Boltzmann’s tombstone, as recounted in his Entropy and the Magic Flute (1992); commenting, e.g.,
how the cemetery caretaker often gets “Ludwig B” mixed up with the tomb of Ludwig Beethoven. [3] In Sep 2012, Jeff
Tuhtan visited (Ѻ) the Boltzmann grave; shown below is a photo of Tuhtan posing next to Boltzmann:

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Of course the [tomb] stone will never last, Buckley laughed, and Jeffers knew it. And Boltzmann, too. But that
equation, well, that’s another matter.”
— Bill Green (2010) (Ѻ)
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See also
● Clausius tombstone
● Gibbs tombstone
● Founders of thermodynamics and suicide
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Bonaparte, Napoleon
In hmolscience, Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821) (319-371 PE) (IQ=175) was the
emperor of France noted for his influence in the course of events of the existence of
German polymath Johann Goethe (see: Goethe timeline), who he met in 1808, and for
his latter years efforts to grapple with religious quesions in the context of growing
atheism.

Atheism
See main: Napoleon Laplace anecdote

Napoleon was a famous agnostic leaning towards atheism who from 1804 to 1815
notably went around polling of the leading scientists of France on their religious views,
according to which he discerned was atheism (see: Napoleon Laplace anecdote)
“A man cannot become an atheist merely by wishing it.”
“I have dictated thirty pages on the world’s three religions; and I have read the Bible.
My own mind is made up. I do not think Jesus Christ ever existed.”
— Napoleon Bonaparte (1817)
“If I had to choose a religion, the sun as the universal giver of life would be my god.”
Napoleon also to to a certain extent was a soul theorist, e.g. querying physicians about having ever seen the "soul"
during their dissections of the brain, and also himself conducting experiments with plants to discern the possible
location of the soul, or something along these lines.

Goethe meeting
See main: Goethe meets Napoleon

In 1808, Goethe famously met Napoleon, a great fan of Goethe,
who had read his Werther, supposedly, six times during battle.
[1] Napoleon's famous greeting of the author Werther on 2
October, was" «Voilà un homme!» (‘Now here is a real man!').
After meeting with Beethoven, four years later, Goethe famous
commented something along the lines of how he admired the
former, but despised (?) the latter, or there to this affect.

Quotes
The following are quotes by Napoleon:
“Great ambition is the passion of a great character. Those
endowed with it may perform very good or very bad acts. All
depends on the principles which direct them.”
“Men are moved by two levers only: fear and self interest.”

A depiction of Goethe’s 1808 meeting with Napoleon at
Erfurt, photograve from the painting by Hillemmacher
(spelling?). [2]

“Great men are meteors that burn so that the earth may be lighted.”
“Nothing is more difficult, and therefore more precious, than to be able to decide.”
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“Public opinion is the thermometer a monarch should constantly consult.”
“Take time to deliberate, but when the time for action has arrived, stop thinking and go in.”
“There is no such thing as accident; it is fate misnamed.”
“Destiny urges me to a goal of which I am ignorant. Until that goal is attained I am invulnerable, unassailable. When
destiny has accomplished her purpose in me, a fly may suffice to destroy me.”
— In His Own Words (1916)
“Lead the ideas of your time and they will accompany and support you; fall behind them and they drag you along
with them; oppose them and they will overwhelm you.”
— In His Own Words (1916)

See also
● Napoleon Bonaparte and Johann Goethe (2010) – Hmolpedia thread.
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Bond
In science, bond (TR:525), in chemistry, the result of the forces of attraction that hold together atoms in an element,
molecule, or compound. [1]

Types
The principle types of bonds are: ionic, covalent, metallic and intermolecular; following are various types or term
labels of bonds:
● Chemical bond
● Human chemical bond
● Human bonding

See also
● Bond energy
● Debonding
● Lewis chemical bond
● Hydrogen bond (e.g. Mark Granovetter)
● Metabolic Generation and Utilization of Phosphate Bond Energy
● Weak tie
● Strong tie
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Bond, Meg
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In human chemistry, Meg A. Bond (c.1952-) is an American psychologist noted for her
2007 Workplace Chemistry, wherein she employs chemical terms as metaphors.

Overview
In 2007, Bond, in her Workplace Chemistry, applied verbal chemical theory, in loose
metaphor, e.g. activation energy, describing people as ‘elements’ (human element) that
chemically react together (human chemical reaction), etc., to topics such as workplace
diversity, company change, and others, along with plant or factory application of theory
in consultation. The following is an extract of the opening to her book: [1]
“The word ‘chemistry’ is often used to describe relationships between people. When
there is ‘good chemistry’, we understand it to mean that things are going well because
of naturally occurring forces of nature. The basic elements—or individuals—involved
seem to mix and complement one another well. They not only coexist with relative
ease but may also synergistically bring out something new and positive in one another.
‘Bad chemistry’ implies an interpersonal mess—or even explosion—as personal
elements collide and refuse to transform peacefully on contact.”
Here, similar to other new human chemistry authors, she sites Greek philosopher Empedocles’ famous circa 450BC
oil-and-water chemistry aphorism, uses the word ‘collide’ in reference to collision theory, and speaks of explosions of
reactions to people similar to William Fairburn (1914) and Thomas Dreier (1948). Bond reasons, for instance, that the
plant workplace diversity surveys and educational courses are activities that provide additional ‘activation energy’ to
fuel plantwide chemical reactions between people in company transformation. [1] On the application of catalyst
theory, Bond defines this as something that allows a reaction to proceed more quickly or with less resistance, but
reducing the activation energy needed to make things happen, and reasons that the actions of initial process inquiries
and staff feedback are catalysts in that they act to shift organizational sensitivities. [1] A term employed in team
consultations is ‘force field analysis’, coined by Kurt Lewin, in which consultants analyzed the resources or driving
forces that the team could draw on in their initial state to reach their vision or final state and the various barriers or
restraining forces that could make it difficult.

Education
Bond completed her AB in psychology at Stanford (1974) and her MA in clinical psychology (1976) and PhD in clinical
and community psychology (1983) at the University of Oregon. Bond currently is a psychology professor at University
of Massachusetts Lowell.
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Bond energy
In chemistry, bond energy is a view that
certain chemical bonds, e.g. phosphate
bonds, store large amounts of chemical
energy and thus act as energy distributing
types of storage systems within
biochemical systems, functioning as sort of
biochemical batteries in the driving of
many endergonic reactions. [1]

Chemical bond energy

Bond energies for different bonds, single bond, double bond, triple bond, etc.,
Bond energies, in chemicals, are measured and bonds in compounds. [5]

in different ways; most often by the
enthalpy change ΔH required to break a particular bond or molecule. The logic of "bond energy" seems to have been
first derived, thermodynamically, in the 1941 work of German-born American Fritz Lipmann. [2]

Human bond energy
Estimates of energy contained in different types of human bonds, e.g. marriage bond, social bond, family bond,
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political bonds, is a rather new subject; generally a repercussion of the fact that human chemical bond theories are
sparse.
(add summary)

Nuclear bond energy
The following, shown adjacent, depicts the nuclear bond energy
contained in a 3/50th of a gram of radium, which can be used to life a
weight of 302,500 tons through a vertical distance (one foot), by the
power of the nuclear bond energy contained in a 3/50th of a gram of
radium.
(add discussion)
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Bondoc, Kim
In hmolscience, Kim P. Bondoc (c.1990-) is a Philippine chemist noted for his 2013
usage of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims’ 2005 study of 30 individuals on
queried definitions of hot sex, cold sex, and ambient sex, qualified in thermodynamic
terms, for his graduate program physical chemistry class for an assignment wherein he
was asked to present a published study in the class in relation to chemical
thermodynamics. [1]

Education
In 2013, Bondoc was working on the completion of his ME in chemistry at the
University of Philippines Cebu, while working as a physical sciences instructor.

See also
● Libb Thims (students)
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Bonnet, Charles
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In science, Charles Bonnet (1720-1793) was a French natural philosopher noted for his
1745 great chain of being diagram, tracing the so-called unbroken chain of existence
from the human down to the minerals and elements, i.e. from organic to the inorganic,
in one single gradation continuum, and for coining the term evolution.

Chain of being
In 1764, Bonnet gave the following statement about his chained existence model: [1]
“Between the lowest and the highest degree of spiritual and corporal perfection, there is
an almost infinite number of intermediate degrees. The succession of degrees comprises
the universal chain. It unites all beings, ties together all worlds, embraces all the
spheres.”
Bonnet, in regards to his unbroken chain model of existence, in contrast to the
unbridgeable gap model, was a student so-to-speak of the monad doctrines, a type of subatomic panbioism, of
German polymath Gottfried Leibniz.

Soul theory
In 1769, Bonnet, in his his Philosophical Palingénésie (Regeneration Philosophy), Volume 1 (pg. 50), stated something
along the lines of the following:
“If someone ever demonstrated that the soul is material, they should not be alarmed; should we not admire the
power which gave the material the ability to think?”
This statement is the opening quote to Joseph Priestley’s 1777 soul treatise.
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Boodin, John
In hmolscience, John Boodin (1869-1950) was a Swedish-born American philosopher
noted for his 1916 A Realistic Universe: an Introduction to Metaphysics, wherein he
critiques the “social compound” theories of Emile Durkheim, among other aspect of
sociochemistry, e.g. explosion, human element theory, etc., along with making some
type of proto social energetics like argument. [1]

Social energy | thermodynamics
The following is a noted section wherein Boodin seems to translated the language of
kinetic energy and potential energy to social systems in semi-thermodynamic terms:
“In analyzing energy systems we have selected our illustrations from the kinetic state of
energy. This is due partly to the fact that we found this procedure simpler, but more to
the fact that this state of energy is more significant for metaphysical purposes. The
potential state, that of position or configuration, derives its significance from the
moving state. By potential, we mean what energy can do when certain conditions are
supplied which are different from those obtaining. Thus, to pass from energy of position to the kinetic state, there
must, somehow, be unequal distribution of energy. In the case of falling bodies, we have unequal distribution of
gravitational energy.
Thermodynamics is built on the unequal distribution of heat. In the case of electrical energy, ‘if any cause
operates to add or remove electrons at one point, there is an immediate diffusion of electrons to reestablish
equilibrium, and this electronic movement constitutes an electric current. This hypothesis explains the reason for the
identity between the laws of diffusion of matter, of heat, and of electricity. Electromotive force is then any cause
making, or tending to make, an inequality of electronic density in conductors, and may arise from differences in
temperature, i.e. thermo-electromotive force, or from chemical action when part of the circuit is an electrolytic
conductor, or from the movement of lines of electromagnetic force across the conductor.’ In the case of social
systems, it would be a case of the unequal distribution of emotional-volitional excitement.
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In the potential state, energy is just as real as in the kinetic state, but is balanced or in equilibrium for the time
being. In the case of a building supported on pillars, the energy of the pillars balances, for the time being, the
gravitational energy. In the case of human actions, certain tendencies to action are balanced for the time being by
inhibitions. A man would steal, but he is afraid of the police. In either case, when the balancing energy is withdrawn,
we have an unequal distribution, and the persistent tendency becomes kinetic energy.”
(add discussion)

Social chemistry | Reactions
The following is a noted social chemistry conceptualized quote:
“We must know our people, their race traits of instinct and temperament, and their psychological tendencies of
needs, ambitions, and aversions. This is quite as necessary as knowing the elements which enter into the chemical
compound. In either case, if we fail to take account of the reactive properties of our elements, we may find ourselves
unwilling participants in an explosion. We must try to discover, too, the amount of emotional excitement which is
necessary for the specific reaction to take place. Social compounds have their boiling point and freezing point, their
point of solvency and crystallization, as truly as chemical elements. We must find what degree of affirmation or
passion will precipitate the special type of reaction. As in the case of dynamite, the instability of the structure may
make the effect out of all proportion to the releasing stimulus. Witness the present war of the European nations.”
(add discussion)

Education
Boodin was educated at the University of Colorado, University of Minnesota, Brown University, and Harvard
University. He was influenced by Charles Peirce, William James, and especially panpsychism philosopher Josiah Royce
(1855-1916). Boodin, in fact, dedicates this A Realistic Universe to Royce, to whom he refers to as his friend and
teacher. [2] Boodin had teaching appointments at: Brown University (1896-1897), Harvard University (1899-1900),
Grinnell College (1900-1904), University of Kansas (1904-1913), Carleton College (1913-1928), and UCLA (1928-1939).
[3]
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In events, book burning refers to noted incidences of the
combustion of literature works, considered "dangerous" and or
poisonous to the person or group undertaking the burning;
generally done because such works are averse to one’s way of
thinking and or beliefs.

Overview
In 391AD, Roman emperor Theodosius I declared paganism
illegal, after which either all or part of the Library of Alexandria,
the storehouse of the world’s knowledge, was burned down. In
642, Alexandria was captured by the Muslims, who, under
orders of Caliph Omar, burned all books, per the following logic:
“If those books are in agreement with the Quran, we have no
need of them; and if these are opposed to the Quran, destroy
them.”
In 1546, French scientific scholar Etienne Dolet (1509-1546), in
1535, was rumored to be a “materialist” and to deny the
immortality of the soul (Ѻ), and eventually was convicted of the
“crime” of atheism, tortured and then burned, with his books:

A depiction of the burning of the books of the Library
of Alexandria by Gustave Dore.

(add discussion)
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Froude | Oxford book burning
In 1841, English reverend and Oxford
moral philosophy professor William
Sewell published Christian Morals,
wherein he argued that modern
sciences, e.g. chemical findings, such
as certain metals burn under water,
sided with Christianity. [1] In 1849,
English clergyman-abnegator and
writer James Froude published his
semi-autobiographical novel Nemesis
of Faith, about a young priest whose
faith comes into question in light of
early 19th-century developments in
science and history; the following is a
In 1841, English reverend and Oxford moral philosophy professor William Sewell
representative statement from the
published Christian Morals, wherein he argued that modern sciences, e.g. chemical
novel: [2]
findings, such as certain metals burn under water, sided with Christianity; in 1849,
“What is man the wiser or the
happier for knowing how the airplants feed, or how my centuries the
flint-stone was in forming, unless the
knowledge of them can be linked on
to humanity, and elucidate for us
some of our hard moral mysteries?”

Sewell burned James Froude’s Nemesis of Faith, a treatise on how modern science
causes one to lose one’s Christian faith; in 1854, Froude did the first English
translation of Goethe’s Elective Affinities, wherein it is shown how chemical findings
allows one to create a new system of morality, based on physical chemistry, via
interpretation of the “moral symbols” describing the heat and work aspects of
chemical reactions, people explicitly conceived as being large “metamorphized”, i.e.
evolved, types of animate chemicals.

While great thinkers, such as George Eliot, professed profound admiration for the novel, others, specifically English
religious figures, condemned the novel. [3] On 27 Feb 1849, Froude’s book was burned in a Tuesday moral
philosopher class at Oxford by Sewell—an incident summarized by Exeter College historian Charles Boase (1894), via
citation to an 1892 letter published by the owner of the book Arthur Blomfield, as follows: [4]
Charles Boase (1894): “It was at one of these lectures that Sewell burnt a book which he thought obnoxious, in 1849,
the last time a book has been publicly burnt in a College hall. The scene is thus described by the owner of the book,
Arthur Blomfield, now R. of Beverston and RD. of Dursley, Glouc. [Rev. A. Blomfield of Beverston Rectory, Tetbury,
Gloucestershire]:
Arthur Blomfield (1892): ‘I had just bought the Nemesis of Faith, or as it was called, ‘Faith with a Vengeance’, when
on Tuesday morning, Feb. 27, 1849, I, an undergraduate of Exeter College, attended a lecture in hall. The Rev. William
Sewell, Sub-Rector of Exeter College (not ‘Dean of the Chapel’) was lecturer. He declaimed loudly against Froude’s
Nemesis of Faith. Hearing, on my own confession, that I possessed it, he requested me to bring ‘that book’ to him. No
sooner had I complied with his request (Sewell was my college tutor) than he snatched the book from my hands and
thrust it into the blazing fire of the college hall (not ‘quadrangle’). I see him now, with hall poker in hand, in delightful
indignation, poking at this, to him, obnoxious book. In a few hours this ‘burning of the book’ was known all over
Oxford. As your article justly remarks, ‘the burning only served as an advertisement’. ’
Sewell, supposedly, decried Froude’s work as a “wicked book” and the incident gave rise to apocryphal story that the
book was burned publicly (Ѻ) at Oxford, i.e. not just in a classroom setting, but at some kind of out-door public gala
or event. In more detail, in a 1892 book section on the history of “book burning”, made amid a discussion of James
Farrer’s 1892 Books Condemned to be Burnt, we find the following retelling of the Sewell book-burning incident as
follows: [5]
“Mr. Farrer's delightful book teems with facts, and he practically covers the whole range of the subject, so far as
book-burning in England is concerned. But it seems more than passing strange that the institution existed, to a
certain extent, just over forty years ago, for the Rev. A. Blomfield writes from Beverston Rectory, Tetbury,
Gloucestershire: "My private journal records—' Sewell burnt Froude's book.' The history is this: The burnt book was
mine. I had just bought the 'Nemesis of Faith,' or as it was called, ' Faith with a Vengeance,' when on Tuesday
morning, Feb. 27, 1849,1, an undergraduate of Exeter College, attended a lecture in hall. The Rev. William Sewell,
Sub-Rector of Exeter College (not 'Dean of the Chapel') was lecturer. He declaimed loudly against Froude's 'Nemesis
of Faith.' Hearing, on my own confession, that I possessed it, he requested me to bring 'that book to him.' No sooner
had I complied with his request (Sewell was my college tutor) than he snatched the book from my hands and thrust it
into the blazing fire of the college hall. I see him now, with hall poker in hand, in delightful indignation, poking at this,
to him, obnoxious book. In a few hours this ' burning of the book' was known all over Oxford. The book became
famous—editions multiplied. I lost my 'Nemesis of Faith;' I think I lost 'Faith' in my college tutor, for at least he should
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have recouped costs (3s. 6d., I believe, was the book's price), or presented me with an antidote in the form of one of
his books—e.g.,'Sewell's Christian Morals.' Not he. O temporal O mores!'”
(add discussion)

Dover mural
In Aug 2003, in Dover Area High
School, Dover, Pennsylvania, Larry Reeser
(1935-), the then 68-year-old building and
groundskeeper, of the high school, whose
granddaughter was about to start ninth grade
there, took down art and science student Zach
Strausbaugh’s 1998 evolution mural, a 4x16foot depiction of prehumen hominids into
more modern types, an “ape evolving into
upright human” depiction, took it home, and
together with one of the school board
A photo of Dover High School student Zach Strausbaugh’s 1998 evolution
members, watched the mural burn, because
mural, which was burned in 2003 by 68-year-old janitor Larry Reeser
because it “offended his faith, was obscene, and was full of lies” and his
as Reeser later told reporter Lauri Lebo, the
painting “offended his faith, was obscene, and granddaughter was about to start school there that year.
was full of lies”. The schoolboard member,
who was there for the burning, either Alan Bonsell or Bill Buckingham, later told science department head Bertha
Spahr, that he “gleefully watched it burn.” [6]
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Bookstein, Fred
In evolution, Fred Leon Bookstein (1947-) is an American statistician, mathematician,
and zoologist noted for his 1983 reaction article “Comment on a ‘Nonequilibrium’
Approach to Evolution”, a criticism of the Brooks-Wiley theory of evolution, in which he
argues the following:
“Wiley and Brooks misconstrued the meaning of their crucial conceptual borrowings.”
particularly in regard to their conceptually-borrowed terms: entropy-of-information
and entropy-of-cohesion.
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Boregowda, Satish
In hmolscience, Satish C. Boregowda (c.1968-) is an Indian-born American mechanical engineer
noted, in human thermodynamics, for 1998 to 2005 theories on a thermodynamics based
quantification of physiological stress.

Overview
In 1998, Boregowda completed his PhD dissertation "Thermodynamic Modeling and Analysis of
Stress Responses", funded by NASA Langley Research Center, wherein he attempts to quantify
human stress thermodynamically, namely to use the second law to investigate the
psychophysiology and quantify human stress level, via examining two types of stressors: thermal
stress and mental stress. [1] In 2005, Boregowda, in his article “Modeling of Human Physiological
Stresses: A Thermodynamics-based Approach”, co-written with American industrial engineer Waldemar Karwowski,
they discusses a thermodynamic basis for quantifying human physiological stresses, in such a way that the
deterministic nature of the second law (entropy approach) and classical Maxwell relations were used to develop
formulas to quantify human stress due to the artifact-human interactions. [2]

Education
Boregowda completed his BS (honors) in mechanical engineering (thermal fluid sciences) at National Institute of
Engineering, University of Mysore, India, in 1990; and his MS in mechanical engineering (thermal fluid sciences), at
Old Dominion University, Virginia, in 1993. Of note, during his graduate school years, Boregowda wrote a proposal to
get funding from NASA Langley to do a project on thermodynamic modeling of human stress, the result of which was
his 1998 mechanical engineering PhD, based on his dissertation “Thermodynamic Modeling and Analysis of Stress
Responses”, completed at Old Dominion University, Virgina. [1] In this regard, Boregowda states that he was the first
foreign student at that time to get a direct funding scholarship for his work in human thermodynamics. In 2005,
Boregowda was associated with the Department of Bioengineering, University of Illinois, Chicago, home to the UIC
Thermodynamics Research Lab, run by Iranian-born American chemical engineer Ali Mansoori. [2] In 2008,
Boregowda was associated with the mechanical engineering department of Purdue University, where he taught
thermodynamics. [3]
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Borkowski, Marcin
In human chemistry, Marcin Borkowski (1963-) is an Polish analytical chemist noted his
2010 commentary on human molecular theory and whether human chemistry should
be taught in school.

Overview
In 2010, Borkowski, as a functioning administrator of ChemicalForums.com, stated, in
response to the forum query by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims of
“should human chemistry be taught in school?”, that:
"[Human chemistry] sounds like crackpottery to me so far. Please elaborate. Assuming I
understand what you mean - are you sure it is not abuse of the word "chemistry"? If
you are interested in learning about human interactions they are covered by sociology
and psychology."
Moreover, when presented with the textbook definition (Ecological Stoichiometry,
2002, Robert Sterner and James Elser) of a person as a molecule or technically a "human molecule" as follows:

Borkowski commented the following over-used objection to the definition of a person as a molecule:
"This is not even right. Humans are not molecules, they are complex objects composed of many molecules"
In messaging communication between Thims and ChemicalForums creator Mitch Garcia, Borkowski further
commented that he was completed against allowing any discussion at all about human chemistry in
ChemicalFormums.com and that, in regards to Thims posts:
"With each paragraph you get more Baez crackpot index points."
To note, “Baez crackpot index”, an online parody system for numerically ranking the crackpottery of a theorist,
posted on line in 1992 by mathematician John Baez, was also used in a derogatory direction towards Thims by Irish
physicist Philip Moriarty during the 2009 Moriarty-Thims debate (specifically in part two). [4]

Education
Morkowski has some type of educational background in analytical chemistry, is the curator of ChemBuddy.com, and
supposedly along the way won some type of "Chemistry Olympics" games in respect to analytical chemistry. [4]
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Born, Max
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In thermodynamics, Max Born (1882-1970) was a German physicist noted for having
introduced the thermodynamic square method of deriving the Maxwell relations in his
late 1920s University of Gottingen lectures on thermodynamics. [1]

Thermodynamics
Born’s reading of Willard Gibbs' 1902 The Elementary Principles of Statistical
Mechanics, as a young student at Cambridge University, is what convinced Born to
become a physicist. [2] Born was also a friend with Constantin Caratheodory, the first to
work in the mathematical proofs of thermodynamic. Born, according to Paul
Samuelson, however, supposedly, had a repugnance against basing thermodynamics on
axioms crouched in terms of the impossibility of perpetual motion machines of various
kinds. (Ѻ)

Religion
Born seems to have free-wielding employer of god talk; for example:
“If god has made the world a perfect mechanism, He has at least conceded so much to our imperfect intellects that in
order to predict little parts of it, we need not solve innumerable differential equations, but can use dice with fair
success.”
— Max Born (c.1935) (Ѻ)

(add discussion)
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Borofsky, Jonathan
In hmolscience, Jonathan Borofsky (1942-) is an American sculpture artist noted for his
1977 hole-filled "Molecule Man" sculptures, a depiction of a human-as-molecule.

Overview
In 1977, Borofsky began making the first "Molecule Man" sculptures were built in Los
Angeles. The sculptures originated because, in Borofsky's own words:
“I was fascinated by this ‘molecule idea’, the simple fact that even though we appear to
be quite solid, we are in fact composed of a molecular structure which in itself is mostly
composed of water and air.”
The first ones were human-size. In the decades to follow, he has made four multi-story,
hole-filled, Molecule Man sculptures in four locations in the world, where the holes are
representative of “the molecules of all human beings coming together to create our
existence”. As of 2010, there are four outdoor Molecule Man sculptures:
Los Angeles, California, USA

Height
: 30-fit
Date:
1978

Yorkshire, England

Berlin, Germany

Height
: 30-ft
Date:
1988

Council Bluffs, Iowa, USA

Height
: 100ft
Date:
1996

Height
: 50-ft
Date:
2008
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(add discussion)

See also
● Antony Gormley
● Chris Gash
● Norval Morrisseau
● Shawn LaPaix

External links
● Jonathan Borofsky – Wikipedia.

Boron
In chemistry, boron, symbol B, atomic
CPK
number 5, is a metalloid element, row one Rank (jmol) Symbol Z % Mass
of the periodic table, the nineteenth most
abundant element in the person,
comprising 0.00003 percent by mass of
the average human molecule.
19
B
5 0.00003

Electron
Configuration

Picture

Function

A trace mineral essential for healthy
bones.

Human molecular formula

Structure (Bohr model):

The position of the element nitrogen in
the average human molecular formula is
as follows:

CE27HE27OE27NE26PE25SE24CaE25KE24ClE24NaE24MgE24FeE23FE23

B

ZnE22SiE22CuE21
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External links
● Boron – Wikipedia.

Boscaglia, Cosimo
In science, Cosimo Boscaglia (c.1550-1621) was an Italian philosopher who in 1613 launched a
crusade to have Italian physicist Galileo Galilei tried for heresy for his experimental findings in
support of his so-called “theory of the moving earth”, and moreover to have the Medici, a leading
philosophical association of philosophers in Florence and Pisa, expunge and “oppose Galileo’s
conception of science.”

Dinner party talk
In debates, it is said that a certain snippet of table talk, occurring at a dinner or breakfast party in
December of 1613 at the house of the Grand Duke (Ferdinando I de Medici) and Duchess
(Christina) of Tuscany, between Boscaglia and the Duchess (the person who appointed Galileo to
the professorship of mathematics at the University of Pisa in 1588) is what sparked the start of the Galilean
inquisitions and eventual 1633 trial and conviction of Galileo for heresy. As the story goes, the Duke and Duchess
asked physics professor Benedetto Castelli, a student and friend of Galileo, to explain the latest findings in
astronomy, which naturally enough led to an explanation of Galileo’s version of heliocentric theory with its implicit
conclusion that the earth moves. [1] This “earth movement” view point, however, goes directly against the Bible,
including passages such as: [2]
“The world is established and cannot be moved.”
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In objection to the heliocentric view, it is said that Boscaglia began to whisper in the Duchess’ ear something to the
effect that earth’s motion theory is doubtful and most importantly that it contradicts Biblical scripture. The Grand
Duchess, a pious and devout lady, was concerned about these objections, queried Castelli and he answered as best
he could. Later, however, Castelli wrote to Galileo telling him of the incident. [2] This, in turn, sparked a series of
response defense letters by Galileo, including one famous Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina, on the topic
concerning the use of Biblical quotations in matters of science. To quote Galileo in this letter: [3]
“I hold the sun to be situated motionless in the center of the revolution of the celestial orbs while the earth rotates
on its axis and revolves about the sun.”
Although he wrote these letters in attempt at defense, they only acted to irritate Church authorities and two draw
them into the debate. A domino effect of this eventually led to Galileo being tried and found guilty of heresy in 1633.

Education
In 1613, Boscaglia was a professor of philosophy at the University of Pisa.
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Boscovich, Roger
In science, Roger Boscovich (1711-1787) was a Croatian mathematical physicist noted
for his 1758 Theory of Natural Philosophy, in which he outlined a stationary point atom
theory, viewing atoms a centers of force.

Boscovich atomic theory
In his atomic theory, Boscovich blended Newton’s 1718 atomic theory, i.e. viewing the
world as being composed a elementary particles that attract at close distances via the
force of chemical affinity, and Gottfried Leibniz’s view of atomic particles as ‘points of
energy’, to conceive a newer theory of ‘point atoms’ or ‘stationary atom theory’ in
which atoms were regarded as centers of forces without spatial extent, and whereas
Newton focused on attraction, Boscovich added to this the importance of repulsive
forces, such that at short range, atoms attracted each other, but that at longer range,
atoms pushed each other way, the latter aspect explaining gas pressure. [1] In this
model, the rigid surface of the Democritus atom model was replaced by a region of
equilibrium between the forces of attraction and repulsion associated with the
dynamic field surrounding the atom collapsed into a material point. [4]

Caloric, kinetic theory, and dynamical theories of heat
The Boscovich stationary atom atomic theory, or some modified version of it seems possibly to have left an impact in
the minds of scientists over the next century, and may have been the version of atomic theory held in view in the
mind Antoine Lavoisier, when he formulated his 1787 caloric theory, and later possibly held in the mind of Sadi
Carnot, when he scripted his 1824 Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire and his concept of re-establishment of
equilibrium in the caloric. Some discussions, for instance, do mention Boscovich in discussions of phlogiston theory,
the precursor model to caloric theory. In any event, a version of stationary oscillating atom theory was in the minds
of scientists well into the middle of the 19th century. This is evidenced by the fact that in 1856 German physicist
August Kronig opened his famous paper “A General Theory of Gases” to the view that atoms to oscillate about
positions of equilibrium, but that they have translational motion: [2]
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“The molecules of gas do not oscillate about definite positions of equilibrium, but that they move with constant
velocity in right lines until they strike against other molecules, or against some surface which is to them
impermeable.”
Kronig's paper spurred German physicist Rudolf Clausius into the writing of his 1857 famous paper “On the Nature of
the Motion which we call Heat”, which launched the kinetic theory of gases and statistical mechanics, , according to
his own words independently of Krönig, developed a similar, but much more sophisticated version of the theory
which included translational, but also rotational and vibrational molecular motions. To corroborate the postulate that
Carnot may have had a Boscovich atomic view in mind, we note that French engineer Lazare Carnot, founder of the
École Polytechnic, Sadi’s father, employed Leibniz’s version of calculus, over that of Isaac Newton’s, making use of
Leibniz’s ideas about mechanical energy conservation and possibly his ideas about atoms as ‘points of energy’. IrishScottish physicist William Thomson even took up the ‘inevitable theory of Boscovich’, and sought to show how the
grouping of Boscovichian atoms could account for crystalline arrangement and for the phenomena of light. [6]
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External links
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Bose, Satyendra
In physics, Satyendra Nath Bose (1894-1974) (CR=11), sometimes cited as “Nath Bose”,
was an Indian mathematical physicist noted for his 1919 proof that Max Planck’s theory
of heat radiation could be deduced from Albert Einstein’s theory of photons. [1]

Boson
The “boson”, a fundamental particle, with integer spin (1, 2, etc.), which conforms to
Bose-Einstein statistics, was named after Satyendra Bose in a 6 Dec 1945 lecture by
Paul Dirac, entitled “Developments in Atomic Theory”, wherein he used the term to
refer to quantum particles that obey laws set out by German-born American physicist
Albert Einstein and Bose. [3]

Landau rankings
Russian physicist Lev Landau, in his personal genius rankings scale, ranked Bose, along
with Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, Erwin Schrodinger, Paul Dirac, Eugene Wigner,
and a few others, as third greatest physicists of all time, in tier ranking, behind Einstein
(#2 tier) and Newton (#1 tier).

Einstein
In 1925, Albert Einstein and Bose predicted a new state of matter at ultra-low temperatures, which was confirmed in
1995, aka the Bose-Einstein condensate, as studied in low-temperature thermodynamics. Bose, together with
Einstein, also developed a model for the heat capacity in solids and gases, and developed a variation of statistics
allowing for the description of the behavior of bosons. [2]
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Boson
In particles, boson, as contrasted with
fermion, is an elementary particle, with
integer spin (1, 2, etc.), which conforms to
Bose-Einstein statistics. [1]

Overview
Bosons are particles that make up what is
usually conceptualized the as the
transmission of forces, e.g. the photon
carries the electromagnetic force. Photons
are not conserved, e.g. photons are
created in billions when a light switch is
turned on, and disappear when they are
absorbed by photons. [2]

Representations of bosons or Gauge bosons. [6] A Higgs boson of mass ≈125
GeV has been tentatively confirmed by CERN on 14 March 2013, although
unclear as yet which model the particle best supports or whether multiple Higgs
bosons exist

Etymology
The term “boson”, named in honor of Indian physicist Satyendra Bose (1894-1974), was coined by English theoretical
physicist Paul Dirac (1902-1984), during his 6 Dec 1945 lecture “Developments in Atomic Theory”, referring to
quantum particles that obey laws set out by German-born American physicist Albert Einstein and Bose. [3]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Are humans fermions or bosons?”
— Ed Stephan (1977), speculative discussions with physicist Louis Barrett [4]

“All entities, whether fermions or humans, need some mediating agency to interconnect them into systems. This
indispensable interrelating and interacting role is ultimately played by different field particles named bosons. Unlike
fermions, which are characterized by a significant mass and charge, bosons do not take partake of these to attributes.
Rather, they only have spins and provide connections as they are exchanged among fermions.”
— Paris Arnopoulos (1995), Sociophysics [5]

Bosons are red
Mesons are blue
I like to classify
Hadrons with you
— Anon (c.2012)
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Bossens, David
In hmolscience, David Bossens (1989-) is a Belgian psychologist and philosopher noted
for []

Overview
In 2012, Bossens, in his “Reflections: Criticisms of Science”, discusses free will and social
sciences in the context of thermodynamics, complexity theory, quantum mechanics,
Darwinian evolution, and human chemistry, among others, the abstract of which is as
follows: [1]
“Can we make free choices, or are we determined by our environment? Is science on
the right path? Can we predict love? These and other questions are discussed.”
The article is very Hmolpedia-centric, discussing the Tesla-Thims version of the defunct
theory of life, William Sidis’s “animate and inanimate”, Rene Descartes’ automaton
theory, Laplace’s demon; the question of free will from the chemical, thermodynamic, and quantum perspectives; the
subject of prediction, among other topics, such a possible relation of Goethe and his human elective affinities theory
to Darwin and modern genetics. The article opens to the following Tesla quote:
“There is no thing endowed with life—from man, who is enslaving the elements, to the nimblest creature—in all this
world that does not sway in its turn. Whenever action is born from force, though it be infinitesimal, the cosmic
balance is upset and the universal motion results.”
The article also digs in to the “religion needs to be discarded” issue; and in its place put the modern physical science
framework of moral movement.
In 2013, Bossens collected his discussions and learned dialogues into the
book Debates of the Hmolpedians, shown adjacent; the contents of which
are as follows:

(add discussion)

Human thermodynamics
On the subject of human thermodynamics, Bossens gives the following views
Bossens' 2013 book Debates of the
on the matter:

Hmolpedians, wherein he discusses his
newly-learned views on hmolscience, in
regards to questions on the defunct
theory of life, biology, free will,
prediction, DNA, human molecular
theory, among others. [8]

“[Human thermodynamics] is a branch of science that attempts to predict
the behavior of people via chemical and thermodynamical equations. It is an
interesting philosophy, a change of paradigm, perhaps even leaving having a
broader explanation for human behavior than Darwinian evolution. Human
thermodynamics can also be useful as a new framework for the origin of life.
For instance, Libb Thims, proposed online that the idea of Darwin’s ‘dark pond’ which suddenly sprang to ‘life’, is not
a very coherent one, and that it would be much more creditable and parsimonious to have as a rule that molecules
bond and form ever more complex beings. Libb Thims also proposed a ‘human molecule’ where people are attracted
to each other by chemical bonds. All this I believe to be a reasonable explanation: even if Darwin’s theory is still
correct, they approach of thermodynamics and chemistry is a much more simple, and at the same time broader view.
If the concept of biology is somehow redundant, then we must study it by means of chemistry and physics.”
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Biology ≠ Defunct term
Bossens, in regards to the defunct theory of life view, is of the opinion that biology is not a defunct term; such as he
has commented, in 2012, in a conversation with American civil-ecological engineer Jeff Tuhtan. Specifically, Bossens
defines biological organisms as 'having genes that code for proteins'. A few counterexamples can be found, such as
erythrocytes which don't have DNA or RNA. But, it is clear, Bossens says, that 'having genes coding for proteins' or
'consisting of one or more cell' are concepts unique and very universal to what is commonly referred to as biology.
Furthermore, Bossens argues a biological organism need not consist entirely out of biology, since the only necessary
condition is that, at the level of the biological organism as a whole, it has genes that code for proteins. Bossens gives
the example of a brain chip, which would be a non-biological part of a biological organism. Both Thims and Tuhtan
argued that, if the organism is deemed to be alive, then so should its molecules and its atoms. However, Bossens
claims this results from using another definition than the one he used. Bossens then claims that atoms and molecules
should not be deemed alive in this definition because they do not qualify the conditions 'has, or consists of one or
more cells' and 'has genes coding for its proteins'. Still, Bossens claims that this does not imply free will or a soul for
any organism, saying: "life sounds a bit religious is because it recalls of soul (and thus free will, a 'life force' if you will),
and if for one way or another bio would recall of the same, then we should leave that term as well. But since biology
is a science by now, that has a good definition not relating to free will, it would be somewhat unnecessary to change
the definition of a clearly defined subject." Bossens also has stated this conversation will be discussed in his yet to be
published book 'Reflections'. [7]

Quantum mechanics
Bossens touches on the wave-function collapse model of free will, the idea that "we choose, and choice makes the
wave function collapse", citing American theoretical physicist Michio Kaku as an advocate of this view. On the
question of "awareness", Bossens states:
“Low-level consciousness, as in ‘reacting’, which even ants can do, could be explained by introducing the idea that
quanta have some kind of ‘awareness’, and that they react to an observer’. Or you could explain this by the more
simple postulate that chemical molecules react to each other’s presence and that this explains why even non-living
things can react and seem to be conscious. How to explain the reacting to the observer, or rather the act of
measurement, is not clear. Anyhow, it seems that quanta do not have eyes, and therefore are not ‘aware’ in the
traditional sense that we are observing them. They might react as they do, but this has nothing to do with the
‘awareness’, no more than a molecule could react if another molecule is placed in its vicinity.”
One point to note in this statement is that there is the hypothesis of Irish physicist John Bell (1928-1990) who devised
an experiment to the prove the nonlocal nature of the world; the results of his work, supposedly, showing that it
would be possible, in principle, to make measurements on two such quantum entities, such as photons, that has once
been in contact, and discover if they remained ‘aware’ of each other when far apart. These experiments were actually
carried out recently by Alain Aspect in Paris, which, supposedly, proved conclusively that quantum systems are
nonlocal. Likewise, in the 1990s, researchers in Geneva sent photons along a fiber optic cable 6.2 (10 km) in length,
finding that the two photons acted like one particle even when they were more than six miles apart. In short, the
experiments showed nonlocality. [2] Unresolved issues with the double slits experiment would seem to leave this
query as an unresolved issue.

Prediction
On the subject of prediction, Bossens seems to be digging around in the right area. The root of the explanation of
prediction is that a person is a molecule, the formula of which has been calculated by Robert Sterner and James Elser
(2002). Every molecule in the universe has to result, i.e. come into existence in a specific state, in the form of a bound
state structure, through a process of chemical synthesis. The methodological framework in which molecules in a
given state are defined is via their placement on free energy tables, otherwise known as thermodynamic data tables,
on which the standard Gibbs free energy of synthesis, entropy, and enthalpy for each atom and molecule on up are
listed. Once the basic set of reactant precursors are listed on the table, the potential synthesis or rather feasibility for
any given larger molecule (product) can be predicted, and hence listed on the table, or rather its thermodynamic
feasibility can be predetermined or in the 1923 words of Gilbert Lewis, and his universal rule, one can discern if the
process if "thermodynamically possible". If it is not possible, however, then one will know absolutely that the process
will not go or occur or the molecule will not form and in this sense predict that the process will not occur; likewise for
the converse scenario. This is what Polish solid state physicist and thermodynamicist Michal Kurzynski calls "principle
of mechanical determinism" (2006):
"The laws of motion and the state of a physical system at a given moment in time unambiguously and uniquely
determine the state of the system at all other moments of time, both in the future and in the past."
The first free energy table for animate chemical species (biochemical species), containing about 100 species, was
1957 table English electrical engineer and physicist Keith Burton. [5]
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In the context of scientific demons, this logic, assuming each human can be listed as a synthesized molecule, and a
human free energy table (see: human free energy), would result in prediction by a Gibbsian demon, named after
American engineer Willard Gibbs, the curator and formulator of the prediction via free energy method, in what would
be called thermodynamic determinism: meaning that one is able "predict" human chemical reactions, in the same
way we currently predict test tube sized chemical reactions by measuring free energy, namely chemical determinism
defined by the first law and second law of thermodynamics:
Date

Name

Advanced
intelligence
2007
(Gibbsian
demon)

Inventor

Libb Thims

Description

Implication

A type of advanced
“intellect”, possibly a
30-40 element
molecule (in the sense
that a human is a lessintelligent 26-element
molecule), that would
be able to look down
at us and measure
and calculate our
reactions to each
other (in terms of
thermodynamic
variables) the way we
do in calculating
statevariables in
thermodynamic
tables. [3]

Thermodynamic
determinism: An
entity that is able
"predict" human
chemical reactions, in
the same way we
predict chemical
reactions by
measuring free
energy.

German polymath Johann Goethe and his circa 1808 human affinity table, of course, was the forerunner to this
model. Goethe definitive view on free will is as such: "no are so hopelessly enslaved than those who believe they are
free". The repercussions and logic of which are embodied in his Goethean philosophy, a chemical philosophy model
of human existence and experience.

Religion | Existence of God | Origins
In his 7 Jun 2012 30-page article “Reflections: Our Origins”, the synopsis of which is “insight into our origins; not only
into the origins of mankind, but perhaps mainly into the universe as a whole; the Big Bang, the question of god and
evolution are discussed from an interesting standpoint”, Bossens mentions Libb Thims’ stance on god [DN=10] and
goes into a debate with some of the Thims' statements. [2]

Education
In 2012, Bossens completed his BS in psychology, in the area of theory and research, at the Catholic University of
Leuven, Belgium. Bossens is tentatively working a second bachelors in mathematics and physics, to be completed in
2014; and aims towards completion of a doctoral degree. Bossens states that he is “self-schooled on physics,
especially on the philosophical implications”. [6]

See also
● Physical intelligence
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Bostanci, Seda
In architectural thermodynamics, Seda H. Bostanci (1978-) is a Turkish urban planning
engineer noted for []

Overview
In 2008, Bostanci, in her PhD dissertation “Evaluation of Urban Skylines by the Entropy
Approach”, used a mixture of Shannon entropy and thermodynamic entropy to outline an
aesthetical theory (see: aesthetic energy) of urban skyline design. [1] The synopsis of
Bostanci’s dissertation is as follows: [2]
“Urban design has formed a field in which visual-spatial, cultural, social, functional and
natural factors are taken into account for the purpose of providing the best habitat, and
that gathers multidimensional concepts together within time while being developed in the
intersection of architecture and city planning. Urban design has a wide range of content
developed in communication with various disciplines. Within its content, computer and
mathematical based model suggestions, especially on researches where urban environment qualities are examined,
contribute to the discipline as innovative approaches.
Entropy approach has been put forward as an applicable innovation approach in the matter of aesthetic
evaluation (see: beauty) in urban design. Entropy, aesthetic and urban design concepts have some relations. Entropy,
in its preliminary meaning, is the mathematical representation of thermodynamic results. In its second sense as used
in definition of the relation between entropy urban design and aesthetics, it refers to the concept for measuring the
quantity of information within a system. Measuring the entropy is related to the distribution of positional figures of a
message or information from the probabilities standpoint. Formal aesthetic evaluation criteria which are using in
evaluating the aesthetic value of a designed space that can be taken into consideration in the entropy methodology
must have the appropriate qualifications to join numerical procedures.
In applications, distribution relations of formal aesthetic evaluation criteria are measured over aesthetics-related
evaluation concepts. The aesthetical qualities of the city are considered at different scales such as urban pattern,
urban skylines, cityscapes, city squares and urban furniture. From among these scales, urban skylines are preferred
for the applications. Aesthetical evaluation of the cities, measurability can be achieved through the entropy method.
This method also makes possible an interrogation into the relationship that urban skylines formal esthetic evaluation
criteria have established between each other.”
Here we see, at least in regards to the second half of her dissertation work, i.e. attempting to evaluate city
landscapes via "measuring the entropy is related to the distribution of positional figures of a message or information
from the probabilities standpoint", that Bostanci has taken a unaware ride on so-called Shannon bandwagon. [5]

Entropi.net
Bostanci was a writer at Entropi.net, which was active from 2001 to 2008, where at many of her thermodynamics
writings can be viewed in archive. [4]

Other
Bostanci, as of late, seems to be theorizing in the sustainability arena. [5]

Education
Bostanci completed her BA in urban and regional planning design in 2000 at Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, her MA
in urban design in 2002, and her PhD, dissertation: “Evaluation of Urban Skylines by the Entropy Approach”, in the
urban and regional planning program of the Graduate School of Science Engineering and Technology, Istanbul
Technical University. From 2004 to 2010, Bostanci was the director of housing and urban development at the Sariyer
Municipality. In 2010, she became a lecturer and chair of the Okan University School of Local Government Program.
Her current research focus is on: Eco-municipal applications, urban design, urban aesthetics, urban silhouettes, urban
lighting, planning, education, local authorities, city councils are publications on national and international
publications. [3]
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Botanes, Gregory
In hmolscience, Gregory Botanes (c.1965-) is a Spanish entrepreneur noted, in business
thermodynamics, for his 2009 thermodynamics based methodology consulting
company.

Overview
In 2009, Botanes founded a consulting company called "Social Thermodynamics
Applied Research", abbreviated SThAR, a social thermodynamics applied research
company for business needs. [1] The slogan of Sthar is the pioneer and world’s leader
in the application of social thermodynamics universal laws to real business needs. [2]
Botanes claims that: [3]
“Sthar is the first company in the word to apply the revolutionary and recently
discovered social thermodynamics universal laws to model social networks behavior
and predict social changes, based on a mathematical model instead of existing
statistics-based models.”
A central aspect of their approach, is they claim to be able to predict the future of business needs and issues, just as
is prediction is done in thermodynamics. Botanes works with Spanish physicist Alberto Hernando who they selfdefine as the “father of social thermodynamics”. The theoretical approach of their company is based on a mixture of
subjects including Zipf’s law, the Dunbar number, six degrees of separation, Shannon information, MaxEnt theory,
and Fisher information. [4] This combined logic, supposedly, is explained in the 2009 paper “Fisher-information and
the Thermodynamics of Scale-invariant Systems”, in which Hernando and his associates “confirm analogy between
properties of social systems (such as electoral results, city populations, citations in physics journals) and the
thermodynamics of gases and liquids.” [5]

Education
Botanes completed his undergraduate degree in telecommunications
engineering, Polytechnic University of Madrid in 1990 and his MBA at IE
Business School, Madrid, in 1997.
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Bottiger, Karl
In human chemistry, Karl Bottiger (1760-1835) was a German archaeologist, drama
critique, and "sometime friend" of German polymath Johann Goethe, notable for
having received an 1810 letter, which came with the instructions that it was to be
burned after being read, from German author Christoph Wieland (neighbor of Goethe),
who expressed the opinion of Goethe’s recent publication Elective Affinities, that: "To
all rational readers, the use of the chemical theory [in Elective Affinities] is nonsense
and childish fooling around." [1] On 2 Jan 1810, Bottiger published a review article
entitled “About Goethe’s Elective Affinities” in the German periodical Newspaper for
the Elegant World (Zeitung für die Elegan), wherein, as seems to have been
summarized in the affinity chemistry work of Jeremy Adler (1987), he was the first or
one of the first to point out the fact that it was obvious to the educated reader of the
time that Goethe’s novel was clearly linked to well-known chemical theories of the late
eighteenth century and that concepts from the field of chemistry permeated the novel.
[2]
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Bouchaud, Jean-Philippe
In econophysics, Jean-Philippe Bouchaud (1962-) is a French physicist noted for his late
1990s to present work in applying physics to the economic-centric humanities, mostly
it seems in financial physics; some of which has been cited as an example of toolism.

Overview
In 1997, Bouchaud began working with French-English physicist and mathematical
fiance theorist Rama Cont on applying percolation theory was one of the inspirations
for German physicist Dietrich Stauffer to go into econophysics. [1] In 2008, Bouchaud,
in his “Economics Needs a Scientific Revolution”, gave a very harsh and critical critique
of economic theories; the following are a few humorously-correct statements from this
article:
“Compared to physics, it seems fair to say that the quantitative success of the
economic sciences is disappointing. Rockets fly to the moon, energy is extracted from
minute changes of atomic mass without major havoc, global positioning satellites help millions of people to find their
way home. What is the flagship achievement of economics, apart from its recurrent inability to predict and avert
crises, including the current worldwide credit crunch? Why is this so? Of course, modelling the madness of people is
more difficult than the motion of planets, as Newton once said [c.1690]. But the goal here [see: social ideal gas law] is
to describe the behaviour of large populations, for which statistical regularities should emerge, just as the law of ideal
gases emerge from the incredibly chaotic motion of individual molecules.
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Classical economics is built on very strong assumptions that quickly become
axioms: the rationality of economic agents (the premise that every economic
agent, be that a person or a company, acts to maximize his profits), the
‘invisible hand’ (that agents, in the pursuit of their own profit, are led to do
what is best for society as a whole) and market efficiency (that market prices
faithfully reflect all known information about assets), for example. An
economist once told me, to my bewilderment: “These concepts are so strong
that they supersede any empirical observation.” As economist Robert Nelson
argued in his book, Economics as Religion (Pennsylvania State Univ. Press,
2002), the marketplace has been deified.
Physicists, on the other hand, have learned to be suspicious of axioms. If
empirical observation is incompatible with a model, the model must be
trashed or amended, even if it is conceptually beautiful or mathematically
convenient. So many accepted ideas have been proven wrong in the history of
physics that physicists have grown to be critical and queasy about their own
models. Unfortunately, such healthy scientific revolutions have not yet taken
hold in economics, where ideas have solidified into dogmas. These are
perpetuated through the education system: students don’t question formulas
they can use without thinking.”
The "perfect economic system" cartoon
(add discussion)

from Bouchaud's 2008 article
“Economics Needs a Scientific
Revolution”. [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes: [2]
“Whereas the simple Curie-Weiss mean-field approximation for homogenous systems is well known and accounts for
interesting collective effects, its heterogeneous counterpart is far subtler and has only been worked out in detail in
the last few years. It is a safe bet to predict that this powerful analytical tool will find many natural application in
economics and social sciences in the years to come.”
— Jean-Philippe Bouchaud (2009), “The (Unfortunate) Complexity of Economy” [3]
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Boulding, Kenneth
In hmolscience, Kenneth Boulding (1910-1993) was an English-born American
economist noted, in ecological economics, for his 1966 to 1978 entropy theories, of the
material entropy variety, and ideas applied in ecology and economics.

Overview
In 1956, Boulding, supposedly, was a developer of general systems theory. In 1966,
Boulding, in his “The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth”, introduced the term
“material entropy”. In 1978, Boulding, in ecodynamics, introduced a view of entropy
and the second law in relation to social evolution. [1] Boulding, in his theories, cited
Pierre Teilhard, and his views on entropy and the noosphere, as well as Ludwig
Bertalanffy, and his views on entropy and open systems, which may have been possible
sources from where he learned the concept of entropy, albeit in a very erroneous or
elementary sense. Some cited Boulding as having introduced the concept of entropy in
ecological economics, particularly on the subject of waste material management. [2]
Some have argued that the science of economic thermodynamics began following
the publication of Boulding’s famous 1966 article “The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth”, in conjunction
with Romanian mathematician Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen’s 1971 book The Entropy Law and the Economic Process,
after which economist became interested in the subject. [3]
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Bound state
In science, a bound state is a composite of
two or more fundamental building blocks,
such as particles, atoms, or bodies, that
behaves as a single object and in which
energy is required to split them. [1] As
diagrammed adjacent, both a proton and a
(human) family can be modeled as bound
state structures, from certain perspectives.

Human chemistry

In certain calculations of human chemistry, Proton: a bound state of three quarks. Family: a bound state of three human
molecules.
such as in the simulation of human
molecular orbitals, i.e. the high-speed, time-accelerated, satellite tracking movements of a person in their
probabilistic activity spheres, or in the use of human particle Feynman diagrams, etc., it is expedient to define the
person or human molecule, using the “human particle” model, to be a bound state atomic structure, of
approximately 10E27 atoms, linked together via photon-electron binding interactions. [2]
Subsequently, examples of bound state structures include the proton, which is a bound state of three quarks, the
atomic nuclei, which is a bound state of protons and neutrons, and a molecule, which is a bound state of atoms. Thus,
not only is a human molecule scientifically defined as a bound state composite structure, but also so is a married
couple, AB, which is a bound state of two human molecules A and B. A family, MxFyBc, similarly, is a bound state
structure of three or more human molecules,
Mx, Fy, and Bc, as diagrammed.
This terminology, likewise, applies to
larger structures such as groups, friendships,
networks, corporations, countries, a solar
system, or even galaxies. Galaxies, for
example, are cohesive bound states of star
A Feynman diagram type depiction of three human particles, i.e. each human
systems. Collections of galaxies, in turn,
molecule (person) viewed as a bound state atomic structure, interacting via
congregate to form what are called galactic exchange forces.
clusters, which are also bound states. [3] In
this sense, human interactions can be observed at a distance such that each human is seen or visualized as being a
small point of undefined bound mass, symbolized by a finite dot ‘●’, moving on an approximate two-dimensional
surface, such as would be the view through a large advanced-intelligence macroscope, as diagrammed adjacent.
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Bound energy
In thermodynamics, bound energy or gebundene energie
(German), TS, is the amount of energy of a system that
unavailable to do external work. [1] The product is defined,
according to Hermann Helmholtz, the 1882 coiner of the
term, as “expressing the mechanical equivalent of that
quantity of heat Q which must be conveyed into a body at
temperature T in order to raise its entropy to the value S.”
The remaining portion of energy, namely that which can be
converted into external useful work, is called "free energy".
[4]

Etymology

A depiction of the location of bound energy for the
isothermal-isochoric potential, aka Helmholtz free energy
(or Helmholtz energy).

The etymology of the term derives from various difficulties
in the development of the theory of chemical affinity, during
the years 1750 to 1850, approximately. [2] Helmholtz’s derivation rested primarily on the work of Clausius. In 1854,
Clausius had stated, in a phrasing similar to French chemist Antoine Lavoisier’s ‘combined heat’, that during a
complete cycle there is a Verwandlungsinhalt or ‘bound transformation content’, which he denoted by the integral of
dQ/T between T1 and T2, and which he later termed entropy [3]. On this terminology, Helmholtz conceptually divided
the portion of the total energy U available for conversion to other forms as ‘free energy’, G or F, and the residual
‘bound energy’, TS. [5] The term bound energy was latter used, via extrapolation, to distinguish conceptions of
energies in human systems by those as Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen and Xenophon Zolotas.

Overview
In general, Helmholtz pointed out, any external work takes place at the expense of free energy, while heat production
results in a loss of bound energy only (a result which is not valid for adiabatic processes). If the temperature of a
chemical system increases, free energy is converted into bound energy. [2]
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Boundary
In thermodynamics, a boundary or thermodynamic boundary is the division, which may be material or not, between a
system and its surroundings. [1] The original thermodynamic boundary was edge or region of demarcation of the
volumetric body of water or water vapor in a steam engine. Through the actions of the opening and closing of valves,
the body of water was able to move around to different parts of the engine, specifically the region of the boiler
(burning coal) and the region of the condenser (an external stream of cooling water); hence the boundary was
moving one. In 1824, French physicist Sadi Carnot generalized this by defining a "working substance" to be any
generalized body, such as a metallic bar, an aeriform fluid, etc., that may configured to do work when put in
alternating contact with hot and cold bodies able to supply or absorb heat. [2]

Human thermodynamics
In human thermodynamics the definition is the same, however, the assignment of a "boundary" to human systems,
e.g. social, territorial, work, family, community, "relationship boundaries", etc., is difficult area of research. In
general, a thermodynamic boundary in human terms can be defined as an "energetic boundary" that partitions off a
set of thermodynamically-coupled human molecules in evolving interaction. [2] This boundary can be considered as a
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quantitative spatial demarcation, such as a town boarder, a social barrier, state lines, corporate boundaries,
occupational orbitals, social circles, family boundaries, etc., comprise a closed thermodynamic system of working
molecules, i.e. a working body in the words of Clausius, according to which first and second law energy balances
apply in the production of system external work W due to the action of cyclical solar heat input Qin. When human
molecules pass into the system, across the boundary, inside of which energy interactions occur, chemical potential
calculations must be introduced. [3]

See also
● Boundary problem
● Chimpanzee war
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Boundary problem
In hmolscience, boundary problem or boundary issue
refers to the difficulties of having to determine and
discern thermodynamics boundaries for social systems
or economic systems, namely systems of reacting
powered animate molecules socially affined into
energetically regulated territories.

Issue
In basic thermodynamic calculations, in a piston and
cylinder or in reaction calorimeter, etc., the "boundary" Left: an example of a social boundary demarcated by a boundary
line sign on a barbed wired fence, which visually exemplifies the
is visually discernible and precisely quantifiable. In
boundary problem difficulties in attempts to quantify societal
applications of thermodynamics to the humanities or
"boundaries" in thermodynamic terms, in terms of work, energy,
lower animal forms, the issue becomes more
and heat crossings or closedness or openness aspects.
complicated because in many cases, e.g. Mean girls
Right: a van't Hoff equilibrium box (1886), build and by Danish
example, the so-called "social boundary" is not
physical chemist Jacobus van't Hoff, used to calculate the work
something tactile that one can put one's hands on, such done when certain chemical species cross a semi-permeable
as the wall of a glass beaker or the wall of the cylinder membrane; such as could be deduced for when say a Mexican
species of person crosses illegally (or legally) into the American
of a piston, but rather a distance of space around
certain people (e.g. personal space). In the famous Jane system across the semi-permeable boundary of the US border,
work cost of which typically amounts to several thousands of
Goodall chimpanzee war, to exemplify the difficulties in the
dollars per smuggle.
having to discern thermodynamic boundaries for social
systems, the divisional "boundary" between the two warring factions, in this case, was but a region of forest near a
large rock formation.

Overview
In 1989, American chemical engineer Linus Pauling in his criticism of Austrian physicist Erwin Schrodinger's 1943 "life
feeds on negative entropy" postulate (see: Note to chapter 6), though he doesn’t seem to specifically mention
boundary, per se, he does criticize Schrodinger for not defining the boundary: [1]
“Schrodinger’s discussion of thermodynamics is vague and superficial to an extent that should not be tolerated even
in a popular lecture. In the discussion of thermodynamic quantities it is important to define the system. When he is
writing about a change in entropy of the system, Schrodinger never even defines the system. Sometimes he seems to
consider that the system is a living organism with no interaction whatever with the environment; and sometimes it is
a living organism in thermal equilibrium with the environment; and sometimes it is the living organism plus the
environment, that is the universe as a whole.”
In 1990, American social entropy theorist Kenneth Bailey spoke about the "boundary problem", discussing ideas such
as boundary analysis and entropy breaks; though his presentation is largely marred by recourse to information
theory. [2] In 1996, American economist Julian Simon, in criticism of the economic thermodynamics theories of those
including Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1971) and Jeremy Rifkin (1989), he comments on this difficult boundary issue
in saying that: [3]
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“It is quite unclear where the boundary should be drawn for discussions of the quantity of energy, or if there is any
relevant boundary.”

See also
● Boundary surface
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Boundary surface
In thermodynamics, a boundary surface is the term used by American mathematical
physicist William Sidis in 1920 to describe the surface region or boundary of space around
a black hole viewed in terms of it being thermodynamic system or working body. [1]
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Bourdieu, Pierre

A generic example of a
boundary surface around a
shape.

In hmolscience, Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002) was a French sociological anthropologist
and philosopher noted his phenomenological social physics and social gravity theories.
A claimed to be expert on Bourdieu and his social physics theories is Lebanese-born
Australian social anthropologist Ghassan Hage, noted for his 2011 chapter entitled
“Social Gravity: Pierre Bourdieu’s Phenomenological Social Physics”. [1] American
sociologist and religion and culture scholar Christian Smith’s 2010 What is a Person?:
Rethinking Humanity, Social Life, and the Moral Good from the Person Up, is in large part
pasted on Bourdieu, along with others such as Michael Polanyi on anti-reductionism,
along with the particle-field social theories of Harrison White. [2]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The field of power is a field of latent, potential forces which play upon any particle which may venture into it, but it
is also a battlefield.”
— Pierre Bourdieu (1993), Field of Cultural Production [1]
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Bousquet, Antoine
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In war thermodynamics, Antoine Bousquet (c.1974-) is an English complexity theory
economist noted for his 2008 book The Scientific Way of Warfare: Order and Chaos on
the Battlefields of Modernity, in which he devotes chapter three to what he calls
“thermodynamic warfare”, writing on art of war thinkers such as Carl Clausewitz. [1]
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Bowlby, John
In hmolscience, John Bowlby (1907-1990) was a British developmental psychologist
noted his 1969 attachment theory, amid which he attempts to deride Sigmund Freud's
energy-entropy model of the mind or “psychical energy model” (i.e. psychodynamics),
as he refers to it, for his 1972-1980 separation theory.

Overview
In 1969, Bowlby published Attachment, the first of his three-volume set, wherein he
introduced his “attachment theory”, a precursory model to later "parent-infant
bonding" models, general human bonding theories, and, in human chemistry, the
modern conception of human chemical bonding. [1] With his theories of "detachment",
Bowlby was also instrumental in the later theories of human debonding. Bowlby was,
oddly, very outspoken against Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud’s use and
application of thermodynamics in psychology in his development of, what Bowlby calls,
Freud’s “psychical energy model”, otherwise known as psychodynamics. In fact,
Bowlby devoted the entire first chapter, titled “Point of View”, of his monumental
three-volume Attachment series treatise, towards an effort to discredit Freud in his use
of physics terms, such as energy, entropy, force, pressure, or inertia, as in "principle of inertia", etc., in psychology. To
cite one example, at the end of this chapter, Bowlby states:
“Nor is it to be supposed that the principle of entropy apples to living as it does to non-living systems.”
(add discussion)
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Boyd, John
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In war thermodynamics, John Boyd (1927-1997) was an American industrial engineer,
combat pilot, and military strategist noted for his energy-entropy decision based
reaction cycle model of combat operation processes, or OODA loop (short for observe,
orient, decide, and act) model, which he consulted the pentagon on, in over 1500
briefings, over a period of about 30 years. Boyd mixed in ideas on Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle and chaos theory into his model. Boyd seems to have been well
read in general human thermodynamics authors; his 1976 Destruction and Creation, for
example, cites: Erich Fromm, Nicholas Georgescu, Werner Heisenberg (Physics and
Philosophy, 1962), David Layzer (“The Arrow of Time”, 1975), Michael Polanyi (Knowing
and Being, 1969), Thomas Kuhn, among others.

Education
In 1944, as a high school junior, Boyd enrolled in the US army and served two years. In
1947, he entered the University of Iowa to study economics, graduating four years
later. [1] In 1951, he became a US air force officer, completing his pilot training at
Williams Air Force Base. In 1953, he flew 22 combat sorties in the F-86
Sabre during the Korean War.
In 1954, he attended the Fighter Weapons School Instructor
Course, at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada, remaining there as a fighter
weapons and tactics instructor. During this period, Boyd began to
focus on “air combat tactics”, publishing several articles on this,
including his famous 147-page Aerial Attack Study, detailing every
maneuver possible, in words and graphic illustrations, for a pilot to use
in a dog fight. The problem that intrigued him during his period was
that despite flying in an F-86 aircraft, which had a lower ceiling, a wider
turn radius, and slower maximum speed than its rival, the Russian Mig15, the kill ratio was still 10:1 in favor of the F-86 during the Korean
War. This anomaly, that despite having worse planes (slower, bigger,
less maneuverable) than the enemy, US pilots were still killing better,
was the goad of his curiosity, which he assumed could be explained
scientifically.
To aid in his research end, in 1960 Boyd enrolled at Georgia Tech
to complete as BS in industrial engineering, where he studied
thermodynamics, physics, and production lines, among other subjects;
his interest in these subjects, it is said, did not lie in the mathematical
details, but rather in the underlying principles and concepts. During
this time he was said to have "wrestled with thermodynamics", the
logical insights of which he began to apply back to his F-86 problem. [2]
He would go on to develop his thermodynamics based theories of
combat over the next 20 years.

Applications

Boyd's chronology. [1]

Boyd, among other things, is credited for largely developing the strategy for the invasion of Iraq in the first Gulf War
(1990-1991). In a letter to the editor of Inside the Pentagon, former Commandant of the Marine Corps general
Charles C. Krulak is quoted as saying: "The Iraqi army collapsed morally and intellectually under the onslaught of
American and Coalition forces. John Boyd was an architect of that victory as surely as if he'd commanded a fighter
wing or a maneuver division in the desert."

Other
English complexity theory economist Antoine Bousquet, in his chapter three entitled "Thermodynamic Warfare and
the Science of Energy", digressed into the some the thermodynamical details of Boyd's theories. [3]
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Boyesen, Hjalmar
In biographies, Hjalmar Boyesen (1848-1895) Norwegian-born, German educated,
American professor of Germanic languages and literature noted for his 1879 Goethe
and Schiller: Their Lives and Collected Works and his five-volume 1885 Goethe’s Works
Illustrated by the Best German Artists, The Life of Goethe, on the reaction existence and
works of German polymath Johann Goethe.

Elective Affinities
In his 1879 Goethe and Schiller, Boyesen argues that that Ottilie was based on Minna
Herzlieb: [1]
“Goethe’s affair with Minna Herzlieb, the adopted daughter of the bookseller
Fromman, in Jena, was a kind of poetic devotion, at a time when he was yet bound to
another naturally stimulated him to many reflections concerning the nature and
validity of marriage, and these reflections, embodied in living characters, furnished the
theme of the novel, Elective Affinities.”
In other words, just as Ottilie was the adopted daughter of Charlotte's deceased best friend, so to was Minna the
adopted daughter of one of Goethe's friends, the bookseller Fromman, in Jena, with whom Goethe had developed
strong amorous feelings towards.

Education
Boyesen had hes reaction start in a little naval station in Fredericksvaern, Norway, wherein, at the Naval Academy,
his father was a mathematics professor. After receiving preliminary education at the Christiania Gymnasium, Leipzig,
he entered the University of Norway, graduating in 1863. In 1869, he and his brother migrated to New York,
eventually settling in Urbana, Ohio. He then moved to Chicago, becoming an editor of a newly-launched Norwegian
paper called Fremad. [2] He then made the following move, as he explains in his own words: [3]
“In this [editorial] position I remained about a year and a half, but the ambition to write was strong in m, and I soon
saw that if I were to make a reputation as a writer I must master the English language. To this end it was necessary to
abandon all Scandinavian associations. I resigned my editorship and accepted a position as tutor in Latin and Greek at
the Urbana University.”
Boyesen was a professor of North European languages at Cornell University from 1874 to 1880. He became a
professor of Germanic languages and literature at Columbia University in 1881 where he remained till his reaction
end. He was a prolific writer, and, over 20 years, published 25 books including novels, short stories, poems, literary
criticism, essays, and book reviews in periodicals. He was known as a good public lecturer.

Other
In 2012, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims began the construction of the online-to-be-made print book
publication Elective Affinities: Illustrated and Annotated using Boyesen’s 1885 illustrated translation of Goethe’s 1809
Elective Affinities, as a framework starting point. [4]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“In 1809, Goethe published a book which was a puzzle both to his admirers and his enemies. This was Elective
Affinities.”
— Hjalmar Boysen (1885), “The Life of Goethe” [5]

“It is difficult to overestimate the value of Goethe’s work to humanity. The bequest which he left to the world in his
writings, and in the whole intellectual result of his life, is not as yet appreciated at its full worth; because,
intellectually, the world has not yet caught up to him. His influence today asserts itself in a hundred minute ways—
even where no one suspects it. The century has received the stamp and impress of his mighty personality. The
intellectual currents of the age, swelled and amplified by later tributaries, flow today in the directions which Goethe
indicated.”
— Hjalmar Boysen (1885), “The Life of Goethe” [5]
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Boyle, Nicholas
In hmolscience, Nicholas Boyle (1946-) is a an English German literature scholar noted
for his 1990s-launched, partially-complete, three-volume existography work on Goethe
and for his 2007 essay on Elective Affinities delivered as a lecture at Cambridge,
extensive partially complete three-volume biography on Goethe.

Overview
In 1992, Boyle began publishing the first parts of a three-volume biography on Goethe.
[1] In 1994, Boyle, in his review of David Constantine’s translation and introduction of
Goethe’s Elective Affinities, commented: [2]
“Die Wahlverwandtschaften is probably the most unapproachable of Goethe's works,
and was probably intended by Goethe to be so. An ‘oppressive rigidity and
unnaturalness’ may alienate us from the symmetrical plot and structure—which seem
to suggest that human relationships can be formulated schematically as a chemical
reaction.”
In 2007, Boyle, in his his “Goethe, Die Wahlverwandtschaften”, a lecture at University of Cambridge, commented: [3]
“An interpretation of the novel seems to be hinted at here: these events are the human equivalent of an experiment
in a chemical retort. The movements of passion between Edward, Ottilie, Charlotte, and the Captain are no different
from the operations of ‘Wahlverwandtschaft’ between limestone, carbon dioxide, sulphuric acid and water. The
human figures and events are but the manifestations of concealed natural forces, possibly not yet wholly understood
by science.”
(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“As the age of paper passes, so [Goethe] seems its supreme product.”
— Nicholas Boyle (2000) [3]
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Boyle, Robert
In science, Robert Boyle (1627-1691) (IQ:185|#55) (CR=128|#26) was an Irish chemist
and physicist noted for his 1661 book The Sceptical Chymist, one of the first modern
chemist treatises, one of the first to reinvent the atomic theory, and for his
experimental work on gases, the latter of which culminating in what is now known as
Boyle's law (1669).

Vacuums | Air pump
See main: Gas laws
In circa 1645, German engineer Otto Guericke invented a vacuum pump to disprove
Greek philosopher Parmenides' circa 485 BC hypothesis that “nature abhors a vacuum”.
Guericke’s vacuum pump was first described in the 1657 book Mechanical Hydraulic
Pneumatics by German scientist Gaspar Schott, a correspondent of Guericke. Shortly
thereafter, those such as Dutch mathematical physicist Christiaan Huygens and Boyle
read the book. [1] Boyle, according to temperature historian Tom Shachtman, originally
believed in Aristotle’s version of Parmenides contention that nature abhorred a vacuum
and wrote that he would have never bothered trying to make one, but that thereafter he refused to accept any
ancient teachings without skepticism. [6]
Boyle and his assistant Robert Hooke then improved Guericke's air vacuum design and built their own in 1658, a
pneumatical engine, one that also functioned as a pump. [2] After conducting a number of experiments with their air
pump, Boyle published the results in the 1660 book New Experiments Phisico-Mechanicall, Touching the Spring of the
Air, and Its Effects (Made for the Most Part in a Pneumatical Engine). In the 1669 second edition of Spring of the Air, a
statement of what is now known as "Boyle’s law" can be found defined in modern shorthand as: [3]

which says that for a body of gas at constant number of particles n and temperature T the product of the measure of
the pressure P and volume V of gas will be a constant K. The Spring of the Air had a great influence on other
scientists, who built their own air pumps, and devised new experiments of their own. Several decades later, in the
1690 memoir "A New Method to Obtain Very Great Motive Powers at Small Cost", Boyle and Huygen's associate
French engineer Denis Papin conceived that the quick condensation of steam in a cylinder, via contact with a cold
body, would quickly make a vacuum that would drive the piston down in such a manner that if the process was
repeated in a cyclical manner useful work, as in raising weights out of mines, could be obtain. This design was later
used by English engineers Thomas Savery, in 1697, and Thomas Newcomen, in 1710, to make the first working steam
engine.

Skeptical Chymist
In his famed 1661 book The Sceptical Chymist, Boyle had to point out to all the alchemists that what they were doing,
with all their false claims, was detrimental to the betterment of the science of chemistry: [4]
“If men would more carefully distinguish those things that they know from those that they ignore or do but think, and
then explicate clearly the things they conceive they understand, acknowledge ingenuously what it is they ignore, and
profess so candidly their doubts, that the industry of intelligent persons might be set on work to make further
enquiries, and the easiness of less discerning men might not be imposed on.”
In apology for being so sharply abrupt, Boyle continues ‘I perceive that [various] of my friends have thought it very
strange to hear me speak so irresolvedly, as I have been wont to do, concerning those things which some take to be
the elements, and others to be the principles of all mixt bodies.’ Boyle is criticizing earlier research founded on the
belief that salt, mercury, and sulphur were the ‘true principles of things’.

Atomic theory
Boyle, in 1661, along with French mathematician Rene Descartes (1637), French mathematician Pierre Gassendi
(1649), and English physicist Isaac Newton (1686), was one of the first to revive Greek philosopher Leucippus’ atomic
theory.

Cold | Hot
See also: Absolute zero
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In 1665, Boyle published his New Experiments and Observations Touching Cold, in which he experimentally disproved
a number of ancient myths about cold, while also revealing a number of new experimental facts. [5] In one
experiment, in measuring the work of the power of cold, Boyle discovered that a weight of 72 pounds was required
to prevent expanding ice from pushing out a cork. [6] Boyle also disproved Epicurus’ theory of “cold corpuscles”,
which were said to work by stealing insensibly into liquors they insinuate themselves into, without any show of
boisterousness or violence. Cold corpuscles were said to be “swarms of frigorific atoms”. Boyle also disproved
Thomas Hobbes' theory that the source of all cold was the wind by freezing live animals in a vacuum, an often
misunderstood anecdote.

Education
Boyle, supposedly, was taught and or influenced via the chemistry by George Starkey (1628-1685). [7]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Epicurus supposes not only all mixt bodies, but all others to be produced by the various and casual occursions of
atoms, moving themselves to and fro by an internal principle in the immense or rather infinite vacuum.”
— Robert Boyle (1861), The Skeptical Chemist (Ѻ)
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In gas laws, Boyle’s law states that for a system of gas particles (atoms and or
molecules) at constant particle number and temperature the pressure and
volume of the gas are inversely related. This is stated in equation form as:

Said another way, Boyle's law states that for a body of gas at constant number
of particles n and temperature T the product of the measure of the pressure P
and volume V of gas will be a constant K. The law was stated in 1662 by Irish
chemist Robert Boyle.

Towneley-Power

Graphical depiction of Boyle's law:

In 1653, Englishman scientist Richard Towneley and physician Henry Power
that pressure P and volume V of a
body of gas bodies vary inversely:
began performing various experiments, supposedly with vacuums and
barometers, among other devices, out of which they elucidated the gas law that
pressure varies inversely with volume. The story as to how this result came to
be known as Boyle’s law, however, is a bit convoluted. Initially, Towneley and
Power, being amateur scientists, did not publish their results immediately, but that in 1660, following the publication
of Irish chemist Robert Boyle’s New Experiments on the Spring of the Air, Power sent a paper entitled “Additional
Experiments Made at Towneley Hall, in the Years 1660 and 1661, by the Advice and Assistance of that Heroic and
Worthy Gentleman Richard Towneley”, to his friend English physician William Croone (1633-1684), in London. [3]
Power, however, neglected to put his name on the paper and Croone, likewise, failed to mention who the author of
the paper was, when he sent the paper to Boyle.
Boyle, in turn, read the paper and in the 1662, second edition of his Spring of the Air, credited Towneley for the
discovery of the gas law, and stated in a reply to Jesuit scientist Francis Linus (1595-1675), a prominent objector to
the first edition, that he had not realized that the relation that pressure times volume equals a constant applied to his
own data until Richard Towneley pointed it out. [4] This was Boyle's first mention of the law that the volume of a gas
varies inversely to the pressure of the gas.
According to another version as to how Boyle may have become acquainted with the Towneley-Power
experimental work, there is some mention that Power may have incorporated some version of the pressure times
volume equals constant gas law in his 1661 manuscript Experimental Philosophy, and that and early draft of this was
seen by Boyle. [6] Another proposal is that Towneley may have discussed his gas law with Boyle when he visited
London in the winter of 1661-62. These latter two suppositions, however, are in need of further corroboration.

Boyle-Hooke
Prior to receiving the Power-Towneley gas law theory, in 1658, Boyle and his assistant Robert Hooke had built a
combination air pump-vacuum, or what they called a "pneumatical engine", based on the design of German engineer
Otto Guericke’s vacuum pump in the 1657 book Mechanical Hydraulic Pneumatics by German scientist Gaspar Schott.
[1] After conducting a number of experiments with their air pump, Boyle, as mentioned, published the results in the
1660 book New Experiments on the Spring of the Air. It is generally viewed that the actual first enunciation of the
Boyle’s law is found in appendix to the 1662 second edition. Specifically, an appended second edition section A
Defence of the Doctrine Touching the Spring and Weight of the Air, chapter V, entitled "Two new experiments
touching the measure of the force of the spring of the air compressed and dilated", contains a statement of the Law
in column six of the first table (on the condensation of air): [2]
“What that pressure should be according to the hypothesis, that supposes the pressures and expansions to be in
reciprocal proportion.”
In mathematical formulation, this would translate as:

Boyle, supposedly, confirmed the Power-Towneley discovery through experiments and published the results. Boyle's
law is based on experiments with air, which he considered to be a fluid of particles at rest, within or between small
invisible springs. The actual person to call this "Boyle's law" is a bit elusive, although, by 1774, the name "Boyle's law"
was in common usage.

Deviations
In 1787, Dutch scientist Martinus Marum (1750-1837) set out to test whether Boyle’s famous law about the inverse
relation between the volume of a gas and the pressure held under all circumstances. [7] Marum found deviations
from ammonia, such that at about 70 pounds of pressure (5 atmospheres), the expected drop in volume did not
occur, but rather the gas began to become liquid. Marum concluded: [8]
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“The aeriform state of whatever fluids ceases to exist, and they are changed into liquids, when they are exposed to
the necessary degree of pressure.”
(add discussion)
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Boyle-Charles law
In gas laws, Boyle-Charles law refers to the combination of Boyle’s law (1969):

and Charles’ law (1787):

into a single gas law formula, of which several varieties seem to exist. A derivation still needs to be found as to the
typical way in which these two equations are combined.
To cite one example, however, in one 1890 publication, the phrase “ideal perfect gas” was being used in relation to
gases that obeyed the 'laws of Charles and Boyle' (or Boyle-Charles law), as defined by the following “characteristic
equation”: [1]

which says that the ratio of the product of the pressure and the volume of the gas by the temperature is constant for
in ideal perfect gas. The term 'perfect' in this case a residual carry-over from the earlier days of attempts to make a
'perfect vacuum' (perfect gas) in gunpowder engine. In most cases the phrase Boyle-Charles law was a precursor
synonym for the later term 'ideal gas law', which arrived after the concept of the mole or particle count unit n was
invented. In short, the name Boyle-Charles law, in general sense, seems to be a layperson's term used as a synonym
for the ideal gas law.
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In thermodynamics, Emile Borel (1871-1956) was a French mathematician noted for his
1913 article “Statistical Mechanics and Irreversibility”, followed by his 1914 book
Chance, in which he introduced the typing monkeys explanation of the statistical view
of the second law. In short, Borel argued that that if a million monkeys typed ten hours
a day, it was extremely unlikely that their output would exactly equal all the books of
the richest libraries of the world; and yet, in comparison, it was even more unlikely that
the laws of statistical mechanics would ever be violated, even briefly. [1] American
physical chemist Gilbert Lewis cites Borel's Le Hasard Elements of the Theory of
Probability as being the source of the typing monkeys thought experiment. [2]
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BP
In dating systems, BP, or “Before Printing”,
as compared to PE, or “Printing Era”, is the
modern hmolscience, non religio-mythology
based, printing era dating system acronym
for the older BC, or “Before Christ”,
colloquial Western culture Anno Domini
dating system, according to which the year
zero (0 PE) is assigned to the year of the
invention of the Guttenberg printing press, The BP (before printing) / PE (printing era) "printing era dating system", based
on the year of the invention of the Gutenberg printing press, introduced in
by German inventor Johannes Gutenberg,
which occurred in the year 1450 AD, in the 2012 (562 PE) by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims. [1]
Anno Domini dating system, or 0 PE in the
Printing Era dating system, which cosmologically occurred six years prior to the 23 documented passing of Haley’s
comet, and in which the year 1 BP(1449 AD) occurred the year prior, which count backwards, similar to the years BC.
[1]

Etymology
English physicist Isaac Newton (1643-1727) (193-277 PE) was one of
the first prominent researchers in this area, albeit research done
incognito, and he would objectionably not label years as AD, but
instead used AC (Anno Christum), signifying is objection to the
argument of the existence of the trinity, namely his view that a person
named Jesus may have existed, may have been the son of God, and
English physicist Isaac Newton, in the 18th
century, objected to the label "AD", based on his may have been christened or arisen, but definitely was not the ‘Lord’
objection to the existence of the trinity, and
or God. [5]
would use "AC", or Anno Christum, in its place.
The BP/PE Guttenberg dating system was introduced in the
2012 manuscript Purpose? (in a Godless universe) by American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, based on the fact that the current BC/AD dating system is a baseless system,
namely based on the birth (0 AD) (1450 BP) or synthesis of the religio-mythological figure of the god/person named
Jesus Christ, and hence Christianity a "Ab-Ra-ham-ic" faith which, in turn is based or rather a
transmogrification/syncretism of the earlier religio-mythological figure of the Egyptian god Osiris and his god/son
Horus, as retold annually in the famous “Passion of Osiris” (2400-400BC) or “Passion of Christ” (300 AD-present), all
of which, Hinduism (a "B-Ra-hma-ic" faith) and Islam (an "Ab-Ra-ham-ic" faith) included, date back or rather
originated in the pre-Dynastic Egyptian era (4000 BC) sun (Ra) birth/death theory (Anunian theology/Ra mythology).
[1] To cite one dominant strong opinion on the matter, without further into prolonged discussion, the following is
French emperor Napoleon Bonaparte's educated views on matter of the existence of a religio-mythology figure of
Jesus Christ (Greek), a term which translates as "God Osiris-Horus Anointed" (Egyptian), as follows: [7]
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Hence, the use of a dating system based on the date of something that never existed, especially in a hard science
encyclopedia, is in congruent and in need of reform—hence the new 2013 “BP/PE” dating system implementation in
Hmolpedia articles.
The BP/PE dating system was introduced online,
namely into the Empedocles article, on 14 Apr 2013,
prior to Thims' 16 Apr 2013 lecture, entitled “A
Guidemap to Human Chemical Thermodynamics:
Goethe's Elective Affinities to Human Free
Energies”, in which he planned to introduce
Empedocles' circa 450 BC (1900 BP) chemical
aphorisms about people, as poetically discussed in
his On Nature; who, in turn, was cited by German
polymath Johann Goethe, in his 1809 (359 PE)
physical chemistry based Elective Affinities; whom, A gist learning curve chronology of the evolution of the BP/PE
printing era dating system, in terms of the citation building blocks of
in turn, were both cited by German solid state
physicist Jurgen Mimkes in his 2000 (550 PE) article the some of the main founders of hmolscience, namely: Empedocles
(On Nature, 450BC), Goethe (Elective Affinities, 1809) Mimkes
"Society as a Many Particle System": [3]
("Society as a Many Particle System", 2000), and Thims ("A
Guidemap to Human Chemical Thermodynamics"), who all, in turn,

“This idea goes back to Empedocles of Acragas (495- cited each other, progressively, in a successive build up.
435 BC). In his book On Nature he explains solubility
of wine in water by the attraction and love of relatives, segregation of water and oil by the hate of enemies. J. W.
Goethe (1749-1832) used this idea in his novel Die Wahlverwandtschaften to demonstrate that human relations
depend on the chemical laws of society.”

who, all three of which, are planned to be cited in the opening of Thims' 2013 (563 PE) lecture. [4] The EmpedoclesGoethe human chemical theory and modern version Mimkes-Thims human chemical thermodynamics theory are
"godless" belief systems; hence the use of a god-based dating system in a godless belief system is antithetical and
thus directly opposed or contrasted; mutually incompatible. The BP/PE dating system is a patch solution to this
inconsistency problem. On 15 Apr 2013, the BP/PE dating system began to be introduced online into a few Hmolpedia
articles, namely: Empedocles, Isaac Newton, Johann Goethe, Libb Thims, Jurgen Mimkes, and Napoleon Bonaparte.

Anno Domini dating system
The Anno Domini dating system was devised in 525 AD (925 BP) by Dionysius Exiguus to enumerate the years in his
Easter table. His system was to replace the Diocletian era that had been used in an old Easter table because he did
not wish to continue the memory of a tyrant who persecuted Christians. The last year of the old table, Diocletian 247,
was immediately followed by the first year of his table, AD 532. When he devised his table, Julian calendar years were
identified by naming the consuls who held office that year—he himself stated that the "present year" was "the
consulship of Probus Junior", which was 525 years "since the incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ". Thus Dionysius
implied that Jesus' Incarnation occurred 525 years earlier, without stating the specific year during which his birth or
conception occurred. [2]

Quotes
The following are relevant quotes:
“Since, we are looking at the history of God from the Jewish and Muslim as well as the Christian perspective, the
terms ‘BC’ and ‘AD’, which are conventionally used in the West, are not appropriate.”
— Karen Armstrong (1993) (542 PE), A History of God [6]
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B-ra-hma-ic theologies
In religions, B-ra-hma-ic theologies, a subset of Ra theology, refers to the set of religions centered around the theory
that all humans are descendant from the creator god Brahma, the Vedic version (1000BC) of the family structure of
Egyptian sun god Ra, whose name reads etymologically as ‘Father (B) – Ra (ra) – son of Nun (hma)’, which includes
the following modern-day religions: [1]
Brahmaic religions

B-ra-hmaic faiths:

Hindu 13%, Buddism 6%,
Sikhism 0.4%, and Jainism
0.07%.

World
beliefs

20%

Morality
The morality system practiced in these religions is a cyclical reincarnation version of the negative confessions morality
system.
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Brahe, Tycho
In science, Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) (CR=6) was Danish astronomer, a Simmons
Scientific 100 (#22), noted for his telescope observation data, later used and improved
upon by Johannes Kepler to conclude that planets move around the sun in ellipses
rather than circles, and to thereby propose three laws of planetary motion. [1]

Brahe model
The following, supposedly, is the conceptual model of the universe envisioned by Brahe
in 1590:

(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
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“For those [observations] that I made in Leipzig in my youth and up to my 21st year, I usually call childish and of
doubtful value. Those that I took later until my 28th year [i.e., until 1574] I call juvenile and fairly serviceable. The
third group, however, which I made at Uraniborg during approximately the last 21 years with the greatest care and
with very accurate instruments at a more mature age, until I was fifty years of age, those I call the observations of my
manhood, completely valid and absolutely certain, and this is my opinion of them.”
— Tycho Brahe (1598), description of instruments and scientific work [2]
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Brain
In science, the brain is the part of the central nervous system contained within the cranium. [1]

Thermodynamics
The brain is often considered as the control system of the human body. In this regard, a few attempts have been
made to define this “control system” from a thermodynamic systems point of view, i.e. the energetic perspective of
systems. The first to outline a thermodynamic theory of brain operation was Canadian materials science engineer
Jack Kirkaldy, who in his 1965 Biophysical Journal article “Thermodynamics and the Human Brain”, argued that the
“human brain may be regarded as an irreversible system which is constrained by a fixed inflow of free energy in the
form of chemical nourishment from within the body and information from the environment.” [2] In the 1970s, a
number of attempts were made to explain the emergence of dynamic neural patterns in the brain during the
operation of neural networks within the Prigogine theory of dissipative structures. [3]
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Branches of human thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, branches of human thermodynamics refers to any of the various “categorical” subfields of
thermodynamics applied to the study of human existence, in one particular area, such as economics (economic
thermodynamics), sociology (sociological thermodynamics), history (history thermodynamics), literature (literature
thermodynamics), psychology (psychological thermodynamics), etc.

List
The number of distinct divisional "branches" of human thermodynamics, not including subset branches (of which
there are at least 22+ variations), as of 2011, stands at 36+. These are listed below (as well as in the adjacent drop
down menu) along with date of subject inception and central topic initiator:
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Description

Government
thermodynamics

The study of theories of government in
thermodynamics terms, such as the postulate that
Charles
1748
Montesquieu governmental laws need to be a function of the
temperature of the land.

Relationship thermodynamics
● Relationship physics
● Love thermodynamics

1799

Johann
Goethe

The use of thermodynamics to explain the passions
and workings of individual relationships.

Cessation thermodynamics

1843

Ludwig
Colding

The study of what thermodynamics has to say about
death.

Religious thermodynamics

1847 James Joule

Economic thermodynamics
● Lausanne school (of
economics)
● Physioeconomics
● Technocracy
● Thermoeconomics
● Econophysics

1853

Philosophical
thermodynamics

1856 Gustave Hirn

The study of the philosophical implications of
thermodynamics.

Sociological thermodynamics
● Mechanistic school (of
sociology)
● Social thermodynamics
● Socio-thermodynamics

1858 Henry Carey

The use of thermodynamics in social theory.

Ethics thermodynamics

1869

History thermodynamics

1873 Henry Adams

The use of thermodynamics applied to the study of
human history.

Happiness thermodynamics

1874 August Kronig

The subject of how thermodynamics applied to the
understanding of human states of happiness.

Literature thermodynamics

1893

Camille
Flammarion

The use or study of the use of thermodynamics logic
in fiction.

Education human
thermodynamics

1894

Léon
Winiarski

The subject and art of teaching human
thermodynamics in general or one of its branches in
school.

Psychological
thermodynamics
● Helmholtz school (of
psychology)
● Energy psychology
● Psychodynamics
● Psycho-dynamics
● Biopsychodynamics
● Dynamic psychology

1895

Sigmund
Freud

The study of the thermodynamics of the mind or
mental states.

Fringe thermodynamics

1896

Frederic
Myers

Thermodynamics applied to fringe subjects, such as
telekinesis, ghost hunting, or sixth sense theories,
etc.

Aesthetic thermodynamics

1898

Léon
Winiarski

The study of how thermodynamics quantifies
beauty.

Hermann
Gossen

Francois
Massieu

The study or use of thermodynamics to either
explain or disprove religious theory.

The study of the use of thermodynamics to model
economies as thermodynamic systems.

The study of the use of thermodynamics in theories
of ethics and the difference between right and
wrong.
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Legal thermodynamics

1899

Maurice
Hauriou

The study of the bearing of the laws of
thermodynamics to the rules and laws of the land,
country, or state.

Anthropic physics
● Energetics school

1912

Wilhelm
Ostwald

The science of the physical chemistry of humans.

Business thermodynamics

1914

William
Fairburn

The study of the application of thermodynamics in
business consulting or business theory.

Sexual thermodynamics

Sigmund
1919
Freud

War thermodynamics

1919

Yevgeny
Zamyatin

The study of thermodynamics applied to the art of
war.

Financial thermodynamics

1926

Frederick
Soddy

The study of thermodynamics applied to financial
matters, e.g. debts, wealth, interest, budgets, etc.

The study of thermodynamics applied to the
understanding of topics surrounding sex, such as sex
drive, sexuality, libido, sexual heat, sexual tension,
etc.

The attempt to explain facets of human existence
using various logarithms, on the generally fallacious
claim that entropy (heat) and information (binary
digits) are the same thing.

Information theory
thermodynamics
● MaxEnt school (1957)

1929 Leo Szilard

Art thermodynamics

1933

Anthropological
thermodynamics

1943 Leslie White

Laymanized thermodynamics
● Folklore thermodynamics
(1946)
● Contrived thermodynamics

1943

Erwin
Schrodinger

The study, discussion, and or presentation of
laymanized versions of thermodynamics.

Music thermodynamics

1964

Flanders and
Swann

The use of thermodynamics theory or logic in song.

Architectural
thermodynamics

1970 Alan Wilson

Political thermodynamics

1971

Frederick
Rossini

The use of thermodynamics logic in political agenda.

Eco-economic
thermodynamics
● Eco-thermodynamics
● Ecological thermodynamics
● Ecological economics
● Biophysical economics

1971

Nicholas
Roegen

The study of the use of thermodynamics in regard to
natural resources in relation to economic theory.

Sustainability
thermodynamics

1989

Karl-Henrik
Robert

The use of thermodynamics models in development
of sustainability theories.

Racial thermodynamics

1990

Richard
Delgado

The study of the thermodynamic explanations of
racism or race and the issues and tensions
surrounding this topic.

Integration and segregation
thermodynamics

Jurgen
1994
Mimkes

Dietary thermodynamics
Human statistical
thermodynamics

René
Magritte

c.2000
2008 Libb Thims

The use of thermodynamics theory depicted in art
form.
The use of thermodynamics in anthropology, such as
in the study of the comparison of different cultures.

The study of how thermodynamics applies to the
theory and design of buildings and architecture.

The study of the use of phase diagrams and solution
thermodynamics logic in the explanation of the
integrations and segregations behaviors of mixed
cultures or people.
The study of the use of thermodynamics theory in
the development of diets and dietary suggestions.
The study of human existence from the perspective
of statistical thermodynamics.
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Human chemical
thermodynamics

2008

Human engineering
thermodynamics

Libb Thims

2010 Libb Thims
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The study of human existence from the perspective
of chemical thermodynamics.
The study of the practical application of human
chemical thermodynamics or human statistical
thermodynamics for use in the engineering of
humans or systems of humans.

See also
● Branches of thermodynamics

Branches of
thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, branches of thermodynamics refers to the
view of thermodynamics as a tree of knowledge with roots,
sprouts, a trunk, and various branches, and spores and or seeds.

Overview
Thermodynamics has it roots in those as affinity-chemistry
(1718), thermo-chemistry (1770s), thermo-electricity (1822),
thus becoming a tree with foundations in the works of Sadi
Carnot, William Thomson, Rudolf Clausius (trunk), and William
Rankine, soon thereafter sprouting many branches, e.g. human
thermodynamics (1952), and sub-branches of thermodynamics.
The following quote by thermodynamicists Greek Elias
Gyftopoulos and Italian Gian Beretta, gives an idea of the
number of braches involved: [1]
“Physics is the science that attempts to describe all aspects of all
phenomenon pertaining to the perceivable universe … it can be
viewed as a large tree with many branches, such as mechanics,
electromagnetism, gravitation, and chemistry, each specialized in
the description of a particular class of phenomenon …
thermodynamics [however] is not a branch … it pervades the
entire tree.”

Roots
Thermodynamics has its roots in Boerhaave's Law (1620), Guericke's vacuum pump (1645), the gas laws (1662-1809),
dynamics (1686), Papin’s steam engine (1690), affinity-chemistry (1718), thermo-chemistry (1760s), caloric theory
(1770s), kinetic theory of heat (1798), thermo-electricity (1822), thus becoming a sprouted tree with the seedling of
Sadi Carnot’s 1824 treatise “Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire”, a seedling that was reformulated in graphical
terms by Emile Clapeyron (1834) and later nurtured by William Thomson (1842), with a reformulation according to
the mechanical equivalent of heat (1840s).

Newly added
● Mathematical thermodynamics
● Solution thermodynamics (link) (link)

Tree
The following set of tables, showing the thermodynamics tree (upside down), with German physicist Rudolf Clausius'
1865 textbook The Mechanical Theory of Heat forming the trunk** (with roots shown above), is a grouping and
ordering of some of the various branches of thermodynamics:
Main Branches

Affinity-chemistry (1718)
Thermo-chemistry (1770s)
Thermo-electricity (1822)

System-specific Branches

Abstract Branches
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"On the Motive Power of
Fire" (1824)
** Mechanical Theory of
Heat (1865) **
Classical thermodynamics
(1850-99)
Statistical thermodynamics
(1872-02)
Chemical thermodynamics
(1876-23)
Atmospheric
thermodynamics (1888)
Equilibrium
thermodynamics
Engineering
thermodynamics
Chemical engineering
thermodynamics (1925)

Information
thermodynamics (1920s)
Life thermodynamics
(1920s)
Quantum thermodynamics
(1927)
Relativistic
thermodynamics (1930s)
Nonequilibrium
thermodynamics (1931)
Computer science
thermodynamics (1949)

Ecological thermodynamics
(1950s)
Human thermodynamics
(1952)
Biochemical
thermodynamics (1957)
Aerothermodynamics
(1960s)
Molecular thermodynamics
(1960s)
Surface thermodynamics
(1960s)
Geochemical
thermodynamics (1964)

Earthquake
thermodynamics (1964)
Computational
thermodynamics (1966)
Network thermodynamics
(1968)

Cosmological
thermodynamics (1970s)

Drug-receptor
thermodynamics (1970s)
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Hierarchical
thermodynamics (1978)

Evolutionary
thermodynamics
Action thermodynamics
(1980s)
Supramolecular
thermodynamics

Nanothermodynamics
(2001)
Neurothermodynamics
(2002)

The following are spin-off subjects related to thermodynamics or using thermodynamics as part of their composition:
● Stas s cal mechanics (1901)
● Thermal physics (1910s)

References
1. Gyftopoulos, Elias P. and Berretta, Gian-Paolo. (2005). Thermodynamics - Foundations and Applications (pg. xv).
New York: Dover.

Further reading
● Muschik, Wolfgang. (2008). "Survey of some branches of thermodynamics". J. Non-Equilib. Thermodyn. 33, 165198.

Bratianu, Constantin
In hmolscience, Constantin Bratianu (1946-) is a Romanian engineer and business
management theorist noted []

Overview
In 2007, Bratianu began to work on the subjects of synergy, entropy, and
thermodynamics, applied to concepts such as learning and team projects. The
following is a representative quote: [1]
“The team management acts as in integrator at the team level: an integrator is a
powerful field of forces capable of combining two or more elements into a new entity,
based on interdependence and synergy. These elements may have a physical or virtual
nature, and they must possess the capacity of interacting in a controlled way.”
(add discussion)

Education
Bratianu completed a BS in engineering, specializing in thermo-energetics, in 1970 at the Polytechnic Institute of
Bucharest, after which he completed his MS (1977), in nuclear engineering, his PhD (1980), in nuclear engineering,
both at the Georgia Institute of Technology, the latter with a thesis on “Mixed and Hybrid Element Models in Fluid
Dynamics”, and his doctor of management in 2002 at the Academy of Economic Studies Bucharest, Romania.
Bratianu then worked as a power engineering professor from 1970 until 1992 at series of universities, after which he
began to migrate over to business administration. In 2012, he became professor emeritus of the faculty of business
administration, UNESCO Department for Business Administration. Bratianu's areas of interest in teaching include:
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knowledge dynamics, knowledge management, intellectual capital, and strategic management.

Reference
1. (a) Bratianu, Constantin. (2007). “An Integrative Perspective on the Organizational Intellectual Capital”, Rev
Manage. Econ. Eng. 6107-13.
(b) Savoiu, Gheorghe and Siman, Ion. (2012). “Sociophysics: A New Science or a New Domain for Physicists in a
Modern University”, in: Econophysics: Background and Application in Economics, Finance, and Sociophysics (§10,
pgs.149-68; quote, pg. 164). Academic Press.

Further reading
● Bra anu, Constan n. (2008). “Knowledgedynamics and Thermodynamics” (pdf), Revista Informatica Economica, nr.
4(48):43-46.
● Bra anu, Constan n and Orzea, Ivona. (2011). “Intergenerational Learning as an Entropy Driven Process” (abs)
(pdf), Management & Marketing, 7(4):603-12.
● Bra anu, Constan n. (2011). “Changing Paradigm for Knowledge Metaphors from Dynamics to Thermodynamics”,
Systems Research and Behavior Science, 28:160-69.
● Bra anu, Constan n and Orzea, Ivona. (2013). “The Entropic Intellectual Capital Model”, Knowledge Management
Research & Practice, 11:133-41.

External links
● Constantin Bratianu (profile) – Academic-Conferences.org.
● Constantin Bratianu (profile) – Astr.ro.

Braun, Dieter
In economic thermodynamics, Dieter Braun (c.1966-) is a German applied physicist
noted for []

Overview
In 2001 to 2007, Braun produced some econophysics work, given at various German
Physical Society talks, on what he calls “bookkeeping mechanics” or bookkeeping
described as physical momentum, an example of which is typified in his 2006 article
“Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics of Wealth Condensation”, the abstract of which is:
[1]
“We analyze wealth condensation for a wide class of stochastic economy models on the
basis of the economic analog of thermodynamic potentials, termed transfer potentials.
The economy model is based on three common transfers modes of wealth: random
transfer, profit proportional to wealth and motivation of poor agents to work harder.
The economies never reach steady state. Wealth condensation is the result of stochastic tunneling through a
metastable transfer potential. In accordance with reality, both wealth and income distribution transiently show
Pareto tails for high-income subjects. For metastable transfer potentials, exponential wealth condensation is a robust
feature. For example with 10% annual profit 1% of the population owns 50% of the wealth after 50 years. The time to
reach such a strong wealth condensation is a
hyperbolic function of the annual profit rate.”
Some have discussed this in the context of
American historian-philosopher Will Durant’s
cyclical Pareto principle quote: [3]
"We conclude that the concentration of wealth is
natural and inevitable, and is periodically
alleviated by violent or peaceable partial
redistribution. In this view all economic history is
the slow heartbeat of the social organism, a vast
systole and diastole of concentrating wealth and
compulsive redistribution."
Braun hosts the relevant publications and
posters about his theory at
BookkeepingMechanics.com. [4]

A diagram with caption of Braun's "transfer potential economic model"
presented at a talk given at the 2006 German Physical Society meeting
on econophysics. [2]
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Education
Braun completed his PhD in 1993 with a dissertation on “High-resolution spectroscopy of metal-ligand charge
transfer Ubergängen [bridge?] in Ru (II) - and Os (II) complexes” at Regensburg University. Currently he is a professor
of systems biophysics at Ludwig Maximilians University, Munich.

References
1. Braun, Dieter. (2006). “Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics of Wealth Condensation” (abs), Physica A, 369:714-22.
2. (a) Braun, Dieter. (c.2007). “Strong Wealth Condensation in Stochastic Transfer Potential Economics”, Poster at the
spring meeting of the German Physical Society, 2006.
(b) Main – BookkeepingMechanics.com.
3. Main – BookkeepingMechanics.com.
4. Lobojo. (2008). “Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics of Wealth Condensation”, Lobojo’s Den, Blogspot.com, Oct 26.

External links
● Dieter Braun (faculty) – Ludwig-Maximilians-University, Munchen.
● Dieter Braun – Dieterb.ed.

Bray, Henry
In hmolscience, Thomas Henry Truro Bray (1846-1922) (SN:18), going by "Henry Truro
Bray", was an English-born American priest turned physician and philosopher noted, in
human chemistry, for his 1910 The Living Universe, wherein he outlines a GoetheHaeckel-Huxley stylized divine-causality ingrained physicochemical-monism.

Overview
Bray's first books are: The Knowability of God (1887), God and Man (1888), The
Evolution of A Life: from the Bondage of Superstition to the Freedom of Reason: an
Autobiography (1890), and Reason and Dogma (1894), which began to outline his
monism views, and which got him expelled from the church. In 1910, Bray published
The Living Universe, his most-popular work, which sold some 25,000 copies in America,
with its chapter nineteen on “Atomic and Human Affinities”, which attempts explain
how the chemical affinities between reactive atoms and molecules relates to human
affinities or affinities between reactive humans. [1] Bray's last, posthumous it seems,
work appears to be the circa 1923 The Voice of the Universe. [3]

Sulfuric acid | Heated
The following is Bray’s comparison (LU:263) of heating sulfuric acid in a solvent of alcohol to heated breakups in
complicated friendships:
“With humanity the more complicated the friendship, the more easily it is dissolved; so with atomic compounds.
Sulphuric acid is a complicated compound. If it be forced to endure much hardship, it will break up. Heat it in alcohol,
and we get alcohol water and olefiant gas. The acid has been completely dissolved.”
(add discussion)

Carbon dioxide | Pressurized
The following is Bray’s take (LU:263) how the recognizable properties of a friend can change similar to that of
pressurized carbon dioxide:
“We also know that suffering, worry, care, and other evils at times so change one that even his friends fail to
recognize him. This is true in the case of atomic compounds, and even with some of the atoms. If carbon dioxide be
put under great pressure, at a low temperature, it is converted into a liquid; and none of its friends recognize it in its
new form. It is a form it hates; and when left at liberty, begins rapidly to resume its former state.”
(add discussion)

Oxygen + Nitrogen | Cyanides
The following is Bray’s comparison of how people who unite under common danger is akin to cyanide formation:
“There are certain persons between whom friendship is almost impossible; yet such are known to become attached
to each other, and to combine against a common enemy, or because of common danger. Thus with the atoms.
Oxygen seems to hate nitrogen, refusing under ordinary circumstances to have anything to do with it. If however they
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happen near each other, surrounded by great heat, in the presence of metals (in this instance a common enemy),
they will unite, and form cyanides.”
(add discussion)

Hot carbon | Nitric acid
The following is Bray’s example (LU:262) of burning a heated stick of something under a liquid solution of nitric acid:
“So also if you put the heated end of a stick into a test-tube one-fourth filled with concentrated nitric acid [HNO3], the
charcoal [C] will continue to burn, giving a bright light, even though it be beneath the surface of the liquid. This shows
how easily the oxygen forsakes its companions, hydrogen and nitrogen, and cleaves to its newly found friend,
carbon.”
Here, in respect to burning under liquid, were are reminded of the similar views of Buchner:
“Potassium and phosphorus entertain such a violent passion for oxygen that even under water they burn—i.e. unite
themselves with the beloved object.”
— Ludwig Buchner (c.1855), Publication; cited by Henry Finck (1887), Libb Thims (2007) [8]

(add discussion)

Barium oxide | Heated
The following is Bray’s example (LU:262) of heating barium oxide:
“Sometimes persons brought together through common suffering are driven asunder when exposed to greater evils.
So if barium oxide [BaO] be heated in a current of air at a temperature above 400°C, it will leave its companion, and
take up ‘single blessedness’ again.”
Secondly, we see Bray inserting religio-anthropomorphic concepts of "evil" (unnatural) and "blessings" (god) into
chemistry. A more recent example of this type of religio-insertion is found in the work of Mirza Beg (1987) who
inserts Islamic concepts into physical chemistry, albeit not directly as Bray, but indirectly. As a general rule, the only
way anthropomorphism can be extrapolated into chemistry, is if the they informally hold up and down the great
chain of being and in the view of universal laws of science. In other words, if one were so persuaded, into Bray's view
of things, in order for such interjections to hold, one would have to reform all of physics, chemistry, and
thermodynamics into a new version, such that it would be tenable and correct to say that concept such as "god" and
"evil" are involved when, say, hydrogen [H2] reacts with oxygen [H2] to form water [H20]:
2H2 + O2 → 2H2O
which may very-well float boats in the new age crowd, but is two-centuries archaic in the modern university
classroom.

Potassium iodide | Mercurous salt
The following is Bray’s example (LU:262) of how the ties of certain newly formed friendships can easily severed
similar to a mixture of potassium iodide KI and mercurous salt:
“We all know how unstable newly formed friendship is. It takes but little trial, little hardship, little suffering to sunder
such ties. So if potassium iodide be added to a solution of a mercurous salt, mercurous iodide [Hg2I2] is formed; but
the friendship is unstable: on little suffering, exposure, it breaks up into mercury [Hg] and mercuric iodide, the former
going one way and the latter another.”
(add discussion)

Mercuric sulfide | Iron flings | Heated
The following is Bray’s example (LU:262) of heated mercuric sulfide HgS with iron Fe filings, which has the following
reaction: (Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ)
HgS + Fe + heat → Hg + FeS
as a model of a single displacement marriage FxFy1 decoupling reaction in humans, which, for second woman Fy2
acting as the iron fillings, reads as:
MxFy1 + Fy2 + heat → MxFy2 + Fy1
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In words:
“If you heat mercuric sulphide with iron filings, the sulfur will unite with the iron, letting the mercury in the lurch; so
in like manner if a man or wife be brought into the company of a third party of the opposite sex who has greater
attraction than has the wedded mate, the result will be the severance of the bonds of wedlock, and the formation of
a new union. This is just what happened in the case of the sulfur. The cause of the severance of the old relations, and
the manner through which new were formed, are exactly similar; there was the temptation of a third party, and the
more powerful attraction of the new acquaintance.”
(add discussion)

Heated | Red mercuric oxide | Friends
The following is Bray’s comparison (LV:261) of the heating
of red mercuric oxide HgO, which accrues via the following
reaction: (Ѻ)
2 HgO + heat → 2 Hg + 2O2
to the dissolution of weak friendships:
“When red mercuric oxide is heated in a test-tube, it
disappears, oxygen being liberated, and mercury deposited
on the sides of the test-tube. In like manner when intimate
friends impose on each other, and take undue advantage of
their relations, we find a dissolution of friendship.”
This phenomenon, historically, was discovered in Aug 1774,
when Joseph Priestley heated a red solid powder (mercury
oxide) by using a lens to focus sunlight onto it, during which
he observed that a silvery liquid (mercury) was formed as
well as some unknown gas. On studying this gas he found
that a candle burned much more brightly in it than in
ordinary air. Priestley had discovered oxygen but he called
the gas ‘dephlogisticated air’ (Ѻ), being that heat, he
believed, operated according to phlogiston theory; the gas,
accordingly, be reasoned was air without phlogiston.
Bray continues:
“Again, when mercury is slowly heated in oxygen, we get
the compound red mercuric oxide. In like manner when the
sexes [men and women] are exposed to excitation,
allurement and blandishments, we have the probability
always of 'falling in love', and forming a union.”

An illustration of Bray’s assertion that heating will bring
about dissolution in mercury(II) oxide HgO into its
components, namely liquid mercury Hg, which will
precipitate on the glass of the test tube, and oxygen O2
which will leave as gas (see: vid); just as it will the
dissolution of weak friendships into its components (nonfriends); and conversely that the heating of Hg in oxygen O2,
at roughly 350°C, will bring about the red form of HgO (Ѻ),
just as the when the same sexes are “exposed to excitation”
(e.g. shaky bridge experiment) (Ѻ)(Ѻ) or “allurement and
blandishments” will two more likely tend to fall in love and
form a union according to Bray.

He then comments that one of the working functions parties, e.g. card parties, lawn parties, church particles, and
entertainments of all kinds, etc., functions to bring the sexes together in an loose mingling and mixture sort of
manner, i.e. loosening up the degrees of freedom, in a modern sense.

Degrees | Mind, Reason, Consciousness, Feelings
The following is Bray’s scale of degrees argument (LV:261), in respect to human-conceptualized mental qualities, such
as reason and consciousness:
“The atom has reason and consciousness of itself; being infinitely little, its mental qualities are in like degree small;
man being comparatively infinitely large, his mental qualities are in like degree great. But neither mind, nor
consciousness, nor feeling is relatively greater in the one than the other.”
Bray, in other words, reasons that because he has “reason” and that because he evolved over time from the
elements, that atoms too must, via the extrapolate down the great chain of being scale, have “reason” in similar
manner, albeit of smaller degree. Only part of this reasoning, however, is correct. If, e.g. one defines the lightsensitive region of the structure-adjusting carbon atoms, of certain molecules, e.g. retinal (see: ABC model) to be the
location of “mental qualities”, then certain conceptualized models will scale up and down, thereby being physico-
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chemically neutral in argument. The majority of what Bray says here, however, is anthropomorphization of atoms, i.e.
human-biased argument. We need to remove “anthropisms” from our arguments, as Charles Sherrington (1938)
advised.

Degrees | Love ↔ Affinity
The following is Bray’s scale of degrees argument in respect to matters of love:
“In love-matters as in atomic affinity the manifestation of choice is the common activity, or phenomenon; and this
same activity is the one common element of all intellectual endeavor, whether infinitely little or infinitely great;
whether in the consciousness of an atom, an amoeba, or that of a Newton. The difference is one of degree only.”
Here we get into a more complex problem, in that the phenomenon of the “manifestation of choice” at the atomic
level and human level must both operate via the same general mechanism, which is was the focus of Goethe’s
famous treatise Die Wahlverwandtschaften (see: title decoding); according to which the "mechanism of choice",
common to both, is the real subject of discussion.

Existences | Higher & Lower
See also: Darwin on higher and lower

The following is Bray’s response (LU:263-64) to the statement “man is the most wonderful creation of god”, made by
a physician, in a June issue of the Journal of American Homeopathy:
“The chief barrier that has prevented and does prevent man from seeing himself as others see him, is his inborn
egoism — the result of principles inculcated not merely during one short life, or one century, but during many
thousands of years. I do not think that any candid scholar can find in man anything more wonderful than in ten
thousand other existences. Indeed, he is much less wonderful than many of the most complex and highly developed
plants and flowers; and certainly there are various insects fully as complex and wonderful as man, and many animals
far more graceful and beautiful. Nor does man in general give any evidence of a higher origin; for speaking from
extensive experience I am sure that the great majority of men live very irrationally.”
Bray goes on to say that man is part of the animal kingdom, which is part of the “offspring of mother earth”, and that
we would be keen not to “belittle [animals], nor stultify ourselves, nor close our eyes to nature’s revelations, nor
show ourselves recreant to the trust she has committed to us”. Here, firstly, we are reminded of Goethe’s thesis #1-2,
from his Positions of Rights, namely: “Natural law is what nature has taught all creature. The custom cancels and
corrects the written law.” Secondly, we are reminded of the historical tendencies of behavior modification run to into
absurdities, when “existence” models are extended, e.g. veganism (John Stewart), Jainism (e.g. walking around naked
with a broom to sweep bugs away from the path one is walking), etc.

Monism
In 1888, Bray, in his God and Man, as illustrated
adjacent, stated the following monism view: [4]
“That the force constituting an oak tree is only an
aggregation of the forces which constitute an atom,
we have no reasonable doubt whatever; but an atom
is not an oak. What then we ask is this essence which
must be common to both? It is certain that if this
essence be neither so-called matter nor so-called
mind, whatever it may be, it must be unknown to us.
This unknown essence must be the substance, the
Bray's 1888 statement that the aggregate of the forces constituting
cause, of all things. In this unknown essence must so- and atom and oak tree are the same, and following monism
called matter and so-called mind have their common speculations on matter and mind, caused him to be disposed from
the ministry; similar to what happen to Pierre Teilhard in the
unity, their true being; and in it must subject and
1920s.
object be united. What then shall we call this
essence? We answer, since it can be neither so-called
matter nor so-called mind, and yet must be the true essence of all things, we may call it the ultimate reality, the
universal substance. To this ultimate substance must be referred all the phenomena of mind and matter; and in it
must all existences blend, and have their true being. It must be the womb of all the forces in the universe; it must be
the ‘thinking monon’, the universal intelligence, the ‘universal will’; and in this ‘universal monon’ must the body and
soul of the universe be united. Here and here only can we find the explanation of so-called matter and so-called
mind, and more than all of man's will.”
These word, as he says in twenty year retrospect, got “deposed from the ministry of the Episcopal Church” has he
recounts in his The Living Universe. [4]
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Mind | Matter & Force
The following is Bray's patch solution of the mind from matter
conundrum:
“An atom of so-called matter may not appear to the unphilosophical to
have anything in common with so-called mind; but we may be sure
there is a close relationship between them. We look at the sides of a
triangle, and perhaps know that the sides A and B subtend an angle of
Bray's mind from matter diagram, wherein he
30°. The sides A and B are seen to be specifically different; but on a
asserts that they both arise from force.
closer inspection they are each seen to arise from a common point, a
common origin. At first they are not to be distinguished, nor can we
detect the point itself in which they originate; but as they grow wider apart, we become able to distinguish them, and
we call them A and B. Thus is it with mind and matter; they are phenomena arising from, or branching out of, the
same common origin or force. This origin we do not, nor is it likely we ever shall, know. As we know the sides of the
triangle and not the point of origin; so we know mind and matter, which are but two sides of the same thing, having
their common origin in a point, or substance, or force unknown to us, and, as I believe, forever unknowable to finite
intelligence. This ‘universal being’ or ‘substance’ will become more and more known to man, as the ages roll by, and
he has time and opportunity for study and contemplation; but that it will ever be fully known to us, philosophy
forbids us to hope.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds III, pg. 176-77)

Bray, in short, believes that mind and matter arise from the hydrogen atom, and the force within the atom, which
associates with ‘universal being’, ‘substance’, god, or
something forever unknowable.

Atoms | Molecules
Bray gives the following definition of atoms and
molecules:
“As the word ‘atom’ was coined to represent the
smallest particle of matter in existence, or a mere
point of force [see: Boscovich-Priestly atomic theory;
point atom]; so the word ‘molecule’ is used to
represent the smallest portion of matter that can
exist in a free state [compare: bound state]. If we
represent the molecule by a building, each stone in
the building would represent an atom. A house is
built of stones, and a molecule is built of atoms; as a
house may be demolished, so may the molecule; the
one not unfitly represents the other.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and
Molecular Worlds III, pg. 176-77)

He then gives the example of hydrogen H2 and
oxygen 02 reacting to form water H20:

the water of which he says can separated again by
putting electricity in the water:

Bray's 70 element periodic table, which he gives at the end of his
chapter 8 "Atomic and Molecular Worlds III".

“I have said that a molecule is the least particle of matter that can exist in a free state. For instance, if you put into a
glass-tube two volumes of hydrogen and one of oxygen, the gases will remain perfectly mixed, but will not cohere.
But should you touch the mouth of the tube with a lighted taper, the two gases will immediately combine, causing an
explosion, and forming water. If electricity be passed through the gases, the same result will take place. Now, the
smallest particle of water imaginable will have the same number of volumes of these gases, namely two of hydrogen
and one of water. Therefore we say that a molecule of matter is the smallest portion that can exist in a free state.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds, pg. 177-78)
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the unit H20, he says is the “smallest particle of matter”, i.e. molecule, that can “exist in the free state”, in water; this
is followed by the example of hydrogen H2 and chlorine Cl2 gases reacting to form hydrochloric acid HCl:

about which he says that HCl is the molecule, which contains two atoms, one of chlorine and one of hydrogen.
“Again, if you put into a bottle equal volumes of hydrogen and chlorine gases, and throw it into the air, so that it may
be struck by the actinic solar ray, you will hear a violent explosion, the gases having combined to form hydrochloric
acid. Of the acid thus formed it will again be found that however inconceivably small a portion you examine, it will
contain one atom of chlorine and one of hydrogen.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds, pg. 178)

(add discussion)

Human atoms | Human molecules
Bray, following his atom and molecule definition section, then jumps to the
“humans are like atoms”, “families are like molecules” scaled up model:
“The molecule is therefore the smallest portion of matter that can exist in a
free state. The solitary atom is like the human being necessarily forced, on the
presentation of the first opportunity, to associate itself with others. Aristotle
tells us (Politics I, 2, 9) that man is a political animal, ‘[Greek]’; and in another
place (Politics I, 1, 2) that it is necessary for man and woman to unite their lives
in order to prevent the disappearance of their own species: ‘[Greek]’. When
brought face to face with the physical facts of the case, the chemist is almost
led to infer a like social feeling existing in atoms, and by a little larger stretch of
his imagination, he might suppose that with them too there exists a not
altogether dissimilar necessity for union.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds III, pg. 176Bray's scaled up definition of "atom",
78)
as the smallest particle of [human]
matter that exists as a force point, and
Bray then touches on Alfred Binet’s 1889 psychic life and sexual selection
"molecule", the smallest "free state"
nature of microorganisms (Ѻ); along with Thomas Huxley’s deep sea bottom
portion of [human] atoms necessarily
microorganisms.
forced into unions.

“Psychic phenomena manifesting themselves in these [protozoa-like] momentary existences, these mere points of
organisms, it does not appear unscientific to hold that potential life, and all the phenomena attending it, from the
government of an Oklahoma village to that of the British empire, exists in the atom itself, even in the atom of
hydrogen or helium.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds III, pg. 181-82)

Bray then cites the following as representative of his monism views:
“Matter can never exist and be active without mind, nor can mind exist without matter.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1820), in: The Living Universe (pg. 180)

“The idea of the unity of organic and inorganic nature is now firmly established. . . . All natural bodies which are
known to us are equally animated, and the distinction which has been made between animals and inanimate bodies
does not exist.”
— Ernst Haeckel (c.1890), in: The Living Universe (pg. 180)

“A spirit exists in all things, and no body is so small but contains a part of the divine substance within itself, by which
it is animated.”
— Giordano Bruno (c.1590), in: The Living Universe (pg. 180)

He also cites Democritus as the originator of monism; and credits Bruno as having been the first to give voice to this
type of “monistic conception of things”; noting that he was burned at the stake on 17 Feb 1600 for these views. Bray
then gives three simple so-named laws of atomic unions, as he calls them, according to John Dalton and Joseph GayLussac.
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Affinities | Chemical-to-Human
Bray goes into his Goethe-Empedocles
stylized “affinities” digression, in what seems
to the core of his new philosophy, as follows:
“The force which presides over chemical
combinations, is called chemical affinity; and
it is in the exhibition of this that atoms act so
much like the forms of higher organisms. To
illustrate: oxygen has but little affinity or
atomic love, call it which you please, for
Bray, in his chemical affinity section, discussed how the formation of iron
copper, under general conditions; but as in sulfate FeSO4 as akin to a sultan with a harem of four women (see:
the case of higher beings when you array
polyhumanide molecule); which is akin to Christopher Hirata's circa 2000
them in their best, and make them as
labeling of such model as a "middle-Eastern polygamous molecule", which he
alluring as possible, so here,—if you heat the symbolically defined as X4Y.
copper in the air oxygen will immediately
rush to it, and with it form oxide of copper [Cu2O]. Their affinity for each other is now so great that they cannot be
divorced, under ordinary circumstances. But even now if you mix this oxide with powdered charcoal, and then heat
the mixture, a moment arrives when the affinity of the charcoal for the oxygen is greater than that of the copper,
causing the oxygen to forsake the copper and unite with the charcoal to form carbonic acid [H2CO3]. The allurements
of the charcoal suffice at last to cause the oxygen to leave its first love, and go with its new affinity.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds, pg. 182)

“We see similar action often in the case of men and women. Again, the attraction of hydrogen [H2] for oxygen [O2] is
very great under ordinary circumstances, causing them to live in the greatest harmony, as, for instance, in water
[H2O]; but as at times a third party is seen to insinuate himself into a household, destroy its peace, and ultimately
break up its union, so here if an atom of potassium [K], for instance, finds its way into a molecule of water, the peace
of the molecular family is at once destroyed and jealousy and a murderous quarrel ensue, the metal burning brightly,
and darting hither and thither on the surface of the water, exulting as it were in the mischief it works. In this contest
of atomic affinity or love, the potash wins the day [H2O + K → KOH + H2], taking away with itself two blushing
damsels for its harem, and leaving an atom of hydrogen [H2] like the last rose of summer to droop and die of a broken
heart.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds, pg. 182-83)

“The atoms that combine to form a new family or molecule do not absolutely touch one another, because each atom,
being a point of force, must have a certain portion of space to vibrate in; but comparatively speaking the spaces that
separate the atoms of a molecule one from another are reduced to zero by chemical affinity. As in the highest
manifestations of consciousness, so in the atomic world, affinity sweeps all before it, being satisfied with nothing less
than oneness of life. The spaces between contiguous molecules are much greater than those between contiguous
atoms; for molecules are bound together by the force of cohesion, while atoms are bound together by that of
chemical affinity. The difference between chemical affinity and cohesion is similar to that between mere friendship
and a real union of hearts. Still, as each heart, however closely united to another, must have some room for
independent act and thought, so has every atom its own little orbit of motion independent of the movement of the
molecule as a whole. These spaces are supposed, and very properly so, to be full of ether, a substance near to the
original force out of which this mighty fabric of a universe has been spun.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds, pg. 183)
“As in the family too great independent action, or the striving after individual rather than joint welfare, must
inevitably bring disruption of family ties, so in what is termed the inorganic world, excessive atomic or molecular
activity brings disruption of the whole. In the family the assertion of excessive individuality may follow inflamed
passions, and this is not without its parallel in the inorganic world. If you heat a solid body, the force thus applied
expends itself partly in raising the body's temperature, and partly in increasing the distances which separate the
molecules and atoms. As the heat is continued this independent molecular activity increases until the force of
cohesion is almost entirely overcome. The molecules begin to slide freely over one another, as in the liquid state, no
longer keeping their relative positions. In this state they move not unlike a straying comet or wandering star, or a
human being who allured by the charmer, is on the very verge of forsaking both consort and children. If the heat be
further increased, the molecules grow wider and wider apart until they move about independently of one another, as
they do in the gaseous state, where each tries to possess the whole territory for itself.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds, pg. 184)

“But as in the case of young people, if you encourage their acquaintance, and make marriage appear a gain to both,
wedlock will probably ensue; so in the case of the triturated iron and sulphur mixed together; if you heat this mixture
the sulphur will be seen first to melt, like a young lady unable to withstand further the tears and groans of her lover;
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then the whole mass will blacken, if the temperature be sufficiently elevated; and after cooling the substance will be
found to be perfectly homogeneous. No power now can discriminate the iron from the sulphur. Both have
disappeared as such, having formed a new substance known as sulphide of iron.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds, pg. 185)

Bray, next, gives what seems to be the first date polyhumanide molecule examples of molecular polygamy, as follows:
“If now this sulphide of iron be allowed to remain in a damp atmosphere, an efflorescence will be seen to collect on
its surface composed of a saline matter. The sulphide of iron has here attracted to its family-life certain other
individuals. Like a sultan, or Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob of old; so the iron, not being content with one young damsel,
takes to itself four others, fair as the moon in its fullness, in the persons of four atoms of oxygen from the air, forming
what is known as green vitriol or sulphate of iron.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds, pg. 185-86)

(add discussion)

Panbioism | Living atom
In the following we see Bray tentatively teetering on the
panbioism fence, i.e. between living atom theory, the view
that atoms are alive, and the defunct theory of life, the view
that atoms are matter and force:
“On this ground very many atomic phenomena, not
otherwise easily explained, are capable of ready solution.
And while we may not have conclusive scientific reason for
regarding atoms as living substances, it is more certain still
that we are unable to say where life begins in the forces of
nature.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and
Molecular Worlds III, pg. 182)

Earlier, go note, Bray gave the following view:
“It is said the pure in heart see god. This saying is doubtless Bray shown fence sitting on whether atoms are alive [see:
true. But he who has not eyes to see this god in the rippling living atom]; by virtue of the paradoxical situation that he
can't figure out where he came "alive" in the descent down
brook, the sprouting seed, the budding tree, the suns that
the great chain of being in respect to the forces in nature
roll, or the hydrogen atoms, will look long ere he sees him
and in atoms?
elsewhere. I cannot doubt that one of the surest steppingstones to a higher life, is the learning to love the beauties of nature as she displays them in her infinite variety of ever
changing forms. The true student of nature sees in her not the dead thing which the unthoughtful imagine. Indeed,
he is conscious that almost every form of power manifested by the highest human intelligence, is in some degree
manifested by the most loathesome animalcule that we destroy without a thought of the wonderful powers shut up
in this microscopic organism. As with the organic atom, so with the inorganic, — to the soul schooled to appreciate
nature's revelations, nothing seems to be dead, nothing seems to be common.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§6: Atomic and Molecular Worlds I, pg. 159)

Bray, in other words, jumps into the conclusion that the hydrogen atom is not a "dead thing", but rather has some
type of life associated with it; albeit done so tentatively.
“What is life may be subject of dispute; but it is far from true that we are no better able to answer this question today than last century. For ourselves we hold that life is immanent in substance; and we think it may be safely stated
that modern science does not believe that it needs a truly organized structure for the manifestation of life. It is true
we do not recognize conscious stones, nor conscious trees; but this does not prove that life is not universally
diffused, and that the whole of nature is not indeed and in truth alive.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (pg. 204)

Later, Bray, in the opening of his §20: “Infinitesimal Architects, Builders, and Guardians” (pg. 266), in cites atom size
estimates by: Josef Loschmidt (1865), Marc Gaudin (1866), and William Thomson (1867), he speculates on whether or
not he is a fool or mad for positing that atoms are ‘living’, ‘thinking’, ‘conscious’ beings:
“In considering the origin and manifestation of life, it would be foolish to suppose that a being with the very limited
powers of man, could possibly discriminate between the manifestation of so-called dead force and so-called living
[living force], when having under consideration objects of such infinitely small proportions. Because therefore man
cannot see the muscles of an atom contract, or its lips articulating, or watch its organs perform their various
functions, there is no reason for affirming that the atom is not a living being. When the thing itself is infinitely beyond
the understanding of the greatest mind, it were only madness to suppose that we could know all its attributes and
qualities. If I have affirmed, and if I believe that the atom is a thinking conscious being, it is not because I have
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scientifically demonstrated its intelligence or personality; but because of far higher reasons than those of physical
science: I am a thinking conscious being; and whatever is in me, must be in the atom either actually or potentially, it
matters not which.”
Re: “therefore man cannot see the muscles of an atom contract”, with the Bohr model (1913), wherein the “muscles
of the atom” are explained in terms of photon inputs and outputs paired to electron orbital jumps and descents,
respectively, and the Wald model (1958), wherein light induced molecular bending and straightening is explained (Ѻ),
according to which the “muscles of molecules” explained mechanistically, we are now able to “see” atomic or
molecular contraction, thus we must reevaluate many of Bray’s conjectures in the modern light, one of which is the
conclusion that life does not exist, either in the atom or in man.

Organic | Inorganic
On organic vs inorganic, in respect to chemistry and life, Bray
says (LU:273-74) the following:
“Some years ago chemistry was divided into inorganic and
organic branches, on the supposition that what is known as the
life-principle was somehow a necessary factor in the formation
of the organic compounds; but since very many of these
compounds have been made, and are now daily making, in all
the laboratories of the world, this supposed principle of
differentiation has to be given up. Today organic chemistry is
sometimes called, ‘chemistry of the carbon compounds’;
sometimes, ‘chemistry of the hydro-carbons and their
derivatives’.
By whatever name one may call it, chemists no longer
believe that organic chemistry is dependent on any so-called life
principle for the formation of its compounds. Especially is this
true since potassium cyanide [KCN], urea [CH4N2O], potassium
formate [HCO2K], and acetylene [C2H2] were formed by Wohler
Friedrich Wohler's 1828 urea synthesis, which
and Berthelot: and since in our own day carbon compounds
according to Bray "bridged the gap" between organic
exactly as they exist in the bodies of plants and animals are
prepared hourly with simply chemical means. Thus therefore the and inorganic or the "living and the dead" as Bray puts
supposed chasm between the so-called living and the so-called it.
dead has been most certainly bridged [compare: unbridgeable gap].”
We also recall the previous citation of Haeckel:
“The idea of the unity of organic and inorganic nature is now firmly established. . . . All natural bodies which are
known to us are equally animated, and the distinction which has been made between animals and inanimate bodies
does not exist.”
— Ernst Haeckel (1862), The History of Creation (pg. 22); in: The Living Universe (pg. 180)

(add discussion)
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Atomic | Human affinities
Bray, in his §19: “Atomic and Human Affinities”, seems to strike
gold. The following are the noted paragraphs from this thick
chapter:
“It may be said that all the changes that occur in the so-called
material world are the result of chemical affinity; and in like
manner that all the changes that occur in so-called higher life, are
generally speaking the result of the attraction of the one sex for
the other. Not a brick would be made, nor plank sawed, nor
mortar mixed, nor shingle cut, not tent pitched, nor wheel
turned, nor axle oiled, nor fire built, nor exertion seen, nor hope
expressed, were it not for the fact of the mutual longing of the
sexes for each other. Analyze thoroughly human activities, and
you will find that the final cause of all endeavor is the realization
of those relations to which the sexual instinct is ever turning.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (pg. 257)

The following is a comparison of the strength of the respective
bonding affinities between oxygen and hydrogen as compared to
nitrogen to human marriages held-together unwillingly:
“We often hear today of family ties severed because of the
appearance in the family circle of ‘affinities’; and although such
severance must frequently give pain to the party forsaken, and
§19: “Atomic and Human Affinities”, wherein he
bring evil to the progeny, if there be such, it nevertheless remains Bray's
begins to get into the meat of his discussion; an
a fact that where freedom of action is permissible such severance equivalent modern title would be “Atomic and Human
is unavoidable. This is paralleled in the case of the atoms.
Free Energies”, being that affinity and free energy are
Oxygen has a stronger affinity for hydrogen than for
equivalent, via the Goethe-Helmholtz equation.
nitrogen. Indeed it seems almost to hate the latter, even though
by force of circumstances united with it. We often see this condition manifested in family life. Men and women are
driven frequently to marry by the force of circumstances, men because of their passions, women for the sake of
having a home. Seldom is the tie, thus formed, willingly preserved unbroken.
In general, formed without thought, or for an unworthy end, the tie is snapped asunder, and the parties to it
assume their former individual liberty. It cannot be denied that as one element has greater attraction for one than for
another; so one man or woman may have greater attraction for one person of the opposite sex than for another; nor
can it be denied that when this attraction, this natural inclination, is fully satisfied or fully reciprocated, the union is
more agreeable and lasting.
Artificial rules, legal restraint, may force compliance with undesired conditions, or hold together those
unwillingly bound or hating their yoke; but only nature can keep the opposite sexes willingly, gladly, and permanently
united. The mutual love of the opposite sexes is rational and proper, as it is also the strongest and most irrepressible
of all animal forces.”
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The following is a ripe statement on both
thought experiment and regards terminology:
“We have said that all earthly changes and
developments are the results of the mutual
love of the sexes; but we can with equal
certainty affirm that all chemical changes
occurring in the world are the result of
chemical affinity. In this case we use a word to
express atomic attraction that sometimes
straying lovers use to express the object of
their illicit longings. That the word should be
admissible in the one activity and forbidden in
the other, is not natural to say the least.
If three persons stand side by side, two
married and the third single, the fact that two
are wedded will not prevent them disregarding
their wedlock, if the third party has the natural
affinity requisite for separating them, provided
that the parties are allowed complete freedom
of action.”
The scenario that plays out in Dr. Zhivago
Bray’s oxygen=nitrogen + hydrogen comparison to unwilled married
(1965) seems to be the classic example of what couple plus single person, from his §19: “Atomic and Human Affinities”
Bray is getting at:
(pgs. 258-59), wherein, in short, he states that oxygen O bonded to
nitrogen N, i.e. nitric oxide NO, owing to “circumstances” could be similar
to a “man and woman driven to marry by the force of circumstances”, in
which “seldom is the tie, thus formed, willingly preserved unbroken”,
according to which if hydrogen H, which has a “stronger affinity for oxygen
than for nitrogen”, is introduced into the system, the laws of force will
prevail, and oxygen (or male A) will detach from nitrogen (or female B) and
attach to hydrogen (or female C). In modern terms, nitrogen oxide reacts
with hydrogen to form nitrogen and water vapor, via the following
reaction: (Ѻ)

Bray then talks about "liberty of choice", as
follows:

2NO(g) + 2H2(g) → N2(g) +2H2O(g)
Thus, Bray says, “If three persons stand side by side, two married and the

“Indeed, I am convinced from my knowledge of third single, the fact that two are wedded will not prevent them
men and women, based on very extensive
disregarding their wedlock, if the third party has the natural affinity
observations, and very wide relations, that
requisite for separating them, provided that the parties are allowed
were complete liberty of choice allowed in
complete freedom of action.”
their intercourse one with another, no more
than one in ten of those married would choose to continue their former relations rather than select new
companions.”
Next, humans, he says, may make laws as they please, but such laws can only suppress nature so far:

“Think as we may, make what laws we please, we may suppress nature in these matters; but feelings repressed, and
eruptive longings we cannot altogether hide, however much we would escape censure, or spare the feelings of
others.
This brings to mind the fall of communism; forced marriages; slavery; homosexual illegality; among others. Next we
get into ripe love terminology upgrade, as follows:
“Similar forces to those that thus bring together the opposite sexes are everywhere evident and acting in the socalled material world, and in the judgment of the writer, equally natural and all-conquering. In our conceit and
blindness we call the one force ‘love’, and the other force ‘affinity’; but mere alteration of words cannot alter the fact
that the two words are the expression of the same force in nature.”
In this sense, we would say that "love", in colloquial terminology, equates to positive affinity (or negative Gibbs
energy change) in scientific terminology, and that "hate", likewise, corresponds to negative affinity (or positive Gibbs
energy change), in scientific terms, i.e. physicochemcially-neutral language.
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Love | Terminology reform
The following is Bray’s discourse on love:
“If we ask what is love, we can answer only as we answer the question what is chemical affinity. In the former case it
is the mutual attraction and longings of the opposite sexes of human adults, which when according to nature bring
them and hold them together; in the latter case it is the mutual attraction (and probably longings) of atoms, which
being natural unites, and binds them together with the strongest ties known to natural law. Whatever mystery is
involved in the one case, is in like manner involved in the other.”
Prior to this, to note, he defines hate as a “repelling force”. Then, to address skeptics, he states the following:
“The skeptic may say, ‘But in man and woman there are feeling and consciousness, while in the case of atomic affinity
there is neither.’ I answer, you speak carelessly, unscientifically, without knowledge. How do you know there is no
feeling nor consciousness with the atoms? Have you asked them?”
This, of course, is the ‘extrapolate down’ objection intermixed with unbridgeable gap notions. Bray then, humorously,
employs the ‘extrapolate up’ rebuttal, as follows:
“Have you been able to make yourself one of them in order to study their modes and activities, as sometimes man
does, when trying to learn of the habits and manners of obscure and less civilized tribes? Has the atom not the same
right to deny that man has either consciousness or feeling, because it has never witnessed its exhibition?”
This, firstly, reminds of how many in the 1890s argued, via anthropomorphism, that animals, plants, and protoplasmic
substances moved towards a light source because of “curiosity”; which is why in 1888 Jacques Loeb, in his “The
Orientation of Animals to Light”, introduced his tropism theory or forced movement theory of action to remedy or
disprove these anthropomorphic arguments. [7]
This, secondly, gets into the premise that the correct solution, as Charles Sherrington pointed out, is to
deanthropomorphize any and all baseless notions about ourselves, e.g. feelings and consciousness, rather than to
continue to anthropomorphize atoms and molecules with human-based conceptions; which, in short, is what is called
“deanthropomorphic terminology reform”, some of which Bray interjects on (see: love terminology upgrades), the
majority of which amounts to perceptual confusion, similar to the way we say, in colloquial speak, “sun set” or “sun
rise”, even though, technically, say if asked on a test, we would say that this is flat earth language, and employ terms
that refer to earth surface rotation “towards” and “away” from the sun, respectively.

God | Intelligent force
The following seems to be Bray's "god as force" (or god via force) model:
“As bodies they act and interact, pass and repass, attract and repell, shun the society of some and seek that of others;
and they build up, and as far as mortal man can know, keep in order the system to which they belong, as if their little
cosmos were presided over, as we believe it is, by intelligent forces [see: higher power].”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (pg. 203)

(add discussion)

Education
In 1862, Bray, at age 16, came to America; matriculated and in 1871 did first years work in Northwestern University,
and in 1875 completed his BA at the University of Toronto. In 1877, Deacon became a priest and in 1879 began
preaching in various churches in America. In this period, he completed theological degrees, namely: 1878, LL.B., 1883:
B.D., Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N.J., 1876; LL.B., Univ. of Michigan, 1883. In 1878, Bray was the main
priest of Union Colony of Colorado, but sometime thereafter, circa 1880, he left the colony forcibly or by his own
accord, owing to the radicalness of his religious views. [6] In circa 1883, Bray was deposed from the Church for his
monism writings. In 1885, Bray completed his LLD at the University of Toronto, and his MD in 1902 at the Hahnemann
Medical College, Chicago, specializing in homeopathy. (Ѻ) In 1910, Bray, in his “Preface”, to The Living Universe,
compares himself to Socrates, and states that he obtained a total of six degrees to justify the polymath-geared
venture into the subject at hand:
“It is not at all probable that the author will ever write another book; nor would he be inclined to publish this, did he
not feel that he owes it to the world. Socrates told the court that he was moved by the indwelling spirit to teach as he
had taught; and thousands of others before and since have felt compelled to give utterance to thoughts not
altogether originating in themselves. Without professing to have said the final word on the subjects concerning which
the arguments and theories in this book are made, being a hard student and having been one all his life, and in
addition to his natural love of study and assiduity in prosecuting it, having had a broader and more varied experience
than but a few of his kind, and completed full courses in medicine, law, divinity, science and arts, and philosophy,
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receiving no less than six degrees from such well-known institutions of learning as Victoria University, Toronto
University, Michigan University, Drew Theological School, and Hahnemann Medical College, Chicago, the author feels
he is, and believers that the reader should consider him, comparatively well conversant with the subjects here
investigated; and he does not doubt that the conclusions drawn from his life's studies and experience, and carefully
set down in these pages, will stand the test of all true scholarship of the present, and be increasingly approved in the
future.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (Preface, pgs. 5-6)

Here we compare this credentiality statement to that of George Scott who, like Bray, cites Socrates and monism, and
states similarly that the problem, i.e. "monism degree problem" (or credentiality problem), requires, not six, but 7-8
degrees, at the graduate school level, one degree being in physical chemistry (or equivalent):
“Since my name is not Socrates or Einstein and I hold only one of the seven or eight PhD degrees this problem
requires, readers are quite justified in questioning my qualifications to testify as such a multidisciplinary expert.”
— George Scott (1985), mini-introduction (pg. viii) to Atoms of the Living Flame

(add discussion)

Quotes | Employed
The following are other quotes employed:
“The universe has its definite store of force which works in it under ever varying forms; is indestructible, not to be
increased, everlasting and unchangeable like matter itself.”
— Hermann Helmholtz (c.1870), in: The Living Universe (pg. 14)

“The heat annually received on each square foot of the earth’s surface, if employed in a perfect heat engine, would
hoist sixty tons to the height of a mile.”
— Charles Young (1889), General Astronomy (pg. 218); in: The Living Universe (pgs. 16-17)

Fate | Chance
The following are Bray quotes on fate and or chance:
“The scientist does not behold in nature what the poet does. He sees no blind chance, no miracles, no fate, unless
you call perfection by that name.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (pg. 216)

“Neither fate nor chance is found, but everywhere law and harmony, that make the mighty cosmos one.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (pg. 226)

(add discussion)

Term | Analysis
See main: Social Newton term analysis

The following, noting Bray’s pre 1923 Lewis-mediated free energy supplantation of affinity terminology switch
position, shows the key term usage count:
Scientific terms

Force (Ѻ) | 100+
Matter (Ѻ) | 100+
Atom (Ѻ) | 78+
Work (Ѻ) | 75+
Motion (Ѻ) | 61+
Molecule (Ѻ) | 46+
Heat (Ѻ) | 45+
Chemical (Ѻ) | 31+
Energy (Ѻ) | 30+
Affinity (Ѻ) | 14+
Affinities (Ѻ) | 10+
Electricity (Ѻ) | 5+
Mechanical (Ѻ) | 5+
Bond (Ѻ) | 1+

Religious terms

Life (Ѻ) | 100+
God (Ѻ) | 82+
Death (Ѻ) | 73+
Soul (Ѻ) | 52+
Spirit (Ѻ) | 22+

Elements

Hydrogen (Ѻ) | 38+
Iron (Ѻ) | 23+
Oxygen (Ѻ) | 20+
Carbon (Ѻ) | 13+
Sulphur (Ѻ) | 8+
Nitrogen (Ѻ) | 7+
Phosphorus (Ѻ) | 4+
Calcium (Ѻ) | 3+
etc.

Metaphysical

Love (Ѻ) | 29+
Ether (Ѻ) | 22+
Hate (Ѻ) | 4+

_________________ ______________ __________________ ______________
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The terms: "thermodynamics", "entropy", and "reaction", to note, are not employed by Bray.

Quotes | About
The following are about and or related Bray quotes:
“It will no doubt be interesting to others besides Episcopalians to know that Henry Bray has become an author since
leaving here and of the most pronounced radical type. His great ability and still greater aggressiveness will be
remembered. When here he was a high-church-man of the narrowest type. The apostolic succession of priests, or
rather bishops, of the English church was a position he was ready to defend against all comers. But he was well read
in both modern science and philosophy. These seem at length to have got the better of his Athanasian theology, and
historical criticism has upset his former views upon miracles and the Christian evidences. It appears that he is now
out of the church, whether driven out or gone of his own accord we are not informed. Still the church that can still
keep within its communion and priesthood Heber Newton ought to have a place for Henry Truro Bray if he wished to
remain.”
— David Boyd (1890), A History of Greeley and the Union Colony of Colorado [5]

“Until 1888, Henry Bray imposed his theological views, which were not favorably accepted by the congregation.
However, before he departed, he married Miss Mary Wormald, a member of the Boonville parish. Several years later
he asked the bishop to depose him because his views were no longer in accordance with the teachings of the
Episcopal Church.”
— Anon (c.1890), "Memorabilia of Cooper County" [6]

Quote
The following are other noted quotes:
“One should [strive to] distinguish true riches from mere possessions, whether of gold or of cattle on a thousand hills,
who although born onward by their fellows in the latter’s mad rush and senseless strife for position, fame, or wealth,
never cease to point out the shadowy, delusive, and debasing nature of that.”
— Henry Bray (1910) “Dedication”, in The Living Universe (pg. 3)

“As in temperate zones civilization best flourishes, so chemical union is most active with no extremes of temperature.
With excessive heat atomic individuality is excessively asserted; with excessive cold the atomic freedom is almost
swallowed up in its servile subjection to molecular power.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds, pg. 186)

“Without any doubt death is a part of the order of nature, and therefore a real good, whether it be the end of man's
individuality, his metempsychosis, his change into some other form of being, or his entrance, as some believe, into a
glorious immortality.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (§8: Atomic and Molecular Worlds, pg. 187)

“The thinking man is not unfrequently moved with a burning desire to know what nature has in store for him.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (pg. 213)

“Aristotle, the greatest of all minds, tells us that it is through wonder men begin to philosophize, at first trying to
unfold the more readily explicable, afterwards proceeding to the more difficult: the philosopher may therefore be
considered a wise fool; for he who wonders at things, finding himself at a loss to explain the phenomena, is called
ignorant.”
— Henry Bray (1910), The Living Universe (pg. 351)
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Further reading
● Bray, Henry. (1887). A Dissertation on Theism: On the Knowability of God.
● Bray, Henry. (1897). Reason and Dogma: Footprints of a Soul. Truro Publishing Co.
● Bray, Henry. (1897). Essays on God and Man: Philosophical Inquiry Into the Principles of Religion. Truro Publishing
Co.

External links
● Henry Truro Bray – Genealogy.com.

Breaking Bad
In films, Breaking Bad is American dark humor television drama series,
created by American writer-producer Vince Gilligan, which aired on the cable
channel AMC, from 2008 to 2013, centered around the story of a chemistry
teacher, Walter White, aka “Professor White”, played by Bryan Cranston, who
is diagnosed with terminal lung cancer and who teams up with an old student
to make and sell crystal meth, out of an RV, so to leave money for his
financially-troubled family, e.g. pregnant wife, handicap kid, credit card
issues, working two jobs (teacher + carwasher), etc., and the dark morality
that mediates out of the state of the situation.

Overview

The chemical alphabet style logo to the
2008-2013 series Breaking Bad; a
characteristic used in the name credits.

The show is unique in that it employs a certain amount of chemical
philosophy, paralleled and or pitted against, in some scenes, Christian morality; resembling, in some aspects,
Goethe’s 1809 physical chemistry based novel Elective Affinities, and the questions of “choice” amid times of dark
morality, e.g. "whether to kill someone who might kill your family if you don't kill them?", the to kill or not to kill pros
and cons, from S1:E3, is shown below, pitting Judaeo-Christian morality against street morality, so to say:

This is similar to what Goethe likewise discussed, e.g. "whether the mother who kills her newborn child should be
given the death penalty" (Goethe, "Positions of Rights", 1771). The following are insight quotes into Gilligan's ideas,
outlooks, religion, and general philosophy:
“My goal was to turn Mr. Chips into Scarface.”
— Vince Gilligan (2011), NY Times interview [2]

“I was raised Catholic, [but] I’m pretty much agnostic at this point in my life. But I find atheism just as hard to get my
head around as I find fundamental Christianity. Because if there is no such thing as cosmic justice [see: justice], what
is the point of being good? [see: Jeffrey Dahmer] I feel some sort of need for biblical atonement, or justice, or
something. I like to believe there is some comeuppance, that karma kicks in at some point, even if it takes years or
decades to happen. My girlfriend says this great thing that’s become my philosophy as well. ‘I want to believe there’s
a heaven. But I can’t not believe there’s a hell.’”
— Vince Gilligan (2011), NY Times interview [2]

(add discussion)
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Dark morality
The following is thematic statement about the questions of dark
morality mediated out in the series:
“You're going to see that underlying humanity, even when he's
making the most devious, terrible decisions, and you need
someone who has that humanity– deep down, bedrock
humanity– so you say, watching this show, 'All right, I'll go for
this ride. I don't like what he's doing, but I understand, and I'll go
with it for as far as it goes.' If you don't have a guy who gives you
that, despite the greatest acting chops in the world, the show is
not going to succeed.”
— Vince Gilligan (2009), on the character Walter White (Bryan
Cranston) (Ѻ)

(add discussion)

Good | Bad
In S1:E3, from 10:21-10:58 (Ѻ), White, while teaching his
chemistry class, uses the example of chirality, connect chemical structure to “good” (right-handed isomer,
thalidomide) and “bad” (left-handed isomer, thalidomide); the script of which is as follows:
“Thalidomide. The... The right-handed isomer of the drug thalidomide is a perfectly fine, good medicine to give to a
pregnant woman to prevent morning sickness. But make the mistake of giving that same pregnant woman the lefthanded isomer of the drug thalidomide and her child will be born with horrible birth defects. Which is precisely what
happened in the 1950s. So chiral, chirality, mirrored images, right? Active, inactive, good, bad.”
(add discussion)

Chemical alphabet | People
See also: Human chemical; Human chemical element; People are chemicals;

In the credits, the title, names of actors and producers, were presented using “chemical letter” (or chemical alphabet)
stylization, e.g. Bryan Cranston (Walter White), lead character, aka “Professor White”; some examples of which are
shown below:

The show intro also uses a green gas, crystal meth stylized periodic table (see: hmolscience periodic table; human

periodic table).
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Soul scene
In the third episode, “… And the Bag’s in the River”, season
one, the show opens to Professor White cleaning up the
human that had been dissolved in hydrofluoric acid (shown
adjacent; lower left), amid which his mind reflects back to,
it seems, his college days, and dialogue with a woman,
possibly his lover at the time, as shown adjacent right (main
image), wherein she reads off the percentage of elements
of a human, in moles, to him and he writes them down on a
chalkboard, as follows:
Hydrogen (H) 63%
Oxygen (O) 26%
Carbon (C) 9%
Nitrogen (N) 1.25%
Calcium (Ca) 0.25%
Phosphorus (P) 0.19%
Sodium (Na) 0.04%
Iron (Fe) 0.00004%

An illustrated diagram, with the CHNOPS elements enlarged,
of the "soul" scene from the third episode, season one, of
Breaking Bad, wherein Walter White and a woman list the
elements of a human and speculate on the "soul" as the
thing missing from the list.

at the end of which he comments how he thinks that something is missing, to which the woman replies “the soul”?

Technical advisor
Going into the second season (c.2009), approximately, American organic chemist Donna Nelson (Ѻ) approached (Ѻ)
Gilligan offering to lend help in the area of scientific accuracy, and thereafter began act as the scientific advisor to the
show.

Gerson
In 2013, Kirth Gerson, in his “Breaking Bad Pilot: People are Chemicals, Too!” lecture style video, analyzed Breaking
Bad as a type of "people are chemicals" purview or each human is an element (or chemical) reacting in a social
system that makes chemicals, a sort of modern Elective Affinities analysis, so to say. [4]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“There’s got to be more to a human than that?”
— Walter White (2008), on the composition of a human; Breaking Bad, episode 3
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Breder, Charles
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In hmolscience, Charles Breder (1897-1983), or “Charles M. Breder, Jr.”, was an
American ichthyologist noted for his 1942 theory about the arrow of time, entropy, and
the origin of life.

Overview
In 1931 to 1937, Breder kept a meticulous journal or “hypothesis diary”, on subjects
including: symmetry, origin of the atmosphere, origin of life, mechanical analogies of
organisms, aquaria as an organism, astrobiology, entropy, evolution of species, and
others. (Ѻ) In 1942, Breder, in his “A Consideration of Evolutionary Hypothesis in
Reference to the Origin of Life”, according to Steven Polgar, argued that life as we know
it may be just one of several processes retarding entropy in the universe and could
conceivably contribute to a reversal of time’s arrow. [1]

Education
Breder, having only a high school education, claimed that all he learned about biology
and ichthyology was from the Newark Public Library. (Ѻ)
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1. (a) Breder, Charles M. (1942). “A Consideration of Evolutionary Hypothesis in Reference to the Origin of Life”,
Zoologica, 27:132-43.
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H of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, New York, Dec 30; in: Human Biology (1961),
33(2):99-109, May.
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Brennan, Teresa
In hmolscience, Teresa Brennan (1952-2003) was an Australian-born American feminist
philosopher and social-political theorist noted for her psychodynamic theories on how
energetics applies to social issues, such as relations between men and women,
theorizing on concepts such as the physics of social pressure. [1]

Overview
Brennan’s work is largely based on the Austrian psychologist Sigmund Freud’s theories
of how forces act on the mind in a physical sense in connection to psychological energy.
In summary to her first book, the 1992 Interpretation of the Flesh: Freud and
Femininity, Brennan explains that “the solution to the riddle of femininity depends on
unraveling Freud’s neglected if confused theories on psychical energy, while discarding
the assumption that the subject is energetically and emotionally self-contained.” In this
work she discusses social energy, emphasizing Freud’s physical psyche model using the
notion of conflicting forces complemented by bound energy and free energy. [2] This
bound energy, supposedly, is said to lead to psychic rigidity while freely mobile energy leads to psychic flexibility. [3]
Her 1993 book History After Lacan seems to cover the views of French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, noted
energy-entropy critique of the psychodynamics work of Freud. [6] In her 1997 article “Social Pressure”, she argues
that social pressure operates as physical energy, arguing that social pressures are pressures to conform but also those
exerted on the psyche in the same way that physical pressures are exerted on the body. [4] In her last book, the 2004
The Transmission of Affect, which seems to be the most popular, she presents the idea that one can soak up someone
else’s depression or anxiety or sense the tension in a room, arguing that the emotions and energies of one person or
group can be absorbed by or can enter directly into another.
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The 2007 multi-author book Living Attention is an interdisciplinary exploration
of the scope and impact of Brennan’s work and theories, inclusive of chapters
such as “Teresa Brennan’s Energetics”, among others. [7]

Education
In 1992, Brennan was a professor of social and political sciences at the
University of Amsterdam, also teaching regularly at the universities of
Cambridge and London. In 2003, she was the chair of the humanities
department at Florida Atlantic University.

Other
People who purchase Brennan's Transmission of Affect also tend to read the
work of American women's studies sociologist Patricia Clough's 2007 The
Affective Turn: Theorizing the Social, which utilizes thermodynamics, entropy, in
theorizing about woman's work. [9]
Brennan's 2004 The Transmission of
Affect. [4]

Note

Brennan met her reaction end on February of 2003, following a hit-and-run car
accident two months prior, which had put her in a coma. Connected to this, in
2006, in what seems to be a bit of macabre tabloid fodder, so to speak, Australian ex-judge Marcus Einfeld stated
under oath in court that a speeding ticket he received (that was caught on camera) could not have occurred because
at the time of the ticket (2006), as he stated (signing a statutory declaration to that effect), “his good friend good
friend professor Teresa Brennan was driving his car when it was caught speeding”, even though he knew she had
passed three years earlier. [8]
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In hmolscience, Franz Brentano (1838-1917) was an Austrian-German philosopher and
psychologist noted for his circa 1869 entropological proof for the existence of god and
for his overall effort to use the scientific method and positivism to establish a new form
of natural theology.

Overview
Brentano, was an avid student of Aristotle, and did his PhD dissertation on “On the
Several Senses of Being in Aristotle”. [1] In 1864, Brentano was ordained a Catholic
priest, but nine years later left the church. [2] In 1868 to 1869, at the University of
Wurzburg, during the year when both Adolf Fick and Rudolf Clausius were colleague
professors, according to Helge Kragh, produced, independently, the second
entropological proof for the existence of god. [2] In 1869, Brentano, in an article,
discussed his favor for positivism, referring to Auguste Comte as “one of the foremost
thinkers of which our century can boast.” [2]

Freud
Brentano was influential to Sigmund Freud, e.g. by helping supervise his doctoral dissertation.
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Brey, John
In hmolscience, John D. Brey (1963-) is a Christian (Ѻ) anti-materialism paradox philosopher noted
for his 2002 Tautological Oxymorons, wherein he digresses on absurdities embedded in things
such as the chemistry professor paradox.

Overview
In 2002, Brey, in his Tautological Oxymorons: Deconstructing Scientific Materialism, attempts to
show that "natural selection" is an oxymoron via the logic that negative entropy, in Schrodinger's
language, is a state of order, e.g. a person, and is unnatural according to the second law, which
tends to select for states of higher or greater entropy, in short. Brey seems to give a critique of
what seems to be “thermodynamic materialism” in collision with Darwinian evolution based
survival of the fittest based models of human existence; an interesting section of which is as follows: [1]
“Our bodies represent a particular state of entropy. I our bodies were destroyed, the energy would now be in a new
state of entropy. The point is that our physical body represents energy in a particular entropic state. While the heart
is beating, the body guards its low entropy state, and when the heart stops beating, the entropy of the body rapidly
increases as the energy (within the body) tries to find equilibrium with the environment outside the body. When we
speak of ‘survival’, we are speaking of the desire to protect a low state of entropy (whether we’re speaking of the
universe itself, or a human body). But if ‘survival’ has positive meaning, then it would appear that low states of
entropy are more desirable than high states of entropy, since all that is truly ‘survived’ is rising entropy.
Why should low states of entropy be ‘good’, so that we guard low states of entropy with our life? And if low
states of entropy are preferable to high states of entropy, wasn’t the universe at its best, at or before the big bang,
and won’t it be at its worst at the heat death where entropy is in an absolutely ‘high’ state. Therefore, isn’t the
universe going from ‘good’ to ‘bad’—from a low state of entropy, to a high state of entropy. Now if survival is good,
then the universe is bad, for the universe will not survive the second law of thermodynamics, which states that the
universe will eventually find itself in a state that is the antithesis of ‘survival’ (where survival is the retention of low
entropy). If the universe is bad, the so is the human body, since inevitably the human body will not survive the
second law of thermodynamics.”
This is a variant of the chemistry professor paradox. Common terms and phrases found in the book include: Arthur
Schopenhauer, consciousness, Darwinism, Karl Popper, laws of physics, Ludwig Wittgenstein, matter, mechanisms,
metaphor, natural selection, negative entropy, Newton, Nietzsche, Richard Dawkins, second law, soul, quantum,
among others.
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In 2005, Brey was theorizing about how, in his own words, “what the Bible calls ‘sin’, physics calls the ‘second law’.”
[2] In 2010 to 2013, Brey seems to have launched a “Tautology Wiki” (Ѻ), on Wikia.com, wherein he penned 324+
pages, seemingly on the topic that the “uncaused cause” argument for the existence of god is a tautological
argument, i.e. circular reasoning. In modern hmolscience terms, the subject Brey seems to be digging at above,
regarding "our bodies represent a particular state of entropy", is human free energy of formation (see also: free
energy table), in the sense that at any given state of existence, a molecule, such as a human, can be assigned a
measure of entropy and enthalpy and hence a free energy of formation for that given state at specified conditions,
typically standard temperature and pressure (STP), but more specifically what seems to be a search for a system of
directionality that the older religio-mythology systems offered and that Darwinian evolution upgraded to some
extent, but one consistent with modern physical science.

Quotes
The following are representative quotes:
“Materialists, on the other hand, want to deny blind faith [blind faith] and even the Jungian ‘will of god.’ They want to
escape the tyranny of the laws of physics in the programming of the ‘selfish genes and selfish memes.’ They don’t
want to be mere cogs in the laws of physics, they want so badly to transcend the gene and the meme, which they
claim, is all there is. They accuse the believer of practicing mysticism in his hopes of transcending the gene and the
meme, when it’s clear that it’s they who so badly want to transcend the flesh (replicating information) in a way that is
the natural course for those who exercise ‘blind faith’ in the one who underwrites the laws of the flesh (replicating
information). This serpentine desire to rise above the laws of physics and become like the laws of physics, without
any faith in him, is pure religion for the materialist.”
— John Brey (2002), Tautological Oxymorons; cited on reddit (Ѻ)
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Bridgman, Percy
In thermodynamics, Percy Williams Bridgman (1882-1961), oft-cited as P.W. Bridgman,
was an American physicist noted for 1914 Bridgman formulas , a systematic way of
deriving the main 720 equations of thermodynamics by taking the first derivatives of
the 10 fundamental quantities, for his 1941 The Nature of Thermodynamics, and for his
1946 Bridgman paradox, on the seeming impossibility of calculating the entropy of a
living organism (powered CHNOPS+ system).

The Intelligent Individual | Sorokin
In 1939, Bridgman published The Intelligent Individual and Society, wherein he seems to
suggest that we might learn something from physics and chemistry in regards to gaining
insight into the seeming complex situations of society in its economic, political, asthetic,
and religious aspects. [10] In 1940, Russian-born American sociologist Pitirim Sorokin
seems to have classified Bridgman’s 1938 The Intelligent Individual as the latest product
of the mechanistic school, following Vilfredo Pareto, as something swamped with a
similar maze of blunders and inconsistencies: [12]
“The fault is not, however, Lundberg’s. It is the fault of the way and method he chose. Anybody who has done that,
from all the representatives of the Mechanistic School up to Pareto and P.W. Bridgman (in his The Intelligent
Individual and Society) similarly were swamped in a similar maze of blunders and inconsistencies.”
Interestingly, all of these vehement objection, seen here, as Sorokin would finally latter admit, letting the cat out of
the bag, so to say, in the 1950s, via his The Ways and Power of Love (1954) book and “The Mysterious Energy of Love”
(1959) talk, seems to have been but a religious conflict with Sorokin.

Praise
In 1914, American chemist Theodore Richards commented on Bridgman in a 1915 letter of recommendation that: [2]
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“Bridgman … only 33 years old, although a slight and insignificant looking person, has dealt with the greatest
pressures every studied carefully by physicists. His mind seems to be rather of the one-track type. His work with
these high pressures is epoch making in my opinion … he seems to be a very expert mathematician, with a solid and
deep knowledge of thermodynamics.”
Bridgman was an attendee of the 1923 Solvay Conference organized by Belgian chemist Ernest Solvay. [2] Bridgman
won the 1946 Nobel Prize in physics for his work in high pressure physics. [1]

Education
Bridgman was completed his AB in 1904, his AM in 1905, and PhD in 1908 all in
physics at Harvard. He became a professor at Harvard in 1910; staying there
through his retirement into the 1940s. [1]

Harvard debate | Bridgman's paradox
See main: Bridgman paradox

French-born American physicist Leon Brillouin states Bridgman was at the 1946
"what is life: in terms of physics and chemistry?" debate at Harvard, where at,
supposedly, during the discussion, Bridgman commented how he saw a
fundamental difficulty in the possibility of applying the laws of thermodynamics
to any system containing living organisms (chnopsological organisms). Brillouin
summarizes Bridgman's views as follows: [6]
Bridgman's famous 1934 book The
Thermodynamics of Electrical
Phenomena; and a Condensed
Collection of Thermodynamics
Formulas. [8]

“How can we compute or even evaluate the entropy of a living being? In order
to compute the entropy of a system, it is necessary to be able to create or to
destroy it in a reversible way. We can think of no reversible process by which a
living organism can be created or killed: both birth and death are irreversible
processes. There is absolutely no way to define the change of entropy that
takes place in an organism at the moment of death.”
Brillouin defined this as the so-called "paradox of Bridgman" or Bridgman's paradox, as we have truncated it here.
Compare also Martin Goldstein's 1993 entropy of a mouse chapter subsection. The original transcripts, of the debate,
if they exist, remain to be tracked down.

Bridgman’s formulas
See main: Bridgman formulas

Bridgman is also noted for his 1914 clean
and organized way of deriving
thermodynamic expressions from the
partial derivatives of the eight main
thermodynamic variables, P, V, T, E, H, S,
A, and F (see: symbols), of which there are
8 x 7 x 6 first (partial) derivatives.
Bridgman devised a system that allows for
the derivation of any of these first partial
derivatives in terms of three quantities
which are, in general, capable of
experimental determination, namely
(∂V/∂T)P, (∂V/∂P)T, and (∂H/∂T)P, i.e. CP.
The twenty-eight essential formulas
derived using this methodology are show
adjacent. [3]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“The first business of a man of science is to
proclaim the truth as he finds it; and let
The twenty-eight essential results of the Bridgman formula method, according
the world adjust itself as best it can to the to a 1946 table by American physical chemist Samuel Glasstone. [5]
new knowledge.”
— Percy Bridgman (1919), “Letter to R.M. Hunter” [9]

“There’s as many formulations of the second law as there have been discussions of it.”
— Percy Bridgman (1941), The Nature of Thermodynamics [4]
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“The humanities are much more complex and difficult than the sciences.”
— Percy Bridgman (1958), “Quo Vadis” [11]

“By far the most important consequence of the conceptual revolution brought about in physics by relativity and
quantum theory lies not in such details as that meter sticks shorten when they move or that simultaneous position
and momentum have no meaning, but in the insight that we had not been using our minds properly and that it is
important to find out how to do so.”
— Percy Bridgman (1958), “Quo Vadis” [11]

See also
● Founders of thermodynamics and suicide
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In thermodynamics, Bridgman formulas
or "Bridgman equations" twenty-eight
partial derivatives of the ten essential
thermodynamic quantities, involving first
and second derivatives, expressed in
terms of measureable variables. These
formulas were systematically derived by
American physicist Percy Bridgman in
1914 using what has come to be known
as the Bridgman formula method. [1]
Bridgman, in short, presented a
clean and organized way of deriving
thermodynamic expressions from the
partial derivatives of the ten (or ten)
main thermodynamic quantities (or
variables), P, V, T, E, H, S, A, and F (see:
symbols), of which there are 8 x 7 x 6 first
(partial) derivatives.
In his 1925 "full version", in contrast
to the 1914 "shorter version", of his
systematic collection of thermodynamic
formulas, he presented the first
derivatives of the 10 fundamental
quantities, which amounts to 720
equations, organized into 10 groups,
based on which variable was held
constant during the differentiation. [3]
The twenty-eight essential results of the Bridgman formula method, according to
Bridgman devised a system that
allows for the derivation of any of these a 1946 table by American physical chemist Samuel Glasstone. [5]
first partial derivatives in terms of three quantities which are, in general, capable of experimental determination,
namely (∂V/∂T)P, (∂V/∂P)T, and (∂H/∂T)P, i.e. CP. The twenty-eight essential formulas derived using this
methodology are show adjacent. [1]
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Bridgman paradox
In science, Bridgman paradox or “Paradox of Bridgman” refers to the paradox that while a living thing, i.e. powered
CHNOPS+ molecule, has an entropy, as does any body in the universe, there, apparently, is no way to calculate this
entropy, being that, according to standard calculation of entropy methods, one would have to either synthesize
(create) or destroy (analyze) the organism in a reversible way. The paradox was pointed out by American physicist
Percy Bridgman during the famous 1946 Harvard "what is life in terms of physics and chemistry?" debate, during the
course of which Bridgman commented how he saw a fundamental difficulty in the possibility of applying the laws of
thermodynamics to any system containing living organisms (chnopsological organisms). A synopsis of Bridgman’s
paradoxical objection was given in French-born American physicist Leon Brillouin’s 1949 article “Life,
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Thermodynamics, and Cybernetics”, wherein he referred to it as the “Paradox of Bridgman”, summarizing Bridgman’s
point as follows: [1]
“How can we compute or even evaluate the entropy of a living being? In order to compute the entropy of a system, it
is necessary to be able to create or to destroy it in a reversible way. We can think of no reversible process by which a
living organism can be created or killed: both birth and death are irreversible processes. There is absolutely no way to
define the change of entropy that takes place in an organism at the moment of death.”
Bridgman’s view on this seeming paradox can also be compared to American physical chemist Martin Goldstein's
1993 chapter subsection on the entropy of a mouse, which gives led into modern human free energy theories of
human synthesis. [2]

See also
● Bridgman formulas
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Brightness
In physics, brightness refers to the power intensity of a light source. In the production of star light, the phenomenon
of hydrogen burning occurs, where gravitation pressure acts to squeeze central "star" hydrogen atoms, causing chain
thermonuclear reactions, which result to release energy, primarily as light. The unit of the measure brightness is
candela (cd) defined as the power emitted by a light source in a particular direction. The common candle emits light
with a luminous intensity of roughly one candela. In the burning of a candle, fuel in the form of wax, a type of lipid
(oxygen hydrocarbon molecule), reacts with oxygen molecules to create light and heat.

Human thermodynamics
In extrapolation, regarding the terms intellectual "brightness", all-time "star" genius, "burnout" IQs, and "deburners",
etc., is that these are not simply figures of speech or pure analogy (as many would argue), but rather terms modeled
on stellar burning or other forms in which light is made, such as filament heating or combustion (fire). In human
context, brightness is a thermal word used to describe individuals on either an intellectual or social effect level. In
terms of intellectual ability, brightness refers to the logic that IQ is defined as a measure which expresses the relative
brightness or intelligence of any given individual. In terms of social effect, brightness refers to people who are said to
have a ‘star like’ quality about themselves and thus to shine very bright, in many cases for centuries on end; examples
being the terms ‘rock star’, football star, or superstar, etc. In this logic, human beings can be considered as large
hydrogen atoms (made of 26-elements to precise), termed "human molecules", and this same pressure-induced
burning phenomenon acts in the human sphere, in which human electromagnetic pressure acts to squeeze central
"star" human molecules, e.g. Geothe, Da Vinci, Newton, Einstein, etc., causing human thermonuclear reactions (an
high energy type of human chemical reaction) which result to release energy. [1] These types of high-energy reaction
are indicative of the laws, workings, and movement of the universe. Those individuals forced into this universal
current, so as to become adult star "human molecules" or all-time "bright" geniuses, are thus different than those
who may have had the potential to become stars, but failed to react, for whatever reason. On this model, in may be
possible to measure human brightness in units of candela, as function of combustion-like reactions between human
molecules.
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In information thermodynamics, Léon Brillouin (1889-1969) (GS:9) was a French-born
American physicist noted for his 1956 book Science and Information Theory in which,
building on the work of American electrical engineer Claude Shannon, who he worked
with at IBM as director of electronics education (1948-53), he uses a hodgepodge of
mathematical derivation to make connections between thermodynamics and
information, in which he employed a mixture of term negentropy and cybernetics
arguments [1]

Life principle
As early as 1949, seeded by Erwin Schrodinger's 1944 What is Life?, Brillouin was search
for a supposed “life principle” to be active in living structures as a sort of remedy
against the second law. His entire argument, as is the case in these sorts of grasps at
historical vitalism, seems to have been rather nonsensical. Brillouin’s basic argument is
that a living organism has special properties, namely: resist destruction and healing
ability, which do not appear in inert matter, hence we must accept a life principle that
allows for such exceptions to the second law. He states: [2]
“When life ceases and death occurs, the ‘life principle’ stops working, and the second principle regains its full power,
implying demolition of the living structure.”
The basic problem here is that nowhere in German physicist Rudolf Clausius’ 1865 mechanical theory of heat
(thermodynamics) is there any supposition that the second law implies demolition of living structure, nor does the
thermodynamics explicitly differentiate as to two types of bodies, there is only the hot body, the cold body, and the
working body.

Harvard debate
Brillouin states that in 1946 at Harvard there was some kind of "what is life—in terms of physics and chemistry—
debate", similar to the one held in 1938 at the University of France, themed around the famous 1920 what is life in
the context of second law query of Swiss physicist Charles Guye:
“How is it possible to understand life, when the whole world is ruled by the second law of thermodynamics, which
points towards death and annihilation?”
Brillouin also states American thermodynamicist Percy Bridgman was at the 1946 Harvard debate, where at,
supposedly, during the discussion, he commented how he saw a fundamental difficulty in the possibility of applying
the laws of thermodynamics to any system containing living organisms (chnopsological organisms). [2]

Other
Reaction articles to Brillouin’s 1949 “Life, Thermodynamics, and Cybernetics”, include ones by Americans physicist
Richard Raymond (1950) and psychologist Mortimer Ostow (1951). [3]

Maxwell’s demon
See main: Scientific demons

In 1951, Brillouin, in his “Maxwell’s Demon Cannot Operate”, asserted that: [4]
“In an enclosure at constant temperature, the radiation is that of a "blackbody,'' and the demon cannot see the
molecules. Hence, he cannot operate the trap door and is unable to violate the second principle. If we introduce a
source of light, the demon can see the molecules, but the over-all balance of entropy is positive. This leads to the
consideration of a cycle ‘Negentropy → Information → Negentropy’ for Maxwell's demon as well as for the scientist
in his laboratory. Boltzmann's constant k is shown to represent the smallest possible amount of negative entropy
required in an observation.”
American social second law historian Eric Zencey asserts that this publication marks the date in which “physics could
assert, with sound theoretical justification, that the [second] law held in all cases; until then the law’s negation had to
be viewed with a certain theoretic, if not practical, tolerance.” [5] This, however, is a rather blurry if not spurious
conjecture; as this type of argument was done originally by Leo Szilard (see: Szilard's demon) in 1922.

Education
Brillouin studied physics at the École Normale Supérieure, Paris, from 1908 to 1912. In 1911, he studied under Jean
Perrin until he left for the Ludwig Maximilians University of Munich (LMU), in 1912. At LMU, he studied theoretical
physics with Arnold Sommerfeld. Just a few months before Brillouin's arrival at LMU, Max von Laue had conducted
his experiment showing X-ray diffraction in a crystal lattice. In 1913, he went back to France to study at the University
of Paris. From 1914 until 1919, during World War I, he served in the military. At the conclusion of the war, he
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returned to the University of Paris to continue his studies with Paul Langevin, and was awarded his Docteur ès science
in 1920, with a thesis composed of Langevin, Marie Curie, and Jean Perrin, on the quantum theory of solids, which
proposed an equation of state based on the atomic vibrations (phonons) that propagate through it. In 1949, the time
of publication of his noted “Life, Thermodynamics, and Cybernetics” article, Brillouin was associated with Cruft
Laboratory, Harvard University.
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Brinton, Crane
In hmolscience, Crane Brinton (1898-1968) was an American historian noted for his
participation in the Harvard Pareto circle, for his later adoption of Pareto’s “circulation
of elites” theory, as applied to revolutions, such as, supposedly, discussed in his The
Jacobins (1930) and his “The Residue of Pareto” (1954) published in Foreign Affairs. [1]
Brinton established a friendship with Lawrence Henderson in 1918 which he
maintained until Henderson's passing (reaction end) in 1942, the two often dining
together and visiting each other at summer homes. In 1936, Brinton began to
acknowledge Henderson's influence in his books. [2]
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In hmolscience, Albert Brisbane (1809-1890) was an American social theorist who
became the leading expositor and propagandist of the cosmological four movements
theory French philosopher Charles Fourier, advocating for the implementation of his
passional philosophy, called Fourierism, as the structural basis in the development of
new utopian societies, called phalanxes throughout America.

Social Destiny of Man
Brisbane, in his 1840 Social Destiny of Man: Association and Reorganization of Industry,
employs the following aim or objective: [3]
“Our evils are social, not political—political evils are the results of the false
organization of society.”
He then follows this with two opening quotes by Fourier:
“Attractions are proportional to destines.”
“The serie distributes the harmonies of the universe.”
The first of which is cogent; the latter of which seems to be a reference to the French term “série passionelle”, which
seems to translate as “passional series” or series of passions. The following is an example of term usage: “By its very
definition, the série passionelle was a melting pot: it was a gathering of diverse individuals whose common passion
would enable them to forget distinctions of age, wealth, character, and intelligence.” [4] A precise rendering of this
term is not immediate, for as some have discussed, Fourier seemed to believe that education, like the mingling of the
‘série passionelle’, would replace class rivalry with intrigue and group competition, and thus be the system that
would be the solution to the conflict
of the individual versus society
problem. [5]

Functions of the Human
Passions
In 1857, Brisbane published his
“Theory of the Functions of the
Human Passions” chapter, wherein
he seems to give a cogent synopsis of
Fourier's theory, as concerns the
passions, as follows: [2]
A depictions of the famous late August 1830 race between the Tom Thumb, the first
American-built steam locomotive, built by Peter Cooper, and a horse—the horse

“Metaphysicians, seeing the
eventually winning the race, owing to a belt that broke in the engine (Ѻ); a model on
passional forces misdirected or
which Brisbane, in 1857, conceptualized as a model on which the human passions
could be fitted to ideally to a specific type of society conceptualized, in like manner,
perverted under the influence of
as an engine: [4]
false social systems, and mistaking
the effects which they produce under
“It may be laid down as a law, that forces can operate naturally and rightly only in
these systems for their true and
mechanisms which are suited to them. This is as true of the passions as it is of all
legitimate action, have become
other forces in nature—of steam, for example, which can not produce its legitimate
imbued with prejudices against
effects in mechanics, except on condition that it operates in an engine perfectly fitted
human hature, have assumed the
to it.”
passions to be imperfect and vicious
motors, so that instead of making a careful and impartial study of them, they have fallen into the error of reviling and
denouncing them. The passions can be harmoniously developed, and act legitimately only on condition that they
operate in a social order adapted to their nature and requirements.
It may be laid down as a law, that forces can operate naturally and rightly only in mechanisms which are suited to
them. This is as true of the passions as it is of all other forces in nature—of steam, for example, which can not
produce its legitimate effects in mechanics, except on condition that it operates in an engine perfectly fitted to it.
Metaphysicians have not understood this simple law in its application to the forces of the soul. They have not
understood that the social organization—the external mechanism of the passions—should be conformed to them; on
the contrary, they have supposed that the passions should be conformed to the social organization—to its laws and
institutions. But the passions rebel against all attempts to adapt them to a mechanism not in unity with them; in such
a mechanism, their action is misdirected or perverted, and they engender as a consequence, social discord and evil.
Instead of condemning the false social systems which pervert and denaturalize the passions, the world condemns the
passions themselves; hence the doctrine of the depravity of human nature and its corollary, the permanent reign of
evil on earth, have become the general belief of mankind. It has misled the metaphysicians, who have fallen into the
common prejudice against human nature and have consequently failed entirely in the study of man.
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Here, in this discussion of the "denaturalization of the passions", in respect to misdirected social mechanism theories,
passions and the forces of the steam engines, etc., we see sharp insight, baring further digression on the so-called
"forces of the soul".
A new school of mental philosophy has sprung up in our day, founded by Gall, the doctrines of which are much
more satisfactory than the old metaphysical theories. It does something more than treat of the origin of ideas, the
phenomena of conscience, and the operations of reason. It treats of the real living springs of action in the soul, and of
their functions in the individual sphere, of their modes of operation and their uses in that sphere, and explains their
nature as they manifest themselves in present society. It does not, however, furnish an integral and systematic
analysis of human nature; it does not explain the nature and essence of the passions, nor the developments of which
they are susceptible; it does not explain their relation to the terrestrial destiny of man, to the globe of which he is the
overseer, nor to the universe, in the scheme of which he has an important work to perform.
In the brief treatise which follows, we shall endeavor to explain the functions of the passions, both in the
individual and the universal sphere, the destiny to which they impel and guide man, and their relation to nature, to
humanity, and to the universe. We shall present a synthetical view of their individual and collective action, of the
objects or foci to which they tend, the ends for which they were created, so that the reader may have a general idea
of the nature and destiny of the passions of the soul. We shall not enter into a detailed analysis of the divisions and
subdivisions of the passions, nor of the special functions which their minor ramifications fulfil, neither shall we
explain the scale and gamut of each passion, the degrees of development of which it is susceptible, nor the accords
and dissonances it furnishes in social harmony. These and many other details we omit, because we are not writing a
full treatise. Our object is simply to present a general analysis of the twelve radical passions, and to give an idea of
their functions in directing man in the fulfillment of his social destiny on earth. ”
On man as a "compound being", according to Fourier, Brisbane states the following:
“Man is a compound being, composed of two principles—one active, the other passive. The active principle is what is
called the mind, the soul; the passive principle is the body. The latter is the material instrument of the former, the
means by which it inhabits the planet, acts upon matter, and arrives at a state of positive and practical existence.
The soul, or active principle in man, is a whole, composed of a certain number of forces or motors, which we
shall call the passions; by the metaphysicians, these forces are variously termed—sentiments, affections, feelings,
faculties, impulses, instincts.
The passions are spontaneously active and self-determining forces; they are the thinking, feeling, creating
principle in man — the source of his acts and works in all spheres, material and spiritual. They are the agents of
supreme wisdom, the motors implanted in him by that wisdom to impel him to fulfill his destiny on earth.
The human passions were not created at random, were not called into existence without functions and employments
having been assigned to them; on the contrary, their functions and uses have been calculated with mathematical
precision.”
(add discussion)

Education
Brisbane the son of a western New York merchant and landowner, the young Brisbane studied French and Philosophy
in New York City, then left in 1828 for six years of study and travel in Europe. Toward the end of his sojourn Brisbane
encountered French thinker Charles Fourier and decided to devote his reaction existence (life) to understanding and
publicizing the Fourier’s “social science.”
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Brody, Andras
In hmolscience, Andras Brody (1924/27-2010) or “Andrew Brody” was a Hungarian
economist noted for his 1985 article “An Essay in Macroeconomics”, coauthored with
Katalin Martinas and Konstantin Sajo, wherein, building on the work of John Neumann
(1934), Paul Samuelson (1955), and Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1971), they outline an
economic thermodynamics model, in which, among other things, they argue that
“market prices are the chemical potentials µi derived from the economic entropy,
which is now U”, according to Hungarian theoretical physicist Bela Lukacs who
frequently cites their work as the “Bródy-Martinás-Sajó model”. [2]

Education
Brody completed his BA in mathematics in 1945 at the Eotvos University, Budapest, his
MA in industrial economics and PhD in 1960, both at Karl Marx University, Budapest.
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Bronowski, Jacob
In hmolscience, Jacob Bronowski (1908-1974) was Polish-born English mathematician
and philosopher noted for []

Overview
In 1973, Bronwski, in his The Ascent of Man documentary television series and
accompanying book, asserted his views that biology and physics are run by different
laws; the gist of which is as follows: [1]
“The living world is different because it is seen to be a world in movement. The
creation is not static but changes in time in a way that physical processes do not. The
physical world ten million years ago was the same as it is today, and its laws were the
same. But the living world is not the same. Unlike physics, every generalization about
biology is a slice of time; and it is evolution which is the real creator of originality and
novelty in the universe.”
(add discussion)

Other
Bronowski, according to Paris Arnopoulos, supposedly, referred to man as a "social atom", but this logic seems
contrary to his views; and secondary citations of this are difficult to confirm. [2]
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External links
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Bronsted, Johannes
In thermodynamics, Johannes Bronsted (1879-1947) was a Danish chemical engineer
and physical chemist known in chemistry for his Bronsted acid-base theory (Ѻ), and
noted for his 1946 Principles and Problems in Energetics, in which he outlined what
seems to have been one of the first overviews of a work principle to the organization of
the varieties of the conjugate variable pairs that characterize systems.

Work principle
In his 1946 monograph, Bronsted summarized the main topics in thermodynamics in
terms of energetics in what he called the “work principle”. In particular, he stated that
the overall work ∆W performed by a system is the sum of contributions due to
transport of extensive quantities ∆Ki across a difference of "conjugated potentials" Pi1 Pi2:

in which Pi1 - Pi2 may be T1 - T2 (thermal potential difference), μ1 - μ2 (chemical potential difference), or ψ1 - ψ2
(electric potential difference) and ∆Ki will be ∆S (quantity of entropy), ∆n (quantity of substance), or ∆e (quantity of
electricity), respectively.

Free energy
Bronsted is also said to have said to have done some of first work, following Fritz Haber, in measuring and calculating
free energy tables or quantifications of chemical reactions. [2]
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Brooks, Daniel
In evolution thermodynamics, Daniel Brooks (1951-) is a Canadian zoologist noted for
his 1982 so-called Brooks-Wiley theory, co-developed with American natural historian
and systems ecologist Edward Wiley, as full-explained in their 1986 book Evolution as
Entropy: Towards a Unified Theory of Biology; the gist of their thesis being that: [1]
“Evolution is a manifestation of the second law of thermodynamics. The entropy
functions, or, more correctly, the partial entropy functions, associated with organismic
diversity, however, are not the usual entropy functions encountered in the
thermodynamic behavior of non-living systems, rather they are they are the partial
entropy functions associated with the genetic code and with other hierarchically
organized aspects of the information systems of organisms.”
The first difficulty in this statement is that Brooks and Wiley attempt to reconcile the
so-called life vs non-life "dividing wall" issue, with recourse to information theory, a
type of scientific fool's good, when used outside of computer science proper.

Overview
It seems that the first collaboration of Brooks and Wiley was the 1984 chapter “Evolution as an Entropic
Phenomenon”. [2]
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The book is well-researched with numerous references, all-in-all presenting a sort of melting pot theory of
thermodynamics and evolution, interspersing the discussion with a wide range of dissimilar theories, including
Ludwig Boltzmann’s complexions, Gibbs free energy change, Helmholtz free energy change, Carnot efficiency, Ilya
Prigogine's internal entropy model, the “energy flow” models of Charles Elton and Raymond Lindeman, Alfred Lotka,
Robert Ulanowicz, Jeffrey Wicken, Harold Morowitz, arrow of time, Dollo’s law, Boltzmann-Planck entropy equation:

which they assume to be equivalent to Shannon entropy, all centered around the hypothesis that living organisms
differ from nonliving systems in that organisms contain something Brooks and Wiley term “instructional
information”.

Difficulty on theory
The weakness in their entire book is their theory being crouched in the telegraphy information theory transmission
model of American electrical engineer Claude Shannon (1949), which has nothing to do with thermodynamics,
entropy, or evolution, as well as the later variants of Leon Brillouin (1962), and John Collier (1986), among others.
Canadian physical information theorist John Collier, in his review, summarized the reception of the book as follows:
[3]
“Critics argued that they abused terminology from information theory and thermodynamics.”
One of the most derisive and onpoint critics was American biophysicist Harold Morowitz, whose cogent review
entitled “Entropy and Nonsense” was retitled in clandestine manner innocuously as “Review of Brooks and Wiley”, in
the reference section of their rebuttal second edition, in which Morowitz concludes that Brooks and Wiley simply
have been “mesmerized by the language and equations of physics” to produce a vacuous theory. Morowitz states:
“At the beginning of the Preface, the authors of Evolution as Entropy point out that the first and foremost evolution is
a process. With this in mind the title can be restated as ‘a process as an extensive thermodynamic state variable’. It
has the same grammatical status as Evolution as Volume or Evolution as Mass. I begin with this linguistic nitpicking
because it is important to realize that this book uses imprecise meanings and poor writing to cover up the
fundamental nonsense and emptiness of the underlying ideas.”
Morowitz goes on paragraph after paragraph basically just ripping apart to so-called Brooks-Wiley hypothesis, which
as Wiley says is “hardly anything to get excited about.” The reason for Morowitz even bothering to give a review is as
follows:
“The only reason for reviewing such a work is that a number of biologists untrained in thermal physics and
information science have been fooled into believing that there is some content in the ‘Unified Theory’ of Brooks and
Wiley.”
This, of course, is the crux of the issue: information theory has become a type of scientific fool's gold and is creating
profound confusion for many in the soft science community. Morowitz, again, spells the situation out as such:
“Science C.E. Shannon introduced the information measure in 1948 and showed a formal analogy between the
information measure (-∑piln2pi) and the entropy measure of statistical mechanics (-k∑filnfi), a number of works have
appeared trying to relate ‘entropy’ to all sorts of academic disciplines. Many of these theories involving profound
confusion about the underlying thermal physics to bolster otherwise trivial and vacuous theories.”
Likewise, five years later, American systems scientist Cliff Joslyn, in his 1991 article "On the Semantics of Entropy
Measures in Emergent Phenomena", which touches on the same topic, summarizes that the "literature on the
relation between thermodynamics and information is vast." In other words, confusion breeds confusion. [5] This is
what Morowitz is aiming at: to end the confusion and inter the every-growing proliferation of vacuous theory
development.

Driven processes
To their credit, in introducing their thermodynamic argument, they do mention this in passing on one page of their
book, stating that processes can be either enthalpy driven (ΔH < 0) or entropy driven (ΔS > 0), or a mixture of both
(enthalpy-entropy compensation), mentioning that the most favorable conditions are those process favored both
enthalpically and entropically ΔH > 0 and ΔS > 0, but also note that some reactions will proceed when ΔH > 0, as long
as TΔS > ΔH. A significant point they leave out is that of thermodynamic coupling, namely that natural process are
mixed with unnatural processes in such a way that nature always wins out over what is unnatural, as quantified by
the Lipmann coupling inequality.
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Correct view
The correct view is that the theory of life is a defunct theory, replaced by modern-day molecular view, in which
moving structures, such as retinal, bacteria, fish, ants, mice, fleas, birds, butterflies, and humans, are considered as
heat-driven, surface-catalyzed, reactive, animate molecules, with turnover rate, formed by synthesis, not by
evolution, a process governed by the Lewis equality for natural processes.
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Brooks-Wiley theory
In evolution, Brooks-Wiley theory, or "Wiley-Brooks
hypothesis", is a 1982 Shannon bandwagon melting pot
type theory, conceived by Canadian zoologist Daniel
Brooks and American systems ecologist Edward Wiley,
which argues that evolution is explained by a mixture of
Prigoginean thermodynamics, information theory,
Americans geneticist Lila Gatlin’s ideas on information
theory thermodynamics and genetics, and physicist
David Layzer’s cosmological thermodynamics “entropy
gap” models, among a few other melting pot theories.
[1]
The theory drew a severely negative reaction by
Danish zoophysiologist Soren Lovtrup, American
zoologist Fred Bookstein, and American chemist Jeffrey
Wicken, along with later attack and ridicule by American
thermodynamicist Harold Morowitz and and an
anonymous three-author attack from the University of
California, Berkeley, home to the Lewis school of
A cartoon parody of the Brooks-Wiley theory, from a 2011
thermodynamics, among likely numerous others.
article on the theory by David Tyler, portraying their work as a
The theory is so ridiculous, being that it rides on the "melting pot theory" wherein, in the end, Canadian zoologist
Shannon bandwagon into nearly inane and bend-over
Daniel Brooks is the one who gets "burned". [5]
backward arguments, that the titles of the reaction
articles say it all: “Victims of Ambition” (Lovtrup), “Entropy and Nonsense” (Morowitz), etc., yet, in the face of such
opposition, Brooks and Wiley carried on for nearly a decade, producing many rebuttal articles, followup articles, and
a book (Evolution as Entropy, 1986), that was again attacked, along with 100+ additional reference-boasting second
volume (1988), that was again attacked, and Brooks, at least, as he stated in 2011, is still "begging" for an extension
of his new neo synthesis. [7]
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Criticisms and quotes
The following are noted criticisms and quotes in regards to the negative reactions to the Brooks-Wiley theory:
“I see how you can do this with molecules, but I don’t see how you can do it with species. I don’t understand the
extrapolation.”
— Ilya Prigogine (1982), comment to Brooks [6]

“Responses to the proposal have been mixed and often quite strong. Some consider the theory to be a brilliant
insight that will advance evolutionary biology immeasurably. Others vehemently reject it as an ill-founded attack on
neo-Darwinism. Curiously, yet others regard it as nothing but neo-Darwinism translated into incomprehensible form.
Still others contend that Brooks and Wiley's use of nonequilibrium thermodynamics is untenable in this context.”
— Roger Lewin (1982) [6]

“The Wiley and Brooks (1982) discussion purportedly is based on nonequilibrium thermodynamics, as developed by
Ilya Prigogine and his colleagues, and on some recent developments in information theory. Certainly, the cannibalistic
nightmare depicted by the authors is completely unrealistic.”
— Soren Lovtrup (1983) [10]

“Wiley and Brooks misconstrued the meaning of their crucial conceptual borrowings.”
— Fred Bookstein (1983) [4]

“The Wiley-Brooks’ hypothesis itself is flawed and has been criticized by Lovtup (1983) and Bookstein (1983). I
concur with most of these criticisms.”
— Jeffrey Wicken (1983) [8]

“The Brooks-Wiley theory has been criticized (Lovtrup, 1983; Bookstein, 1983; Wicken, 1983) for abusing
terminology from thermodynamics and information theory and for not accurately describing the phenomena.”
— John Collier (1986) [2]

“I begin with this linguistic nitpicking because it is important to realize that [Entropy as Evolution] uses imprecise
meanings and poor writing to cover up fundamental nonsense and emptiness of the underlying ideas. The only
reason for reviewing such a work is that a number of biologists untrained in thermal physics and information science
have been fooled into believing that there is some content in the ‘Unified Theory’ of Brooks and Wiley, and it is
important to realize these biologists [have but been] mesmerized by the language and equations of physics to
support a [baseless] hypothesis [evolution is an information-entropic process].”
— Harold Morowitz (1986) [3]

“As useless as the book cited above is the book Evolution as Entropy by Brooks and Wiley. The basic proposition in
this work is that speciation is controlled by the stochastic premises of the second law of thermodynamics. One may
only regret that in the 43-years since the publication of Schrodinger's work [What is Life?] a book has appeared
whose authors do not understand the role of the second law of thermodynamics in living nature...the authors are
concerned only with the amount of information and, hence, with [Shannon] entropy. But, by confining oneself to
these concepts alone, one can hardly say anything about evolution...in the world of living things the quality or value
of information is often of decisive importance. No appropriate methods have yet been worked out for estimation of
the quality of information.”
— Mikhail Volkenstein (1996) [9]

“By 1982, the centenary of Darwin's death, Niles Eldredge and Steven J. Gould had catalyzed a loosely connected
group of evolutionary biologists unhappy with the New Synthesis to unleash a cascade of criticisms and proposals.
Emboldened by this display of the scientific community at its meritocratic best, Ed Wiley and I entered the fray. The
day we finished proofreading Evolution as Entropy [1986], David Hull presciently warned us the fun was over. Soon, I
received an envelope from a friend who had seen a manuscript on a colleague's desk. Such privileged material is
rarely copied and forwarded. My friend wrote, "I think you and Ed should know what you're up against." The privately
circulated manuscript was authored by three academics at the University of California-Berkeley. Ed and I were
stunned by its vicious tone. Why the rhetorical heat?”
— Daniel Brooks (2011) [7]

“Daniel Brooks is has been living with controversy ever since 1982, when his [information theoretic entropy] ideas
first appeared in an academic paper, and then when, in 1986, he co-authored with Ed Wiley a book with the title
Evolution as Entropy.”
— David Tyler (2011) [5]
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Brooks, David
In hmolscience, David Marshall Brooks (1902-1994) was an American writer and famous atheist
noted for his 1933 The Necessity of Atheism, in which he pens a chapter on “Religion and
Chemistry and Physics”. [1]

Religion | Physics & Chemistry
Brooks opens his “Religion and Physics and Chemistry” chapter to the following:
“The establishment of Christianity, beginning a new evolution of theology, arrested the normal
development of the physical sciences for more than 1500 years. The work begun by Aristotle and
carried on to such a high state of relative perfection by Archimedes, was stifled by the early
Christians. An atmosphere was then created in which physical science could not grow. The general belief derived
from the New Testament was that the end of the world was at hand, and the early Church fathers poured contempt
upon all investigators of the science of nature.”
He then notes that in 1163, Pope Alexander III forbade the study of physics to all ecclesiastics.
Brooks then points out how Francis Bacon tried to breech this forbidden barrier, by using the experimental method of
science; the result of which the Pope threw him into prison for 14-years, finally being released at the age of 80, he
declared:
“Would that I had not given myself so much trouble for the love of science.”
(add discussion)

Education
Brooks completed his MD somewhere, was a practicing psychologist (Ѻ), and a New York Times columnist. [1]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“By predicating a first cause, the theist removes the mystery a stage further back. Such a belief is a logical absurdity,
and is an example of the ancient custom of creating a mystery to explain a mystery. Moreover, if it is reasonable to
assume a first cause as having always existed, why is it unreasonable to assume that the materials of the universe
always existed? If everything must have a cause, then the first cause must be caused and therefore: who made god?
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To say that this first cause always existed is to deny the basic assumption of this theory. To explain the unknown by
the known is a logical procedure; to explain the known by the unknown is a form of theological lunacy.”
— David Brooks (1933), The Necessity of Atheism [3]
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Brooks, Michael
In hmolscience, Michael Brooks (1970-) is an English quantum physicist noted for his
2005 article “13 Things That Don’t Make Sense” wherein he ventures into the
absurdities of the what is "life" question and asks whether humans are more than just a
bag of chemicals.

Overview
In 2005, Brooks, in New Scientist, penned the provocative article “13 Things That Don’t
Make Sense”, which expanded into a 2008 book by the same title, in which he explores
the anomaly-soaked query, on the lines of a person defined as a human molecule or
human chemical, that:
“Are you more than just a bag of chemicals?”
This tag-line, asking whether humans, as chemicals or molecules, are somehow
different than any other type of chemical or molecule in the universe, forms the basis of his chapter five, which
summarizes the modern view that the theory of “life” is one of the big five things of modern science that makes no
sense (along with the dark matter problem, the pioneer anomaly, varying constants, and cold fusion), being that the
theory of life implies certain bundles of chemicals, such as humans, are alive, whereas all other chemical collections
of matter are dead or not alive, supposedly the remainder of the entire universe. [1] Brooks summarizes the nowestablished defunct theory of life, an issue that arises when searching for the so-called “origin of life”, which is
nothing but a search for the philosopher’s stone or a type of perpetual motion molecule. [2] Brooks cites Erwin
Schrodinger (What is Life?, 1944), Paul Davies (The Fifth Miracle, 1999), and Lynn Margulis (What is Life?, 1995),
Stuart Kauffman, among others.
Brooks cites Austrian physicist Erwin Schrodinger's famous 1944 What is Life? booklet, as being the pioneer to
dig into the physical roots of the issue, summarizing the view that Schrodinger concluded that life is the one system
of the universe that turns the natural progression of entropy, effectively moving disorder to order, so to speak. This
viewpoint, however, is a huge misunderstanding of the second law, which according Clausius states, in full, that the
equivalence value of all uncompensated transformations tends to a maximum. The view that the second law states
that all systems of the universe tend to maximal disorder is a contrived appended view, applicable only to certain
discussions.
According to Brooks, the fifth big thing of modern science that doesn't make sense is life. Brooks explains how
traditionally there have been three ways to unravel the essential nature of life.
(a) Find out how it started: trace the life back to the point where all that existed was chemistry. A pictorial view of the
evolution timeline, however, shows this to be a futile effort, in that the only demarcation one can find is the subatomic to atomic transition point of the universe, approximately 13.5-billion years ago.
(b) The second method, according to Brooks, is to build something that is “alive” from scratch: take chemicals and put
them together in ways that make them come alive. The 1952 Urey-Miller experiment, of course, is the poster child of
this endeavor. More recent attempt in this direction, include: cloning, making test tube babies, bring back to life
extinct species using preserved DNA samples, etc. In nanotechnology, building things atom-by-atom, such as walking
molecules, driving molecules, etc., is another type of proto-like life.
(c) Lastly, according to Brooks:
“[The third option is] to sit down and think about what exactly is it that marks the difference between living matter
and nonliving matter and come up with the 'definition of life'. It is this latter path that is perhaps the most well
trodden. It is also the one widely admitted to be a dead end.”
In other words, it has become a guarantee that once a new criterion-based definition of life is put forth, it will only be
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a matter of time before a disproof becomes apparent.
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Brostow, Witold
In science, Witold Brostow (c.1932-) is a Canadian chemist noted for 1972 weed theory article
“Between Laws of Thermodynamics and Coding of Information”, wherein he asserts that Carnot
cycle based thermodynamics is no longer needed, because information transmission theory has
usurped the cycle.

Overview
In 1972, Brostow, in his “Between Laws of Thermodynamics and Coding of Information”, cites
Robin Giles (1964), who gives the view that a three step logic operation shortcut to
thermodynamics exists, Edwin Jaynes (1957), who attempts to shortcut thermodynamics via
Claude Shannon (1949), and Peter Landsberg (1970), who waters down all of this, to argue, in
short, thermodynamics no longer needs the Carnot cycle, because of information theory; he’s a prime example of
someone succumb to scientific fool’s gold shortcuts of Shannon bandwagon musicals. In 1975, Norman Dolloff listed
Brostow in his bibliography, resulting to become a weed theorists in Dolloff’s semi-cogent garden of
thermodynamics. [2]

Quotes
The following are example quotes:
“There’s nothing wrong with Carnot’s cycle, but contemporary thermodynamics [Shannon-based statistical
mechanics] may be more useful.”
— Witold Brostow (1972), “Between Laws of Thermodynamics and Coding of Information” (pg. 123)

“If somebody needs thermodynamics, he might well find that information theory serves his purpose better.”
— Witold Brostow (1972), “Between Laws of Thermodynamics and Coding of Information” (pg. 126)
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Broussais, Francois
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In hmolscience, Francois Broussais (1772-1838) was a French surgeon, general
pathologist, philosopher, and asoulist noted for his his moral theory investigations.

Overview
In 1814, Broussais began to promulgate his views on the relation between life and
stimulus, and on the physiological interdependence and sympathies of the various
organs. Broussais, at some point, denied the existence of the soul, on the basis that he
never found one in the corpses one dissects (e.g. pineal gland of the Cartesian soul; the
heart of the Egyptian soul, etc.) (Ѻ)(Ѻ); a view similar to Napoleon Bonaparte and his
surgeon soul queries. Broussais, while attacking the spiritualists of his time,
simultaneously denied he was a materialist and an atheist. (Ѻ)

Propositions
The following, from Broussais' An Outline of the Association of Ideas, seem to be of
note:
“To think or to reflect, is to exercise recollection and judgment. No other elements are contained in what we call
thinking. What recollection and judgment are, such is thought therefore.”
— Francois Broussais (1828), Prop. 18: “Of Thought” (pgs. 399)

“The will is that state of the brain, attendant upon vivid sensations or ideas, concomitant with desires and aversions,
and that excites us to action; it is as real as the sensations or ideas, and as really corporeal. For instance, that
sensation called hunger does not arise, when the stomach is completely satisfied, and therefore it depends on the
state of the bodily organs. I see before me on the table, a piece of roast beef, a knife, fork and plate: if my stomach
needs food, the sensation accompanying these visible images, will be associated with hunger: if the stomach be
satisfied it will not. If it be accompanied by hunger, the desire, wish, will or volition to eat, and the consequent
motions to carry that volition into effect, will take place not otherwise. That desire, therefore, is a state of the brain
dependent on the excited state of the bodily organs that act by transmitted excitement, that is, by innervation, on
the encephalon. It is a peculiar state of the brain associated with a peculiar state of the stomach. All desires and
aversions, wishes and volitions when analyzed will in like manner be found nothing more than modifications of
cerebral motion arising from the circumstances that excited the motions themselves.”
— Francois Broussais (1828), Prop. 19: “Of the Will” (pgs. 399)

“I know nothing approaching to satisfactory proof of any innate moral sense. It is one of the dreams of the
ontologists and metaphysicians.”
— Francois Broussais (1828), Prop. 20: “Of the Moral Sense; Conscience” (pgs. 399-402)

(add discussion)

Quotes | About
The following are quotes on or about Broussais:
“Cabanis is the true master of Broussais, because for him, the moral is only the physical considered under certain
particular points of view.”
— E.F. Dubois d’Amines (1864), “Broussais” [1]

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“My intention is to rescue ‘the physical and moral science of man’ from the obfuscations and obscurities of those
who seek to ‘plunge us once again into the illusions of chimeras of ontology’.”
— Francois Broussais (1828), On Irritation and Instanity [3]

“It is no more ‘just’ to punish an assassin than a tiger.”
— Francois Broussais (c.1834), paraphrase of fatatist views of Spinoza, Hobbes, or Priestley [2]
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Brown, Richard
In hmolscience, Richard Brown (1940-2003) was an American sociologist noted for his
PhD dissertation turned 1977 book A Poetic for Sociology: Toward a Logic of Discovery
for the Human Sciences, wherein he includes a fairly cogent chapter on what he labels
as metaphor, being a historical on materialistic humanities theorists, with discussions
of human physicists such as Thomas Hobbes, Jeremy Bentham, John Q. Stewart, and
Jacob Moreno, to name a few.

Metaphor
Nearly half of Brown's A Poetic for Sociology, specifically 94 of 220 pages (43 percent),
is devoted to a discussion of “metaphors”, whether molecule or machine, as he calls
them, in sociology. In his acknowledgements section, he credits the following as the
backbone of this chapter: [2]
“For Chapter 4 on metaphors, Mary Hesse’ Models and Analogies in Science [1963],
C.M. Turbayne’s The Myth of Metaphor [1962], and Douglas Berggren’s [1962-63] essay in the Review of Metaphysics
were of central importance as sources for many basic ideas, analytic categories, and examples. Paul Diesling’s [1971]
Patterns of Discovery in the Social Sciences also provided important insights and examples. George Lundberg, the
positivist, was accidentally rebaptized as Ferdinand Lundberg, the Marxist!”
(add discussion)

Education
Brown completed his BA at University of California, Berkeley, his MA in sociology and East Asian studies Columbia,
and his PhD at the University of California, San Diego, after which, in 1975, he began teaching at the University of
Maryland. [3]

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Most sociology imitates physics and justifies itself in terms of positivist epistemology. In contrast, the more
humanistic sociologies are truer to the data, yet they appear to operate in the realm of intuition, to be a matter of
interpretation rather than of truth.”
— Richard Brown (1976), “Preface” to A Poetic for Sociology (pg. x)

“As the vocabulary of physics has changed so has that of physicalistic social scientists. The simple levers and inclined
planes of Galileo have given way to the dynamo, electromagnetism, and the computer.”
— Richard Brown (1977), A Poetic for Sociology (pgs. 141-42)

“Given the ‘lag’ between the source of such metaphors in physics and their use in sociology, we await the discovery
soon of social protons, neutrons, and neutrinos.”
— Richard Brown (1977), a humorous jab at John Q. Stewart’s 1952 social molecules and Jacob Moreno’s social nuclei; A Poetic for
Sociology (pg. 142)

“A crucial test of the power of the metaphor is whether its opponents wind up using it themselves.”
— Richard Brown (1977), A Poetic for Sociology (pg. 142)
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Brown, Zack
In human thermodynamics, Zack Brown (c.1992-) is an American cartoon artist noted
for his 2012 cartoon philosophy take on entropy and relationships.

Overview
In 2012, Brown, in his art thermodynamics style cartoon “Thermodynamics of Love”
cartoon (see: thermodynamics of love), from his Stickmen with Martinis blogspot, a
cartoon series concerning politics, philosophy, and randomness, showing two
stickpeople discussing their relationship in thermodynamic terms, wherein the guy tells
his girlfriend (as illustrated blow): [1]
“I just feel that our relationship’s entropy has increased.”
In more detail, Brown states:
“Read this [second law, Simple Wikipedia] and this [thermodynamic entropy, Simple
Wikipedia] before going further (Don't worry--they're in Simple English). A relationship
is a lot like a closed thermodynamic system. Starting off there is much potential for success, almost unbridled
potential. You could have just found the person you were always meant to be with, and each new fact and intricacy
of that person adds to that mystique. Entropy decreases.
With time, however, as in a closed thermodynamic system, entropy
increases and heat dissipates. That's not to say that feelings do not get
stronger, but the relationship can tend toward a sort of normalcy and
complacency. The system needs an outside source of energy to push it onward
and decrease entropy [see: entropy increase] once more.
But should that added, outside energy [see: coupling] be necessary? Is it
worth the added energy to work toward something that will eventually even
out once again? Or should people just accept the increased entropy, letting
systems settle [see: equilibration] and relationships end?”
The cartoon is in the neighborhood of truth, in the sense of (a) entropy being
“transformation content” in the original sense of the term; (b) love being a
chemical reaction (see: love the chemical reaction); and (c) the condition for
chemical equilibrium, meaning the reverse reaction (AB → A + B) (breakup) is
equally favored as the forward reaction (A + B → AB) (forma on), is that of
maximal entropy, as first announced famously by German physical chemist
August Horstmann in 1873.

Education
Brown currently is studying history at Samford University, Alabama.
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Browne, Walter
In thermodynamics, Walter Raleigh Browne (1842-1884) was an English civil engineer notable for
being the English translator of the 1879 second edition of German physicist Rudolf Clausius’
textbook The Mechanical Theory of Heat. [1] At the time of publication Browne was a late fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge.
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Brücke, Ernst
In science, Ernst Brucke (1819-1892) was a German physician and physiologist noted
for his 1874 publication of Lectures on Physiology, in which it is argued that living
organisms are energy systems governed by the conservation of energy (later to be
known as the first law of thermodynamics), as defined particularly by German physicist
Hermann Helmholtz, Brücke’s former lab partner and friend from medical school.
Brücke is said to have founded the Helmholtz school.

Overview
In 1838 to 1842, Brucke worked with Hermann Helmholtz, along with German
physician Emil Du Bois-Reymond, the founder of experimental neurophysiology, in the
laboratory of the German physiologist Johannes Muller. In opposition to Muller’s
adherence to the principle of vitalism, a doctrine that the functions of a living organism
are due to a vital principle distinct from physiochemical forces, the three of them, in
the words of Du Bois-Reymond, formulated a desire to validate the basic truth that: [1]
“In an organism no other forces have effect than the common physio-chemical ones.”
This is the short version of the Reymond-Brucke oath. In 1874, Brucke, in his Lectures on Physiology, supposed that all
living organisms are energy-systems governed by the first law of thermodynamics, which states, in effect, that the
total amount of energy in any given physical system is always constant, that energy quanta can be changed but not
annihilated, and consequently that when energy is moved from one part of the system it must reappear in another
part. In his Lectures, Brücke set forth the radical view that the living organism is a dynamic system to which the laws
of chemistry and physics apply. [2] This publication was the seed for the later formation of the science of
psychodynamics or psychological thermodynamics.

Freud
In 1873, a young Sigmund Freud started medical school at the University of Vienna. His first-year adviser was Brücke,
who was then director of the director of the Physiology Laboratory at the University. Over the next six years, initially
concentrating on biology, Freud did research under Brücke. This was the starting point for Freud's dynamic
psychology of the mind and its relation to the unconscious. Freud, who had great admiration and respect for Brücke,
quickly adopted Brücke’s new 'dynamic physiology' with enthusiasm. [2]
From there it was but a short conceptual step - but one which Freud was the first to take, and on which his claim
to fame is largely grounded - to the view that there is such a thing as psychic energy, that the human personality is
also an energy-system, and that it is the function of psychology to investigate the modifications, transmissions, and
conversions of 'psychic energy' within the personality which shape and determine it. This latter conception is the very
cornerstone of Freud's psychoanalytic theory. [3] The first mention of the issue of “energy” in relation to
conservation, or the first law of thermodynamics, in the mind of Freud seems to be in an April 1875 letter where he is
having issues about the question of the existence of God in regard to science. In particular, he states: [4]
“The principle of the conservation of energy, of the interaction of natural forces, which we consider as the best fruits
of scientific research, seem to involve the end no less than the beginning of the world.”
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Freud, however, was very subtle in referencing or citing the origins of his later ideas. Most, however, agree that his
use of energy or force in the explanation of psychological dynamics trace to his experience with Brücke. As British
developmental psychologist John Bowlby points out in 1973:
“The psychical energy model that Freud brought to psychoanalysis came, not form his clinical work with patients, but
from ideas he had learned many years earlier, especially when he was working in the laboratory of his admired
professor of physiology, Brücke. During the 1840s, Brücke had been one of a group of dedicated young scientists, of
whom Helmholtz was the leader, who were determined to show that all real causes are symbolized in science by the
word ‘force’. Since the achievements of the Helmholtz school soon became famous, it was natural that Freud,
working under one of their number, should have adopted their assumptions.”
In addition, to confirm his opinion, Bowlby cites Jones (1953) who points out that the style and content of Brücke’s
Lectures correspond closely to the words Freud always used to characterize psychoanalysis in its dynamic aspect,
such as “…psycho-analysis derives all mental processes (apart from the reception of external stimuli) form the
interplay of forces, which assist or inhibit one another, combine with one another, enter into compromises with one
another, etc. [6] All-in-all, Brücke’s 1874 Lectures had a lasting life-long influence on Freud, instilling the radical
proposition that the living organism is characterized by dynamism. Freud, in turn, whet on to apply this idea to the
levels and structures of the unconscious mind and to examine the role that dynamism plays in human development.
[7]
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Bruni, John
In literature thermodynamics, John P. Bruni (c.1970-) is an American literature scholar
noted for []

Overview
In 2010, Bruni, in his article “The Miseducation of Henry Adams: Fantasies of Race,
Citizenship, and Darwin Dynamos”, incorrectly argued that American historian Henry
Adams’ 1907 The Education of Henry Adams, particularly the later chapters, forecasts
the importance of information for thermodynamics. [2] Bruni, in this case, seems to be
unaware, as are most, that thermodynamics has nothing to do with information nor
information theory. [3] In 2011, Bruni did an entry on thermodynamics, in the The
Routledge Companion to Literature and Science, wherein he touched on the works of
those including: Ira Livingston, Charles Baudelaire, Gustave Flaubert, H.G. Wells, Bruce
Clarke, Yevgeny Zamyatin, D.H. Lawrence, Isaac Asimov; the end of the article,
however, seems to drift off into a general treatise on thermodynamics, evolution, and
life, e.g. discussing the works of Erwin Schrodinger, David Depew, Bruce Weber, Eric Schneider, among others. [1]

Education
Bruni completed his BA at the University of Rochester, his MA in 1995 with a thesis on “Computer-generated Writing,
Chaos Theory, and Contemporary Text” at Villanova University, and his PhD in 2003 with a dissertation on “Making
the Fittest Culture: Social Darwinism and American Naturalist Writing at the Turn of the Twentieth Century” at the
University of Kansas. Currently, Bruni is a professor of American literature at Grand Valley State University, Michigan.
His research interests include: 20th-century U.S. literature and film, ecocriticism, evolution and thermodynamics,
cybernetics, animal studies.
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Giordano Bruno
In science, Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) (CR:23) was an Italian philosopher,
mathematician, and astronomer noted for being the first of the so-called renaissance
atomic theorists, the revival period of atomic theory, the years 1550-1800, according to
which he conceived of the atom as a three-dimensional physical particle capable of
spontaneously moving itself.

Universe
Bruno, using Lucretius as a basis, extended Copernican heliocentrism to argue that the
universe is made up of an infinite number of suns with their own planetary systems;
and viewed matter as following an active animistic principle, in that matter is
‘intelligent’, discontinuous in structure, and made up of discrete atoms or four
elements (water, earth, fire, and air).

Monads
Bruno also proposed the view that everything that exists is made up of infinitesimal monads, of three varieties: god
(the monad of monads), souls, and indivisible atoms.

Reaction end
On 17 Feb 1600, after refusing to refute his claims, he tongue was cut out, he was stripped naked and burned at the
stake, and his ashes were dumped in the Tiber River.
In 1889, at dedication statue was erected at the site of his demise,
the central Roman market Campo de’ Fiori, the dedication ceremony
of which being attended by Herbert Spencer and Ernst Haeckel. The
inscription reads:
“To Bruno, from the generation he foresaw, here, where the pyre
burned.”
The unveiling of Bruno’s statue was attended by 30,000 people. [1]

Influence
In the centuries to follow, Bruno's ideas were held up for ridicule,
debate, or inspiration. In 1664, Margaret Cavendish, e.g., wrote an
entire series of poems against "atoms" and "infinite worlds" in
Poems and Fancies.
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Quotes
The following are noted Bruno quotes:
“Truth does not change because it is, or is not, believed by a majority of the people.”
— Giordano Bruno (c.1590)

“A spirit exists in all things, and no body is so small but contains a part of the divine substance within itself, by which
it is animated.”
— Giordano Bruno (c.1590), Publication; cited by Henry Bray (1910) in The Living Universe (pg. 180)
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External links
● Giordano Bruno – Wikipedia.

Brush, Stephen
In thermodynamics, Stephen George Brush (1935-) is an American physics historian
noted for his 1978 The Temperature of History: Phases of Science and Culture in the
Nineteenth Century, in which he discusses the thermodynamics of Henry Adams and
Freud’s death wish, among other topics. [1]

Temperature of history
In 1967, Brush wrote “Thermodynamics and History”, wherein he outlines a study of
how themes in thermodynamics are echoed by trends and fashions in nineteenthcentury art (see: art thermodynamics) and literature (see: literature
thermodynamics)—during the course of which he comments, according to Jeremy
Campbell (1983), how his biggest surprise was to learn that he was “pioneering nearly
virgin territory, where no scholarly foot had trod.” [5] This article, according to Greg
Myers (1985), was expanded into the result of Brush’s 1978 book The Temperature of
History: Phases of Science and Culture in the Nineteenth Century. [7]

Boltzmann
Interesting, as many of Ludwig Boltzmann's statistical mechanics works (in the original German) have yet to be fully
translated into an English collected works set or even, for that matter, readily available a assessable individual
English-translated articles, many, e.g. Jeffrey Wicken (1987), are forced to go through Brush in as a citation and
interpretation of Boltzmann's views.

Kinetic theory and thermodynamics
In thermodynamics, Brush is noted for his in depth historical books on the kinetic theory of gases and on statistical
thermodynamics as well as on biographical details of key thermodynamicists, such as Joule, Clausius, Maxwell, and
Boltzmann; and for making English reprints of various famous publications available. [4] Brush was the 1964 English
translator of Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann’s Lectures on Gas Theory, giving a 17-page translator’s introduction.
[3] Brush's 1976 book The Kind of Motion We Call Heat, on the history of kinetic theory, won the Pfizer Award of
History of Science Society. [2]

Education
Brush completed his BA in physics and chemistry at Harvard in 1955 and his PhD in theoretical physics at Oxford in
1958. [2] In 1968, at the University of Maryland, Brush founded a new program in the history of science; retiring from
there in 2006 as a professor emeritus.
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Brussels school of thermodynamics
In thermodynamics schools, the Brussels school of thermodynamics is a school of thermodynamic logic, born in
1918, centered around the work of mathematician and physicist Théophile de Donder and his noted student Russianborn Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine at the Free University of Brussels, a university now divided between the Frenchspeaking Université Libre de Bruxelles and the Dutch-speaking Vrije Universiteit Brussel. [1] The term "Brussels
school" came into use in the 1950s. The following is a 1991 summary of the Brussels school by Ching-yao Hsieh and
Meng-Hua Ye: [7]
“The inherent wholeness of atomic process also give impetus to the emerging new paradigm of the ‘self-organizing’
principle expounded by the so-called ‘Brussels school’ under the leadership of Ilya Prigogine, the Nobel Prize laureate
of 1977.”
American writer Alan Toffler summarizes the main ideas of the Brussels school as follows: [8]
(a) The Newtonian mechanistic world view concerns itself mostly with closed systems and linear relationships. But
the phenomena of high-technology industrial societies of today are open systems in which information and
innovation are the critical resources.
(b) All systems contain subsystems that are continually fluctuating. The order and organization of the existing system
will be shattered when the fluctuations become very powerful. The critical point has been called the ‘bifurcation
point’ It is impossible to determine in advance which direction change will take.
(c) Order and organization can arise spontaneously out of chaos through a ‘self-organization process.’
This ‘self-organizing principle’, as conceived, introduces an optimistic arrow of time model into the universe, in
contrast to the colloquial pessimistic arrow of time of movement towards increasing disorder. [7] Synonyms include
the: Belgian school, Brussels school of irreversible thermodynamics, Prigogine school, or Prigogine school of nonequilibrium thermodynamics, Brussels school of thermodynamic chemistry, among others.

De Donder
In 1899, Théophile de Donder received his doctorate in physics and mathematics from the Université Libre de
Bruxelles, for a thesis entitled Sur la Théorie des Invariants Intégraux (On the Theory of Integral Invariants). [2] He was
professor between 1911 and 1942, at the Université Libre de Bruxelles. Initially he continued the work of Henri
Poincaré and Elie Cartan. As from 1914 he was influenced by the work of Albert Einstein and was an enthusiastic
proponent of the theory of relativity.
In 1918, the “birth year” of the Brussels school, the then 45 years old de Donder began to devote his time to
superior teaching, after he was for some years appointed as a secondary school teacher, on the nature of
thermodynamics. At this time, he was promoted to professor at the Department of Applied Science, and began
without delay the writing of a course on theoretical thermodynamics for engineers. [4] Starting with Clausius’ second
principle of thermodynamics, having been formulated as an inequality: "uncompensated heat" is positive - or, in
more recent terms, entropy production is positive, where the inequality refers, of course, to phenomena that are
irreversible, as are any natural processes, de Donder, in the words of Prigogine, extracted the entropy production out
of this ‘sfumato’ when related it in a precise way to the pace of a chemical reaction, through the use of a new
function that he was to call ‘affinity’. [5] In his approach, de Donder gave a new formulation of the second principle,
based on such concepts as affinity and degree of evolution of a reaction, considered as a chemical variable. [4] He
gained significant reputation in 1923, when he developed his definition of chemical affinity. He pointed out a
connection between the chemical affinity and the Gibbs free energy.
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Prigogine
Russian-born Belgian Ilya Prigogine, one of de Donder's students, obtained both his undergraduate and graduate
education in chemistry at the Free University of Brussels, receiving his first doctoral degree in 1941 and later
becoming a professor in 1950. [4] A second teacher of thermodynamics influential to Prigogine, at the Brussels
school, was Jean Timmermans (1882-1971) an experimentalist, especially interested in the applications of classical
thermodynamics to liquid solutions, and in general to complex systems, in accordance with the approach of the great
Dutch thermodynamics school of Johannes van der Waals and Bakhuis Roozeboom. [6] In 1954, Prigogine, together
with Raymond Defay, published Treatise on Thermodynamics: Based on the Methods of Gibbs and De Donder. [3] Five
years later, in 1959, Prigogine was appointed director of the International Solvay Institute in Brussels, Belgium. In that
year he also started teaching at the University of Texas at Austin in the United States, where he later was appointed
Regental Professor and Ashbel Smith Professor of Physics and Chemical Engineering. In 1967 he co-founded there
what is now called The Center for Complex Quantum Systems. In that year he also returned to Belgium where he
became director of the Center for Statistical Mechanics and Thermodynamics.

Associates
Norwegian-born American physical chemist Lars Onsager is often said to be a proponent or associated with the
Prigogine school or view. Greek-born Belgian physicist Grégoire Nicolis was a graduate student of Prigogine, later cowritting several human thermodynamics themed books with him. A notable human thermodynamics student of
Prigogine, via his University of Texas affiliation, is Dick Hammond.
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Bryant, John
In economics thermodynamics, John Bryant (1944-) is an English mechanical engineer
noted for his 1980s to present ideas on economics and thermodynamics.

Overview
In 1974, Bryant began to publish papers on the nature of equilibrium and
thermodynamics in relation to economics. [1] In 1982, Bryant published “A
Thermodynamic Approach to Economics”, in which he argued that “economic value” is
equivalent to “energy value”, that there exist economic equivalents to the first and
second law of thermodynamics, and that inflation is a function of “net cycle entropy
gain”. [2] In 2009, Bryant published Thermoeconomics: A Thermodynamic Approach to
Economics (now in an updated second addition 2011), on the subject of
thermoeconomics, the gist of which being based on the so-called "letter rhyming
derivation method". [4] In his Thermoeconomics, Bryant cites those including: Paul
Samuelson (1947), who applied Le Chatelier’s principle in economics, Johannes Lisman
(1949), who saw a similarity between money and entropy, George Pikler (1954), who
highlighted connections between temperature and velocity of circulation of money, John Proops (1985), on general
analogies between thermodynamics and economics, and Fritz Sollner (1997), who argues that there is no direct link
between thermodynamic properties and the characteristics of economic systems, and that all attempts in this
direction to produce economically interesting results have been failures, among others.
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Education
Bryant has a BS in mechanical engineering and an MS in management studies.
[3]
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Buchanan, Mark
In social physics, Mark Buchanan (1961-) (CR:37) is an American-born English physicist
noted for his 2000 book Ubiquity, in which he extends on the critical state sandpile
work of Danish physicist Per Bak to elaborate on physics-based theories applied to
humanity such as 'chain reactions, 'power laws', the buildup of 'global stress', and
'critical states', etc., apply to bulk social phenomena, such as catastrophes, world wars,
mass extinctions. [1] Buchanan later summarized this perspective in his 2007 book The
Social Atom. Buchanan’s latest effort, which he began to roll out in 2011, is a blog
entitled “The Physics of Finance: a Look at Economics and Finance through the lens of
Physics”. [4]

Pentland | Social physics
In the mid 1990s, while a Nature editor, Buchanan noticed that a large percentage of
the papers landing on his desk were attempting to do social science along the lines of
physics. This launched him into the study of social physics. The recent work of American
computational social scientist Alex Pentland, namely: Honest Signals: How They Shape
Our World (2008) and Social Physics: How Good Ideas Spread, the Lessons from a New Science, champions his
proposal of using "sociometers", that quantify vocal intonation or facial mimicry, during interpersonal interactions,
under the flagship of "social physics" per what he frequently refers to as Buchanan's 2007 coining of the term: [5]
“Beyond organizational engineering is the possibility of building physicslike models of human behavior, coined ‘social
physics’ by Mark Buchanan. A social physics would allow us to discover fundamental laws that govern all human
organizations. If human behavior were largely governed by logical argument and conscious decision, we could not
build such models because there would be no fixed laws beyond those that stem directly from the definition of
rationality. The sociometer data, however, reveal a different side of humanity—one in which humans react to each
other in a regular predictable manner.”
(add discussion)
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Social atoms
See also: human atoms, human particles

2007 book The Social Atom in which he conceives of a
human particle view of individual people, calling us
"social atoms" speculating on how thermodynamics
and physics apply to the mass behaviors of social
systems of what he calls “social atoms” or people. [2]
The following is an excerpt:
“We should think of people as if they were atoms or
molecules … following simple rules and try to learn
patterns to which those rules lead.”
Buchanan’s lecture at Microsoft on the social atom
was voted as one of the top videos of 2007 by New
Scientist magazine. [3]

Difficulties on theory

Buchanan's 2000 book Ubiquity, outlining a tipping point theory

Two obvious issues with Buchanan's presentation are and power law theory; and his 2007 The Social Atoms, arguing that
firstly ambivalence as to whether or not humans are one should think of people as atoms or molecules.
atoms or molecules (human molecules) and second
his view that human social atoms have free will within the laws of thermodynamics due to chaos.

Education
Buchanan completed his PhD in 1993 in physics, and did research for several years in the areas of nonlinear dynamics
("chaos theory" in the popular lingo), Hamiltonian systems theory, and plasma physics. The then worked as an editor
with the international science journal Nature. Buchanan later worked for the British (but increasingly international)
popular science magazine New Scientist. After that experience, he became a freelance writer and has since written
three books and about 100 odd articles in publications ranging from Nature and Science to the Harvard Business
Review. In recent years, he has been contributing a monthly column to Nature Physics.
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Buchholz, Wilhelm
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In chemistry, Wilhelm Heinrich Sebastian Buchholz (1734-1798) was German physician,
chemist, and pharmacist noted for having been an early chemistry mentor or scientific
comrade to German polymath Johann Goethe. Buchholz may have been the role model
for the Captain in Elective Affinities (see: Geothe's human affinity table).

Friday society
Buchholz and Goethe were part of a current science society at Weimar called
Freitagsgesellschaft (Friday Society), a group that met from 1791 to 1797. The
members of the society were charged to present their current research to the others.
Buchholz was said to have discussed his latest chemical findings, physician Christoph
Wilhelm Hufeland (1762-1836) discussed macrobiotics or the art of prolonging human
life, and Goethe was said to have presented his theory of colors. [3] Buchholz remained
an active an honored member of Goethe’s celebrated “Freitaggesellschaft” (Friday
Society) up until Buchholz’s passing in 1798. [1]

Goethe
It seems that Buchholz was acquainted with Goethe at about the time Goethe was an official member of the
government of Weimar, or at least as early as 1783. [1] The pair worked together on the analysis of water and its
purification by the use of powdered charcoal. Goethe’s debt to Buchholz was said to have been considerable, which
Goethe supposedly admits in the narrative entitled “Geschichte meines botanischen Studiums” (History of my
Botanical Studies) which closes his Metamorphosis of Plants.

The Captain
Buchholz may have been a role model to the character of the Captain in Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities. In his 1916
article “Goethe and the Chemists”, author Roy Temple House describes Buchholz as a “prosperous and jovial man of
the world” and “genuine scientist.” This seems to fit the description of the Captain. Buchholz was said to have kept
up a large garden which contained not only herbs needed for business, but also rare and newly discovered plants.
This is similar to how the Captain worked out a reformulated landscaping of the estate. Buchholz is described as
having “kept himself well-informed as to new discoveries and developments in his own and related sciences”. [1] This
is similar to the response of the Captain, in chapter four, when queried by Charlotte about what elective affinities are:
“As well as I can from what I learned from reading about [affinities] some ten years ago. Whether the scientific world
still thinks of it in the same way, or whether it agrees with the latest theories, I cannot say.”
As Goethe conceived of and began writing the novella in 1808, the comment of ten year ago would coincide with
Buchholz’s death in 1798 and to Buchholz’s presentations of the latest discoveries in chemist at the weekly Friday
Society meetings, in the seven years prior.

Education
Buchholz studied medicine and obtained his medical degree, but after leaving school devoted himself to pharmacy
and bought the sole apothecary shop in Weimar. He is described, in a caption to an engraved picture of him, as the
chief physician of Saxon-Weimar. [2]
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Buchner, Ludwig
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In hmolscience, Ludwig Buchner (1824-1899) was a German physician,
physicist, self-defined "realist philosopher", labeled: extreme atheist,
"gross materialist" (Finck, 1877), "extreme materialism" (Britannica,
1911), noted for his 1855 Force and Matter, in which he applies
physics and chemistry to humanity just as it is applied to matter,
according to which, similar to Goethe and Empedocles, before him,
argued that the chemical affinities of atoms and molecules are
manifestations of the actions of the love and hate between people. [1]

Atheism
See main: Extreme atheism

Buchner was a self-defined "atheist", per terminology dialogue with
Darwin (Ѻ), and labeled by others as an extreme atheist philosopher—
see also: Stark classification (1962) on “extreme form” of social
_____
mechanism. Some describe Buchner as the "father of German atheistic Nationality
evangelism"; similar to the English version of Thomas Huxley. Buchner,
Known for
in his Force and Matter, 1884 edition, opens to the following three
quotes:
Alma matter

____
German
Extreme materialism
Extreme atheism
University of Giessen University of Strasbourg
University of Würzburg University of Vienna

“The universe, that is the all, is made neither of gods nor of men, but
ever has been and ever will be an eternal living fire, kindling and
extinguishing in destined measure.”
— Heraclitus

“Where there are three students of nature, there are two atheists.”
— Buchner (1884) or an old saying [?]

The controversy surrounding Büchner’s Force and Matter resulted in Buchner being dismissed from post at the
University of Tübingen, but he went on to establish the German Freethinkers' League, the first German organization
for atheists. (Ѻ)

Finck
Buchner, as critiqued by American philosopher Henry Finck (1887), argued that the chemical affinities of atoms and
molecules are manifestations of the actions of the love between people; Finck cites the following examples: [2]
“Just as man and woman attract one another, so oxygen attracts hydrogen, and, in loving union with it, forms water,
that mighty omnipresent element, without which no life nor thought would be possible.”
“Potassium and phosphorous entertain such a violent passion for oxygen that even under water they burn—i.e. unite
themselves with the beloved object.”
Finck classifies Buchner as a "gross materialist" for these views.

Overview
The following is the edited description of Buchner from the 1911 Britannica: [5]
In 1852, Buchner became lecturer in medicine at the university of Tübingen, where he published his great work Kraft
und Stoff [Force and Matter] (1855). In this work, the product, according to Lange, of a fanatical enthusiasm for
humanity, he sought to demonstrate the indestructibility of matter and force, and the finality of physical force. The
extreme materialism of this work excited so much opposition that he was compelled to give up his post at Tübingen.
He retired to Darmstadt, where he practised as a physician and contributed regularly to pathological and
physiological magazines.
Buchner continued his philosophical work in defense of materialism, and published Natur und Geist [Nature and
Spirit] (1857), Aus Natur und Wissenschaft [From Nature and Science] (vol. i., 1862; vol. ii., 1884), Fremdes und
Eigenes aus dem geistigen Leben der Gegenwart [Foreign and Private from the Spiritual Life of the Present] (1890),
Darwinismus und Socialismus [Darwinism and Socialism] (1894), Im Dienste der Wahrheit [In the Service of Truth]
(1899). He died at Darmstadt on the 1st of May 1899. In estimating Büchner's philosophy it must be remembered
that he was primarily a physiologist, not a metaphysician. Matter and force (or energy) are infinite; the conservation
of force follows from the imperishability of matter, the ultimate basis of all science. Büchner is not always clear in his
theory of the relation between matter and force. At one time he refuses to explain it, but generally he assumes that
all natural and spiritual forces are indwelling in matter:
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"Just as a steam engine produces motion, so the intricate organic complex of force-bearing substance in an animal
organism produces a total sum of certain effects, which, when bound together in a unity, are called by us mind, soul,
thought." (Kraft und Stoff, 7th ed., p. 130) Here he postulates force and mind as emanating from original matter—a
materialistic monism. But in other parts of his works he suggests that mind and matter are two different aspects of
that which is the basis of all things—a monism which is not necessarily materialistic, and which, in the absence of
further explanation, constitutes a confession of failure. Büchner was much less concerned to establish a scientific
metaphysic than to protest against the romantic idealism of his predecessors and the theological interpretations of
the universe. Nature according to him is purely physical; it has no purpose, no will, no laws imposed by extraneous
authority, no supernatural ethical sanction.”
The comment "generally [Buchner] assumes that all natural and spiritual forces are indwelling in matter", this is the
theory espoused by Pierre Teilhard, and may not exactly be Buchner's belief (check), e.g. the cited quoted mentions
"mind, soul, thought" (but not spirit), but rather adumbration by the 1911 Britannica writer.

Education
Buchner studied studied physics, chemistry, botany, mineralogy, philosophy, and medicine at the University of
Giessen graduating in 1848 with a dissertation on "Contributions to the Hallerian Theory of an Excitomotor Nervous
System". He then studied at University of Strasbourg, University of Strasbourg, where he studied pathology under
Rudolf Virchow, and at the University of Vienna.

Force and Matter
In 1852, Buchner became lecturer in medicine at the University of Tübingen, where he published the work his bestknown work the 1855 Force and Matter: Empirico-Philosophical Studies. The extreme materialism of this work excited
so much opposition that he was compelled to give up his post at Tübingen (see: two cultures tensions), whereafter he
retired to Darmstadt, practicing as a physician and contributing regularly to pathological and physiological magazines.

Entropy
In 1882, Buchner published Light and Life, in which, supposedly, he addressed the law of increasing entropy by saying
that only parts of the universe would die but that other parts would go on living. [4]

Praise | Related
The following are related quotes:
“Throughout his life Einstein was a man of the book, to a much higher degree than other scientists. The remarkably
diverse collection of volumes in his library grew constantly. If we look only at the German-language books published
before 1910 that survived Einstein’s Princeton household, the list includes much of the cannon of the time:
Boltzmann, Buchner, Friedrich Hebbel, the works of Heine in two editions, Helmholtz, von Humboldt, the many books
of Kant, Gotthold Lessing, Mach, Nietzsche, and Schopenhauer. But what looms largest are the collected works of
Johann von Goethe in a thirty-six volume edition and another of twelve volumes, plus two volumes on his Optics, the
exchange of letters between Goethe and Schiller, and a separate volume of Faust.”
— Gerald Holton (2008), on the contents of Einstein’s personal library. [6]

“Mach crowed that he had slain the ‘stuff and force’ dragon of the mechanistic materialism of Buchner, Vogt (Ѻ) ,
and Moleschott. Mach, in short, confused the laws with definitions, and inverted the correct logical relation
‘dynamics entails kinematics.’ He thus sacrificed Newtonian mechanics on the idealist altar.”
— Mario Bunge (2010), Matter and Mind: a Philosophical Inquiry [7]

Quotes
The following are noted and or interesting Buchner quotes:
“The universe, as we see it, is the result of regularly working forces, having a causal connection with each other and
therefore capable of being understood by human reason.”
— Ludwig Buchner (1884), Force and Matter (preface, pg. x)

“One of the objections most frequently urged against my views, is that I was destroying the old faith and putting no
new one in its place.”
— Ludwig Buchner (1884), Force and Matter (preface, pg. xii)

“A creative force that either creates itself or arises from nothing, and which is a causa sui (its own cause), exactly
resembles Baron Munchhausen, who drew himself out of the bog by taking hold of his own hair.”
— Ludwig Buchner (1884), preface to Force and Matter (pg. 10)

“The useless search of philosophers for a cause of the universe is a regressus in infinitum (a stepping backwards into
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the infinite) and resembles climbing up an endless ladder, the recurring question as to the cause of the cause
rendering the attainment of a final goal impossible.”
— Ludwig Buchner (1884), preface to Force and Matter (pg. 10)

“We are sorry to confess that biological hypotheses have not yet completely got out of the second phase, and that
ghost of ‘vital force’ still haunts many wise heads.”
— Ludwig Bucher (1855), Force and Matter (pg. 13)
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Edgar Buckingham
In science, Edgar Buckingham (1867-1940) (CR:5) was an American physicist noted for
[]

Overview
In 1900, Buckingham published his noted An Outline of the Theory of Thermodynamics,
a 200-page book, wherein he attempts to give a simplified synopsis of Willard Gibbs
and Pierre Duhem, whom, in his preface, he acknowledges his “great indebtedness and
influence”, along the way discussing things such as Humphrey Davy’s ice rubbing
experiment, Helmholtz’ free energy descriptions, thermodynamic potentials applied to
simple chemical reactions, among others; and was using terms such as “Gibbs energy
surface” (see: Gibbs energy). In 1905, Buckingham stated that term 'classical
thermodynamics' had been introduced by French physicist Pierre Duhem, a noted
student of German physical chemist and energetics founder Wilhelm Ostwald; about
which he explains as follows: [2]
“Aside from these three difficulties [(a) the definition of temperature; (b) the definition of quantity of heat; and (c)
the statement of the theorem of Clausius for irreversible processes], the rest of ‘classical thermodynamics’, as Pierre
Duhem has named it, seems to be a fairly logical and satisfactory whole.”
(add discussion)

Education
Buckingham completed his BS in physics in 1887 from Harvard, after which he studied at the University of Strasbourg
and the University of Leipzig, where he studied under Wilhelm Ostwald, completed his PhD there in 1893, after
which, in 1900, he was a professor of physics and physical chemistry at the Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania.
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Quotes | On
The following are quotes on Buckingham:
“For the person whose ambition is to go further, there is an excellent brief chapter on The Conditions of
Thermodynamic Equilibrium, and another on Thermodynamic Potentials and Free Energy. These are preceded by the
necessary disquisition on the relations and functions of the indefinitely large number of variables which may be
involved, and they are followed by a chapter of applications in which are discussed the electromotive force of a
reversible galvanic cell, the equilibrium of phases of a single substance (triple point, etc.), and the phase rule of Gibbs.
The discussion of the last subject disclaims the intention of being ‘either complete or rigorous’; but as an introduction
‘'tis enough, 'twill serve.’ There is, probably, no other book so well suited as this to the needs of him who is making
preparation for an attempt to explore those tremendous abysses of thought, where reigns that condition of supernal
calm known as the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances.”
— Edwin Hall (1902), “Review of Buckingham’s Thermodynamics” [3]
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Buckle, Henry
In science, Henry Buckle (1821-1862) (IQ:175|#157) (CR:34) was an English historian
noted for his two-volume 1857/1861 History of Civilization in England, wherein he
expounds on a strong positivism view of civilization.

Overview
Buckle's effort, in penning his History of Civilization in England was focused on solving
the the question of whether the actions of people operate by (a) fixed laws, (b) chance,
or (c) supernatural interference, via physical science means, i.e. strong positivism;
which he explains in his own worlds as follows: [1]
“We shall thus be led to one vast question, which indeed lies at the root of the whole
subject, and is simply this: are the actions of men, and therefore societies, governed by
fixed laws, or are they the result of either chance or of supernatural interference?”
The solution he advocates is the following: [8]
“The actions of men are in reality never inconsistent, but however capricious they may appear only form part of one
vast system of universal order.”
Buckle includes sections such as “probable origin of free will and predestination” and uses statistics to argue that
human actions, in the course of history, show a certain regularity, being governed by mental and physical laws, both
undergirded by the natural sciences.

Double action theory
See main: External force; Internal force

The gist of Buckle’s model of history, according to Morris Zucker, is that he relegates the individual to function as a
register of the external material forces. [5] The following seems to be the gist of Buckle's so-called double action
theory of history: [1]
“Rejecting, then, the metaphysical dogma of free will, and the theological dogma of predestined events," we are
driven to the conclusion that the actions of men, being determined solely by their antecedents, must have a
character of uniformity, that is to say, must, under precisely the same circumstances, always issue in precisely the
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same results. And as all antecedents are either in the mind or out of it, we clearly see that all the variations in the
results—in other words, all the changes of which history is full, all the vicissitudes of the human race, their progress
or their decay, their happiness or their misery—must he the fruit of a double action; an action of external
phenomena upon the mind, and another action of the mind upon the phenomena.
The problem immediately before us, is to ascertain the method of discovering the laws of this double
modification: and this, as we shall presently see, leads us into a preliminary inquiry as to which of the two
modifications is the more important; that is to say, whether the thoughts and desires of men are more influenced by
physical phenomena, or whether the physical phenomena are more influenced by them.”
(add discussion)

Actions | Three types
The following is Buckle’s division of human actions into three types: [1]
“The actions of men are by an easy and obvious division separated into two
classes, the virtuous and the vicious; and as these classes are correlative, and
when put together compose the total of our moral conduct, it follows that
whatever increases the one, will in a relative point of view diminish the other;
so that if we can in any period detect a uniformity and a method in the vices of
a people, there must be a corresponding regularity in their virtues; or if we
Buckle states that there are three
could prove a regularity in their virtues, we should necessarily infer an equal
types of human actions: good, evil,
regularity in their vices; the two sets of actions being, according to the terms of and indifferent, that put together
the division, merely supplementary to each other.
define the total of one's moral
Some moralists have also established a third class of actions, which they
conduct; which can be compared to
call indifferent, as belonging neither to virtue nor to vice; and hence there arose the Jungian life energy model of good
the famous doctrine of probability, set up by several eminent Romish casuists, and evil actions. (Ѻ)
and hotly attacked by Pascal. But this, if we put aside its worst feature, namely
its practical bearings, is merely a question of definition inasmuch as every indifferent act must lean on the side either
of evil or of good, and may therefore be referred to the category to which it inclines; and certainly every increase of
vice diminishes virtue relatively, though not always absolutely.
Or, to express this proposition in another way, it is evident that if it can be demonstrated that the bad actions of
men vary in obedience to the changes in the surrounding society, we shall be obliged to infer that their good actions,
which are, as it were, the residue of their bad ones, vary in the same manner; and we shall be forced to the further
conclusion, that such variations are the result of large and general causes, which, working upon the aggregate of
society, must produce certain consequences, without regard to the volition of those particular men of whom the
society is composed.”

Parallelogram of forces
The following is Buckle’s extrapolation of the
parallelogram of forces model scaled up to
conceptualize a similar moral social law order: [1]
“Those readers who are acquainted with the manner in
which in the physical world the operations of the laws
of nature are constantly disturbed, will expect to find
A parallelogram of forces model (Ѻ), namely the addition of the
in the moral world disturbances equally active. Such
force normal, directed perpendicular to the plane plus the
aberrations proceed, in both instances, from minor
gravitational force, directed downward, which yields the resultant
force, directed in a downward parallel to the plane direction,
laws, which at particular points meet the larger laws,
and thus alter their normal action. Of this, the science which Buckle says can be used to explain what he calls the "great
of mechanics affords a good example in the instance of social law", namely that moral actions of men are the product not
of their volition, but of their antecedents.
that beautiful theory called the parallelogram of
forces; according to which the forces are to each other in the same proportion as is the diagonal of their respective
parallelograms. The diagonal always giving the resultant when each side represents a force, and if we look on the
resultant as a compound force, a comparison of diagonals becomes a comparison of compounds.
This is a law pregnant with great results; it is connected with those important mechanical resources, the
composition and resolution of forces; and no one acquainted with the evidence on which it stands, ever thought of
questioning its truth. But. the moment we avail ourselves of it for practical purposes, we find that in its action it is
warped by other laws, such as those concerning the friction of air, and the different density of the bodies on which
we operate, arising from their chemical composition, or, as some suppose, from their atomic arrangement.
Perturbations being thus let in, the pure and simple action of the mechanical law disappears. Still, and although the
results of the law are incessantly disturbed, the law itself remains intact.
Just in the same way, the great social law, that the moral actions of men are the product not of their volition, but
of their antecedents, is liable to disturbances which trouble its operation without affecting its truth. And this is quite
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sufficient to explain those slight variations which we find from year to year in the total amount of crime produced by
the same country. Indeed, looking at the fact that the moral world is far more abundant in materials than the physical
world, the only ground for astonishment is, that these variations should not be greater; and from the circumstance
that the discrepancies are so trifling, we may form some idea of the prodigious energy of those vast social laws,
which, though constantly interrupted, seem to triumph over every obstacle, and which, when examined by the aid of
large numbers, scarcely undergo any sensible perturbation.”
A similar resultant of forces acting on a person, while driving in Chicago, type of discussion along these lines can be
found in American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' 2010 chapter “Thermodynamic Philosophy of Evolution”. [6]

Maxwell
Scottish physicist James Maxwell was captivated by Buckle nearly as soon as volume one was published:
“One night I read 160-pages of Buckle’s History of Civilization—a bumptious book, strong positivism, emancipation
from exploding notions and that style of thing, but a great deal of actually original matter, the result of fertile study,
and not mere brainspinning.”
— James Maxwell (1857), “Letter to Lewis Campbell” [2]

In 1873, Maxwell declared: [3]
“Those uniformities which we observe in our experiments which quantities of matter containing millions of molecules
are uniformities of the same kind as those … wondered at by Buckle.”
(add discussion)

Boltzmann
Austrian Ludwig Boltzmann who were said to have been influenced by Buckle's statistical premise, to a certain extent,
in the later development of their kinetic theories of gas and statistical views of the behaviors of molecules. In
Boltzmann's 1872 article ‘Further Studies on the Thermal Equilibrium of Gas Molecules’, based on his comparison of
humans to molecules (human molecule), is the following quote: [2]
“Molecules are like to many individuals, having the most various states of motion, and the properties of gases only
remain unaltered because the number of these molecules which on average have a given state of motion is
constant.”
Again, in 1886, Boltzmann commented: [4]
“As is well known, Buckle demonstrated statistically that if only a sufficient
number of people are taken into account, then not only is the number of
natural events like death, illness, etc., perfectly constant, but also the
number of so-called voluntary actions—marriages at a given age, crimes,
and suicides. It occurs no differently among molecules.”
(add discussion)

Quotes | About
The following are about or related quotes:
“Both Buckle and Henry Adams were convinced that to develop the laws of
historical movement, it would be necessary to study its phenomena in
comparative freedom from extraneous influences.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), The Philosophy of American History: Periods in American
History [10]

Quotes
The following are relevant quotes:

A two volumes bound as three set of
Buckle’s History of Civilization in England,
described as Buckle’s sole major work—
still unfinished at his death—popularized,
against the “great men” theory posited by
Carlyle, “the belief in the possibility of
applying scientific treatment to historical
problems.” (Ѻ)

“The great enemy of civilization is the notion that society cannot prosper,
unless the affairs of life are watched over and protected at nearly every turn by the state and the church; the state
teaching men what they are to do, and the church teaching them what they are to believe.”
— Henry Buckley (1861), History of Civilization in England [7]
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Buckley, Walter
In hmolscience, Walter Frederick Buckley (1922-2006) was an American sociologist
noted, in sociological thermodynamics, for his 1967 entropy themed general systems
sociology theory.

Overview
In 1967, Buckely, in his Sociology and Modern Systems Theory, used concepts from
general systems theory, such as entropy and negentropy, to develop sociology. [1]
Buckley used the term negentropy to refer to how social systems overcome
disintegrating or decaying effects of entropy by importing sufficient energy and other
resources to maintain themselves. [2]

Education
Buckley completed his PhD from the University of Wisconsin in 1956 later becoming
professor of sociology at the University of New Hampshire.
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Budge, Wallis
In religio-mythology, Wallis Budge (1857-1934) was an English Egyptologist noted for
his 1895 English translation of the Egyptian Book of the Dead (Papyris of Ani), and
various publications to follow, in which he laid out the basic outline foundation of
Egyptian theology, or Ra theology in core structure, wherein after it began to become
apparent that Ab-ra-ham-ic theologies (Torah religions) and B-ra-hma-ic theologies
(Vedic religions), which constitute over 72 percent of the modern world's belief system,
are Egyptian-based religions, in derivative-syncretism structure, such as explained in
the 1996-2000 work of American Egyptologist Gary Greenberg and 2003 work of
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims.

Education
Budge began to study languages on his own at the age of 10. In 1878, he attended
Cambridge University, where he studied Semitic languages, including Hebrew, Syriac,
Ethiopic, and Arabic, continuing to study Assyrian on his own. In 1883, Budge began
working in the department of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities of the British Museum,
a position in which he remained until 1924, specializing in Egyptology. During this period, Budge collected a large
number of Coptic, Greek, Arabic, Syriac, Ethiopian, and Egyptian Papyri manuscripts and was involved in numerous
archaeology digs in Egypt, Mesopotamia and the Sudan.

Thermodynamics
The work of Budge is important because one of the first issues that people grapple with when introduced to the hmol
sciences, which is structured in the logic that each human is an animated reactive 26-element molecule (human
molecule) whose interpersonal reactions are governed by the laws of thermodynamics and whose body (and mind)
was synthesized over time through chemical mechanism, is the objection that (a) they have a soul and that this is
"beyond" the discussion and measurement of modern physical science and (b) that they have free will with which
they choose right and wrong, and hence one has to re-educate oneself in the historical etymology of the concept of
the soul, soul weighting, life-death cycles, morality, free will vs choice, etc., all of which originated in Egyptian
theology and was carried over into the mindsets of the average modern person though religious syncretism and
modification.

Quotes

The following are related quotes:
“In Osiris the Christian Egyptians found the prototype of
Christ, and in the pictures and statues of Isis suckling her
son Horus, they perceived the prototype of the Virgin
Mary and her Child.”
— Wallis Budge (1908), Egyptian Ideas of the Future Life (Ѻ)

See also
● Gerald Massey
● Thomas Young
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● Budge. Wallis. (1895). Egyptian Book of the Dead. British A Dorothy Murdock comparison of Isis suckling Horus to Mary
suckling Jesus. (Ѻ)
Museum.
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Publisher.
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Buffett number
In numbers, Buffett number, the number "100", is the number of books that one has to read on a given subject to
know more than the average college professor who teaches that subject knows. [1]

Etymology
The term was coined by American chemical engineer Libb Thims, between 2001-2005, sometime after a reading of
the 1995 book Buffett: the Making of an American Capitalist, which describes the early biography of American
business mogul Warren Buffet. [2]

Overview
In 1947, two-months shy of his seventeenth birthday, American business mogul Warren Buffett had read at least one
hundred books on business. Shortly thereafter, he entered the Wharton School of Finance, wherein upon arrival he
reported that ‘he knew more than the professors’. On a return trip home, Warren was warned not to neglect his
studies. To this he replied insouciantly, ‘all I need to do is open the book the night before and drink a big bottle of
Pepsi-Cola and I’ll make 100.’ [2] The Buffett-number is the gauge of basic intellectual competence on any given
subject. That is, for one to be fluent in their line of work or topic of interest, one needs to read one-hundred books on
that subject. To be relatively knowledgeable on any given subject, one needs read fifty books, so to reach the ½
Buffett-number.

Human thermodynamics
A pre-requisite to a residual understanding of basic human thermodynamics, not necessarily in terms of elementary
principles, but rather in terms of an intuitive idea of the visual conception of the state equations and the physics
parameters used in the application and modeling of daily human life, in its most basic, i.e. work, play, love, hate, etc.,
is to have a Buffett-number level competency. In the 2007 textbook Human Chemistry, Thims outlined the view that
“in human thermodynamics, to have a residual, basic, or intuitive understanding of the thermodynamics of human
life, one needs to read, at a minimum, one hundred books and textbooks on thermodynamics, with focus on those in
the specific area of chemical thermodynamics.” [1]
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Buffon
In science, Georges Leclerc (1707-1788) (IQ=?), aka Count of Buffon, or simply
“Buffon”, was a French mathematician and natural philosopher noted for his 1745
comet impacting the sun nebular hypothesis planet formation model; for his circa 1774
experimental use of Newton’s law of cooling on iron balls to attempt calculation of the
age of earth—during which time he, supposedly, found an increase in weight of iron
when heated (see: fluid theory of heat); for being one of the first pre-Goethean
evolutionists, views he derived from his comparison of old and new world animals—he
was the main French precursor to Jean Lamarck. [1] Many of his views are found in his
36 volume Natural History, published in the years 1749 to 1788, with an additional
volume of his post humorous notes in 1789. Buffon addressed the maternal
imagination theory in one of the chapters of his Natural History. [3]

Religion | Science
In 1778, Buffon published The Epochs of Nature (Epoques de la nature), his most
controversial book yet, wherein he professed views seriously at odds with beliefs in the Church and Genesis, e.g. he
discussed the origin of the solar system; proposed that the planets had been created by comets colliding with the
sun; estimated the age of the earth to be 75,000 years (Bible: 6,000-yrs; Quran: not mentioned: Modern: 4.5-bya),
estimated via experiments of cooling iron balls; declared that Noah’s flood had never occurred; and argued for a form
if “implied evolution” via the assertion that animals retained parts that were vestigial and no longer useful. [5]

Living matter
In regards to the life/non-life subject, Buffon held the view that living bodies are distinct from inanimate matter in
being composed of what her called “matiere vive” (live matter), whose particles have a propensity to move from the
center to the edge of the bodies they constitute; whereas “matiere brut” (raw matter), conversely, is but matire vive
that has died. He referred to active molecules in his discussion of this subject: [4]
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“The life of the whole (animal or vegetable) would seem to be only the result of all the actions, all the separate little
lives—if I may be permitted so to express myself—of each of those active molecules whose life is primitive and
apparently indestructible.”
This “active molecule” position seems to be a type of living molecule theory.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes by Buffon:
“Newton (IQ=215), Bacon (IQ=180), Leibniz (IQ=200), Montesquieu (IQ=?), and myself are five great men of history.”
— Buffon (c.1780), when asked how many great men he could name. [2]
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Bukharin, Nikolai
In hmolscience, Nikolai Bukharin (1888-1938) was Russian politician and scholar noted
for his 1926 Historical Materialism: a System of Sociology, wherein he expands upon
Karl Marx’s theory of historical materialism. [1] Bukharin, supposedly, saw equilibrium
in social systems as resulting from the interchange of energy among its parts. (Ѻ)
Bukharin’s quotes on physics and chemistry seem to given indication that he is antireductionist, siding with argument to the effect that “the law of cause and effect in
social science must be a social law” and that “analogy with physical organisms” is
useless. (Ѻ) Bukharin, according to American political economist Kenneth Stokes
(1994), is classified as one of the ‘heretical philosophers of social energetics’, along
with: Wilhelm Ostwald, Leon Winiarski, Alexander Bogdanov, Eduard Sacher, Felix
Auerbach, Rudolf Clausius, Patrick Geddes, Leopold Pflaunder, Georg Helm, Thomas
Carver, Frederick Ackerman (Technocracy), Fred Henderson (The Economic
Consequences of Power Production, 1923), Alfred Lotka, and Frederick Soddy. [2]

Reaction end
In 1938, Bukharin, a former friend and or intellectual idol of Joseph Stalin, was found guilty of counter-revolutionary
activities and espionage. He was shot on 14 March 1938, along with 17 other "traitors". Stalin had assured Bukharin
that the decision to execute him was "nothing against you personally". In his death letter to Stalin, Bukharin stated "I
am not a Christian, but I do have my quirks." (Ѻ)
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Bulwer, Edward
In literature thermodynamics, Edward Bulwer (1803-1873), aka Baron Lytton, was an
English writer noted for []

Overview
In 1871, Bulwer, in his science fiction novel Vril: the Power of the Coming Race, in which
he utilized English chemist-physicist Michael Faraday’s version of the conservation of
force; an example of which is as follows: [1]
"I have long held an opinion, almost amounting to a conviction, in common, I believe,
with many other lovers of natural knowledge, that the various forms under which the
forces of matter are made manifest have one common origin; or, in other words, are so
directly related and mutually dependent, that they are convertible, as it were, into one
another, and possess equivalents of power in their action."
To make a story around a subterranean species, called ‘Vril-ya’, that exist on a hypothetical type of energy called
‘vril’, according to which both the workings of the machinery in the new society and the government of the new
species operate under the same laws of nature, or something along these lines. The novel also digs into the question
of the automaton the human and morality and motion; one passage explains:
"[The automaton] is animated for the time being by the soul thus infused into it."
The logic of the book, according to American literature thermodynamicist Barri Gold, is that the "soul" operates as
the natural force produced by harnessing the internal motion of matter. "Bulwer-Lytton's automata", as summarized
by Gold, "seem to live and reason". [2]
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Bumstead, Henry
In thermodynamics, Henry Bumstead (1870-1920) was an American physicist notable
for being a graduate student of Willard Gibbs and for having produced a 27-page
detailed review of Henry Adams’ 1909 "The Rule of Phase Applied to History", which
attempted to apply Gibbs’ phase rule to the modelling of the phases of human history
in a physical-chemical sense of people viewed as human molecules; after which, during
the next year or two, Adams revised his essay to meet Bumstead’s specific criticisms.
[1]

Adams | Gibbs
In circa 1908, American physical humanities historian Henry Adams, while in Paris,
began reading physical chemistry books and its seems chemical thermodynamics
treatises (or at least outlines) of Willard Gibbs. Adams, for example, reporting that: [3]
“I have run my head hard up against a form of mathematics that grinds my brains out. I
flounder like a sculpin in the mud. It is called the ‘law of phases’, and was invented at Yale. No one shall persuade me
that I am not a phase.”
This is hilarious to the last, indeed, something you just can't make.
Shortly thereafter, sometime in late 1908, on, before, or thereafter Nov 27, the date when he executed his last will
and testament, Adams began probing (sending notes) to John Franklin Jameson, director of the historical department
of the Carnegie Institution, asking for some type of physical chemistry trained tutor and or proofreader:
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“On the physico-chemical law of development and dynamics, our society has reached what is called the critical point
where it is near a new phase or equilibrium.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Letter to Charles Gaskell” (Sep 27) [4]

“I’m looking for a ‘young and innocent physico-chemist who wants to earn a few dollars by teaching an idiot what is
the first element of theory and expression in physics.”
— Henry Adams (1908), “Note to John Jameson” (Dec) [5]

“My essay ‘The Rule of Phase [Applied to History]’ is a ‘mere intellectual plaything, like a puzzle’ [to Brooks]. I am
interested in getting it into the hands of a ‘scientific, physico-chemical proofreader’ and I am willing to pay ‘liberally
for the job’ [to Jameson].”
— Henry Adams (1909), Notes to Brooks Adams and John Jameson [4]

Adams eventually penned out an essay of his ideas entitled “The Rule of Phase Applied to History”, which he sent to
Jameson for publication in The American Historical Review. Jameson, although he turned the essay for publication,
continued his search in helping Adams find a Reader. This effort resulted in a typescript of the manuscript arriving
into the hands of Henry Bumstead of Yale, who had recently finished co-editing the posthumous edition of Gibbs’
scientific papers in 1906. Bumstead agreed to the job and, by Jan 1910, had produced a ‘meticulously detailed
critique’ of Adams’ essay. [3]

Gibbs
The following is a noted quote by Bumstead, from his 1903 obituary / biographical article “Josiah Willard Gibbs”, on
the extreme difficultly involved in the comprehension of Gibbs' famous 1876 On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances: [2]
“It was a number of years before its value was generally known; this delay was due largely to the fact that its
mathematical form and rigorous deductive processes make it difficulty reading for anyone, and especially so for
students of experimental chemistry whom it concerns most.”
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Bunge, Mario
In hmolscience, Mario Bunge (1919-) (CR:5) (DN:7) is an Argentina-born Canadian
mathematical physicist and philosopher noted for []

Overview
In 1979, Bunge, as cited (Ѻ) by Alicia Juarrero (1985), supposedly, was promoting some
type of emergent properties and or holism theory. [1] Bunge’s philosophy, presumably
like Steven Pierce (2005)’s, is a comprehensive scientific outlook applied to the various
natural and social sciences, embodying global rationalism, scientific realism,
materialism, and consequentialism.

Atheism | Religion
Bunge is categorized as an “atheist philosopher” (Ѻ) and or an “atheist, who combats
religion” with “deep liberal convictions, especially in the form of an impassioned
defense of the technical value of liberty of thought and search”. (Ѻ)
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Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“Our comparative ignorance of the laws of society and history is due not only to the great complexity of human
affairs, but also to the very prejudice that there ‘are’ no laws of history—a prejudice suspect of being allied to
powerful social (or antisocial) interests that are vitally interested in preventing deep insights into the social
mechanism. Et pour cause! People who are able to take the social mechanism apart in theory may wish to change it in
practice, and—what is more dangerous for those who live on the persistence of fossil social forms—such men may
even succeed in their attempt. This is essentially why the pragmatic view of science, summarized in the positivistic
maxim: ‘to know is to foresee [predict]; to foresee is to control’, which enjoys such wide acceptance in connection
with the science of nature, is so often forgotten in the sphere of the social sciences, where it is found more desirable
to hold that human society is rationally unknowable, hence unpredictable, hence incurable.”
— Mario Bunge (1963), Causality and Modern Science; cited by Donald Polkinghorne (1983) favorite quote (Ѻ) of Steven Pierce
(2005) [2]

“Spinoza’s equation ‘god = nature’ is self-contradictory, and must be seen as a subterfuge. After all, Spinoza’s motto
was ‘be prudent’. Consequently, the vulgar characterization of Spinoza as a pantheist is incorrect: he was a secret
atheist because he was a naturalist. The same holds for Einstein, who once declared that his religion was Spinoza’s,
i.e. none.”
— Mario Bunge (2010), Matter and Mind: a Philosophical Inquiry [3]

“Mach crowed that he had slain the ‘stuff and force’ dragon of the mechanistic materialism of Buchner, Vogt (Ѻ), and
Moleschott. Mach, in short, confused the laws with definitions, and inverted the correct logical relation ‘dynamics
entails kinematics.’ He thus sacrificed Newtonian mechanics on the idealist altar.”
— Mario Bunge (2010), Matter and Mind: a Philosophical Inquiry [2]
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Bunsen, Robert
In chemistry, Robert Bunsen (1811-1899) (IQ=175) was a German chemist, semi-ranked
as a greatest chemist ever, generally known as the eponym of the Bunsen burner,
noted for being the mentor of a number of thinkers, including: August Horstmann,
Heike Kamerlingh-Onnes, and Sofia Kovalevskaya, famous or his 1860 flame spectrum
element prediction analysis work together with Gustav Kirchhoff. (Ѻ).

Tributes | Praise
The following are related quotes:
“I am made from the C-H-N-O-S-P combination from which a Bunsen, Helmholtz,
Kirchhoff came.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1926), Lifelines: an Autobiography [1]
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Burbank, Harold
In economics, Harold Hitchens Burbank (1887-1951), oft-cited as H.H. Burbank, was the chairman
of the Harvard economics department, from 1927 to 1938, noted for his communications and
interactions with American mathematician Edwin Wilson (1934-1938) about teaching some type
of physical “mathematical economics” course, based on thermodynamics, steam engine theory,
and equilibrium as described by physical chemistry, and latter, supposedly, for denying a post at
Harvard to economist Paul Samuelson, because he disliked people who were “smart, Jewish, or
Keynesian”, as Robert Solow later commented (Ѻ).

Wilson
See main: Harvard Pareto circle

On 23 Mar 1934, American mathematician Edwin Wilson, the famous sole protégé of Willard Gibbs, wrote the
following to Burbank: [1]
“I should not attempt to teach economics but simply mathematical economics, which in many respects is a different
thing. I couldn’t teach the steam engine, but I have taught thermodynamics and the analogy is about the same.”
On 20 Dec 1938, Wilson wrote the following to Burbank: [2]
“Schumpeter has suggested that it would be particularly well for me to give as I gave last time a general theory of
equilibrium such as this is understood by physical chemists including the phase systems of Willard Gibbs. Most of our
equilibrium theory in economics really has for its background the notions of equilibrium which arise in mechanics. It is
pretty high-brow stuff. Mathematically or physically it isn’t any more high-brow than things which I long taught at
Yale University and at the Institute of Technology. Although Pareto was certainly quite familiar with the types of
equilibrium which arise in physical chemistry and are necessary in fact for the study of the steam engine he doesn’t
use this line of though in economics.”
A few weeks prior, on 4 Nov 1938, Wilson wrote the following to Lawrence Henderson: [3]
“I have never understood what John Dewey meant, if he really meant anything, by saying that the social sciences
must not imitate the natural sciences in their methodology but must develop their own methodology.”
Here, what Wilson is ruminating about is the age old two cultures debate, which comes in various reincarnations: one
nature vs. two natures thinkers, Clausius culture vs. Shakespeare culture, left brain (scientists and engineers) vs. right
brain (humanities scholars) culture, natural scientists vs. social scientists, etc., all of which underlyingly is a religious
(belief system) tension issue, generally rooted in differences in understanding about choice and morality, one hardly
ever addressed openly.

Samuelson
At the time of the completion of Paul Samuelson's dissertation, Foundations of Analytical Economics—written at
fever pitch from mid-1940 to Jan 1941, which followed suit in the wake of his advisor Edwin Wilson’s decisive 1938
critical review comment suggestion to Samuelson that he use equation 133 of Willard Gibbs’ On the Equilibrium of
Heterogeneous Substances, to formulate a theory of economic stability, modeled on chemical thermodynamic
stability and equilibrium change—two factors seemed to have been floating around in the mind of Burbank, in
regards to his opposition to Samuelson. The first of which, as has been speculated about elsewhere, Burbank had
developed an immense dislike and aversion to the use of mathematics and or physical mathematics in economics,
possibly as a result of Wilson's push of the difficult 700-equation filled treatise of Willard Gibbs at him for the
foundation of mathematical economics at Harvard, in the last six or so years. Economics, before Samuelson,
traditionally did not use a substantial amount of mathematics. English economist Alfred Marshall’s 1890 Principles of
Economics, the dominant textbook of the previous decades, for example, relegated all mathematics to the appendix.
The second, as has been documented, was a combination of the lingering antisemitism in the air at Harvard at
the cusp of WWII and Burbank's anti-semitism inclinations. As a result of these circumstances, Burbank ordered the
hand-set plates to Samuelson’s prize winning, Le Chatelier principle using, dissertation in economics, one that would
later win him the second inaugural Nobel Prize in economics, destroyed after 1,500 copies. American economics
journalist David Warsh explains the Samuelson situation as follows: [4]
“At Harvard erupted a series of battles that cost the great old university its leadership in economics. The resistance to
mathematics continued. Although Harvard University Press was compelled by prior agreement to publish Foundation,
because Samuelson's dissertation had won the economics department's prize for best thesis, Chairman Harold
Burbank ordered the laboriously hand-set plates (with their thousands of equations) destroyed after a single printing
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of 1,500 copies. That meant no revisions were possible for the next thirty-five years. Then, too, the Veritas Society, a
group of alumni dedicated to opposing Keynesian influences, waged a witch hunt against the department.”
Swedish-born American economic sociologist Richard Swedberg corroborates on this further, through the lens of
Joseph Schumpeter, who disliked Burbank, viewing him as a rather bitter man, a mediocre scholar, strongly antisemitic, who had complete power over the junior faculty appointments which he used to keep down a number of
Jews in the faculty, Samuelson in particular, whose appointment he blocked. [5] The Jewish-issue, to note may not
have been the complete reason for Samuelson’s block; as reported by one biographer, after one faculty meeting
during which Samuelson’s appointment was discussed, Schumpeter proclaimed in a loud voice: [7]
“I could have understood if they didn’t want to hire him because he is a Jew. But that wasn’t it—he was just too
brilliant for them.”
In any event, in spite of Burbank’s plates destruction ordering and the alleged blocking of Samuelson’s post, his 1948
Economics: an Introductory Analysis, became the best-selling economics textbook of the 20th century—by 2009 it
had been translated into 41 languages and had sold over 4 million copies—and his classical thermodynamics
influenced dissertation Foundations of Economic Analysis became the “Bible of Economics” (Ѻ), superseding Alfred
Marshall’s Principles of Political Economy (1890), and prior to that Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations (1776), for the
title of Economic Bible. [7]

Education
Burbank completed his A.B. at Dartmouth College in 1909, followed by his A.M. at Harvard University in 1910 with a
dissertation on “General Property Tax in Massachusetts,1775 to 1792” (Ѻ) (Ѻ), after which he became teacher of
political economy, administrative, officer and editor, Harvard University member of the Department of Economics,
1915-51, and Chairman, 1927-38, and from 1942-49 a member of the Board of Editors of the Review of Economics
and Statistics. (Ѻ)

Burbank professorship
The Burbank chair or "Harold Hitchens Burbank Professor of Political Economy" was established with funds from the
estate of Burbank, the first holder of which was Richard Musgrave, followed by Bob Fogle, then Dwight Perkins (19632006), and currently Torben Iversen and or James Stock. [6]
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In thermodynamics, Samuel Burbury (1831-1911) was an English lawyer and
mathematician noted for his 1894 introduction of the now-famous term ‘H theorem’,
which he used as the English translate of Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann’s 1872
term ‘minimum theorem’, referring to Boltzmann’s kinetic or Newtonian mechanics
definition of entropy.

H-theorem
American physicist David Lindley claims that, some years after Boltzmann’s 1872
'minimum theorem', as Boltzmann called it, “an English physicist apparently misread a
German script upper-case E on one of Boltzmann’s papers for an H”. [1] Most sources,
however, calm that Burbury began using ‘H’ in 1894 to mean ‘heat’, as in Boltzmann’s
heat theorem. [2] This coinage, however, may have been earlier, as, according to his
associate Henry Watson, Burbury had published his first work on Boltzmann’s kinetic
theory of the second law in the January 1875 issue of the Philosophical Magazine. [3]

Education
Burbury completed his BA in mathematics and classics in 1854 and MA in 1857, both at St. Johns College, Cambridge.
He completed his law degree at Lincoln’s Inn, passing the bar in 1855. Thereafter, until 1908, began practicing law,
but in his spare time engaged in advanced applied mathematics in kinetic theory, electromagnetism, and
thermodynamics, chiefly in collaboration with his college friend Henry Watson. [4]
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In hmolscience, Keith Robert Burich (c.1950-) is an American historian noted, in human
thermodynamics, for a number of publications, from 1987 to 1991, on the physicsbased history thermodynamics ideas and theories of Henry Adams, e.g. his social phase
concepts; much of which seems to be a critique, extension, or rather continuation of
American historian William Jordy’s earlier 1952 work Henry Adams: Scientific Historian.

Overview
In 1987, Burch published “Henry Adams, the Second Law of Thermodynamics, and the
Course of History”,

Education
Burich completed his PhD in 1979, in history, with a thesis on “The Catholic Church and
American Intellectuals: from Cooper to Santayana”, at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. [2] Burich currently is a history professor at Canisius College.
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Burroughs, John
In hmolscience, John Burroughs (1837-1921) was an American essayist noted for []

Overview
In 1915, Burroughs, in his The Breath of Life, via citation to thinkers such as: Lawrence
Henderson, Johann Goethe, Joseph Butler (Bishop Butler) and John Tyndall on "dead
atoms", Henri Bergson, Frederick Soddy, among others, he attempted to explain the
difference between the living and non-living or not living and dead, in a way that
seemingly teeters close to the defunct theory of life position. [1] In 1920, Burroughs, in
his Accepting the Universe, seems to have outlined some fence-sitting views on
naturalism in respect to religion; the following are a few example quotes: (Ѻ)
“Science kills credulity and superstition, but to the well-balanced mind it enhances the
feeling of wonder, of veneration, and of kinship which we feel in the presence of the
miraculous universe.”
— John Burroughs (1920), Accepting the Universe (pg. 108)

“The truths of naturalism do not satisfy the moral and religious nature.”
— John Burroughs (1920), Accepting the Universe (pg. 301)

(add discussion)

Note
Burroughs was an associate of Thomas Edison and his writing style and logic is so similar to Ralph Emerson, that he
originally was thought to be an Emerson plagiarizer.
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Burton, Keith
In thermodynamics, William Keith Burton (1922-1996), commonly known as "Keith Burton", cited
as K. Burton, was English electrical engineer and theoretical physicist notable, according to
American physical chemist Robert Alberty, for producing and compiling his 1957 thermodynamics
table for biochemical reactions, four pages in length, the first of five entitled "Free Energies of
Formation from the Elements", containing free energy of formation values ΔGfº for about 100
species of biochemical reactions, able to make predictions on reactions that had not yet occurred.
[1] The table was appended to the Germans physician and biochemist Hans Krebs and biochemist
Hans Kornberg's booklet Energy Transformations in Living Matter, the first major publication on
the thermodynamics of biochemical reactions.

Education
Burton completed his BS and MS in electrical engineering at the Manchester College of Technology and a PhD in
theoretical physics at Bristol University. [2]

Thermodynamic tables
In 1957, famously Burton published a set of five thermodynamic tables. Prior to this time, apparent equilibrium
constants had been measured for a number of enzyme-catalyzed reactions. Burton’s significance was that he
recognized that these apparent equilibrium constants together with standard Gibbs energies of formation ΔGfº for
biochemical species to make a table that could be used to calculate equilibrium constants of biochemical reactions
that had not yet been studied. [4]

Last publication
Oddly enough, with his keen perception as to the constructions and underpinnings of biochemical thermodynamic
tables, although Burton could have become another Gilbert Lewis, he published very little after his famed
thermodynamics table. In particularly, according to his biographer George Wyllie, Burton found publication
increasingly difficult because, as he expressed it: [2]
“Of the impossibility of saying anything without saying everything.”
Burton seems to have arrived at this view due to his tendency towards meticulous analysis of subjects, where he
could never contemplate a physical question without digging through its foundations. [2]

Thermodynamics
Burton collaborated with F.C. Frank and N. Cabrera in a study of surface processes in crystal growth, to which his
prime contribution was an analysis of the statistical thermodynamics of islands of monomolecular thickness on a
clean crystal surface. His interest in the logical basis of physics led to a useful collaboration with Robin Giles, whose
seminal 1964 book on the logic of thermodynamics owed much to their discussions. [3] Burton also corresponded
with Edwin Jaynes, who it is said that he converted, on the probabilistic interpretation of statistical mechanics in
relation to information theory.
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Burton, Robert
In hmolscience, Robert Burton (1577-1640) was an English scholar noted for his 1621
The Anatomy of Melancholy, wherein he impressively employs electricity (amber),
magnetism (loadstone), and heat (warmth) logic to explain love and beauty: [1]
“As amber attracts a straw, so does beauty admiration, which only lasts while the
warmth continues. But virtue, wisdom, goodness, and real worth, like the loadstone,
never lose their power.”
(add discussion)

Goethe
German intellect Johann Goethe, in his set of coded scientific love theories, employed
in his 1809 Elective Affinities, used the maternal imagination theory, learning it from
either, supposedly: Levinus Lemnius (1505-1568), Burton, or Pierre Maupertuis (16981758).

Finck
American philosopher Henry Finck, in his 1887 Romantic Love and Personal Beauty, section “Cosmic Attraction and
Chemical Affinities”, amid citation and discussion of the classic physical science love theory scholars, namely:
Empedocles, Goethe, Ludwig Buchner, Schopenhauer, etc., stated the following about Burton: [2]
“In the preface to the first volume of Don Quixote, Cervantes refers those who wish to acquire some information
concerning love to an Italian treatise by Judah Leo [Judah Leon Abravanel, c.1465-c.1523]. The full title of the book,
which appeared in Rome in the sixteenth century, is Dialoghi di amore, Composti da Leone Medico, di nayione Ebreo,
e di poi fatto cristiano [Dialogues of Love, composed by Doctor Leon, of Hebrew heritage, and who later became
Christian]. There are said to be three French translations of it, but it was only after long searching that I succeeded in
finding a copy, at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. It proved to be a strange medley of astrology, metaphysics,
theology, classical erudition, mythology, and medieval science. Burton, in the chapter on love, in his Anatomy of
Melancholy, quotes freely from this work of Leo, whom he names as one of about twenty-five authors who wrote
treatises on love in ancient and mediaeval times.
Like Empedocles, Leo identifies cosmic attraction with love. But he points out three degrees of love—natural,
sensible, and rational. By natural love he means those "sympathies" which attract a stone to the earth, make rivers
flow to the sea, keep the sun, moon, and stars in their courses, etc. Burton (1652) agrees with Leo, and asks quaintly:
"How comes a loadstone to draw iron to it . . . the ground to covet showers, but for love? . . . no stock, no stone, that
has not some feeling of love. 'Tis more eminent in Plants, Herbs, and is especially observed in vegetals; as betwixt the
Vine and Elm a great sympathy,"
"Sensible" Love is that which prevails among animals. In it Leon recognises the higher elements of delight in one
another's company, and of attachment to a master. "Rational" Love, the third and highest class, is peculiar to God,
angels, and men.”
(add discussion)
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In human chemistry, business chemistry is the application and chemistry
principles, e.g. catalyst (human catalyst), synthesis (planning), emulsification
(human emulsifiers), reaction (human chemical reactions), transition state (e.g.
start-ups), collision theory (e.g. mergers), bonding structure (infrastructure),
etc., to the study, modeling, and management of business operations.

History
The first to pioneer this subject, in large part, was American chemical engineer
William Fairburn who, in 1914, outlined the view that a factory, for example,
can be considered as a reactive system (or beaker), such that that the foreman
acts as the "human chemist", aligning proper work reactions between
individuals, and that in this sense, a manager must study the basic principles of
chemistry so to intelligently perform their occupation. Fairburn suggested that
workers may be classified by their energy, entropies, and properties, even
explaining how some people can act as human emulsifiers, functioning to cause
a mixing of unmixable groups or components, just as soda or gum Arabic, act to
cause oil and water to blend. [1] In 1921, American chemist-turned-consultant A 2012 business chemistry cover
Arthur Little outlined the field of business chemistry as such:
stylized book by American marketing
theorist Andy Crestodina (Ѻ).

“Chemistry is the science that deals with the properties of matter and the
changes which they undergo. Whether you know it or not, chemistry is, therefore, a partner in your business. As wise
businessmen you carefully take into account the man-made laws of legislature and congress. Chemistry [however]
has laws of its own that are not man-made: laws beyond the power of any legislature or congress to repeal. What do
you know about them, or how far do you take them into account in the conduct of your business?”
On this basis, Little suggests that each business hire its own chemist to consult them. [2]

Terminology
To clarify, there are two ways in which the term ‘business chemistry’ is used: one in the sense of modeling a business
as a chemical laboratory, test tube, work-producing reactive engine, etc., in which one applies the principles of
chemistry, modeling people as chemical elements or human molecules, to facilitate business operation; the other in
the sense of someone who, for example, has a degree in chemistry, but then goes to business school to learn to
become a manager at a chemical or pharmaceutical plant. In the former sense of the term, one has to adopt the
human chemistry/‘human molecule’ point of view of business operation; in the latter sense of the term, Southern
Oregon University, for example, offers a ‘business-chemistry’ major, requiring coursework in both chemistry and
business, at about a 50/50 ratio. [3]

Business thermodynamics
The connective field of business thermodynamics, specifically concerns the topics of thermodynamics, e.g. studies on
energy, entropy, enthalpy, chemical potential, efficiency, system, etc., applied to business.
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In human thermodynamics, business thermodynamics is the study of the
energetic and entropic aspects involved in the transformative processes of
business operation.

Business chemistry
Business thermodynamics has a certain amount of overlap with 'business
chemistry', just as chemistry overlaps with thermodynamics, in the science of
chemical thermodynamics. A factory, as discussed by American chemical
engineer William Fairburn in 1914, can be considered, for example, as a reactive
system (or beaker), such that that the foreman acts as the "human chemist",
aligning proper work reactions between individuals, quantifying people by their
relative entropy (human entropy), etc., and that in this sense, a manager must
study the basic principles of chemistry so to intelligently perform their
occupation. [1]

History
In his 1968 Management Science article, American researcher Bruce Gunn
argued that the essence of employee motivation is to found in Le Chatelier’s
2004 book The Entropy Vector:
principle and that the transformation of energy in a given productive system
Connecting Science and Business by
represents the “essence of motivation.” [6] Beginning in the late 1970s,
English business manager Robert
thermodynamic terminologies, such as corporate entropy or thermodynamic
Handscombe and mechanical engineer
efficiency, have begun to find application in theory and practice.
Eann Patterson, in which entropy
In 1987, in their popular Peopleware book, business consultants Tom
theory is applied to business
DeMarco and Timothy Lister loosely outlined ideas on corporate entropy and
operation.
stated a "second thermodynamic law of management." [2] In their
presentation, they use a loose human chemistry metaphor, discussing topics such as "what it takes to make project
chemistry", how some people can act as "human catalysts" who can help a project "jell", describing mobile workers
as "free electrons", etc. Their latter chapters, according to the authors, discuss teams and what it takes to "build a
sensible chemistry for team formation." In 2005, Czechoslovakian-born American information systems executive Paul
Strassman began lecturing and writting books on the connection between management, company organization,
information theory, and entropy. [3] One of the first articles in business thermodynamics, to specifically incorporate a
human molecule, chemical thermodynamics point of view was the 2005 article "Human Thermodynamics and
Business Efficiency" by American business strategist Lynn Liss. [4]

See also
● Sthar - Social Thermodynamics Applied Research.
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Busino, Giovanni
In hmolscience, Giovanni Busino (c.1938-) (CR:7) is a French political sociologist noted for being
the editor of the complete works of Vilfredo Pareto, which totals some 20 books or booklets, more
than 600 articles in journals, magazines, and newspapers, and over 100 published book reviews,
introductions, prefaces, and or interviews, on subjects including: physics, mathematics, statistics,
public policy, and sociology (Ѻ); and, supposedly, for a 1967 collected works set on Leon
Winiarski’s social mechanics publications entitled Essays on the Social Mechanism (Leon Winiarski
et la Mechanique Sociale). [1] Some of Busino’s work on Pareto seems to be cited in the 1968
International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences article on Pareto. [2]

Education
Since 1982, Busino began teaching general sociology at University of Lausanne and currently is professor and
directory of social and political sciences at the University of Lausanne, where he seems to be one of the leading
historical scholars of Lausanne school of physical economics (see also: two cultures synergy).
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Buss, David
In psychology, David Michael Buss (1953-) is an American psychologist, generally
considered to be the central founder of evolutionary psychology, noted for his 1994 book
The Evolution of Desire: Strategies of Human Mating, which presented the results of
studies, conducted in the 1970s and 1980s, on the nature of sexual selection across
cultures that sought to identify underlying evolutionary-mediated psychological
mechanisms of human behavior and desire. [1]

Sexual proposition study
See also: Alley equation

In circa 1993, Buss and graduate student Jennifer Semmelroth, polled 213 college
women, half of which (N=109) were asked how flattered the would feel by being
persistently asked out on a date by various men, differing by occupation, shown below,
the other half (N=104), were asked how upset they would feel by outright sexual
proposition by various men, similarly differing by occupation, on a Likert scale of 7 being
'most upset' to 1 being 'least upset', the results of which are shown below, with the
guesstimated inclusion of the explicitly-designed occupationally-perfect idealized male Dr. John Wayde Prentice Jr.,
from the 1967 film Guess Who's Coming to Dinner and and an occupationless homeless man (see: Alley equation).
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Reaction of College Women to Outright Sexual Proposition
by Various Men, Differing by Occupation

Occupation

Least upset
(0)
0.25
0.50
0.75

Dr. John Wayde Prentice Jr. [±]

1.00
1.25
1.50

↑
Less upset
_____________

1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
Premedical students (2.65)
Rock stars (2.71)
Graduate students (2.80)

2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75

Construction workers (4.04)

4.00

Cleaning men (4.19)
Garbage collectors (4.32)

4.25

____________
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More upset
↓

5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
Homeless man [±]

6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75

Most upset
(7.00)

In a thermodynamic point of view, occupation is pure measure of work, in a physical sense, whereas, similarly, the
closer the typical man is to the 'least upset' range (1.00), the easier it will be for him to date or have sex with a
'hotter' female, in a physical sense, and with human thermodynamics being the study of the relationship between
heat and work and other forms of energy, involved in the dynamics of human systems, the results of the above study
is representative of quintessential human thermodynamics.

Human chemical thermodynamics
Buss' 1994 book The Evolution of Desire was very influential in the development of the sciences of human chemistry
and human thermodynamics by American chemical engineer Libb Thims, who began reading it in circa 1994-95, as
chemical engineering student at the University of Michigan, thereafter reading about 140+ more books on the same
subject, at the same time he began to think about the issue of how the spontaneity of processes criterion (ΔG < 0) of
chemical thermodynamics applied to variations in the spontaneity of the formation of human relationships, e.g. love
at first sight relationships (very spontaneous) vs. ambivalent relationships (not spontaneous) (ΔG = 0) vs. arranged or
forced relationships (opposite of spontaneous) (ΔG > 0), etc. [2] The two topics, free energy and mate selection, were
thus very formative in Thims' mind in his thinking.

Education
Buss earned his Ph.D. in psychology at University of California, Berkeley in 1981, became an assistant professor for
four years at Harvard University, was a professor at the University of Michigan for eleven years, and now is a
professor at The University of Texas, where he runs Buss Labs on Evolutionary Psychology. [3] He is the author of the
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noted Evolutionary Psychology textbook, the first of its kind, now in its third edition. [4] The following set of videos,
in seven parts, is Buss speaking at the USM on 12 February 2007. The last video is an interview of American
anthropologist Don Symons, author of the 1979 book The Evolution of Human Sexuality, on the subject of
evolutionary psychology and sexual selection; the first person Buss began to collaborate with, in the early 1980s, in
the development of evolutionary psychology:.
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Butler, John
In chemical thermodynamics, John Alfred Valentine Butler (1899-1977), oft-cited
“J.A.V. Butler”, and known to his friends and colleagues as “J.A.V” (Ѻ), was an English
physical chemist noted for his 1935 textbook The Fundamentals of Chemical
Thermodynamics, which uniquely focused on thermodynamic applications in
electrochemistry, and his later 1940s to 1970 attempts to understand the "life
process" via thermodynamics. [1]

Human thermodynamics
In 1947, Butler published a review, entitled “Thermodynamics and Humanism”, of
Belgian-born English thermodynamicist Alfred Ubbelohde’s book Time and
Thermodynamics. [2]

Life | Second law
See main: Animate thermodynamics

In his 1946 article "Life and the Second Law of Thermodynamics" Butler outlined
William Thomson's 1852 view of the second law, a view which he summarized by
stating that Thomson "expressly excluded the operations of animate agencies" from
the second law, which is not exactly correct; but, nevertheless, also discussed the
recent views on thermodynamics and life expressed by Gilbert Lewis (1926) and
Erwin Schrodinger (1944); the abstract of which is as follows: [4]
“Whether life processes obey the second law of thermodynamics or if life finds a way
of evading the otherwise universal dissipation of energy has been something of a
puzzle for a century. Kelvin left the matter open in his formulation of the second law,
by expressly excluding the operations of ‘animate agencies’. Since then, opinions on both sides have been expressed,
although a majority would probably be found in favour of the view that any local increase of ‘free’ energy is
compensated by a greater amount of dissipation elsewhere, or as Schrödinger has recently put it in picturesque if
somewhat inaccurate language, the organism feeds on ‘negative entropy’. On the other hand, G. N. Lewis referred to
living organisms as “cheats in the game of entropy”, which “alone seem able to breast the great stream of apparently
irreversible processes. These processes tear down, living things build up. While the rest of the world seems to move
towards a dead level of uniformity, the living organism is evolving new substances and more and more intricate
forms.”
Butler seems to have followed up this open-ended puzzle statement with a number of solution attempting works:
Man is a microcosm (1950), Science and human life (1957), The site of protein synthesis in Bacillus megaterium
(1958), Inside the living cell; some secrets of life (1959), Gene control in the living cell (1968), and lastly his The Life
Process (1970), wherein he seems to conclude that "life" is something describable as a "process" or an energy
process, as the focus of the book seems to be. [6]
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Education
Butler completed undergraduate degree (1926/27) and his DSc (1928/29) at the chemistry department of the
University of Edinburgh. [3]

Quotes | On
The following are about quotes:
“The credit for connecting electrochemical thermodynamics and kinetics must go to English physical chemist John
Butler (1899-1977). He, along with German surface chemist Max Volmer (1885-1965), and Hungarian physical chemist
Erdey-Gruz Tibor (1902-1976), laid the seeds of the phenomenological basis of electrochemical kinetics.”
— Ashok Shukla (2008), “Pillars of Modern Electrochemistry” (Ѻ)
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Butler, Joseph
In hmolscience, Joseph Butler (1692-1752), commonly cited as “Bishop Butler”, was an
English theology apologist philosopher noted for his 1736 Analogy of Religion: Natural
and Revealed, wherein he employs the term “living powers”, cited by Peter Tait and
Balfour Stewart in their conservation of force speculations about death, among other
religio-science blends. [1]

Living powers | Dead atoms
The following is an abstract of Butler's “living powers” based natural religion theory:
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This discussion of living powers (a power that is alive), wherein "power" is defined as force (moving an object) times
distance (moved) per unit time, or energy (or work) per unit time in short:

naturally enough leads to further contentious speculations about incongruous terms such as "living force" or "living
energy", and or more subtle terms such as "living work", the embodiment of the latter captured well in the existence
defining query "what do yo do for a living"?, all of which are but religio-science neoplasms. In 1874, in this sense, Irish
physicist John Tyndall in his debated erupting Belfast BAAS Address (see: Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate), invoked Butler
as the antagonist in an imaginary debate with Lucretius on the issue of how all terrestrial things, or "living agents" as
Butler phrased things, could have arisen from "dead atoms". [2]
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Butler, Samuel
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In science, Samuel Butler (1835-1902) was an English philosopher noted for his 1863
article-turned-book “Darwin Among the Machines”, wherein he picked up on the ageold automaton vs. life debate, albeit with a twist—to the effect that he argued for the
possibility existence of a future evolved type of “machine life”, which might have a type
of mechanical consciousness, that would evolve and outpace humans in evolution, such
that the latter would become subservient to the former. The article touches on many
modern origin of life stumbling blocks, such as the possibility of self-replicating
machines. [1]

Erewhon
Butler's “Darwin Among the Machines”, along with two other articles published in The
Press, eventually came to form “The Book of the Machines” to the opening section of
his 1872 Gulliver’s travels stylized book Erewhon, wherein he wrote about how
machines might develop consciousness by Darwinian selection. [2] Butler also, in
Erewhon, describes the brain as being a machine-like homunculi: [3]
“What is a man’s eye but a machine for the little creature that sits behind in his brain to look through?”
(add discussion)

Discussion
See also: Neumann automaton theory

The Butler human-disconnected evolving machine species model can be likened as a forerunner to the Terminator
film series, in which computers overtake humans, becoming the dominating species. The general disproof of this
theory is the notice that machines and computers are catalysts in the human chemical reaction, thereby only acting
to lower the activation energy barrier, and hence not the free energy change of the reaction. The machines, in a
sense, are a coupled secondary byproduct of the human chemical reaction, hence whence the primary reaction is
terminated, if this were to the the case in the given scenario, the coupled product (machines/computers) would
cease as well.

Quotes
The following are notable quotes:
“Whether it is right to say that one believes in God and Christianity without intending what one knows the hearer
intends one to intend depends on how much or how little the hearer can understand. Life is not an exact science, it is
an art. Just as the contention, excellent so far as it goes, that each is to do what is right in his own eyes leads, when
ridden to death, to anarchy and chaos, so the contention that everyone should be either self-effacing or truthful to
the bitter end reduces life to an absurdity. If we seek real rather than technical truth, it is more true to be
considerately untruthful within limits than to be inconsiderately truthful without them. What the limits are we
generally know but cannot say.”
— Samuel Butler (c.1870), from “The Note-Books of Samuel Butler” (1912) by Samuel Butler; Part XXII (Reconciliation), The Rules
of Life. (Ѻ)
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Butterfly effect
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In science, butterfly effect is the theory that a small change in one
part of the world (or system), such as the flapping of a butterfly’s
wings in Japan, can, if the initial conditions are primed to a certain
position of instability, effect a large change in another part of the
world (or system), such as the initiation of a tornado in Texas. The
butterfly effect became a meme via its popularization in the 1987
book Chaos: the Making of a New Science, by James Gleick. [1] The
butterfly effect is a subject germane to chaos theory, complexity
theory, far-from-equilibrium theory, and meteorology, but is
sometimes involved in discussions of human implications, e.g. that
Gavrilo Princip was the butterfly that started world wars one and
two.
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Buzan, Tony
In intelligence studies, Tony Buzan (1942-) is an English accelerated learning expert
noted for his 1994 Book of Genius, co-written with English grand chess master
Raymond Keene, in which he gives a formulaic IQ ranking of the said-to-be greatest 100
geniuses to have ever lived. [1] Buzan has also written on concepts such as "genius
quotient (GQ)" and outlined the principle of goethendipity.

Overview
Buzan IQs are those determined by English accelerated-learning expert Tony Buzan and
English chess grandmaster Raymond Keene in 1994, using a method independent to
that of Cox, in which they scored the top 100 leading minds on an 835-point scale
(GS=Genius Score): dominance in the field (100), active longevity (100), polymath (100),
versatility (100), strength and energy (100), IQ (100), ongoing influence (100),
prolificness and achievement of prime goal (100), universality of vision (15),
outstanding originality (10), deliberate desire to create teaching avenues or academies
to further the genius’ ideas (10). [1]

200+ range geniuses
In their top 100 genius list, Buzan and Keene assigned four geniuses with a 200 or above range IQ (below right) which
corroborates well with American psychologist Catherine Cox's 1926 listing of the IQs of 300 geniuses, who also found
four individuals in the 200-range:
Cox's 200-range Geniuses (1926) of 300geniuses

Buzan's 200-range Geniuses (1994) of 100geniuses

1.
Goethe
(IQ=210)

1.
Da
Vinci
(IQ=220)

2.
Leibnitz
(IQ=205)

2.
Goethe
(IQ=215)
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3.
Grotius
(IQ=200)

3.
Shakespeare
(IQ=210)

4.
Wolsey
(IQ=200)

4.
Einstein
(IQ=205)
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In short, both Cox (and here team) and Buzan (along with Keene) have, independently, determined or arrived at the
conclusion that German polymath Johann Goethe (the core theory developer among the 500+ Hmoledia biographies)
is likely to have been the smartest person to have ever lived.

Top 1000 geniuses
On 24 Oct 2011, the Cox genius list was merged into the Buzan genius list to create the work in progress Hmolpedia
meta-analysis “Genius IQs” table, currently at 430+ geniuses—a listing aiming to reach the top 1000 geniuses of all
time.
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Bynum, Terry
In information thermodynamics, Terrell Bynum (c.1938-), or Terry Bynum, is an
American philosophy professor, at Southern Connecticut State University, noted for his
2005 chapter section “Entropy and Purpose in Human Life”, focused on the impact of
the internet and morality, generally a synopsis of American mathematician Norbert
Weiner's 1950 The Human Use of Human Beings, intermixed with Aristotelian notions
of purpose, in modern retrospect, and how the two views united can, supposedly, yield
a model of human justice. [1]

Education
Bynum completed a BS in chemistry and a BA in philosophy, from the University of
Delaware, and a MA in philosophy, from Princeton, a MA and PhD, both in philosophy,
from City University of New York. [2]
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Age” on Moral Lives, pgs. 11-26; §§: Entropy and Purpose in a Human Life, pgs 13-14). SUNY Press.
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Byrnes, Rich
In hmolscience, Rich Byrnes (c.1960-) is an American chemical engineer and
thermodynamics humor cartoonist noted for his 2011 cartoon on the laws of
thermodynamics and for his commentary on the thermodynamics forces behind
chemical engineers "choosing" to become chemical engineers from Mary Guthrie's
"Why Students Choose Chemical Engineering?" parody video. In 2011, Byrnes
illustrated Boil's law (aka Boyle's law) humor take of the game version of the laws of
thermodynamics.

Quotes
The following are noted quotes:
“I’m happy to know that the thermodynamic forces that compel folks to become ChE’s
have not changed much over the years.”
— Rich Byrnes (2012), comment on Mary Guthrie’s 2009 ChETube humor video “Why Students
Choose Chemical Engineer” [1]

Education
Byrnes is an artist, chemical engineer, and a former naval nuclear submarine officer. He worked for nearly three
decades experience at DuPont.
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Transition note
This completes volume one of the ten-volume print set of Hmolpedia: an A-Z Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, written online at EoHT.info, and transitions into volume
two:
Hmolpedia, Volume 1 (A-B)
Hmolpedia, Volume 2 (C-Ek)
The key point to remember from volume one is the definition of ‘affinity’, symbol A, qualitatively defined by Isaac
Newton, in 1718, his last and final ‘Query 31’, as degree to which chemicals are able to displace one another in
reaction; which is conceptually defined, for human acts and reactions, as the micro-forces of social interaction, i.e.
the ‘wills’ of emotion, so to say, and the choices mediated thereby. The measure of affinity, as proved in 1882 by
Hermann Helmholtz, in his ‘On the Thermodynamics of Chemical Processes’, according to the so-called
thermodynamic theory of affinity, is the ‘free energy’ of the reacting system, which for social system is Gibbs energy
or partial differentials of Gibbs energy per person or bound state of persons per state of existence. Also, of note is
reflection on the work of Mirza Beg.
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